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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a set of ethnohistoric reconstnictions of Abonginal land use 

patterns in the interior boreal forest of north-central Manitoba. In the boreal forest, the 

ways that people used the land varied seasonally. Land use couid also Vary for people of 

different cultures, and would change over time as those cultures changed. In order to 

highlight this variabili ty, the seasonal rounds of the seulement and subsistence ac tivi ties of 

both the Rock Cree and of the seasonall y resident Caribou-eater Dené peoples are 

hypothesized for the Late Woodland Period (c. 1300 to 350 B.P.). Changes to these 

seasonal rounds in response to changing economic and social conditions of the European 

fur vade and to resulting changes in the resource base are considered in reconstructions of 

the Cree and Dené seasonal rounds during the E d y  Fur Trade Period (c. A.D. 161 1 to 

1820). 

These reconstnictions have been developed based on a detailed study of 

ethnographic, historical and emic sources of data on both the Rock Cree and Caribou-eater 

Dené and culturally similar Algonquian and Athapaskan peoples in similar environments. 

The details on land use activities and criteria for site selection containeci within these diverse 

sources have been reviewed, evaluated for consistency and relevance to the study region, and 

synthesized to produce the reconstructions of seasonal land use presented. 

Attention is paid to how different peoples were interacting with their environments, 

i.e. what activities were k i n g  Iocated where, when and why. Thus, study of these 

reconstructions can help increase our ability to understand, explain and predict 

archaeological site distributions and the underl ying systems of land use in a boreal forest 

environment. Suggestions are made for how this might be done through the use of 

predic tive modelling. Minimal1 y, these ethnohis torical analogues cal1 attention to those 

types of locations that could be expected to have moderate to high potenhal for specific 

uses, but which have been traditionally under-represented in archaeological survey because 

of the "archaeological invisi bility " of those activi ties W o r  survey bias. 
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B.P. 

CDAP 

Early Fur Trade 

Ethnohistory 

HBC 

Inland 

Aside from its common use, 'area7, in this study, is defined as the 
intermediate scde  in the spatial definition of peoples' land use. 
Roughiy equivdent to the "resource catchment" of an 
archaeological site (the area surrounding a camp, accessible within a 
specifîed distance or travel time, from which the residents acquired 
food and other resources) . Defineci, in part, by the distance 
individuals were willing and able to travel out from a camp site on a 
day to day b a i s  in order to meet their resource needs. 

A measure of time: Years 'Before Present'. When radiocarbon 
dates are being referred to, 'present' is equivdent to c. A.D. 1950. 

The Churchill Diversion Archaeological Project. An ongoing, large- 
scde program of archaeological suwey and mitigative excavation 
conducted dong  the shorelines of rivers and Iakes affected by the 
diversion of the Churchill River into the Nelson River and related 
developments by Manitoba Hydro in 1976. 

For the purpose of this study, the Early Fur Trade P e n d  is defined 
as that p e n d  beginning with the first direct contact of  the Aboriginal 
peoples West of Hudson Bay wi th European traders (A.D. 16 1 1). 1 t 
encompasses the trade periods from the earliest, indirect trade West 
of Hudson Bay (A.D. 16 1 1- 1667, the period of regular trade on 
Hudson and James bays (A.D. 166û-1733), through the penods of 
early iniand trade (A.D. 1734-1772) and inland cornpetition between 
the rival Hudson's Bay, French, North West and XY Companies 
(A.D. 1773-1820). The Early Fur Trade Penod is defined here as 
ending in A.D. 1820-21, the year of the arnalgamation of the 
Hudson's Bay and North West Companies. 

The use of a combination of historical and anthropologicd rnethods 
for the reconstruction, study and explanation of the history and 
development of a people. In North Arnerica, ethnohistory is often 
used for the study of the effects of the history of European contact 
on A borigind peoples. 

Hudson's Bay Company (established A.D. 1670). The "Company 
of Adventurers" trade Company based initially out of England. 

Geographically, 'inland' is used in this study in a number of ways: 
Inland from Hudson Bay refers to that broad region outside of the 
coastal region of Hudson and James bays and their immediate 
surroundings. Inland Iakes refer to those lakes not directly located 
on a major river system. Inland, with reference to any water body, is 
defined as the land 1ayir.g between water bodies: that land located 
back from the shoreline and from a narrow band of land immediately 
adjacent to the water body (which may include the beach and terraces 
of a shoreline, for example). 



Land Use 

Late Woodland 

Location 

NWC 

Postcuntact 

Precon tac t 

Human behavior which is at least partially patterned with respect to 
perceived characteristics of the bio-physical landscape, Le. how 
people use the variable landscape and its resources for different 
activities, under variable conditions in time and space. En 
archaeological studies of land use, activi ties related to subsistence 
and settlement are commonly emphasized. 

Late Woodland aged culture composites have k e n  defined as those 
late precontact archaeological cultures which can be traced to 
postcontact times and may be identified with historïcally-docurnented 
peoples, such as Cree, Dené, Ojibwe or Assiniboin (Historic 
Resources Branch, 1989: "WOOd1and Penod"). In the study area, 
these cultures are estimated to date frorn approxirnately 1300 years 
B.P. to contact (c. A-D. 161 1), and are represented primarily by the 
'Blackduck', 'Selkirk' (both the 'Karne Hills' and 'Cleanvater 
Lake' complexes), and 'Late Taltheilei' archaeological composites. 

In this study, 'location' is defined as the smallest scale in the spatial 
definition of peoples' land use. The specific place at which some 
item, rature or activi ty is located. 

In this study, models are defined as sirnplified conceptual 
representations of an existing or previously existing thing, system or 
process. Models may be empirically descriptive, or theoreticai. En 
this thesis, the ethnohistoric reconstructions of land use presented 
are theoretical constructs, as the systems of land use represented are 
in the past and can no longer be directly observed and measured. 
Note: The activities hypothesized in the presented reconstructions 
can be tied into a real context, by identifying in the empirical 
landscape exis ting regions, areas and locations matchi ng those 
hypothesized as having been used for specified purposes. In this 
tvay, these reconstmctions have the poterztial to be developed into 
opentional, and thus predictive, models. Without linking them into 
the existing landscape in this way, they rernain non-operational. 

North West Company (first established pnor to A D .  1780). A 
Canadian trade Company based out of Montréal - chef rival of the 
Hudson's Bay Company west of Hudson Bay. 

The period of time following the first direct and regular contact 
between the Aboriginal occupants of a specific region and newly 
arriving Europeans. The period for which direct observations of the 
Aboriginal peoples were made by the newcomers, for which written 
records exist. Roughly equivalent to the 'Historic' period in North 
Amencan archaeology. The age of this period may Vary from region 
to region. 

That period of time prior to European contact with or influence on 
the Aboriginal populations of a given region. Roughly equivalent to 
the label 'Prehistory' ofkn used in North American archaeology. 

xiv 



Protocontac t 

Reg ion 

Si te 

XY Company 

That period of time following the arriva1 of Europeans in North 
America and the first (indirect) influence of their presence on 
Aboriginal populations within specific regions not yet directly 
contacted. For a given region, the Protocontact Period ends with the 
first direct contact between the Aboriginal occupants of the region 
with European newcorners. Roughly equivalent to the tenn 
'protohistoric' in North American archaeology. 

In this study, 'region' is defined as the largest scaie in the spatial 
definition of peoples' land use. A large tract or zone of land defined 
by broadly sirnilar ecological characteristics and often defined by 
some bio-physical o r  socio-political boundaries (e.g. the territory 
encompassing the forested lands between the Churchill and Nelson 
rivers west of the Hudson Bay Lowlands). 

An archaeological site. For the purpose of this study, a site is 
defined as any location bearing physical evidence of past human 
activity- 

"Sir Alexander MacKenzie and Company". A Canadian trade 
Company set up in opposition to the HBC and W C  in the years 
between A.D. 1794 and 1804. 



The b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba is a densely w d e d ,  subarctic 

landscape of vast proportions. Home today to many people of both Abonginal and non- 

Aboriginal descent, it possesses a rich and complex history of human occupation and use, 

reaching back hundreds of generations into ' tirne immernoriai. ' This history cannot be 

denied. Literally hundreds of sites spanning thousands of years in time - ranging from 

isoIated artifacts to rock painting to large, complex, multi-component habitation si tes - have 

k e n  recognized and recorded throughout rhis region. 

A huge amount of information reflecting the considerable extent and diversity of 

Aboriginal occupations of this region h a  k e n  gained from archaeological survey, 

excavation, and analysis of the materials recovered. Much s till remains to be u n d e r s t d ,  

however, regarding the nature of those occupations. We have so far only begun to touch on 

al1 the details of how each of the cultunlly-distinct peoples Iived in and used the boreal 

forest; how they interacted with their physical surroundings, with each other, and with the 

spiritual realm; how each site used by a group of people fit into the wider pattern of their 

regional land use; and how al1 this changed over the generations. 

The  study of archaeological site distributions has long k e n  recognized as a valuable 

approach to i nterpreting si te functions - both in Iight of their environmental context and their 

relationship to one another - and for recognizing their interrelationships as components of 

an often complex regiond land use system. Because the ways in which people distribute 

themselves and their activities across a region Vary with biophysical characteristics of the 

environment, with the technology and subsistence strategy of the people, their social system 

and their view of the spiritual world, the site distribution patterns reflecting their regional 

land use can be treated as a potential source of information about related aspects of human 

behavior (Trigger, 1968:54; 1989282,284; Willey and Sabloff, 1993: 173,173). 

In order for such a study to be possible, however, a representative sample of sites 

from throughout the region must be discovered and docurnented. This is because people 



practicing a hunter-gatherer economy, a mode of subsistence expected to characterize the 

precontact Aboriginal populations of the b o r d  forest, tend to be mobile. They choose to 

move in response to factors (social, spiritual and ecological) which Vary across space and 

over the course of the year or years. Different activities are often carried out in different 

locations chosen for characteristics which they possess which are necessary or desirable for 

an activity or  set of activities. Seasonal changes in the availability or quality of specific 

subsistence resources, in the activities which are to be carried out, and in the environmentai 

conditions to be dealt with underlay the seasonally pattemed movements which make up 

what is h o w n  as the annual or seasonal round of activities of the people. 

Because of this mobility, no one archaeological si te will ever represent the full range 

of activities carried out by any group, no matter how big and impressive the site happens to 

be (Binford, 1983: 109). Because of the variability of site use at different locations, whole 

regions must generally be considered before a more complete picture of the cultural system 

- represented by a more comprehensive range of activities - can emerge to be documented 

and interpreted (Binford, L980: 12; Trigger, 1989:284). Because the way that people use the 

land varies over generations of time and for different cultures, a representative sarnple of 

activity locations should also be discovered or othenvise determined separately for each 

culture and time period of interest represented in the region. Such representative si te 

samples are uncommon within the boreal forest. 

The vast majority of h o w n  sites in north-central Manitoba have k e n  recorded as 

part of the mitigative Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project (CDAP), the largest- 

scale project to have been carried out in this region (Kroker, 1990: 183,184). The 

encompassing surveys of the shorelines of a signifiant number of the major Iakes and 

rivers of north-central Manitoba, and involving, to date, seventeen field seasons of survey 

and excavation, have k e n ,  perhaps, the most extensive and intensive archaeological project 

anyw here in Canada's bored fores t. 



In spite of the intensity of the CDAP, survey bas k e n  limited primady to the 

shorelines of those major Iakes and nvers affected by flooding and erosion resulting from 

hydro-electnc developments. It remains to be seen what might be found farther inland from 

the major water bodies and in other under-sweyed parts of the region, if there was time and 

budget enough for an even more thorough investigation of these locations. 

Such bias is characteristic of most boreal forest surveys, however - not just projects 

like the CDAP which are restricted by their mandates to survey only the shoreline 

environment The lack of representative site samples within the boreal forest can be 

attributed in part to charactenstics of the boreal forest itself. Comparatively little work has 

traditionally k e n  done in this particular ecologicai zone, for quite mundane reasons; 

surveying suffers because the dense vegetation of the forest and the boggy conditions of the 

muskeg make movement over the landscape in the summer months ciifficult, and the insects 

make it unpleasant. The same factors of dense vegetation and bog make discovery and 

excavation of archaeological si tes challenging ; site survey is typicall y limi ted to the 

shoreline environrnents and the occasional overland trail. The logistical difficulties and the 

comrnon need for boat travel from distant communities can make extensive survey 

prohibitively expensive. Even under the most ideal of conditions, the large size and 

heterogeneous nature of the boreal forest makes it unlikely that representative coverage will 

ever be carried out for the region as a whole (Hamilton and Larcombe, 199453; Ives, 

1982:9S7 100). 

Regardless of the nature of the work done, additional problems for good 

archaeological understanding of the region can result from the effects of the boreal forest 

environment on archaeological deposits. This includes the slow rate of deposition of mos t 

boreal fores t soils and the regular occurrence of forest fires. Organic materials (wood, 

bone, fish scale, Ieather, textiles and seeds, for example), which can tell us so much about the 

activiûes conducted at a site and the season of its use, as well as k i n g  the sole source of 

radio-carbon dates, do  not preserve well in the boreal forest (Dawson, 1983 55; I-!a.mil ton 



and Larcombe, 199453). Finds of even the tougher organics like bone and antler tend to be 

limited to those which were rapidly buried either by flood deposition, o r  through intentional 

burial o r  caching as in the case of grave goods (Brownlee and Syms, 1999: 17,37; Syms, 

1998).' Al1 of this tends to result in an incomplete and biased archaeological record. 

It is as a result of these limitations that there are so many problems of interest to 

archaeologists which have yet to be satisfactonly solved about the peoples occupying the 

bored forest of north-central Manitoba and their ways of life. The solutions to these 

questions wilI continue to be elusive until a more representative sample of archaeological 

materials, in dl of their temporal and spatial contexts, has k e n  acquired, or can at least be 

envisioned. 

Given the difficulties of discovery and interpretation of archaeological sites in the 

boreal forest, it is quite desirable to be able to make reliabte predictions about the site 

distri bu tion patterns of precontact and earl y postcontact populations in this region. One set 

of methods which has k e n  suggested as particularly useful for this purpose is 

archaeological predictive modelling. These are models which "attempt to predict, at a 

minimum, the location of- archaeological sites or materials in a region, based either on a 

sample of that region or on fundamental notions concerning human behavior" (Kohler and 

Parker, 1 986:4OO). 

Predictive modelling might be used not only to predict site distributions in this way, 

increasing the quantity and range of sites which can be discovered, but to also make sense 

of those distributions. If the predictions are based on ethnography or theory ("fundamental 

notions conceming human behavior"), that theory may be used in tum to interpret the land 

use activities and choices responsible for those sites and their Iocations. In the b o r d  forest, 

where it c m  often be difficult to discern the nature, function and seasonality of sites, such a 

method could be of considerable service (Hamilton et al., 1994 1,S; Hamil ton and Larcombe, 

1994:2,53; Hanna, 1974:3). 



1 t mus t always be remembered, however, that predictive models are onl y hypothetical 

constructs. Before they can be used with confidence for predicting or explaining the 

locations of sites in a region, they must be assessed for accuracy and compleieness. The 

most s traightfonvard way of doing this is to appl y the mode1 to a test area which contains 

environmental variability comparable to that of the region as a whole. An unbiased survey 

of the test a r a ,  including careful investigation of a sample of locations representative of chat 

environmental variability, is made and the predicted site locations are compared to those 

O bserved. 

StilI, tested or not, simply working out a predictive model based on ethnohistoric or 

general theoretical reconstructions of past land use systems on aid the development of 

archaeology in the boreal forest of north-central Manitoba. In looking beyond artifacts and 

sites, by delving into ethnohistoric research of the peoples of the b o r d  forest, or  by 

considering more general theory on the nature of hunter-gatherer land use, archaeologists' 

perception of how people may have been living and interacting with their biophysical, social 

and spiritual environments in this and similar regions can be expanded. As stated by 

Trigger, "...(T)he best use that can be made of ethnographie analogy ... is to broaden the 

archaeologist's awareness of unsuspected alternatives in the possible significance of his 

data" (1971:324). 

Development and use of such a theory-based model should help encourage 

archaeologists to thi nk about the archaeological si tes and materials in a more 

6anthropological' way, in terms of their possible roles within a whole cultural system. 

Additionally, by expanding the perception of how people might have been using the land 

around hem, a theory-based model could lead archaeologists to more carefully investigate 

environmental contexts which have traditionaily been under-surveyed. This could 

potentially lead to the discovery of sites which would been missed if survey continued to be 

restricted to the s horeli nes (Dalla Bona, l994b:2). 



It is the aim of this thesis to present a reconstruction of Aboriginal land use which 

couid then be used as a basis for making predictions of and interpreting archaeological site 

locations in the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba. Data frorn a varïety of 

ethnographie, his torical, arc haeoIogicai and emic sources have been consul ted, evaiuated and 

synthesized in order to produce an ethnohistonc reconstntction of seasonai land use by the 

traditionai year-round and seasonal residents of this region - the Rock Cree and the Edthen- 

eldeli or Caribou-Eater Dené (eastem Chipewyan), respectively - for the Late Woodland 

through Early Fur Trade (early postcontact) periods. 

Although, by necessity, the sources consulted for the development of these 

reconstructions have included many that refer to peoples in the northem forests outside of 

north-centrai Manitoba, the latter was the intended area focus. One region of particular 

interest for this study is the land surrounding the Southern Indian Lake section of the 

Churchill River (56"-0' - 57040' N, 980 - 1ûûQ Ui), a region which has been the subject of 

intensive archaeological investigations in reaction to the diversion of the Churchill River. 

The large site inventory resulting frorn the activities of the CDAP provide an ided 

opportunity for development of an observation-based predictive mode1 which could be 

cornpared to, and used to complement, predictions which could be based on the 

reconstructions of land use presented here. 

Because differen t peoples are expected to have used the land in differen t ways, 

separate reconstructions of land use have been presented for the Cree and the Dené peoples 

of northem Manitoba. And because land use patterns, like al1 aspects of human culture, 

change over time, separate reconstructions for each group have k e n  presented for each time 

period considered. In order to keep the study manageable, these have been restricted to the 

Late Woodland (beginning about 1300 years before present and ending with European 

contact) and the Fxl y Fur Trade (tentative1 y dated for this study frorn A.D. 16 1 1 to 1820). 

Limiting this study to these more recent periods is desirable as there do not seem to 

have been any significant long-term environmental changes in north-central Manitoba that 



would have to be reconstnicted and which would be expected to have resulted in significant 

change in the use of the region (Bryson and Wendland, 1967279; Ri tchie, 1983: 168). 

Because sites assigned to the Late Woodland pend  and later can be identifieci with 

ethnographicaily known groups (for exarnple, 'Selkirk' with Cree; 'Taltheilei' with Dené), 

this limi t addi tionall y makes the use of the area' s ethnographie and historic record as a 

source of hypotheses about land use patterns more reasonable than if the reconstruction 

were developed for much earlier periods, since including the earlier periods may result in 

considerably more cultural change to be considered. 

The ethnohistoric reconstructions to be presented here, of course, represent the 

results of only one stage in the process of predictive modelling of archaeological site 

locations - a process with the potential to describe, predict and explain site distributions in 

the boreaI forest of north-central Manitoba. Likewise, k i n g  restricted to reconstnictions of 

Cree and Dené land use during the Late Woodland through Early Fur Trade archaeological 

periods, they cover only a portion of the human history of the region. 

Simply bringing together this sizable body of data on Aboriginal land use in the 

boreal forest, however, can be considered a signiiicant contribution to this process and, 

potentially, to our ability to understand and appreciate the heritage of this region. Although 

hypothetical seasonal rounds have been presented in the context of archaeological reports of 

this region, these have k e n  quite geneml; comparatively little detail has been presented in 

these to indicate the substantial variety inherent in the ways people may use the land for 

different purposes in different seasons and how this can Vary across space, time and culture. 

By developing detailed reconstructions of land use and giving voice to some of this 

variability, a more complete picture of the human occupation and use of this region can 

emerge. 

The ethnohistoric reconstructions presented, although designed specifically for use 

in the construction of theory-based predictive models of the Late WoodIand and Early Fur 

Trade archaeological sites, could also be used as a starting point for the construction of 



similar predictive models for other boreal forest peoples in other time periods. Land use, 

like other aspects of human culture, changes over time and so a reconstruction of those 

patterns for one culture period is unlikely to be wholly applicable to another. The testing of 

predictive models based on these reconstructions, on the other hand, would attest to how 

well or poorly the reconstruction applied to each culture period. Analysis of test results 

would, in theory, indicate how rnuch land use has changed, and rnay even provide hints 

regarding the nature of those changes. 



2- BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY. 

2.1 Archaeological Research in the Boreal Forest of North-Central Manitoba. 

The bored forest of north-central Manitoba has been subject to considerable 

archaeological investigation over the p s t  three decades. Most of this work has been 

mitigative - carried out primarily in response to hydro-electricity projects in various 

locations w i thin the region w hic h have threatened the local archaeological record. T here was 

cornparatively little survey or excavation work undertaken in the region until this tirne. 

3.1.1 Archaeological Investigations to 1969. 

The first published archaeological discovery made in the b o r d  forest of northem 

Manitoba consisted of an unanticipated fÏnd of some fragments of Abonginal pottery found 

at the mouth of the Nelson River by Robert Bell of the Geological Survey of Canada in 

1878. It was not until 1936 and 1937 that pottery discoveries [rom dong Reindeer Lake 

and near The Pas were sirnilarly found by P. G. Downes, a wilderness tripper, and made 

public (Kroker, l99O:%). 

By the late 1940s, archaeological evidence of significant occupation of the boreal 

forest regions of Manitoba had begun to stack up. Manitoba Archaeological Society 

avocational activi ties - including the first archaeological survey in the region, conducted 

dong the Hayes River by Walter Hlady in 1948 - led to the recording of over 40 shoreline 

sites in different parts of northern Manitoba. Some of these sites were test-excavated in 

order to reveal the then little-known chronologicd information. While these investigations 

were made over an extensive area, the firs t intensive survey and excavation activi ties did not 

begin in this region until 1%1, wi th Mayer-Oakes's mi tigative study of the Grand Rapids 

Ekservoir impact area (Kroker, 1990:36,37; Mayer-Oakes, l967:353 355). 

J. V. Wright of the National Museum of Canada was also active in the region in the 

1%0s, surveying the middle Churchill River and portions of Southem Indian Lake. 

Between 1963 and 1966 he recorded thirty-six sites in the Southem Indian Lake area, and 



excavated two of these (Kroker, 1990:37,38; Wnght, 197 1: 1). Based on the findings of 

these surveys, he hypothesized that the well-represented 'Selkirk' composite (including, at 

that time, the 'Cleanvater Lake' and 'Grass River' complexes) was associated with the 

ancestors of the Cree people who occupied the region at the time of first contact with the 

Europeans. This tradi tion goes back in the Southem Indian Lake region perhaps as much 

as 1OOO years (Wright, 1 9 7 2 :  1,3). The Selkirk-Cree association had previously been 

suggested by MacNeish in 1958, working in southem Manitoba (Meyer and Russell, 

1987:25); the work of Wnght further supported this hypothesis, extending it into the north. 

No evidence has since k e n  found to dispute this Selkirk-Cree association or the long 

history of the Cree in the area (Meyer and Russell, l987:Za. 

Avocational archaeological work continued throughout the 1 W s  in northern 

Manitoba. Wright also returned, this time focussing on the 'Shield Archaic' occupations 

around Gods Lake. Extensive surveys for rock painting sites were made dong the 

shorelines of the Hayes and Churchill rivers, and around other bodies of water in the area. 

This makes up the bulk of the research conducted in Manitoba's northem boreal forest 

prior to the activities of the CDAP (for more detail see: Hlady, 19'7097; Kroker, 

1990:37,38; Mayer-Oakes, l967:353-355). 

By the end of the 196ûs, archaeological understanding of Manitoba's boreal forest 

consisted of broadly chronologically-ordered descriptions of cultural composites and 

complexes surnrnarized by Hlady (1970): Shield Archaic, McKean, Laurel, Blackduck, 

Cleanvater Lake and (the now defunct) Grass River. Description of the associated cultures 

was largely Iimited to lists of the types of artifacts found associated with each at the 

surveyed sites, estimates of their ages, and preliminary, general interpretations of their 

econornies. S peculations on cul turd influences from surrounding areas were made (e. g . 

Hlady, 1970: 100) and some hypotheses were advanced concerning the geographic 

distri bution and modern cultural affiliations of various complexes (Hlady, 1970; 197 1). 

As an example, following his surveys of the Southem I ndian Lake region, Wright 



( 197 122) wrote of the Selkirk occupations there: 

The archaeological remains from the Southern Indian Lake region appear to 
be the product of local1 y nomadic Cree families w ho possessed a relative1 y 
limited and simple materiai culture as seen by archaeology. There does not 
appear to be any drasüc change in their culture until the historic period, when 
the paste and surface treatment attributes of the ceramics were markedly 
altered. The overall impression is of very graduai changes taking place in a 
semi-isolated population, which was fully exploiting the local fauna with 
particular emphasis upon fish. It should be pointed out, however, that the 
apparent emphasis on fishing may weIl be a bias stemming from the virtual 
certainty that the archaeological si tes descri bed represent sumrner camp 
sites; the winter subsistence pattern may well have been quite different from 
that of the summer. 

While archaeological knowledge of the region had increased greatly over twenty 

years, there remained much more to leam. A reliable and refined cultural chronology for the 

area was still to be established, and there was a lack of significant understanding of the lives 

of the peoples who had lived there and how they had changed over time. These became the 

acadernic aims of the mi tigative Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project activities 

(Dickson, 1972:20,35; Riddle, 1994b: 1). 

2.1.2 The Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project, 1969- 1976. 

The lvgest archaeological project in north-central Manitoba, contributing the mos t 

data to the archaeologicai inventory and understanding of this region so far, has been the 

Churchill River Diversion Archaeological hoject  (or CDAP). This project was originally 

initiated in 1969, ouc of concem over Manitoba Hydro's proposal to divert waters of the 

Churchill River into the Nelson River through portions of the Rat and Burntwood rivers and 

intervening lakes (figure 2.1). The diversion, which was to increase the hydro-electric 

power output of the dams already in place on the Nelson, would eventually flood thousands 

of kilometers of lake and river shoreline in north-central Manitoba, resulting in the 

inundation and erosion of archaeological sites in the impacted areas (Kroker, 1990: 14). The 

original CDAP activities continued on a yearly b a i s  until 1976, when the diversion of the 

Churchill River was put into effect. Kroker ( 1990) has produced an extensive and detailed 



Figure 2.1 Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project Study Region 
(after Kroker, 1990:8). 
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surnmary of the activities and findings of the pre-diversion CDAP. 

Like previous investigations, the CDAP surveys were concentrated d o n g  the 

shorelines of lakes and rivers. Being a salvage project, there was no leisure to survey 

beyond the level of the "highest anticipated inundation" of the diversion-affected 

shorelines. This becarne the boundary for the initiai investigations (Dickson, 1972'7). The 

surveys were thus biased against any sites located above and idand of this boundary. 

The greatest attention during these surveys was directed in many cases towards 

those types of locations along the shorelines which the archaeological crews and their 

guides, local people from the Cree communities of South Indian Lake and Nelson House, 

already considered to have the greatest site potential (for example, sand beaches and rock 

outcrop shorelines, points of land, near rapids or waterfalls, at the outlets of lakes, and at the 

confluence of s treams). This somewhat selective surveying of high poten tial locations, wi th 

few exceptions3 was a necessary evil given the huge area to be covered in only a few field 

seasons and the desire to collect as much site information as possible before the shorelines 

were flooded (Kroker, 1990:45; Wiersum, 19723). Additiondly, the majori ty of sites were 

discovered through surface survey. As a result, there was a significant bias against finding 

any sites not exposed and thus not visibIe along these select shoreline locations. 

Where time and conditions permitteci, shovel testing of the terraces behind the 

beaches was also done, and mi tigative excavations were canied out at 33 sites from among 

those endangered which appeared to have the most information to offer. In total, 3 15 

archaeological sites were assessed or  reassessed in the seven pre-diversion field seasons 

(Kroker, 1990: 145,146). This significantly increased the available archaeological data for 

the region. Kroker has estimated that 90% of these sites have since been adversely affected 

by flooding andior erosion of the shorelines (Kroker, 1990: iii) . 

Between 1976 and 1990, only sporadic archaeological activity was carried out in 

north-central Manitoba. David Eüddle continued to conduct small shoreline surveys of 

Southem Indian Lake irregularly, while visiting the community of South Indian Lake 



(Riddle, 1994a2 1). In 1984,1985 and 1986, he also briefl y visi ted Big Sand Lake on the 

South Seal River on the advice of William Dysart of South indian Lake who had discovered 

more Abonginal ceramics in the area (Kroker, 1990:40; Riddle, 198536). Aside from these 

opportunistic surveys, other archaeologists conducted a srnali number of archaeological 

impact assessments within north-central Manitoba during this period. Portions of the lower 

Nelson River were surveyed by Sid Kroker between 1985 and 1988. The Manam Falls 

area near Thompson was investigated by Kroker in 1987, and, in 1990, an overland survey 

of a proposed transmission line was made by the same. Michael Kelly also investigated 

sections of the lower Nelson River, begiming in 1988 (Kroker, 1990:40,41). Additionally, 

data collected from the pre-diversion CDAP surveys and excavations were further anaiyzed 

and reporteci (Historie Resources Branch, n-d. [1998]:2; e-g. Dickson, 1983; Kelly, 1982; 

Tisdale and Jamieson, 1982; Wood, 1983; Wood and Wasnick, 1976). 

While the majority of reports put out by researchers affiliated with the pre-diversion 

CDAP since its inception in 1%9 were pnmarïly descriptive (Pettipas, 1982: l) ,  there was 

some attempt to interpret the nature of the occupation of the study region and the relation of 

site locations to people's hypothesized use of the resource base. For exarnple, Dickson 

considered the resource base of the Kame HilIs locality of Southern Indian Lake and 

suggested that it would have been "sufficient to support a high population density on a long 

terrn basis" ( 1972:47). This assessrnent was echoed by Wood for Southern Indian Lake in 

general, stating that the economic base was sufficient to support at least small groups of 

people year-round ( 1983 : 73). 

Most commonly, connections were drawn between the productive fishenes of 

Southem Indian Lake and the apparently large, stable human population of the region. It 

was argued, on the basis of the signifiant clustering of sites from dl time periods observed 

around productive fishing places. that fish had figured prominentl y in the subsistence of the 

residents of the boreal fores t (e.g. Hanna, 1975:36,38; Mdlory, 19752; Wood, 

1983:23,27,73). I t was d s o  observed that large camps in the boreal forest tended to be 



located where the peopIe could take advantage of fish spawning runs (e-g. Hanna, 19748; 

1 W%8; Mailory, 19'753 ; Tisdale and Jarnieson, 1982: 104; Wood, l983:78), and that i t 

was the reliable and rich fisheries of Southem Indian Lake, in particular, which allowed 

people to remain in that area for extended periods of time, rather than ha~iiîg to move from 

lake to lake (e-g. Tisdale, 1987367). Likewise, the large sites surveyed at the north end of 

Southem Indian Lake were hypothesized to represent autumn gatherings of people. The 

presence of migratory caribou, waterfowl and spawning whitefish in this area was 

considered to be the favourable charactenstic attracting large concentrations of people there 

in this season (TisdaIe, 1987367; Wood, 1983:78,79). 

As noted, the economic base of Southem Indian Lake was considered adequate to 

support a regional band of hunter-gatherers year-round (Wood, 1983:73), and the ceramics 

of the Late Woodland Period did appear to represent the local dominance of a regionally 

distinct group of Cree in this region (Riddle, 1985:39; Wood, 1983:68,69; Wood and 

Wasnick, 1976:8). However, it was also recognized that Southem Indian Lake was likely 

only one portion of the temtory used by this group, judging by the discovery of the 

characteristic ceramics in adjacent regions including Iakes on the Rat and Burntwood rivers 

and Big Sand Lake on the South Seal River (Riddle, 1985:36,38,39). And while people may 

have been capable of economic self-sufficiency in the Southem Indian Lake region, it was 

evident that they also took part in an Aboriginal trade network which supplied them with 

high quality lithics and other materials from distant regions (Mallory, 1975:6,7). 

Certain works were also produced which were intended to address specifïc 

questions regarding the nature of the occupation of the region. For exarnple, what peoples 

were using the area, in which seasons, and how continuously? Smdies were also made of 

how people in this region used the land as refiected in observed sites and artifacts or faunal 

materials, in order to team more about the precontact economies and settIement patterns 

(e.g. Mallory, 1975; Orecklin, 1976; Tisdale, 1987; Wood, 1983). But none of these 

studies touched on any more than a portion of the range of land use behaviors documented 



for living peoples and rarely attempted to address the wider cultural context of the regional 

land use system. 

2.1.3 Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project, 1990 and onwards. 

In 1990, a burial recovery program was initiated on Southern indian Lake by the 

Histonc Resources Branch of Manitoba at the request of the community of South Indian 

Lake following discovery of a burial eroding from the flooded lake shoreline near that 

community. During surveys of the shorelines for other impacted and endangered burials, a 

number of archaeological sites not previously recordeci were also observed. Realizing that 

the rapid, often selective surveys of the pre-diversion CDAP had been unable to discover al1 

of the sites within the impact zone and that ongoing erosion was gradually revealing and 

destroying sites previously hidden from view, a new CDAP was begun by the Historic 

Resources Branch to continue this work." In addition to allowing endangered burials and 

artifacts to be salvaged from eroding shorelines, these projects have once again added 

consideiably to the archaeological database and so to the potential for understanding the 

history of the region (Histonc Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:3; Riddle, 1994: 1,1,23). 

Initially the new surveys concentrated on deep sheltered bays in Southem Indian 

Lake, Le., 'high potential' locations which had not k e n  extensively surveyed dunng the 

1970s (Riddle, 1994a:26,27). Since then, the goal of the CDAP has been the more 

systematic reassessment of al1 impacted shorelines of selected portions of the northern 

diversion area (north of the Outlet M e s  locale), in order to provide an "inclusive 

inventory" of sites in the region (Riddle, 199429; 1994b:6; Smith, 1995: 1). 

By the end of the 1993 field season, almost ali of the affected shorelines had been 

re-surveyed more extensively than originally, so that in 1994 a shovel testing program was 

instituted to test for archaeological deposits in the backshore behind each surviving 

shoreline si te (Smith, 1995). Addi tionaily, mi tigative excavation has been done at several 

sites endangercd by erosion and identified through testing to be likely to provide more 

extensive data on the people who once occupied them. Surface survey of shorelines in the 



CDAP region continues to this day (Historic Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:3). 

Between 1990 and L997,54 burîal sites and an additiond 413 archaeologicd sites 

were recorded throughout the northem diversion region (Historic Resources Branch, n.d. 

[1998]:3) (details for the lm to 1997 fieldsemons can be found in: François et al., 1995; 

Rîddle, 1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 19944; 1996; 1997; Smith, 1995). This has more than 

doubled the pre-diversion site count from 3 15 to 728 archaeologicd sites, attesting to the 

importance of this continued work. 

Not only have the number of recorded sites recorded grown, but with re -swey of 

known sites, the number of cultural cornpleses recognized at previously recorded sites has, 

in many cases, increased. A nurnber of previously unknown tool types or new variations of 

known tool types for this area have also been identi fied (Riddle, L994à:4û), including newl y 

recognized styles of pottery, an increased variety of projectile points, and bone and antler 

tools such as bone harpoons (Historic Resources Branch, nad. [1998]:3). In sum, the 

accumulation of new evidence for the precontact habitation and use of the boreal forest of 

north-central Manitoba is great. For this reason, a reinterpretation of the region has been 

called for (Riddle, 1994d:32). 

It  has become increasingly evident that the culture history of the boreal forest in 

north-central Manitoba is far more compIex than previously realized (Larcombe, 1997a: 12; 

Riddle, 1994d22). Distinctive vaneties of artifacts may reflect specialized functions of the 

items or idiosyncrasies of the maken (Larcombe, l997x27), but they are also sometimes 

identifid with distinctive groups of people, particularly when those varieties occur regularly 

in association with characteristic assemblages and are quite localized, possibly reflecting a 

local technological or stylistic development by a distinct group or band of people within a 

wider ranging culture complex. Analyses of artifacts collected during CDAP activities (both 

before and after the diversion) have led to the identification of dozens of such distinct 

artifact classes - many of which had not been recognized in the region prior to 1990 

(Historic Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:3,4; Riddle, 1994d:22,40; e.g. Larcombe, 1997a: 1 1 ; 



Syms, 1998). 

For example, based on intensive metric and non-metric analyses of 497 projectile 

points collected from the CDAP study region, Larcombe was able to identify 69 distinct 

varieties of point types ( 1997a; 1997b). Many of these varieties Iikel y represent projectile 

points used for specific functions or activities, but i t is dso li kel y that there is greater 

diversity in the cultures represented by the points and by the artifact assemblages with 

which they were associated than previously recognized (Larcombe, 1997a: 13,27). 

Another example of how the study of the increasing nurnber and range of artifacts 

collected by the CDAP have increased Our awareness of the complexity of the region's 

occupation history is Brandzïn-low's ( 1997) investigation and classification of Middle 

Woodland 'Laurel' pottery styles from regions throughout the Canadian Shield in an effort 

to work out the distribution and settlement dynarnics of the people belonging to the Laurel 

culture composite. She has demonstrated that Laurel pottery is more abundant and diverse 

throughout north-central Manitoba than previously recognized. 

As a result of these and sirnilar studies of the artifacts and assemblages, "we can 

now recognize 39 different groups [of Aboriginal people in northem Manitoba], each with 

i t s  own distinctive artifacts", while prior to 1990 only 14 such "cultural groups" had k e n  

identified within the region (Historie Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:4). It is apparent that 

the technological and social dynamics within the region could not have been so simple as 

they once appeared. 

Other studies include wide-ranging topics such as dietary reconstruction, analyses 

of the rarely-preserved bone and antier tools from burial caches, Aboriginal trade networks, 

and the spiritual or historical landscape in which people have lived. For exarnple, Shemff et 

al. (1995) canied out isotopic analyses of cooking residues on cerarnic sherds in an attempt 

to determine what people were eating and what different functional styles of poney 

(globular pots versus the flatter, oval 'plates' or 'lamps') may have been used for. The 

findings of this study further supported the hypothesis that fish formed a very significant 



part of the diet of Late W d a n d  peoples in the Southem Indian Lake region.' 

Study of cached items associated with burials removed frorn endangered shorelines 

have provided archaeologists with more detailed glimpses of the lifestyles and material 

cultures of peoples long ago. For example, Brownlee and Syms (1999) have produced a 

report on the possessions of a Cree woman who had been buried beside Nagami Bay on 

Southem Indian Lake, around 300 years ago. Many of the items Ieft with her were made 

from organic materials which would nomally not have k e n  found on a boreal forest site. 

Investigation of the woman's possessions supported the idea that although "(a)ll of the 

necessities of life were provided for the Rock Cree in their temtory" (Brownlee and Syms, 

1999:5), the people occupying the Southem Indian Lake region were also involved in a far- 

ranging trade network, represented in this case by exotic stone from sources as far as 1600 

km away (Brownlee and Syms, 19998). Similar evidence of an extensive Abonginal trade 

network has k e n  found through the analyses of items from other caches throughout 

northem and southeastem Manitoba, some of which date back thousands of years (Syms, 

1 998). 

The Nagami Bay burial also provided an image of how European items were king 

incorporated into Cree life dunng the Protocontact P e n d  West of Hudson Bay. 1 t appears 

that a few European items were k i n g  added to the tool kits of the people, yet none of these 

were superseding Aboriginal materiai culture. Although new materiais could be desirable, i t 

is evident that the Cree were no more reliant on European trade at this time (direct or 

indirect) than they had been on the traditional Aboriginal trade which had provided them 

with higher quality stone materials and prestige items from far away (Brownlee and Syms, 

L9!B:44,45). 

Aboriginal rock paintings have k e n  recorded dong the steep rock shorelines of 

lakes and nvers t h u g  hou t Manitoba, incl uding si tes wi thin the CDAP study region. In 

1981, Jones compiled a detailed description of the subjects and settings of al1 known rock 

paintings dong the Churchill River. Steinbring (1998) later produced a sirnila- but more 



extensive work, his long-term study of rock art including d l  known sites in Manitoba 

Theones on the origins and meaning of rock art, and interpretations of the subjects of the 

paintings, have k e n  presented and assessed by Steinbring. By classifying the styles and 

subjects of the paintings and comparing these to previously dated petroglyph and 

pictograph sites elsewhere on the Canadian Shield, as well as comparing them to the art and 

symbols produced by historically documented groups such as the Midewiwin bark 

paintings of the Ojibwe, he also attempted to identify specific rock paintings with particular 

culture penods and ethnic affiliations. 

Culturally important rock formations and other special sites from the Nelson House 

region have been dealt with from an Aboriginal perspective by Linklater (1994). Describing 

the cultural significance of such sites to the local Cree people, she demonstrates how these 

places are important or sacred because they are visible links to the ancient pas t: "they are 

natural features or landmarks at w hich some event in mythic time or in the near past has 

taken place. Together these events are timeless in their characterization of the land, 

providing a recognizable cartography through which stories are remembered, and by which 

one interacts with the landscape" (Linklater, 1994 1,2)? In her thesis, Linklater illustrates 

how a place may be of great importance to a people, even when there is no archaeological 

evidence to distinguish it from any other site. It is not the physical feature - the evidence of 

the historicai event - which is most signifiant to the Cree people, but the place itself 

(Linkiater, 1994:78). 

As illustrated above, the activities of the CDAP, both pre- and pst-diversion, have 

greatly augrnented the amount and range of archaeological data available for interpretation 

of the history of this region. Although details remain to be further worked out, recent 

summaries of the archaeological history of Manitoba have begun to reflect some of the 

changing perspective on the history of the boreal forest (e.g. Manitoba Heritage Network, 

1998). These summaries have been incorporated into the archaeological histoq of the 

study region, presented in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.2). Still, the majority of studies made to 



date have k e n  concemed pnmarily with analysis and interpretation of artifacts, or 

descriptions and interpretations of specific, individual sites. Another source of information 

has remained relatively untapped: the study of the peoples' setdement systems and land use 

patterns, reflected in the distribution of archaeological sites across the region, and in their 

environmental settings. 

2- 1.4 Questions Remaining to be Answered. 

For al1 the idormation that has been made available, there still remain many gaps in 

our understanding of the peoples who lived in this huge area in past times, of how they iived 

and how they changed over the generations. More in-depth study of site distributions and 

consideration of their meanings in light of history, ethnognphic analogy, or  theory 

applicable to the region could help to fil1 in sorne of these gaps. In particular, this approach 

could help answer questions concerned with the functional and/or seasonal interpretation of 

sites, and related to this, with the interpretation of the seasonal rounds of a people, the extent 

and intensity of their occupation of a region, and the nature of changes in peoples' land use 

over time or  across space. 

With regard tu understanding pst  land use patterns in the boreal torest of north- 

centrai Manitoba, a number of observations on the nature and distribution of different types 

of recorded sites have been made over the years, and some preliminary interpretations of 

these have k e n  suggested in CDAP reports. For the most part, however, these have been 

sporadic and have not k e n  followed up by further s tudy. As many questions as answers, i t 

seems, have resulted from the information which has been gathered within this region. 

Some of these hypotheses and questions are summarized below. 

Regarding the Late Woodland occupation of the region, it has k e n  suggested on the 

one hand that the Southern Indian Lake area may have been dmost exclusively used by a 

regionally discrete band of Cree who spent most or al1 of the year in various locations about 

the lake (e.g. Wood, 19837; Wood and Wasnick, 19'768). Alternately, it is possible that 

the region might have been occupied by more than one culture group - perhaps precontact 



Cree and Dené populations - alternatingly, or even contemporaneously (e-g. Bellhouse, 

1971: 14; Wood, 1983: 10). In fact, given the recognition in many parts of the region of a 

variety of different styles of artifacts of both Late Woodland 'Selkirk' (Cree) and the 

parallel-aged Middle to Late Tal theilei (Dené) culturai affiliations (e-g. Larcornbe, l m ) ,  

this seems quite likely. Different annual rounds of activities practiced by different groups 

might result in these peoples' k ing ,  in any given season, in areas spaced widely enough 

apart that contact and cornpetition for resources may have been minimal, dlowing for their 

CO-existence (Bellhouse, 1971: 14; Wood, 1983: 10). These patterns of seasonai land use 

have yet to be determined, however, as does the extent and intensity of occupation of the 

region by different peoples. 

Attempted reconstructions of the annuai round of subsistence-setdernent activities 

practiced by the pre- and protocontact Cree throughout the b o r d  forest have been quite 

general. They often hypothesize a spring or summer gathering at a location with good 

fishing resources, followed by a dispersal of the population into smaller family groups to 

hunt and keep on the move during the winter months, with periods of variable hunting, 

fishing and travel in the spring and fa11 (e.g. Martijn and Rogers, 1969; Smith, 1981a). 

There have k e n  some attempts to interpret the distribution and nature of sites in north- 

centrai Manitoba wi th reference to this pattern. 

For example, Wood (1983:78,79) proposed that spring gatherings might be 

expected at locations of the spring pickerel spawning at the rapids on tributaries above 

Southern Indian Lake and suggested that large habitation sites might be found in such 

locations. He also suggested that the north end of Southern Indian Lake would have been 

an ideal location for a fall gathering. While people waited for the migratory caribou to corne 

down frorn the barrens they could exploit the faIl spawning runs of the whitefish in that part 

of the lake. The large and productive Kame Hills site (Dickson, 1972) at the north end of 

the lake may have k e n  such a gathering site. 

Large, mu1 ti-component sites are generally interpreted to be "seasonal habitation 



sites" (Wiersum and Mallory, 1973:26), and they are expected to be found d o n g  the shores 

of lakes, perhaps slightl y upshore from the beach (Riddle, 1972:8,9; 1994d:35). In contrast, 

any smdl andor  less productive site is often considered to be only a stopping place or a 

ternporary travel camp, particularly when these are found dong rivers and streams - 

considered more Iikely to be travel corridors than dwelling places (Riddle, 19729; 

1994d:35; Wiersum, 1972:3,25; Wiersum and Mallory, 1973:7,26; Wiersum and Riddle, 

1971: 1 ; Wood, 1983:39,63,64). 

However, such issues as the season of occupation and the function of a site are 

difficult to determine from the archaeology alone. Dickson, for example, has noted that 

there is little to indicate whether the sites surveyed were only seasonally occupied or  not, 

and if so, in which seasons (197237). This laves unanswered questions: were large sites 

(whose existence were previously not even recognized in the boreal forest) the resul t of 

repeated seasonai use by a small group of people, or of an extended, continuous occupation, 

or of an occupation of short duration by a large group of people? And what was the nature 

of their activities there? (Dickson, 197246). It could not be assumed, for example, that al1 

large, multi-component sites were seasonal base camps. 

Without such information, interpretation of the nature of large sites could often only 

be speculative. Dickson called for further research into these and sirnilar questions of site 

function and seasonality, which have not yet been looked into in as much depth as they 

could be. Until these issues are better addressed, the variability of archaeological sites and 

their inter-related roles within the larger land use systems will remain difficult to see. 

As one example of observations made regarding issues of land use change and 

continuity within the boreal forest, several people have remarked on the association of fur 

trade p s t  sites with large, multi-cornponent or at least large Late Woodland sites. It seems 

to be generally agreed that the European fur traders located their posts to take advantage of 

the inevitable presence of the Native populations at customarily used aggregation sites or on 

the travel corridors to and from those sites (e-g. Meyer and Thistle, 1995; Smith, 199526). 



In other words, i t is expected that the traders took advantage of the continui ty of land use 

patterns in the area. On the other hand, where a river locality exhibits greater amounts of 

pos tcontac t materials than precontact, i t has been suggested that people al tered thei r routes 

of travel and seasonal activities in order to travel to fur trade posts not in their traditionaily 

used territory (Riddle, 19723; Wood, 1983:63,64). 

While the above statements are reasonable, the nature of the overail change in 

Aboriginal land use patterns with the introduction of the European fur tmde is a debated 

subject. Some argue that there had k e n  considerable continuity in certain patterns between 

the Precontactz Protocontact and early Postcontact Pends  (e. g. KeIly, 19823; Meyer and 

Thistle, 1995). Others (e-g. Bishop and Ray, 1976; Hamilton and Larcombe, 199422; Ray, 

1978; Trigger, 1989:390), while not necessarily refuting these clairns, insist that more 

research is necessary before the p s i  bili ty of significant settlement-subsis tence change in 

the Protocontact P e n d  c m  be disrnissed. Continuity, they Say, is something which should 

not be assumed, but should be demonstmted through investigation of the archaeological 

record, working backwards in time and tracing out any change or lack of it in the land use 

patterns. 

These are alt questions which could be addressed by an in-depth study of the 

distributions of archaeological sites in their environmental context, and an attempt to 

understand the land use patterns reflected, were there a representative sarnple of sites to 

examine. The activities of the CDAP, although biased towards the shoreline, have been 

considerably more systematic and extensive than any other attempts at discovering and 

documenting the heritage resources of Manitoba's boreal forest region. As already noted, 

the surveyed locations should be at least representative of a considerable portion of the 

types of locations found dong shorelines of larger lakes and rivers and of the types of sites 

to be found in such settings. Still, there are no doubt gaps in the representation of sites. 

This only requires, however, that those gaps be identified s o  that future efforts might be 

made to fil1 them. 



It is to these ends that theory-based predictive modelling couid be usefully applied. 

Not only can these sorts of rnodels be used to predict site location in regions without a fully 

representative site sample, but the theory o r  anaiogy on which their predictions are based 

can be used for the interpretation of those site distributions as well. Thus, predictive 

modelling becomes a t w l  for studying settlement and land use patterns as well. It has the 

potential to be quite useful in the boreal forest of north-central Manitoba. This approach 

will be further discussed in the following sections. 

3.2 Predictive and Explanatory Modellinp: in Archaeology: History and 

Applications. 

Study of the ways in which human populations distributed themselves and their 

activities across the landscape, as reflected in the somewhat regular patteming of 

archaeological materials both within and between sites, falls within the realm of what is 

known as spatial archaeology (Parker, 1985: 173). This component of archaeological 

analysis hm been developing for severd decades. 

The interest in the spatial context of sites arose largely in the 1940s and early 193s 

in response to the increasing tendency to view the cultures of populations as adaptations to 

their environrnents. This view was influenced by Steward's Cultural Ecology in 

anthropology, and Clark's Economic Approach to archaeology. According to these 

paradigms, many aspects of a culture - including the peoples' decisions of where to locate 

their activi ties - were expected to have adaptive functions for the population's survival within 

a particular environment Site distributions thus began to be studied in relation to their 

ecological contexts (Bettinger, 1980: 190- 193; Tngger, 1972:322,325; 1989:279). The 

broad theory that accompanied these initial approaches had some general explanatory 

power, but failed to consider the variability inherent in environmental systerns or  the 

complexi ty of the many possible culturai responses to these systems. They were unable to 

explain spcific responses in speci fic contexts and, so, remained essentially non-predictive 

(Trigger, 1971:327). 



Influenced by Steward and cultural ecology, Willey carrïed out a siudy in the Viru 

Valley of Peru (1953) which has often k e n  cited as the first systematic survey of settlement 

locations in their regional context (Chang, 1972: 1; Knudson, 1978:4û9; Trigger, 1971:33 1 ; 

Willey and Sabloff, 1993: 172). Willey analyzed the site distributions in an attempt to 

determine the context and function of the different sites in their regional setting. He found 

that he could interpret not only ecologicd relationships between the site locations and 

environmental variables, but that he could aIso find patterns reflecting the economic, social, 

political and ideological relations between contemporaneous settlernents. This convinced 

him of the great potential of settlement studies for archaeological interpretation of culture 

systems (Knudson, 1978:409,410; Willey and Sabloff, 1993: 174; Trigger, 1989:279). 

Spatial archaeology and settlement studies grew in importance following Willey's 

work. The emphasis on individual sites gave way to a more regional approach in which 

networks of sites in their wider social and ecological context became the focus. 

Representative sarnples of al1 types of sites in a region were the goal of surveys at this time 

(Trigger, 197 1 :BO; 1989:284). The majonty of settlement pattern snidies during the 1950s 

and 1%ûs were primarily descriptive, however, with little attempt at the interpretation which 

Willey suggested could make settlernent studies so rneaningful (Dalla Bona, 19936; Willey 

and Sabloff, 1993: 174). 

In an atternpt to remedy this lack of interpretation, economic theory was introduced 

from settlernent studies in geography, which ernphasized the ecological and economic 

variables affecting human subsistence and settlement decisions. The adaptive values of 

these choices were interpreted in terms of cost-benefit ratios and it was assumed that al1 

human populations made the same 'rational' economic decisions regarding their use of 

resources and placement of their settlements. Sites chosen for settlements were expected to 

be those which allowed the inhabi tants to optimize their resource gains in relation to the time 

and energy costs which they put into the procurement and processing of these resources 

(Bettinger, 19û0:221,232; Dalla Bona, 1993: 6). 



In studies of peoples involved prirnarily in hunting and gathering for subsistence, 

cost-benefit analyses have often taken the form of Optimal Foraging Theoi-y - a set of 

explici t and mathematical approaches to modelling and explaining subsistence and 

settlement choices of non-food producing popuIations of people. These are models adapted 

from behavioral ecology (Winterhalder, 1 9 8 1 ~  l3,M) and tend not to be able to account for 

any economicall y ' non-rational ' behavior. 

Another example of location studies developed in response to the cal1 for more 

explanatory theory of site distributions included catchment analyses, pioneered by Vita- 

Finzi and Higgs in the 1970s. In catchment analyses, the resource potential of the 

accessible temtory surrounding the site (their resource catchment) is evaluated in an attempt 

to exphin why settlernents were located in the general areas in which they were found. 

Systems analysis studies of hunter-gatherer seulement-subsistence are yet another example 

of explanatory analyses. These look at region-wide complexes of sites and their associated 

functions in an attempt to link them up into adaptive systems. The distinct functional and 

seasonal aspects of each si te in a region are considered and complementarity of their uses 

are demonstrated in an effort to explain their locations and interrelations (e-g. Binford, 1980, 

1982; Struever, 1968). 

Such economic and geographic modeIs for archaeological site distributions becarne 

quite popular and remain so today. They are, however, essentidly explanatory models. 

They tend to be too difficult to operationalize for predictive purposes, particularly when the 

complexi ty and variability of human behavioral responses to any given environmentai 

context is taken into account; they are normative and ignore this demonstrated variabili ty. 

Additionally they often depend on some knowledge of the no longer observable subsistence 

activities of the people before settlement locations can truly be understood in sufficient 

detail to allow for precise and accurate predictions to be made. These factors make 

economic and geographic theories of these types oniy tentatively applicable for explanation 

and not particularly useful at al1 for predicting site locations (Bettinger, 1980221; Warren, 



1990: 94; Win terhalder, 1978: 564,565). 

By the 1 WOs, an altemate trend was in place. Some archaeologists continued to 

describe and attempt to interpret regional settlement patterns. At the same time, however, 

others came to realize that with the detailed locational data made available by the growing 

number of regional surveys, information was at hand from which predictive models of 

archaeological site location could be constructed (Altschul, 1990236; Dalla Bona, 1993:7,8; 

Knudson, l978:42O) - 

Predictive models differ from rnost of the earlier works on settlement patterns in that 

they attempt to predic t speci fic locations o r  the types of locations which are expected to have 

been chosen by people for use, rather than simply describing or  interpreting pattems which 

have dready been di scovered through intensive regional survey. For this purpose, di fferen t 

types of variables have to be measured. In addition to, o r  instead of, evaluating the resource 

potential of the sites' catchments, or measuring distances to neighbouring, 

contemporaneous sites, archaeologists interested in making predictions of site locations in 

particular environmental contexts also need to evaluate what on-site characteristics were of 

importance to the people in that region during the time period k i n g  modelled (Warren, 

1990: 94,95). 

Cultural resource management (CRM) archaeologists soon caught on to the 

potential of predictive modelling for helping to determine Locations more and less likely to 

contain archaeological sites. This is usefui in guiding the planning of development projects 

which might impact archaeological resources.' The pnmary interest of these archaeologists 

was not to explain subsistence and settlement patterns. It was and is to describe those 

patterns. For such purposes, correlations between archaedogical site Locations and various 

on- and off-site environmental variables are rneasured. The patterns that are discovered can 

then be projected ont0 a larger area of similar cultural and environmental characteristics in 

order to predict which specific locations have higher potential for containing archaeological 

materials. 



Archaeologists have always tended to rely on their local guides for determining 

Iikely places to find sites, as well as on some intuitive sense of where to look based on 

previous experience in an area, but they mrely acknowledged the information received from 

their guides, or  put their own assumptions and inferences down in writing. It was not until 

the 1970s that they began to make more explicit and thus testable statements about the 

environmental variables that were expected to be most infIuential on human decisions of 

where to carry out different activi ties (Al tschul, 1990:226; Dalla Bona, 19939; Warren, 

1990:94). 

For example, Green's 1973 study of Mayan site distributions in Belize was one of 

the first forma1 predictive models of archaeological si te location. Like most of the earl y 

predictive models of the 1970s and early 1980s, this study emphasized pattern recognition 

over interpremtion. Correlations between a sample of archaeological sites and the associated 

environmental variables which were determined to be most relevant were ernpirically 

measured. This allowed Green to typify the locations most often selected for use by the 

ancient Mayan occupants and to then rnodel the predicted distribution of locations with high 

site potential in adjacent areas of the study region (AltschuI, 1990226,229; Knudson, 

1978:420). It is this sort of 'empirical correlative' or observation-based predictive mode1 

which dominates the existing literature (Dalla Bona, 1993: 12; Warren, 1990:96). 

AI though most archaeologicai predictive models were. and s till are, more descriptive 

of site distribution patterns than they are explanatory, a number of researchers recognized 

the potentiai of predictive modelling for explainhg land use pattems. They recognized that 

if a theory was devised and used to make predictions about land use and site locations, 

testing those predictions could be used in tum to test the theory. If supported by accuracy 

of its predictions, the theory could then be used to interpret site distributions - to explain 

why archaeological sites were located where they were. Such explanatory power was 

particularly desirable because, as KohIer and Parker note, "(s)ites are not a worthwhile end 

in themselves, but the understanding of human behavior and development that can be 



extracted frorn them is" (1986:442). 

In the early 197Os, the Southwestern Archaeologicd Research Group developed 

numerous predictive models based on economic theory-based hypotheses about settlement 

decisions made by precontact peoples in the southwestern United States in an attempt to 

explain why sites were located where they were (e-g. SARG, 1974). These were among the 

earIiest 'explanatory' , or theory- based, predictive models (Dalla Bona, L993:8; Knudson, 

lW8:42 1). 

Since its introduction, predictive modelling of archaeologicai site locations has 

increased in use, although prirnarily for CRM work and less so for more academic research 

into settlement and land use systems (Dalla Bona, 199313; Parker, 1985: 173). There has 

been very little alteration of the basic approaches; the primary methodological advances 

characterizing recent predictive mode1 applications to archaeology have been the increasing 

use of Geographic Information S ystems (GIS) and the use of various high powered 

(sometimes over-powenng) multivariate statistics for evaluating the significance of specific 

combinations of environmental variables influences on past peoples' activity location 

decisions (Carr, 1985: 1 16; Warren, l9W:94). I t is difficutt to discover any additional 

trends in archaeological predictive modelling as so much of the relevant li terature is 

restncted to unpublished CRM reports (Dalla Bona, 1993: 13 ; Kohler and Parker, 

l986:4oO). 

2.3 The Value of Theom-Based Predictive Modelling. 

For observation-based models to be useful for predicting a full range of 

archaeological sites, they must be based on representative site samples. Models based on 

biased site samples wiI1 systematically miss predicting any activity location whose 

associated environmental characteristics do not occur in the selective sample of locations 

surveyed. When this happens, there will be an over-representation of some types of sites 

and an under-representation of others. This could lead to an unbalanced view of the 

different activities conducted by a group of people over space and time. 



In archaeology, there are two major sources of statistical bias in samples which can 

limit the predictive and explanatory power of an observation-based model. The first source 

of bias, which m n o t  be conlidently evaluated without actually comparing the existing 

sample to one probability sampled from the same region,* is the systematic bias introduced 

through non-explici t, intuitive survey sampling. The second source of bias is that resul ting 

from differential si te visibility, preservation and deposition. These latter biases are largely 

unavoidable, but may be corrected for if there is good unders tanding of the processes 

responsible for the bias (Read, 1975:48). 

As already noted, most archaeologists develop their own, implicit sense of where to 

expect sites when surveying a region The intuitive bias of archaeologists will often cause 

them to direct their attention t~ certain types of landfoms and environmental patches while 

ignoring others. Additionally, survey strategies c m  be statistically unbiased in design and 

yet still suffer from this intuitive bias. Even when other locations than those expected to 

bear sites are surveyed, individuals will tend to 'look harder' in some places than in others 

which appear to them to be less ideal (DaIla Bona and Larcombe, 19932). Unless 

surveyors are more open to the idea of finding sites in unexpected locations, they will 

continue to only find the sites which they expect to find, perpetuating the bias (Dalla Bona 

and Larcombe, 19939; Dalla Bona, 1994b:2; Hamilton and Larcornbe, 199458; Ives, 

1982: 99). 

For exampie, there had been a long-standing opinion held by many among the 

archaeological communiîy that few archaeological sites - and no large sites - should be 

found in the far inland sections of the boreal forest, i.e., those locations not in close 

proxirnity to a significant water body. Until recently, large sites (indicating use by large 

groups of people andor repeated use of particular locations over time and/or extended use 

of a site over a long p e n d  of time) were not expected to be found in any part of the b o r d  

forest, for tha t matter (Dickson, 19'7245; Ives, 1982: 99). This expectation was associated 

with the assurnption that the bo rd  forest was for the most part only sparsely occupied by 



people who spent most of the year in srnall family-sized groups, dispersed over the 

favourable locations of the landscape. T hese locations are expected to be close to the larger 

water bodies. Any camps used for seasonal aggregations of larger groups are commonly 

expected to occur in the shoreline zone at good fishing locations on  navigable watenvays 

(Hamiltonand Larcombe, 1994 11,3839). 

When inland regions are cleared of their dense vegetative cover for development or 

by forest fire, however, these assurnptions are suddenly called into question. Locations 

considerably farther from water than previously anticipated to have been used at  d l ,  never 

mind repeatedl y enough or by large enough groups to leave large si tes, have k e n  found to 

bear signifiant numbers of archaeological sites, some of which are of qui te considerable 

size (Ives, 1982). 

i t  is clear that the cornpleteness of understanding of land use in the boreal forest (or 

any other region) is dependent on the representztiveness of the sample. An observation- 

based predictive model built up on the existing sample of sites found in the b o r d  forest 

region of northem Manitoba is more likel y to predict site visi bility than actual si te 

distributions for the region. It wodd  be capable of predicting oniy those iocations similar 

to those already siweyed, and the types of sites predicted would be quite potentially 

misinterpreted on investigation of the rnodelled patterns. 

Surface surveys are generally more cornmon than surveys using subsurface testing, 

since they are so much faster. Unfortunately, biases which are completely independent of 

those introduced by the surveyors in their choice of location sampling design can plague 

these visual surveys. This second source of statistical bias in archaeologicai sarnples is that 

introduced by the differential visibility, differential preservation, and erosion of the material 

evidences of past land use activities. 

Archaeological materials will be more commonly discovered in those types of 

locations which contribu te to or encourage their visi bili ty. Vegetation cover, rate of 

sedirnent deposition, erosion, even the colour and texture of the ground surface can al1 affect 



visibility of artifacts and features (S yms, 1982: 120). As these factors might sometimes co- 

Vary with the land use potential of locations, systematic bias against not o d y  site locations 

but also the associated land use activities represented on these codd  be built into an 

obsetvation-based mode1 of site distributions. 

Al1 else k i n g  equal, recognition of sites also tends to be biased towards those which 

are more visible due to their Iarger size and/or denser concentrations of arc haeological 

materials. There will inevitably be an over-representation of: 1) sites resulting frorn use by 

larger groups; 2) locations occupied over longer p e n d s  over time, either continuously or 

cyclically; and/or 3) locations used more intensively, resulting in a greater production of 

refuse and other material remains of the activi ties carried out there (B inford, l980:7; 

1982: 16; Conkey, 1980: 6 1 1). 

1 n the boreai forest, for example, a large range of archaeological sites might exist. 

However, they will not be equall y visible. Large seasonal gathering camp locations are far 

more visible than smaller, shorter duration hunting camps. Camp sites in general would 

probably be more visible than the numerous locations which were the sites of those certain 

activities which - though potentidly higNy signifiant - did not tend to l a v e  much, if any, 

material evidence of their occurrence (vision quests, for example). There are therefore some 

things which observation-based models cannot predict, no matter how representative of the 

existing si tes the sample on which they are based. While the bias of si te visi bility of 

existing deps i t s  on be corrected through an improvement of surveying techniques and 

increased used of subsurface testing, bias in site representation due to the differential 

preservation, erosion, or even non-deposition of material rernains is not something so easily 

remedied- 

Numerous locations which might have been selected by people for use, even 

regularly, will contain no sites, o r  a significant under-representation of sites because of 

taphonomic processes which destroy the archaeological record in those environmental 

contexts. For example, sites located dong the foreshore of subarctic rivers tend to be 



eroded away by ice scour and spnng flooding, leaving little or no remains behind in the 

place of their original deposition (Hanks and Winter, 1991:47). Similarly, evidence of any 

activities Iocated out on the ice of a water body during the winter seasons would be lost 

during spring thaw, sinking down into the water. Activities leaving behind only organic 

remains are rarely found, as organic materiais rarely preserve well in the boreal forest. lo 

Additionally, certain activities will leave littie or no recognizable evidence behind to 

begin with and these activities will thus be under-represented in the archaeological record. 

For example, unless something is dropped, o r  the landscape altered by the people in their 

passing, there is mrely any archaeological evidence of people's travel; only at the places 

where they stop to do something would a site be more likely to be later observed. Yet these 

activities are as rnuch a part of peoples' land use systems as those which are represented in 

surveyed sites. 

Such archaeoIogically 'invisible' activities cannot be incorporated into an 

observation-based predictive model because there are no associateci si tes to observe. This is 

not a problem for purely CRM purposes. But if the goal of the predictive model is to not 

only describe site distributions, but to explain them as inter-related components of a land 

use system or to ul timatel y be able to reconstruct a relative1 y complete land use system, then 

observations done  will often fall short. Attention to the ethnographie record of boreal forest 

peoples, to their own oral histories, and to theoretical understandings of land use systems in 

generai should help to fil1 in sorne of these gaps. 

There is no guarantee that attempted reconstructions of past peoples' land use 

systems in this region will be fully applicable to the specific groups k i n g  rnodelled. 

Testing of these models, however, should highlight any problems with respect to the 

distribution of sites which do exist. As for any 'invisible' activities included in a 

reconstruction of peoples' land use systems to be used in the development of theory-based 

models, these ideas cannot be empirically tested, and so must remain hypothetical. Even 

untested, however, such reconstnictions can at least help to expand awareness of the range 



of activities - archaeologically visible and invisible - which may have been canied out in 

different contexts. It must be recognized that there are many things which the 

archaeological record simpl y does no t reveal on i ts own. 

Because they can be constmcted independently of empirical samples, theory-based 

models c m  be particularly usefui in regions with little or no previous survey work and in 

regions where the site sample is suspecteci to be biased. Like al1 predictive models, theory- 

based models must still be tested against real data before they can be considered valid for a 

region. An unbiased test sample is just as vital for these models as it is or the construction 

of good observation-based models. 

It is hoped, however, that by highlighting the various activities which might not be so 

visible in the archaeological record, o r  which are expected to have taken place in locations 

traditionally under-surveyed, the potential for both types of statisticd bias will be better 

recognized by the surveyors. This might in turn increase their sensitivity to evidence of 

these under-represented activities, ul timately leading to the ability to arnass a more 

representative site sample. Aside frorn being used for testing the theory-based models, this 

i mproved sample can also be used for developing better observation- based models. 

This is important because, while theory- based predictive models are inherend y 

explanatory of the site distributions which they predict and can predict the locations of sites 

not so often readily observed in the archaeological record, they are generally more difficult 

to operationalize and assess than observation-based models, k ing  more complex and often 

somewhat abstract (Hamilton et al., 19942). Probably the most useful approach is to use 

both observation-based and theory-based models together as complementq sources of 

predictions (Dalla Bona, MNb:5 1). 

2.4 Site Distribution Studies in the Boreal Forest of North-Central Manitoba and 

Adjacent Regions. 

Predictive modelling is a relatively new rnethod in b o r d  forest archaeology, and it 



appears to have been largely restricted so far to cultural resource management (CRM) 

applications. While its use has been growing in neighbourïng regions, the only published 

attempt at this type of anal ysis and modelling for the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba 

has k e n  Hanna's 1974 article, Site Location in Lakc Opachuanau. 

One of the Iater aims of the pre-diversion CDAP involved the exarnination of 

settlement patterns in the study area for a more dynarnic view of the archaeological cultures 

and as an aid for helping to locate new sites. It was hoped that the impressions that the field 

crew was gaining from what they were leaming about land use from the local people (M.A. 

Tisdale, 1999: personal communication) and [rom their own observations about where sites 

tended to be located could be "formulated into a testable hypothesis, by defining the 

variables affecting site location as  a polythetic set" (Hanna, 1974:3). In other words, the 

researchers hoped to define a list of variables which tend to characterize those locations that 

people in the region would most often have k e n  using, reflected in the distribution of 

archaeologicai si tes (Hanna, 1974: 5,7; Wiersum and Mallory, l973:4). This anal ysis would 

help direct survey efforts to the highest potential locations - aiding in the locating of new 

sites - and would also provide data that could be used for the reconstruction of past 

settlement and subsistence systems (two major components of regional land use systems - 

basicall y those reflecting the distribution of populations across a landscape and how they go 

about harvesti ng food and other important resources) (Hanna, 1974:3). 

From an assessrnent of the collected data on the environmental settings of surveyed 

sites on Lake Opachuanau, the following list of traits that tended to be associated with sites 

on the lake's shores were defined: 

1) at or near a riverlstream mouth (maximum distance approximately 1OOO metres) 
2) shelter from prevai ting winds 
3) a non-dangerous canoe landing 
4) proximity to a major resource 
5) situated on a point of land 
6) a well-drained location 
7) a relatively broad, flat surface (broad = minimum of 20 metres; flat = a slope of 
approximately 10" or  less) 



(Hama, 1974:7). This set of criteria was to be tested by comparison to site distribution data 

collected from subsequent surveys. No official results of this test appear to have made it 

into publication. l2 

There is unfortunatel y no description of how this set of variables was arrived at, and 

with little accompanying attempt to exphin why the sites tended to be located in such places, 

the presentation of this model contributed little beyond the descriptive level to the 

archaeological understanding of the region. Additionally, as an observation-based model, 

based on an admittedly biased site sample (Hanna, 1974:7j, it could only predict the kinds 

of sites which the archaeologists were already intuitively seeking out. This is why Hanna 

made it clear that the polythetic set described in her article was "only a hypothesis, not a 

fact. .. additional, independent fieldwork is necessary to veri fy this hypothesis" ( 197423). 

Outside of Manitoba, full-sale atternpts have k e n  more recently made at predictive 

modelling in the boreal forest. For example, Western Heritage Services Inc. has k e n  

developing a series of predictive models of archaeological site location for the forested 

regions of Saskatchewan, originally as part of the Cultural Resources in Integrated 

Management Planning (CFUMP) project - an atternpt to build cultural resources into 

forestry management plans. Like that originalIy presented by the CDAP (Hanna, 1974)- 

these rnodels have been based on empincal observations of the locations of sites in relation 

to specilied environmental variables. Ethnographie data have not been incorporateci into 

these models which have been concerned primarily with the locations of sites - not their 

meanings." And as is typical of boreal forest site sarnples, the samples from which these 

predictive models were developed had been restricted largely to shorelines of lakes and 

strearns and to existing overland trails on which artifacts were more visible. Although the 

trails surveyed do cross a number of different environmental contexts, they are still not 

necessarily representative of the full range of variability in the boreal forest environment 

(Gibson and McKeand, 1996: 1; e-g. Finnigan and Gibson, 1996; Gibson and McKeand, 



1996; Western Heritage Services inc., 1997). 

The Centre for Archaeological Resource Prediction (CARP) in Ontario has 

produced an extensive report detailing the rnethds and theory of predictive modelling, 

together with the specific steps taken by that group for producing an archaeological 

predictive mode1 for the boreal forest region of north-western Ontario, prepared for the 

Ontano Ministry of Natural Resources. Like Western Heritage Inc., CARP produced a 

model based on observations of the correlations between surveyed sites and certain 

environmental variables. However, they addi tional 1 y inves tigated the ethnograp hy of the 

region as part of their attempt to produce a second, theory-based rnodel, the predictions of 

which could then be combined with those of the observation-based model. No atternpts to 

differentiate between cultural periods or  between different types of sites beyond winter 

versus surnmer camps were made in the model itself at this point, although seasonal 

variability was included in the description of the ethnography (Dalla Bona, 1994a; 1994b; 

Hamil ton et al., 1994; Hamil ton and Larcombe, 1994; Larcom be, 1994). 

Observation-based predictive models have thus been developed for various portions 

of- the boreal forest and have apparently been used with reasonable success for describing 

those types of locations in which sites are most often found within the surveyed area. 

Modifications are often required when the model is applied to a new area, due to 

envi ronmental and cultural variations over space, but this is to be expected (Gi bson and 

McKeand, 19%:3; Kelly, 1982: 1 16). There is no reason to believe that this approach would 

be any l e s  successful if applied to and tested in the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba 

as  Hanna and the other CDAP researchers had begun to do years ago. 

However, this type of model, as discussed, can on1 y predict those sites found in the 

sarne types of locations already surveyed. The boreal forest is such an environmentdl y 

diverse region that surveys limi ted, as they have typically k e n  throughout norihem 

Manitoba, to the area dong shorelines of larger lakes and rivers, rarely even as far as 100 m 

inland from the water's edge, can hardly be expected to be representative of the region as a 



whole. Additionally, observation-based rnodels only discover the correlations between site 

presence (or absence) and environmental features. They may be used to describe and to 

predict where people were; they do not themseives explain why the people were using those 

sites, nor for what purpose, or in what season. 

It seems that if more assuredly representative site sarnples are to be gained from the 

bored forest, and if any but the most basic interpretations of the sites rnodelled are to be 

made, archaeologists will have to go beyond simply identifying the correlations between 

environmental features and known archaeologicai sites. A more explanatory, o r  theory- 

based, approach must be employed as well. And for this, a reconstruction of the land use 

patterns assurned or hypothesized to have charactenzed the people in that time and pIace 

k i n g  modelled must first be proposed. Only then can theory-based predictions be made of 

"where archaeologicai site potential should be high if the underlying settlement pattern has 

been sufficiently and validly deduced" (Hamilton et al., 19942) . If supported by 

subsequent testing, the mode1 and the reconstructions on which it was baseci could then 

additionally be used for as an aid for explaining observed site distributions and for 

identifying the function and season of use of sites. 



3. METEOD AND TEIEORY. 

3.1 The Use of Ethnohistory and Ethnographie Analogy in Predictive Modelling. 

The aim of this thesis is to produce of a set of ethnohistoric reconstructions of 

Aboriginal land use in north-central Manitoba's boreal forest which could be used in the 

development of predic tive and explanatory models of archaeological si te locations in this 

region. The proposed predictive models wiIl not themselves be produced here. It will, 

however, be described how the ethnohistory couId be used in the development of such 

models. 

The underlying assumption of theory-based predictive modelling approaches is that 

if human behavior can be explained, it can also be predicted (Dalla Bona. 1993:8; Plog and 

Hill, 1971: 1 1). Theory-based, or explanatory, predictive models are those whose 

predictions are derived from hypotheses about why people used the locations that they did, 

Le., what kinds of activities they were canying out, in what sorts of locations. and why those 

locations were chosen? (e-g. SARG, 1974). 

These models generaily begin by proposing a general theory or reconstruction of 

land use for a specified time, place and population. This outlines the goals and criteria for 

the land use decisions made by the people. Working from this set of assumptions, explicit 

hypotheses are made regarding what characteristics would have been preferred in a location 

selected for particular sets of activities, in particular seasons, by a group of people of a 

particular culture, at a particular point in tirne. Archaeological sites are predicted to occur 

rnost frequently in these preferred locations. The predictions, and the hypotheses on which 

they were based, can then be tested by cornparhg the predicted site distributions to observed 

site distri butions which have k e n  probability sampkd from the region (Dalla Bona, 

1993:8,15; Hamilton and Larcombe, 19942; Hamilton et al., 199457; KohIer and Parker, 

1986:432; Plog and Hill, 1971: 11; Warren, 1990:9û).14 



When theory-based models are constructed, the modeller is essentially attempting to 

replicate the decisions about land use made by the people whose sites are k i n g  predicted. 

For this reason, i t is useful to not onl y have a theory or reconstruction of land use to base 

the mode1 on, but also a theory of how people made those decisions: what their criteria were 

for selecting a site, which of these criteria were most influentid on their choice, how 

competing goals were dealt with, whether the sites chosen had to be 'the best' in a given 

ara,  or if any 'good enough' site would do (Kohler and Parker, 1986:432; Plog, 1971:49). 

A variety of sources of information on peoples' land use patterns, criteria for site 

selection, and decision processes may be used in the developrnent of a theory-based 

predictive model. Among these might be previous speculative interpretations about past 

peoples' land use based on investigations of the archaeological site distributions in regions 

similar to that k i n g  modelied. Interpretations of site locations are generally made with 

reference to the potential of the location for various activi ties. lS Any location exhi biting 

potential for the same activities as those hypothesized for an observed site location, if the 

original interpretation was correct, may then be an equally likely one for containing a site, 

even if the particular variables of the locations differ. 

General theory of hurnan land use behavior such as subsistence-settlement system 

theory, and optimal foraging theory, for example, has often k e n  used for explaining and 

predicting site location in relation to important resources (Plog, 1971:49; Plog and Hill, 

1971: 12; SARG, 1974: 11 1; e.g. Jochim, 1976; Wood, 1978). The problem with rnuch of 

this general theory is its lack of specificity. While useful for generai explanation of 

observed patterns, general theory of land use behavior can be quite difficul t to operationalize 

for the prediction of archaeological sites, particularly when the land use system and the 

specifics of the palaeoenvironrnent are not already well known (Winterhalder, 

l978:564,565; 198 1a20; Wood, L978:262). More common is the use of ethnographie or 

ethnohistoric analogy as a source of information of what variables may have drawn people 

to particular si tes (Kohler and Parker, l986:439). 



Ethnographic analogy is a method used for the interpretation of past peoples' 

lifestyles and material culture with reference to the behaviors of an ethnographically or 

historicaily documented people for whom there is reason to believe lived in a similar way, 

producing similar patterns or  materials as those observed in the archaeological record 

(Knudson, 1978:336). Ethnographic analogy can be used not only to explain observed site 

distributions in the archaeological record, by refemng to observed patterns in land use 

behavior, but also to predict the site distributions resulting from these hypothesized 

behaviors (Hamilton et al., 19944; Hamilton and Larcombe, 199420). 

A 'general comparative approach' to ethnographic analogy may be used for 

interpreting and predicting w hy archaeological resources mi ght be found where they are. 

These analogies are drawn from a cross-cultural cornparison of ethnographicaily or 

historically documented groups inhabiting environmentally comparable regions and 

exhibiting the same basic cultural patterns to those interpreted for the precontact group (for 

example, seasonally mobile hunter-gatherer adaptive strategies wi thin the boreal forest). In 

this case, basic behaviors and patterns are sought which appear to be characteristic of d l  

peoples of that culture type, within that kind of environment For predictive modelling, 

general comparative analogy may be used to develop a general mode1 of settlement and 

subsistence patterns (Hamilton et al., 19945; Hamilton and Larcombe, 194:2 1 ; Kohler and 

Parker, 1986:439). These are bound to be of limited use, however - incapable of accounting 

for cultuial diversity in land use practices and choices (Hamilton and Larcombe, 199420). 

It is often considered preferable for the ethnographic data that are to be used to be 

selected from records of groups exhibiting a historical connechon to those whose land use 

and site distri butions are k i n g  modelled (Hamil ton and Larcombe, 1994:20). Based on  an 

assumption of cultural continuity between an archaeological population and their direct 

descendants, the historically-docurnented 'traditionai' culture and behaviors of the 

descendants can then be projected backwards in time ont0 their ancestors. This type of 

culture-speci fic analogy is called the 'Direct His tonc A pproach' to archaeological 



interpretation. It is common in North Amencan archaeology due to the ability of 

archaeologists to identify at least the more recent archaeological cultures with living peoples 

in many regions (Hamilton and Larcombe, 199420; Knudson, 1978:337; O'Brien, 

199153; Stahl, 1993243). 

Cultures do change, however, so the farther back in time an analogy is stretched, the 

less useful it is likely to be for explaining archaeological patterns (Hamilton and Larcombe, 

1994: 12,30; Knudson, 1978:337; Stahl, 1993:239,240,245). On the other hand, the 

investigation of the archaeological record by working back through time from the most 

recent deposi ts to increasingl y more ancient ones will help to highl ight those changes. The 

relative age of new innovations or changes in archaeological patterns can be determined and 

sometimes linked to changes in the physical or social environment which are similarly dated 

(Steward, 1942339,340). 

Once again, if observed changes in culture and behavior can be explained in dus 

way, changes in site distribution and other patterns or materials can be predicted, bas& an  

cultural changes which are suggested to have happened. Testing of the predictions against 

the archaeological record would be a test of these hypotheses - just as it is for any theory or  

reconstruction of land use used in theory-based predictive models. Such evaluation must in 

fact be done before any theory of culture change or continuity can be assumed to be true 

(Hamilton and Larcombe, 199423; Stahl, 1993:246; Trigger, 1989:390). This is one way in 

which the use of the Direct Historic Approach may be used to address questions of land use 

change through predictive rnodelling. 

Whether direct historic or more general analogues are to be used in the developrnent 

of theory-based predictive models of land use patterns and resulting site distributions, it has 

been suggested that modellers focus especiall y on discovenng details regarding cc yearl y and 

seasonal variability in patterns of movement, settlement size, and relative resource 

importance throughout the [region] across space and through time" (Hamilton and 

Larcombe, 1994: 19). These and other ethnographically and his toncal1 y documen ted 



behavioral patterns rnay be used as sources of hypotheses regarding land use patterns and 

their archaeological reflections in site distribution (Hamil ton et al., 1994:4; Hanks and 

Winter, 199 1:49; Kohler and Parker, 1986:439). 

3.1.1 Ethnographie Analogy: Advantages and Limitations. 

There are a number of advantages to using ethnographic analogy as a basis for 

predictive and explanatory models. The benefi ts of a theory-based approac h to predictive 

modelling have already k e n  discussed: they are capable of not onl y predicting si te 

distributions, but explaining them in terms of the underlying land use behavior and 

locationai choices; they are capable of predicting sites in locations which might othenvise be 

neglected if predictions were based only on biased or incomplete site samples; and they are 

capable of modelling aspects of land use systems which would not normally show up in the 

archaeologid record, and so are commonl y ignored in interpretations of the ps t .  Each of 

these vaiuable benefits are due to the fact that theory-based predictive models base their 

predictions - and explanations - not on observations of potentially biased and incomplete 

archaeological site samples, but on theories of peoples' land use behaviors, criteria and 

decision processes. As such, their predictive and explanatory capabilities are limited only 

by the specificity (and accuracy) of the theory or ethnohistoric reconstruction. 

Because ethnographic analogues are among the sources of information on which 

theory- based models can derive their predictions, the benefits of theory-based modelling in 

general are also advantages of the use of ethnographic analogy. There are certain benefits 

specific to the use of analogy, however. Basically, these stem from the ability of 

ethnographic analogy to broaden the archaeologist's awareness of: 1) the many different 

ways in which people rnay have lived and used the land; 2) the various factors (ecological, 

economic, social and ideological) which could have influenced their land use behavior and 

choices; and 3) how these behavi~rs might show up in the archaeological record. Al1 of 

this allows for a greater range of activity locations to be predicted and their meanings 

potentially understood (Dalla Bona, 1994b:2; Trigger, 1971:324). This will be illustrated in 



the following examples. 

Certain difficulties inherent in attempts to develop predictive models stem from the 

reality that people make land use decisions from within their perceived environments. They 

respond to perceived needs, choosing from perceived alternatives (Burch, 1971 : 148; 

Hamilton and Larcombe, 1994 18; Jochim, 1976:9; 1979:80,96,97; Wood, 19'78259). 

What might be the most rationai choice for the decision-makers - in keeping with their 

cultural and personal goals (which are defined by value systems, and thus are also variable), 

chosen in response to perceived variables, and frorn locations with potentials as they 

understand them - might appear to be Far from ideal in the world as the modeller perceives it 

(Jochim, 1974:9; Wood, 1978: 259). 

Predictive modelling is thus rather susceptible to errors introduced by the biases of 

the modellers' own perceptions of the environmental alternatives and their potentials and of 

their concepts of 'rational' behavior. lnsight into the cognitive environment o f  the people 

k i n g  modelled is important, but unfortunately it is rarely accessible from archaeological 

observations done. Study of the cognitive environments of more recent peoples occupying 

the modelled region, from ethnographic sources, studies of place names, oral histones, 

mythalogy and so forth (e-g. Brightman, 1993; Hanks and Winter, 1986; Wright and Dirks, 

19233) could at least aid in at least expanding the modeller's appreciation of the variation in 

perceptions that might have existed, even if the data utilized do not necessarily apply to the 

people in the time p e n d  k i n g  modelled. 

The rnost common approach to site location predictive modelling is an ecological 

one. This is an almost inevitable bias in observation-based modeliing. as such models work 

by correlating site location with biophysicai environmental factors. Yet even in theory-based 

models it is the subsistence and physical comfort potential of site locations which are most 

commonly cited as explanatory. This is largely due to the simplification in the rnodelling 

process that concentrating on environmental variables allows (Kohler and Parker, 

1986:400,401); these variables are empirically observable, or at least potentially 



reconstnictible from empirical evidence, and often considered to be somewhat constraining 

on people's activities, so that patterns in land use will tend to C O - v q  with patterns in the 

readil y-observeci bioph ysical environment. 

However, peoples' land use decisions are made not only for the cornmonly cited 

logistical and economic/subsistence goals, but also for social, political, spiritual and personal 

ends. While not al1 of these will have perceivably patterned results with respect to the 

environmental characteristics of the locations selected for use (Hamilton and Larcombe, 

1994:7), ethnographic analogy may help to highlight some of those non-economic cultural 

goals and behaviors which do result in recognizably pattemed distributions of activities and 

their matenal evidences. Again, awareness of these goals will lead to an increased abili ty to 

both predict and explain archaeological sites which rnight be missed if surveyors were only 

checking locations which offered economic or ecological benefi ts. 

There are, however, a number of problems with using ethnographic analogy which 

should be considered as well. One of the most common criticisms of archaeologists' 

dependence on ethnographic analogues for sources of interpretation of precontact culture 

systems and behaviors is that this approach might limit understanding and interpretation to 

that range of variation docurnented for observed societies. If analogy is too rigidly adhered 

to, it will preclude the ability to understand and predict any behavior not recorded in the 

ethnographic record (Freeman, 1%8:262; Hamil ton and Larcombe, 1994: 1 1 ; Wobst, 

1978:303). When developing theory-based models, archaeologists must realize this 

problem and not depend solely on one-to-one relationships identified in either direct histone 

or  general comparative analogues. So long as ethnographic analogy is treated as a source of 

hypotheses about land use and an open mind is kept regarding undocumented behaviors, 

this should not be a problem. 

Similarl y, uncri tical application of ethnographic analogues on lead to inaccurate 

interpretations and predictions (&mi1 ton and Larcombe, 1994:58; Wobst, 1978:303). 

Unaccounted-for cultural change can l a v e  direct historic analogy inapplicable, for example. 



It is also possible that a selected analogue or general theory will not adequately account for 

regional variations. A model based on  an analogy applicable to one area in a region, o r  to 

one group of people sharing a region with others, may not be equally applicable to the other 

groups. Weinstein ( 1976), for example, has documented the considerable variability 

inherent in the land use of people between and even wi thin Native communities in the James 

Bay region of Québec and Ontario. 

Other sources of error include the biases which may be inherent in the edinogiaphic 

descriptions commonly used as sources for the development of theory-based models. 

Ethnographers have, for exarnple, traditionally tended to emphasize male activities and 

resource goals in their accounts of subsistence and settlement systems. These are the 

aspects of life which are the most likely to have been observed by the predominantl y male 

ethnographers. Thus, while the importance of big garne resources to subsistence and 

settlement is commonly over-emphasized in many ethnographic accounts (and in the models 

buil t up on them), the influence of plant resource location, fish resources, availability of 

firewood and many other 'mundane' resources andior women's activities is systematically 

under-emphasized (Dahlberg, 198 1 :3 ; Hamilton and Larcombe, 199437). The locations 

actuaily selected for use might thus bear very little resemblance to those predicted based on 

ethnographic description of what was described to be 'really important' to a group of 

people in their Land use decisions. 

The same problem could arise when completely erroneous data have been 

incorporated into the ethnohistoric reconstruction. Any of these problems might weaken the 

predictive and explanatory power of a theory-based predictive model of archaeological site 

locations. However, testing of predictions based on these reconstructions of land use will 

lead to the recognition of any such weakness. Inapplicable analogues can then be rejected, 

and weak but generall y applicable analogues c m  be refined. Attempts to then correct the 

problems by refining or replacing the model can lead to increased understanding of the past. 

This process of hypothesizing, testing, revising and re- testing is one by which new 



knowledge rnay be acquired. It is this ability to refute or venfy the validity of ethnographic 

analogues w hic h makes their use in theory-based predictive modelling acceptable. 

With reference to north-central Manitoba, specifically, one last potential difficulty 

for the development of a predictive mode1 based on ethnographic analogy exists. This is the 

comparatively smail body of ethnographic, ethnohistoric and archival data available for this 

region (Bellhouse, 1971: 1 1; Dickson, 1972:21). What is available tends to be for 

comparatively recent periods; there is a lack of observations on Aboriginal peoples in 

northem Manitoba and Saskatchewan for any period before the mid- 1700s (Russell, 

1991: 118). Thus, significant changes in their lifestyles may have occurred but have gone 

unrecognized. 

Available sources are also often very general, lacking the type and arnount of detail 

necessary for reconstructing land use location choices. Ethnographie analogy is most 

useful as a ba i s  for predictions of site location when the records document not only 

information concerning land use practices, but also identify the influential environmental 

characteristics. This is uncornmon in most traditional ethnographies (Ascher, 19'71269; 

Hamilton and Larcornbe, 1994: 11). In severai cases, informed guesses may have to be 

made regarding what the influential variables were, based an understanding of what was 

likely required for the different activities that do tend to be documented. 

Given the srna11 arnount of ethnographic and historical documents directly applicable 

to the groups present in the boreal fores t of north-central Manitoba, i t may also be useful to 

supplement this with the more extensive data available on people in adjacent regions who 

were expected to have possessed similar types of lifestyles - Dené in northern 

Saskatchewan and Cree in northem Ontario and Québec, for exarnple. It is, in fact, often 

recommended that as many sources as are available regarding land use systems of p s t  

peoples be used in the construction of a theory-based predictive mode1 (Harnil ton and 

Larcombe, 1994:Sl; Jochim, 1979: 103). 



This, theoretically, is expected to help correct for biases inherent in one or more 

sources and to 'fil1 in the gaps' left in the picture of a land use system for a particular time, 

people and place. However, there is a danger in the uncritical lurnping of sources in this 

way. Some location choices are bound to be based on the saine critena among different 

peoples and some may even be relatively universal. For example, people would be expected 

to prefer to camp on more Ievel rather than steep ground. On the other hand, certain 

activities pursued by one group and not the other, or in different seasons, or in different 

combinations with other activities, are bound to result at least some of the time in different 

choices about the type of locations in which those activities are to be canied out. 

As StahI points out (1993:245,246), by utilizing ad hoc sources from a number of 

time periods, places,L6 and culture groups, the resulting mode1 will tend to average over any 

variability that existed in reality. This will inhibit understanding, or even the recognition, of 

change in land use over time. It will eliminate appreciation of cultural variability and of 

adaptive significance of specific responses in specific contexts - just the sort of information 

which is important in modelling land use decisions. 

For this reason, when ethnographie andogy draws on data concerning a number of 

different peoples in different time periods, special attention must be paid to any patterns in 

spatial, temporal and cultural variability in order to remain aware of any behaviors, goais or 

cnteria specific to a certain group or time period. Rather than a problem for predictive 

modelling, this more cntical use of multiple sources could, in fact, be a useful source of 

information on existing variability. This is the approach which has been attempted in the 

development of the ethnohistoric reconstructions to be presented in the following chapters. 

3 - 1 2  Sources for Ethnographie Analogy. 

Conventional ethnographies and ethnohistones are commonly used as sources of 

information about cultures and processes of culture change which may then be used in the 

construction of e thnographic analogies. They may be specific to the region to be studied, or 

more generail y applicable to the broad environmental and cultural types represented in the 



study region. When an ethnographically documented people can be demonstrated to be the 

descendants of the archaeological culture group to be studied, ethnographies and 

ethnohistories specific to this group c m  be used in the Direct Historical Approach to 

ethnographie analogy. These can then be additionally used to address specific questions 

regarding culture change in the history of that people. 

Even when using accepted ethnographies and ethnohistories, however, caution must 

be used in the selection and interpretation of sources. Early ethnographies, as aiready noted, 

tend to be biased towards description of men's activities. Little attention was paid to the 

activities, goals and criteria of women and children, like fishing and plant collection, because 

these individuals were rarely interviewed or much observed by the predorninantly male 

ethnographers (Dahlberg, 198 1 :3 ; Hamilton and Larcombe, 199437). A h ,  while 

ethnographers strive to be 'objective', there is no such thing as a cornpletely objective 

description of culture, any more than there is a completely objective history (Brown and 

Vibert, 19%:x,xi). Ethnographies rnust be read in the context of their times- Considention 

should be made of the prevdent prejudices, perceptions and anthropological paradigms of 

those times, in order to identify potential biases and outdateci interpretations (Wood, 

199û:88). " 

Similady, ethnohistories which have been based on biased historical sources or 

which misinterpret these early records will also be questionable. When such errors have 

been made in older ethnohistories, the long-standing tradition of continuously citing 

'classic' ethnohistorical reconstructions rather than studying the original first-hand 

documents on which they were based can lead to the perpetuation of this error until it has 

k e n  repeated so often that it becomes accepted as established 'fact7.'* 

Archival sources, such as unpublished trade post joumals and business documents, 

esplorers' joumals, maps and letters can be a rich source of historiai data. However, care 

rnust be taken when using these sources, as an uncritical use of historic documents often 

l a d s  to rnisinterpretation. This may be due to changing semantics of language (e.g. Black- 



Rogers, 1986; Brown and Vibert, 1996:xiii; Wood, 1983:91), or  the inclusion of enoneous 

or falsified data in the original archival document (Wood, 1990:87). The same mistakes 

sometimes made by ethnohistorians, discussed above, on be made even more easily by 

archaeologists, like the author, who are less expenenced in ethnohistonc methods of source 

evaluation. 

The authors of histonc documents often possessed particular biases and prejudices 

which strongly influenced their perception and recording of data. They often also had 

particular agendas for their records which wouid favour the emphasis of certain traits and 

the de-emphasis of others when describing the Abonginal peoples. For example, fur traders 

often justified business failure by blaming it on lazy behavior o r  the poor condition of the 

Aborigind customers; explorers (or their editors) regularly boosted the sales of popular 

narratives of their joumeys by romanticizing the people described or embellishing incidents 

for added shock value; individuais wi th an interest in coIonization or missionizing the 

temtories justified these efforts by emphasizing the 'wretched' condition of the Aboriginal 

peoples (Black-Rogers, 1986358; Brown and Vibert, 1996:x,xiv; Hamil ton, 1991:4; 

MacLaren, 199 l:Z,26; Wood, 1990:92). 

But al1 too often, archaeologists and ethnohistorians accept these early records as 

fact - k i n g  ' first-hand' data on the earl y postcontact cultures and history of Abonginal 

peoples. The reliability, validity, authority and completeness of these records are rarely 

evaluated (Brown and Vibert, 1997:xii,xvi; Hamilton, 1991:4; MacLaren, 1991:26; Wood, 

1990:82). Discussing the use of fur trade records by archaeologists and the biases which 

are often inherent in the data, for example, Hamilton ( 1991:4) writes: 

We can expect minimal recording of the activities of the labourers aside 
from their work, and only passing mention is made of the women and 
children who occupied the p s t .  Finally, the majori ty of extended references 
to the Indian customers dweli upon trade problems, violent and 
confrontational situations, and the dangers of the alcohol trade, w i t h minimal 
commentary on routine trade exchanges. 



It is clear that when archival sources such as these are used, they must be considered in the 

context of the times in which they were written and with awareness of the audience for 

which they were written. Cornparison of histoncal constructions based on archival sources 

to patterns in the archaeoiogical record should heip identify possible biases and errors in the 

histoncai data (Hamilton, 199121; Smith, 1987:439). Because the archaeological record 

does not reflect al1 aspects of past life, however, it is better to cntically evaluate archival, 

historie, ethnographic and ethnohistorîc sources such as these before incorporating them 

into ethnohistoric reconstructions to begin wi th. Al1 such recons tnictions must be 

acknowledged to be hypothetical, not factual, particulad y when untested. 

In addition to the more traditionaily used ethnographies and ethnohistories 

discussed above, a number of more 'emic' sources of information on  Aboriginal land use 

can be quite useful in the construction of b t h  direct historical and general comparative 

analogy (Hanks and Winters, 1986272; 1991:47). The knowledge of local informants can 

be extremely valuable; knowledgeable individuals cari provide insight into where people 

went for what purposes and why. They can provide information which aids the 

understanding of the importance of the region and of specific locations for not only the 

present occupants, but also for the preceding generations of people about whose lives 

knowledge has k e n  passed down in the form of oral histones (Hart, 1994; Riddle, 

1975:5).L9 At times, "(k)nowledge offered by Native people has also served to challenge or 

correct archaeological interpretations of the function of si tes, features, o r  tools" (Denton, 

1997: 105). Some potential problems, however, arise when local infamants' knowledge do 

not go far enough back in time to be useful for applications to even the recent past, or when 

their perceptions of 'the old ways' have been influenced by ideas imposed from outside 

(Hart, 1 994). 

Local knowledge, often labelled Traditional Ecological Knowledge, is often recorded 

in contemporary land use studies (e. g. Hrenchuk, 199 1) and in ethnoarchaeological surveys 

(e-g. Hanks, 1983; Orecklin, 1976). In the case of the latter, researchers obtain information 



on the use of surveyed recent land use sites from local informants with direct or inhented 

knowledge of the people who used these sites, when, how and why. Observation of the 

materials left behind and the patterning of these sites can then be used to interpret similar 

materials and patterns observed in the archaeological record (Knudson, 1978:338). 

Other often-neglected sources of information for use in theory-based modelling 

include oral h i s t o n ~ ,  stories and myths (Denton, 1997: 105; Hanks, 1997: 178; Pettipas, 

199432) .*O Each of these often incorporate expenential information on the kinds of 

activities that occurred and the settings in which they took place over a landscape (Andrews 

and Zoe, 1991: 10; Hanks, 1997: 184,185; Hart, 1994). Myths are especially interesting 

sources of data as these tend to offer legitimization in terms of the historie, underlying 

reasons for particuIar adaptive behaviors of a group, although this is often coded in 

metaphor (Helm and Thomas, 1966: 16; Pettipas, 1993:34; Wright and Dirks, 19û3: 160). 

This cultural coding of information makes it difficult for archaeologists brought up 

outside of that society to be able to interpret the 'meaning' of the stories. Too often, 

misinterpretation results from archaeologists simply not understanding the meaning of 

terms used. Other times, in trying to extract one specific element from its culturai context 

and using this to illustrate their own pre-conceived ideas, archaeologists separate the element 

from i ts cultural meaning (DeMallie, 1993 ; Denton, 1997: lO6,12O)." If narratives are to be 

used as a source of information about past peoples, then this should ideally be done with the 

aid of the story-tellers. Short of this, considering a larger body of narratives may help 

clarify the cultural context somewhat (Denton, 1997: 120), the hope k i n g  that increasing 

exposure l a d s  to increasing awareness of the character and meaning of the stones and their 

elements. 

Names given to particular places by Abonginai peoples often reflect the importance 

of the locations. These wn refer to signifiant events or activities which occurred at that 

location, to the particular resources which were important there, or even to the aesthetic 

attributes of the location. All of these can offer insight into the perception of a region held 



by the people who named the places, providing a glimpse into the ever-elusive cognitive 

realm in much the way that myth might, as well as at how the people utilized their regional 

environment in the recent and perhaps more distant past (Hanks and Winter, 1986272,273; 

199 154; Hart, 1994; Lin Water, l994). 

3 2  Methodological Approach of this Study. 

The ethnohistonc reconstructions of Cree and Dené seasonai rounds presented in 

the foliowing chapters have k e n  based largely on ethnographie analogy, both direct historic 

and general comparative. A wide varÏety of sources have been consulted, evaluated for 

consistency and relevance, and synthesized for the production of these analogies. The 

sources selected include those referring both specifically to the Rock Cree of north-central 

Manitoba and the Edthen-eldeli Den6 or Caribou-Eater Chipewyan to the north, and more 

generally to Algonquian and Athapaskan peoples throughout the boreal forests of North 

America. Where data on peoples from outside of north-central Manitoba have k e n  used, 

effort was made to include only aspects of their lifestyles and land use which appeared to be 

more or less universal among the culture groups in the boreal forest. 

Where data were more problematic, such as when conflicting reports were found for 

the sarne people and time period, these were given careful consideration: the authority of the 

authors, the time in which they were wnting, and the completeness of the data were 

evaluated. Because the seasonal rounds constructed in this thesis are admittedly 

hypothetical, details can and have been included about which some of these issues remained 

questionable. Where these have k e n  included, however, accompanying discussion of the 

problem has been made in text or in notes. 

A wide variety of ecological data were first reviewed for an understanding of the 

environmentai context in which the Rock Cree and Edthen-eldeli Den6 people and their 

ancestors were living. References to the regional ecology and its effects on land use 

patterns are made throughout the reconstructions of the seasonai rounds and are 



surnmarïzed in the appendices. A more general description of the b rea i  forest environment 

of nortfi-central Manitoba is provided in the introduction to the ethnohistoric 

reconstructions. This provides an environmental context for the land use systems 

described. This is accompanied by a descriptive chronology of the archaeological cultures 

represented in this region. The ways in which these cultures developed and changed over 

time have been linked, in part, to climatic and environmentai changes to which they were 

often k i n g  adapted. This illustrates a variety of ways in which environment can affect 

human land use and distribution, and how this and other aspects of culture may change 

continuously through time. 

It is hoped that through the synthesis of data from a large body of ethnographic, 

ethnohistoric, historic and emic sources such as those discussed a b v e ,  a well-rounded 

picture of pattemed Aboriginal land use in the boreal forest of north-central Manitoba can 

emerge. Unfortunately, due to the focus of the majority of such sources on economic 

patterns in land use, this detail has k e n  somewhat over-represented in the following 

ethnohistoric reconstructions as well. Archaeological predictive models, both observation 

and theory based, do  tend to emphasize this aspect of peoples' land use - it k i n g  the most 

clearly patterned with respect to the biophysical environment. However, it is still important 

to not lose sight of social and spiritual aspects of peoples' lives. In order to put the 

economically-biased seasonal rounds of settlernent and subsistence behavior into a more 

complete cultural and historical context, environmenial and archaeological summaries are 

followed by general descriptions of the ethnographically-documented cultures and 

postcontact history of Cree and Dené peoples. Particular attention is paid to those cultural 

aspects (technological, econornic, social and spintual) which are more likely to be 

recognizable in the archaeological record or pattemed in some way with respect to the 

landscape. 

Sources investigated and synthesized in this study have included both earl y and 

more recent ethnographic descriptions (e-g. Birket-Smith, 1930; Brightman, 1993 ; Rogers 



and Rogers, 1959), ethnohistories (e-g. Bishop and Ray, 1976; Rogers and Black, 1976; 

Sharp, 1977; Smith, 1981c), and published and unpublished archival sources such as fur 

trade p s t  journais, explorer joumals and maps drafted during the Early Fur Trade periods 

which contain data relevant to the Aboriginal peoples of the boreal forest of noxth-central 

Manitoba (e-g. Duckworth, 1990 [1786]; HBCA, B .91/a/l; Heame, 1971 [1795] ; PAM, 

MG1 B24). 

Additional ethnographie and ethnohistonc detail has k e n  gained from published 

rnernoirs of Cree and Dené people of the boreal forest regions which detail day to day life in 

the recent histories of these people (e-g. Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992; Boulanger, 1971; 

Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1993, from conternporary land use studies (e-g. Hrenchuk, 

199 1), and from ethnoarchaeological reports (e-g. Wanks, 1983; Orecklin, 1976). These 

tended to be more useful for providing detail on what types of locations people were using 

for different activities, and on more mundane details of day to day living than tends to be 

recorded in ethnography. For information on both past land use and on Cree and Dené 

perceptions of their physical, social and spiritual environments, a variety of published and 

translated oral histories and Iegends were read (e.g. Blondin, 1990; 1997; Brown and 

Brightman, 1988; Fiddler, 1989, and data on place narnes and interpretations of these were 

considered (e-g. in Hrenchuk, 19% ; Linklater, 1994). 

Additionally, for the reconstruction of precontact Iand use patterns, existing 

interpretations of archaeological materials of the Late Woodland Cree and Den6 peoples 

have been considered and incorporated into the study as well (e.g. Gordon, 1975; Hlady, 

1971; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Meyer and Thistle, 1995; Petch, 199%: Pettipas 

(ed), 1989; Steinbring, 1998; Wood, 1983). 

With the exception of the archaeological, archival and some oral historical sources, 

the data collected for use in the reconstruction of Late Woodland and Early Fur Trade aged 

Cree and Dené Iand use tend to refer to more recent p e n d s  than those k i n g  reconstructed. 



They do, however, describe a range of behaviors in various settings at various points in time, 

and so can be a useful source of ethnographie analogy, both general and direct. 

Attention to fur trade history and Early Fur Trade penod-specific descriptions of 

Cree and Dené in northern Manitoba has allowed for those changes which occurred in the 

cultures and land use of these people during the postcontact penods to be identified. 

Hypothetical reconstmctions of Cree and Dené land use dunng the Early Fur Trade Period 

have been made based on these analogies with an attempt to work backivards through those 

documented changes to the penods before they occurred. 

The cultural changes experienced by these peoples during the less docurnented 

Protocontact Period are less well understood, however. Seasonal rounds of land use 

practiced by the Late WoodIand ancestors of the Cree and Dené within the study region 

have k e n  reconstnicted by working yet farther backwards in time from the Early Fur Trade 

through these hypothesized changes to the late precontact. Attention to fur trade history has 

inspired some of the hypotheses of continuity and change in Cree and Dent? land use by 

considering what the earliest effects of the fur trade may have k e n ,  and how people would 

have reacted to these. Examination of existing interpretations of Late Woodland 

archaeology in the region, as noted, also figured into the hypothesized reconstruction of the 

precontact seasonal rounds, as has consideration of oral histories of Cree and Dené peoples. 

For the sake of chronological consistency, the Late Woodland seasonal rounds have been 

presented first, followed by those of the Early Fur Trade, even though the Late Woodland 

was reconstnicted by working back from the Fur Trade. 

3.3 Criteria for Land Use: a General Theory, 

Permanent settlements are relatively recent developments in northern Manitoba, having 

their origins in the seasonal tent camps that sprang up around the trade p s t  complexes of 

the later fur trade penods. Prior to this, Cree and Dené of northern Manitoba and adjacent 

regions moved regularly from camp to camp over the course of the year. They moved as 

their specific requirements in a camp site changed with the seasons, for resources available 



in different parts of their temtones a t  different times of year, to gather together with friends 

and famil y as conditions al lowed, and to avoid exhaus ting the local resources around any 

one camp. 

The choice of where to set up camp was important, affecting not only the wmfort  but 

even the survivai of the group. First, they had to choose the region in which they would live 

for a particular span of time. Among peoples with hunting and gathering based economies. 

it seems that the region within their traditional, familiar temtory that they could occupy in 

any given season would be defined largely by the ecological range of the large garne species 

which were ernphasized at that time of the year (Heffley, 1981: 137; Jochim, 1976:55; 

Kvamme, 1985229; Lister, 1988:78; 1996530; Sharp, 1977:s). 

Within this larger region, the particular area in which people would live was chosen 

based on the local presence of desired plant, animal and mineral resources (Hamilton and 

Larcombe, 19946; Hanks and Winter, 199154; Heffley, 1981: 137; Hrenchuk, 1991:90; 

Jochim, 197655; Kvamme, 1985229; Lister, 1988:78; 1996:80,294,295; Sharp, 19775). 

Proximi ty to neighbours was probabl y another factor; people of the sarne regional band 

usually preterred to camp near each other in order to increase opportunities t'or socializing, 

information exchange, and rnutual aid and protection; but enough distance would have to be 

allowed between groups to keep cornpetition over vital resources down. This distance 

would Vary depending on the sizes of the groups and the size and density of the local 

resource base. In contrast, people normally tried to keep a 'buffer' area between their own 

camps and those of people less friendly to them (Helm and Leacock, 1971:347; Jochim, 

1976:65-69). Supernaturd factors also could have an effect on where people chose to 

camp: in sorne cases - dream quests, for example - spiritual associations of a place might 

attract people to stay there (e.g. Brown and Brightman, 1988: 191,192); in others, a hannful 

supernaturai k i n g  or simply 'bad luck' might be reputed to occupy a certain place and the 

las  bold would avoid that area if there were other choices (e-g. Blondin, 1990:78,92; 

Brightman, 1993:83 ; Downes, 1943:38; Norman, 1982: 13). 



Once in or near an area that offered the resources and other features which they were 

after, people then chose the specific location for their camp based on the characteristics of 

the site and its immediate surroundings. A good camp was located on a site that was 

accessible, convenient, safe, and reasonably cornfortable. These conditions were affected by 

a number of factors, including but not necessarily limited to topography, suficial peology, 

vegetation, distance to water, hydrology and view (table 3.1) (Hamilton and Larcombe, 

19946; Heffley, 2% 1: 137; Hrenchuk, 199 1:W; Jochim, IW6:49,5 1 ,S5; Kvamrne, 

1985:329; Lister, L988:78; 1996:294,395; Rogers and Black, 197623-35; Sharp, 19775). 

The same general procedures would similarly be used for selecting the locations to be used 

for purposes other than camping. 

Because people had different requirements for cornfort and local resources in different 

seasons, periods and places, the conditions that characterized a 'good' site for a camp or 

some other purpose could Vary over time and space. Different groups and different 

individuals also perceive their needs and surroundings in di fferent ways (Jochim, 1976:9,52; 

PIog and Hill, 1971: 13; Wood, 1978:359), so that a location acceptable to one might not be 

for another. The acceptability of a site would also Vary according to i ts surroundings: for 

example, people often make at least temporary camps in uncornfortable o r  inconvenient 

locations simpl y because those locations are the best to be found wi thin that day's journey 

(Ballantyne, 1971 [lm]: 102,220; Harnmer, 199373; Wood, 1978:263).22 Al1 this leads to 

variability in the types of locations chosen. 

Further variability exists because sites occupied or othenvise used for different 

purposes are chosen based on separate sets of requirernents, even wi thin the same season. 

Good base camp locations, for example, in addition to k i n g  comfortable and safe had to be 

situated where there was access within a few kilometers, and preferably less, to most or al1 

necessary resources - including water, fuel, plant foods and materials, game, fish and a 

seasonai route of travel (Kvamme, 1985:223,224,228,230-232; Rogers and Black, 1976%; 



Table 3.1 Commonly cited local factors affecting choice of camp and activity area 
locations. 

1 Environmental Factors 

Local topography: 
landform, local relief, roughness 
of terrain, slow, astxct 

Surface geology: 
typefdepth of surface deposits, if 
any; characterlextent of exposed 
bedrock 

Vegetation: 
species present, plant biomass, 
ODenness 

Distance to water: 
distance (horizontal, vertical) to 
lakes, rivers, streams, springs 

Distance to travel route with 
connections to a wider area 

Local hydrology: 
waterdepth, discharge, speed; 
presence of springs, rapids, 
eddies, confluences, shoals, etc. 

Distance to a vantage: 
e.g. a height of land, an exposed / p i n t  

1 Open smce available 

Cnteria Affecteci 

accessi bi lity ; cornfort; s hel terlexposure; defensi bili ty ; 
microclimate; effect on habitat 

drainage; stability of ground; comfort; availability of 
clay; availability of lithics; effect on habitat; effect on 
overl and travel 

shelterlexposure; habitat; availability of firewood, 
timber, fibres, bark, fmds, medicines and other plant 
resources ; effec t on overland travel 

access to drinking water, fish, game, quatic plants, and 
transportation routes; suscepti bili ty to flooding; effect 
on habitat; exposure 

isolation/accessi bility of site for the people, their 
friends, and their enemies; access to resource areas 
from the site: access to other renions 

effect on habitat; timing of break-up and freeze-up 
(affects travel and resource harvesting); maximum ice 
thickness (affects winter travel, winter fishing, etc.); 
effect on canoe travel; feasi bility of use of fish weirs, 
fish nets 

access to a view of surroundings: ability to detect 
visitors, game, etc.; ability to be seen 

comfort; pleasure; spiritual associations 

space available for tents and other structures; exposure 

(Dalla Bona, 1993: 16; Hamil ton and Larcombe, 19946; Kohler and Parker, 1986:409- 
410,489; Kvarnme, 1985:215-217; Parker, 1985: 185- 186; Limp and Carr, 1985: 134-135; 
Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 147; Orecklin, 1976: 104; Robertson and Robertson, 1978:28; 
Rogers and Black, 197623-25; Williams et al., 198528). 



Wood, 1978:261,262). But usually this local area around a base camp did not offer 

everything that the people desired. More extended trips were, in these cases, required, and 

temporary camps would have to be established closer to the place that was to be visited, as 

well as travel camps dong the way if the place was more than a day's joumey away 

(Jochim, 19'763% ; Rogers and Black, l976:Z ,Dl). 

Because these 'satellite' camps were only to be occupied for one or a few nights and 

because they were effective1 y special purpose, many of the cri tena of corn fort and 

convenience that were taken into consideration when seiecting a base camp could be 

disregarded. Safe and cornfortable sites were still preferred over less safe and 

uncomfortable si tes, but people could usually senle for a less ideal location for their 

temporary camps than they would for a place where they were to live day to day for a more 

extended p e n d  It was the proximity to the desired resource or feature that was of most 

immediate concern (Kvarnme, 1985223,228,230-232; Rogers and Black, 197623-75; 

Wood, 19'7826 1). And for each different activity or set of activities (for example, birch 

bark harvesting versus moose hunting versus lithic quarrying), proximity to a different 

resource or set of resources would be most influentid on the location chosen for the satellite 

-P. 

3.3.1 Predicting Land Use Locations. 

Given the process of location selection outlined above, the distribution of 

archaeological sites within the boreal forest of north-central Manitoba should be - to at least 

sorne extent - predictable. First, the majority of sites used by a given people would be 

expected to fa11 within the general region which they occupied as their home temtory. In 

archaeology, these temtories must often first be reconstructed based on the distribution of 

known sites bearing evidence of those people. However, once such a territory has k e n  

defined, other sites of those people c m  reasonably be expected to faIl within that region. 

They rnight also be expected to be found in significant numbers in areas adjacent to that 



region: often, the lnown distribution of a people is expanded as more and more of the 

archaeological record is revealed through further survey (e. g. Riddle, 1985). 23 

Wi thin the generd terri tory used by a people, the more specifc areas out of which 

they would have chosen to base their different activities at different times of the year could 

also be predicted. The areas to be occupied or otherwise used at a given point in time were 

chosen based large1 y on the presence of desired resources. And so, prediction of the 

specific areas in which particular types of sites might be found would require sorne 

knowledge o r  hypothesis of what resources were k i n g  sought for that purpose at that time 

of year. Once the types of resources and conditions sought have been identified in this way, 

the areas which were more likely to have k e n  used by the people at different times of year, 

for different purposes, can be predicted based on resource potential. This in turn requires 

that the archaeologist have a reasonable idea of where the various resources - plant, animal 

and mineral - could have been found during that period. 

With regard to the first requirement, the seasonal rounds of Cree and Dené land use 

activities which will be discussed in chapters 7 through 10 will present some expectations, 

based on ethnohistorical materials, of what types of resources would be sought in each 

season during different p e n d s  in history. There are, no doubt, at least some errors and 

omissions in the presented ethnohistorical reconstructions. However, these reconstructions 

would still be useful as an important begiming place for basing predictions of the types of 

areas most likely to contain si tes of different kinds. Any subsequent independent testing of 

predictions made based on these reconstmctions would help to identify where corrections 

andor further work is needed. 

The second requirement for predicting specific areas in which sites should be 

expected can pose some difficulties. While minerai resource locations (lithic quamies, clay 

deposits, salt springs, and so forth) would tend to be stable over relatively long periocis of 

time, plant and animal habitats can shift quite regularly. Environmentai changes may be 



short term and cyclical, such as those resulting from an extensive forest fire, o r  longer 

lasting, such as global climate changes w hich produce significan t shi fts in ecological zones. 

Palaeoecological studies can be done which may help to reveal changes in habitat over 

tirne. However, conclusions based on these studies tend to be quite general and rather 

tentative. Pollen studies, for example, rather than k i n g  location-specific, can on1 y define 

changes in ecology over relatively large areas due to the potential for regional distribution of 

polien gmins borne on wind (C.T. Shay, 1998: personal communication). 

The reconstnictions to be presented in this snidy, beginning wi th the Late Woodland 

period, have focussed on roughl y the past 1300 years in north-centrai Manitoba This is a 

period of time during which no major climate change is believed to have occurred which 

would affect the study region in a critical way (Bryson and Wendland, 1967279,281; 

Ritchie, 1983: 168; Wood, 1983:32,33).'~ Any changes in plant and animal species 

distributions in this region since the beginning of the Late Woodland p e n d  would likely 

have been short t e~m.~ '  

One effect of the Iimited climatic fluctuations m u m n g  during this time p e n d  which 

may have had a more significant effect on the use of north-central Manitoban temtories was 

the north and south shifting of the treeline. Although pollen studies have not indicated that 

the northern treeIine ever retreated as far south as the middle Churchill River during at least 

the past 1300 years, it has k e n  as much as 100 km or more south of its present position 

(Sorenson and Knox, 1973: 191,303). In turn, the northwestern tmsitional forest zone has 

also shifted southwards at these times, as would the plant and animal species associated with 

i t  

For the most part, however, changes in species distributions and associated human 

land use through the study region due to environmentai fluctuations most likely would have 

been more in Location or extent, rather than in kind. Given this likelihood, it should be 

possible to identify what areas within a region would have had greater potential for 

containing select economic resources (the specific plants and anirnals varying with stages of 



forest succession) based on an unders tanding of topograp hy , hydrology, soils, local climate 

and resulting vegetation comrnunities. These factors affect not only the comfort of locations 

for people, but also the suitability of the areas for plant and animal species useful to humans 

(Dalla Bona, 1993: 16). 

Once the types of areas useful to the people have k e n  defined, the specific types of 

iucatiorzs selected for the different land use activities within these can be predicted. 1 t would 

be those local physical features affecting site accessibility and convenience, safety and 

comfort which tended to have the most influence on decisions of what specific sites would 

be used wi thin an area. The esplicit distance to various critical resources could also have 

been a factor in selecting one site over another within a given area containing those 

resources. In some instances - such as special-purpose sites like quarries and other 

resource gathenng places, and even the associated satellite camps - the local presence of the 

targeted resource would take precedence over factors affecting cornfort (Kvamme, 

1985228; Rogers and Black, 1976:23,24; Wood, l978:26 1). 

Social and spiritual infiuences not directiy connected to any on-site physical variable 

could have k e n  important factors in site selection as well (Dalla Bona, 1993: 17). However, 

it is easier for those archaeologists who are not a part of or very familiar with the cultures 

whose land use is k ing  modelled to observe the physical settings of sites than it is for thern 

to understand the social or spiritual significance of those sites. As a result, archaeological 

predictive models of site location are commonly based dominantly or solel y on observable, 

physical cntena (e-g. Dalla Bona, 1993, 1994b; Finnigan and Gibson, 1996; Harnrner, 1993; 

Hanna, 1974; Kvamrne, 1985; Parker, 1985). 

In order to predict specific locations used by people for various purposes, the 

archaeologist must have an understanding of just what site-specific factors were in fact 

k ing sought. As has been discussed, predictive models based sole1 y on observations of 

correlations between sites and their settings are prone to bias, omissions and over- 

generalizations and are more useful for describing than explaining site distributions (Dalla 



Bona, 1993: l4,lS; 1994x5; Kohler and Parker, 1986399; Warren, 1990:90). Theory- 

based predictive models in which predictions of what sites would be chosen for use are 

developed based on some understanding or  hypothesis of the peoples' pattemed land use 

behaviors, goals and criteria (Daila Bona, 1993: 15; Dalla Bona, 199&5,6; 1994b51; 

Hammer, 1 W A O ;  Kohler and Parker, 1986:399,433,439; Warren, l99O:9OY9 1) are the 

alternative. 

Ethnographic analogy may again be usefui for defining what these behaviors, goals 

and critena may have been for different peoples, at different times of year. The sources on 

which the ethnographic analogies used in the reconstniction of seasonal land use patterns 

are based could be useful for not only defining what general areas these people may have 

preferred to use, but what specific types of locations within them. Unfomuiately. while 

ethnographic analogy tends to be quite useful in defining what sorts of activities would be 

emphasized by people at different times, less often recorded are the necessary details on 

what environmental characteristics influenced people's choices of specific sites for these 

activi ties. 

Any detail regarding how people chose their activity locations included in 

ethnographic, ethnohistoric and similar sources could be considered for use in developing a 

mode1 for predicting site iocations. Where such specific detail has not k e n  found, however, 

it can becorne necessary to make infonned guesses about what would 'logically' have made 

a good site for the different activities and purposes identified or hypothesized to have been 

carried o u t  Based on an idea of what the seasonal requirements would be for different 

activities, such hypotheses of where sites could be expected can be made with reference to 

the land use potential of diffcrent locations across the landscape. The land use potential of a 

location or area is defined as the range of potential uses to which a site or tract of land might 

have been put, based on the characteristics and resources of that si te or tract of land (Vita- 

Finzi, 1978:80). 



Such predictions, of course, must be acknowledged to be speculative. They run as 

much or more of a chance of k i n g  erroneous than those hypotheses based on specific 

detail in the ethnographie and ethnohistonc records regarding site selection. But again, 

testing of any predictions made based on hypotheses - whether inspired by empir id  

correlations, ethnography, or speculation - against actual site distributions discovered 

through independent and s tatistically unbiased survey would theoreticdl y reveal any such 

errors. The first step, however, and the focus of this thesis, is to develop the hypotheses on 

which the predictions may be based. 



4. NORTH-CENTRAL MANITOBA: THE ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL 

SETTING. 

Because the ways in which people live are often directly affected by the nature of 

their physical, social and spiritual environment, it is important to begin any reconstruction of 

land use with a description of these factors. In this chapter, the biophysicai setting of north- 

central Manitoba will be described. Where greater detail could be uselul for prediction or 

explmation of specific land use activity h a h o n s  (the habitat preferences of useful plants, 

for example), this is provided in appendices at the end of the thesis. 

The histoncal development of a people also has an effect on how they corne to live. 

For this reason, an overview of the archaeological history of north-centrai Manitoba is 

provided here as well. 

A large portion of the North American continent is covered by boreal forest - 

northem w d a n d s  dominated by coniferous trees. While there is some tendency to think 

of the bore& forest as a single basically homogeneous ecological zone ( e g  Wright, 

1981:86), there are variations tiom region to region in the Iandscape and in the vegetation 

and animal-life represented. For this reason, when attempts are made to understand and 

mode1 peoples' adaptations to and use of the environment around them, these regions are 

best considered case by case. 

The area of most interest for this study is the region surrounding the Southem 

Endian Lake section of the Churchill River in north-central Manitoba (56020' - 570' N, 

980 - 1W W). The Southem lndian Lake region is part of the Canadian Shield 

physiographic province (Rowe, 1972: 159) and falls within both the Northem Coniferous 

(or full boreal forest) and Northwestern Transition sections of the boreal forest (Fianders e t  

al., l973:3,4) (figure 4.1). The region is in the zone of discontinuous or widespread 

permafrost (Beke et al., 1973:4; Fishenes and Environment Canada, 1978: Map 32). 



1 b 

1 a Northern Coniferous or Full Boreal Forest 

1 b Northwestern Transitional Forest 

Leaf Raptds r' 
Figure 4.2 Approximate Boundary between Full Boreal Forest and Northwestern 

Transitional Forest in relation t o  Southern lndian Lake. 

(Map traced from Kroker, 1990:54; forest boundary line based on Shay, 1980:242). 



4.1 The Landscape: Physical Geography. 

4.1.1 Environmental History. 

The physical environment varies not only over space, but also over tirne. For this 

reason, a brief review of the environmental history of the Southem Indian Lake region is in 

order (table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Post-glacial clirnate changes in central Manitoba. 

Before Present 

700 to 100 B.P. 
(to A.D. 1850) 

(based on information from: Bryson and Wendland, 1%7; Lockery, 1984; Ritchie, 1983; 
Shay, 1984; Sorenson and Knox, 1973203; Tel Ier, 19%). 

Climate warming and drying 

Climate warm, increasing 
precipi tation 
Climate cooling 

Climate similar to somewhat cooler 
than modem 

Slight warming and drying of 
clirnaie 
"Little Ice Age": Cooling clirnate, 
wi th increased preci pi tation 

Modem climate 

Many Aboriginal nations, including Rock Cree and eastern Dené (the 'Chipewyan' 

Glacier melts, Lake Agassiz 
drains nortfiward; 
Grasslands expand 
northward 
Espansion of boreai forest 
north and southwards 
Northern tree line retreats 
southward to near present 
location, and sometimes 
south of it 
Forest similar to modern; 
tree line further sometimes 
south than present, such as 
around 1800 B.P. 
Boreal forest shifts 
northwards 
Northern tree line retreats 
southward; lake levels 
increase 
Modem forest communi ty 

people-, of which the Edthen-eldeli Dené represent the easternmost groups), have passed on 

histories about a great flooding long ago, sometimes telling that it had followed the return of 

summer that melted the ice and snow of a very long winter (e.g. Birket-Smith, 1930:84-£36; 

Brightman, 198997; Linklater, 19943 1). 26 The present landscape of the Canadian Sliield 

is Iargely a product of this long winter - the last glacial age - during which the region was 

covered for thousands of years by a sheet of ice up to 2 or 3 km thick. The mass was so 



great that i t caused the land to sink beneath the weight Where the ice was thickest, above 

what is now Hudson Bay, the land may have been depressed as much as 1000 m below its 

pre-glacial level (lockery, 198456; Teller, l984:24,25). 

As the climate warmed, the ice began to melt and the glacier retreated. By about 

11,000 years B.P., the ice was disappearing from the southwest comer of Manitoba (Dyke 

and Dredge, 1989:206,207; Teller, 1984:35). The margins of the ice sheet continued to 

shrink back, and by 8400 years B.P. ail but the northeastem comer and the northem margin 

of the province were free of the glacier. Within about 400 years, the glacier had disappeared 

from Manitoba (D yke and Dredge, 1989: 306; Geological Survey of Canada, Map 1703A, 

sheets 2 ,3 ) .  

The movement of the ice sheet over the land scoured the surface, wearing down the 

bedrock and carrying away clay, silt, sand, gravel and boulders which were spread out over 

the landscape as the glacier melted away. Left behind was the blanket of sediment that now 

covers much of the Canadian Shield, as well as kame hills and eskers: liames k i n g  hill-like 

deposits of sand and gravel, and eskers being the long, winding ridges of sand and gravel 

deposited by glacial melt-water (Teller, 198426,27,34)." The melt-water itself tormed a 

glacial lake - Lake Agassiz - along the southern margin of the ice sheet as the water drained 

out from beneath. 

With the melting away of the glacier, the land began to rise again - a process known 

as isostatic rebound (Lockery, 1984%; Penner and Swedlo, 1974: 105, 107). Freed of the 

weight of the ice, the land in the south rose rapidly relative to that in the north which was 

still glaciated. With the downwards tilting of the land towards the Hudson Bay region, 

melt-water accumulated behind the ice sheet rather than draining away. Rivers flowing 

towards Hudson Bay were also dammed by the glacier. As a result, glacial Lake Agassiz 

became a massive body of water in front of the melting ice sheet and drained gradually 

north and eastwards as the ice retreated. It  flooded most parts of the province of Manitoba 

at one time or another until about 8000 years ago, when Lake Agassiz at last breached the 



ice dam and drained into Hudson Bay (Dyke and Dredge, 1989:206; Geological Survey of 

Canada, Map 1703A, sheet 3; Teller, 1984:35).28 The thin veneer of clay that covers many 

low areas of the Shield settled out of the water of the glacial lake. 

As the weight of both the glacier and the lake were removed, the land in the northem 

parts of Manitoba then began to rebound as well. 1 t has since been nsing relative to the land 

in the south. Even today, the Hudson Bay region continues to rise at a rate of about 1 metre 

per century (Teller, 1984:25), and more land emerges from the waters of the Bay. With this 

tilting, the north ends of large lakes have k e n  nsing higher than their south ends and these 

lakes either expand or shift southwards, depending primarily on the location of their outlets 

(Lockery, 198457: Pemer and Swedlo, 1974: 108) ." So while the present M e s  and rivers 

of the Canadian Shield are part of a landscape shaped by glacial processes thousands of 

years in the past, they cannot be assumed to have kept the same f o m  or position through al1 

that time. 

Since the end of the glaciation, the climate of north-central Manitoba has altered a 

number of times, with associated changes in regional vegetation. From pollen records, it 

seems that between about 11,000 u n t i l 6 0  years ago, the climate of this region continued 

to gradually becorne warm and dry. The spruce forest that rapidly colonized the land 

following its deglaciation spread northwards, and more deciduous species appeared in the 

central Manitoba region (Bryson and Wendland, l967:39 1 ; Ritchie, 1983: l59,16û, 16û; 

Shay, 1984: 101,102).30 With the increasingly aiid conditions, fires were common and the 

gnsslands reached their northemmost extent in Manitoba, around The Pas, by about 6000 

BP (Shay, 1%: 103). Surface water would have been less, and lake and river levels are 

expected to have Iowered (lockery, 198457). 

Precipitation increased again after 6000 BP (Dyke and Dredge, 1989214; Lockery, 

19849; Ri tchie, 1983: 168) while temperatures continued to rise. Over the next 2500 

years, the climate was at i ts warmest since before the ice age, and the spnice forest reached 



its greatest northwards extent - about 250 km north of the present-day treeline (Bryson and 

Wendland, 1967:391; Dyke and Dredge, 1989:214; Shay, 1984: 104." The forest in the 

Southem Indian Lake region probably included a larger amount of deciduous tree cover at 

this time (Ritchie, 1983: 1623; Shay, 1984: 102), and water Ievels in the Iakes and rivers may 

have risen again. 

After this w m  period, the climate began to cool quite rapidly, approaching 

conditions similar to today's by about 2500 years ago. The northern treeline likewise 

shrank back to approximately where it is at present, and the fores t in north-central Manitoba 

becarne dominated once more by spruce (Bryson and Wendiand, 1967:392; Ritchie, 

1983: 167; Shay, 1984: 104). 

Since that time, roughl y 3500 years ago, the climate and forests of central Manitoba 

have been relatively stable, with on1 y minor fluctuations (Ritchie, 1983: 168; S hay, 

1984: 10S)32p . Possibly there were some short p e n d s  of cooler temperatures. It has 

been estimated, for example, that the treeline retreated even farther south of its present 

position for a time following a decline in summer temperatures approximately 25ûû years 

ago (Dyke and Dredge, 1989:314). Similarly, at 1800 BP the treeline again appears to have 

k e n  farther south (e.g. Sorenson and Knox, 1973:203). Between roughly 1500 and 700 

BP, the region was slightly w m i r  and drier than today, and the forest again expanded to 

approximately 100 km north of today 's treeline. This was followed by cooling and by 

increasing precipitation that culminated in the 'Little Ice Age' of about A.D. 1550-1850 

(Bryson and Wendland, 1967: 294-2%; Dyke and Dredge, N89:Z 14; Ri tchie, 1987: 94,95; 

Wood, 198333). This was the period of the treeline's maximum southwards retreat, to 

possibly 100 km or more south of the present forest fringe in northern Manitoba (Sorenson 

and Knox, 1973: 191,303). Just as the treeline shifted north and south with warming and 

cooling temperatures, the level of lakes and rivers could be expected to have increased or 

decrûased with an increase or decrease in precipitation, as would have the extent of muskeg 

in the region (Bryson and Wendland, 1967:294; Wood, 1983:32). 



Overall, these more recent varîations in climate would not be expected to have greatly 

altered the plant and animai life present in the Southem Indian Lake region. This is because 

Southem Indian Lake seems to have been south of the northem treeline and north of the 

grasslands in al1 periods since spruce first forested the region shortly &ter the retreat of 

Lake ~ g a s s i z . 3 ~  Thus, the modem environrnent may be considered to have existed in the 

Southem Indian Lake region throughout the Late Woodland period. If there have k e n  any 

significant changes over the region as a whole, these have most Iikely been in the 

distribution of migratory species like the banen-ground caribou which Iike to spend their 

winters just south of the treeline (Wood, 198333). 

4.1-2 Climate. 

Weather patterns fluctuate annually, but the overall climate of a region can be 

generalized for specific periods of time. For exarnple, the climate of the Southem Indian 

Lake region today is characterized by relatively short, cool to warm surnmers and long, cold 

winters (Beke et al., 1973:3). The northern portion of the region is slightly cooler and 

wetter than the southem. The average Jul y dail y temperature is roughly W C ,  and in 

January, -25% (Fisheries and Environrnent Canada, 1978: maps 14,15). Minimum January 

temperatures have been recorded as low as 4 9 C  (Ecoregions Working Group, 

l989:30,23). 

An average of 380-430 mm of precipitation falls yearly over the region, only about 

one third of which falls during the colder months as snow (Cleugh, 19743)- On Southern 

Indian Lake, snows are normally deepest by March, at which time there cm be 70-100 cm 

of snow accumulated (Fisheries and Environrnent Canada, 1978: Map 11). Snow 

accumulates rnostly in valleys and on the lee side of trees, ridges and hills. It is soft and 

deep in the closed forest, more packed in the open forest, and relatively hard-packed over the 

wind-swept ice. Exposed ridge and hiIl tops and some larger lakes often get swept bare of 

snow cover (Gardner, 198 1: 10). 



Winds in the Southem Indian Lake region on be quite variable, but the most 

frequent, strongest and coldest winds corne from the nonhwest direction (Fishenes and 

Environment Canada, 1978: Map 16; Williams, 1969: 171). In general, the prevailing winds 

are those from the westeriy quarter (Dickson, 1972: 128). 

4.1.3 Geotogy and Physiography. 

They refer to themselves the assirriskwawidiniwok, or people of the pIace where there is 
an abundance of rocks (or s tones), i.e+ the general area of the Canadian shield (Smith, 
1975: 174). 

The region of Southem Indian Lake is located on Canadian Shield - an expansive 

plain of Precarnbnan granitic and gneissic bedrock thinly rnantled with glacial drift and 

lacustrine clays, and dotted with numerous lakes and extensive bog. As suggested by one 

name used to identify the Cree populations who have for generations been the pnnciple 

residents of this region - Assiniskivawidiniwok, or 'Rock Cree' - the Shield is characterized 

by abundant bedrock outcrop, found dong shorelines and as outcrop ridges and hills farther 

inland. The thickdeposits of the drift and clay that cover the region accumulate between the 

outcroppings, su bduing the local relief, so that the mosti y grani tic bedrock-controlled 

landscape tends to be gently rolling. Where local bel& of gneissic or volcanic bedrock 

occur, however, it is more angular, with greater relief (Beke et al, 1973: 16; Ritchie, 1962: 15). 

4.1.4 Surface Geology. 

Although the Southem Indian Lake region is generally more hilly than rnuch of the 

surrounding area, it is still o v e d l  quite low, with relief rarely much more than 20 rn above 

lake level. The si1 ts and clays that dorninate the surface, especiall y in depressions and in the 

valleys between outcrop ndges, tend to be rather poorly drained, resulting in peaty, organic 

soils developing on top of the saturated clays (Kiassen, 1986:4). Clay soils are better 

drained on moderate to steep slopes (Geokchnical Section, 1974 64). 



While blanketing clays are common throughout the entire Southern Indian Lake 

region, they are thickest and most extensive at the southem end, where as a result there is 

comparative1 y less outcrop inland from the s horeline (Geological Survey of Manitoba, 

1%9:K); Klassen, 1986: 14; McInnes, 1913:85). The shorelines of South Bay are of 

particularl y thick clays, with low relief, and there is rather 1 ittle sand beach (Geotechnid 

Section, 1974237). The clay deposits thin somewhat to the northwards. Along the 

northeastern shore of Southern Indian Lake they are replaced by high sand ouhvash plains 

and hummocky ground moraine deposits which in contrast to the clays are better drained 

(Dyke and Dredge, l989:2O 1 ; McInnes, 19 13:85,86,ll6)- 

Kame and esker complexes occur sporadically throughout the region. Around 

Southem Indian Lake itsef f these are most prominent at  the northem end where they tend to 

be oriented in a northeast-southwest direction (BeIlhouse, 1971:3; Beke et al., 1973: 18). 

There are also a number of small eskers in the Le& Rapids locale, north of the Churchill 

River (Klassen, 1986: 12; Ringrose and Large, 197455). Like the sand plains, these sand 

and grave1 features are hi&er and better drained than much of the surrounding landsape. 

4- 1.5 Hydr ograp hy. 

The Canadian Shield is a country of innumerable Lakes and strearns. The larger 

rivers have been w e d  into the bedrock itself, long before the last giaciation. McInnes 

( 19 l3:4) remarked of the Churchill and Nelson rivers: 

The river vdleys are moderately depressed, and are made up generally of 
chains of rock-bound basins which form senes of Iake-like expansions 
dong the rivers, the water spilling over the lowest part of the nms and 
flowing from basin to basin wi th swift current o r  over a succession of rapids 
and falls. 

Southern Indian Lake is the largest expansion of the ChurchiI1 River. Much of i ts  

s horeline is exposeci bedrock or bedrock-controiled? as is that of the adjacent Leaf Rapids 

section of the Churchill River (Beke et., al., 1973: 128; Geotechnical Section, 19rn24.û). 



Prior to the rise in lake Ievel associateCl with the Churchill River diversion, Southem Indian 

Lake covered about 1900 km2 of Shield, with over 3MO km of a very irregular shoreline 

characterized by numerous points, bays and islands. The level of the lake was about 837 

feet (255 m) above sea level (âs.I.), and its maximum depth was 37 m. Not a very deep lake 

overall, its mean depth was oniy 9.2 m (Cleugh et al., 1974 11). in particular, South Bay 

was quite shallow, with an avemge depth of 3.9 m pnor to flooding, and as a result could be 

very wavy (Cleugh et al., 19748; Hecky, 197440). 

The Churchill River Diversion Project produceci an increase in lake level of about 3 

m, to 846-+ feet (358 m) as.1. This caused the Iower shorelines to be flooded, in some 

places a considerable distance back, resulting in an increase of roughly 44,500 hectares in 

lake area and significant changes to several portions of the shoreline (Kroker, 1990: 10, 

1 8 1 ) . ~ ~  This has k e n  only the most recent change to the level and extent of Southem 

Indian Lake. As has been noted, lake leveis in the region have increased and decreased with 

changes in climate. In addition, with isostatic rebound, Southern Indian Lake seems to have 

been expanding southwards. While this expansion will have slowed over time, it continues 

to this &y. The southem shoreline ot' thousands of' years ago has long k e n  Hooded, while 

its northem shore seems to be at roughly the same position as it was in its earliest years 

(Pettipas, 1976:62,64; Wood, 198347). The entmce of the Churchill River into Lake 

Opachuanau will have similarly been flooded back farther to the southwest over time. The 

gradient of the Churchill River is expected to have decreased overall, as well (Wood, 

1983:47), which would result in a slower flow of water, with decreased erosion of the Shield 

and increased deposition of water-borne sediment .37 

Presentl y, bottom materials Vary over different parts of the lake, ranging from solid 

rock to fine clays, but overall, the deeper, offshore areas have sandy or rocky bottoms, while 

silts and clays dominate the shallower, inshore areas, including most of South Bay. In 

contrast, the channel of the Churchill River in the Leaf Rapids locality is mostly bare rock 

except for the sheltered bays where the sediments have accurnulated (Hecky, 1974:4,5). 



Particularly thick deposits of silts and clays are laid down where streams enter the river or 

lake, and marsh is common in these locations (Ringrose and Large, 19î455). 

As noted, the rnajorïty of shorelines along the Churchill River and of the lakes along 

its course are exposed bedrock or bedrock-contro~led.'~ These can take many forms, 

however, from vertical bedrock cliffs to wide, low clay kaches providing diverse habitat for 

plants and wildlife in the ara. A wide range of shoreline types had been dassified for the 

Churchill River Diversion study area, prior to the diversion (e-g. Geotechnical Section, 

1974; Orecklin, 1976; Webb, 1974; Wiersurn and Mallory, 1973). These sources can be 

consulted for more detailed descriptions of the different shoreline classes and their pre- 

diversion distn butions (see Appendix 1). 

4.1.6 Seasonal Changes in the Lakes and Rivers. 

Over the course of a single year, the levels of rivers and lakes in this region on 

change si gni ficantly. Pnor to the regulation of Southem Indian Lake, the average annual 

range of i ts level was from a minimum of 834.1 feet (254.3 m) a-s.1. in the e d y  spnng 

before break-up, nsing to a maximum of 842.6 feet (256.9 m) a.s.1. in the mid to late 

summer, a difference of roughl y 2.6 rn (Geotechnical Section, 1974242). Upstrearn, 

comparable changes in the flow of the Churchill River in the Leaf Rapids locality occurred a 

few weeks earlier than those on Southern Indian Lake (Cleugh, 1974:79). 

Even more important changes in subarctic rivers and lakes to the people that make 

use of them are the annual events of freeze-up and break-up. In the Southem Indian Lake 

region, ice cover begins to form around mid-October in a normal year, the sheltered bays 

and small creeks freezing up fairly quickly. The main body of the lake tends to be frozen 

over by mid-November except in certain narrows with fast water, such as that between 

Southem Indian Lake and Lake Opachuanau, which may sometimes remain open al1 winter 

(Cleugh, 1974: 19; Pemer, 1974:4,7,8). The Churchill River tends to take a week or two 

longer to freeze than the lake, and where there are major rapids, may not freeze over at al1 



(Cleugh, 1974: 19). B y late winter, ice on Southem Indian Lake has reached its thickest, up 

to 100 cm or more in some places (Cleugh, 197421). The ice begins to break earliest at the 

rapids and narrows, normaily in early May. By early June, Southem Indian Lake is 

generally free of ice, the Churchill River normal1 y having k e n  clear for some weeks by this 

time (Penner, 1974:4). Ice can be unsafe for crossing for weeks before it actually breaks 

(Pemer, 1 Y4:8). 

4.2 Ecology: The Boreal Forest, 

4.2.1 Vegetation. 

Vegetation in the northern forests is influenced by a number of regional and I d  

factors, including climate, soi1 type and depth, and topography (which influences 

microclimate and soi1 characteristics). Because these Vary from site to site, the b o r d  forest 

is a mosaic of patches of different communities of plants. These communities also Vary over 

time, evolving from early stages characterized by plants that colonize an area soon after a 

major disturbance such as a bum or parasite infestation, to the climax stage at which they 

remain until the next disturbance, further increasing the 'patchiness' of the forest (Ritchie, 

195625; 1987: 149)~~' 

In the Northern Coniferous forest the dominant climax forest is black spruce. 

Dense stands can grow where the soi1 is moderatel y well-drained, wi th secondary stands of 

birch, aspen and jack pine. Where the ground is very wet, a more open 'black spruce bog' 

(treed muskeg) will develop. In both rnoist and wet si tes, sphagnum and feather mosses 

carpet the forest floor, and on the moist sites, shrubs such as Labrador tea, dwarf birch, 

cranberry and bluebeny grow wherever the tree cover is open enough to let in adequate light 

(Flanders et al., 1 W3:6,2O,M; Ri tchie, 1956: 538-530; S hay, 1% 109). 

Dry sites, including thin-soiled outcrop ridges, eskers and sand plains, are more 

often dominated by jack pine forest, although over time, more and more black spmce will 

grow arnong the pine. Lichens, mosses and small shmbs including lowbush blueberry are 



common in the understory of these dry forest patches (Beke et al., 197351; Flanders et al., 

1973:20,24; Ri tchie, 1956:538,SN ,542,555; 196324; Shay, 1984 109,115). 

Deciduous and mixed stands of trees can be found along shorelines and on ridges 

or  hills where the soils are rich and moderately well-drained. Trembling aspen and balsam 

poplar are most often found in the backshore of sheltered river and stream valleys, as are the 

cuiturally important white birch." Baisam fir and white spruce can be found in sirnilar 

favourable locations, especially those with southerly exposure (Bellhouse, 1971:9; Flanders 

et al., 197320: Ritchie, 1956:543,545; 196234). 

In the Southem Indian Lake region, the Northwestern Transitional forest is stiI1 

quite sirnilar to the Northem Coniferous (full boreal) forest to the south. It tends to be 

more open in general, with smaller and spémer trees. Lichens ( C W n i a )  replace mosses as 

the dominant ground cover and tamarack replaces jack pine and aspen as the dominant 

species in early forest communities on dry and moist sites. Good stands of trees are 

generally lirnited to a band of about 30 m width along favourable shorelines, behind which 

is open black spruce forest in the moist sites, or treed and open muskeg in more saturated 

sites (Beke et al., 19735; Fianders et al., 1973:6,21,22; Shay, l984: 115). 

Fires are quite common in these regions. so the forest is dominated by patches in the 

earlier stages of development (Ritchie, 1956:557)."' The first plants to colonize an area after 

a bum are the grasses and herbs, foIlowed by a shrub stage during w hich berries are 

plentiful. About a decade after the bum, young trees begin to dorninate the area. On moist 

sites with good soi1 in the northem coniferous forest, these are mostly aspen, poplar and 

some birch,J2 later replaced by jack pine forest. On rocker and drier sites, a birch and jack 

pine forest develops initially, followed by a more continuous pine forest. Over the next few 

decades, black spruce begin to invade alt but the driest sites and black spruce forest will 

evennially cover the area. Black spruce tends to be both the early and climax tree species on 

the boggier sites (Beke et al., 1973:35,125,128; Feit, 1969: 113; Ritchie, 1956559; Shay, 

1984 96). 



While archaeologists have traditionally emphasized the hunting component of 

' hunting and gathering' economies, A boriginal people living in the boreal forest regions 

have made considerable use of plant materials for food and drink (for important nutrients, 

varïety, and as a staple when meat is more scarce), for medicines, fuel, and as raw materials 

for a variety of uses including tent poles, drying racks, cordage, fish nets, c ame  coverings, 

containers, dyes, diapering materiais, and many others (Black, 1973; Franklin, 19 lO:8 1-83; 

Leighton, 1986; Shay, 1980). 

B lack ( 1973:88,89) found that in the Shield regions, over 90% of ail plants used by 

people were harvested frorn either moist to wet habitats andor  recently disturbed areas. 

Shay (1980:240 ) showed that regarding the many food plants presently found in the boreai 

forest of ~ a n i t o b a ' ~  , "(w)etlands offer the greatest variety of underground parts and seeds; 

semi-open and mesic [mois t] areas are rich in bemes; and greens are divided between these 

and open and dry sites. The least productive habitats are apparently dense forest stands" 

(see Appendix 2). Of al1 the fores t patches, the black spruce bogs, w hich are especiall y 

common in low areas in the northwestem transitional forest, are the least productive of 

useful plants except for the sphagnum mosses and willows which can be gathered from 

around their edges (Mallory, 1975: 2; Shay, 1980:2M,253). 

Recently burned sites can be useful to people living off the land for, arnong other 

things: the large number of food and medicinal plants that favour such conditions; the 

wildlife, especially moose and bear, that are attracted by the lush fresh growth of greens and 

bemes and by the s d t  deposits; and the supply of fire-killed timber around bum edges that 

makes excellent firewood (Krenchuk, 199 l:%; Lewis, 1983:49,50). Because of this, Cree 

and other A bon ginal people in the boreal forest have k e n  known to not onl y visi t accessible 

natural burns, but aiso to have intentionaily bumed and re-burned certain portions of their 

environment in order to maintain early successional stages in chosen locations. This was 

most often done in the springtime when conditions were still wet and rnild enough to allow 

the fires to be more easily controlled (Lewis, 1982:49,51; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 19,20; 



e.g. Hearne, 1971 [1793:270; PAM MG1 BI,  Ia: 144,158). 

4-22 Wildlife. 

The patchy environment of the boreal forest provides diverse habitat for many 

species of wildlife. Kroker (1990:30-34) has compiled a list of those marnmals, birds and 

fish that are present in the Southern Indian Lake/Churchill River Diversion region? 

Essentidl y, the large game in the boreal forest are moose and w d a n d  caribou, which are 

present year-round, and barren-ground caribou during those winters that their migrations 

take thern south of the northem portions of the northwestern transitional forest. Black bear 

are also found throughout the forest. Other marnmal species characteristic of the region 

include beaver, muskrat, river otter, mi&, marten, fisher, weasels, wolverine, skunk, lynx, 

wolf, fox, snowshoe hare, porcupine and numerous smaller rodents. Birds are represented 

by a large number of songbirds, crow and raven, various owls, raptors, gulls, Ioon and shore 

birds. Particularly important to local hunters are spruce grouse and ruffed grouse, both 

year-round residents, and the waterfowl that pass over the bore& forest in the spring and 

fall, some nesting dong the shorelines for the summer. Migratory waterfowl include 

Canada goose, a variety of ducks, and whistling Swan. 

As with plants, the majonty of animai species in the boreal forest which have b e n  

considered most important to human populations can be found in two principle types of 

locations: shorelines and the moist forest bordering them, and the young vegetation 

communities of recently disturbed areas (Feit, 1%9:61; Hamilton and Larcombe, 1994: 13; 

Mallory, 19752). Marsh shorelines are particularl y attractive to a number of important 

wildlife species, including moose, beaver, muskrat and nesting waterfowl (Webb, 1974: 14- 

18). Detailed descriptions of the types of habitats used by different species of game, and 

their distributions around Southern Indian Lake are given in Appendix 3. 

Although no major changes to the make-up of boreal forest wildlife are expected to 

have occuned over at least the past 2000 years (Wood, 1983:32), the make-up of the 

communities of wildlife present in individual forest patches change cyclically over the short 



term with the evolution of forest communities following disturbances (table 4.2). In 

contrat, fish are not so directly influenced by forest community as marnmds and birds, and 

so should be relatively stable populations in the b o r d  forest. 

42.3 Fish, 

Numerous fïsh species Iive in the northern lakes and rivers. Some of the more 

important species to people include whitefish, pickerel, jacldish, suckers, lake trout and lake 

sturgeon. Descriptions of the habitats and distribution of species around Southern Indian 

Lake are given in Appendix 4. 

Fish generally spend the summer and winter in deeper water and are not very 

mobile. This makes it difficult to catch large numbers of fish in these seasons. Fishing is 

more productive during spring and fall, especially during the spawning mns. Spnng 

spawning runs are usually extended, dropping off slowly over a p e n d  of months. Fa11 

runs are more concentrated and are over in a matter of weeks. In spring, fish tend to ei ther 

approach Iake shorelines to spawn in the shallows, or ascend nvers and streams to a rapids 

or shoal, while fa11 spawners more often gather in offshore shoals in the lakes (Cleland, 

i 9=: 766,774-775; Winterhalder, l978:363). 

The runs result in large concentrations of fish in predictable locations for short 

periods of tirne. Such locations include the base of fails and rapids, Stream and lake 

narrows, eddies formed by rock outcrop, and at strearn mouths and confluences (Hanks and 

Winter, 1991:54; Rostlund, 1952: 105). Water surrounding natural obstructions like these 

are, in fact, productive of fish in any season, because their food is often concentrated by the 

curent in these locations (D. Bodaly, 1997: personal communication). Sorne offshore 

habitats used by fall spawners appear to be shoals, sudden drop-offs in depth, and the 

waters about islands and rock reefs (Martin, 1989: 597). 



Table 4.2 Gaine and furbearer presence by forest stage. 

barel gras/  
sedge 

early 
deciduous 
brush 

deciduous 
brush and 
tree 

Aosed 
deciduous 
rorest 

small rodents rnay live in the area, and their predators may visi t 

moose visit to browse new greens 

amphibious marnmals: river otter rnay live along grassy shorelines or in 

marsh 

moose rnay visit 

bear visit for bemes 

small game: hare are abundant, spruce grouse visit for bemes 

carnivores: fox rnay be present, lynx comrnonly hunt there 

arnphibious marnmals: river otter and mink rnay live along shorelines 

moose rnay visit 

bear visi t berry patches 

beaver and muskrat can move back to shorelines 

smail garne: ruffed grouse and porcupine retum, hare rernain abundant 

carnivores: fox and lynx present 

amphibious mammds: river otter and mink continue along shorelines 
- - -  - 

moose most abundant here 

bear resident 

beaver and muskrat continue to occupy deciduous shorelines 

smdl  garne: ruffed grouse abundant, porcupine common, hare reside 

carnivores: lynx, wolf and wolvenne may reside, fox declining 

amphibious mammals: river otter and mink found dong shorelines 

caribou retum 

moose decline but are still present in the winter 

bear hi bernate here 

beaver and muskrat decline, present only where already established 

P h e r e  beaver can maintain deciduous forest along shorelines) 

smaIl game: hare and porcupine dedine but may be present in winter, 

ruffed grouse decline, spruce grouse cornmon 

carnivores: marten, fisher, lynx, wolf and wolvenne resident, fox rare 

arnphibious marnmals: mink decline, river otter may be present 

(based on Banfield, 1974: 8 1-83, 158-6 1,198-200,233-6,290-2,299-300,305-7,3 1620, 
330- 1,333-4,341-3,349-50,385-7,395-7; Fei t, 1969: 124; Godfrey, 1966:9,47,48,55-83, 
107,109-110, 178). 



With their low nutrient levels and cold waters, typical Shield lakes do not support 

very large fish populations. Owing to the warmer and more nutnent-rich source of the 

Churchill River, however, Southern Indian Lake and its neighbours have highly productive 

fishenes (Bellhouse, 1971 :8; Hecky and Ayles, 1974a:8,9). Southern Indian Lake was 

particularly well-stocked in whitefish prior to the diversion of the Churchill River, especially 

at its northern end where the water was clearest The one part of the lake which does not 

appear to ever have had a particularly good fishery is South Bay. Its clay shores and 

bottom produce rnurhy waters in which few species of fish can successfull y spawn. 

Additionally, the current of the Churchill River did not fiow directly through South Bay. 

This portion of the lake thus received little nutrient input from the river (Ayles and 

Koshinsky, 1974: 19; H e c Q  and Ayles, 1974a: 8,g; Weagle and Baxter, 1973:24,53). 

4.2.4 Mineral Sources. 

There are a number of mineral and lithic sources in the boreal forest that have been 

important to Aboriginal people. Salt on be a sought after commodity, for itself and because 

salt deposits attract wildlife. The primary sources of salt are saline springs which people 

were known to have visited for these reasons (McInnes, 1913: 134,135). Hernatite-rich clay 

for red ochre can be mined from sorne stream banks (Williams, 1969: 139). Clay for 

pottery is availabIe from certain lake and river shorelines in abundance, although more ideal 

clays can be quite local. Granite to crush up for pottery tempering is also abundant, 

wherever the bedrock outcrops (Wood, 19û3:26). 'Pipestone', a soft, sedimentary rock 

which was often carved to make pipe bowls, could be quarried from the shorelines of 

specific, weil-known strearns and lakes (Williams, 1%9: 139) such as Pipestone Lake. 

Because the basalts and gracites of the Shield are not very suitable materials for 

making most Stone tools, finer-grained materials had to dso  be found. bai sources 

included rhyolitic outcrop, quartz veins in bedrock outcrop, and the desimble chert cobbles 

found in glacial till and redeposi ted river materials (Syms, lYi"ï':27). Chert cobbles are 



more common in the Hudson Bay Lowlands and around the lower Nelson River than 

around Southem Indian Lake (Wood, 198336). Known quarries for cherts, quartzes and 

other useful rninerals have not been rnapped for the Southern Indian Lake region (Wood, 

1983:26), but people living in this area would no doubt have known good sites to visit for 

these materials. 

4.3 The Cultural Landscape. 

4.3.1 Today 's Communities. 

Cornmunities currently located along the Churchill River in norîh-central Manitoba 

include Pukatawagan, High Rock, Granville Lake, Leaf Rapids and South Indian Lake." 

While residents of these communi ties, with the exception of the town of Leaf Rapids, are 

predominantly Rock Cree (AFsiniskwawidiniwok ) (Brigh tman, 1989: 1) , the boreal forest of 

north-centrd Manitoba is home today to people of a number of First Nations, to Métis 

people, and to non-Aboriginals. At the time of first European contact, however, and for 

many generations before, this region was inhabited almost solely by Cree people (Gillespie, 

1975358; Russell, 199 L:Zl7; Wright, 198 1:92). Edthen-eldeli Dené46 neighboured to the 

north, and made occasional trips into the full b o r d  forest, but preferred to remain mostly 

within the northern portions of the northwestern transitionai forese and the southern barrens 

(Smith, 1981~: 135,136).~' Today, nearby Dené communities are found at Lac Brochet and 

Tadoule Lake, both north of the Churchill River. 

4.3.2 Cultures through Time. 

Cree oral his tory States that they have occupied north-central Manitoba and 

surrounding parts of the b o r d  forest "since time immemorid" (François et al., 19952; 

Linklater, 199434). People could have travelled to these parts shortly after the land becarne 

free of the ice sheet and of glacial Lake Agassiz sometime between an estimated 8400 and 

8000 years ago. Archaeological evidence indicates that there have indeed been people at 



least visiting this region for thousands of years into the past? 

As the edges of the ice sheet retreated back towards its centre and Lake Agassiz 

drained north and eastwards, the ancient peoples who had occupied the Piains suuth of the 

glacier were able to expand into the newly emerging lands. As they migrateci into new 

temtories, and as the climate became warmer and drier over time, these people - whose 

cultures have been labelled 'Plano' by archaeologists - adjusted their econornies and 

lifestyles in order to adapt to their changing environments. On the plains, Plano peoples 

and their predecessors probably emphasized the herds of giant bison for game (Bryan, 

199 1: 42; Kroker, 1990: 148; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1988). They could, however, be 

as flexible as they had to be in order to survive and so they made use of many different 

resources (Bryan, 199 l:4l; Wright, 199537). 

When the grasslands expanded north and east into southern and then centrai 

Manitoba, the bison herds expanded as well. This could have attracted the bison-hunters to 

these regions (Bryan, 199 1 :4,42; Kroker, 1990: l48,lSO), much as they had k e n  attracted 

to central Saskatchewan when it becarne free of ice roughly 9000 years ago (Bryan, 

1991:42; Mani toha Heritage Network, 1998). ft appears that by about £3000 years ago, as 

they continued to increase their range, some of these people had left the plains for the fnnge 

of coniferous forest to the north. These 'Northern Plano' peoples were likely drawn into 

this new environment by the herds of caribou which flourished there (Manitoba Heritage 

Network, 1998; Wright, 1995:%,99); the locations of h o w n  Northern Plano si tes 

(primarily found on eskers and at caribou water crossing places in Keewatin) suggest that 

the people were now focussing their economies on migratory caribou (Manitoba Heri tage 

Network, 1998; Nash, 1975: 165; Wright, 1981:87; 1995: 1 1 1). They made other 

adjustments to their new surroundings, reflected in their changing tool kits as they adapted 

to the conditions of the northem forests and the tundra (Wright, 1995: 103,104). 

With the expansion of the grasslands as the climate warmed and drïed, some Plano 

peoples were also moving eastwards just as others were expanding to the north. This took 



some to the eastem margin of the plains at that time, somewhere around the Winnipeg River 

region (Pettipas (ed), 198338). The warming climate of this time was making bison on the 

plains less dependable. So, although they continued to hunt bison when they could, these 

people also made use of boreai forest resources, adding mwse, caribou and srnail forest 

game to their diets, for example. Over time, they moved farther into the forests and became 

better adapted to this lifestyle (Manitoba Hentage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed), 1983:40- 

42). 

While there is some evidence of peoples of the Plano cultures in north-central 

Manitoba (Larcombe, 1997b:85,88);" they do not seem to have been numerous. Evidence 

of Eastern Plano peoples in the b o r d  forest, for example (e.g. the Caribou Lake 

archaeological complex of southeastem Manitoba) has not k e n  detected in north-central 

Manitoba at al1 (Manitoba Hen tage Network l998), pro babl y because much of this region 

was still under the waters of Lake Agassiz when Plano peoples first began expand north and 

eastSO It was not until the lake had drained away and some of the Northem and Eastern 

Piano peoples had more fully adapted to the b o r d  forest that people expanded into rnost 

parts of the Canadian Shield, including north-central Manitoba (Kroker, 1990: 152; 

Manitoba Heritage Network, 19923; Pettipas (ed), 198377; Wright, 1995: 121,261). 

Based on the archaeological record, it appears that the earliest people to have 

regularly made north-central Manitoba part of their homeland after the retreat of the glacier 

and of Lake Agassiz were members of the first culture complexes adapted specificaily to the 

forested Shield environment. As a group, these have been labelled 'Shield Archaic' or 

'Early Shield' and 'Middle Shield' - belonging to the most ancient peoples of the Canadian 

Shield (Kroker, 1990: 152; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed), 198377; 

1989:28; Wright, 1981:88; 1995 l2l,26 1). 

The Shield cultures seem to have grown out of those of Northem and Eastern Plano 

peoples who were spending increasing arnounts of time in the boreal forest environment and 

adjusting their subsistence and settlement patterns accordingly (Manitoba Heritage 



Network, 1998; Wright, l99S:97,!BYlO4, l2lY26 1). Archaeologists have used the adoption 

of the spear-thrower by the Plano peoples in this region - reflected in the introduction of 

new, lighter and smaller styles of projectile points into the archaeological record - to mark 

the beginning of this new culture p e n d  (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Wright, 

199597,116). In the Shield regions of Manitoba, these points range in age from roughly 

4500 to 2000 years (Kroker, 199û: 152; Pettipas (ed.), 198377; Wright, 1995263). 

This was a p e n d  of growing human population and diversification of cultures. As 

groups of people spread out over the Shield and surrounding regions, they adapted their 

lifestyles to the local conditions and resources of the particular areas in which they settled. 

The older cul ture complexes, which appear to have been quite similar even over broad 

regions, thus gave way to a number of more l d i z e d ,  distinct archaeological culture 

complexes (Larcombe, 1 9 9 7 ~  9,ll; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Wright, 

1995: 1 16,175,262).5L 

The warm and dry conditions of the later Plano Period had caused the bison herds 

to decline as drought conditions on the PIains becarne more and more common (Manitoba 

Heritage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed), 1983:49), peaking around 6000 years ago. This is 

perhaps what led people into the forested regions in the beginning. There they could find 

more reliable sources of food and water. The move into the forets more or less full-time, 

however, required that the Shield peoples shift to a more generalized economy than their 

predecessors had apparently lived by." Rather than following herds of one specific type of 

garne, these people probably moved from place to place in search of different resources in 

different seasons - an important strategy in the boreal forest. Based on site locations and on 

the limited faunal evidence, it appears that Shield peoples continued to emphasize large 

game, especiall y caribou, but also hunted a variety of smaller game (including beaver, 

porcupine and hare), hunted waterfowl and fished. They also most li kel y collected plants 

for food (Kroker, 1990: 152, Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed), 1983: Wright, 

l995:26 1,262,279). 



They evidently made extensive use of watenvays for travel, much like those people 

who came after thern. 1 t is Iikely that cames, snowshoes and toboggans were used by 

Shield peoples for this travel, as these items are very nearly vital for long-term survival in the 

boreal Forest (Manitoba Heri tage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed.), 198378; 1989: 28; Wright, 

1995:261,265). Shelters constructed by Shield peoples varied in form, probably with 

season and function. Evidence of large, semi-subterranean dwellings has been attributed to 

the Shield peoples (Wright, 1995:262). Hide- or bark-covered conical and domed lodges 

had been the main type of habitation used, summer and winter, by subarctic peoples at 

contact (Helm and Leacock, 197 1 :346; Orecklin, lW6:69,7O), and simiIar types of lodges 

were probably k i n g  used also by the Shield Archaic peoples, although these are difficult to 

detect in the archaeological record (Wright, 1995:262,265)? 

B y this time, if not earlier, people were also burying their dead with some ceremony. 

Special items were k i n g  Ieft in the grave with the person, or cached nearby (Manitoba 

Heritage Network, 1998; Wright, 1995:262,286,287). The Victoria Day site (GkLr-61) on 

Three-Point Lake in north-central Manitoba is one example of a burial dating to this pend 

and, dated to roughly 2300 B.C. (c. 4300 years of age), the oldest known in this region 

(Historic Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:4,5; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; S yms, 

1998). Included in the associated grave caches were many harpoons and other tools of 

bone and antler, and a medicine bal1 (a power object) (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; 

Syms, 1998). Although they cannot be firmly dated, it has been suggested that the earliest 

rock paintings on the Canadian Shield could have been created dunng this period as well 

(Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Stein bring, 1998: 50,127). 

1 t was the various Shield peoples who were the full-time residents of the b o r d  

forest of north-central Manitoba during the period between roughly 4533 and 2000 years 

ago. The cultures of peoples outside of the forested regions were also undergoing change 

and diversification at this time, and several of these cultures may have had some effect on 

the Shield peoples. Although evidence of presence of peoples from the plains and the arctic 



regions in north-central Manitoba is slight, it seems likely that these people were at least 

sometimes visiting parts of the Shield. Projectile points very much Iike those of the Plains 

cultures called Oxbow, Besant, Pelican Lake and Duncan/Hmna/McKean have k e n  found 

at sites in north-central Manitoba (Kroker, 11990: 150- 153; Larcornbe, 1997b:22,53,68,77,9 1 ; 

Wright, 199599 1,3û6,307,339). Although more common farther north and dong the 

Hudson Bay coast, the early Arctic cultures - represented by what has k e n  called the 'Re- 

Dorset' or 'Arctic Small Tool tradition' - have also k e n  detected in northern Manitoba 

(Manitoba Heri tage Network, 1998; Wright, l995:4W). Overall, however, there appears to 

have been reiatively tittle cultural exchange between the Shield and the Plains peoples and 

next to none between the Shield and the Arctic peoples dunng this period (Wright, 198 l:89; 

199541 1,444). Still, through even occasional contact, the different groups could have 

introduced new ideas to each other, traded matends and othenvise impacted the 

development of each other' s cultures." 

In time, the populations of the Shield grew, and their cultures evolved as they 

continued tu adapt to life in the boreal forest, w hich was once again shifting southwards in 

response to a cooling climate. Most visibly, pottery was introduced for cooking and storage 

of foods, as was the bow and arrow for hunting. Throughout the b o r d  forest regions, 

these technological innovations mark the transition to what has been narned the WoodIand 

Period (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Pettipas (ed), 1989:61; Wright, 1981:89). The 

people who first left behind traces of these technologies in north-central Manitoba lived in 

or visited this region about 2000 years ago and produced items belonging to a Middle 

Woodland culture composite which archaeologists cal1 Laurel (François e t  al., 1995: 10; 

Pettipas (ed.), 1989: 62). 

These people, like their predecessors, appear to have been at least seasonally mobile. 

In the boreal forest, they probably spent their summers in large, relatively sedentary groups, 

focussing on fishing for food. Toggling harpon heads have been found on Laurel sites, 

likely used for spearing fish (Brandzin-Low, 1997:30; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; 



Wright, 1981:90). Additionally, Stone net-sinkers have been identified on some sites of the 

closely-related 'Saugeen' and 'North Bay' Middle Woodland culture complexes 

(Brandzin-Low, 1997:34; Wright, 198 1:9û), and this would suggest an increasing emphasis 

on fish on parts of the Shield at this time. The people would likely have broken up into 

smaller groups for the winters, dispersing over the landscape in order to harvest more 

dispersed, variable game (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998). The Laurel si tes so far 

recorded in north-centrai Manitoba - less common than those in the south, but still far from 

rare5' - are generail y small, xattered, and represent short- term use (B randzin-Low , 

1997215). It has been suggested that Laurel peopIes were only using the northern parts of 

the b o r d  fores t for seasonal excursions (B randzin-Low , 1997: 1 ,S,Z4). 

As the climate warmed about 1 9 0  years ago, some people from the aspen parkland 

began to follow the forest edge north and made incursions into north-central Manitoba. 

People of the 'B Iackduck' culture com p s i  te, as they have k e n  called, ranged over a large 

terrïtory, including the southem half of Manitoba. By about 1300 years ago, these southern 

Woodland peoples were apparently visiting parts of the Nelson River drainage and 

occasional1 y even Southern lndian Lake, al though traces of these people are rare there 

(François et al., 1995: 10; Lenius and Olinyk, 1990:79; Pettipas (ed.) , 1989:62-63). 

Through even occasional contact, the Blackduck peoples could have influenced the local 

Laurel culture in the north by introducing innovations and practices from their ~ w n . ' ~  

Peoples of the Blackduck composite, Iike Laurel, are rewgnized in Manitoba 

primarily on the basis of their distinctive pottery styles. While Blackduck people residing 

in the north seem to have merged culturally with the original occupants, the two 

archaeological culture composites continued to CO-exist side by side in the region until 

about 1 0 0  years ago by which time new complexes had emerged, having developed locally 

from the earlier traditions in that part of the Shield as eariy as 1200 years aga.'' This has 

been taken to mark the beginnings of the first locally developed culture complexes in north- 

central Manitoba, those of the ancestors of the Woodland Cree, called 'Clearwater M e '  



and 'Kame Hills' after the locales in which their pottery were first found (François et al., 

1995: 1036; Meyer and Russell, 1987:22,24; Pettipas, l989:G). 

The people who made Cleanvater Lake Punctate pottery were widespread 

throughout the boreal forests of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and northern Ontario, and were 

most concentrated along the Saskatchewan and Nelson River systems. Kame Hills pottery 

is closely related to Clearwater Lake Punctate. I t  is, however, part of a distinct 

archaeological culture cornplex, particularly regarding the presence of vesse1 foms like 

ceramic cups, bowls, pipe bowls and pIatesAamps not represented in Cleanvater Lake 

assemblages. Kame Hills pottery is found predominantly in the Churchill River basin 

around Southem Indian Lake (EIistoric Resources B ranch, 1989; Petti pas (ed.), 1983: 16 1 - 

17 1)- and also in the Rat-Bumtwood rivers system (E. L. S yms, 1998: personal 

communication; Wood, 198365). I t has been found in srnaller arnounts as far north as the 

north end of Big Sand Lake on the South Seal River (Riddle, 198536). Its makers were 

probably members of a relatively self-contained regional band or simiIar group that was 

centered in the Southern Indian Lake region (Meyer and Russell, 198233; Wood, 19837; 

Wood and Wasnick, 1976:8). 

These peoples continued to live off the resources of the boreai forest and must have 

been well-adapted to this life as rather little that was basic to their matenal culture 

asemblage seems to have changed until new economic forces were introduced with the 

European fur trade (Wood, 198330). Archaeologicai evidence suggests that they were 

seasonally mobile. They probably spent much of the year dispersed in small groups spread 

out along water routes on which they focussed most of their hunting and gathering activities, 

and came together annually into larger communities for social, spiritual and CO-operative 

subsistence activities (Hlady, 1971: 16,64). Fishing appears to have been particularly 

important to the diet of Cleanvater Lake and Karne Mills peoples, especially in the Southern 

Indian Lake region. This was followed by the hunting and trapping of a diversity of forest 



game and the collecting of avaitable plant foods (HLady, 1971:22; Mallory, 19752; Sheniff 

et ai., 1995: 105,106). Stone tools were made mostly from locally available quartzes, 

quartzites, cherts and basalts (Hlady, 197123). Birch bark was an important material for 

the construction of various items (Hlady, 1970: 114) ranging from came covenngs and 

lodge coverings to baskets and drinking vessels (Williams, 1969: 129). The presence of dog 

bone in Cleanvater Lake-aged assemblages at the Grand Rapids site indicates that domestic 

dogs were k i n g  kept by at least some groups by this time for hunting and as pack animals. 

They may have also been used for pulling the toboggans (Oreckiin, 197i5 18), although dog- 

pulled toboggans do not appear to have been used by Cree when they were encountered by 

earl y European explorers and traders (Honigmann, 198 1: 22 1). 

Karne Hills sites on Southern Indian Lake date to as early as A.D. 76û, and the 

associated pottery continued to be used there until the introduction of copper ketties eariy in 

the fur trade, at which time Cree were resident in the area (François et al., 199536). Similar 

continuity exists between Cree occupations and Clearwater Lake, Karne Hills and related 

wares (which, as a group, have been labelled the 'Selkirk7 composite) in other parts of the 

boreal torestS8 The distribution of Selkirk pottery corresponds roughly with the temtones 

occupied by the Cree at contact (MacNeish, 1958:4749; Meyer, 1987: 187,192,194; Meyer 

and Russell, 1987:25,26; Wright, 1971:21). On some sites, specifically recorded to have 

k e n  occupied by Cree people during the earliest years of the western Fur Trade, Late 

Woodland aged pottery and the other artifacts often associated with these complexes have 

been found together wi th earl y fur trade goods (MacNeish, 1958:47-49; Meyer and Russell, 

1987:25; Wright, 1971:3,4; 1981:92). Together, these lines of evidence point to the Late 

Woodland Cree as makers of the Selkirk pottery (François et al., 1995: 10; Hlady, 

1970: 12 1 ; 197 1 :64; MacNeish, 1958:4749; Meyer, 1987: 1%; Meyer and Russell, 

1%7:25,26; Wright, l97l :D ; 1981:92). 

Based on this continuity of occupation, it is apparent that this region was homeland 

of Cree people for at least the past 1200 years (François et al., 1995:36; Hlady, 1971: 114; 



Meyer and Russell, 1987:25; Wright, 198 1 :92) and probabl y of their ancestors for another 

3000 years earlier. The Selkirk composite, including the Ctearwater Lake and Karne Hills 

complexes, seems to have its mots in Laurel and Blackduck composites. Laurel in 

Manitoba appears to have developed in tum out of the local Shield Archaic with influences 

from neighbouring woodland regions (Wright, 1995:261). As already noted, according to 

their own oral histones, Cree have Iived in the northem forests of Manitoba since ancient 

times: "time immemorial" (François et al., 19952; Linklater, 199434). 

Regardless of their self-sufficiency, the Cree of north-central Manitoba were not 

isolated. People andor  materials travelled from region to region throughout and sornetimes 

beyond the Shield dong  traditionally established trade n e t w o r k ~ . ~ ~  For example, Cree in the 

Southern Indian Lake region and their predecessors seem to have traded for such materials 

as basai ts from die Hudson Bay Lowlands, Gronlid Chert [rom the area around The Pas, 

Swan River Chert frorn southwestern Manitoba, Catlinite or pipestone from southwestern 

Minnesota, and a high quaiity chalcedony called Knife River Flint frorn western North 

Dakota While they were not needed, these rocks were superior to the local quartzites fo r  

tml-making and so were desired (Brownlee and Syms, 1999:8,39; Historic Resources 

Branch, n.d. [1998]:4; Mdlory, 1975:6,7). Similarly, Native copper implements were 

sometimes traded into north-central Manitoba. Many of these copper items came from the 

Lake Superior region (Brownlee and Syms, 19996; Riddle, 1994b:25), although it is  

possible that copper could have been traded down frorn the Coppermine River region i n  

north-western North Arnerica as wetl (Lister, 1999). Other exotic materials and items like 

shell beads from east Coast of the United States have also been found on sites in north- 

central Manitoba (Historic Resources B ranch, n-d. [1998] :4). 

Contact between the peoples of the Shield and the arctic cultures is thought to  have 

been rare (Wright, 199541 1,444). By the time people began to makeKame Hills pottery in 

the Southem Indian Lake region about 1200 years ago, however, they had likely had at least 

some contact with the arctic peoples. For example, the flat cerarnic vessets characteristic of 



Kame HilIs pottery assemblages appear qui te similar in form to the oil- o r  rat- burning Stone 

lamps made by Inuit peoples. It has k e n  suggested that the Kame Hills 'plates' may have 

been modelled after these lamps and used in the same way (François et al., 199536; Wood 

and Wasnick, 19765-7). 60 

North of the full b o r d  forest, the Dené and their predecessors - labelled the 

Taltheilei composites by archaeologists - have seasonally occupied the transitionai forest of 

northern Manitoba since at least A.D. 200 (Manitoba Heritage Network, lm), and 

possibly were at least visiting the region for up to 700 years or more earlier (Larcombe, 

1997b:87). The barren-ground caribou were centrai to their whole lifeway, and Dené people 

travelled each year between the southern barrens where they surnmered and the 

northwestern transitionai forest where winter was spent in order to hunt the migratory 

caribou year-round. While normally the caribou remained north of the full b o r d  forest, in 

some winters an increase in population size, particular weather conditions or some other 

environmentai factor would cause the herds to range farther south, into the homeland of the 

Cree. In these years, Dené could also be found in the full boreal forest (Manitoba Heritage 

Network, 1998; Nash, 1970:78; Smith, 1981~: 136). 

Most known Taltheilei sites have been found dong or north of the Seal River, but a 

few have k e n  found wnsiderably farther south. For instance, Taltheilei peoples visited 

sites dong the northem and western shorelines of Southem Indian Lake (Kroker, 1990: 154; 

Wood, 1975:9), the Leal Rapids locale of the middle Churchill River (Smith, 1995: 171), 

Wapisu Lake (Riddle, l994b:25), Wuskwatim Lake and others (Larcombe, l m ) .  These 

sites might represent those winters that the caribou ranged farther into the boreal forest, o r  

they might date to pends during which the climate was cooler and the treeline (and also the 

northem transitionai forest) was pushed farther south, encouraging the Taltheilei people to 

expand southwards as well (Gordon, 198 l:4; Petti pas (ed.), 1989:49). Ta1 theilei projectile 

points found at the north end of Southem Indian Lake are similar to styles elsewhere 



ranging in estimated age from A.D. 300 to contact (Kroker, 1990: 154)- One type in 

particular is very similar to a style previously dated to 650-500 B.C. (Larcombe, 1997b:87) . 

I t would appear then that the ancestors of the Dené peoples have been using this area 

periodically, at least, throughout the Late Woodland Period and possibl y eadier. 

Like most subarctic hunter-gatherer peoples, Taltheilei people were at least 

seasonally mobile and likely gathered together into larger groups at various times 

throughout the year. Based on the location of most TaltheiIei sites - the major sites 

occumng primarily on eskers at water crossings and at good fishing places - it appears that 

they Iived in much the same way as their Dené descendants. While the mainstay of their 

economy appears to have been the barren-ground caribou, fishing could also be an 

important activi ty, and other game no doubt supplemented their diet (Hktoric Resources 

Branch, 2989; Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998; Petch, 1!397b:73,74,78; Pettipas (ed.), 

1983:84, 1%- 197; Wright, 1995398). 

Gill nets are referred to in Dené oral histories (Pettipas, 1994:49), and as fishing 

could be important to their Taltheilei ancestors, it is expected that these were used far back 

into their history (Rostlund, 195298). Net sinkers have in fact been found elsewhere on 

Taltheilei sites (Wright, 1995394). Snowshoes and toboggans would have been just as 

important for life in the transitional zone in the p s t  as in recent times, and cames or other 

watercraft would have k e n  needed for crossing nvers (Wright, 1995398). However, Dené 

did not travel extensive1 y by came in the earl y fur trade years (Hearne, 197 1 [l'Ba: 9 1,97), 

and presumably not before contact either (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998). It has been 

pointed out that the river systems of the transitional forest and southem barrens are winding 

and not very continuous, so that there was Iittle encouragement for the development of came 

travel in these regions (Gillespie, 1976:8-9; Smith, 1982: 12). Dogs seem to have been kept 

by some Dené, but only rarely and mostly for hunting or sometimes as pack animals 

(Rogers and Smith, 1981: 133 ; Smith, 1983: 12), but were not normally used for pulling 

toboggans until the later fur trade (Sharp, 1977:38; Smith, 1982: 13). Hide- or  bark-covered 



lodges were again probabl y the type of dwelling most often used (Manitoba Hen tage 

Network, 1998). Bow and arrow technology had been adopted by the time Taltheilei first 

came to the Southern ïndian Lake region, but spears continued to be important for hunting 

caribou at water crossings, even after the fur trade (Noble, 1981: 103). In fact, there is Iittle 

archaeologicai evidence of any major material changes to the lifeways of the TaI theilei in the 

years that they were present in northem Manitoba - evidence again of successful adaptation 

(Pettipas (ed. ), l989:49). 

Taltheilei people do not seem to have made pottery (Manitoba Heritage Network, 

1998), and many of their tools were made of bone and antler, which do not preserve well in 

the boreal forest. As a result, the most diagnostic artifacts which they left behind in this 

region were their stone projectile points (Le Blanc, 1997) which are rather mrely abandoned. 

As a result, their presence south of the present treeline may have k e n  ~nderestimated.~' 

The Cree people found living in the Southem Indian Lake region at the beginnings 

of the European fur trade had a long history of local, relatively continuous cultural 

development. The same can be said of the Dené, their neighbours to the north. The 

resulting societies and economies which these peoples had developed over time were well- 

suited to Iife in the northem forests. 



5. THE PEOPLE OF THE NORTE~ERN BORE& FOREST. 

5.1 Social Organization and Spatial Relations. 

Helm and Leacock (1971:347) have described the basic social and spatial 

organization of most Aboriginal populations in the Canadian subarctic as follows: 

Large areas were inhabited by small autonomous regional groups that 
commoniy numbered a few score members each. They were usually lmsely 
related to surrounding groups through intermarriage, economic dependence 
in terms of local scarcities, linguistic affinity, and some feeling of ethnic 
identi ty. 

A large ki11 from a herd of caribou or  an extensive fish run enabled the 
regional group of one hundred or  more to stay together for a penod; but 
when garne was scarce or scattered, the people separated into smaller groups 
of perhaps oniy three or four nuclear families and spread out to cover a 
larger area Such groups were in touch with each other and ready to help 
one another in case of trouble. The shifting of 'membership' between 
groups was apparently easy and common, and people felt free to hunt 
outside their usual areas in times of shortage. 

Subarctic populations would gather and disperse with seasonal conditions. During 

the seasons of dispersal, the more widely scattered groups could range in size from one to 

severai extencied families, and in the central subarc tic seem to have ind  uded from less than 

ten to more than fifty individuals (Leacock, 1986: 151; Rogers, 1%6:30,3 1). When the 

resource base alIowed, the regional band could corne together, numbering from 100 to 300 

or  more in the forests (Leacock 1986: 15 1 ; Meyer and Thistle, 1995:433,435; Rogers, 

1%3x76; 1%6:3 l), and even more among hunters of the barren-ground caribou (Hearne, 

1971 [1795]:279,280; Smith, 1981 b:276). The spacing behveen the sites of these 

gathenngs seem to have been quite regular, perhaps reflecting the size of regional band 

temtones (Meyer and Thistle, 1995427). Meyer and Thistie ( 1995427) have noted that in 

the days before the fur trade, major gathenng sites dong the garne-rich Saskatchewan River 

val:ey were spaced roughl y 80 to 100 km apart, on1 y occasionail y more distant. 

Subarctic peoples also tended to follow what has been called a 'restricted wandenng 

community pattern' ; families or larger groups would travel from location to location within 



a given known temtory, usually following some regular seasonal round of activities. Their 

movement depended on the location of resources and conditions required for these activities 

(Vans tone, 1974:38). 

These general patterns were characteristic of both locai Cree and Den6 people in 

northern Manitoba at contact (Smith, 198 la:YS,%O; 1981 b:27SyZ76). This was a form of 

social and spatial organization that was flexible and allowed people to get what they needed 

for life throughout the year in spite of the spatial and seasonal variations of resource 

availability in the b o r d  forest. 

Families tended to use the same range of territory each year, familiarity with an area 

k i n g  important for successful huniing and resource gathering, but these temtories were not 

'owned' as Registered Trap Lines are today. Both Cree and Dené were free to move on  to 

other locations, at least within the overall range of the regional band, when local shortages 

made this necessary (Bnghtman, 1989:4; Smith, 1981a:259; VanStone, 1974:40). 

5.2 Cree-Dené Relations. 

In contrast to the relative freedom of movement experienced by Cree and Dené 

people when travelling within their own Nation's territones, they could count Iess on non- 

hostile reception when entering land occupied by the other Nation. While neutral o r  even 

friendly relations no doubt existed between at least some individuals and some bands, Cree- 

Dené relations during the fur trade were marked largely by distrust, distike and periodic 

raiding, and this pattern was set long ago in their past. In Dené oral histories, Cree are 

portrayed as the enemy (Jarvenpa, 1982:284), and even their word for Cree people, ena, 

means 'enemy' (Smith, 1981 b:Z7l). 

Al1 the sanie, there seerns to have k e n  littie reason for Cree and Dené people to 

corne into regular contact with each other throughout most of their history. The Cree were 

at home in the full boreal fores t, while Dené rare1 y came much south of the northern parts of 

the northwestern transi tional fores t. The southern portions of the northwestem transitional 



forest has been said to be poorer in resources than either the transitional forest closer to the 

treeline o r  the fui1 bored forest and was apparentiy not used heavily by either group 

(Gillespie, 1975362; Yerbury, 1986: 130). It has been suggested that only in those winters 

when the barren-ground caribou came farthest south would the Dené have had reason to 

enter territory regularly occupied by Cree (Smith, 1981c: 136). 

Dené had traditionally avoided Cree when in the b o r d  forest and rarely camped 

where they could be easil y seen (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989:33 ; Jarvenpa, 1982285; 

Smith, 1981~: 140). The Cree had perhaps even less reason to travel north into Dené lands. 

When they did, however, they do not seem to have applied the same level of caution 

(Jarvenpa, 1982285). Instead, Dené were on their own guard against Cree raids. They 

remained dert, maintained a network of surveillance sites and avoided areas where Cree and 

other enemies were present in larger numbers (Blondin, 199084; Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 19%': 18; Jarvenpa, 1982:285; Smith, 1981c: 140). 

5.3 Economies. 

The subarctic forests have long been considered by outsiders to be poor in food 

resources, to be hard environmen ts in which to try to make a living year-round (e.g. Ray, 

1974:45). But people have successfully done just that for  centurie^.^' One key to survival 

in these regions of seasonally and spatially variable plant and animal life was fiexïbility in 

diet and in settlement When target garne species were concentrated, human populations 

could come together. When the food source was dispersed, the people dispersed. When a 

species left an area or  was hunted out, people could either travel to a new area or  concentrate 

on other species. As a result, there was no one single b o r d  fores t econom y at  any ti me in 

history. The diet of most northem hunter-gatherers was largely a product of what edible 

species were available in an area at  the time, although cultural and personal preference 

played a part as well. 

Cree people living in the b o r d  forests sought a wide variety of animal and vegetable 



foods over the course of the year, emphasis shifting with the seasons and changing as the 

forest cornmunity evolved. Of al1 these, the moose was the animal most valued by the Rock 

Cree for meat and for non-food resources; for example, bone, antler, hide and sinew. Other 

important large game kcluded the woodland caribou which were available year-round and 

the barren-ground caribou when their southerly migration brought them into range 

(Brightman, 1993:8,9; Gillespie, 1 9 8 1 ~  15; Glover, 1%2:83,84; Orecklin, 1976:75; Smith, 

1981x257). Black bear was ritually important to many Cree, had heavy pelts that made 

warm winter bedding, and good, rich meat They were still only occasionaily taken owing to 

the danger of hunting bear and to the relative scarcity of these animals (Gillespie, 1 9 8 1 ~  15; 

Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Smith, 1981a:257). 

Cree hunters considered hunting these large animals to be a more efficient 

subsistence strategy than smail game hunting or  trapping, offering more meat and materials 

per kill (Brightman, 1993: IO), and so they were often sought even when other food could be 

found more quickl y (e-g. Hanks, 1982: 1 12). There was rare1 y enough moose or caribou, 

however, for the population to live off alone. Other foods had to supplement the diet of 

Cree people. 

Among the more important small game were beaver, which were valued for both 

their meat and their pelts long before the fur trade (Helm et al., 1981: 1 9 ;  Pettipas, 

1980: 198,199; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 133; Williams, 1969:9). AIso prominent were hare, 

rnuskrat, lynx, porcupine, and the game birds - grouse and ptarmigan. Geese, ducks and 

Swan could be important during their spring and faIl migrations63 (Gillespie, 1981a: l6,l7; 

Glover, 1%2:64). Otter were eaten when they could be caught, and their p e k  were used 

arnong some peoples for medicine bundles and for water-retarding clothing (W. Pruitt, 

1998: personal communication). Marten, fisher and wolverine are some other furbearers 

whose meat has been eaten (Brightman, 1993:8,9,248; Drage, 1982: 19-23; Gillespie, 

1 9 8 1 ~  16,17; Hrenchuk, 1991:89; Smith, 1981x257; Williams, 1%9:9-22) but which 

probably became more important to Cree econorny with the fur tmde; the meat of these 



animals tends to be unappealing. Eggs of gulls and other shorebirds had also k e n  

collected to supplement the diet, when available (Bailantyne, 1971 [1879]:239; KBCA, 

B.91la12: 16d; Rogers, 1963a:71)? 

The importance of fish in Cree diet has often been underestimated in descriptions of 

Cree economy, probably because Cree men preferred to be seen as hunters (Brightrnan, 

1993:9). Fishing was vital, however, to year-round living in the boreal forest, particularly in 

those seasons o r  years that Iarge garne was unavailable (Gillespie, 1981a: 15,16; Helm and 

Leacock, 1971:345; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 133; Steegman, 1983255). 1x1 the Southern 

Indian Lake region - an area with better fish resources than moose or  caribou - fish appear 

to have dorninated the diet which has been indicated by the archaeological record (Hanna, 

197'5:36,38; Mallory, 19'752; Sherriff et al., 19%: 105; Wood, 198327; Wright, 1971:22). 

The fish most vaiued by Cree were the whitefish and sturgeon, these having rich 

flesh? Lake trout was caught when it was available, and the suckers were also eaten. 

Pickerel, perch, jackfish and burbot are Iean fish and so were less desirable for food, but 

were still taken - the burbot mainly for its liver (Franklin, 1910:86; Gillespie, 1981a: 17; 

Glover, 1 %Mû; Orecklin, 1976: 16,17; Rostlund, l952:38-30,34,38,39; Winterhalder, 

1978:363). They could always be fed to the dogs, which subsisted largely on fish, when 

better fare was available for human consurnption (Boulanger, 1971:46; Rogers, 1963b:36). 

Surplus m a t  and fish were often preserved by Cree women and these dried or 

frozen provisions could becorne important in leaner seasons (Brightrnan, 1993: 10; 

Honigrnann, 195544; Rogers and BIack, 1976: 13). These foods could be either cached 

away in strategic locations or carried with them when they travelled (Rogers and Smith, 

198 1 : 135; Steegman, 1983252). Unfortunately, even dried meat can be heavy and bulkq to 

carry in large quantities (Brightman, 1993:35&36û) and caches could not be depended on 

by mobile peoples; even dned meat can go bad in Iittle more than a nionth during the 

wanner seasons so that only meat taken and dried around or after the freeze would keep for 

a longer period (Smith, 1982: 17). Caching meat by burying it in the cool ground o r  storing 



i t in caverns in bedrock cliffs could extend its shelf life some (e.g. Petch, l W x 3  ; 

1993b:W). However, even when the meat kept well, these caches were often raided by 

animais or used by other families in need before the site was revisited by the people who 

had left the food (Brightman, 1993:358-360).~~ 

A number of foods were eaten only when there was little else to count on. These 

' starvation foods' included the meat of wolf, fox, weasel, mink, squirrep and even the dogs, 

the stomach contents and entrails of large herbivores, Ieather items, and camion 

(Honigmann, 195541; Mason, 1%7: 12; Steegman. 1983254, Williams, 1%9:20). 

Although in most years a farnily could get what food they needed from the land around 

them, many of the game species undenvent regular population fluctuations. Strange weather 

conditions could also make getting garne more difficult in certain years. Once every decade 

or so a famil y could expect to face a particularl y hard winter as a resul t ( Ward, 1995:75), 

and if conditions existed which made it too difficult for them to move on to a more 

productive area, such as intense winter cold, sickness, or hostile neighbours, then starvation 

could threaten (Black-Rogers, 1986:357; Smith, 1982: 67). 

Animal protein is commonly emphasized in descriptions ot'subarctic diets, but the 

importance of plants in the Cree economy should not be underestimated. They were 

important enough to affect peoples' choice of camp locations and seasonal movements 

(Black, 1973:70). In the diet, edible plants added variety and were a vital source of nutrients 

not available in meat. Plant parts such as Sap, bemes, seeds and starchy mots could also 

have considerable caloric value, and so were not only a significant supplementary food, but 

could be the staple of the diet when garne and fish were scarce or  seasonally unpalatable. 

For these reasons, plant foods were likely also often preserved for use in seasons during 

which they were not available fresh (Black, 1973:60; Pettipas, 1979:41; Shay, 1980:261, 

265,266,269). 

Shay (1980:246) counted 89 plants in the b o r d  forest which have k e n  used for 

food or nutritious teas, the parts used ranging from bemes, seeds and flowers to greens, 



roots, Sap and cambium (see Appendix 2). Sixty of these plants have k e n  found around 

Southern Indian Lake (Wood, 1983:25), many OF which people still harvest today. Among 

those m a t  commod y harvested in recent times are the cranbemes, gooseberries and 

currants, biuebemes, pin chemes, raspbemes, rasehips, the rootstocks of bulrushes and cat 

tai ls, Sap from poplar and birch (especiall y farther north where maple trees were not 

common), fiddleheads (young fern greens), water and cow parsnips. Labrador tea, rnints, 

and balsam fir buds and twigs for teas. In times of real food shortage, old bemes could be 

taken off their bushes, rock tripe (an edi ble lichen) could be used t o  thicken soups and 

stews, and the inner bark (cambium) of trees including balsam fir, spruce, pine, birch and 

poplar could be eaten (Ahenakew and Wolfart, lm: 151-155; Black, 1973:59,75,77,78; 

Franklin, l9lO:8 1-82; Glover, 1962:59,60; Hrenchuk, 199 1%; Leighton, 

1986:27,32,45,52,60; Shay, 1980259; Wood, 198325). 

Many plants in the b o r d  forest had medicinal value and were harvested and 

preserved by Cree for these uses (Black, 1973 ; Zieba, 1990). Plants to be used as medicine 

were most commonly collected in the fdl, after they had matured, although flowers and 

roots might be taken in late sprhg or summer (Pettipas, 1980:259; Zieba, 1990:H). 

Plant materials were collected for many other uses as well. Firewood collection and 

cutting was a tirne-consuming but very important task for survival. Dry wood from poplar, 

aspen, birch, spruce and pine have al1 been used successfully for fuel in the north (Franklin, 

19 l O : 8 l ;  Glover, 1962:59; Hrenchuk, 199193; Tanner, 1979:60). Fresh evergreen boughs 

were collected from around the camps weekly to cover and insulate tent flmrs. Spruce and 

fir boughs were preferred for this use (Drage, 1982: 12; Rich, 1949: 102; Rogers and 

Rogers, 1959: 136; Tanner, 1979:38). Sphagnum mosses were excellent for anything 

requiring a soft, absorbent, sterile dressing. They were commody used for diapering 

babies, women's rnenstrual pads, and for covering wounds, and a constant supply was 

required. This supply of moss could be taken by the women from the edges of muskeg 

areas, dned and cached for later use (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 151,223; Fiannery, 



19953 1; Franklin, 1910:76,77; Smith, 1981x260; Van Kirk, 1980:20). WiIlow bark made 

a strong cordage and this was used for making fish nets, rope, snares, tool bindings. and 

other such items (Evans, 1%9:7; Linklater, 199490; Rostlund, 1952: 100). Spruce root was 

similarly used at times (e-g. Martijn and Rogers, 1969:%), and was also important for 

sewing birch bark cames and other items (Black, 1973:80; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 138; 

Taylor, 1980:9). Other strong plant fibres were probably also used for making textiles and 

basketry. Birch bark was important for making came coverings, lodge coverings, drinking 

vessels and baskets. Birch was commonly selected by Cree for making items that needed a 

strong but flexible wood like bows, snowshœ frames, canoe frames, toboggans and sleds 

(Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 157; Glover, 196258; Pettipas, 1980: 179; Williams, 

1x9: 129). Tent poles, cache racks and hide stretching frames were often cut from straight 

young spruce trees (Glover, 196259; Tanner, 1979:38). A variety of woods might also 

have k e n  used for diverse items like tool handles, carved bowls and platters, snow shovels 

and clubs. 

Still, in descriptions of Cree economy the greatest emphasis is regularly on large 

game hunting. Wi th the exception of beaver, supplementary game sources are said to have 

been taken opportunistically more often than they were deliberately sought out (Rogers and 

Black, 1976: 1 l), but this would certainly change in seasons ri years ivhen large game 

hunting was less successful. At such times 'secoridary' resources like p!ant foods, small 

garne, fowl and fish greatly increased i,i inportance (Rogers and Black, 1~976: 10; Rogers 

and Smith, 198 1: 135; Steegman, 1983355). 

Choices about what types of food to harvest at a given time of year were affected by 

a number of considerations such as "the non-food yields (i.e. bones used for tools), ease of 

exploitation, weight of the food, density of distribution, degree of aggregation of the species, 

rnobility of the resource, and fat content" (Snortland-Coles, 1979:92). These factors were 

mostly behavioral and physiological and they varied seasonally (see Appendices 3 and 4). 



The diet of the people should have changed throughout the year as well. 

Feit has suggested that the subsistence strategy of b o r d  forest 'generalists' li ke the 

Cree would change with the different forest successional stages dominating the region in 

which they lived (see table4.1). Forexample, in the early years after an extensive burn, hare 

would be the only game animal available to be taken regularly in a region. With the growth 

of shnibby forest cover and the retum of small mammals, beaver would probably be a 

primary food source. Only with the deciduous forest stage would moose be common 

enough to be pnmary, with bar, beaver and other small game s e c o n d q .  With the 

development of a climax spruce foresf caribou would take on more importance, while 

moose and beaver would still be taken when encountered (Feit, 1969: 124). Feit's 

hypothesis largely ignores the roles of plants, fowl and fish in subsistence strategies, as well 

as the travel of hunters to more distant locations for desirable or prestigious garne, but it 

does illustrate how diet c m  change as the forest cornmuni ty changes as a result of forest 

succession or with loss of targeted game due to other forces. 

The Edthen-eldeli Dené traditionally had a rather more specialized economy than did 

the Cree, focussed pnmarily on the caribou hunt? Their settlement and subsistence 

systems were both intimately linked to the migratory patterns of the barren-ground caribou 

herds wi th which the bands associated (Brandson, 1981:3; Smith, 1982: 13; Yerbury, 

1986: 139). These migrations sometimes brought the caribou and their hunters into the 

b o r d  fores t of north-central Manitoba. 

The caribou was the most important animal to the Dené (Nash, 19753; Sharp, 

197735; 198 1223 ; Smith, 1981 b:TZ?; Vans tone, 197424; Y erbury, 1986: 129), offering i ts 

m a t ,  hide, stomach (used for holding water and for cooking), sinew, bone and antier 

(Gordon, 15Ï75:7 1). 1 t was prominent in their oral history - the game promised by Mother 

Nonucho to her children for so long as they Iived in the "land of the little sticks" (Downes, 

1943: 127; Smith, 1981b272). The other promised game, available to them only when they 



were out on the barrens in the summers, was the muskox (Downes, 1943: 127; Sharp, 

198 1 :223 ; Smith, 198 1 b:272). Black B ear were occasional1 y taken by some Dené hunters 

during the winters while the people were in the forests, but remained secondary to caribou 

(Birket-Smi th, 193024; Vans tone, 197424). 

Eastern Dené did not often bother wi th hunting moose or  woodland caribou, even in 

those sporadic winters that they spent farther south in the boreal Forest. They were there to 

hunt the barren-ground caribou, were farniliar with its habits, and had little need to track the 

more solitary deer which were generally considered iderior game (Hearne, 1971 

[1795l:225,260; Smith, 1981~: 136; VanStone, 1974:24). It is Iikely that in the winters Dené 

took the odd moose opportunistically, or strategically when caribou were scarce (Sharp, 

198 l:Z3 ; Smith, 1982: 17; Y erbury, 1986: lm) ,  but it was never a very important source of 

food to them. 

Far less glorified, fishing was the second-most important source of food for the 

Dené. Fish-bearing lakes and streams could be found both in the southem barrens and in 

the transitional forest, so  that Dené could fa11 back on fishing at any time of year that 

caribou hunting was less successtiil, or while waiting t'or caribou (Glover, 1962: 106; Hanks 

and Winter, 1991:51; Nash, 19753; Rostlund, 195298; Smith, 1981b272; Yerbury, 

1986: 132). Most fishing was done by Den6 in the open water seasons. Fish were also 

taken in the winter, but normally only as an emergency food and to feed any dogs they 

might have, due to the greater difficulty of fishing under ice. Surplus fish caught during the 

spring and fall mns could be preserved for later use, although preservation of surplus 

caribou meat was probably even more important when many had been taken during the fall 

hunts (Blondin, 1990: 156; Hearne, 1971 [179SJ: 15,16; Inmoto, 1981a:41,91,122; Jarvenpa, 

1976:64, Rosdund, 195298; Sharp, 1981:237,233; Smith, 1981b:271,272). 

Of d l  the fish, the whitefish were most preferred. Other species that were regularly 

caught included lake trou t, sucker, burbot, jackfkh and pickerel, plus grayling and char 

when farther out on the barrens (Sirket-Smith, 1930: 18; Brandson, 1981:3; Glover, 



1962: 128; Jarvenpa, 1976:47,64; Smith, 1382: 18; VanStone, 1974:25). 

Other game was sometima taken to supplernent the diet, especially when caribou 

were scarce, or when movement became limited by the thaw. Hare, porcupine, ptarrnigan 

and spruce grouse were the most important small game where they were available, while 

wolvenne, marten and other, smailer mammats were sometimes taken as well if necessary, 

but not comrnonly (Birket-Smith, 193026; Glover, 1962: 128; Irimoto, 1981a: 122; Sharp, 

197735; 1981223; Smith, 19762; 1981b272; VanStone, 1974:24,25; Yerbury, 

1986: 1391.~~ 

The only major furbearers of the tundra and transitional forest were a few marten, 

otter, wolverine, the arctic fox and the wolf (Herne, 1971 [1795J:209; Smith, 198 1 b:-72). 

Of these, the latter three were not normally eaten except in starvation (Hearne, 1971 

[1795]:250; Smith, 19&?:5), and it is unlikely that Dené did much trapping of these anirnals 

prior to the fur tnde  (e-g. Helm and Thomas, 1%6:20). The wolf, in particular, was said to 

be rarely taken by Dené, who identified wi th this animal (Smith, 19825). 

Many geese spend their summers both dong the Hudson Bay coast and on tundra 

lakes. AIthough waterfowl would probably never have been the primary game there when 

caribou, muskox and fish were available, Dené would have had ample oppominity to hunt 

them in this season while out on the barrens (Yerbury, 1986: 139)." The waterfowl 

migrations through their temtory in the spring and fa11 could d s o  be an important source of 

food in some years (Brandson, 1981:3), Le. when the caribou were not abundant Eggs 

were probably collected and enjoyed by Dent? dunng the surnrners (Birket-Smith, 193029; 

Heame, 1971 [l793:43 1,435; Irimoto, 1981a: 127)." 

In contrast to the full b o r d  forest, fewer types of food plants are available in the 

northwestem transitional forest or on the southern barrens. Because of this, it has often 

k e n  said that the Dené did not emphasize plant foods as much as the Cree did and that 

those most often collected were the bemes: cranberries, blueberries, crowberries, 

cloudberries, gooseberries and others (Birket-Smith, 1930: 19,29; Jarvenpa, 1976:47; Sharp, 



19ûl:BS; Smith, 1982: 18; Smith, 1978:72; Tyrrell, 1934398; VanStone, 1974:25). It is 

likely, however, that reconstructions of' Dené diets have underestimated the role of plant 

foods and beverages, just as they were underestimated for the Cree. As noted by Waiker 

(1984:34), early observers most likely recorded little information about Dené plant use not 

because the Dené did not use these quite abundant resources, but because plant collection 

and use held little interest for the observers. 

At least some greens were gathered for eating raw or cooked, as welI as for smoking 

and for making teas which were made also from the bark, twigs and flowers of numerous 

different plants (Birket-Smith, 193029; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 12; Smith, 

1982: 19; Walker, 1984 159,163). Certain roots were dug for food (Blondin, 1990: 170; 

Walker, 198454,57,74,84,92,112, 118,133,137) and rock tripe and other edible lichens were 

sometimes used to thicken stews or tc sustain people in hungry times (Smith, 1982: 19; 

Walker, 1984: 138). PIant materials were also important for other uses - many of which 

were the same as those discussed for the Cree (see for examples, Birket-Smith, 1930:29; 

Blondin, 1997:203,203 ; Brandson, 198 1: 10-28; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, lm425; Irimoto, 

1981a: 1 10; Ryan, 1994:48-60; Smith, 198 1b:277; VanStone, 197477; Walker, 1984: 149). 

Some plants that were important to the Cree, however, did not commonly grow in the 

more northerly regions inhabited by Dené. Large birch were uncommon except in the most 

ideal locations, and so their versatile bark and wood could not be relied on extensively by 

Dené craft~people.~' The srnall canoes used by Den6 before their more recent southward 

expansion farther into the boreal forest were sometimes covered in hides raîher than with 

birch bark (Birket-Smith, l930:43 ; Gillespie, 1976:9). The wood of tamarack could have 

been used in rnaking toboggans, sleds, canoe frames and other such items when suitable 

birch were absent (Glover, 1%2:59; Hearne, 197 1 [1795]:323). 

Although herbal medicines were known and regularly used by Dené (e-g. Blondin, 

1990:88,171; Ryan, 199448-60; Walker, 1984:34), relatively few medicinai plants were 

found in the Den6 temtory, in cornparison to farther s o ~ t h . ~ ~  What plants were present, 



however, they could find many uses for, and they also relied on shamans who could ask for 

help from the spirits for healing when the home remedies failed (Birket-Smith, 1930:76; 

Hearne, 1971 [1795J:218; EZyan, 199442). 

5.4 Su bsistence Strategies. 

Decisions of where and how to hunt, trap and fish were made based on peoples' 

detailed knowledge of their environment and of the behavior of their prey - howledge 

acquired through generations of expenence. Roductive sites for fishing, hunting and 

trapping were known and returned to regulariy over the years- When new sites were sought 

out, this expenence guided the peoples' decisions (Brightman, 1993:9,10; Feit, 1987:78; 

Waldrarn, 1983: 193; Winterhalder, 1978:352). Hunters were also sornetimes guided by 

drearns, and divination was used for the sarne purpose. Still, the interpretation of dreams 

and signs was again most successfully done by those hunters with the greatest experience 

(Bnghtman, l993:97; Tanner, 1979: 123,134). 

Knowledge of their environment and of the behavior of their prey is also what 

allowed hunter-gatherers to practice 'resource management strategies' , allowing them to 

more reIiab1y plan their annuai movements and activities. Knowing the habitat preferences 

of the animals and plants they harvested for food, people could sometimes take steps to 

create and maintain these habitats in known, convenient locations: for example, regularly 

burning selected patches of forest in order to maintain early successional vegetation and 

wildlife communities in these locations (Lewis, 198249-51), or  cutting deciduous tree 

growth to attract hare to snarhg locations (Chansler, 1968: 141; Rogers and Black, 

1976: 10). 

Among the technologies empioyed for hunting in the b o r d  forest, the bow and 

arrow was an important tool since its introduction to the region some 2000 years ago, 

especiall y for the Cree (Brightman, 1993: 246; Honigmann, 195634; Martijn and Rogers, 

1969:94; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132). The Dena had also adopted this technology 



sometime around 1300 years ago (Manitoba Heritage Network, 1998). Both Dené and 

Cree also used spears, knives, and clubs for hunting large and small game (Birket-Smith, 

1930: 19; Brightman, 1993246; Honigmann, 1956:34,36; Manitoba Heritage Network, 

1998; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132,133). Some record has been made to Cree farther east 

using slings and bolas for taking game on land (Honigrnann, 1956:34; Martijn and Rogers, 

1%9:95), and it is conceivable that people in this region may have done so as well. 

When enough people could corne together for communal hunts of the gregarious 

barren-ground caribou, converging lines of cut spruce trees, bmsh piles, or sometimes Stone 

cairns could be constructed over ice o r  on open land dong the caribou's anticipated 

migration path. Places where the topography channelled the migrating caribou naturally - 

like lake narrows - were especidly favourable (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 168; Blondin, 

199722; Legat, 1995:7).7' The people would camp at a vantage place from which they 

could watch for the approach of the caribou. When the herd was close, as many family 

members as could be spared would ambush the caribou to herd them into the drive lanes 

which funnelled the panicked animals towards the wai ting hunters." The drive lanes could 

Vary in size fiom several kilometers in length on the barrens in the northwest (Andrews and 

Zoe, 1997: 168; Legat, 19955) to much smaller lanes in the forested regions (Legat, 

19959). They typically led to strong brush conals in which the caribou were snared in 

large nooses placed in hedges constructed inside the corral. They could then be killed a t  

close range with spears or arrows (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 167,16û; Birket-Smith, 1930:21 ; 

Brightman, 1993:8; Gordon, 1990a:289; Harper, 1955:51,52; Hearne, 1971 [1793:78-80; 

E-Ieffley, 1981: 137; Legat, 19955-8; Mason, 1 x 7 :  12; Sharp, 1977:39; Smith, 1982: l4,lS). 

Although the construction of drive lanes and cornIs took time and energy, they 

greatly increased the nurnber of caribou that could be taken during migrations, and so could 

be important hunting technology at these tir ne^.'^ Although normally constructed on ice, the 

drive lanes occasionally crossed over land (Legat, 19958; Petch, 1997b:81) and these could 

be repaired and re-used from y w  to year until that route was abandoned by the herd 



(Heffley, 1981: 137; Sharp, 1977:39; Smith, 1982: 15). Wfiile it was the Den6 who were 

most farnous for this method of hunting catibou (Birket-Smith, IBO:2 1 ; Hearne, 1971 

[1795]:78-80, Legat, 19955-8; Smith, 1982: l4,15), the Cree were also known to have used 

it when the conditions were right (e.g. Brightman, 1993:8; Honigmann, 1956:33,35; Martijn 

and Rogers, 1969:94; Mason, 1967: 12). 

Nets were used by Cree and Dené to catch small game - especially fowl, beaver and 

otter (Birket-Smith, 1930:25,26; Drage, 1982:30; Glover, 19623 133; Honigmann, 1956:34; 

Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:94; WilIiarns, 1%9: 109). For tnpping, snares of twined willow 

bark or babiche were used by both peoples on game as diverse as hare, lynx and other small 

marnmals, grouse, waterfowl and even bear (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 199295; Drage, 

198221; Glover, 196229; Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  105; Leacock, 1986: 148; Rogers, 1%3b41; 

1973:39; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; VanStone, 197425; Williams, 1969: 105,106). 

Snares were also usefui for hunting large game; caribou and moose could be entangled in 

strong babiche snares placed across their trails, giving hunters the opportunity to spear or 

shoot the animal if they were nearby. Dend hunters were particuIarIy fond of using snares 

for hunting in this way (Blondin, 1997:20,31; Pniitt, 1967: 116,117; VanStone, 1974:24), 

although some groups of Cree employed the sarne technique for hunting dispersed caribou 

(Rogers, 1973 :X). 

Deadfall traps and pit traps were also used by Cree and Dené to take many of the 

smaller mamrnals, including the furbearers. These snares and traps were al1 set in locations 

known to be frequented by the targeted game (Blondin, 199722; Brightman, 19939; 

Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 13; Martijn and Rogers, 1969:93). Snares and pits could be productively 

placed across narrow parts of trails used by the animals. Deadfalls were best set up in and 

around various places wi th signs of frequent use by the targeted species, baited wi th fish, 

mink oil o r  some other smelly concoction that would attract the animal to investigate 

(Chansler, 196828). Snare and trap setting could sometimes take the people well back into 

the bush, depending on what animals they hoped to capture (Ballantyne, 1971 [1879]:83; 



Boulanger, 197 l:44; Rogers, 1963 b:43). 

Both Cree and Dené fished using hook and line, spears, and an assortment of nets, 

including both di p nets and gill nets, made from willow bark or  babiche." Dené are said to 

have sometimes used barbed arrows for fishing, and Cree to have used harpoons. Among 

both peoples, fish traps were often used with stone or pole weirs designed to concentrate 

spawning fish in a location where people couid then take them out with dip nets, spears, 

leisters, or  with their hands (Birket-Smith, 1930:20,26-28; Brightman, 1992262; Martijn 

and Rogers, 1%9:%; Orecklin, 1976:71; Smith, 1983: 10). 

Fishing was done by Cree and Den6 in both winter and summer. T o  cut through the 

winter ice, the people often used ice scoops of bone or antler (Helm and Leacock, 1971:346; 

Helm and Thomas, 1966:20; Honigmann, 1956:37). In sorne cases, they may have heated 

rocks to melt through the ice (Orecklin, 1976:73), or built fires directly on top of the ice for 

the same effect (Lister, 1999: discussion). Prior to the introduction of metal ice chiseIs and 

axes, ice fishing would have been a particularly difficult task. It has been suggested that 

winter fishing was done rnostly in locations of thinner ice, including areas of faster water 

flow like lake outlets, narrows and rapids, as well as at the base of'waterf-alls which might 

remain open al1 winter (Hanks, 1983353; Lister, 1988:75; 1999: discussion; Norman, 

l982:8 1 ; Orecklin, l976:73). Care would have had to be taken when venturing out over 

such locations, however. Ice tends to be weaker in areas of faster current, including those 

sites noted above as well as dong bends in the nvers and the ice beside any open water 

(Betka, 19%). While this might make cutting through the ice easier, it can also make 

waiking over it more dangerous. 

Angling with a single hook and line was less productive than many other ways of 

fishing, but because it required so little preparation, effort or equipment, it was commonly 

practiced. Angling was done in al1 seasons. Among the Dené at least, it was the most 

common method for winter fishing (Birket-Smith, 1930:B; Blondin, 199723; Brandson, 

198 l:3; Glover, 1962: 128; Hearne, 1971 [1795]: 15,l6; Rostlund, 1952: 1 15). Angling was 



most effective for taking predatory fishes like jackfish, pickerel, perch, sauger and trout, and 

Iess useful for suckers, sturgeon or wbitefish (Rostlund, 1952: 1 14). 

During the fish runs of spring and sometimes fall, when the fish could be found 

concentrated near shore in shallow water, they could be speared at the base of fails or rapids, 

and sometimes in lake narrows, by people standing on the shoreline or on platforms 

constructed to extend over the spearing sites (HBCA, E.3/3:26d; Mason, 1%7: 13). Fish 

were most easily speared in clear water, but in murkier waters reed barricades could be built 

that would shake when hit by a large fish, giving its location away (Mason, 1967: 13; Rogers 

and BIack, 1976:6; R o s t l ~ ~ d ,  1952: 105). The Dené were addi tionail y known to have 

speared fish in shallows farther from shore from canoes, like they did swiinming caribou 

(Birket-Srni th, 1930:26,27; Blondin, 1990: 1 19; VanStone, 1974:35). S turgeon were the fish 

most often speared, but large jackfish and whi tefish muid also be taken in this way (e-g. 

Birket-Smith, 1930:36,27). The conditions and Locations most suitable for the use of 

haipoons and fish arrows were probably much the sarne as those for spearing. 

The re-useable weirs and fish traps had to be built in shallow water, o r  else fish 

could not be trapped or retneved, and they were most of'ten constructed in streams, across 

narrows and rapids, o r  at the mouths of streams where they met with lakes or larger rivers. 

Because Lhey could not be effectively used in lakes, weirs were only useful for trapping fish 

that lived or spawned in rivers and streams (Birket-Smith, 193027; Cleland, 1982775; 

Mallory, 1975: 5; Meyer, l985:2 13 ; Meyer and Thistie, 1995:428; Orecklin, 1976:71; 

Rogers and Black, 1976: 8; Rostlund, l952:89, 10 1 ; S teinbring, 198 l:247). Conscientious 

fishermen took apart their weirs when they had enough fish or were moving on to a new site 

(Blondin, 199'7: 197; Lister, 1999). 

Gill nets took considerable effort to manufacture and to set - particularly in the 

winter - and were in need of regular repair (Blondin, 1997:22,23,202), but they were the 

most efficient way to get large numbers of fish (Rostlund, 195281). They could be used at  

any time of year, except during the break-up and freeze-up, but they were most effective in 



the spring and fa11 when fish were migrating (Heffley, 1981: 138; Inmoto, 1981a:42; Smith, 

1978:72). Cree were known to set gill nets both in open-water and under the ice during the 

early fur trade, and they probably did the same before the fur trade (Rogers and Smith, 

1981: 134). It has been said that the Dent?, however, probably did not use them much in 

winter months until winter fishing became more important to hem when they bewme more 

involved in the fur trade (Birket-Smith, 1930:27; VanStone, 19'7435). Nets were set in the 

location and at the depth that fish were most likely to be in that season (table 5.1). 

5-5 Cosmos and Spirituality. 

For many people, the world can be a place full of spiritual forces and beings that on 

be helpful, harmful, or indifferent towards people. The oral histones of both Cree and Dené 

people tell many stories of such beings, and people were affected by these teachings, acting 

in ways that would not always seem rational to those who did not share the same world 

view. People react to the world that they perceive around them, and this is not always the 

same world as that seen by outsiders (Burch, 1971: 148). For these reasons, land use and 

other behaviors of past peoples cannot always be explained in ternis of 'economic 

rationality'.'* Archaeologists without the same perception of ihe world as that of the people 

whose material traces they study, or at least awareness of that perception, cannot hope to 

ever be able to explain everything they see in the archaeologicd record, and should 

recognize this. 

For example, certain distinctive features of the landscape - like the footprint-shaped 

impressions in rock dong Footprint Lake known as Wee-sa-kay-jac's Footprints - are said 

to be physical traces of events of long ago. T hese are important cultural sites, and their 

origins or meanings have been passed down in the oral histories of the Cree (Linklater, 

l994:77). Without access to these oral traditions, however, the significance of these sites 

could not be recognized by archaeologists. 

Cree religion and ritual was largely concemeci with keeping a balance of forces in 



Table 5.1 Cornmon methods and locations for fishing. 

Spring Spawners 

Pickerel 

Sucker 

Lake Sturgeon 

Fail Spawners 

Most productively taken with gill nets or weirs placed n a r  the rnouths 
of tributary streams, or across the first rapids on the tributaries in 
spring. Also taken often in the fdl, when they apprmch shallower 
waters again, in similar locations. 

( Ay les and Koshins ky, 197455; Weagle and Baxter, 1973 :43,46,48) 

Mostly caught in nets and weirs set across stream mouths and rapids 
in the spring, and over grave1 shoals near lake shores. Also taken 
often in the fall, when they approach shdlower waters again. 

(Glover, l962:6 1 ; Rogers and Black, 1976:6,7) 

Taken effectively with any fishing method, year-round. Most often 
taken in stream mouths, in eddies and over rapids in the spring. 
Available in shallow, weedy bays of lakes and rivers through the 
summer and fall. 

(Ayles and Koshinsky, 1 W464,65; HE CA, E.3/3:62d,63d; Malloiy, 
19753; Orecklin, 1976: 17; Rostlund, 1952:34,35; Winterhalder, 
1978: S S . X 6 )  

Mostly speared or harpooned at the base of rapids on tnbutary 
strearns, in the spring. Sometimes taken in gill ne& or weirs set in 
similar locations. 

(Glover, 1%2:44; HBCA, E.3/3:26d; Orecklin, 1976: 17; Rich, 
1949: 168; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 133: Williams, 1969: 118). 

Taken mostly in gill nets set over clean rock or sand bottom in lakes 
near islands and offshore reefs, or in trïbutary mouths in the faIl. In 
those areas where whitefish migrated upstrearn while spawning in the 
fdl, both nets and weirs could be effectively used in or just upstrearn 
3f stream mouths, or across the first set of rapids. They were taken in 
nets set in the deeper lakes in the winter. Could sometimes be taken 
in the spnng, when they approached shallow waters, and were 
xcasionally taken in nets set in deep lakes in the summer. 

[D. Bodaly, 1997:personal communication; Glover, 1962:60; Hecky 
md Ayles, 1974~ 10; 1974b: 18; Pensty, 1989:26; Rogers and Black, 
1976:6; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 134; Rostlund, 195229; Weagle 
md Baxter, 1973: l7,19,34) 



Lake Trout They could be taken in nets set near islands and offshore reefs in 
lakes, or in the mouths of  tributaries, in the fall. They were mostly 
taken by angling through the ice in deeper lakes in the winter. 

(Glover, 1x2: 106,128; Rogers and Black, 19766; Rogers and 
Rogers, 1959: 134; Williams, 1969: 119) 



the world, ensuring survival of the people by maintaining healthy spiritual relations with ail 

around them. Although certain people - 'shamans', 'dreamers', 'medicine people' - had 

special abilities in their relations with the spint world, each individuai could communicate 

with their own spirit helper, and each person was responsible for their own actions with 

regards to keeping that balance. Because the plants and animals were possessed of spirits, 

animals killed were treated with respect to ensure that their spirits would continue to let 

themselves be taken by the people. The bones were often b m t ,  or thrown into the water, to 

keep the dogs from eating them. Those of more spirituaMy important animals (for exarnple, 

beâr) were often placed up in trees dong the shoreline, again out of respect (Boulanger, 

197 l:49,%; B rightman, l993:83 ,&I,gZ; Crowe, 199 l:W; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 122; 

Meyer, 1975436; Rogers, 1966:35; 1973:76; Smith, 198 1 a:263; Tanner, 1979: 1). 

F a t s  held after a successful hunt were not only social events for sharing food, but 

were spiritual as weI1, They were held in order to thank and honour the animals taken, and 

to ask for successful hunts and harvests in the future (e-g. Mason, 196759). Feasting was 

often a part of the ceremonies held to celebrate the retum of spring and other important 

times of the year (Franklin, 1910:73,74; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 134,135,136,137,138). 

Beaver feasts were important to many Cree groups (Pettipas, 1980: 198,199), as were the 

feasts held during waterfowl migrations of the spring and fall. Many families would corne 

together at special sites to hunt the waterfowl and to hold a Goose Dance ceremony at which 

people al tematel y feasted and danced in honour of the waterfowl spin ts until al1 of the feas t 

was eaten - often two to three days later (Linklater, 1994:g 1 ; Mason, 1%7:59,6û; Meyer, 

1975:435,446). Being special places, Goose Dance sites were re-used over many years, and 

some of these sites are still known by people today; the (now fiooded) Dancing Circle 

Island site at the north end of Southern Indian Lake and the Wuskwatim Circle on 

Wuskwatim Lake are such tradi tionai dancing sites and were used for the Goose Dance 

(LinMater, 199491). 

Plants collected for food, raw materiais and especially for medicines were also 



harvested respectfully. Some people would leave offerings in the place from which they 

took medicinal plants (Ahenakew and Wolfart, lm: 157). If the medicines were not 

harvested with respect and prayer, or were taken from a place that was not 'clean' (a more 

isolated place where they would not be wdked on or picked for other uses), it is said that the 

rnedicines would not work (Zieba, 1990:61). Birch trees, important to the Cree for so many 

reasons, were also sacred, and prayers and offerings were made by some Cree at the 

harvesting site to thank the tree and ask for its protection (Pettipas, 1979:47). 

Peoples' activities, conditioned by this sense of responsibility and respect for the 

land and spirits around them, could sometimes be influenced by more malevolent beings as 

well. 1 n hungry years, stories circulated about creatures like the Witiko. T hese were people 

who, driven by starvation or madness, resorted to eating human flesh and becarne 

cannibalistic monsters with hearts of ice (Brown and Brightman, 1988:88,90; Franklin, 

19 lO:72; Mason, 1%7:58; Merasty, 1974: 1,2). These beings were very dangerous, and 

rumour of their k i n g  in a particular area was sometimes enough to keep people away from 

that place (e.g. Brightman, 198994; Downes, 1943:38; Norman, 1982: 13). When rnonsters 

like the Witiko were thought to be nearby, people were sometimes reluctant even to leave the 

camp to hunt (Norman, 1982:66), although hunger would probably win out over fear in 

time. 

Witiko were just one of several types of beings that could have a significant 

influence on the movements and activities of Cree people. Drowning as a result of 

capsizing cames in high winds or at bad rapids was a common source of death in the boreal 

forest (Steegman, 1983:256), and Cree travellers made offerings to the spirits that controlled 

the weather and the water before crossing dangerous sections of water. These spirits 

included Mispisew, the water lynx which lived in the northem lakes and rivers and 

sometimes pulled people into whirlpools or rapids on the rivers to drown them (Brightman, 

1993533; Brown and Brïghtman, 1988: 109; Ray and Stevens, 1971: 15-23). 

Mhikwisihwahk were the little people who lived in the cliffs or underground dong 



shorelines, often near rapids and fdls. They were tricksters, but were mostly harmless 

unless teased or chased, and could g a n t  calm waters and safe passage or  instructions in the 

use of rnedicines when they chose (Brightman, 199384; Brown and Brightman, 1988: 197; 

Dewdney, 1965: 12- 14; Downes, 1943:39,40; LinMater, 199483; Ray and Stevens, 

1971: 15,%,97). 

Offérings like fish, tools, or tobacco (when it became available) were placed at the 

rapids, or in rock crevasses and caves or beneath the rock faces thought to be inhabited by 

Mimikwbihwczhk or  other water spirits (Dewdney, 1x5: 12-14; Jones, 198 1:76,%). 

Offerings were sometirnes d s o  made at the Kipochihkahn o r  ManituMan - figures carved 

into trees or constructeci by tying willow bundles together in the fonn of the spirit - and 

similar figures or faces painted on large stones often found at  dangerous points along travel 

routes. Wi th these offerings people asked for safe passage, desirable weather and good 

luck in the joumey, or in getting plenty of food (Brightman, 1993: 116; Dion, 1979:57; 

Franklin, 1910:69,70; HBCA, E.3/3:32; PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 155; Linklater, 1994:65.66,89; 

Riddle, 1994~9) .  

Rock paintings round along water routes across the Shield were also among the 

special sites at which the offerings to the spirits were sometimes left (Dewdney, 1965: 14; 

Jones, 198 1 :76; Pettipas, 199359; Ray and Stevens, 197 197; Steinbring, 1998:4,90). The 

ochre images, which were painted on steep rock cliffs at o r  a short distance back from the 

water's edge (Jones, 1981:47,48), were first made in times long p a ~ t ' ~  and have continued to 

be painted until after European contact (Jones, 1981:69; Pettipas, 199357; Steinbring, 

1998: 1,2,4). Some Cree believe that the paintings were made by their ancestors, depicting 

dreams or visions received by the painter, or  as charms for luck or medicine (Dewdney, 

1965: 14; Jones, 1981:71; Pettipas, 1993 :57,59; Steinbring, 1998:4,5). They are often 

associated, too, with the Mimikwisihwalrk; some Say that these spirits made the paintings; 

others that the little people Iive in the rocks where the paintings are found (Dewdney, 

1965: 14; Pettipas, lgB:Sg), and so if people sought the help of Mimikwirihwahk, they 



could make offerings at these places. 

Cree people could also seek help from paivakan, their personal spirit helpers. At 

adolescence, Cree youths - mostly boys, but some girls as well - would go off a distance 

from the camp to an isolated place in the bush. There they would fast and sleep for a 

number of days, with no fire, and hope for dreams sent by apawakart who would see their 

deprivations and offer them medicine powers (Boulanger, 1971:49,50; Brightman, 1993:78- 

80; Brown and Brightman, 1988: 140,194; Crowe, 1991:37; Smith, 1981a:260). Throughout 

their lives, individuals seeking help [rom theirpawahn could retum to dream quest sites to 

fast and dream again, and some made several quests in a single season (Brightrnan, 

1993:85; S teinbring, 1998:S). 

The sites chosen for the drearn quest vaied. Depending on whether the dreamer 

sought help from spirits of the earth, sky, water or undenvorld, they might build their bed up 

in a tree or on a scaffold, on a hi11 top, beside - or even in - a lake or river, or on the ground 

in some other suitable location. Scaffolds built in trees alongside shorelines were popular 

sites, for they brought the dreamer into contact with al1 four realms at once, and sacred 

places were also favoured (Brightman, 1989 90; 1993:82-85; Brown and Brightman, 

1988: 140, Ml ,  193; Downes, 1943:47; Merasty, 1974: 17; Steinbring, l998:5,lZ)- The 

platfoxms constmcted by one dreamer could be used again by others at later times 

(Brightman, 1993:82). Aiso used by some people were pits dug into the mud along the 

shores of the lakes and nvers in which they would be submerged up to their ne& to wait 

for their vision (S teinbring, 1998:5). 

Until the recent developrnent of permanent communities, there was no one special 

place for burial of the dead. People were normally laid to rest in a place close to where they 

had died. Most often, the person was buried in a bark or branch-lined grave dug into better- 

draineci ground (if possible),80 usuall y along a shoreline. In the wintertime, the bunai might 

have k e n  made benath the hearth, where the ground was more thawed, or the dead might 

sometimes have been left on the surface - beneath a cache of poles and stones - or up on a 



scaffold until the spring (Drage, 198240; Honigmann, 1956:79; 1981:223; Riddle, 

l 9 9 k Z  ; Smith, 198 1x262; Steinbring, 19985; Williams, 1969: 18 1,182). 

Spirits of the dead who could not find their way to the next world might become 

ghosts and haunt the place of death, so families tried to abandon these places following the 

burial (Glover. 1%2:76; Ray and Stevens, 1971:8; Williams, 1%9: 182). The person's 

belongings might also have k e n  buned wi th them, or left at the grave si te, and other gifts 

were also sornetimes included in or by the grave (e-g. Brownlee and Syms. 1999: 17; 

Hannery, 1995: 13; Franklin, 19 LO:73). Goods cached or  teft by the grave might sometimes 

be taken by other people who needed them. This was generally accepted so long as the 

borrowers showed proper respect to the dead when doing so and tried to l a v e  something in 

exchange (Franklin, 19 10:73). 

While grave sites were respected and considered sacred, and while people may not 

have liked to camp umecessarily by these places for fear of dishirbing the dead (Drage, 

1982:40; Ray and Stevens, 197 1:8), they were not altogether avoided (Franklin, 19 lO:73 ; 

Konigmann, 1956:79). In more recent times, at least, people often feasted at grave sites for 

the spiritual connection of the place with those who had died (Linklater, 199480; Riddle, 

1994a: Appendix 4, e-g. interviews 1,6,14). 

Like the Cree, Dené were also concemed wi th maintaining proper relations between 

themselves and the spirits that inhabited and controlled al1 creation, and with "living a good 

life" (Blondin, 1990:60; 1997:60; Ward, 1995: 101). The animals were honoured, and were 

killed and butchered respectfully so that they would continue to let themselves be taken 

(Birket-Smith, 1930:79,80; Blondin, 199'759; Ryan, 1994: 18,19,4î), and offerings were left 

in the place of plant medicines collected by healers (Ryan, 1994: 18,19,46; Smith, 1982:38). 

Much of the spiritual life of Edthen-eldeli Dené was focussed particularly on the gift 

of the caribou (Smith, 1981 b:272) and these animais were treated with great respect. For 

example, Smith (1978:72) wrote that a "wide-spread tradition holds that caribou never die, 



unless killed, but if one is captured or mistreated his spirit will go to the others and warn 

them to remain away from the area". Among examples of the proper treatrnent of caribou 

recorded by Birket-Smith (1930:80) was that "(d)ogs must never gnaw caribou heads ..., 

and therefore they must be bumed or placed in a tree out of the reach of dogs." The people 

could also never try to own the caribou, as herders do, or the caribou would withdraw their 

gift (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 10). 

Young people learned through drearns the ways of spirit guardians who they might 

attract through fasting and prayer, or whom visited the dreamer of their own volition. Ali 

people could communicate wi th the spirits through their drearns. Sometimes drearners (men 

or women) were given special medicine powers - irikonze - by the spirits and taught how to 

use them to heal, control game, ward off evil, forecast the future, or bring good fortune 

(Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 163; Blondin, l99O:6O, 106,110; 1997:51,54; Crowe, 1991:37; 

Smith, 1982:37,38; Smith, 198 1 b:279; Ward, 1995: 102). The dreamer did not necessari1 y 

have to go away on a dream quest as the Cree did, but those having trouble finding their 

inkonze sometimes did. Sometimes the guardian spirit would instmct the drearner to go into 

the bush to meet them there, where they would instruct them for a time (Blondin, 1990:6& 

62; 199757; Smith, 198238). Children who showed promise of great inkorize might move 

away, with their family, from the rest of the people while they grew into those powers 

(Blondin, 199û:llO). Of al1 the Dené peoples, it has been said that the Chipewyan had the 

moût powerful itrkonze, and that this is what made them strong (Blondin, 1997: 18,93). 

Like Creepaivakan, inkonze was a very personai sort of power. It was often used, 

however, to help others - by healing the sick or injured, driving off enemies and malaevolent 

spirits, and attracting game to be hunted (e.g. Hearne, 1972 [1795]:218-221,343). One of 

the ways in which inkunze could be shared among the Dené was through the drum songs. 

These were given to special medicine people through visions or in their dreams, as prayers 

for thanksgiving, healing, making requests, and for teaching people how to live a good life. 

The prayer songs wouid be taught to the rest of the band, and passed down through the 



generations. These could then be used by individuals or  by a whole gathering of people. 

Although communal religious events do not appear to have k e n  as regular or common 

among the Dené as arnong the Cree, the Dené' s drum dances were very important to them 

(Blondin, 1990:58,59; lEJ7:59-62).8L 

In addition to making these communal prayers, Dené sometimes asked for help 

from the spirits by making offerings at special places thought to be inhabited by spirit 

powen (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 162,163; Blondin, 199286); spirits inhabited each of the 

elements of earth, sky and sea, and were responsible for controt of those realrns (Heame, 

1971 [1795)346,347). For example, at each body of water that had to be crossed, and 

especialiy when Dené began to use cames more extensively for transportation during the 

fur trade, they often made offerings to the spirits controlling the wind and water before 

setting out, asking for safe passage (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 162; Smith, 1982:39). 

At other special si tes well b o w n  through their oral histories, Dené could divine the 

future - whether or not they would live a long and good life, for example - by 'reading' 

some aspect of the land or environment at the site. They would perform a tradition- 

specitied test, which might Vary by si te, and the resul t of the test would be the land' s answer 

(Andrews and Zoe, 1997: l67,17l).~* 

But not al1 aspects of the supernaturai were friendly to Dené, or could be pacifieci 

through offenngs. The Dené too sometimes had malevolent beings to contend with. 

Invisible, Cree-like enemies or 'Bushrnen' , called variously Nakhani, Hoceras, or  Ena- 

thlini, Iurked about the northern forests in the summers to prey on Dené and to steal their 

children. Dené avoided the forested areas in the summer, especially locations where the 

Bushrnen were rumoured to be about, and if one was heard nearby, few people would 

venture fax- from camp (Birket-Smith, 1930:29,81; Blondin, 1990: 151 ; Crowe, 1991:47; 

HBCA, B.91/a/l: 13; Irimoto, 1981a:25,91; Smith, 2982:43,44; VanStone, 1974:63,64). The 

whistling spirits, ejuna', were also feared, and were again mostly heard in the forested areas 

dunng the summer (Birket-Smith, IBOS 1). People with protective or killing inkonze could 



some times protect the group frorn the bushmen and other spin ts, but not al1 rnedicine people 

had this particular gift (Smith, 198244). When it was passible, places known to be 

inhabited by malaevolent beings were, more simply, just avoided (Andrews and Zoe, 

1997: 163). 

Ghosts of the dead were also feared by Dené, and a place of death was generally 

abandoned and avoided for some time after (Birket-Smith, 1930:77; Blondin, 1990:69,193; 

Smith, l982:33,67; Smith, 198 1 b:279; Vans tone, 1974: 63). There is no earl y record, nor 

archaeological evidence, of eastem Dené or Taitheilei people burying their dead in the 

ground. It is possible that they were mostly left above ground, sometimes simply wnpped 

in hides and exposed on the surface, and other times buried beneath stone cairns or wooden 

caches (Birket-Smith, 2930:77; Hearne, 1971 u795]:341; Nash, 1970:79; Smith, 198233; 

Smith, 1981 b:~79). '~ Among some people, at  least, the belongings of the deceased person 

were destroyed following their death (Birket-Smith, 1930:n; Smith, 1982:33). 



6.1 The Eariiest Fur Trade West of Hudson Bay: A.D. 161 1- 1733. 

The cultures described for the Cree and Dené people at contact had developed over 

the years in response to the local ecological and social conditions of those times. Hundreds 

of generations after the first people came to Iive in this region, the rate of change again 

accelerated as new economic forces were introduced from outside. 

In A.D. 161 1, Henry Hudson's crew became the first known Europeans to have 

been seen locally by Cree West of Hudson Bay, at the mouth of the Churchill River. At this 

time and place gifts were exchanged between the crew and the single Cree hunter whorn 

they encountered there (Alcock, 19 l6:433; Brownlee and Syms, 1999:49; Mason, 1967: 17; 

This tle, 1986:4). Several decades passed before Europeans returned to the region in their 

search for more furs. 

Aside from this one recorded encounter, the European-North Amencan fur trade 

appears to have first been brought to groups West of Hudson Bay indirectly. By the middle 

of the 17th century A.D., or perhaps earlier, travellers to and from the St. Lawrence Valley 

and the Great Lakes were bringing back information about the Europeans as weIl as a 

significant number of their trade goods (Brownlee and S yms, 1999:47; Thistle, 19%:7). 

The Cree trading with the French at this time are not well identifiai from the records, but are 

known to have wintered inland from the upper Great Lakes where they regdarly came to 

fish in the spring seasons (Thistle, 19û6:9). These were probably Swampy Cree peoples. 

These Cree, as well as the Saulteaux, Ojibwe and various other Algonquian groups 

travelling to the S t. Lawrence River and Great Lakes in this earl y p e n d  appear to have been 

trading their own European goods to the Rock Cree farther north and inland from Hudson 

Bay (Brownlee and Syms, 199944,47,48,50). How rnany, if any, Rock Cree were 

themselves travelling south and eas t to trade direct1 y with the Europeans is difficul t to Say, 

but such joumeys would not be completely out of question either after or  pnor to the 



beginning of the fur trade. It is likely, however, that most of the European trade goods 

reaching Rock Cree tem tories at this point were k i n g  introduced through trade wi th 

neighbouring groups. Such long distance trade patterns appear to have had ancient roots, 

aithough the frequency of extended joumeys for this purpose is unknown. 

A.D. 1668 marked the beginning of the first significant Bay-side trade, as French 

traders moved beyond the Great Lakes and established themselves on James Bay. They 

were quickly followed by the English (Mason, 1967:7), who created the Hudson's Bay 

Company in 1670 to trade on James and Hudson bays (Russell, l982:W) .84 MeanwhÏle, 

French coureurs de bois had begun travelling into the interior, generating further interest in 

the fur trade (Brown, 19805; Van Kirk, 1980:9). 

Copper pots, iron goods like axes, knives, ice chisels, awls and needles, and the 

prestigious flintlock muskets (and shot and powderf were among the items introduced by 

the early European traders that first attracted Aboriginal trade. Tobacco, clay pipes, liquor 

and glass beads were also popular (Helm, Rogers and Smith, 1981: 151; Kidd, 1957: 17; 

Quimby, 1966:64,65), and quantities of manufactured clofh, blankets, coats and other items 

of clothing were also traded tiom an early date (Kidd, 1957: 17). These and other 'luxury' 

goods seem to have become more and more comrnon as the trade progressed, however 

(Helm and Leacock, 1971:359; Helm, Rogers and Smith, 1981: 153). Food items including 

flour, tea and sugar, which later became important dietary supplements as people becarne 

more and more involved in this economy had also been traded since the early fur  trade 

period (Pettipas, 1980: 192,193) aithough trade for store-bought foods was comparative1 y 

rare at this time (Helm and Leacock, 197 l:359). 

En these early years of the western fur trade, mos t of the inland Cree were trading at 

the Bay only every few years (Thistle, 198623). These people would normally visit the 

posts on behalf of several other families, and they often acted as middlemen between the 

traders on the Bay and other, more distant Aboriginal groups (Ray, 1974:69). Because of 

the relatively poor resource base and harsh winter conditions, the Hudson Bay Lowlands 



appear to have k e n  visited only sporadically by subarctic peoples pnor to the fur trade 

(Feit, 1969:49,54; Russell, 1975425). As the fur trade rapidly grew, however, the Swarnpy 

Cree began to spend more of the year at or near the Coast (Thistle, 1986: le, hunting for the 

Bay-side posts and doing a little trapping for furs in exchange for trade g d s  and other 

provisions. Those remaining closest to the posts came to be called the 'Homeguard' and 

made the posts their home bases (Brown, 1980: 19; Mason, 1%7:20; Pettipas, 1993:8).'~ 

These were mostly the families of women attached to European traders through country 

mamages and later the families of their Métis children, arnong whom the boys were often 

employai by the posts and some of the girls married off to other traders when they grew 

older (Brown, 1980: 159; Pettipas, 199461). 

Through these early years of the western fur trade, the HBC had a growing Cree 

clientele at York Factory, their post at the head of the Nelson and Hayes rivers, but they 

were only rarely able to attract Den6 to trade there. While the eastern Dené, like the Cree, 

first encountered European traders fairly early, they made no particular effort to meet with 

them until at least the 1680s. Even then they continued to trade primarily through Cree 

rniddlemen, if at al1 (VanStone, 1974:91,92; Yerbury, 19%: 17). 

For the Dené to become as involved in the fur trade as the trading compaties hoped, 

they would have had to abandon the productive caribou hunt long enough to tnp for f u s  

and to bnng them to the posts. These were d l  south and east of the territory regularly used 

by Dené at this time. Because the caribou hunt already gave them so much of what they 

needed, most Dené were unwilling to do this (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:81). Also, the 

traditionally tense Cree-Dené relationships were becoming more hostile and raiding had 

increased, probably resulting from the increased interest of the Cree and some Dené in the 

fur trade and their subsequent cornpetition for access to the ûade posts (Gillespie, 

1975362). 86 Because the furbearers in the transitional forest were less desirable to the 

Europeans than those farther south, Dent? tmppers would have had to spend part of the year 



in the full bored forest, and this could be dangerous because of the potential for Cree raids 

(Hearne, 197 1 [l795J : 177; Smith, 1978:69; 198 1 b:273). Even travelling to York Factory 

required that they move through Cree tem tory (Y erbury, 19%: 2 1). As a resdt, only a few 

Dené bothered to trap for f u s  for trade at this time and only did so in areas where Cree 

were scarce (Y erbury, 1986:34). 

In 1717 the HBC established Prince of Wales Fort (later calied Fort Churchill), a 

new post near the mouth of the Churchill River. They hoped that by dedicating the more 

northerly p s t  to use by the 'Northem Indians' and encouraging the Cree to  continue 

trading at York Factory, the Dené would be less reluctant to corne to the Bay (Birket-Smith, 

1930: 13). Cree from the Churchill River region, however, found the new p s t  faster to 

reach than York Factory and soon began trading there instead (Pettipas, 1993: 17). Use of 

the lower Churchill River increased accordingl y (Alcock, 191 6:439; Wood, 1983:65). 

By this time, the HBC had seen that in order to involve the eastern Dené in the fur 

trade, better relations had to exist between Dené and Cree. In 1715 they sent Thmadelther, 

known as the Chipewyan 'Slave Woman', to convince her people of the benefits of peace 

wi th the Cree. When Prince of Wales Fort opened two years later, a tenuous tmce had been 

made locally and raids gradually declined, although tensions continued for many throughout 

the early fur trade years (Gillespie, l975:359,36 1 ; Smith, 198 1c: 137,139,141). Wi th time, 

those Dené who wished to trap and travel in the full b o r d  forest could do so a bit more 

freel y, but overall they remained large1 y marginal to the fur d e ,  particdarl y the Edthen- 

eldeii Dené (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:81-83,178; Smith, 1981b:273; Yerbury, 198644). Not 

until the 1740s did larger numbers of Dené begin to visit trade posts more regularly, more 

often to trade meat and caribou hides than furs. The pst-provisioners (or Homeguard) for 

Prince of Wales Fort were by this time increasingly Dené (Gillespie, 1975366; Pettipas, 

1993: 20; Y erbury, 1986:36,38). Furs brought in by eastern Den6 traders in this p e n d  were 

mostly bought from the Dogrib and Copper peoples to the northwest for used trade goods 

(Heame, 197 1 [1795]: 177,178). 



6.2 Periods of EarIg Inland Trade: A.D. 1734-1820. 

The first inland tmde posts established West of Hudson Bay were built by the 

French in 1734, around Lake Winnipeg (Ray, 1978:B; Russell, 1982: 102). Wi thin a few 

years, they were wintenng in posts established along the lower Saskatchewan River system 

in order to intercept Cree traders heading towards the Bay in spring (Burpee, 1973:3; 

McInnes, 19132; Thistle, 1986:9). The HBC began sending more men inland at this time, 

to explore the northwest and to try to draw trade back to the Bay, but with M e  success 

(Williams, 1%9:356). 

In 1760, Montréal was captured by the English and supplies to the French traders 

West of Hudson Bay were cut off (Russell, 1982: 104), and in 1763 the French ceded to the 

English their daim to the Canadian tenitories. The English monopoly over the trade was 

short-lived, however. The first of a series of North West Companies was soon formed, 

sometime prior to 1780, by Canadian voyageurs who returned inland to trade (Klirnko, 

1983: l37, lB;  Mason, 19678). With the influx of fur traders into the northwestem 

intenor, distant peoples had more opportunity to trade directiy wi th hem, rather than 

through neighbours closer to the Bay. Those Cree who had before acted as middlernen now 

had to trap their own furs for trade, or provision the posts, if they wished to obtain European 

goods (Pettipas, 1993: 16; Ray, 19x69;  1978:32), so their dedication of time to taking 

furbearers for trade grew?' 

By 1773, the Canadian 'Pedlars' were present on the Saskatchewan River system in 

such large numbers - significantly cutting down trade at the Bay-side posts - that the 

Hudson's Bay Company was forced to send men in to establish their first inland trade p s t ,  

Cumberland House on Cumberland Lake, along the lower Saskatchewan River (Tyrrell, 

193425,26). This marked the beginning of a period of intense inland cornpetition between 

the HBC and North West Company (and later with the XY ~ornpany '~  as well as with 

independent traders) which lasted for almost M years. 



During this ùme, trade posts were built and abafidoned repeatedly throughout the 

northern forests and b e y ~ n d . ~ ~  Records of many of these exist for the lower Churchill and 

Nelson River regions (table 6.1). By the later part of the 18th century, only Swampy Cree 

and local Dené trappers and p s t  provisioners were visiting the Bay-side posts regularly 

(Pettipas, 1993: 19; Williams, 1969: 193). More distant Cree and Dené continued to travel to 

the Bay occasionally (e.g HBCA, B.91/a/l:8), possibly to participate in the spr-ing and fa11 

goose hunts on which the Bay-side p s t s  depended for much of their year's supply of meat 

(e-g. Hearne, 1971 [1793:35). 

Because of the highly competitive nature of the trade companies a t  this thne, fur 

trapping and trading became more profi table and Aboriginal involvement in the fur trade 

increased. Even some Edthen-eldeli Dené began moving farther into the boreal forest in the 

winters to trap marten and other furbearers, dedicating less tirne to hunting caribou in this 

season than previously and travelling to the posts to trade in the summer (Gillespie, 

1975:366; Smith, 1981b:273) if they were not already there for the spring goose hunt. 

Most of the Chipewyan, however, were able to maintain their middleman position between 

the trading companies and the western Dené through much of the early inland fur trade 

period. Trapping could thus remain very secondary even for those eastern Dené who were 

more interested in the fur trade (Blondin, 1997:3 1; Smith, 1981b:273).'O Still, by the start 

of the period of competitive inland trade, Dené were already providing most of the furs 

brought in to Prince of Wales Fort (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:81). 

During the fur trade, there was a tendency for regional bands to corne together at or 

near the trade posts for their annuai gatherings. While surnmer gatherings were nothing 

new for boreal forest peoples and many of the inland trade posa were in fact strategically 

located at traditionally important gathering sites (Meyer and Thistle, 199543 l),  there were 

considerably smdler numbers of trade posts at any one time than there had been of these 

traditional sites. As a result, there were fewer, but larger gatherings occumng before long 

(Helm and Leacock, 197 l:36 1 ; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:97,99; Rogers, 19663 1 '32). 



Table 6.1 Some recorded early trade posts dong the lower Churchill and Nelson Rivers. 

Post recorded 
trading camps 
(NWC) 
Rat River Fort 
(NWC) 
outpost (HBC) 
Baldwin's House 
(independent) 

Wapiscow's House 
(Canadian) 
Burntwood Lake 
House (NWC) 
posts (NWC; HBC) 

Granville House 

Nelson House 

Musquawegan 
(NWC) ; Gmvi l le  
House (HBC) 
pos t (&ad&) 

Indian Lake House 
( H m  

posts (NWC) 

unidentified p s t  

References 
HBCA, E311:64; 
Tyrrell, 19 12375,376 
Smythe, 1%8:% 

Location 
Frog Portage, 
Churchill River 
Threepoint Lake 

Split Lake 
Pukatawagan Lake 

Duck Portage, 
Churchill River 
Bumtwood Lake ' 

I 

Southern Indian 1 1797-1800, 1803-04 1 Bellhouse, 1971: 11 ; 

Dates recorded 
1774,1776,1777 

1789-94 

Threepoint Lake 

Granville Lake 

Lake 1 1 HBCA, B.9lId 1: 1; 

1790- 
(pre- 1793) 

(pre- 1793) 

1793-94 

Wiersurn, 1972:27 
HBCA, E.31327; 
PAM, MG 1 B 14, 
la: 157; Sm ythe, 
1968: 98 
PAM, MG 1 B 14, 
Ia: 158,159 
Smythe, 1968:95,% 

1794-95 

1794-96 

Orecklin, 1976:47,48; 
Riddle, 19723 
HBCA, B.83/a1lY2 

Nelson Lake 

Nelson Lake 

Granville Lake 

18OO- 18û7 

Pukatawagan Lake 

Southern Indian 
Lake - various 

Sm y the, 1 %8: 98 
Smythe, 1968:97 

(established by 
1804) 
1804-05 

locations 
Southern Indian 

Smythe, 1968: 97 

Smythe, 196897 

(established by 
1806) 
180506,180û-11, 
18 19-B  

Lake - various 
locations 

Opachuanau Lake, at 
the east end narrows 

HBCA, E.3/3:27 

Bellhouse, 1971: 12; 
HBCA, B.911d 1-8 

1805,18û8,1809, Bellhouse, 1971: 12; 
18 l l (minimally) 

(pre- 1807) 

HBCA, 
B/91/~3:2,10d, 13d; 
HBCA, E.3/3:33 
HBCA, E.3/3:3 1,3 Id 



This concentration of people around the trade posts was probably responsible for 

the massive devastations of Abonginal populations when epidemics of new, European 

diseases were introduced. Smallpox first hi t the Cree around 1772 (Thistle, 1986:62), but i t 

was the outbreak of 1781-82, by which time most Cree and certain groups of Dené were 

regularly visiting trade posts, that was most devastating. In this winter the Basquia Cree, a 

Western Cree band focussed around the high traffic Pasquia Hills and Cumberland House 

region, were al1 but wiped out. Cree populations throughout most of the Nelson and 

Churchill River regions were reduced by as much as half, as were many of the Dené trading 

on the Churchill (Glover, 196292; Pettipas, 1980: 190,191; Thistle, 1986:62,63; VanStone, 

197493). 

This epidemic left much of the b o r d  forest sparsely occupied and the 

Saskatchewan River delta almost empty of people. This made it possible for neighbouring 

groups to move into the abandoned areas. The intensification of hunting and trapping for 

trade had left many parts of the subarctic depleted of large game and furbearers, especially 

in the Hudson and James Bay lowlands (Bishop, 197263; Smith, 198 1~258). When the 

territory opened up, Swarnpy Cree from the Lowlands took the opportunity to migrate 

westwards into the forest, where - although the much-valued beaver was already on the 

decline, as was garne in the vicinity of the posts (Orecklin, 197629) - it was still much 

easier to make a living (Smith, 1981x258). 

Dené had become increasingly involved in the fur tmde after inland posts were set 

up in the southem parts of their own temtory in the late 1770s (Gillespie, 1976:8). The 

western Dené for the first time had direct access to the traders (Blondin, 1997:3 l), and the 

eastem Dené were beginning to lose their position as middlemen between their western 

neighbours and the Europeans, forcing them to hunt and trap for trade more themselves if 

trade items were desired. By 1777, Heame reported that the great majority of his trade in 

beaver in this region was with Dené hunters who had entered the fur trade in the Athabasca 

region (cited in Brandson, 19815). 



After the 1781-82 epidernic, Dené were able to more aggressively expand their 

temtories southwards into lands recentIy abandoned by the northernmost Cree, where the 

trapping was better than in the transi tionai forest (Gillespie, 1975375; Smith, 198 1 b:273 ; 

198 1c: 148). B y the mid- l79Os, this expansion had reached i ts maximum extent, placing the 

Cree-Dené 'boundary' dong the Churchill River (Gillespie, 1975:383), with Dené trappers 

regularly travelling even farther south. 

While earlier records and their own oral history indicate that Dené were not regular 

visitors to the Churchill River region at the beginning of the fur trade, o r  for generations 

before (Birket-Smith, 1930: 14; Gillespie, 1975:383), fur trade joumals recorded Northern 

lndians trading, for exarnple, at Granville House on Granville Lake by the winters of 1795 

and 17% (HBCA, B.83/a/l:8, B.83/a/2:8d). Only those Dené m a t  committed to the fur 

trade were at this tirne spending most or al1 of the year in the b o r d  forest, their numbers 

smdl and only gradually growing (e.g. HBCA E.3/3:326,35). 

By the early 19th century, large game and furbearers became depleted in the interior 

as they had in the Lowlands. The E-IBC soon began to encourage the trapping of muskrat 

and rnarten over beaver to dlow the seriously declining beaver to repopulate the regions 

from w hich they had al1 but disappeared (Oreclclin, 1976:29; Petti pas, 1980: 198,199). The 

local scarcities of moose and woodland caribou were even more difficult for the trappers. 

Abonginal populations already weakened by a series of epidemics and unable to range far 

away from the trap lines in search of better hunting had to disperse into small, often single- 

family groups for most of the year - subsisting even more on fish and small game than 

previously - and frequently resorted to the trade posts for food (Bishop, 197265; 

Brightman, 199 1: 12; Rogers and Taylor, 1981233; Yerbury, 1986:44). This, together with 

a newly established credit system that kept trading families in debt to specific traders 

(Pettipas, 1980: 19 1 ), tied them ever more close1 y to the posts. So, by the end of the p e n d  

of intense idand competition (A.D. 1820), while Woods Cree people were still trapping 

only as much as they needed to in order to pay for the next year's (or previous year's) 



provisions and still committing more time to subsistence activities than to trade (Thistle, 

1988:86), the fur trade was more or less a fixed part of their lives. 

6.3 The Later Fur Trade and Missionary Period: A.D. 1821-c.1940. 

In 1821, the W C  was absorbed by the HBC, leaving one company to control the 

later fur trade in the northwest. Now with a monopoly, the HBC quickly shut down many 

of its redundant trade posts, leaving open only a few per region, and closing most of their 

northem outposts. The lower Churchill River was largely abandoneci by the HBC (Alcock, 

19 l6:439; Meyer and This tle, 1995:4B ; Tyrrell, 19 lî:38l) Although there continued to 

be some shifting of p s t  locations in the following years, those trade posts in operation 

during the fur trade monopoly period tended to be far more stable than those of the earlier 

competitive years. People were able to settle into more regular patterns of trapping and 

trade and became more affiliated with specific trade posts than previously (Helm et al, 

1981: 148; Meyer and Thistle, 1995:423; Yerbury, 1986:96). 

With peoples' increasing orientation around trade and their affiliation with specific 

posts through the credit system, and as trappers gradually began to work out of more 

permanent seasonal base camps in which their farnilies spent much of the year, their 

mobili ty and range of travel over the land decreased (Pettipas, 1980: 19 1 ; Pettipas, 19%3:25; 

Smith, 198 la:258; Yerbury, 198669). Bands gathered at the posts during the surnmer and 

individual families came frequently to the same posts over the winter months so that 

'trading post bands' started to form, the posts eventuall y becoming 'permanent' summer 

settiements for many people (Helm et al., 1981: 151,152; Leacock, 1986: 162; Yerbury, 

1986:99).92 

The HBC's monopoly in the northwest lasted until roughly 1840, when free traders 

began to trickie back into the region (Thistle, 1986:81) - a process accelerating after 1870 

when the company sold their proprietary rights to Rupert's Land to the Dominion of 

Canada Cree involvement in the fur trade grew steadily through the later fur trade, the trend 



towards decreasing mobili ty of the families and shnnking ranges growing with that 

involvement. Such staples as steel axes, laiives and awls, and copper pots continued to be 

important trade items. F i r e m s ,  ammunition and steel ûaps also became increasingly 

commonly traded items as did luxury goods like beads, embroidery silks and buttons. 

People also bought more food provisions from the posts over time. While the abili ty to 

trade furs for food freed people [rom having to spend quite as much time hunting in periods 

that game animais were scarce, this adaptation also kept many families near to the posts 

year-round, visiting regularly (Helm and Leacock, 1971:359; Helm et al., 1981: 151-153; 

Smith, 1 9 8 1 ~ 3 8 ) .  

These trends were widespread throughout the subarctic regions, describing in a very 

generalized way most of the Cree and some groups of Dené. But while many Cree in 

Manitoba were by this time more or less quite immersed in the fur trade economy, although 

not necessarily reliant on it (Thistle, 1986:81,86,94), comparatively few of the Dené in this 

region had become so involved. Even during the later fur  trade, most Edthen-eldeli Dené 

had rernained fairly marginal to the trade, participating only where it could be fit into their 

traditional annual round of activities with minimal conflict (Jarvenpa and Bnimbach, 

1984: 178; Smith, 1982:57,59; Smith, 1978:77; 1981b:273).93 This meant that most Dené 

continued to spend only their winters trapping and trading in the full boreal forest, a time of 

year when they were normally closer to or in the region anyhow, hunting barren-ground 

caribou in their winter range. The Dené trappers could then continue to hunt caribou, 

possibly moving their camps and their traplines as the dispersed herds of caribou moved. 

It was not until the later 1800s, when winter outposts were opened in the northwest 

that any of the Den6 peoples began to make a more definite shift from a cari bou-based 

economy to a trapping economy. While both winter and surnmer tmde posts farther south. 

and later the summer trade posts in their own temtories had attracted Dené to visit from time 

to time when they could fit the joumey in, the convenience of winter outposts in the regions 



in which they already tended to winter gave trappers more opportunity to visit the posts for 

trade regularl y throughout this season, and wi th the gradua11 y increasing reliance on certain 

trade goods, they were encouraged to do so. This kept them closer to the posts which meant 

that they were l a s  able to tmvel after caribou, especially arhile trapping (Jarvenpa and 

Brumbach, 1984.: 178). 

Normally, however, the winter p t s  were located at least within the winter caribou 

range (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 117), so the greatest disruption to the traditional 

settlement patterns of Den6 would have been in  the summers, when growing nurnbers of 

families who used to travel to the barrens were choosing to remain nearer the trade posts 

instead (e.g. Inmoto, 1981a: 15,l6; Yerbury, 1986:74).'' With this, the mobiiity and range 

of a nurnber of Dené peoples began to decrease as trapping began to c o m p t e  with 

communal hunting as the dominant economic activity for these families and families becûme 

more bound to the trade posts (VanStone, 197497, 101,102). This change in the setdement 

patterns eventually came even to the Edthen-eldeli Dené, although wnsiderably Iater and at a 

slower pace than had been the case for most Cree and for more westerly Dené groups, 

including the other Chipewyan peoples (Smith, i981b:273,275,276).95 

Missionaries of the Christian churches first worked their way into north-central 

Manitoba around 1840, establishing a mission at Nonvay House (Linklater, 1994:26) and 

soon after at various other trade posts. Although many elements of the traditionai ideology 

persisted throughout the rnissionary period and continue still (see, for example, Brightman, 

1993 ; Linklater, 1994; Tanner, 1979)- the rnissionaries' teachings were apparen tl y 

incorporated into the beliefs of many Cree people and had some influence on their lifestyles, 

particularly in ending polgyny and in introducing new religious practices. The rnissionaries 

encouraged sedentary living and built churches at the trade posts. These pst-mission 

complexes became even stronger focal points for economic, social and spintual activities, 

and band members gathered there often (Smith, 1981a:266). By the end of the nineteenth 



cenniry, the first more permanent tent and log cabin communities of the subarctic began to 

grow up around these complexes (Helm et ai., 198 1: 152; Mason, 1%7:23; Smith, 

1981x259). 

Missionaies similarly began preaching to eastem Den6 families in the 1840s w hen 

the Oblates built a mission at fle-à-la-crosse and used this as a base out of which to travel 

to and among the Chipewyan. Most Den6 communities were nominally Christian by the 

beginning of the twentieth century (Smith, 1981 b:Z"7). 

6.4 The Industrial Period: c. A.D. 1940-present, 

Until about 1940, the only non-Aboriginals to spend much time interacting with the 

subarctic Aboriginal populations were traders and missionaries. Even with the signing of 

treaties beginning in the 1 8 7 0 ~ ~  the lives of most people in these regions were little impacted 

by the growing Dominion of Canada. With the development of a northem railway (c. 1930) 

however, non-Aboriginal trappers began to flood the region, and overtrapping resulted as 

even more people competed for furs. Any individual attempts at conservation proved futile 

(Morantz, l98ï:2 lS,Z 16). In response, a Registered Trap Line system was set in place in 

northern Manitoba in 1942 (Hrenchuk, 199 l:S), tying trappers to specific, excl usive 

trapping areas. 

With the increasing northem presence of industry and with a new interest of the 

Canadian govemrnent in the north after World War II, further impact was felt by the 

Aboriginal peoples. The government declared themselves responsible for the education, 

health and welfare of the Aboriginal populations, setting up some sort of housing, 

community offices and nursing stations to accompany certain trade pst-mission 

complexes. Schools were aiso established (Helm and Leacock, 1971:359; Helm et al., 

1981: 149; Smith, 1981~266,267; 1981b:282). 

With the declining pnces paid for fur in the 1960s, families by now reliant on many 

purchased items were often in need of other sources of money. The growth of industry 



allowed some men to enter into wage labour, mostly in lumbenng and commercial fishing, 

but these opportuni ties were and are limi ted. M a y  families needed their farnil y allowance 

to pay for ammuni tion, milk and other commercial necessi ties, and these cheques were only 

sent if the children were enrolled in school. For those communities with &y schools, lhis 

kept the families - especially the mothers and children - al1 the more sedentary, living in the 

settlement for most of the year (Helm and Leacock, 1971:357-361; Helm et  al., 

1981: l@,l%; Rogers, 1%3x81; Smith, 1981~266,267; 1981b:282). 



7. CREE SEASONAL LAND USE IN THE BOREAL FOREST (LATE WOODLAND: 

C.1300-350 YEARS B. P.).^' 

Now that the environmental setting of Manitoba's boreal forest has been described, 

and Cree and Dené cultural sys tems and histories have been summarized, i t is time to move 

on to presentation of the reconstructions of their seasonaily pattemeci settlement and 

subsistence behaviors, Le., those which may be most readily incorporated into a predictive or 

explanatory mode1 of archaeological site locations. It must be remembered bat, while effort 

was made to create as realistic and accurate an ethnohistoric reconstruction of precontact 

Cree and Dené Iand use as possible, these reconstructions are only hypothetical constructs. 

What follows in these chapters is only one interpretation of past land use systerns. This is 

based on an extensive survey of sources relevant to Cree and Dené peoples in more recent 

periods, on an imprecise understanding of the existing archaeological record relevant to the 

Late Woodland period, and on an equally-imprecise understanding of how Aborigind 

cultures changed in response to the introduction of fur trade economy and society before 

such changes began to be ethnographicdly docurnented. 

The reconstructions presented in this and the next chapter have k e n  created by 

working backwards from descriptions of Cree and Dené land use during the histoncally- 

known fur trade periods. The precontact seasonai rounds have been presented first, 

however, for the sake of chronological clarity. 

7.1 Introduction. 

For the Cree people of north-central Manitoba, each year was a progression of 

seasons marked by changes in weather, in the forest and water around them, in the behavior 

of the animais, the spirits, and in their own activities (table 7.1). It is not possible t o  tell a 

compiete story of what happened to a people over the course or a year so far in the past, 

even if this story did not Vary as it does for different families and for different years. But 

by looking at what is known or believed to have occurred during the yearly cycles of the 



TabIe 7.1 Exarnples of Cree narnes for the moons and the seasons. 

a) A ttawapiskat Cree MmnslMonths (James Bay). 

rnikissi'wiipiisim 
ni'skiipiisim 

EagIe Moon 
Goose Moon (apx. Aprïl) 

arui'iaip~isirn 
sa'kiipakawiipiisiim 

mposkoo'wiipiisim 

1 1 1  1 kiicee'pawatakinampiisim e 

1 Half Old Moon (great winds) 1 

Frog Moon 
Attractive Moon (the plants are greening 
and beginning to flower) 
Small birds hatch Moon 

mpi'mahoowii piisim 
whewhe'hoopiisim 
kaskati'niipiisim 
mwatcaaki'naciici~~si m 

[ kiicee'piisim i Old Moon (wint& - end of t k  year) 1 

Flying up ot- ducks Moon 
Wavy Goose Moon (when geese fly south) 
Freeze-up Moon 
Little bit of Winter Moon 

(Honigmann, 19563 1). 

b) Attawapiskat Seasons. 

1 siikwuun 1 early spnng: some snow remains, but the ice 1 

I earlv fall: cold is starting to return 1 

minuu's karnin 
nii' pin 
mekwaahiipin 

L d 

mi'kiskaw late fall: freeze-up of ice 1 

is breakngand the water starts to run 
pst  break-up: high, fast water 
summer: hot weaîher 
mid-surnrner verv hot 

(Honigmann, 1956:32). 

piipuun 
meLwaalpiipun 

C) Mistassini Cree Seasons (Northem Ontario) 

eady winter cold weather 
midwinter very c d d  

sikwan 
miyuskarnu 

(Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 13 1,133). 

early spnng: break-up 
late spring: open water, but not yet full 
S u m e r  

ni pin 
tahkuwacin 
miciskasic 
pi pun 

summer 
early fall: freeze-up begins 
late fall: freeze-up completes 
winter: cold (December to March) 



zveather, plants and animals in the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba and at the types of 

technologies and social systems possessed by these people (as suggested from oral 

histories and archaeology), a range of possible settlement and subsistence choices which 

they could have made in each season can be determined. This range of possible activities 

can be further narrowed by looking at the seasonal choices made by descendants of these 

people during the fur trade and more recent days, and working back through the changes in 

these patterns which seem to have &sen with or following the introduction of the European 

fur trade. In this way, a generalized reconstruction of seasonal settlement and subsistence 

activities of the Cree people in north-central Manitoba during the Late Wwciland period c m  

be proposed. 

7.2 Spring. 

A new cycle of seasons in the boreal forest could be said to begin with the arriva1 of 

warmer weather on the tail of a long, cold winter. By the time that the snow would c r u t  

over wi th the daily freeze-thaw caused by growing daytime temperatures (around the month 

of March), the food resources available to be harvested by the people were normally scarce, 

preserved foods were often long used up, and hunger was cornmon (Black, 1973:60; 

Brightman, 1993246). This was especially true in years when the spnng was late. Farnilies 

would be well-dispersed over their winter ranges by this time, concentrating most of their 

activity on getting what game, fish and plant foods they could find. Sharing of whatever 

food that was taken arnong members of the camps could have helped to level out uneven 

success in the food quest and would have been even more important in times of scarcity 

than in times of plenty (Steegrnan, 1983253). 

At this time of year people were able to get some plant nutrients from the inner bark 

stripped from the birch, poplar, jackpine, spruce, fir and tamarack trees found all around 

them (Ahenakew uid Wolfart, lm: 153,155; Black, 1973: 133 ; Glover, 1%2:58; Shay, 

1980259, table 15), and old rosehips and other berries still on the bush might be eaten as 



well (Biack, 1973:60). Early spring was the best time to tap the birch trees for their Sap to 

make a sweet and nourishing drink, and stands of birch trees would have been visited by the 

women at this time (Leighton, 1923622). 

Fishing provided food for the Cree year-round, but the catch tended to drop off 

during the coldest months of winter when fish sought deeper waters and became less active- 

With the early spring, fishing grew more productive and once again could be worth the 

effort of se tting nets under the ice, particularl y across Iake narrows and those parts of 

stream channeIs where fish tended to be more concentrated (e-g. KE3CA, B.92/a/3: 14; 

Winterhalder, l978:352). 

What small game survived the winter also became more active as the weather 

wamed. Hare were caught in snares set across their runways through the snow, usuall y 

near the camps (Drage, l982:Z 1 ,Z; GIover, 19623 1 ; Williams, 1%9:26,27; Winterhalder, 

1978:378379,3W). Grouse might also be snared, often dong shorelines, in the stands of 

poplar and willow preferred by niffed grouse (Drage, 198222; Glover, 198223; Williams, 

1969: 105,106). Beaver and sometimes rnuskrat were taken in this season as well. As the 

ice began to sotien, the hunters could break into their lodges at-ter setting nets, snares or 

fences of stakes below the ice to block their escape routes, and then kill them with clubs or 

spears (Brightman, 1993:9; Drage, 1982:20,2 1 ; Meyer, l985:2 l3,2 19; Rogers and Smith, 

1981: 133; Rogers and Taylor, 1981:232; Tanner, 1979:20; Wiiliams, 1969: 10). SmalI 

game, like fish, was probably brought back whole to the camp, where it would be cleaned 

and butchered by the women. 

Large game was quite welcome when it could be found in this relatively lean season, 

as a single kill could provide enough meat to feed a camp for days to weeks. The early 

spnng was a good time to seek out bear that were still hibemating in their dens (Brightman, 

19938; Drage, 1982: 19; Williams, 1969:28), and also for hunting moose and woodand 

caribou. This was one of the few times that it was reliably worth pursuing these animals 

into the bush once they began to run. The deep crusted snow characteristic of this season 



was difficult for the deer to move through and they could not long outrun hunters who were 

on snowshoes. They were sought out inland where they yarded, or were tracked from 

shoreline, and then chased into deeper snows where they could be killed at close range 

(Brightman, 1993:8,ll; Feit, 19&7:77,78; HBCA, B.9/a/ l:7; Orecklin, 1976:74,75; Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 132). 

The northward migration of the bmen-ground caribou in the earl y spring was an 

important event for Cree in those regions where the herds passed through, which sometimes 

included a t  least the northerly parts of the Southern Indian Lake area Ahead of break-up, 

the caribou would leave their wintering range in the forest to migrate towards their calving 

grounds on  the tundra (Gordon, 198 1:2; Kelsall, 1968: 138; Prui tt, l%O:2 1 ; 1%7:9'7)," 

regularly taking three or more weeks to pass through any one point dong their path 

(Kelsall, 1968: 139). Although the most effective time to hunt caribou was in the early fd l  a t  

open water crossings (Gordon, 198 l:3,3), with careful observation and planning Cree could 

also in some years capture significant numbers of the northward-migrating caribou in the 

early spring. The caribou were often hunted communaily at this time, and the hunters 

sometirnes used drive lanes and corrals constmcted out on the ice or dong the caribou7 s 

overland highways, such as eskers, to help herd the animals towards the hunters (Brightman, 

1993%; Honigmann, 195635; Mason, 1967: 12). The use of drive lanes was probably 

restncted to those years that a reasonably large number of caribou were crossing through 

the area and when enough people were present to make the communal hunt efficient and 

effective. 

A spring caribou hunt could draw several farnilies together and success would mean 

easy living for the assembled people for as long as the meat lasted. But a successful harvest 

of caribou also meant rnany busy days of butchering the animals and drying at least some 

of the meat if the spring was already too warm for it to be frozen, extracting grease from the 

bones by pounding them into bits, and maybe processing sorne of the hides for babicheeg8 



As temperatures grew warmer, preparations were made for the break-up. The break- 

up of ice on the rivers and lakes was a critical time in the boreal forest The ice was no 

longer safe to waik across, while on shore the melting snow stuck to toboggans and 

snowshoes, making land travel difficult (Gardner, 198 1: 10; Meyer, 1985200; Rogers and 

Smith, 198 1: 130,138; Tanner, 1979:B; Winterhalder, 1982: 19). Because mobility would 

be restricted, it was good for families to be in a place where there were adequate resources to 

sustain them through the break-up. 

Sometime before the ice became unsafe, families wouid have travelted to the break- 

up camp, usually in or near the same region where they had spent the late winter and early 

spring (Smith, 1981a:260). Break-up was often a hungry time, hunting made difficult by 

the people's limited mobility (Meyer, 1985200; Winterhalder, 1982: 19). If the camp 

location was weII-chosen, however, at teast sufficient food could normally be found 

relatively nearby. Among the best sites to spend the break-up were those near the earliest 

open water faster sections of water such as rapids and falls, eddies, stream and lake n m w s  

(Irimoto, 1981a: 126; Tanner, 1979:B). The open water was attractive to the waterfowl 

migrating northwards through the region, and concentrations of swans, geese and ducks 

could predictably be found resting and feeding at these sites through the early part of the 

break-up (Hanks, 1983:351; Heanie, 1971 [1795]:286; Irimoto, 1981a: 126; Norman, 

l982:g 1 ; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 137; Smith, 1975: 180; Tanner, 1979:40; Winterhalder, 

1978:453). Open water also drew other large and small game from the vicini ty and made 

fishing simpler, making these locations even more desirable as camping places (e.g. Rogers 

and Rogers, 1959: 137; Smith, 1975: 180; Tanner, 1979:40; Winterhalder, l9'78:4û5,43O). 

In addition to choosing a camp site in an area with sufficient local food resources, 

families would have to have enough firewood on hand to last through the break-up. This 

was best collected from the surrounding area before the thaw made this activity more 

difficult (Rogers, 1963 b:5 1 ; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137). 

At the break-up site, while waiting for the waterfowl to amive, and in those regions 



over which few birds passed, farnilies did what hunting, trapping and fishing they could near 

the camp, and supplemented this with whatever presented foods that they had brought with 

them (Meyer, 1985: 200; Meyer and Thistle, l995:427; Winterhalder, 1982: 1 9). Beaver and 

muskrat were often taken, as they became more active with the beginning of break-up. 

Beaver could be shot while swimming in the open water or  trapped in snares or  deadfalls 

placed by their lodges or on the deciduous shorelines where they fed (Btightman, 19939; 

Drage, l982:2O,X ; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 133; Williams, 1x9: 10; Winterhalder, 

1978:430). Traps could be similarly set for muskrat in the open marsh areas dong their 

paths through the reeds or on the muddy banks near their houses (Chansler, 1968:77; 

Meyer, 1985:2 13 ; Winterhalder, 1978:409). Being fish-eaters, otter could predictably be 

found in the water around rapids once fish started spawning there (Chansler, 1968: 125; 

Rogers and Black, 1976:8), and they, too, were hunted or sometimes trapped in this season 

when they could be caught (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137; Taylor, 1980: 16). Other small 

garne would have been snared or hunted around the camp when active in that area. 

Gill nets could be set in places of open water. They wouid have k e n  particularly 

productive for taking eady spnng-spawning tish like pickerel and suckers when set across 

strearn mouths, at confluences, or at the base of rapids - places where these fish tend to 

concentrate while spawning (A yles and Koshinsky, 197455; Glover, 1 %2: 6 1 ; Rogers and 

Black, 1976:6,7; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137; Weagle and Bwter, 1973:43,46,48; 

Winterhalder, 19'78255). Weirs could ais0 be qui te productive when buil t in shallow 

waters at the same sorts of locations (Lister, 1988:75; Snortland-Coles, 1979: 105). 

In the regions over which geese, ducks and swans did migrate in the spring, the 

watelfowl hunt could be of great importance al1 through, and sometimes after, the break-up. 

These hunts were often associated with ceremonies and feasting whenever people came 

together at this time (Linklater, 19939 1; Meyer, 1975:446; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137). 

During the early part of the thaw, the birds would rest and feed at almost any open water 

dong their migration paths. As more ice cleared away, waterfowl could be found more 



predictably and in greater numbers around low, marshy shorelines of lakes and slower 

rivers and streams (Linklater, 199449; Snortland-Coles, 1979 103,104; Webb, 1974: 12; 

Winterhalder, 1978:453), T o  hunt resting waterfowl, hunters often set up blinds or hid 

behind bushes and used calls o r  decoys to lure birds away from the others and into the 

range of their arrows o r  nets (Drage, 1982: 18,19; Honigmann, 195636; Mason, 1%7: 13; 

Rich, 1949: 118; Rogers, 1%3b:43). 

At exceptionally good sites for early spring fishing, waterfowling or  moose hunting 

(for example, some in the Saskatchewan River delta), it was possible for large, regional 

groups to gather together even for the eariy spring, pnor to and through break-up ( e g  

Meyer and Hutton, 1998:gS; Meyer and T histle, 19954 18; Russell, 199 1 :Yi-99,104). Most 

of these regional band gatherings have been said to have taken place after the break-up, 

however, later in the spring or summer (Smith, 1981a:259). Somewhat smailer gathenngs 

of families were likely to take place at the early fishing sites. 

Among groups whose annual round of travels and activities brought them back in 

the early spnng to the same region in which they had spent the freeze-up (if they had had 

reason to leave this region at d l )  canoes could be retrieved from where they had been cached 

over the winter in anticipation of that retum. In many y e m ,  however, families were notable 

to re-use canoes and new ones would have had to have been made.'' For these families, 

break-up was a time for making canoes, and the needed materials would have to be present 

at or brought to the break-up camp site (Brightman, 1993: 11; HBCA, B.83/112:9; Meyer, 

1985425; Rogers, 1963 b:5 1 ; Rogers and Black, 196: 29; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 136,137; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 137; Russell, 199193; Taylor, 1980: l6,lï). 

Large birch trees were sought out at this time of year. These were usually limited to 

rather local, known stands in well-drained, sheltered locations. Bark for the came coverings 

and other birch bark items, such as baskets, was cut and peeled from the trees, roIled, and, 

k ing  fairly light, could be transported on toboggans to a place near the camp site where the 



cames couid then be made (Black, 197380; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 138; Tanner, 

1979:37). In some times and places, suitable trees may not have been available in the region 

where a family would spend the break-up. In these cases, the bark could be collected or 

traded for at an earlier time and camied with them until it was time to make the new canoes 

(Taylor, 1980: 17). 

Because the wood for the came frarnes was heavier, it was important for the camp 

and construction site to be near a stand of good trees that could be cut for this purpose 

(Black, 1973:8O). Spruce were commonly selected in this region (Roger~ and Smith, 

1% 1 : 138) in the absence of cedar, a preferred wood where available (Black, l W : 8 O ) .  

After wooden ribs were cut and shaped by the men and a frame was built from them, the 

women used soltened spruce root fibres to sew on the birch bark cover. Melted spruce Sap 

was then mixed with wood a h  for a pitch that was used to waterproof the seams (Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 138; Taylor, 1980:9). 

Came building was a CO-operative activity in which several members of a farnily 

often participated (Burpee, 1973:42; Taylor, 1980: 18). S till, it could take a couple of weeks 

to a month or more to finish the task (e-g. Burpee, 1973:42,43; Tyrrell, 1934 149- 151), 

usually at least the duration of the break-up period. As soon as  these canoes and their 

paddles were completed and enough ice had cleared away from the shorelines of the nvers 

and lakes to make more extensive canoe travel possible, families would normally begin the 

joumey by water to their next camp (Brightman, 1989: 156; 1993: 1 1 ; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 137; Tyrrell, 1-4: 149). In preparation for this, winter equipment such as the 

toboggans and snowshoes which could no longer be used would be cached, and other 

equiprnent necessary for the joumey could be made or repaired. ' O 0  

Families could leave the break-up site by canoe as soon as  the shorelines were 

relatively clear of ice, and could travel on to the various places where they would spend the 

later part of spring and the summer if their previous camp site was not adequate. Their first 

destination might have been a new camp nearer a marsh area out of w hich they had better 



access to the main body of migrating waterfowl which they could continue to hunt as they 

had through the break-up. It  rnay have k e n  a fishing camp near a reliable spring fishery to 

take advantage of the spring spawning nuis. Or they may have traveiled direct1 y on to a 

place which the band had agreed on the previous year for the sprïng or  surnrner gathering 

(Martijn and Rogers, 1x9: 152; Rogers, 1%3a:72; Rogers and BIack, 1976:29,30; Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 137). In some years, people may have set off on longer joumeys for 

meetings or  trade with more distant groups of people. 

Came travel was preferred at this time of year, even though extra portages were 

sometimes needed for getting around sections of rivers and lakes still choked with ice 

(Alcock, 1916:443; Brightman, 1989: 156). This was because travel on foot through the full 

b o r d  forest was difficult and uncornfortable owing to the wet, sometimes boggy ground 

and thick brush, even without the biting insects which would corne to plague the inland as 

summer set in. Walking across muskeg areas after the thaw was nearly impossible 

(Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; Mallory, l975:3 ; Martijn and Rogers, 19698; Mason, 

1%7:5; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135; Steegman, 1983256; Winterhalder, l978:3 13). 

About the only places where extensive overland travel in the open-water seasons 

might be feasible would be the drier parts of more open forest patches, such as the jack pine 

forest on sandy ridges, and recently burned forest patches without too much debris 

remaining on the ground. Even these would additionally have to be accessible from the 

water (Hamilton and Larcombe, 1994 14; Mallory, 19753; Tanner, 1979:38). Accordingly, 

most walking over land by Cree people dunng the seasons of open water was for necessary 

portaging, tracking game and gathering plant materials; it was not often for extensive travel 

(Tanner, 1979: 29). 

Spnng travel routes tended to follow the larger river systerns and connecting Iakes, 

rather than the smaller streams and inland lakes, Le., those not directly on a major Stream or 

river. In particular, those watenvays with access to connecting travel routes and resource 



harves ting areas were favoured (Tanner, l979:38,N). Very troublesome routes, li ke the 

Lower Churchill River with its many rapids or shoals, would have k e n  mostly avoided for 

came travel (Alcock, 1916439,443; Wood, 198365). 

Where rapids, falls and other difficult sections were unavoidable, the cames could 

be portaged around that section. Depending on the Iandscape, a portage might cross nice 

dry ground, or  difficult, swampy ground. The trail could be level or sloping. It rnight be 

dong  shore o r  far inland. Portages comecting two parts of the same water course were 

typically fairly short, while those connecting two different Iakes or rivers could be a 

kilometer or  more in length. Portages were as variable as the landscape, but normally began 

and ended in places where the contents of the canoes could be conveniently unloaded before 

removing the came from the water and then re-loaded after the other side of the portage was 

reached (for exarnples see PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia). Along regularly travelled routes, the same 

portage trails were genemlly used over and over again and could become well known and 

quite wom (Downes, 1943:32; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 133 ; Wood, l983:63). 

Travelling downstream, it was possible to shoot some of the rapids, the travellers 

often stopping to leave an of-fenng for s a k  passage before attempting the more dangerous 

sections (Brightman, 1993: 1 16; Linklater, 1994:65,66,89; Riddle, 1 9 9 4 ~ 9 ) .  But shooting 

even minor rapids could damage the canoes and a stop would have k e n  required at the 

downstream end so that repairs could be made anyhow (Tyrreil, 1934: 185). Rather than 

portaging, cames were also sometimes tracked over shoals or rapids - whatever was most 

convenient. Overall, though, fewer risks would probably have k e n  taken when the whole 

family was travelling together than when the men were off done (Mason, 196724; Tyrrell, 

1934: 199,355). 

While travellers knew where to expect difficult stretches of water and could plan to 

portage around or othenvise deal with the problem ara, sudden s t o m s  were less 

predictable. High winds created rough waters, and people were best to put up on shore and 

wait the storm out, sometimes in Iess than ideai camp locations (Drage, 19828; Steegmann, 



l983:256). When travelling across the larger, s hallower lakes which were susceptible to 

large waves, it has been suggested that people would have kept to routes which would have 

kept them sheltered from the worst of the winds and waves, and whch required the least 

travel to the next, safer leg of the joiirney (Riddle, 1 994: 24). 

While travelling, regular rest stops were made at convenient and pleasant spots. 

After carefully guiding the came to the shore, a fire might be made and a bit of food and 

beverage consumed (Orecklin, 1976: 1 16). On any trip that would take more than a day, 

travel camps would also have to be made nightly, and people would have to find something 

to eat if no game had been spotted and taken during the day's journey and if they did not 

want to eat only dried provisions. Because of this, travellers preferred canoe routes that 

offered reasonable fishing spots dong the way and would try to set their camps at or near 

these places (TyrreIl, 1934: 13). 

While the women made the camp, the men couid go about setting the nets to catch 

the morning meal, and, if there was game in the area, may have tned a little hunting. There 

was aiso firewood to collect, repairs to equipment to be made, meals to prepare, and those 

not othenvise occupied could always set some snares or throw a baited hook into the water. 

Because they were on1 y used for short pends, i .es, from one to several nights 

depending on the weather and the travellers' Luck in the hunt, the same travel camps could 

be used regularly without much danger of depleting the local resources (Martijn and 

Rogers, 1969: 1%). In his journal, David Thompson made frequent mention of passing old 

camps where bare lodge p les  stood (e.g. PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 144,155,163,164,165,168), 

waiting for the retum of people who could drape the frames with the hide or bark covers 

which they carrieci with them and then camp there again. 

The late spring season was a pleasant time. The weather was warming, the plants 

were greening and there were few bugs. Because of the more abundant resources available 

in the later part of spring, families couid frequently reside together in larger groups than 



they had in the Ieaner time before the break-up. For some bands, where resources dlowed, 

this may have been the time for the annual gathering (Meyer and Thistle, 

1995:418,42 1,435). Such gatherings could sometimes include individuals who had corne 

from other regions as well (Meyer and Thistie, l995:436), to trade or share information; 

members of Rock Cree bands in north-centrat Manitoba might similarly have travelled out 

to visit other regions for this purpose, themselves. 

The members of a band wouid corne together at an agreed on place to visit, trade, 

exchange information, game, dance, feast and cany out many of the year's other religious 

ceremonies. Marriages could be arranged, problems could be discussed, and plans made 

for the upcoming year. Together with the new plant foods, the fish runs and sometimes the 

end of the waterfowl migration were usually the primary sources of food for these late 

spring gatherings (Meyer and T histle, 1995406; Srni th, 198 lx ZS9,26û). 

Spring spawning runs were generaily long and drawn out and could continue on for 

months into the early part of summer (Cleland, l982:775). Enough fish could be taken 

from good fisheries at this time of year that many families could ra ide  together while 

harvesting the mns (Mailory, 19'755; Rogers and Black, lW6:T), a prerequisi te for a 

gathering. Where these fish runs were the mains tay of the spring and sumrner diet, almost 

everybody would become involved in the fishing and in the prwessing and preserving of the 

many fish that were caught (e-g. Meyer, 1985200; Smith, 1975: 179; Steinbring, 1981:247). 

The busy industry of splining and dryhg the catch would be set up on shore, possibly back 

at the~arnp, '~ '  and could dominate camp activity for the duration of the runs. 

The spring spawners - pickerel, perch, suckers, jackfish and sturgeon k i n g  the most 

important - tended to migrate up-river. They predictably becarne very concentrated around 

river mouths and rapids for weeks while they were spawning. To take advantage of this 

bolinty, the people would construct weirs or  set gill nets across these places to catch large 

numbers of the fish (Ayles and Koshinsky, 1974:64,65; Glover, l%2:6 1 ; Hama, 1975: 1 1 ; 

Mallory, l975:3,5; Orecklin, 1976: 17; Rogers and Black, 1976: 6J; Snortland-Coles, 



1979: 105; Weagle and Baxter, 1933:43,46,48; Wood, 198324). 

In addition to k i n g  taken in the nets and weirs, the giant lake sturgeon could also be 

speared or harpooned individually at the rapids of larger tivers (Glover, 1%9:44; HBCA, 

E3/3:36d; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:%; Mason, 1%7: 13; Orecklin, 1976: 17; Rich, 

1949: 168; Rogers and Black, 1976:6; Williams, 1969: 1 18), each sturgeon a major catch in 

itself. The spring brought fall spawning whitefish and lake trout closer to shore as well, and 

nets set dong shallow lake margins could supply the people with these species as well 

(Cleland, 1982:767; Knight, 1%8: 14). 

To  provide relief from an all-fish diet, other garne could be taken more 

opportunistically and was sometimes deliberaiely sought out. Most waterfowl had passed 

through the Southem Indian Lake region by the end of the break-up, but some stragglers 

and those breeding pairs which would spend summer nesting in the region - mostly ducks - 

could still be found in marsh areas and other calm shallow waters with aquatic vegetation 

(Webb, 1974 12,43). The nests could also be checked for early eggs which were sometimes 

collected (Anderson, 1%1: 18; Snortland-Coles, 1979: 104). 

Bear were sometimes taken at the rapids where, like people, they liked to fish i n tiiî 

spnng (Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132). Other large garne were no doubt dso hunted 

whenever the opportuni ty arose (Pettipas, 1980: 185). Smaller garne became yet more active 

in the spring warmth and would be easier to tnp when this was desired or necessary. 

Beaver, muskmt and otter could continue to be talien as they had been during the break-up. 

The role of plants grew as the season progressed. By the late spring new plant 

greens were abundant and this was the best time to harvest and eat these. Because many of 

the greens grew in shoreline or aquatic environments which people were already visiting for 

fishing and for hunting waterfowl and other garne, families could combine these activities, 

rather than making a special trip for gathering the plants (Shay, 1980:259). It was also a 

g m d  time to dig medicinal roots, before their Sap began to run (Pettipas, 1979:42), to peel 

the bark from willows to use at the camp in making cordage for fishing nets, snares and 



many other useful items (Leighton, l986:42), and to collect more birch bark (Rogers, 

1963 b:52). 

The spring probabIy saw an increase in the manufacture of other items as well. 

With the warmer weather, it would have been easier to dig and work clays for pottery- 

making, an activity best done on warm, dry days (Syms, 1977:63; Wood, 198327). 

Finding and quarrying stone sources for lithic tools was easiest after the snow and ice cover 

disappeared for the year (Syms, 1977.27), so although tools could be made from collected 

stone at any time they were needed, collecting the stone was most commoniy done in the Iate 

spring through fa11 semons. 

Hide prepating was an activity which took place whenever game or  furbearers with 

useful hides or pelts were taken. Certain steps of the process could be made easier by 

lrosty weather which froze the hides, drying them more quickl y (Brandson, 198 1: 16; 

Rogers, 1973:27; Smith, 198 lb:279), but it wouid not have been too difficult in the later 

spring: it was warm enough to work comfortably with wet hides, but it was not so hot or 

buggy as to make the heavy work too uncornfortable, and the warm days could help dry the 

scraped and stretched hides (Nickels, 1997). This was not a season in w hich large numbers 

of marnmals were normally k i n g  taken, so initiai hide prepamtion may have been more 

limi ted than at other times. S till, there might be skins, partidl y prepared earlier in the year, 

whic h remained to be re-scraped and tanned/smoked (Rogers, 1 973:30). Oz 

Springtime was a p e n d  of "intensified spiritual activity" for the Cree (Brown and 

Brightman, 1988: 140). The warm temperatures and lack of bugs made the late spring 

season an ideal one for the youths to make their dream quests. It was a time when they 

were allowed no fire, spending days or more in the open away from their families' camps, 

waiting in isolation for their spirit helpers to corne (Brown and Brightman, 1988: 140). In 

contrast, some religious activities, like feasting, were more communal and were often 

reserved specifically for times when the band could corne together - the spring and summer 

gatherings providing opportmities for these events (Meyer and Thistle, 1995425). The 



Goose Dance, for example, was normaily timed so that it could be held while families were 

gathered together for the spring waterfowl hunt, and for days the assembled people could 

sing and dance and f a t  together on the bounty of the spnng hawests (Linklater, 1994:9 1 ; 

Mason, t 967:fi9,6O; Meyer, lW%GS,446). 

7.3 Summer. 

Summer in the boreal forest was a time of relative ease and cornfort. There was 

almost always plenty of fkh, game, and plants to harvest, leaving more time for relaxation, 

socidizing and other activities not directly reiated to the food quest (Norman, 1983: 2 3 ;  

Rogers and Black, 1976:30). The weather could be very pleasant, although the occasional 

heat wave, not to mention the constant plague of bi ting insects in any sheltered area, would 

make the relief brought on by the breeze dong exposed shorelines very welcome. 

Because of the ample food resources normal1 y avai lable in the summer and the 

smaller amounts of dry firewood required, this was the time of year that people throughout 

most of the boreal forest could be the most concentrated, living together in larger groups. 1 t 

was also the time that they could be most seden tary, able to live out of the same base camps 

for extended periods without having to move on to new areas (Brightman, 1993:9,10,347; 

Williams, 1969: 171). 

While in some areas bands could come together for their annual gatherings as early 

as the latter part of break-up, it was during the surnmer that most people would come to the 

selected meeting places For weeks to rnonths of living and working in each other's 

Company. They travelled to the agreed on places by water, dong much the same routes and 

in the sarne way that they would have in the later spring; Le., by canoe, mostly dong the 

larger nvers and their comecting lakes (Tanner, 1979:40), portaging only where necessary. 

Travel over land was even less desirable now than it had been in the spring, because of the 

bugs. 

The gathenngs were often meetings of a whole regionai band, which could include a 



hundred or  more individuals (Leacock, 1986: 15 1 ; Meyer and Thistle, 1995433,435; 

Rogers, 1963x76; 1 9 e 3  l), and sometimes more than one regional band would come 

together for a time (Meyer and Thistle, 1995426) to trade and to discuss matters of mutual 

concem. Some individuais or groups may have travelled great distances to attend the 

gatherings of peoples far away. This is one way in which 'exotic' trade materials could 

have come into the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba; either people travelled to distant 

locations to meet with others for trade, or  they welcomed visitors from afar. Items from 

very far away might also have k e n  traded dong  between neighbours, from group to 

group. 'O3 

The number of people who could gather at a place and the length of time which they 

could al1 stay there depended on the quantity of food and other exhaustible resources 

available in the vicinity (Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135). At a particularly rich summer site, a 

large group of people could remain for up to three months (e-g. Meyer and Thistle, 

1995:428; Smith, 1981x260). 

The best locations for large summer gatherings were near good fisheries and dong  

the major water routes, on the breezy shorelines of lakes or sometimes nvers (Brightman, 

1993: 10; Leacock, 1986: 147,151; Martijn and Rogers, 196994,152; Rogers, 1963x71; 

1966:29; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135; Smith, 1975: 179; 1981a260). As long as there 

were enough accessible resources to support the population, the sarne gathering places 

could be used repeatedly for many years (Rogers, 1%3a:71). Harvesting often had to be 

spread out a distance from the camp to avoid exhausting the local environment, however 

(e.g. Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138). 

Fishing, which provided congregated families with so much of their food during the 

summer months, was most productive in the early part of the season, before the mid- 

summer heat sent fish into deeper waters (Cleland, 1932767; Winterhalder, 1978:352). 

When the fish were still concentrated in the shallower waters, weirs could be effective, and 

the sturgeon - retuming from their spawning runs up the rivers - could be speared in the 



shallows (Rostiund, 1952: 11). By mid-summer, however, the weirs and spearing platforms 

had to be mostl y abandoned, as there were relatively few fish to be found close to shore 

(Rostlund, 1952: 101,105). Nets, set close to shore in the early surnmer and later in deeper 

waters (Cleland, 1982:767: Peristy, 1 %9:88; Weagle and Baxter, l973:65), were the most 

reliable way to get the many fish needed to feed the people (Hanks, 1982: 1 1 1). When these 

failed, greedy jackfkh could almost always be caught in the weedy shallows with a baited 

hook (e-g. HBCA, E.3/1:62d). 

Most fish were fairly randomïy distributed during the surnmers, and, with the 

exception of the jackfish, not very predictable (Wood, 1983:24). Nets were best set in those 

places where the fish tended to be naturally concentrated in any season. This included the 

bases of rapids and falls (e.g. PAM, MG 1 B 14, Ia: l56), stream mouths and confluences 

(e-g. PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 157), lake and river narrows, and the eddies around points and 

small islands (Winterhalder, 1978:352). 

AIthough these surnmer nets sometimes had to be set several kilometres from the 

base camp, they had to be checked each day or else the caught fish might rot in the warm 

water (Rogers, 1963b:52; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138; Winterhalder, 1978:353). On 

shore, the fish were cleaned, and any surpius was split and dried on racks constructed back 

at the camp as it had been in the spring, to preserve it for a Iater time (Martin, 1989598; 

Smith, 1975: 179). The catch would rarely be as great as during the spawning runs, 

however, and the fishing and fish preserving activities would have taken less time and 

manpower to carry out, Ieaving people freer to do other things. 

While summer was a season for leisure, it was also a good time to make and repair 

the tools and items that were used from day to day. Tools of stone, bone, antler and wood 

were manufactured as they were needed. Women could visit together while making clay 

pots (Syms, 1977647; Wood, 198327). Baskets could be made. Cordage could be plaited 

from willow bark, spruce root and other suitable plant fibres and used in turn to make new 

fish nets and lines, nets for trapping birds and small rnammals, woven bags, snares, rope, 



lashings for tools and many other important items (Evans, 1%9:7; Rostlund, 1952: 100). 

Hides could be stretched, scraped and smoke-tanned (Nickels, 1997; Rogers, 1%3b:53), 

and tent covers, ony sacs, footwear and clothing sewn from these and carefuily decorated. 

Before any of this could be done, needed materiais not already on hand had to be collected. 

For example, Stone had to be quarried, clay dug and granite cobbles broken down for 

pottery temper; wood, bark and other plant fibres had to be gathered; and large game c a u g h ~  

Moose were the most important large game of this season, although fish and plant 

foods probably made up most of the summer diet (Mason, 196728; Rogers, 1963x71 ; 

1963 b%; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 135; Shay, 1980:260; 

Smith, 1975: 179). Women, youths and elders did most of the summer fishing and 

gathering (Bri ghtman, l993:8,262; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 103 ; Rogers, 1 %3x 72; 

Williams, 1x9: 178), leaving the hunters more time to take advantage of the summer heat 

and bugs which drove moose into the water, making the animals predictable and relatively 

easy to find. 

Moose spent a lot of the summer days wading in shallow bays and marshes, feeding 

on the aquatic vegetation, so the men scanned the shorelines from the water for signs of 

moose and paddled into likely feeding areas to check for recent ûacks (Boulanger, 197 1 :5 1 ; 

Orecklin, 1976:74; Winterhalder, 1978:3 13). If the tracks were very recent, o r  if a moose 

was seen and startled inland, the hunters may have tracked the moose back into the bush 

(Meyer, 1985:200). In this season, however, it was normaily simpler to wait near the tracks 

for the moose to retum to the water and to surprise them there, as they often corne back to 

the same place to feed (Knight, 1968:9; Winterhalder, 1978:297,3 13). Sometimes dogs 

were used to drive the rnoose back towards the waiting hunters (Mason, 1 9 M 7  12). Moose 

were usually hunted in the summer by pairs of individuais using bow and m o w  (Rogers 

and Smith, 198 1: 132). 

In contrat, caribou were hardly ever hunted by the Cree during the early to mid- 



summer months. The barren-ground caribou remained mostly north of the treeline until at 

least August, and the woodland caribou preferred to stick to the muskeg areas of the forest 

to feed and rest. Even if hunters were willing to mvel through the bush in the summer, the 

muskeg was very difficult to move over and the caribou were more difficult to catch on this 

terrain than the effort was normally worih, especiall y if other garne could be got more 

reliably (Winterhalder, 1978:325). 

Comparatively easy garne in the summer were the waterfowl resident dong the 

shorelines of some lakes and rivers. Until the eggs hatched, waterfowl could be shot or 

snared in the marsh areas where they nested, and eggs could be collected. Around mid- 

summer, the parents would lead the young away from the nests to new marshy shorelines 

io feed. At this time they were mouiting and flightiess, and hunters could net or club thern 

on the shorelines (Honigmann, 193336; Snortland-Coles, 1979: 104). 

Al1 through the summer, grouse, hare and other srnall game could be snared or shot 

around the camp (Rogers, l963a:7 1 ; Smith, 1975: 179), and beaver were sometimes taken in 

the open water near their lodges (Brightrnan, 19939; Burpee, 1973: 17). Small game were 

generall y relied on far less heavily than in the winter months, so they were probabl y rare1 y 

depleted from the local axa, in spite of the Iength of time families tended to stay in the same 

place during the summer. Extended hunting trips away from the base camp were rarely 

necessary in this season (Meyer, 1985: 304). 

Plant foods were important supplements to the diet in any season, but were most 

enjoyed in the summer, particularly in the mid-summer heat when garne could become less 

palatable (Shay, 1980:360; Winterhaider, 1978: 129) and fish were somewhat more difficult 

to catch. In the early part of summer, fresh greens and flowenng parts were harvested. By 

summer's end, the seeds, roots and &mes of m a t  edible plants were in season (Shay, 

1980:244,260), and many medicinal plants were a t  their most powerful, especially roots 

(Pettipas, 1979:42; Zieba, l9W:64). 

Well-chosen summer camps would have extensive access to the marshy shorelines, 



moist forest and recent burns favoured by many of the plants collected for food and 

medicine. These habitats are common in the boreal forest, but during the gathenngs the 

harvesting areas could be some distance [rom the camp, as very local patches would be 

quickly used up if a large group of people were regularly collecting from them over the 

sumrner. Sometimes it was necessary for other rasons to harvest plants away from the 

camp. This included those plant medicines which worked only when collected from a 

'clean' place, away from people's day to day activities, for example (Zieba, 1990:6i). 

The gathenngs were important for maintainhg social, political and spiritual ties 

among the members of the band, as well as their sense of community and group identity 

(Meyer and Thistle, 1995:406), and they were events no doubt enjoyed and anticipated by 

the people in most years. But it tvas not necessary or even practicd for dl of the families to 

remain at the gathenng site for the whole summer season, and in some times and places this 

may not have been possible. The size of the gathering would have dwindled as the weeks 

passed, smaller groups of farnilies moving on by water to other summer fishing sites (e.g. 

Meyer and T histle, l995:428). 

7.4 Fall. - 
By the end of the summer most of the gatherings had dispersed as people began to 

travel to the places where they would spend most of the fa11 hunting season in smailer 

groups of a few related nuclear farnilies (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; Rogers, 1963x7 1 ; 

1%6:29; Smith, 198 la:Zg). The fall, Li ke the spring, could be a season of extensive travel 

over the water by came, and the groups tried to reach the wintenng area before freeze-up 

forced them to abandon this convenient mode of transportation (Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 133; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135; Smith, 1981x260). 

As in the spnng, ternporaiy travel camps had to be made nightly dong the shorelines 

of the route followed. Old, familiar camps were often used when high winds did not force 

the travellers to put up on shore in less desirable places, as happened from time to time (e.g. 



Downes, 1943:35). Ideal fd l  travel camps were located near good fishing sites where the 

nets could be set nightly - such as stream mouths, rapids, and off of islands - and by berry 

patches (Martijn and Rogers, 1 x 9 :  153 ; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 132,133). 

Plant foods were prominent in the early fall; seeds, nuts, roots and bemes were al1 

mature and ready to be haivested (Shay, 1980:W). Berries were probably the most 

enjoyed plant food, and they could be preserved for use through the winter as well, so they 

could certain1 y influence peoples' choices of where to camp in this season. While 

travelling, families often stopped at recently bumed patches of forest and other places where 

the blueberries grew thick. They would also make day trips out to these places once they 

were set up at their faIl base camps. Cranbemes, saskatoons, wild chemes, currants and 

others were also picked when found (Black, 1973:75; Glover, l962:59,6O; Leighton, 

1986:26,27; Linklater, 1994535; Meyer, 1985305; Rogers and Black, 1976: 1 1 ,Z,X; Shay, 

1980:260; Winterhalder, 1978:469). 

Berry patches were often located somewhat inland. Besides tracking moose and 

other game, berry picking was one of the few activities of the warmer part of the year for 

which people would travel over land (Orecklin, 1976: 138; Tanner, 1979:29). Fortunately 

for the people, the insect plague was usually minimal by the time most bemes ripeneci in the 

late sumrner to early fall, and the recent bums and other open areas favoured by many of the 

desired bemes were relatively easy to move through, once reached. 

Visiting the berry patches could feed people in other ways. Humans were not the 

only beings attracted by the plentiful fruit. Bear were commonly found feasting in these 

places and were sometimes shot or trapped in snares or deadfalls by hunters who knew to 

expect them there (Rogers, 1%3b:41; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132). Although infrequently 

taken, bear were desirable garne in the fall, their meat rich with fat that couid be stored by the 

peuple for use in the winter and their furs were excellent for warm winter bedding 

(Anderson, 1961: 107; Boulanger, 1971:48; Knight, 1968: 11). Spruce grouse also liked to 

feed in the berry patches in the fa11 and were commonly snared there by people camping in 



the area (Williams, 1969: 105,1û6). 

By the time the Cree had begun to disperse and travel towards their fa11 camps, 

barren-ground caribou could sometimes be hunted again, as they started to migrate back 

towards their winter temtory around the end of summer, usualIy reaching the treeline by the 

end of August (Kelsall, 196864). It was at this time of year that caribou hides were at their 

best and their meat was starting to get fat again (Harper, 195557; Kelsall, 1968: 13 1). 

Because they had to cross open water in this season, their paths of travel were more 

predictable and the hunt more reliable than after the freeze-up (Gordon, L981:3). In those 

regions where they could be found, this was the best time to hunt caribou. 

Most of the barren-ground caribou remained spread out on the barrens side of the 

treeline from the time of their amval in late surnmer until the October nit. But according to 

some observers, sometime near the end of August segments of the population would herd 

up and push south into the northern forest before tuming back towards the end of 

September to return to the southern barrens for the rut (Harper, 1955: 18; Inmoto, 1982a: 15; 

Kelsall, 1%8: 107; Smith, 1978:71). In recent decades, this pre-nit southward migration has 

b e n  almost an annual occurrence in some locations (including the Nijanilini Lake region in 

northern Manitoba), but far more spondic elsewhere. The distance into the forest travelled 

by this vanguard varies but can be up to a couple hundred kilometers (Kelsall, 1968:64) and, 

in certain years, may have taken caribou into the regions occupied by the Cree (W. Pruitt, 

1998: personal communication). 'O4 

When they became aware that caribou would be passing through nearby, groups of 

hunters could wait for the herd to come to anticipated water crossings d o n g  the apparent 

migration path and ambush them there, spearing the swimming caribou from the canoes 

(Bnghtman, 19938; HBCA, B.û3/a/2:4; Orecklin, 197675). Possibly, some families would 

have travelled north into the northern transi tional forest in order to intercept this migration, 

as more recent hunters have sometimes done in the later fa11 and early winter (e.g. Mdmes, 

1913:8). 



Woodland caribou, more important closer to the Hudson Bay w a s t  (Glover, 

1%2:86,87), also undenvent some limited migrations in the early fall, travelling slightly 

northwestwards (Parker, 1972: 18) and from muskeg areas to higher ground (Banfield, 

1974385; Winterhalder, 1978:206). At this time they could have been hunted at water 

crossings like the migrating barren-ground caribou (Mason, 1967: l?), although typically in 

smaller numbers. Throughout the rest of the fall, however, the woodland caribou were more 

dispersed and behaved much like moose, and so were hunted similarly (Orecklin, 1976:75). 

Regardless of whether the caribou made an early appearance or  not, early €41 was, in 

more recent times, a time for the people to build up stores of surplus food, drying or 

freezing bemes, fish, fowl and game to Save for the freeze-up and the leaner winter season 

(Honigrnann, l956:44; Mason, 1%7:78; Orecklin, l976:73,122; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 134; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135), and similar food preservation was probably 

practiced, although probably less intensively, in the days before the fur trade.lo5 Much of 

this food would corne from harvesting the fal1 spawning runs of the whitefish and from 

b e y  picking. Migrating waterfowl and rutting moose would also be very important game 

when and where they were available (Brightman, 19938; Mason, 196728; Orecklin, 

1976:74; Pettipas, 1980:322; Rogers, l.963~7 1; Shay, 1980:26û; Tanner, 1979:20,38; 

Winterhalder, 1978:460). 

Fa11 hunting camps were thus set up in areas with access to the places where these 

plants and animals could be found. In particular, they were usuaily within a couple of 

kilometers of a good fishing site (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; Rogers, l963a:î 1; 

2963 b:47; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 133). Because many of the fali food resources could 

be quite concentrated in predictable locations, the same generd areas were frequently 

returned to each fall. The same camp sites could also be re-used if the local resources were 

not exhaus ted from previous years' harvesting (Rogers, 1 %3ê 7 1 ; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 133). 

These camps were sometimes occupied by only a few related families. At other 



times enough migrating caribou, waterfowl o r  fish would be concentrated in an area for a 

time that another, rninor gathering of band members could take place before the freeze-up 

(Linklater, l9%:9 1 ; Meyer, 1985:446; Meyer and Thistle, l995:428). In areas over which 

southbound watelfowl passed, for example, groups could come together for intensive 

waterfowl hunting in the marshy areas where the birds liked to rest and feed, (Meyer, 

1985310; Orecklin, 1976: 135). 

The geese and ducks that summered north of the boreal forest made their brief 

appearance on the lakes of no&-central Manitoba around the beginning of September (e-g. 

HBCA, B.9 l/a/3: ld). Because the fa11 migrations were so concentrated as compared to 

those of the spring (Russell, 1975422), the bountiful waterfowl hunt could be over in a 

matter of a few weeks. On Southern Indian Lake, this short period was about the only time 

of year that geese could be found in large numbers (Moffatt et al., 1973:30), and they could 

be quite localized - congregating especially at the northem end and similar locations where 

extensive grassy shoreline or marsh existed (Beilhouse, 1971:8; Hanna, 1975: 11; Webb, 

lgXA6). The local abundance of waterfowl and the assembl y of larger groups of people 

that could come together to hunt them made this another good time to have téasts, and the 

Goose Dance could again be held (Linklater, l994:g 1 ; Meyer, l98S:Z 10,446). 

Already set up near rnarsh habitat for hunting the waterfowl, those people not 

actively involved in the hunt codd take the opportunity to harvest the starchy roots of 

wetland plants such as bulrush, cat-tail, water parsnip, and yellow pond-lily (Shay, 

1980:269,270, table 15). Others could set and tend snares and deadfalls for the muskrat 

which preferred the same sorts of marshy shorelines as the waterfowl. Muska t  were most 

nurnerous and readii y trapped and hunted in the f d l  before and during the freeze-up 

(Chansler, 1968:74,78; Meyer, l985:2 13; Rogers, 1963 b:42; 19'7354; Snortiand-Coles, 

1979: 103; Winterhalder, 19'78:Z 1,405). 

While after waterfowl in the wetlands, hunters also sometimes had the chance to take 

moose (Winterhalder, 1978:46Q. As with the caribou., the f d l  pend before freeze-up was 



the best time to hunt rnmse; their hides were in g m d  condition, and they were at their 

fattest. The extra fat was put on for the ni t  which typically lasted from around mid- 

Septernber to mid-October (Orecklin, 1976:74; Peterson, 1955:93,98). During the rut, 

rnoose were l e s  wluy than at other times, and more vocal, making it easier to locate them. Tt 

was also the only time that they could be lured out by people imitating their calls or by 

rattling antlers or branches to mimic the sound of fighting bulls (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

1989:272; Orecklin, 1976:74; Rogers, 1 x 3  b:4;  Winterhalder, 1 W8:330732 1). 

The hunters could came dong the shorelines, listening and watching for the moose. 

Moose came to the shdlow waters to feed on aquatic plants in the fall just as they did in the 

spring and summer, and once a moose was heard or  seen, the hunters could wait at the shore 

near that spot and call the animal out from the bush into the open where they could shoot i t 

(Orecklin, 19'7674; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Winterhalder, lW8:3 1 2 3  13,321). In 

some cases, hunters would track moose inland after hearing thern call or finding fresh tracks 

(Brumbach and Jarvenpa, l989:272), but in this season they again more often j ust waited 

for the animais to corne to them. 

Where moose were more abundant in this season, they could provide plenty of' meat, 

hide, sinew, antler and bone for the people to use for food and raw matenais. The moose 

hunt could be quite intensive during the rut (Bnghtman, 19938; Orecklin, 1976:74) and 

special rnoose hunting camps were often established if the earlier fa11 base camp was not 

already in preferred moose habitat. At these camps, the meat of the butchered moose could 

be cut into strips and dried and the hides processed into both rawhide and tanned leathers 

(Meyer, 1985309; Rogers, l963b:Zl ,m. 
The most predictable and dependable animal food source in the fall, however, was 

the spawning whitefish. These desirable fish usually began to migrate around the middle or 

end of September, congregating mos tly off of rocky islands and reefs or over other 

shallows wi th rock, grave1 or sand bottoms. In some locations, including the northeast end 

of Southem Indian Lake, the whitefish wodd continue on out of the lakes to spawn over 



shallow, clean-bottomed sections of streams - commonly at rapids (Knight, 1%8: 14,15; 

Peristy, 1989:88; Rogers and Biack, 1976:6; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 133 ; Weagle and 

Baxter, 1!373:65; Williams, 1969: 122; Winterhalder, 1978:254). 

The fdl spawning runs, in general, were even more concentrated and of shorter 

duration than those in the spnng, lasting weeks rather than months. 1 n order to take bes t 

advantage of the wealth of whitefish available for this short time, m a s  harvesting was 

important, as was the CO-operation of several families gathered at a fishery (Cleland, 

1983775). This would d low the women to concentrate on cleaning, splitting and drying the 

often large catches while the men tended the nets or weirs. 

Gill nets were often set around the islands and reefs, while both nets and especially 

weirs could be set in the s hallow waters at s trearn mouths and across rapids ( Oreclclin, 

lW6:7 1 ; Peris ty, l989:88; Rogers, l963a: 69; Rogers and Black, 1976:6; Rogers and 

Rogers, 1959: 134). Both of these technologies were effective for taking large numbers of 

migrating fish in a short Ume (Rostlund, 1952:81789, 10 1; Smith, 1978:72), making the time 

spent in their construction well worth the effort for anyone regularly involved in fishing the 

spawning runs. Because of the potentially large catches, nets had to be checked daily 

(Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 134) and weirs had to be cleared out several times a day (Meyer, 

1985213). 

Although las  commonly than whitefish, other fa11 spawners like lake trout and cisco 

could also be taken in nets and weirs while they migrated towards the offshore shoals of 

islands and reefs, or at the mouths and rapids of tributaries (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 134; 

Williams, 1969: 124). Most other fish also becarne more mobile and approached the 

shallower waters with the end of the surnmer heat. Many of the sprhg spawners could thus 

be taken again in the fall, if not so reliably as in the spnng. Jackfish, for exarnple, were 

often caught in nets set for the whitefish (Glover, 196293; Knight, 1%8: 14), and suckers 

sometimes got caught in the weirs set up across shallow streams (Rogers and Black, 

19766). Even the reclusive sturgeon could be taken again in the fall, in the nets or  weirs, or  



with spears, as they came again into near-shore waters (Holzkarnm et al., 199 1: 123). 

Sometime not long before freeze-up, the farnilies would often disperse again, 

travelling by canoe to the places where they would set up their early winter camps at which 

they could wai t out the freeze-up if they were not already a t  suitable sites (Rogers, 

1963b:48; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135). On anival, families set up their base camps and 

spent much of the following days to weeks collecting and preparing materiais and items that 

they would need for the winter, retrievhg items cached in the spring if these were nearby. 

The lodges were set up, fresh spmce boughs laid down on the floors, and the hearths made. 

Other camp structures like drying racks, hide stretching frames and caches were built, 

snares set around the camp for hare and other small game, and plenty of firewood collected. 

Once the waters began to freeze, the cames and paddles could be stored away, as could any 

other summer equipment no longer needed (Rogers, 1%3b:48; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 135). 

In addition to the stores of food and firewood, plant materials which could not be 

collected easily after the freeze were also gathered up in large amounts at this tirne for the 

winter. For example, women w o d d  collect sphagnum mosses from the edges of nearby 

muskeg patches. Hung to dry from tree branches or drying racks, the moss became very 

light and would keep until needed or until it had to be carried away to the next camp 

(Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 15; Leighton, 198650). 

This was also the last reIatively easy time to collect clay and make pottery, an activity 

w hich became increasingly difficul t as temperatures dropped (Syms, l977:29,63 ; Wood, 

198327). Mining cobbles from riverbeds and other Stone from outcrop for making tools 

would d s o  become more difficult after the ice and snows returned (Syms, 1977:27). Good 

lithic materials were probably collected throughout the warmer seasons and carrieci dong or 

cached away, sometimes already roughed out into tool pre-forms, to be finished as they 

were needed. 



Presentl y, the fall freeze-up of the lakes and rivers occurs in the Southem Indian 

Lake region between roughly mid-October to mid-Novemtier in most years. The rivers take 

a couple weeks longer to reach a safe thickness for travel than do the lakes, and in some 

locations of faster water, the ice may not freeze at al1 (Cleugh, 1974: 19; P e ~ e r ,  

1 Sr74:4,7,8O). While i t was possible to travel over the rivers by came for sorne time after the 

beginning of the freeze-up, breaking up thïn ice wi th the paddles (e-g. T yrrell, 1934: lm, 
the ice wodd soon become too difficult to canoe through, while remaining too thin to walk 

over. Travel could continue over land on foot, but waiking through bush was rarely easy in 

the boreal forest. and no major water crossings could be safely made (Rogers and Smith, 

1981: 135; Tyrrell, 1934 187). It was better to be at the late falllearly winter camps ahead of 

the freeze-up, and most farnilies tned to do this. 

With travel iimited for a number of weeks during the freeze-up, collecting, hunting, 

trapping and fishing activities were limited to those which could be carrieci out in the more 

immediate surroundings of the camp (Gardner, 198 1: 10; Meyer, 1985200; Pettipas, 

1980: 185; Rogers and Black, 197629; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 13 1 ; Winterhalder, 

1978: 19). As during the break-up, it was important to have a good store of preserved 1-omis 

and firewood at this time, and preferably to be in locations with sufficient local resources 

present (Rogers and Black, 19'3529). Islands were probabl y not advisable places to camp 

during these periods of unsafe ice. 

The fa11 spawning runs were dwindling around this time but could still be 

productively fished wherever the water remained open or the ice had already become thick 

enough to walk on (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 147). Beaver and muskrat were aIso 

frequently taken in the fa11 around the time of the freeze-up, in deadf'alls and snares, so i t 

was good to make the late fdllearly winter base camps near the beaver lodges and the 

muskrat marshes (Snortland-Coles, 1979: 103 ; Winterhdder, 1978:430). 

Towards the end of freeze-up, the last of the whitefish and other fdl  spawners were 



returning to the deeper parts of the lakes. By the month of November, nets could be set 

under the ice on the lakes to continue catching these fish (HBCA, B.911a13:M; Williams, 

1969: 122). B y this time, fish and other foods could simpl y be frozen and cached, so that 

less time and effort had to be put into the preservation of any surplus than during the 

wanner seasons. 

As before the freeze-up, this continued to be a good time to capture small garne 

around the camp. It  was an easy time to snare hare in their preferred habitats, as the hue 

were very numerous and active at this tirne of year, and their runways were qui te visible in 

the new snows (Rogers and Black, 1976: 10; Winterhalder, 1978:378,379). 

This was also about the best t h e  of year to hunt beaver and muskrat. Their meat 

was fat and their furs of fine quality, and they could be predictably found inside of their 

houses which were just beginning to get iced over. After setting nets or snares across any 

escape routes from the houses, hunters could break into the tops of the lodges with axes or 

adzes and then club or spear the animals inside (Brightman, 19939; Jarvenpa, 1980: 112; 

Meyer, l985:2 13; Snortland-Coles, 1979: 103). Although hard work, the retums were at 

Ieast reliable. 

Large garne was less reliable at this time. With the freeze-up, moose tended to move 

farther into the bush and spent less time dong the shoreline (Snortland-Coles, 1979: 103). 

They had to be tracked, and having sensitive hearing, the rnoose were diffïcult to get close 

enough to for the kill except on blustery days when the wind would mask the sound of the 

hunter's movements (Boulanger, 1971:51). The late fa11 and early winter could accordingly 

be a difficult time to find and capture moose and the similarly behaving woodland caribou. 

In contrast, the barren-ground caribou could be quite important during the weeks 

after the Ireeze-up. Al though i t was the initial movement of the herds across the treeline in 

the earlier fa11 season which was most effectively harvested, k i n g  the time that they could be 

ambushed at the open water crossings (Gordon, 1981:3) and a time at which they were quite 

concentmted (Harper, 1955: 19), this vanguard did not often travel farther south than the 



northern parts of the transitionai forest (Irirnoto, 1981a: 15; Smith, 1978:71). It was the 

second migration, normal1 y following the first good snow (Irimoto, 198 la: 15; Kelsall, 

1968: 171 ; Smith, 1978:71), when the Cree would have had the most opportunity to hunt 

southward migrating barren-ground caribou. 

In those years that the migrating caribou made an appearance in a region accessible 

to Cree (probabl y rarely before freeze-up) ,'O6 the families in those areas could move to 

intercept the anirnals at a place dong  their apparent or anticipated path. Families may also 

have travelied northwards in the falI or early winter in anticipation of this caribou hunt 

(McInnes, 191323). In the Southern Indian Lake region, for example, it has been suggested 

that families could have gathered together at the northeast end of the lake to harvest the 

spawning whitefish that were su concentrated there in that season. and to wait for the barren- 

ground caribou which often passed through that area (Wood, 1983:79). In some years this 

may have occurred earl y enough to allow these families to hunt migrating caribou at open 

water from canoes, but often they would have more likely k e n  hunting caribou over ice or 

on land. 

7.5 Winter. 

As the cold set in and the snows deepened, mos t of the creatures of the northern 

lakes and forests would disperse for the winter, and so would rnost of the Cree people 

(Steegman, 1983255). Aside from those larger groups which could remain together for 

weeks to rnonths following an exceptionally good hunt or harvest (Bnghtman, 1993: 10; 

Helm and Lxacock, 1971 :347; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:98; Wood, 1983:78), families were 

spread out fairly widely over the wintering places. Typically, a few related farnilies would 

spend rnuch of the winter together making up a more or less isolated group. 'O7 

These farnilies faced moving camp several times over the course of a winter. With 

the scattering of game, local Food resources around the camps could be exhausted more 

quickly and people had to travel farther and farther in order to find what they needed 



(Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 152; Rogers, 196629; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 135,137; Rogers 

and Taylor, 1981:232; Tanner, 197973; Williams, 1 x 9 :  171). In the winter months, with 

the cold and the Iack of came travel, hunters preferred to search out their game within a few 

kilometers of camp whenever possible (Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 135,137; Tanner, 1979:73). 

Temporary camps could be set up farther out frorn which they couid take fish and game if 

this was more than a day' s distance away from the base camp (Norman, 1982: 15; Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 137). At some point, however, necessities like firewood and the srnaIl 

game that sustained families while the hunters were away would also be used up locaily, and 

at least a short camp move would have to be made. 

Winter travel was made on foot, with the aid of toboggans and snowshoes once the 

snow becarne deep enough. The joumeys were made mastly over the ice of frozen rivers, 

streams and lakes, these still k i n g  the most convenient travel routes for the Cree, although 

people could also walk over land with less trouble in this season; the muskeg areas were 

frozen in the winter and, k i n g  only sparsely treed, were retatively passable (Brown, 

1986213; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; Fiddler, 1985: 106,109; Hanks, l983:35 1 ; 

Honigmann, 195652; 1981:SSl; Ives, 1982: 110; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 126; Orecklin, 

1976:34; Tanner, l979:2938). Even when frozen, though, the rough, uneven surface couid 

make travel across muskeg quite tiring (Boulanger, 1971: 15). 

The larger nvers and comecting lakes that made up the major travel routes through 

b o r d  regions could be important in any season, but winter travel often took people down 

the smaller rivers and streams to the 'inland' lakes as well. In warmer winters, these may 

have been even more important for travel, as the faster nvers did not always freeze very solid 

and wouId require many overland portages in order to get around weak or  open spots 

(Tanner, 1979:38,40). With the ground frozen, it was also easier to make long portages 

between M e s  or neighbouring rivers in the winter (Tanner, 1979:38). 

Winter travel nas made slowly, especially when whole families were travelling 

together, as for camp moves. The cold could quickly take its toii on energy levels, and stops 



had to be made frequently. A fire would be made, and the people could eat and drink a linle 

while warming up and taking their rest. Travel was also restricted, w hen possible, to the 

warmer, brighter parts of the day (Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:87; Rogers, 1963b:a;  Rogers 

and Rogers, 1959: 136; Steegman, 1983:257). Winter travel camps would be considerably 

closer together than those used in the spring through faIl as a result and would often be 

struck at almost any suitable site dong the route and out of the wind. People were not so 

likel y to look for old camps as they were in other seasons (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: l m ) ,  

but sites were probably still re-used when convenient. 

On arriving at a new camp, some ground was cleared and the tents were set up out of 

the wind and lined with spruce boughs collected from around the site. Firewood was found 

and the hearths made. Fish nets were set under the ice whenever this was practicai, often 

quite close to the camp, and snares were placed around the camp area for small game 

(Rogers, 1963 b:5 1 ; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136). Huge amounts of' firewood could be 

used during the winter months, and much time and energy went into gathering dry wood 

lrom the bush around the camp on an dmost daily basis (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; 

Orecklin. 19'7666; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135,136; Tanner, 1979:60). 

Water in the winter was less imrnediately accessible than during warmer months, but 

snow and ice could easily enough be melted over a fire in clay pots, watertight bark baskets, 

or bags made from animal stomachs, bladders or hides. It was also possible for people to 

take water from hofes made in the ice, from springs, or from other sites of open water 

(Glover, 196236: Honigmann, 1956:40; Irimoto, 198 la: 109; Rogers, lWW5).  L08 

More time was spent in the camp in the winter than in other seasons, especially 

during the coldest months when frigid winds could sometimes keep people from venturing 

outdoors very much for many days at a time (Rogers and Rogers, 1959:60; Smith, 

1981x260)- There was work to be kept busy with in camp, however. At the beginning of 

winter, before the snows becarne deep, the toboggans and snowshoes had to be made if they 

had not been retrieved from caches where they were left some previous spring (HBCA, 



B.91/a/3:6). Fish nets were regularly in need of repair. Tools and household items could 

be repaired, or  newly made, from materials collecteci when and where they had been 

availabIe, sometimes months earlier. New hides and pelts could be prepared. Mocc;isins, 

mittens and other items of clothing were made, decorated and mended. The hearth fire was 

kept burning. By mid-winter, outdoor activities couId be so restrïcted that boredom could 

quickly set in. Gaming and story telling would have filled many winter days and evenings. 

The stories, which were meant to teach as much as entertain, were in some cases specificaily 

reserved for the winter months (Mason, 1967: 59; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135,136; Smith, 

198 la:%û). 

Throughout much of the winter, however, it was possible to go out from the camp to 

hunt, trap, fish, and to harvest what plant matends remained available. Preserved foods were 

also relied on fairly heaviIy in this season, but large enough stores to last al1 winter long 

were not norrnally accumulated (Brigh tman, 1993246; Mason, 1976: 12). 

Wherever it was available, large game hunting was considered to be the most 

important subsistence activity of the winter, including the earlier months (Meyer and Thistle, 

1995427; Pettipas, 1980: 197; Smith, 1981x260; Tanner, 1979:S 1). Moose, woodland 

caribou, barren-ground caribou, and bear were al1 winter residenis of the northern forests 

and where they were abundant, people could live reasonably well, able to live for up to 

several weeks off the fiesh of a good sized animal. 

In those parts of the Cree territories where they wintered, such as around Reindeer 

Lake and sometimes Southem Indian ~ a k e , " ~  barren-ground caribou could be the most 

important winter game (Mallory, l975:3 ; Smith, 1975: 178), al though they were most easily 

taken in large numbers during their migrations. Once in their wintering range, caribou tend 

to disperse and spend rnost of their time in small groups feeding inland dong the shorelines 

in climax spruce or pine forest areas and resting out on the ice (Banfield, 1974:4; Harper, 

19554; Heffley, 1981: 134; Irimoto, 1981a:39; Kelsall, 1968: 133; Pnlltt, 1960: 1997; 



196792; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 132). Having reached their winter range, caribou slow 

their movements significantly, travelling continuously, but only a little farther each day to 

feed in untrampled parts of the forest adjacent to the frozen water body on which they 

rested. This gradual shifting of feeding places could eventually take the caribou on  to a new 

water body, but commonly a group of caribou could be expected to remüin in the same 

general area for a rnonth or  more (B urch, 199 1 :442; Kelsail, 1968:68,69; Pruï tt, 1960: 19). 

It was occasionally possible for people to herd these smaller aggregations of caribou 

through minor drive Ianes constructed out on the ice in order to hunt them communally as 

they more often did during the migrations (Honigrnann, 195635). This would have been 

especially useful in the earlier winter months, when caribou moved easily through the still 

shailow snow and eluded most hunters. However, several families working in CO-operation 

were needed for such a hunt, and the effort of constructing drive lanes was probably only 

worthwhile when a good sized group of caribou were present. 

As the winter progressed and the snow accurnulated, the caribou dispersed even 

more. Because they have considerable trouble moving through deep snow it would have 

aiso becorne easier tor  hunters on snowshoes to track single animais inland and drive them 

into the deeper snows. There, they could be quickly tired out and shot at close range. This 

method was weil-suited to hunting the more so1im-y woodland caribou found in the more 

open uplands as well (Honigrnann, 193335; Mason, 1967: 12; Rogers and Smith, 

1931: 132). 

Moose take to the shelter of the trees in the winter, retreating farther into the bush 

than in other seasons (Snortland-Coles, 1979: 103) and hunters would have searched for 

them inland (Boulanger, 197151; Honigmann, 195635). In the early part of winter, moose, 

like the caribou, could still evade hunters, so  the hunt at this time was not very reliable 

(Tanner, l979:2O). 

Before long, however, the snows would be deep enough to force the moose to 

concentrate in areas of lesser snow accumulation where they could keep the snow tramped 



down. This predictable behavior made the moose fairly easy to locate, and they could then 

be driven out into deeper snows which slowed their fiight This was a good time to hunt 

rnoose and they urere important game for the Cree in the winter (Brightman, 1993:8; Feit, 

1987:77; Orecklin, 1976:74; Rogers, 1%3b:4û; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Rogers and 

Taylor, 198 122).  

Bear could be hunted in the winter. They were sought out in their dens, often made 

beneath deadfall trees, and were often found by the dogs. They could be killed there wi th 

clubs, axes or spears. Bear meat was good and was fat through rnuch of the winter, but 

especiall y in the earlier months (Brightman, 1993:8; Hearne, 197 1 [l795] :37 1 ; Rogers, 

1%3b:41; 1973:40; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Williams, 196928). 

Large game, however desirable, was not aiways available and Cree families often had 

to fall back on altemate resources dunng the winter months. Small game animals and birds 

could becorne staples in the winter diet and camps were best located wi th access to the 

preferred winter habitats of these species (Drage, 1982:2 1 ; Gillespie, 198 la: 18; Hanks, 

1982: 1 1 1; HBCA, B.91/a/3: 10,ll; Rich, 1952303 1). 

In the early winter, mtlëd grouse were quite abundant in the torest and were often 

found feeding in the willows and poplars dong shorelines where they could be snared or 

shot (Drage, 198222; Glover, 19623 1). Other game birds - spruce grouse and ptarmigan - 

were also hunted throughout the winter (Glover, 1%2:3 1). 

Hare were most abundant at the beginning of winter and many could be taken in 

snares set across their very visible runways through the snow, usually within a couple 

kilometers from camp. They were often found in places where they could feed on 

deciduous browse: in the open, mixed-jack pine forest cornmon on sandy ridges, in aspen 

and poplar groves dong shorelines, and out around the edges of the frozen muskeg where 

willow were plentiful (Bmmbach and Jarvenpa, 1997:424; Drage, 198222; Meyer, 

1985: 219; Rogers and Black, 1976: 10). When setting snares for hare, a person would often 

walk a circuit around or near the camp, starting at the shoreline and setting snares wherever 



they encountered a hare runway dong the circuit (Rogers, 1963b:42). 

Other small game was probabl y important in the winter as well. Porcupine, for 

example, could be qui te effective1 y killed wi th a club when found on the ground in the jack 

pine and mixed forest stands that they favoured in the wintertime (Bdield,  19'74233-236; 

Enmoto, 1981a: 103; Rogers and Smith, 1981:133; Williams, 1969:B). Lynx were more 

difficult to get, but were eaten when they could be trapped in snares and deadfalls set in the 

wooded lowlands and anywhere that hare were found (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 199295; 

Fei t, 1%9: 1 10; Glover, 1%2:69; Knight, 1968: 16; Rogers, l%3 b:42; Williams, 1%9:22). 

Otter, taken mostly in the winter months (Rogers, 1%3b:41), could sometimes be snared or 

trapped at their cross-over places where they travelled over land to cut off a large bend in a 

river o r  stream (Chansler, 1968: 128). They were also predictably found around those falls 

and rapids which remained open through the winter (Heame, 197 1 [179SJ:374,375). 

Until the fur trade, few furbearers were apparently of any great importance to the 

Cree. In years when more paiatable game was scarce, however, people would probably have 

more actively tried to hunt and trap almost any edible animal, including wolves, weasels and 

squirrels which were often considered to be starvation t'oods (e-g. Honigmann, 195641; 

S teegman, 1983252; Williams, 196920). But of d l  the furbearers that even tua11 y became 

important for their pelts, only the beaver was much emphasized traditionally, valued for its 

meat and for its fur (Drage, 198221; Helm et al.. 1981: 151). 

Because they could be predictably found in their houses dong the poplar shorelines 

of ponds and tributary s treams, often in the same locations year after year, beaver could be 

arnong the most reliable winter game (Tanner, 1979:20). Finding and breaking into the 

frozen houses with axes o r  simiiar tools and taking the beaver from inside, though labour- 

intensive, was not too difficult at the beginning of winter, when the ice was still thin and the 

snow not too deep (Rogers and Black, 1976: 1 1). As the ice grew thicker, however, this 

became progressively more work, and huntee p r e f e ~ e d  to go after large game instead 

(Brigl~tman, 1993:342), so that beaver were mostly taken in the earlier winter. 



Fish could also be a staple f d  in some winters (Pettipas, 19ûO: 197; Tanner, 

1 W9:2 1 ), although fishing through the ice was more difficult and generally l e s  productive 

than fishing in the warmer months (Honigmann, 195637; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 126)- 

The larger, deeper lakes tended to have the best winter fisheries, most of the desired fish 

prefemng to disperse through the deep waters in the wintertime (Glover, 1%2:60,62,94; 

Meyer and Thistle, 1995427; Rogers and Black, 1976:6; Williams, 1969: 122). Still, people 

were able to successfully get some fish from rivers and deeper streams (roughly 5 m or  

deeper) as well (Rich, 1949: 167; Winterhalder, 1978:352). 

Whitefish could be caught in nets set at severai meters depth beneath the ice of 

deeper lakes (Glover, 196260; Williams, 1969: 122). The nets could be set wherever the 

fish becarne naturally concentrated by the currents, as whitefish had no particular prefened 

habitat for the winter other than that they be in deep Iakes (D. Bodaly, lm personal 

communication). Similarly, Iake trout could be caught mainly in the deep lakes. Baited 

bone hooks were used to take trout (Rogers and Black, 1976:6; Williams, 1969: 119) as well 

as other predatory fish, including jackîïsh, pickerel and burbot (Rogers and Black, 1976:7). 

Although weir use was nomally limited to open-water seasons, they were also used by 

some groups (e-g. the Cree-Ojibwe of the Hudson Bay Lowlands) to take fish from rivers 

and streams even during the winter. Rather than ending in a fish trap, winter weirs - 

constructed in areas of fast water - led to a rarnp which was constructed to lead up ont0 the 

surface of the ice, where a hole would be cut. In contrast to open-water weirs with traps 

from which fish could not readily escape, these winter weirs had to be attended constantly. 

This way, the fisherman could drag the fish up ont0 the ice from the ramp with a hook or 

net before the fish could swim away (Lister, 1988:75). 

The cold waters kept caught fish from spoiling so that nets, if used, had to be 

checked only sporadicdly (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135; Winterhalder, 1978:353). In 

spite of this, winter fish nets were often set much closer to the camps than summer nets 

commonly were (Winterhalder, 1918:353). People did not like to have to tmvel too far from 



camp in the colder months (Rogers and Srni th, 198 1: 133, and wi th the regular camp moves 

of winter, there was little reason to wony that the local fishery would be exhausted during 

their stay. 

Because ice thickness could be a determining factor in where people could fish 

(Hanks, 1982352; Lis ter, l999), winter fishing si tes were often places of fas ter waters, li ke 

lake narrows and river and Stream channels, possibly below rapids, the base of Mls, and 

stream confluences. Sorne of these places might remain open al1 winter (Orecklin, 1976:73; 

Winterhalder, 1978:353). Conveniently, many of these are the same places as those at 

which fish get concentrated naturally at any time of year (D. Bodaly, 1997: personai 

communication). Care had to be taken around thin or  weak ice. 

The mid-winter was typically a very hard season. The months of Jmuary and 

February were often bitterly cold with strong northwest winds, making it hazardous to l a v e  

the camp and its ready shelter. A huge amount of firewood could be used during these 

coldest months of the year (Orecklin, 1976:66). This happened to coincide with a time that 

the distance from camp that people were wiIIing to travel for fuel and food was shrinking 

with the cold. Dry brush for firewood, srnall game and other I d i z e d  resources were 

accordingly quite quickly exhausted in the camp areas. In response, camp moves had to be 

made even more frequently than during the earlier winter (Rogers, 1963x7 1 ; Tanner, 

lW9:4û,73), and these moves were made j ust as slow1 y and carefull y, movement probabl y 

restricted to the mid-day hours. 

The hare and other smail game that could normdly be caught around the camp 

became scarce; those animals that had survived the winter so far could not be snared or 

trapped in any great number because they too holed up against the cold at this time (Glover, 

196230; Rogers and Black, 1976: 10; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136; Rogers and Smith, 

1981: 135). Fishing similarly became increasingly unproductive as the fish took to the 

deeper waters and became less mobile, and the thickening ice made i t  so difficult that the 



people would nomally give up on ice fishing for this p e n d  (Glover, 1962130; HBCA, 

B.9 l/aB; Orecklin, 1976:66). 

With the difficulty of catching smdl game and fish, hunters focussed on getting 

larger garne whenever they ventured away from the camp (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136; 

Smith, 1975: 180) , but would generally take whatever they could get opportunistidly as 

well. Both moose and caribou are said to become easier to catch as winter wears on because 

the steadily accumulating snow makes them more predictable and slows them down 

(Brightman, 1993:8; Feit, 1981:77; Orecklin, 1976:74; Rogers and Black, 1976: 10; Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 132,135; Rogers and Taylor, 1981232; Tanner, 1979:20). When 

conditions were nght for a productive moose or caribou hunt. a number of families could 

stay together for some time, even in this season (Brightman, 1993: 10,11; Martijn and 

Rogers, 1969: 98; Wood, 198378). 

Like most of the forest creatures, however, large game tended to become more scarce 

over the winter, especially during long or othenvise hard winters. In these years, many 

animais succumbed to hunger, predation or disease. Those which remained were far leaner 

than at the beginning of the winter. The deep snows which made it easier to catch moose 

and caribou also made it harder for them to get their own food (Brightman, 1989: 150; 

Driver, 1990: 14; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 135). 

For these reasons, mid-winter could be a p e n d  marked by a certain arnount of Food 

shortage. Even those foods which had been preserved in the fall to see people through 

leaner seasons were nonnall y used up well before this t ine  (B rightman, 1993:246; Orecklin, 

1976:66). Famine l a d s  could in some years be al1 that kept a family from starving. It is 

no wonder that stories of the Witiko and other cannibaiistic creatures were set rnostl y in the 

winter season (e.g. Brightman, 1989: 125; Downes, 1943:38; Ray and Stevens, 1971: 127). 

Around the month of March, the worst of the winter had relented and daytime 

temperatures began to warm slightly again. The fish and small game grew gradually more 

active, and it becarne easier for people to go out to hunt the scattered but vulnerable moose 



and other large game (Pettipas, 1980: 185; Rich, 1952:39; Smith, 1981x260). This could 

sustain the families while they waited for the migrations of the caribou, waterfowl and fish 

that marked the renewai of spring bounty, when the whole cycte would begin again. 



S. DEKÉ SEASONAL LAND USE IN THE BOREAL FOREST (LATE WOODLAND: 

C. 1300-350 B.P.). 

8.1 Introduction. 

The ancestors of the Rock Cree made the bored forest their home, and they were 

year-round residents of thi s familiar territory. In contrast, the Edthen-eldeli Dené were unû 1 

recently only seasonal users of the boreal forest. These people travelled back and forth 

between the southem barrens and the northwestem transitional forest like the migratory 

barren-ground caribou which were so central to their lives. They were only regularly south 

of the treeline during those months in which the caribou also took to the woodlands - 

usually from about November to May (Smith, 198 1 b:276). These months were probabiy 

only occasionally spent in the fui1 boreal forest regions prefemed by the Cree, as the barren- 

ground caribou normalIy wintered in the more open lichen-woodlands of the transitiond 

forest to the north (Hearne, 1971 [17953:80; Smith, 1981c: 136). 

Over the past 1500 or more years that the Caribou-Eaters have been the northern 

neighbours of the Cree and their ances tors, the treeline has shi fted north and south wi th 

penodic fluctuations in the climate. For some generations this would mean that the tarest 

fringe, the transi tional forest, and the barren-ground caribou would al1 be even farther north 

than they are today. At other tirnes, a cooling climate would bnng them farther south so that 

from time to time the Den6 may have been making regular use of parts of north-central 

Manitoba which in more recent times they only occasionally visited. 

Because these people have sometimes k e n  regular visitors to this region, the ways 

in which they lived, where they travelled and how they related to the land and its resources 

with the changes of the seasons are as important to understanding the archaeology of north- 

central Manitoba as are the corresponding seasonaI rounds of the postcontact Cree and their 

predecessors. Al1 peoples of the subarctic regions seem to share some common ways of 

living and using the land around them, and this is what allows writers to generalize about 

'subarctic adaptations'. But there were differences as well: in their economic focusses, in 



their patterns of movement and modes of travel, in how they related to their neighbours, in 

how they saw their worlds. As a result, different peoples' patterns of land use and the ways 

in which they are reflected in the archaeological record should be similar in some ways, 

different in others. 1 n the following section, some of these similari ties and differences 

should be apparent as a generalized seasonal round of the pre-fur trade Dené is presented 

for cornparison to that aiready discussed for the Cree. 

8.2 Spring. 

The coming of spring brought the promise of easier times for most people in the 

subarctic. In the forest it meant that the harsh cold would soon be giving way to warmer 

days and that most of the diverse species of animals and plants sought by the Cree for food 

would becorne once again more abundant and, in certain cases, easier to harvest. For the 

Dené, the earliest months of spring d s o  hemlded one specific event of considerable 

importance; it was the time that the barren-ground caribou began to gather together and start 

their northwards migration back to their calving grounds on the tundra, meaning families 

would have to make preparations for their own moves out of the forest and for the caribou 

hunts along the way (e.g. Hearne, 197 1 [1795]:86-88). ' 'O 

The caribou began to herd up as early as February or March, and the animais would 

drift towards the path of their migration. Often by mid to Iate April, stilf ahead of the break- 

up, a rapid and quite direct migration to the barrens was undenvay (Kelsall, 1968: 106, 

109,110,138). Parts of the herds normally reached the treeline by the first week of May 

(Kelsall, 1%8: 138,139), well ahead of the completion of break-up in the northern forest, and 

the pregnant cows would be well out on the barrens before the caives were bom in early 

June (Burch, 199 l:442; Kelsall, 1968: 106,110). The bulls, who ranged farther south into 

the forest during the winters, followed behind (Gordon, 197572; Kelsall, 1968: 106; Smith, 

1978:71,83). 



The timing of the beginaing of the migration and the actuai path taken by any 

aggregate of mi bou could vary from year to year and were not very predictable (B urc h, 

1972364; Hearne, 1971 [1795'l:û6-87; Erimoto, 1981a: 15; Kelsall, 196R lM, 108). In order 

to keep more infomed of  the Location and movements of the herds without having to keep 

up with the nornadic caribou day and night, the Edthen-eldili Den6 had long ago leamed to 

maintain a nehvork of communication between dispersed neighbouring groups through 

frequent visiting and/or through the use of smoky fires and other signals (Blondin, 199052; 

Burch, 1991:443; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997:37; Sharp, 1977:36; Smith, 

1978:82,83; 1981b:276,281). Informed in this way, families which had spent the winter 

dispersed through the northem forest could corne together in larger groups again when the 

caribou were observed gathering. They then could head north towards the treeline with the 

migration in the early spring, along the observed or anticipated path of the caribou (Blondin, 

1990:80; Burch, 199 l:442).' " Dené could kill the most caribou when the herds kept to 

regular migration paths, enabling the hunters to predict their routes and to construct drive 

lanes and corrals ahead of them. However, even when the caribou were acting Iess 

predictably, Den6 could often still get plenty of meat just by opportunistically hunting the 

scattered groups of caribou that they met along the way north in the spring ( e g  Hearne, 

197 1 [l793 186-87). 

Den6 families made the journey from their winter camps to the barrens on foot, 

using toboggans of wood or  caribou hide and snowshoes to move over the snow and ice 

(Birket-Smi th, 1930:40; Smith, 1982: 12; VanStone, 197426). in  contrast to the Cree, who 

tended to follow dong rivers and lakes, only occasionally crossing between them, the Dené 

more often walked over land frorn water body to water body (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

2989: 120; Downes, 1943: 114; Hanks and Winter, 199151; Heame, 1971 [1795]:327; 

Helm, 1988:S; Tyrrell, 1934:417; Warkentin and Ruggles, 1970:90,91).L12 

North-south trending eskers and similar high ndges made good cross-country 

pathways, k i n g  qui te open, level-surfaced and well draineci, and the Dené favoured these for 



walking over when they were available (Irimoto, 1981x90; Nash, 19'7525; Petch, 1997a; 

1997b:67). These were preferred even in the colder seasons when the muskeg that 

dominates most of the inland areas of the transitional zone is frozen and thus passable. 

Frozen muskeg could be travelled over, but it could be rough going, and the relative lack of 

firewood in extensive rnuskeg areas made them undesirable places to camp (Glover, 

1963: 113). 

While travelling, a travel camp had to be set up each night and the usual camp- 

related activities canïed out as at any other time of year: firewood had to be gathered and 

cut, a fire was made, water was found or melted down from snow or ice, the tents were set 

up and spruce boughs laid down for the f lmr when these were available, and me& were 

prepared and eaten (Irimoto, 1981a: 109). Free hours a t  camp were probably also filled with 

making and repairing equipment that would be needed for the spring season, including but 

not Iimited to, arrows, spears, snare line, fish nets, baskets and knives. 

Time was taken out from travel when the groups came to places in the northern 

forest where they could gather plant materials such as birch bark that were not so readily 

available on the barrens. Similariy, bave1 halted temporarily when the people came to places 

where they could fish or hunt caribou for a few hours or days to replenish their suppl y of 

food (Burch, 1991:442; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:88,91,230,281). 

By the early spnng, the fish which had been difficult to catch during the coldest part 

of the winter were becoming more active again (HBCA, B -9 l/a& M), so that while travelling 

or while wai ting for caribou, families could fish for their food as necessary, mostly angling 

for whitefish, trout and jack. The Dené more often angled for fish rather than using nets 

when fishing through the ice (Birket-Smith, 1930:28; Hearne, 1971 11793: 15,16; Smith, 

198 1 b:28l; Tyrrell, l934:525), and the catch probabl y had to be supplemented by other 

game. 



Supplementing the fish and any preserved caribou meat that remained from the 

previous hunt, small game could be snared or hunted around the camp areas. Dené often 

took at least minor amounts of small game including porcupine, hare, ptarmigan and grouse. 

While still in the forest they may also have hunted lynx, otter, beaver and muskrat when 

these were available (Birket-Smith, 1930: 18; Blondin, 199727; Heffley, 1981: 13 1; Irimoto, 

1981~ 103; Smith, 19825.9). Moose were usually ignored when caribou were nearby 

(VanStone, l974:24), but even they could be hunted by Dené in the early spring by hunters 

who chased them into deep, crusted snow or caught them up in snares placed across the 

large game trails (Blondin, 1997:20; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:283,284; Irimoto, 198 laAl ; 

Smith, 1982: 17). None of these species assumed more than marginal importance so long as 

there were caribou to be hunted, however. 

An important advantage of travelling over eskers and other high places leading 

towards the tundra was that these were also the preferred pathways of the caribou during 

their spring migrations (Gordon, 1975:81; 1981:3; Petch, 1997a), and this would increase 

the people's chances of encountering herds dong the way. In preparation for the joumey, 

families would have buil t up stores of dned or frozen meat and fish, but fiesh m a t  wouid 

always be welcorne to replenish the supplies and for a break from preserved foods. The 

spi-ïng hunts could be very bountiful, in spite of the lean condition of the caribou at this time 

of year (Burch, 1972345; Kelsall, 196£3:41), and hunters would have k e n  ready to take 

advantage of the concentrations of migrating caribou any time that they chanced u p n  hem 

(Burch, 199 l : 4 4 ;  Gordon, 1989:69; Hearne, 1971 [l795]:86,87,B6). The chance to hunt 

the migrations in this opportunistic way probably grew towards the treeline, as the many 

lines of caribou migration tend to converge as the barrens are approached (Kelsall, 

1968: 1 IO), and a group following behind one herd of caribou couid find themselves 

increasingl y surrounded by other caribou who were later in crossing the treeline. 

In the absence of open water crossings at which to arnbush the caribou at this time 

of year, the hunters usually tried to encounter caribou out on the ice where they could shoot 



them from behind some sort of cover, or, if there was time to prepare before the herd passed 

through, they could catch the caribou in snares set inside of a hedge o r  in a corral 

constructed with converging brush drive lanes leading up to them. T h e  drive Ianes and 

ccnal were best set up in dong the expected migration route, particularly where naturd 

topography helped fume1 the caribou into the drive lane. This was often on the shoreline or 

ice of a lake or wide river at the point where a regular caribou path, such as an esker or a 

long point, came out onto it (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 167,168; Blondin, 1997:Z; Gordon, 

197572; Legat, 1995:5,6; Nash, 19753; Smith, 1982: l3,l4; Smith, ~981b:r75).~~~ In any 

year that the caribou followed that sarne path, the same hunting site could be used again by 

the people, and if the drive lanes and corral stilI stood, they had only to be repaired for the 

next hunt (Gordon, 1981: 17; Heffley, 1981:137,138; Smith, 1981b:275).~'~ 

When an interception of a caribou migration for a mass harvest was possible and 

desired, the camps would be made near the drive lanes, on a height of land o r  some other 

point that offered a good view. From there the women, older children and some of the men 

could watch the approaching herds, stealing down to surprise the caribou on their arrival and 

to herd them towards the corral and the waiting hunters (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 167,168; 

Birket-Smith, 1930122; Hearne, 1971 [1793:78; Nash, 19'753; Smith, 1982: 15).L'S A 

successful hunt would be followed by several days or  more of butchenng the animals, 

feasting on the tongues and other fat-rich parts, and preserving meat for  the summer 

(Blondin, 1990: 122; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:286; Sharp, 198 l:B3). T h e  dned meat could 

then be stored in leather pouches which could be carried with them when the joumey 

resumed (Brandson, 198 1: 13; Smith, 1982: 17). 

The Dené's methods for hunting migrating caribou were communal in nature, 

requiring groups of people acting together in the hunt and in any subsequent processing 

and preservation of often large kills (Heffley, 1981: 137; Smith, 1978:77). Even if this had 

not been the o s e ,  the increasing concentration of the caribou as they approached the treeline 

would still have made it necessary for the people to corne together in the spring if they 



wished to stay around the herds, and again in the later surnmer through fa11 when the 

caribou returned southwards. However, while the motivation for these gatherings might 

have k e n  econornic, the time together aiso encouraged other ac tivi ties often charac terizing 

gatherings of local or regional bands, like the visiting, information sharing, trading, making 

of plans and mamages and renewing of fnendships.'16 

People also tned to gather together annually for drum dances where together they 

would give thanks for their survival through the winter and for successful hunts and ask for 

help in the coming year (Blondin, 1990:58,59; 199759). The gathenngs of bands for 

communal hunts would have presented opportunity for this important event. 

As the spring progressed and most of the migration had passed, the families would 

leave the forest to follow the caribou onto the southem barrens where they wouid spend 

their summer. Winter equipment that they had no more use for like sleds and snowshoes 

could be cached, dthough families were not always able to retum to the same place come 

fa11 - it ail depended on the path of the caribou. Tent poles, which were easily found while 

moving from camp to camp within the forest, were hard to come by on the barrens, so these 

would have to be collected before leaving the trees behind (Hearne, 197 1 [1795]:87), as 

would O ther forest materiais. If old canoes could not be retrieved from where they were 

stashed in a previous fail season, materials to collect would include wood for new came 

frames, and birch bark if it was availabie and desired for the canoes. 

Because Dené canoes were only used for certain water crossings and for hunting, 

they could get away with fewer and smaller vessels than those used by the Cree, sometimes 

even covering them with spruce bark or mwhide rather than birch bark (Birket-Smith, 

1930:43; Franklin, 1971 [1828]: 16; Gillespie, 1976:9; Smith, 1982: 11). But most years, 

before leaving the forest behind, Dené families would search out a grove of g d - s i z e d  

birch tees and collect the bark for their cames (Andrews and Be, 1997: 168,170; Hearne, 

1971 [1795]:91). Because larger birch are rare in the northem transitional forest, being 



limited to the most shel tered, south-facing , well-drained shorelines (Geotechnical Section, 

1974:57), a few people rnight have sometimes had to travel farther south into the boreal 

forest to collect the birch bark if this was desired and bnng it back to the forest fringe where 

the cames would be constnicted (Birket-Smith, 1930:42; Smith, 1981b:280). In other 

cases, the bark might have k e n  collected pnor to the northward migration - around April 

when the bark was first becoming easier to peel and the people were still farther south in the 

forest where birch were more cornmon. The lightweight rolls of bark could then simpl y be 

carried with them as they travelled northwards, to be made into cames just before leaving 

the forest (Blondin, 1990: 143 ; Hearne, 197 1 [l7953:88,9 1 ; Sharp, 1977:38; Tyrrell, 

1934514,552). The finished canoes could then be carried until needed following the break- 

UP- 

While travelling during the open-water months, Dené rnostly carried their light 

canoes with them as they continued to walk long distances over land from water body to 

water body, (Hearne, 19ï1 [179fiI:97; Smith, 1982: 1 1). They were not expenenced 

canoeists, and even limited their use of the vessels for crossing water to the shortest routes, 

often making the crossings at calmer narrows of lakes and slower rivers - much like the 

caribou - and tried to avoid going out on the water on stormy days for either travel or 

hunting (Gillespie, 1976:9; Glover, 1962: 109; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:201; Inmoto, 1981a:90; 

Smith, 1982: 1 1). T o  cross streams and narrow rivers, the people sometimes cut trees and 

branches to throw into the water to make a bridge across (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 

1997: 19). If the crossing was shallow enough, they would sirnply ford it (Bussidor and 

Bilgen-Reinart, 1997:23; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:201). 

While the Dené were not nearly so dependent on the waterways for their travel 

routes as were the Cree, break-up could still hinder their movements. T hey would s till have 

to be able to cross waterways from time to time, and the inland could be diffïcult to trek 

across when slushy (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:27,282; Jarvenpa, 1976:63; Rogers and Smith, 

1981 b: 130,137). Like the Cree, it seems likely that they would try to be set up in a 



convenient place to wait out the thaw and keep busy with activities which did not require 

much movement away from the camp (Jarvenpa, 1976:63). On the other hand, if they were 

travelling over eskers and other high, sandy landscapes already, as they preferred to do, 

these tended to be better drained and would have imposed fewer restrictions on the peoples' 

movements and activities (Bmmbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; Irimoto, L98 1a:gO; Nash, 

19753; Petch, 1997a). Farnilies could also have aiready anived at their summer camps on 

the barrens ahead of the break-up of al1 waterways and have had little concern with 

limitations to long-distance travel to kgin  wi th. "' 
Because the break-up often came soon after the spring caribou hunts, this period of 

relative immobility might have been spent drying the m a t ,  together with making and 

repairing of equipment which would be needed for the summer rather than in extensive 

travel anyhow (Irimoto, 1981a: 126). The best hunting camps at these times were those 

situateci near a good spring fishery (Smith, 1981b281). This allowed the people to fish not 

oni y through the ice if wai ting for the caribou, but also to use nets to harves t the spawning 

runs of pickerel, sucker and jacloiish in open waters with the later spring (Irimoto, 

198 1~42 ,126 ;  1981bA8; Jarvenpa, 197664; Smith, 1978:72). Stream mouths, shallow 

bays, and rapids or falls near lakes seem to have been favoured fishing spots, k i n g  open 

early and cornmon spawning locations (Blondin, 1990: 189; Herne, 1971 [1795]:20). 

The fishing at this tirne of year could offer plenty of food to the people, but it only 

assumed importance in those years when the caribou hunt had been less successful. In 

those years, the spring spawning runs could be of vital importance (Heffley, 1981: 138; 

Yerbury, 1986: 132) and much of the fish may have been dried for use through the coming 

weeks or  months (Smith, 1982: 18). 

Other garne could also be important to the Den6 in those springs when the caribou 

hunt had been less successful, and they added variety to the diet even when the hunt had 

gone well. So through the break-up, the people may have snared hare, ptarrnigan, grouse 

and other small garne around the camps (Irimoto, 198 la: 126; 198 1 b:48). Bear couid have 



been hunted at the rapids where they fished the spawning u s  (Irimoto, 1981a: 126). The 

migratory wa te~owl  which returned to the region with the first open water could be shot or 

snared in great numbers where they fed and rested (Birket-Smith, 193026; Gillespie, 

1981~ 16; Hearne, 1971 [1795J:26,285; Irimoto, 1981a: 126; Williams, 1%9:41). If a 

farnily was still far enough south to find beaver and muskrat at the time of thaw, this seems 

to have been the favoured time to hunt them (e. g. Blondin, 1990: 122,139,147,157,164), 

although Dené interest in these species, in the east, was mther low. 

By the later part of spring, most Dené were already out on the barrens with the 

caribou cows (Burch, 199 1:442). Still, some farnilies may have remained in the forest 

fnnge hunting the bulls; these did not normail y finish crossing over the treeline until 

sometime in June (Gordon, 197572; Harper, 1955: 12). If the earl y spring caribou hunts 

had been particularly good, many families rnight continue on at those places without moving 

or worrying about the hunt again for several weeks (Hearne, 197 1 [L7951:80). With the 

warming weather the Dené did seem to have habi tually preferred to be on the barrens side of 

the treeline, however. T here they could hunt for fres h caribou meat and could avoid the 

Naktmni or  bushmen that haunted the forests during the summer months (Birket-Smith, 

l93O:D). 

Whether the people were still in the forest fringe or  out on the barrens, the Iate 

spring was one of the best times to fish. In the p s t ,  fishing was rarely more than secondary 

to the caribou hunt for the Dené (Smith, 1982621, but the spring spawning runs were an 

easy source of food and the families may have made a point of camping near the rapids and 

river mouths where the spnng spawners could be caught in the greatest numben, especially 

when the caribou had let them down earlier in the sprïng (Heffley, 198 1: 13 1; Irimoto, 

198 la:42; Jarvenpa, 1976:6û; Sharp, 198 1232). Using gill nets labonously made from 

willow bark cordage or from babiche was the most common and productive way to fish 

these rus, but Den6 were also known to construct weirs, to spear fish, shoot them with fish- 



arrows, or simply to angle for them with baited hooks (Birket-Smith, 193096-28; Hanks 

and Winter, 1991:51; Smith, 1982: 10; VanStone, 1974:25) at the same kinds of places as 

discussed for the Cree. 

It is often said that the Den6 did not go out of their way to harvest much in the way 

of plant foods, but their use of plant foods and medicines has probably k e n  underestimated 

(Waiker, 1984:34). At Ieast some greens would be picked as they ernerged with the warmer 

days (Birket-Smith, 1930:B; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, lm 12; Smith, 1982: 19; 

Walker, 1984.163), and numerous other spring plant foods were also harvested as they 

became available, even if not in qui te as great a diversity or abundance as was the case for 

the Cree (e.g. Blondin, 1990: 170; Walker, 1984). Plants add variety to the diet, and even 

more importantly, vitamins that cannot be obtained from meat alone (Black, 1973:60; Shay, 

1980:765). The value of these plant f d s  should not be underestimated. Gathering of 

greens in the springtime was probably a regular activity, for exampIe, much like firewood 

and spruce bough collection. 

Plants were important for other purposes as well, and during spring more could be 

collected. Willow bark, for exarnple, had to be taken for rnaking new cordage. Birch bark 

was stripped for cames and baskets when suitable trees could be found. What medicines 

were available in the transitional forest and out on the southem barrens were gathered by 

healers (Blondin, 1990: 17 1; Walker, 198434). Sphagnum moss was as important to the 

Dené families as it was to the Cree for diapering, bandaging, women's menstrual pads and 

insulation, and mosses also became important fuels for burning when the peopIe moved out 

ont0 the barrens (Blondin, 1997:202,2û3,207; B ussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: l6,l8; 

Hearne, 1977 [1795j:3 13; WaIker, 1984 149). Like the Cree, Dené women in recent times 

would go to the edges of muskeg areas to pick moss and leave it on racks or tree branches 

to dry there. Whenever they needed a new supply, they could wdk to the cache, collect 

some of the dned moss and replace it with newly picked moss. Gathering up moss could 



be in fact a very regular activi ty, so these si tes were usuall y fair1 y dose to camp (Bmm bach 

and Jarvenpa, lW:425,426). 

With the disappearance of the snow, new lithic materials might have k e n  more often 

sought out by Dené tool-makers. Broken cobbles, tested for their potentiai by tool-makers 

as they passed by, can be seen li ttering some eskers (e.g. Petch, 1997a), the highways used 

by Dené travellers and among their preferred camp places in mos: seasons (Downes, 

1943:67,68). Unlike the Cree, they would have paid little attention to finding good clay 

sources at this time, as the ancestors of the Dené do not appear to have made pottery. 

Instead, they used birch bark baskets and bags made from caribou hides and stomachs to 

hold water and food (Hearne, 197 1 [l7953:3 16; Smith, 1982: 18). 

8.3 Summer. 

Surnmers were traditionally spent north of the treeline with the caribou, and Dené 

use of the forested regions would have been quite minimal. By the time summer's heat had 

stolen onto the land and the last of the barren-ground caribou had crossed over the treeline, 

families were moving on from the transitional forest to the barrens themselves if they had 

not already made this joumey in the latter part of spring (Birket-Smith, 193029; Bussidor 

and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 12,14; Heffley, 1981: 13 1 ; Smith, 1981 b:ZV; Yerbury, 1986: 130). 

Most tried to be up near the caribou's calving grounds in time to hunt the aggregated 

caribou there, usuall y amiving by earl y June (Burch, 199 l:442). 

This was usually a fairly easy season of hunting caribou, both communally - either 

using drive lanes to guide caribou towards waiting hunters (Birket-Smith, 1930:22; Hearne, 

1971 [1795]:320-322; Heffley, 1981: 137; Smith, 1978:75) or ambushing the caribou a t  

water crossings (Herne, 1971 [1795)97,119; Smith, 1978:75) - and more individually by 

single o r  small groups of hunters using bow and arrow, while other members of the families 

went about other activities (Smith, 1982: 16; Smith, 1978:75). Which method was used and 



the size of the group of people who could stay together at that time and place depended 

Iargely on the dispersai of the herds (Heffley, 198 1: 137,138; Smith, 198 1 b:276). 

The summer was fly season, however, and by the time the calves were bom, caribou 

were k i n g  harassed badly enough to keep them aggregated and almost constantly on the 

move. As a result, they becarne very lean towards the height of summer. Large nurnbers of 

caribou could be killed in the sumrner, however, and people could do well eating hardi y 

more than the tongues, marrow and the other choice parts of those (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:39; 

Kelsall, 1968:41721 1). I l 8  Dry meat was another favoured alternative- 

Fishing the remainder of the spring spawning runs in the barrens' productive lakes 

and strearns could fil1 many days, especially in those years that the caribou were proving 

more elusive or were exceptionally lean (Smith, 198262.63; Smith, 1981 b:28 1 ; VanStone, 

1974:75), and birds' eggs were sometimes taken from nests (Birket-Smith, 1930:29; 

Heai-ne, 1971 [1793:43 1,435; PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 153). Food plants available on the 

tundra were collected, and game as diverse as the rnusk-ox, waterfowl, ptarrnigan and hare 

could also be taken when needed or desired (Birket-Smith, 193029; Burch, 1991:442; 

Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 12; Hearne, 1971 [1795]: 147,299: Hetlby, 198 1: 13 1 ; 

Smith, 19825; Smith, 1981 b:V2; VanStone, 1974:25). The caribou were the most 

desirable game, however, and none of these others ever assumed more than marginal 

importance if there were enough caribou king caught (Smith, 1981b:281; VanStone, 

1 974: 75). 

By mid-summer the caribou, still concentrated in large herds in order to minimize 

the fly harassrnent which persisted until early August, would begin to travel back towards 

the southern barrens and the treeline (Burch, 1972:345; Kelsall, l%8:4l, 106,107; Smith, 

1978:71). Knowing this, the families codd  travel a little ahead of the herds in order to 

prepare for the late summer hunt (Burch, 1991:442; Hanks and Winter, 1991 51; Harper, 

1955: 18; Heffley, 1981: 138; Sharp, 197736; Smith, 1981b:276,281). The location of the 



caribou concentrations just prior to the beginning of their migration usually indicated the 

route that that group of cariboz would take, and the people would have watched for this, 

sometimes sending out scouts to find the caribou and would have communicated their 

observations to neighbouring groups through signals. Once the most likeiy route had k e n  

determined, Dené could gather at strategic sites along the route at which they could ambush 

the migrating bou (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 199753 ; Smith, l978:75,82). 

In the time before the caribou showed up, the people ate dried meat prepared earlier 

in the spring or sumrner (Downes, 1943: 122,123) and often fished, collected bemes and 

other plant foods, and took some small game as well, including hare and ptarmigan (Burch, 

1991:442; Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  16,103; Smith, 1981b:281). Fishing could be quite important at 

this time of year, as the caribou continued to be lean, and the best places to be waiting for 

the herds in the late summer and then again in the faIl were on the shorelines of good 

fishing lakes located along the more regular migration routes, somewhat north of the treeline 

(Heffley, 1981: 138; Irimoto, 1981b:49; Smith, 1981b:%l). 

8.4 Fall. 

While the end of the sumrner was often a time of dispersal for the Cree, among 

Dené this time was marked by what were often the largest gatherings of the year as the 

people came together for the great caribou hunts. These gatherings not uncommoniy 

numbered several hundred individuals in one place (Brandson, 198 1 :3 ; Gordon, l97W 1 ; 

Heffley, 1981: 137; Smith, 1982: 13; Smith, 1981b275). Details of the fa11 hunts seern to 

have varied from year to year and place to place. While the fa11 caribou migrations were 

generally more concentrated than those of the spring, so that more animals crossed through 

an area in a shorter p e n d  of time (Burch, 1972346; Harper, 1955: 19). their timing and 

pattern were more enatic (Harper, 1955: 12). Still, in most years the people were able to 

anticipate the movements of their game and successfully took enough animals to satisfy 

their needs for hides and meat. 



Because of the nies which irirested barren-ground caribou in the summers, their 

hides were only in good condition for a few months a year, from roughly late July to late 

September (Harper, 195557; Hearne? 1 9  1 [l795J : 1%, 197; Kelsali, 1 %8:274). 1 t was 

during these months that they were sought by Den6 for the many hides which were needed 

to outfit the families for the coming year (Birket-Smith, 1930:50; Blondin, 1997:206; 

Brandson, 1981:3; Burch, 1972363; 1991:442; Driver, 1990: 19; Hearne, 1971 

[179q:507 195; Smith, 19828; Smith, 1978:71). IL9 On reaching the southem barrens, 

however, the caribou were still quite lean and throughout the month of August they 

disperseci in search of food before the rut (Burch, 1972:345; Kelsall, 1968:64,128,13 1 ; 

Smith, 1978:71). During this time, the Dené probably took the caribou on the southern 

barrens more opportunistically, and primarily for their hides (Burch. 1991:442). Preserved 

caribou meat and other alternative provisions, especially fish, becarne more important for 

food, although fresh caribou meat would still have been taken from choice parts. 

By the end of August, the caribou were getting quite fat and were gathering into 

larger groups again (Kelsall, 1968:64.128,13 l),  producing conditions that were important 

for the mass harvests of'caribou for hides and meat. The locations of these re-aggregations 

usuall y i ndicated the place at which that herd of caribou would later cross into the forest, ''O 

and the Dend would have repositioned their hunting camps accordingly (Smith, 1978:82), 

the largest gatherings of the year usually coming together at this time (Gordon, 19'7571 ; 

Smith, 19232: 13; Smith, 1978:69,71). 

As in spring, the early fa11 caribou hunts on the southern barrens were communal. 

But in this open water season, rather than using corrals, hunters would more commonly use 

the canoes to ambush the animals as they swarn across water crossings, a very effective 

method for harves ting caribou (Birket-Smith, l930:22,23 ; Glover, 1962: 109; Gordon, 

197571-73; 198 l:3; Irimoto, 1981a: 15,103; Kelsall, l%8:2 11,2 12; Legat, 19957; Minni, 

1976:71; Smith, 1982: 13; Smith, 1978:75; VanStone, 197494). Fortunately, the types of 

places a t  which caribou tend to cross water bodies were among the few predictable things 



about their fa11 migrations; the caribou tended to  follow north-south mnning eskers, 

enjoying the relief from the bugs (Harper, 195541). After the end of €iy season they 

followed the north-south trending river valleys as well, where there was better feed (Gordon, 

198 1 :3). On arriva1 at larger Iakes: 

... caribou tend to bunch up and then move dong the shore for some 
distance before they take to the water. Often this takes them ont0 projecting 
points of land, which are often good places to lie in wait for them. Narrow 
places in large or swift-flowing nvers are d s o  good caribou-hunting posts 
(Burch, lW2:347). 

Rapids were not much of a deterrent to the caribou, who sometimes prefelred these spots 

for fording the rivers (Harper, 195541). Also, if the lake was small, or the river slow, the 

caribou were not limited to crossing at narrows (Burch, 1972:347) and they sometimes 

avoided crossings altogether by walking al1 the way around (Harper, 1955:41). For these 

reasons, it could sometimes help to have people surprise the caribou at some point dong the 

shoreline they were following and herd them into the water at the place where the hunters 

waited on the opposite bank (Smith, 1978:75), or to construct drive lanes over the open 

ground leading up to the water crossing (Blondin, 199722; Harper, 1955:51,52). 

While the migration path could vary yearly (Burch, 1!372:364; Irimoto, 1981a: 15), 

the more major crossing places tended to be highly reliable, allowing the people to re- 

occupy old hunting camps when the caribou again travelled through that region (Gordon, 

l981:3,17; Heffiey, 1981: 138; Minni, 1976:75; Smith, 1981b:276). Those sites with a good 

view of these water crossings were favoured places, as from here the people could watch for 

the approach of the aribou (Birket-Smith, 1930~22; Gordon, 1981:3; Nash, 19'753; Smith, 

1982: 15). 

As usual, camps in places wiîh access to other fa11 resources were also preferable, 

giving the assembled people something to harvest while waiting for the caribou and to 

sustain them if the caribou did not behave as expected when it came time for the hunt. Such 

resources might have included plant foods. By this time, in the early fall, most of the bemes 



available to the Dené - cranbeny, blueberry, crowberry and cloudberry - were ripe and 

invi ting, and they were surely coliected (B irke t-Smi th, 193029; Gordon, 197529; Heame, 

1971 [1793:449455; Irimoto, 1981a: 105; Jarvenpa, 1976547; Smith, 1982: 18,19; Smith, 

1978:72; VanStone, 1974:25). Also, as the fall progressed, the trout and whitefish would be 

approaching shdlower waters to spawn, and a well-chosen fa11 hunting camp would be 

located within an easy distance of their sparvning grounds or some other reliable fishery 

(Blondin, 199055; Hanks and Winter, 1991:X; Irimoto, 1981~42,105; 1981 b:49; Sharp, 

1981:232; Smith, 1978:72; 1981b:281). lZL 

The people may have also hunted the r e m  migration of the waterfowl as many do 

today (Jarvenpa, 1976:47), shooting or snaring them in the marsh areas where they rested. 

Because the birds generally left the Churchill area around the end of August (Brandson, 

198 l:3) and other fl y-ways were probabl y similarl y timed, the relative1 y fast waterfowl 

migration often coincided with the timing of the early fa11 caribou hunt Waterfowl were, 

therefore, probably only of any real interest to Dené during those f ' l s  that the caribou were 

oniy sparsely available. 

After a successful hunt, the people wodd be kept busy butchering the caribou. At 

this time of year, before the freeze-up, meat still spoiled quicki y and if many animals had 

been taken, much of the meat might be wasted because it could not al1 be preserved well 

enough or quickly enough (Burch, 1972362,363; Smith, 1982: 17,18; Smith, 1978:71). Of 

the meat that was preserved, some might be ~ a c h e d . ' ~ ~  Wi th drying, however, the m a t  

became quite light and rnuch of the surplus could be camied on to the next camp when it 

came time to move into the forest (Sharp, 1981:233; Smith, 1982: 17). 

Camps in this season, just north of o r  just inside of the treeline, would be busy with 

people cleaning, scraping and stretching the many early fall hides (Burch, 1972:363; 

Heame, 197 1 [1795J :2û4). Hide preparation was a major activity at this time of year and 

could sometimes occupy the women clear through the freeze-up period. 123 Meanwhile, the 



men could set about repaiiïng or manufacturing equipment which would be needed in the 

coming months, and continuing to hunt and fish as necessary (Irimoto, 19ûla: 132,123). 

Once enough hides and meat had been procured and preserved, families might have made 

their way deeper into the transitional forest (e-g. Burch, 1991:442). However, most 

probabl y wai ted for the caribou to cross over themselves before Ieaving the barrens behind 

entirel y (Gordon, 1990b:400). 

Sometime around October, about the sarne time that the lakes were just beginning to 

freeze-up, the barren-ground caribou wodd re-aggregate around the treeline for the nit 

(Irimoto, 1981x39; Kelsall, 1%8: 107,169). Dunng the nit, the females gained fat, but the 

males would lose fat and take on a disagreeable taste which they retained sometimes into 

winter (Driver, 1990: 14; Harper, 1 9 5 5 9 ;  Hearne, 1971 [l'Dq:69,198). Their hides were 

also no longer useful by this point (Hearne, 1971 [179q: 197). Al1 the sarne, caribou would 

still be hunted by the Den6 for their meat, of which large amounts could be collected and 

which k a m e  easier to preserve with the onset of colder weather (Burch, 19'72362; Kelsall, 

1%8:2 14; Smith, 1978:71). 

During the rut, the males could be lured close with the sound of rattling antlers 

(Birket-Smith, 193020; Legat, l995:5,lO, 1 1) and hunted more individually by hunters 

using the bow and arrow. But it would be the migration of the remainder of the herds 

across the treeline near the end of the rut, following the first major snowfall (I-Iarper, 

1955: 18; Irimoto, 1981x39; Kelsall, 1968: 171; Smith, 1981b:275), that would have 

provided them with the greater amount of meat to store for the winter if enough had not 

aiready been taken and preserved in the earlier hunts. 

The event of freeze-up would have had considerably less influence on the Dené than 

on the Cree who were accustomed to using the water routes for travel. The greatest impact 

on the Dené's movernents would be the increasing difficdty of crossing the water as ice 

began to form (Tymll, 1934515). Thin ice persisted on the northem lakes until some time 



in mid-November and until the end of that month on the larger rivers (Fisheries and 

Environment Canada, 1978: Map 19; Penner, 1974:4; Harper, 195532)- 

For this reason, it was probably most reasonable for the Den6 to set up camp at this 

time of year either at  places where the water crossings they sometimes had to make froze 

over more quickiy, such as the slower, smailer streams or  shallow, sheltered bays dong the 

margins of lakes (Penner, 1974:7),'" or they may have camped at the rivers and lake 

narrows where the water remaineci open considerably longer, allowing them to continue to 

use the cames for careful crossings and caribou hunting until at Ieast some of the 

surrounding waters were safe to walk over. The people sometimes had to fish throughout 

much of the freeze-up when caribou could not sustain them (Irimoto, 1981a: 130), and such 

places as these, particulad y the open-water si tes, would make this easier to do. However, 

having to fish through freeze-up wouid have been fairly rare in the earlier days when the 

people were still travelling 'with' the caribou (Smith, 198262; Yerbury, 1986: 144). 

Fortunately, the caribou would be limiteci to the same sorts of places for their own 

crossings during freeze-up if they had left the barrens by this time at dl. When the caribou 

began to move back into the forest for the winter sometime around Novemkr (KelsalI, 

1%: 109,171; Smith, 1978:71), stili concentrated but less so than dunng the earlier fa11 

(Harper, 1955: 19), they could still sometimes be taken by hunters in cames at the open 

water crossings (Harper, 195532; Vans tone, 197424)). More often they were hunted out 

on the ice or in more open country by people using arrows, or even drive lanes and corrals 

(Kelsall, l%8:2 14; Minni, 1976:75; Vans tone, lW434). 

Following the hunt, there was again butchenng, meat preservation and some hide 

preparation to be done (Irimoto, 198 la: 122,123). lZS At this time of the year, meat could 

simply be frozen if necessary (Burch, 192362363) ,  sometimes left only buried under 

snow for as long as the people would be using that camp (Blondin, 1990:96; Bussidor and 

Bilgen-Reinart, 1997:33,42), al though drying i t would make i t more transportable. If ei ther 

the later or earlier fa11 hunt had been productive enough, several families could then 



theoretically rernain together at the hunting camps for several weeks, living off the cached 

stores until they were forced to move on as local resources were used up (Burch, 19'72349). 

As winter drew near, the need for firewood and better shelter would have influenced 

any farnilies still out on the barrens to move into the transitional forest where they would 

spend the winter, even if there was still plenty of caribou meat left to eat (Birket-Smith, 

1930:29; Gordon, 19û9:69; Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  110; Jarvenpa, 1980: 115). What stores they 

could take with them, they wouId (Smith, 1982: 17). What they could not, as weIl as any 

summer equipment that was no longer needed, including the canoes, might either be cached, 

abandoned, o r  even destroyed (Smith, 1982: 18; Tyrrell, 19345 14). L26 

Travel, as usual, was on foot over the land, and with the muskeg areas frozen, these 

could be crossed as well (Downes, 1943: 114; Jarvenpa, 1976:60). After the first heavy 

snow, toboggans could be constmcted and used to haul supplies (Birket-Smith, 1930:40; 

Smith, 1983: 12; VanStone, 1974:26), but snowshoes were not normally required until 

around the end of December when snows b e r n e  deep enough to make walking without 

them difficult (Jarvenpa, 1980:3 1). B y this time, Dené families were usuall y in the forest 

already, and the wood and other materials needed t'or the new equipment could be iound 

with Iittle difficulty. 

8.5 Winter. 

The Dené were among the few groups in North America to pursue the caribou year- 

round (see B urch, l972:3S 1 ; Gordon, 1990b:400), so in any season the location of the 

barren-ground caribou defined the area in which Dené families would [ive (Heffley, 

1981: 13 1 ; Sharp, 1981:223; Smith, 197R69). In the winter this was mostly in the open 

lichen woodlands of the transitional forest, close to the treeline (Birket-Smith, 193029; 

Burch, 199 l:442; Glover, 1962: 1 16; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:6,80; Irimoto, 198 la: 1 10; 

Jarvenpa, 1980: 115; Sharp, 1981:223; Smith, 1978:71; 1981b:276; 1981~:  136; Yerbury, 

1986: 130), but there wouid be odd years that the caribou pushed farther south than usual, 



giving the Dené reason to move farther into the full b o r d  forest as ~ e l l . ~ ~ ' .  With its 

greater shelter and firewood resources in addition to the caribou, the forest was a desirable 

place to spend the winter. If there was any time of year that Dené were likely to occupy the 

forests of north-central Manitoba, it would be during the winters. 

In those years that the caribou did travel farther south, Dené families who 

accompanied them had a greater chance of encountering Cree (Smith, 1981~:  136) with 

whom their relations could be strained, if not outright hostile. Out of fear of being attacked, 

families would normaily try to keep to areas where Cree were not residing that winter. 

Additionally, they would have kept their camps well hidden from view from the rivers and 

lakes which the Cree used as highways in both summer and winter (Brumbach and 

Jarvenpa, 198933; Jàrvenpa, 1982285; Smith, 198 1c: 140). 

In their winter ranges, barren-ground caribou were more dispersed than while they 

were migrating, and so Dené bands often broke up into smaller groups and spread out over 

the wider area as well (Gordon, 197571; 1990b:W; Heffley, 1981: 138; Smith, 

1981b275). Neighbouring groups could pass information back and forth, through regular 

visits, on the location and movements of the caribou in the region. They moved when the 

caribou moved on to a new area and gathered together when the caribou gathered (Smith, 

1982: 13; Smith, 1978:82; 1981 b:276). Although smaller than the groups residing together 

during the fall, winter hunting groups could still include from fifty to a hundred or more 

people (Gordon, 1990a:289).128 

The opportunity to reside in larger groups over the winter, although not a guaranteed 

yearly event, was reasonably common (Smith, 1981 bW6). It was probably considerably 

more comrnon for the caribou-focussed Den6 than for the Cree, who spent the majority of 

most winters in small groups hunting more diverse but less concentrated game. In a good 

winter, when the caribou population was high and the herds were fair1 y concentrated, these 

larger groups of Den6 people could be sometimes supported by the local food resources for 



extensive periods, only having to move camp a couple of times over the winter when other 

resources, like firewood, were becoming scarce within an easy walking distance, i.e., well 

within a kilometer, from camp (Hearne, 1971 [1795'$80; Irimoto, 1981a: 110; Jarvenpa, 

1980: 114,115; Smith, 1982: 14,15; Smith, 1981 b:276). 

In contrast, when the caribou were fewer and more dispersed, Dené families might 

have had to winter in smaller groups and rnove more often, depending on what other foods 

were available to them, especiall y once the fa11 surplus had k e n  us& up. In these years, 

families would eat a more diverse diet than when caribou were abundant. 

A variety of smaller garne animals would have provided much of the alternative meat 

at this time; hare were snared around the camps, as they were aimost everywhere (Hearne, 

1971 [179r]:223,383-385; Irimoto, 1981a: 125; Smith, 1982: 17; VanStone, 197425). 

M g a n  which moved into the forests during the winter could be taken as weil in snares, 

nets, or  with blunt arrows (Birket-Smith, 193026; Brandson, 1981:3; Smith, L982:5), as 

coutd grouse when these were available (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:223). Lynx have been 

trapped and eaten by Dené in the northem forests in recent times (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 3 ,  and 

they were probably taken in the past as well, by people setting up snares or deadfalls dong 

garne trails and in the wooded stream valleys used by the lynx (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 10,111). 

Porcupine couId also be good eating, and white scarce north of the full bored forest, were 

reasonably easy to catch and kill once they had k e n  located (Heame, 1971 [1795]:381). In 

recent times, Dené have made note of places where they had seen recent porcupine gnawing, 

often in jack pine or deciduous forest patches, so that they could retum there if needed 

(Heffley, 1981: 13 1; Irimoto, 1981a: 103). 

Two of the most important game animais to Cree - the beaver and the moose - were 

not much emphasized by Den6 hunters, even in the winter months. Largely, this was 

because neither species were very common in the transitional forests inhabited by the Dené 

and because caribou could usually satisfy most of the peoples' needs even in this season 

(VanStone, 197424). Aiso, Dené found mmse particularly difficult to hunt, especiaily in 



the earlier patts of winter when the solitary animal could easily escape through snow that 

effectively slowed the more gregarious and shorter-legged caribou (Irimoto, 198 1x41). 

Regardless, if caribou were scarce and if moose were available, Dené would pursue moose. 

Sometimes this involved tracking the animals and trying to drive them into deeper snow in a 

way similar to the Cree, but they could also take moose in the snares set for large garne 

dong their t d s  (Blondin, 199720; Smith, 1982 17). Woodland caribou were probably not 

ignored if they happened to be in an area accessible to the Dené, although their meat was 

considered inferior (Hearne, 19'71 [1795]:225). Beaver too could be hunted if available and 

necessary, although it was not common arnong the Edthen-eldili Dené (Smith, 19829). 

Black bear were taken occasionally by some peoples, killed in their dens as they slept 

(Blondin, 199021 1,212; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:369,371; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132). 

Winter was the tirne that fishing generally twk  on the least importance for the Dené 

(Irimoto, 198 laAl). Fishing through the ice was considered to be too much work for too 

littIe returns when caribou were avai Iable (Smith, 1978: 72), and aven  i ts limi ted importance 

during most winters, it seems that people simply angled at open water sites and through the 

ice, rather than setting nets (Birket-Smith, 1930:28; Hearne, 1971 [1795]: 15; Smith, 

1981b281). As always, however, fish were an important back-up resource, and camps were 

rarely made very far from some sort of winter fishery from which whi tefish, lake trout 

andor  jackfish could be taken (Hanks and Winter, 1991:54; Hearne, 1971 [179q: 15; 

Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  13,91; 1981b:49; Minni, 197660; Smith, l98lb:28l ;Tyrrell, 1934525), 

usually on a lake. With the muskeg frozen in the winter, these fishenes could also include 

those inland Iakes which were less accessible during the warmer season (Jarvenpa, 

197660). 

Al1 the same, whenever possible, the Den6 would focus on the caribou through the 

winter, and families tried to camp in places where they would be fairly central to the winter 

foraging range of a herd of barren-ground caribou (Smith, 1978:76; 1981 b: 28 1). Caribou 



were greatly influenced by the snow, avoiding deep or dense drifts which slowed their 

movements and buned the ground lichens on which they largely subsisted in  these months. 

So, particularly as winter progressed and the snows deepened, locations with only shallow 

o r  at  least soft snow which could be easily nosed through were most attractive to them, and 

this is where the people knew to expect the caribou to concentrate (Burch, 1972347; 

Heffley, 198 1 : 134; Kelsall, l%8:68,69). Such locations included windswept hills and 

ridges and more exposed shorelines (Harper, 195599). 

Barren-ground caribou congregated daily to rest on the frozen lakes and rivers next 

to their feeding areas. Snow accumulation was usually low on the ice, and the open 

surroundings allowed them to more easil y detect the approach of predators (Harper, 

195541; Heffley, 1981: 134; Kelsall, 1%8:69). Still, this was the most reliable place for the 

people to hunt caribou in the earlier parts of winter. In this season it was still very difficult 

to catch caribou in the bush because the snow was not yet deep enough to slow them down 

significantly (Irimoto, 198 la: 103). 

Snares could be set up to catch single caribou dong their trails through the bush, 

and this could be quite productive (Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Smith, 1982: 15). 

However, at this time of year, caribou were most often caught by people approachng them 

out on the ice, where they were less wary, and herding them through drive lanes ei ther into 

small pounds set up in the open areas (Birket-Smith, 1930:21; Hearne, 1971 [1793:78; 

Heffley, 1981: 137; Nash, 19753; Irimoto, 1981a: 103; Smith, 1982: 13), or a t  least towards 

waiting hunters. The likely regular exception would be those years in which the caribou 

were so dispersed, locally , that not enough could be taken at any one site to make the effort 

of constmcting or even repairing corrais and drive lanes worth the effort. In those years, 

sralking the caribou and snaring them on their trails would have supplied most of the 

Dené's caribou kills (Smith, 1982: 15). Any surplus meat could be fairly easily preserved 

by simply letting it freeze, although it was still dned in some cases (Birket-Smith, 1930:20; 



Blondin, L99Q89; lrimoto, 1981a: 123, so that the families could live fairly easily until the 

meat ran out and they had to go  out and hunt again. 

By a h u t  the end of December, if snowshoes had not already been made or  retrieved 

from an old cache, they would be made so that people could waik more easily over the 

deepening snows (Irimoto, 198 la: 126; Jarvenpa, 1980:3 1). The increasing cold also made 

the collection of firewood an increasingIy important activity (Blondin, 199'723; Bussidor 

and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 16; Inrnoto, 1981~ lm, meaning that people might have had to 

move more frequently dunng the Iater winter, even if their stores of m a t  were holding out 

well. 

The caribou tended to be even more disperseci in smaller groups at this tirne and 

moved around very little (Heffley, 1981:37; Irimoto, 1981a: 15,104), so communal hunting 

techniques were usudl y abandoned in favour of stalking. '29  B y this time, the snow was 

deep enough that caribou could be caught in the bush by hunters on snowshoes. Men 

would go out in small groups, pairs or  (rarely) alone to find the caribou, predictably in areas 

of lesser snow accumulation or  out on the lakes. They could then drive the anirnals into the 

deeper snows and kill them with arrows or  even with their daggers once the caribou had 

been wom down (Birket-Smith, 1930:20; Brandson, 1981:3; Heffley, 1981:37; Irimoto, 

1981~443,104; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 132; Smith, 1982: 10). 

With the cnisting over of the snow towards the end of winter, moose could be 

hunted in the same way as the crusted snow slowed them down enough for the Dené to be 

abIe to catch them. If moose were ever taken regularly by Dené, it would be at this time of 

year (Irirnoto, 198 1 a:4 1). However, by this season the larnilies were usuall y gathenng in 

anticipation of the move back towards the treeline, thinking not of moose, but of the next 

caribou hunt. 



9. TRADE AGE CHANGES TO CREE SEASONAL ROUNDS. 

9.1 Introduction. 

Aboriginal cultures in North America have undergone considerable change since 

their first contact with European explorers, just as people had adjusted in earlier tirnes in 

response to other changes in their physical and social environments. In the subarctic, the 

most rapid and dramatic of fhese culture changes are probably those which have occurred in 

recent times with the indusûialization of the north and the increased contact with non- 

Aboriginal societies which resulted. But even in the early days of the fur trade there wouid 

have b e n  some changes, particularly in certain aspects of subsistence and settlement. 

The Early Fur Trade may be broken down into four periods: the earliest p e n d s  of 

trade West of Hudson Bay, beginning wi th the trade transaction between Henry Hudson and 

the Cree man in A.D. 161 1 and followed by a period of more indirect trade from the St. 

Lawrence and Great Lakes regions; the period of Bay-side trade, A.D. 1668- 1733. which 

was characterized by the establishment of direct trade dong James and Hudson bays with 

minimal excursions into the western interior by traders; the period of early idand trade, 

A.D. 17341772, when the French and Canadians began to establish posts inland from the 

Bay; and the p e n d  of intense inland competition, A.D. 1773- 1820, when these traders were 

joined by their English rivals in the inland trade. 

The effects of the earliest tmde West of Hudson Bay on Abonginal land use, being 

primarïly indirect and largely unrewrded, is not well understood. This transitional p e n d  is 

considered briefly in the introduction to the reconstructions of land use for the period of 

Bay-side trade, which is better known. Because the spatiai dynarnics of the western fur 

trade changed considerably when the Europeans moved inland from Hudson Bay, the ways 

in which Aboriginal people reacted to the trade would also have changed at this time. For 

this reason, the period of Bay-side trade is reconstructed separately from the periods of 

earl y inland trade and intense inland competi tion. 



The lure and impact of the fur trade on specific groups of people also varied, 

according to variable accessibility of the posts, differing culturai values, and different 

environmental influences. Variability in ways of life among different peoples or  even 

individual families in the boreal forest was no doubt always the case, across both time and 

space. Access to historieal documents which describe a range of Aboriginal adjustments to 

the fur trade, however, rnakes this variability more apparent, so it has been possible to 

incorporate it into the following reconstructions. This was less straightfoward for the Late 

Woodland reconstructions which, by necessity, were more generdized in addition to k i n g  

more tentative. 

While individuals of groups other than the Rocky Cree and Edthen-eldeli Den6 rnay 

have been using the boreal forest of north-central Manitoba sporadically during the 

precontact penods (the Plains Cree and Swampy Cree nations and more westerly groups of 

Dené, for example), it appears likely that this use increased rather significantly during the 

fur trade, if for no other purpose than for travel to Hudson Bay. Sorne attention is therefore 

paid to peoples not previously resident in the b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba in the 

reconstmctions to be presented in the following chapters. 

9.2 Cree Seasonal Rounds in the Period of EarIiest Trade West of Hudson Bay and 

the Period of Bay-side Trade: A.D. 161 1-1667, 1668-1733. 

It seems likely that the effects of the fur trade on Rock Cree land use were relatively 

slight at first. There was a gradually increasing emphasis on hunting and trapping 

furbearers which, excep t for beaver, had rare1 y assumed more than secondary importance in 

the earfier economies. This increase in attention to furbearer taking rnay have been 

signifiant in the north-central Manitoba region during the earliest years of the western fur 

trade (prior to A.D. 1668), when this trade was primady indirect, but woulci still have k e n  

minor in cornparison to later yms.  Even in the earl y years of the Bay-side trade (A.D. 

166&1681), the trade posts were distant enough that what trade the Rock Cree may have 

engaged in was probably still mostly indirect. The effects of this early trade on Rock Cree 



land use patterns probably involved more of an intensification and shift in existing practices 

than a major alteration of their existing seasonal rounds (Hamilton and Larcombe, 1994.32). 

This would have included a growing intensification of furbearer taking and the trade of 

these to neighbouring peoples wi th whom they probably already had trade relations 

(Brownlee and Syrns, 1999:6,8). 

In exchange for these furs, ever increasing numbers of European trade goods would 

have been traded into the interior- In these times, Cree used many of the new technologies 

and ready-made tools, such as metai needles and awls, knives, scissors and axes, and 

manufactured gIass beads, primarily to save time and labour in their existing activities 

(Brightman, 1993250,251)- Still, access to certain trade items could have ailowed quite 

significant changes to particular aspects of the seasonal round to have occurred quite 

quicldy arnong those families who possessed these items (table 9.1). 

Table 9.1 Examples of possible effects of trade items on Cree land use activities. 

Copper kettles Less time spent in manufacture of pottery; less time spent finding 
and collecting appropriate clays. 

Ice Chisels 

r 

Before long, from the time the Hudson's Bay Company first set up a p s t  at the 

mouth of the Nelson River in 1682 (Smythe, 196û:78) until the movement of French traders 

into the temtones West of Hudson Bay in the mid- 18th century, Rock Cree living in this 

region were able to trade for those European goods which they desireci with furs bought in 

tum from more distant neighbours unwilling or unable to travel to Hudson Bay to trade 

directly. In this lucrative position, the Rock Cree could have continued to trade and receive a 

Winter fishing becornes easier; locations of thicker ice can be used; 
fishing can continue Iater into the winter. Chisels may aiso be 
used, like metal axes, to more easily break into iced-up beaver and 
muskrat houses; beaver can be hunted later into the winter. 

Muske ts Increase in bear hunting. 



growing number of European goods without greatly intensifying their furbearer-talüng 

activities. 

More evident changes to the seasonal round of the Rock Cree in this p e n d  could 

have included an increasing interest in traveI to the Bay in order to trade at the posts. 

Similady, while they remained in this intermediate o r  'middleman' trade position, travel to 

the western woodlands, the parklands, and the plains for collecting furs frorn the more 

distant groups would Iikely have increased. The lower Nelson and Hayes rivers, for 

example, would have seen more use as trave1 routes to and from the Bay as this period 

progressed. With the establishment of Prince of Wales Fort in 1717, the previously 

avoided lower Churchill River would also have become more t rave~led . '~~  

Among the Rock Cree, it was not necessary for whole bands to travel to the posts on 

the Bay or to meet with neighbours farther inland. A smaller group could make these 

journeys on behalf of many others (Ray, 1974:69). As well, unlike the Swampy Cree 

'Homeguard', who spent much of the year around the posts and visited them often, few 

Rock Cree apparently came to the Bay more than once a year (Bishop and Ray, 1976: 13 1; 

Thistle, 198633). Interest in the fur trade continued to grow rapidly through this perïod, 

however. By the time posts rnoved inland, the changes to Rock Cree seasonal rounds had 

intensified and affecteci most families to some extent. 

Bishop and Ray ( 1976: 13 1 ; Ray, 19782638) have outlined the different Ievels of 

involvement in the fur trade for peoples in increasingly distant locations From the Hudson 

Bay posts pnor to the expansion of the trading companies inland: the Local, Middleman, 

and Indirect Trade areas. In Local areas - those surrounding the trade pos ts - the Native 

people hunted and trapped for the posts, and they traded directly with the Europeans. Being 

close by, they could visi t the p s t  more than once a year. In the Middleman area, farther 

away from the pst, people captured some furbearers themselves, but most furs were 

obtained through trade with more distant groups in exchange for used European items at 

marked-up prices. Although too far to visit regularly, these people were close enough to the 



posts to make one trip each year (though they did not al ways corne yearly). In the Indirect 

Trade area, a considerable distance from the posts, Natives obtained most of their European 

trade goods through middlemen. Only a few of these people bothered to make the long, 

hard journey to the posts and did so only rarely. 

According to the above model, during the earliest period of tiade West of Hudson 

Bay, peoples occupying north-central Manitoba would have k e n  in the Indirect Trade area. 

The Swampy Cree of the Hudson and James Bay lowlands became included in the 

Middleman area as posts moved farther West in  the mid- 1600s (Brownlee and Syrns, 

1999:47,48). During the period of Bay-side trade the Local Trade ara consisted mostly of 

the Hudson and James Bay lowlands, part of the region historically occupied by the 

Swampy Cree. The Rock Cree of north-centrai Manitoba and adjacent Saskatchewan 

occupied the northern portion of the Middleman area, while the people farther West, in the 

Lake Athabasca region in the north and on the plains in the south, traded oni y indirect1 y. 

Those Dené who participateci in the fur trade at this time also did so mainiy through the 

Cree middlemen (Bishop and Ray, 1976: 13 1; Ray, l978:28,29). 

While there was apparently Little need for substantial change to the land use of the 

Rock Cree during the Bay-side trade period, their involvement in trade - whether as trappers, 

provisioners or middlemen - did require some adjustments to their seasonal rounds and 

economic systems in order "to facilitate this trade" (Bishop and Ray, 1976: 132). Certain 

minor adjustments, at least, had most likely already occurred before any European traders 

ever entered this region. As noted, the French fur trade in the St. Lawrence and Great Lakes 

regions to the southeast could have had an indirect e f f e t  on the economy and materid 

culture of Rock Cree since early in the 1600s. Assuming that the new trade items inspired 

an increased interest in trading furs above what the Rock Cree may have traded traditionally, 

at least some Cree of north-centml Manitoba were probably intensifying their fur trapping 

activities. Extended joumeys south and east to trade with neighbouring and more distant 



peoples may not have represented a new pattern, but the regularity of such joumeys to meet 

with these people might have k e n  less cornmon traditionally. This is difficult to determine. 

For this reason, the Aboriginal land use patterns of the Cree should not be assumed 

to be equivalent to those recorded at the onset of Bay-side trade (Bishop and Ray, 

1976: 125), but they cannot be unquestionably concluded to have changed significantly, 

either. The extent of any protocontact adjustments is not known. Nonetheless, involvement 

in the fur trade economy at this stage was probably relatively minor in cornparison to when 

trade posts were later established on Hudson Bay, increasing access to the posts for local 

and more distant Cree aiike. Reconstructions of these postcontact changes to the seasond 

round will now be made. 

For the reconstruction of the precontact seasonal rounds described in the previous 

chapters, it has been hypothesized that protocontact changes to the seasonal round and 

economy were in fact restricted to the taking of a few more furbearers each year, the 

occasional extensive journey to meet with middlemen or traders farther southeast k i n g  

made somewhat more often than traditionally, and the addition of trade goods such as axes, 

ice chisels, knives, kettles and the ever-popular beads. Several classes of these trade goods 

made existing domestic and subsistence activities easier to do. But with the exception of the 

kettles, which appear to have very quickly replaced ceramic pots and the need to make them 

(Kidd, 1957: 13 ; S yms, 1999: personal communication), these new items probabl y did not 

much affect the seasonai rounds of activi ties themselves. This is, however, onl y an 

hypo thesi S. 

9.3.1 Spring. 

Just as it had in the days prior to any contact with the Europeans, spring dunng the 

fur trade was hailed by warrning temperatures and crusting snow, increasing activity of 

game and fish, and promise of a coming end to the hungry times. For the Cree living in 

north-centrai Manitoba, there was little change to how they went about feeding themselves at 



this time of year. If there was any way in which the early Bay-side fur trade affected Rock 

Cree subsistence in this season, it was through the introduction of metai ice chisels. Chisels 

made it easier to cut through ice, so that people were better able to fish in places where the 

ice was quite thick (Gillespie, 1981a: 16; Hanks, 1983352; Rogers and Smith, 1981: 134). 

Lake ice was typically at its thickest from mid to late winter (Glover, 1%2:30), and ice 

chiseIs were no doubt still appreciated during the first few weeks of spring. Early spring 

fishing may have increased slightly.13' 

In years before the fur trade, most families had made early spring joume ys to the 

places where they planned to spend the break-up. When the European trade goods first 

began making their way West of Hudson Bay, and particularly with the arrival of the trade 

companies themselves, earl y spring travel may have increasingl y been made to dis tant 

destinations for trade. While travel by the Rock Cree at some point during the spring to 

meet with distant peoples who could supply them directly or indirectly with goods from the 

upper Great Lakes region was not a new event (Brownlee and Syms, 1999:6), it had not 

necessarïly been an annual event tradi tionaily. 1 t might be suggested that with the increasing 

flow of European trade goods west of Hudson Bay, Rock Cree might have become 

increasingly curious and interested in the new items. Growing numbers of Rock Cree 

might then have added these destinations more regularly to their regular travel plans. 

Pnor to the establishment of the posts on the West side of Hudson Bay, such travel 

could have brought them to meet with peoples who had connections to the St. Lawrence 

River, Great Lakes and, later, the James Bay regions. Once posts were built by the mouths 

of the Nelson and Hayes rivers in 1682, the Rock Cree were better posi tioned to take on the 

role of middlemen themselves. Et was common for Cree middlemen to travel at the end of 

the long winter to places where they could meet with more distant peoples to trade their used 

European goods for furs procured over the winter by these others. For example, the 

Western or  Plains Cree, who at some time in the past came to spend their winters on the 



Plains, would meet with Assiniboin, Blackfeet, Atsina and other neighbours at pre-ananged 

locations near the eastern edge of the Plains in the early spring (Burpee, 1973:37,38; 

Williams, 1969: 193). 

1 t should be noted that oral traditions among the Rock Cree record that a distinct 

group of Cree called ~ i s i , t p i y i t h i n i w & ~ ~  once travelled regularly between the mouth of the 

Churchill River at  Hudson Bay and westem Al berta until sometime around the beginning of 

the 1700s at  which time they disappeared (Brightman, 19892). This would suggest that 

they were making these joumeys Tor reasons other than the fur trade, as Prince of Wales 

Fort was not yet established by the time they are said to have disappeared. If this was the 

case, then perhaps the practice of some Cree travelling between the Bay and the West was 

not so new in those parts and only the specific purpose of  the joumeys and the identity of 

the participants may have changed. 

Regardles, the middieman trade was quite productive and would have attracted 

rnany Cree to participate. This likely resulted in at least an increase in the regularity of trade 

between Rock Cree and more westem peoples from the plains. By the rniddle of the 18th 

century it appears that some of the Rock Cree had adopted the Plains Cree pattern of' winter 

bison hunting and spring trading on the Plains (Brightman, 19939). Rock Cree who 

rernained in the forest were also trading with more distant groups to the West and north, 

including the Dené. Cree trade with Dené groups was possible in spite of the enmity 

between them, and Cree middleman status persisted at least until the entrance of the 

Chipewyan into the fur trade after the establishment of Prince of Wales Fort. At that time 

the Chipewyan took over the roles of Homeguard for Prince of Wales Fort and of 

middlernen between the post and the northwestern Den6 (Pettipas, 1993:8; VanStone, 

l974:g 1.92; Y erbury, 1986: 17). 

Meetings of the Cree with these westem and northern trappers would probably have 

taken place in the early parts of spring, prior to break-up. This would have allowed the 

middlemen to acquire the proceeds of the winter's trapping from their neighbours, and, in 



the case of trade with (or raids on) the Dené, in a season when they were still camping 

within a reasonable distance of each other. 

While most of the Rock Cree restricted their involvement wi th the Bay-side posts to 

their participation as middlemen, many of the Swarnpy Cree in the Hudson and James Bay 

lowlands quickly took up regularly provisioning the posts in return for tmde goods and 

food rations. These Homeguard generdly retreated inland into the forest for the winters, 

but a few families began to winter nearer the posts instead (Bishop, 197266; Bnghtman, 

1993247; Drage, 198223; Glover, 1962: 116; Mason, 1%7:7; Thistle, 1986: 16,17). If any 

surplus rnoose or caribou could be killed by these Homeguard throughout the winter or 

during the early spring hunts inland, they would sometimes travel the short joumey to the 

coast and sel1 the meat to the posts, in addition to bringing any furs which they had trapped 

since their last visit (Williams, 1969: 192). 

Even more of the Homeguard would travel to the coast in the spring, a little ahead of 

break-up, in order to hunt the great num bers of wateIfow1 that would arrive at the Bay wi th 

the opening of the water (Drage, 1982: 18; Russell, 1975:&2). As the years passed and 

more people became involved with the traders, some inland Cree from farther West may have 

begun to travel to the Bay on foot over the frozen NeIson and Churchill nvers systems for 

the spring goose hunt as well (e-g. HBCA, B.91/a/l:7; ~.91/a/2:8).' '~ In such cases, it 

would probably be only a few individuals who travelled to the Bay, leaving the others inland 

at good fishing sites to build canoes and support themselves by fishing and capturing 

waterfowl and small game while waiting for the gwse-hunters' retum. 13' 

More often, however, perhaps after meeting with their neighbours for trade - if such 

a joumey had k e n  made that year pnor to break-up - Rock Cree families simply moved on 

to the sarne sorts of favourable locations for break-up as they had before the fur trade, to 

make their canoes if this was necessary, and to procure what food was available (Burpee, 

1973:42; Ray, 1974:45,46; Russell, 1991:93). Travel to the Bay wouid be made later. 



The majori ty of lurs k i n g  brought in to the Bay-side posts by the inland Cree at 

this time were procured lrom the more distant neighbours, but many families did at least a 

little of their own trapping as well (Ray, 1974:46,69; Russell, 1991: 105). Although people 

had previousl y captured them for food during break-up and in other seasons, the taking of 

furbearers was a practice that would likely have intensified arnong most of the Cree when 

furs acquired a new value in the fur trade. This intensification was at first rather slight, 

however (Brightman, l993:%7,M8; Helm et al., 198 1: 15 1 ), and probably varied from 

family to family. 

The period before and during break-up was a g d  time for taking furbearers - 

particularly beaver and muskrat T hese were jus t becoming active in and around their 

lodges at that time of year (Meyer, 1985219; Rogers and Rogers, 1959:37; Smith, 

1975: 180; Tanner, 1 979: 20; Wi nterhalder, 1 W8:405,4%). Cree i nteres ted in taking their 

own furs went on spending break-up around open-water sites, but now particularly 

emphasized those which had productive beaver and muskrat marshes nearby (Pettipas, 

1980: 185; Ray, 1974:46; Russell, 199193; Smith, 1975: 180). This way they could 

combine this activity with the waterfowl hunting and fishing that was still the staple of this 

season, building or repairing cames and othenvise preparing for the summer at the same 

time (Pettipas, 1980: 185; Tanner, 1979:40). 

In addition to the beaver and muskrat which were the most commonl y taken furs in 

this season, otter, rnink, and some marten could also be trapped, predictably found drawn to 

the open water which attracted the people in the first place (Chansler, 1968: 125; Rogers, 

1%3:47; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137; Taylor, 1980: 16). 

Those groups who had traditionaily gathered together in the spring continued to 

meet in large groups in their gathenng places (e.g. Russell, 199 l:W-g9,lO4). If anything, 

spring gatherings of larger groups would have become even more common after the 

introduction of the Bay-side trade due to the meetings of Cree with other, more distant 



peoples in the eariy spring. Following break-up, it was still common for Cree to come 

together into larger groups for Goose Dance ceremonies (Meyer, 1 9 7 5 4 3 ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~  these 

coinciding with the intensive hunting of waterfowl done at  that time (Tanner, 197920). The 

spring was, as ever, a spiritually important time, for both individual and communal 

ceremonies. 

The groups in which farnilies Iived had customarily grown in size as spring 

progressed into summer, and by the time summer had set in, most of the regional band 

could have come together at a single agreed-on location for the annual gathering. For the 

most part, this pattern did not change much in the early years of the fur trade, although some 

of the gatherings took on a new nature. Both Plains Cree and Rock Cree trading parties 

would set out after break-up, by canoe, to reach the Bay by June or July in order to trade 

with the Europeans over the sumrner (Burpee, 1973:47; Gillespie, 19'75359; Mason, 

1967: 17; Pettipas, 1980: 185; Smith, 1981a:260). From the beginning, at least small groups 

of men wouid travel, with or without their farnilies, to the posts on the Bay on behalf of 

many others, and by the mid 1 7 0 0 ~ ~  rather large trading parties of inland Cree would 

regularly come together for this joumey (Bnghtman, 1993:9). Members of- these parties 

often forsook joining the gatherings of their own bands inland in order to pamcipate in the 

summer gatherings which had begun to take place around the trade posts (Mason, 1967: 17; 

Yerbury, l986:M). 

AI1 the same, even when the size of the trading parties grew, they still apparentiy 

represented only a srnall percentage of the Rock Cree population. Because the iniand Cree 

and their neighbours were not at this point intensive trappers, the loads to be taken to and 

from the Bay were still relatively small. A few individuals or farnilies could travel to the Bay 

on behalf of several others (Burpee, 1973:47; Glover, 196250; Pettipas, 1980: 185; Smith, 

1981a:260). The families of the people who made this joumey often accompanied them 

part way, to be left behind at some place inland where the trade party would meet up with 

them again later in the summer (Burpee, 1973:20; Linklater, 199488; Mason, 1%7: 17).13' 



Overall, however, most families continued to make the lare spring joumeys by came to their 

traditional summer gathering sites as they had before (Smith, 1981~260),  fishing, hunting 

waterfowl and collecting newly emerging plants for food, medicine and raw materials for 

making and repairing equipment and other items dong the way. 

9-32 Summer. 

For the majority of Cree people, the Bay-side fur trade brought fairly little change to 

their summer activities. Ody a few people [rom each band would normally leave the forest 

and the rest of their people for the Bay folIowing break-up. These would spend at least the 

first part of the summer at and around the trade posts - June, July and sometimes August 

k i n g  the primary time for trade in this period (Gillespie, 19'75359; Pettipas, 1980: 185; 

Ray, 1978:30). 

In addition to trading and provisioning themselves with fish, the people visiting the 

posts would assemble together for feasting, dancing and other events typical of gatherings. 

Before long, the land around the Bay-side posts had become sites for regular surnmer 

gatherings arnong some groups of people (Mason, 1967: 17; Yerbury, 198634). These 

gatherings were multi-ethnic. At the Bay-side posts, Rock Cree from the forests would find 

themselves arnong the Swampy Cree trappers and provisioners who chose to spend the 

sumrners fishing for the posts in between the spring and fa11 goose hunts (Drage, 198293; 

Honigrnann, l956:32). At the posts at the mouths of the Nelson and Hayes rivers they were 

joined also by some Plains Cree and Assiniboin lrorn the West At Prince of Wales Fort 

they would find eastern Dené peoples (Pettipas, 1993:8,14). Meetings of different groups 

of people would have occurred in the past as well, for trade, information exchange, and other 

reasons of mutual concern. Such meetings may not have been qui te so regular in the days 

before the fur trade, however. 

Sometimes strife would anse between groups camping around the posts, leading to 

tension and hostilities, and they would have to keep well apart, even in the neutral zone of 



the trade p s t .  This problem was particularly common between the Cree and Dené in the 

earlier days of the fur trade, M o r e  the newly established peace between them had had a 

chance to take hold some time after i t was first made in 1715 (Yerbury, l986:Z 134). 

The trading parties would remain assembled around the posts at least until they had 

acquired their goods, sometimes having to wait for the year's new shpment to corne in by 

sea. Once outfitted, some of the Rock Cree may have stayed on like the Homeguard, to wai t 

for the fa11 goose-hunt This would have left the joumey back inland quite late, making it 

difficult to rejoin their families before the freeze-up. Most middleman traders would have 

retumed inland after the trading was over to where they had agreed to meet up with their kin 

(Mason, 1967: 17: Russell, 199 192)).  Some people would leave the posts early enough to 

participate in the surnmer fishery and gathering inland (e.g. Rogers and Taylor, 1981:232), 

while those who left later, or had farther to go, would have to travel directly on to their fa11 

camps, trying to get there ahead of the freeze-up (Smith, 198 la:26O). 

Tt appears that the sizable groups of mostiy elders and children would sometimes 

spend the summer looking after themselves at the places where they were left behind by the 

trading parties joumeying to the Bay. These would nonnally be places with nch fish, 

waterfowl and small garne resources, and wi th plants to harvest. For exarnple, Linklater 

(199488) explains that the narne Notigi Lake means "Old Woman's Lake" because this is 

where the families of the trading parties from the Nelson House region were left behind to 

be looked after by the Grandmothers who would hunt, trap and fish for their subsistence. 

Idand, Cree families wouId spend the summer much as they had before, fishing and 

socializing, often at gathering places (Brîghtman, lm: 10). What made a good gathering 

place prior to the fur trade - primarïly proximity to a good summer fishery and adequate 

open space for large groups (Tanner, 1979: 1,49) - continued to be important after, as well. 

For this reason, many of the most important gathenng places continued to be used 

throughout the fur trade (Meyer and Thistle, l995:428). Of those families who had been 



left behind by trading parties, some might have retreated farther inland &ter parting, to join 

up with the rest of the band at the traditional gathering places. They might aftenvards make 

their way to an agreed upon place to meet up with the returning trading parties, o r  they 

might wait for the trading parties to corne to the gatherings them~elves."~ 

Among the many activities which had normally been c-ed out over the summers in 

the more leisurely setting of the gatherings was manufacture and repair of tools, pots, 

baskets, nets, clothing, and other items which wodd  be needed in that and corning seasons. 

As tmde goods becarne increasingly common west of Hudson Bay, many of these activities 

were made either easier o r  were hardly even required anymore. Sewing of clothing and 

other items, for example, was made significantly easier with the introduction of metal knives, 

awls and sewing needles and of commercial fabrics (Van Kirk, 1980:76). Similarly, metal 

tools would have made wood-working considerably faster. After metal tools were 

introduced, the collection and use of stone for tml-making declined rapidly. I t  would have 

rernained important for some time, though, at least for the making of efficiency tools, such 

as simple flake tools. In this case, tool-makers would have k e n  less concerned with finding 

sources of the ideal stone to work with, as efficiency tools are cornmonly made tiom 

whatever workable stone can be found at hand. This i s  in contrat to fine lithic tools Iike 

knives and projectile points for which quality stone such as chert was often selected (Gero. 

199 1: 172). As copper kenles quickly replaced Aboriginal pots, even before the end of the 

Protocontact Penod (Syrns, 1999: personal communication), there was similarly little or no 

need a t  this time to search out appropriate sources of clay and temper for pot-making. 

As before, moose, srnall game and plants would have been sought out for a change 

of Pace from fish during the summer months. Among the srnall game previously taken 

during the sumrners by Cree, beaver and otter had ken  occasionally shot, trapped and 

netted in the water, although both their meat and furs were in rather poor condition during 

the warmer months (Hearne, 197 1 [ l795]:23&2&). This prachce continued wi th the fur 

trade, much to the distress of the traders, who saw the killing of furbearers in seasons 



during which their furs were so poor as wasteful. Some people did try to trade the furs 

trapped during the summers, but as often as not the furs were so thin that they were sirnply 

singed and eaten (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:240; Rogers, 1%3b:75). Suitable furs may have 

been saved for trading when furbearers were taken for food. It is unlikely, however, that 

there was much if any increase in the taking of furbearers during the summer months 

specifically for the purposes of trade. 

By the end of the summer, the family members who had travelled to the posts on the 

Bay were usuaiiy back and had distributed the trade g d s  accordingly. The Cree woufd 

then begin to disperse as usual for the fall. 

92.3 Fall. 

The early days of fa11 were a tirne for travel among the Cree. In days of the Bay- 

side trade, just as before, this entailed families leaving the summer gathering places by came 

to disperse into somewhat smaller groups for the journey to their fa11 hunting camps. The 

only major difference for the Rock Cree in this p e n d  may have been that now some of the 

people had to sometimes begin this trip from farther away on a more regular basis. Those 

people who had participated in the trading parties had to journey from the posts on the Bay, 

if they had not already returned inland earlier in the summer. 

Not only Rock Cree, but also any Plains Cree who had gone to the Bay as 

middlemen, would have to have made that retum trip upriver by the end of the summer if 

they were to reach their fd l  camps before freeze-up. They would have crossed the 

Lowlands and then the boreal forest of Manitoba, taking whichever river routes would 

quickiy, easily and safely bnng them to their destinations. 13' Rock Cree groups travelled to 

and spread out mainly along the Churchill, Nelson and Hayes rivers and their tributaries. 

Their Plains cousins, having rejoined their families inland, continued on to the West and 

south along the Hayes and Saskatchewan rivers until they reached the Parkiands. There, 



most of them left the boreal forest behind until spring (Burpee, 1973: 17,20; Russell, 

199 L 192~93 97-99). 

Many of the Swampy Cree Homeguard came to hunt at  the posts only in the spring 

and surnmer. These people retreated inland in the fa11 in order to hunt the woodland caribou 

as these migrated from the Lowlands to the interior around the month of September (Drage, 

1983:23; Parker, 1972: 18). By leaving at this time, they could be well into the interior 

forests in their traditional wintering grounds before freeze-up. There they could spend the 

winter hunting, trapping and fishing with more success than they would have in the 

Lowlands closer to the Bay. The traders on the Bay could not survive without the help of 

the Homeguard, however. From the beginning of the Bay-side fur t d e ,  they would 

commission a number of families to remain near the coast pst the summer for the fail 

waterfowl hunt as well (Bishop, 1972:66; Drage, 198223; Russell, 1975433; Williams, 

1%9: 192). This new pattern of remaining at the Bay through the fa11 meant that those 

families had to give up the caribou hunt, as the woodland c a r i b u  migrated inland around 

the same time as the waterfowl were passing the posts on the coast (Russell, 1975:423,433). 

It also meant that they could not get out of the hewlands before freeze-up, and this 

effectively kept them near the coast throughout the winter, getting provisions from the posts 

as necessary (Bishop, 197266; Russell, 1975439). 

Back in the forest, once al1 of the trading parties had retumed to their bands, the fall 

season continued on much as it had before the fur trade. In these earlier years, activi ties 

related to the fur trade economy were fitted into the seasonal round wherever convenient. 

Furbearer trapping and hunting was added or increased only when it would not interfere 

with important social or subsistence activities. Even then, only as  many furs were taken as 

needed to purchase the trade goods desired that year (Brightrnan, l9B:248,3sn; Helm and 

Leacock, 1971:359; Helm et al., 1981: 15 1; Thistle, 1986:33,36). 



The early faIl was always a season in which there was rnuch work to do, much of it 

requiring co-operation of a number of families. In addition to the waterfowl, caribou and 

moose hunting, fishing at the spawning mm, and collection of bemes, seeds, nuts and 

edible and medicinal roots, there were many preparations to be made for the winter. While 

manufactured cloth was increasing in availability, the hides of the large garne taken still had 

to be prepared for use for sewing at least the warm traditional footwear and mittens, and for 

other purposes for which cloth did not rapidly replace hides (Kidd, 1957: 13). Any surplus 

m a t ,  fish and bemes had to be dned and stored for transport or caching. As the snows and 

freeze-up approached, the early winter camp si tes would have to be reached and the camps 

prepared. A store of dried firewood, rnoss and other important plant materials had to be 

made. None of this seems to have changed during the years of Bay-side trade. 

Previously, beaver and especially rnuslcrat had sometimes been shot or trapped in 

snares and deadfalls in the early fa11 - up to and through freeze-up - around the places where 

they were building or repairing their houses. This could be done whenever people were 

already near or in these habitats for other activi ties. For exarnple, traps and snares muid be 

set and checked in conjunction with the waterfowl hunt anytime that the marshes at which 

the hunt was taking place bore signs of beaver or rat activity (Chansler, 1968:74,78; Meyer, 

1985:313; Rogers, 1%3b:42; 197354; Rogers and Smith, 198 1: 133; Snortland-Coles, 

1979: 103; Winterhalder, l978:221,4û5,430). Otter were d s o  sometirnes netted, shot or 

trapped in and dong  the strearns they occupied (Rogers, 1963b:41), and may have ken 

sought during fa11 fishing. Lynx could be snared or trapped inland (Rogers, 1%3b:42; 

1973:55), the traps set at the same time that snares were set for hare. With the fur trade, 

some slight additional effort may have k e n  put into this opportunistic trapping. More 

intensive trapping efforts, however, require a dedication to the trapping and a p a t e r  

dispersal of the trappers (Helm et al., 1981: 152) that would have k e n  at odds with the 

communal hunting, fishing and food preservation activities traditionally important in that 

season. 



Furbearer taking may have k e n  more signifiant during and after freeze-up, once 

families were already settled into their eady wintercamps. Freeze-up had been a time at 

w hich beaver had already been an important source of food, often leading people to set up 

camp near the marshes where beaver houses could be found and broken into (Snortland- 

CoIes, 1979: 103; Winterhalder, 1978:430). By this time of year the fish runs were 

beginning to fd l  off, al though net fishing could remain productive (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 

lm: PU), and mwse and woodland caribou were moving iniand making them difficul t to 

hunt (Boulanger, 197151: Snortland-Coles, 1979: lm). This made small game among the 

more reliable sources of food- 

Only in those years that the barren-ground caribou made their way into the Cree 

tenitories was large-game hunting a dominant activity during the late faIl and early winter 

seasons. When this was not the case, subsistence activities were typically directed at 

harvesting fish and srnall game. Furbearer trapping and hunting fit in well with this pattern. 

Because of this and because the quality of the fur and meat of furbearers tend to be very 

good during the late fa11 to early winter, the months between freeze-up and the beginning of 

midwinter was one of the two principle seasons for trapping for trade (Anderson, 196 1: 107; 

Smith, 1975: 179,180; 1981~260; Tanner, 1979:20), the other k ing  the early spring. 

In addition to beaver, which had always been important in this season, furbearers 

most commonly trapped after freeze-up and into the winter inciuded otterand lynx which 

could be taken as they had earlier in the fall (Rogers, l%3 b:41,42; 197'3:48,55). Muskrat, 

more commonly hunted or trapped in the spnng and early fdl,  could also be taken after 

freeze-up, by breaking into their houses and spearing them (Meyer, 1985213; Snortland- 

Coles, 1979: 103). Mink, marten, fisher and weasels could be trapped at this time, if desired, 

in deadfalls set up in their habitats. This early winter season, when they were fattest, was the 

on1 y time that these particular furbearers had been worth taking for food other than in times 

of s tarvation (Rogers, l%3 b:42; l973:53,%). Wolf, wolverine and fox, which had not 



previously k e n  killed for food except when nothing better could be taken, could sirnilarly 

be hunted &ter the freeze-up for their furs (Rogers, 19'7356)- 

If enough beaver could be taken from their houses to use for the limited trade the 

Cree were engaged in at this time, there was little need to trap furbearers like these which 

were not tradi tionally emphasized for food. The interes t in taking furbearers did grow to 

some extent during the p e n d  of Bay-side trade, however. It is possible that families may 

have already begun to favour those early winter camps that were Iocated in areas with access 

to habitat productive of the targeted furbearers (e.g. Pettipas, 1980:201). 

While the meat of most of the furbearers was edible, particularly when they were Fat, 

the captured furbearers alone could rarely feed whole groups for long. It was important to 

continue fishing, hunting fowl and other small game iike hare and porcupine, and whatever 

large game the hunters might come across. For this reason, furbearer hunting and trapping 

even in this productive season could not become a primary economic activity among the 

Cree - not in this perîod of Bay-side trade, or at any point during the early fur trade. At this 

time, given their relative lack of dependence on the trade, anytime that people found that 

there was a shortage of food, they would simply give up on trapping and move on, if 

necessary, to where the hunting or fishing was better (Rogers, 1963b:48). 

To this end, fur trade technology offered some new advantages for subsistence 

pursuits. Metal ice chisels, k i n g  most beneficial in the mid to late winter when ice was at 

its thickest, could still cut down the arnount of time and effort that went into preparing holes 

for ice-fishing in any season of frozen water (Gillespie, 1981a: 16; Hanks, 1983352; Helm 

and Leacock 1971:34G; Mallory, 19755). This may have resulted in an increase in early 

winter fishing or i t  may have simply made the existing level of fishing easier.140 

It has been suggested that the use of muskets resulted in a slight increase in the 

arnount of solitary large game, including woodland caribou and moose, that could be hunted 

in the late fa11 and early winter (Brightman, 1993:W). In prior times, these animals were 

not regularly hunted between freeze-up and mid-winter. After the rut they moved farther 



inland from shore where they were difficult to follow (Snortland-Coles, 1979: 103). 

Because their hearing is good and the snow not normally deep enough to slow them down 

until sometime in December, it was extremely difficult to stalk and kill a moose or woodland 

caribou (Boulanger, 1971 :5 l), particularly with bow and arrow. 

Firearrns could increase the distance fmm which game could be kiIled, making it 

easier to hunt these animals at this time of year. This eventually led to an increase in the 

amount of moose and caribou taken in the months just after freeze-up (Brightman, 

1993:249; Rogers, 1 %3b:4û). However, reliable firearrns and ammunition were not traded 

in sufficient quantities to signifîcantly replace traditional hunting technologies until 

considerably later in the fur trade, after 1820 (Helm and Leacock, 1971:359). Even more 

importantly, the muskets available in the p e n d  of Bay-side trade were of questionable 

reliability for hunting, as they often broke in the cold and were inaccurate at al1 but ciose 

distances (Given, 1987: 10; Helm and Leacock, 197 l:359; Sharp, l977:W). 141 

Overall, the practices of Rock Cree during the falall and early winter season probably 

did not change al1 that much, other than a slight intensification of trapping and hunting of 

türbearers at times that these had already been taken for tood and fur. 

9.2.4 Winter. 

The land use practiced by the Rock Cree after freeze-up continued on through the 

early winter until about December or January, when the mid-winter's cold and the 

deepening snows caused the game and fish to becorne dispersed and relatively immobile. 

For those people continuing on in the boreal forest during the years of Bay-side trade, the 

early winter was a time for fishing, small game taking and hunting what large game they 

could. Barren-ground caribou were important in yeam that they came into Cree temtories, 

even when they had begun to disperse for the winter. Furbearers, especially beaver, were 

taken when convenienf and the furs prepared for trade in the spring. But as long as they 

held on to the middleman trade, Cree really did not have to capture any more furbearers than 



they had before the fur trade. They could get what they needed from the posts by trading 

the furs procured from their neighbours (Ray, 197469). 

Any trapping and hunting of furbearem that was done was best fitted into the season 

in which small garne was already emphasized. The importance of small garne grew through 

the months of November and December as caribou - like mmse  - dispersed inland and 

became more difficult to hunt. Furbarers, if they were to be taken, were most commody 

hunted or trapped at this time (Brightman, 1993: 10; Pettipas, 1980: 185; Rich, 195223; 

Smith, 1981x260). 

Change to land use patterns may have been more notable during the mid to iate 

winter months. Mid to late winter fishing was difficult due to the thiclaiess of the ice. With 

the introduction of ice chisels, however, there was a new potential to extend the winter 

months into which ice fishing could be done. However, uriiess game was quite scarce, it 

was hardly worth the effort of increasing fishing beyond what was normal1 y already done a t  

locations of thimer ice and open water. Even with ice chisels, later winter fïshing could be 

more trouble than it was worth, as most fish were relatively immobile, deep in the lakes 

(Glover, 1%2:30). Large garne had traditionally been emphasized in the Cree diet in this 

season, and this pattern continued though the Bay-side û-ade pend and beyond (Rogers 

and Rogers, 1959: 136; Smith, 1975: 179,180). 

There was again only a smalI increase in furbearer-taking activities in this earIy 

period (Brightman, 199324'7). Even had the people wished to trap many furbearers, the 

animais' relative lack of mobility in this season could make this an unproductive activity. 

Beaver couid have been taken in greater numbers than previousl y, however, because metai 

trade axes and ice chisels made i t easier to break into their iced-up houses (Brightman, 

1993: 193,194). In the pas& this had been an extrerneIy difficult task by mid-winter. 

The ability to take beaver later into the winter would have been useful to the people 

not ody  for the hrs, but also for food: in those more difficult years that large garne 



remained scarce or  difficdt to hunt in the mid to late winter, beaver could usudly still be 

taken reliabl y, if not easily (Tanner, 1 W9:2 1). S till, Cree perceived this method of hunting, 

breaking into iced-up beaver houses, to be more work for l e s  returns than big game 

hunting (Brightman, 1993342). For this reason, wherever moose, caribou or  bear could be 

taken in large enough amounts to sustain the people. rnid-winter beaver hunting would not 

have increased grcatiy over previous years. 

Al1 the same, mid-winter furbearer taking was possible. Most furbarers did remain 

active through the whole winter, although their mobility was often significantly reduced 

during the mid-winter, increasing again towards the end of the winter. Aside from beaver, 

other furbearers rnay also have been taken in slightly greater numbers through the mid and 

late winter months, if this couid be done without too much extra effort. Lynx, otter, mink 

and marten have in recent times been trapped or shot through d l  of the winter months 

(Rogers, 1963b:42; l973:53-55). Marten in particular seem to have been most commonl y 

taken in the late winter (Pettipas, 1980: 197). Muskrat, like beaver, were rare1 y taken in the 

mid-winter, but this activity often resumed with the approach of spring, before break-up 

(Pettipas, 1980: 197; Rogers, 1%3b:47). 

It is possibIe that some Cree in the boreal forest regions were already trapping and 

hunting more of these diverse furbearers by the period of Bay-side trade. However, of the 

furbearers which came to be vaiued during the fur trade, on1 y beaver had ever been 

emphasized for food in earlier times (Helm et al., 198 1: 150). If furs were to be taken for 

trade during the Bay-side trade period, when Cree traders could get most of the furs they 

needed from their neighbours, most of these would probably have continued to be beaver. 

It may be reasoned that in this time the Rock Cree who had remained in the forested 

regions were probably not making any significant changes to their pre-fur trade winter 

activities. The newly emerging interest in taking furbearers for tmde could be fit into 

existing patterns of small mammai hunting and tnpping - an activity which could already 

assume primary importance in at least some seasons and some years, when large game was 



scarce. The main economic change of the Bay-side trade period was likely just that new 

technologies were making it easier to do what they had already done before. 

Aside from the technological and economic changes which began during the p e n d  

of Bay-side t d e ,  another consideration may have affected Cree land use, particularly in the 

winter and spnng seasons. This was the apparently growing animosity that existed between 

themselves and their northern neighbours, the Dené. Always marked by a certain level of 

tension, their relations wi th these people became marked by increasing hos tili ty. From the 

onset of the western Canadian fur trade until a tentative peace was established sometime 

&ter 1715, the periodic raiding which had long k e n  going on between the Cree and Dené 

escalated (Gillespie, 19'7536 1,362). 

Cree raids on Den6 were probably m a t  common in the spring and early summer 

months, when attempts were made by Dené to reach the posts at that time of year. The Cree 

found the position of middleman between the Bay and their western and northern 

neighbours to be quite lucrative and tried to monopolize access to the northem trade posts. 

They accordingly made it difficult for Den6 to reach the posts on the Bay (Yerbury, 

198621). 

The hostility could also have k e n  a problem in the winters. This was already the 

time of year that the two peoples were in closest proximity to each other as Den6 came 

south of the treeline for the winter. With the fur tmde, Dené who desired the new trade 

items now had even more incentive to travel farther into the boreal fores t, as furûearers were 

richer there than in the transitionai forest lands of the Dené. The danger of Cree violence, 

however, resulted in there k i n g  o d y  a few Dené who ventured into these trapping lands 

(Herne, 1971 [1795]: 177). 

Cree may have even begun travelling farther north in the winter or spring in order to 

raid Dené for furs and trade goods, as well as for prisoners. The effect on land use of these 

raids would have ken, prirnarily, an increase in the addition of travel to certain destinations, 



Den6 camps, when the opportunity presented itself. Attacks were most often initiated by 

Cree on Dené, forcing the Dené parties into a defensive position. The Cree themselves were 

said to rarely be in much fear of attack (Jarvenpa, 1982:285; Smith, 1981~: 140). In this 

p e n d  of tense relations, though, it would seem likely that Cree would have been paying at 

least slightly more attention to their safety from attack than they would have had to in 

previous or later years. Presence of a vantage point from which they could spot 

approaching enemies may have become that much more important in choosing a camp site, 

as could the overail defensibility of the camps, For example. 

B y the end of the period of Bay-side trade, a peace had been established between the 

Cree and Den6 peoples. Den6 could visit the posts and trap and hunt in the full boreal 

forest in relative safety. Relations rernained tense overall, but other than occasional minor 

resurgence, the raiding had ceased (Gillespie, l976:36 1 ; Heame, 197 1 [1795]:81-83; Smith, 

1981 b:273; 1981c: 137; Yerbury, 1986:44). For the Cree, any concem with safety from 

raiding (or with initiating the raids) would have been largely restricted to those earlier years. 

9.3 Cree Seasonal Rounds in the Periods of Early Inland Trade and Inland 

Competition: A.D. 1734-1772, 1773-1820. 

9.3.1 Early Inland Trade (A.D. 1734-1772). 

The period of early inland trade (1734- 1772) was a period of transition; many of the 

new trends which represented changes from the earlier land use patterns of the Bay-side 

trade years (1668-1733) and which becarne part of the regular seasonal rounds of the Cree 

during the pend of inland cornpetition (1773- 1820) began at some point during this time; 

but at the same time, many aspects of the Bay-side trade period land use persisted. 

Early inland trade, as defined here, began with the establishment of the first trade 

post in the interior W e s t  of Hudson Bay. As noted, there had been French coureurs de bois 

travelling through the interior during much of the p e n d  of Bay-side trade, although posts 

were not established (Russell, 1982: 10 1,102). Wi th the exception of Henry Kelsey who 



travelled for exploration purposes to the plains in 1690, the English had largely remained on 

the Bay (Newman, 1985:210). During those earlier years, the presence of inland traders, 

aithough significant, was not reliable enough to have any significant effect on the lives of 

rnost Cree. The French trade posts, strategically placed dong major water routes in order to 

intercept trading parties on their way to the Bay (Russell, lm: 106), were somewhat more 

stable. This set the stage for a shi ft towards the direct trade in the interior that would 

becorne the n o m  by the early 1770s, when the Hudson's Bay Company was forced to 

establish posts inland as well. 

By the end of the period of Bay-side trade, Cree participation in the fur trade had 

grown considerabl y since their initial exposure to i t. However, even at this time, there was 

still only minor cornmitment of time to trapping and trade above that traditionally practiced. 

There were still a relatively small number of people travelling to the Bay each year, trading 

furs on behalf of the rest of the people, and many of these furs were still bartered from more 

distant groups rather than k i n g  tnpped locally. 

Even after the French began to set up trade posts in the western interior in 1734, 

there was little incentive for the inland Cree to change their seasonal rounds al1 that rnuch. 

Direct inland trade was not rnuch more reliable with the establishment of these early French 

posts than it had been before: the fighting between the French and English suppliers often 

led to a lack of trade goods or of traders in the intenor: and with the capnire of Montréal by 

the English in 1760, French trade into the West was cut off entirely for some time (Russell, 

1982: 107.1 13). Many Cree continued to choose to travel to the Bay for their trade (Russell, 

1982: 108). Because of the sporadic nature of the early inland trade, the Rock and Plains 

Cree were able to hold on to their middleman positions through most of this period (Ray, 

1974:69; Williams, 1969: 193). 

S till, enough inland Abonginal tmde had been drawn away from the Bay by this 

time that, in 1754, the HBC did start sending men into the intenor on an annual ba i s  to try 

io draw the Cree and other westem peoples back to their posts (Russell, 1982: 108). Things 



began to change even more rapidl y after the Canadian (S t. Lawrence) traders moved in to 

take over the interior û-ade which had been abandoned by the French when the Canadian 

T ~ m t o n e s  were ceded to the English in 1763. The Canadians were a s trong presence in the 

western interior and before long they were winning away almost al1 but the local Swaqpy 

Cree and Chipewyan trade from the Bay (Mason, 1%7:8; Pettipas, 1993: 19; Thistle, 

1986:3 1). The inland Cree found that, in spite of the higher prices the Canadians generally 

demanded for their goods, trade with the Canadians was usually preferable to the long, hard 

journey to the Bay (Thistle, 1986:B). Unfortunateiy for these Cree, the same new, 

comparatively reliable trade posts that allowed them to visit for trade more easily and 

frequently also increased the accessibility of direct trade for their neighbours. 

Trapping and hunting of furbearers for trade grew arnong the Cree of north-centrai 

Manitoba as the period of early inland trade progressed. Not only was there more pressure 

on the idand Cree to get their own furbearers due to the loss of their middleman p s i  tions 

(Pettipas, 1993: 16; Ray, 1974:69; 1978:33), but the number of furs which it was possible to 

bnng in for trade increased as well. When posts were moved into regions already used 

regularly by Cree, the locals were able to visit more ot'ten than when the closest reliable trade 

post was located on the Bay (Bnghtrnan, 1993:260).'~~ The new proximity similariy let 

idand Cree obtain at least some of the limited number of trade goods that they desiredl'" by 

provisioning the trade pos ts with meat and hides of animals hunted throughout the year. 

Thus, an intensification of hunting aiso accompanied the expansion of trade posts into the 

interior (Brightman, 1993:245; Thistle, 1986:58). 

In spite of the presence of trade posts in the interior, at least some of the inland Cree 

continued to travel to the Bay, even towards the end of this p e n d  and through the period of 

inland corn petit ion. This journey was Iikely often made in order to hunt waterfowl for the 

Bay-side posts in the spnng - a lucrative job. So, while the traffic on the lower-most 

Churchill, Nelson and Hayes rivers may have beg un to decline during the p e n d  of earl y 



inland trade, these routes were not abandoned by Cree from the interior, in this or later 

penods. 

9.32 Intense Inland Corn petition (A.D. 1773- 1820). 

The fur trade was becoming more attractive to many Cree by the 17703, wi th the 

increasing accessibility of posts, growing at tachent  of the Cree to certain trade goods, and 

the cornpetitive pricing of these goods. involvernent of the inland Cree in the fur trade, both 

as provisioners of posts and especially as trappers, grew through the period of inland 

competition (Brightman, 1993:26û; Helm et al., 1981: 151). By the time the 1821 

arnalgarnation of the HBC and the NWC brought an end to the p e r d  of inland 

competi tion, most Cree famil ies had made furbearer taking and trade a regular part of their 

annual round of activities and had made several adjustments to their land use practices in 

order to accommodate the fur trade economy (Helm et  al., 198 1 : 15 1). 

Trade goods were becoming more and more wmmon in the interior during these 

year~?~  Certain tradition items like clay pots and axes, projectile points, knives and 

scrapers of Stone (except for efficiency tools) had been largely replaced by their metal 

equivalents by the end of the competi tive p e n d  (e. g. Ray, 1978:30,33). Sti11, until qui te 

recently the Cree couid get by quite well without the European-manufactured items, when 

necessary (Helm and Leacock, 1971:360). Firearms, for example, had been traded in smail 

numbers since the beginning of the western trade, and had becorne quite common alter 1820 

(Helm and Leacock, 197 l:359), but in 1840 traders were still reporting that many people 

were still hunting mainly with bows ( e g  Ballantyne, 1971 [1879]:66). 

In addition to the old standard items of trade (copper kettles, metal knives, axes, 

chisels, muskets, beads and other useful goods), alcohol and tobacco were k i n g  traded in 

greater quantities during the years of competition (Bishop and Ray, 1976: 135). Other 

'luxury' items like cloth, embroidery threads, buttons, and so on were steadily increasing in 



popularity as well, aithough it has been suggested that they only became staples of tmde 

after 1830 (Helm et al., 1981: 153). 

Steel leg-hold traps and castoreum (for k i t )  were first introduced into the region 

during the period of inland competition. Together, these new tools revolutionized trapping, 

greatly increasing the reliability of this activity (Brightman, 1993264,266). Steel traps 

could be placed in locations deadfalls could not. For example, they could be hidden under 

snow, in den entrantes, on game trails and log bridges, or under ice (e-g. Boulanger, 

1971:44; Chansler, 1968:8,28,78). Castoreum, in turn, was a very effective bait for beaver. 

I t  was some time before this technology becarne prevdent in the north, however. Use of 

deadfails and snares continued to be the most cornmon methods of trapping through most 

of the competi tive period. 14' Al1 the same, the new tools made it easier to trap larger 

numbers of beaver and other furbearers, and more beaver were k i n g  taken in the subarctic 

during this period (Brightman, 1993264,300). 

Al1 through the period of inland competition, and for some time after, the Cree 

continued to ernphasize their tradi tional economic pursuits above any fur trade activi ties 

(Linklater, 199425). The fur trade was certainly a part of most peoples' lives by this time, 

but trapping did not become a prirnary economic activity for the inland Cree until after the 

1820s (Helm and Leacock, 1981:359; Linklater, 199425; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 129; 

Smith, 2981a:264; Thistle, I986:86). The 'relatively low' prices of the cornpetitive period 

ensured that Cree couId continue to dedicate a relatively small portion of their time to 

trapping and still acquire most of the trade goods that they desired (Brightman, 1993:299; 

Helm and Leacock, 2971:359), 

To get those trade goods, however, people still had to visit the trade posts. As the 

draw of the fur tnde grew and as more posts were established in the interior, Cree began to 

visit the posts more and more regularly. Families' annual rounds of travel came to be 

greatly influenced by the location of the posts and the timing of their opening and closing 



each year (Brightman, 19939). For those who wished to trade, their yearly movements had 

to take them to the trade post site a t  some point during the months that the p s t  was open. 

Most of the inland posts were winter outposts and closed for a couple months during the 

summer oreariy fall (Brightman, 1993: 10).14 

Except for the Swarnpy Cree, most Cree people in north-centml Manitoba were 

trading inland by this time, rather than at  Churchill and York Factory ; the no longer had to 

travel to the Coast for trade (Linklater, 199423; Pettipas, 1993: 19). In many cases, the 

inland posts were built at or near traditional gathering sites. In these locations, the traders 

could take advantage both of the large groups of people likely to be encountered and the 

abundant food resources which attracted the gatherings (B rightrnan, l989:3 ; 1993: 13 ; 

Meyer and Thistle, 1995:418,43 1). When this was the case, the people who had 

traditionally gathered at the chosen trade p s t  si te did not have to alter their annual rounds 

much at all, other than to add trade with the Europeans to their gathering-time activities. 

The main difference in the use of these places by the Cree was that the number of 

people gathering at them grew as the local residents were joined by people from those bands 

more distant from the trade posts (Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:97,99; Helm and Leacock, 

19'71:361). In some cases, bands may have adopted the trade post site as their new 

gathering place and would spend the gathering season there. In others, the people could 

briefly attend the multi-band gathering around the p t s  where they traded, but continued to 

meet at  their own gathering places prior to or following this visit. Either way, travel routes 

leading to and from the trade post sites out of the home temtories of these peoples would 

have seen increasing use, just as the lower Nelson, Hayes and Churchill nvers had becorne 

more travelled with the introduction of Bay-side trade. 14' 

Another difference in the use of these sites was that sites which had previousty been 

used maidy for seasonal (late spring or summer) camps now had 'permanent' posts on 

them. The posts remained open for most of the year and could draw people to these places 

outside of the normal gathenng season (Helm, 1981:664). A few families, the Homeguard, 



would have stayed near a particular p s t  al1 year, using the area around the post for their 

base camps, bringing in provisions for the traders, and doing other necessary tasks for them 

like building canoes, sewing fwtwear, dressing furs, and so on (Brown, 1980: 19; Helm et 

al., 1981: 156). Other families may have corne more sporadically over the year, for trade or 

to seek aid and shelter when struck by illness or a hard winter (Hanks, 1982: 107; Helm and 

Leacock, 1971:362; Thistle, 198665). 

Some trade posts were built in locations that had not k e n  used for gathenngs in the 

recent past if the site was unsuitable for long-term occupation by larger groups, the post 

was unlikely to be successful, as the pst-employees would not be able to survive there 

easily (e.g. HBCA, B.83/a/2:7,7d). A well-chosen trade p s t  site, on the other hand, often 

became a gathering site for the people who traded there (Meyer and Thistle, 1995:43 1). " 

The way that people used these places thus changed considerably with this p e n d .  

The inland posts in north-central Manitoba were often visited by Dené as well - 

especially after 1782 when the Dené were able to expand their tem tories southwards into 

the full b o r d  forest following the smallpox epidemic which so reduced the Cree 

population. Since at least some of the Dené trappers and p s t  provisioners remained in the 

forest in the spring and sometimes the summer months, the gathenngs at the posts could 

increasingly be not only multi-band, but multi-ethnic as well. Peace between the Cree and 

Dené in this region was well enough entrenched to dlow them to share the area around the 

posts dunng the spring gatherings for cane building, for example (e.g. HBCA, B.83/a/2:9; 

B.91/a/2: 1 4 ) .  

Some tensions did remain, however, and there were tirnes that the two peoples had to 

keep themselves qui te separate in order to avoid fights (T yrrell, 1934458). Away from the 

posts, the sarne tensions could keep both Cree and Den6 on their guard against each other 

(e-g. PAM, MG 1 B 14, Ia: 158; Hanks and Winter, 199 l:49). The raiding had settled down 

years before, however, and now only erupted occasionally (Gillespie, 19'75361 ; Smith, 

1981~: 141). 



The intensification of trapping for tmde and of big-game hunting around the posts 

forced the Cree to change other aspects of their settlement and subsistence patterns as the 

p e n d  of inland competition progressed. With the disappearance of beaver in the early 

1800~~ trappers began to focus more on taking muskrat (Brightman, 1993267; Orecklin, 

1976:29; Pettipas, 1980:201). As it becarne harder to find food in the winters, many people 

abandoned trapping for trade altogether so they could focus on feeding thernselves 

(Brightman, 1993270). Cree people were having to turn more frequently to fish and small 

game, especially hare and fowl, for food and often visited the trade posts for ernergency 

rations (Brightman, 1993:269; HBCA, B.9 1/aI3:6d7 1 1; Helm et al., 1981: 15 1 ; Thistle, 

1986: 75). "'' 
As noted, shifts in subsistence emphasis from large game to small game and fish 

would not have been unheard of before the fur trade. With forest succession and other 

natural factors that cause variation in the abundance of different animal species, the need of 

a group to alter their subsistence patterns periodically would have been quite normal. The 

depletion of beaver and large garne in the later years of the cornpetitive fur trade was 

probably more widespread and of longer duration than such shortages would nomdly  have 

been in the ps t .  This required a more widespread and long-term change to the way that 

Cree people lived. 

With the shift to a fish and small game-based economy, and in order to trap more 

effectively, i t became more common for Cree bands to disperse into very srnail groups of 

only a few nuclear families (Helm et al., 1981: 151; Rogers, 1%3b:75). Trapping was most 

efficiently done by dispersed populations, two partners often trapping over a wide area and 

away from others doing the sarne. As trapping grew in popularï ty over the period of inland 

competition, the early winter season was increasingly k i n g  spent by Cree in rather small 

groups of two trappers and their immediate families, or just slightly larger groups 

(Brightman, 1993: 11; Helm et al., 1981: 152; Meyer, 1985:215; Smith, 1981x264). 



As long as the large game had been adequately abundant, families could corne 

together again into slightly larger groups in the mid to late winter for hunting moose and 

caribou. Larger camps could be supported by large garne, and people often hunted large 

game together in larger groups than was efficient for trapping (Brightman, 1993: 11). By 

the end of the cornpetitive pend,  however, such game was scarce and the minor gatherings 

of mid-winter became rare. 

Another factor which in time led to some important land use changes was beginning 

to affect a t  least some Cree groups by this pend. Although most Cree do not appear to 

have commonly employed dog teams for winter transportation mtil  the later fur trade, i.e. 

after 182 1 (Gillespie, 198 la: 16; Helm et al., 198 1 : 1%), dogs were k i n g  used by at leas t 

some Swampy Cree groups by the mid- 1700s (Honigrnann, l98I:Z 1). It is possible that 

some inland Cree were adopting this method of travel as well. Use of dog team-pulled 

toboggans would have allowed greater loads to be transported at  a greater speed. 

Dogs have apparently k e n  kept by Cree peoples since at least the Late Precontact 

(Orecklin, 1976: 18), but until the later fur trade these were used primady in hunting (e.g. 

Mason, 1967: 12), possibly as pack animals, and probably as aiarms to warn of approaching 

strangers or  bears. One or a couple dogs per camp would have been enough to satisfy these 

purposes. This small nurnber of dogs could be fed on fish, plus whatever they might 

scavenge for themselves, with little additional effort beyond what was nomally put into 

fishing and hunting for the families. The sudden increase in the nurnber of mouths to be 

fed year round with the adoption of dog teams, however, would have required a significant 

intensification of fishing, particularly in the winter months (Gillespie, 1981a: 16; Helm et al., 

1981: 156). 

Use of dog teains could also affected peoples' seasonal rounds of travel. As noted 

by Sharp (l977:3), teams of dogs had to be fed and otherwise maintained year-round. One 

or two dogs could be taken dong during travel from one place to another without tm much 

trouble. In contrast, greater nurnbers of dogs, whose primary function was for winter travel, 



could be ciifficuit to transport by came. An alternative way to deal with the dog teams as 

winter ended was to just leave them behind. The tearns still had to be fed throughout the 

surnmer, however, and kept in a place where they couid be found when needed again in the 

following winter. This might include an island reasonably distant from the mainland, so 

long as the dogs were collected before freeze-up. The dogs' keepers would have to return 

to the site regularly over the spring, sumrner and fa11 to feed the dogs, and they had to return 

to that same site around the beginning of the winter in order to pick up the team for another 

season of use. This could have reduced the range over which farnilies were able to travel 

between the spring and fa11 seasons. Is0 

This alternative was probably uncornmon among the Cree a t  this time, becoming 

more favourable when people came to settle in more permanent villages around the trade 

p s t  complexes in more recent times. With the exception of those Homeguard who 

rernained near the posts al1 year anyhow, most Cree were not yet willing to be tied down to a 

smail area If anyone other than the Homeguard were using dog tearns during this period, 

they were probably finding some way of brïnging the dogs along with them as they travelled 

to di tfèrent base camps. Reduced range of yearl y ûavel was probabl y not a signiticant 

effect of using dog teams at this time. 

The trends described above for the penods of early inland trade and intense inland 

cornpetition - increasing trapping and trade, adoption of new technology for trapping and 

hunting, increasing use of certain travel routes, increasing concentration of bands around 

trade posts, increasing winter fishing and declining big game hunting, and decreasing winter 

group size - grew more noticeable as time passed. In the following reconstruction of Cree 

seasonal rounds dunng the periods of inland trade. the descriptions are focussed on the 

changes to the round that occurred in these periods. It should be kept in mind that these 

new patterns were probably adopted at different rates by different families. It should also 

be kept in mind that many of the Cree's economic, social and spiritual practices from before 



the fur- trade continued through both the B ay-side and inland trade periods (Linklater, 

199425). The fur trade was an addition to the tradi tional lifestyles of the Cree, requinng 

some adjustments to certain aspects of the seasonal round. It did not at this time supplant 

those lifestyles. 

9.3.3 Spring. 

During the periods of early and competitive inland trade, the earl y spnng continued 

to be a time for taking advantage of the renewed activity of game and fish. Moose and 

caribou were hunted whenever they were available (Smith, 1975: BO), and some of the meat 

and hides might be brought into a post by people wintenng nearby in exchange for trade 

goods (HBCA, %.91/a/2:8d; Rich, 195239). Small game such as hare and grouse was 

taken and ice chisels would have k e n  employed for cutting holes for fishing. Small game 

and fish would have becorne increasingly important for food at the end of the competitive 

period, when large game was getting more and more scarce. 

The early spnng was an important time for the growing numbers of Cree interested 

in trapping for trade and the meat of the trapped animais was likely as  welcome as fresh 

meat had ever b e n  at the end of a winter. Lynx, otter and marten could be trapped or 

hunted through the winter and were brought into the posts for trade during the late winter 

and early spnng as well (e.g. HBCA, B.9 l/a/l; B.911a/3:8d; Pettipas, 1980: 197). It was 

beaver, however, and later muskrat, which were the most important furbearers. These were 

often taken in the weeks jus t before and during the break-up (Meyer, l98S:2 19; Pettipas, 

1980: 185; Smith, 1975: 180; Winterhalder, 1978:417). 

With the loss of their middleman position and with increasingly reliable sources of 

European trade goods within their own temtory, there would have been less reason for the 

Rock Cree of the boreal forest to make journeys to more distant regions for trade in this 

season. A decline in long distance trade from that level engaged in during the earlier days 

of the fur trade, and possibly even from the level engaged in tmditionally, would have 



resuited. Instead, families would normally just move on from the place where they had 

spent the late winter trapping to the place where they would spend break-up, retrïeving 

summer equipment from caches dong the way (Brightrnan, 1989: 157; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 136). 

As interest in ûapping increased, the sites chosen for the break-up camp were more 

and more often those with access to marsh areas and similar habitats where beaver and 

muskrat muid be found. The trapping and hunting of these animals still had to be 

cornbined with subsistence hunting and îïshing. So, the ideal places chosen for the break- 

up camp continued to be those where the water would open early, where they could fish and 

hunt waterfowl at the s m e  time as building the canoes and doing what trapping they chose 

to do (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 137; Tanner, 1979:40; Winterhalder, 1978:456). 

As they had in the years of Bay-side trade, most people would wai t until the break- 

up was over and they had recovered or constmcted their canoes before heading over to the 

posts for spnng trade. With trade posts k i n g  built through the intenor, however, people 

began to visit for trade more regularly and sometimes would anive for the spnng trade while 

the rivers were still frozen. En such cases, most of the family might stay back to constmct 

canoes. hunt, fish and tmp, sending only a few rnembers on to the posts to trade for a few 

necessary provisions. The others could then follow alter break-up with the rest of the furs 

loaded into canoes (HBCA, B.911aE: 1 Id). It was also not unusual for Cree to stop at an 

inland p s t  in the early spring to trade for a few provisions, then continue on to the Bay on 

foot to trade the rest of their furs (HBCA, B.91/d1:8), usually hoping to get there in time 

for the goose hunt (e.g. HBCA, B.91/a/l:7; B.91/a/2:8). 

Some people, especially the Homeguard, came together at the posts in the early 

spring for came building. In some cases the p s t  was located near a grove of suitable trees 

and c a n m  could be made on site. More frequently, however, the people had to go out to 

cut the bark and wood, bnnging the materials back to the post (e.g. HBCA, B.91/a/3: ; 

Tyrrell, 1934 149). When no suitable construction site was available at the post or when the 



birch groves or  the supplia of good came-frame timbers were too dis tant, then the canoes 

would be made away from the p s t  at some other si te (e.g. HBCA, B .83/a/2:9). Once the 

canoes were cornpleted, or recovered from their caches, they could be brought to the break- 

up site where Homeguard farnilies would hunt geese for themselves and for the p s t  

(I-iBCA, B.91/a/l:9). 

Near the end of the cornpetitive period, when large game and beaver both were 

getting to be so scarce, the break-up becarne more difficult to get through unaided. If 

enough game could not be taken ahead of the thaw and local small game like beaver had 

been depleted, waiting for the waterfowl to arrive and the fish to spawn could be a very 

stressful time. Homeguard and other Cree spending break-up near the posts could 

sometimes depend on an oprion that had not k e n  available to people in earlier tirnes or to 

those more distant from the posts: they could go to the traders to ask for food (e.g. HBCA, 

B .9 1/a/2: l3d). When Homeguard men Ieft the posts for canoe-building and goose-hunting, 

they usually left their families at the posts to spend break-up there (HBCA, B.911d3: 13). 

After the break-up, the res t of the trading Cree usuall y travelled by came to the 

posts. B y the 1800s, a credi t system had been implemented and this became the time to pay 

off debts taken in the fall, using proceeds of the winter and spnng trapping (HBCA, 

B.91/a/2:9; Pettipas, 1980: 191). This meant that in order to remain in good standing with 

the trade companies, people had to return in the spring to the same trade p s t  which they 

had visited in the fall. This probably was not so different from earlier years. Families had 

often retumed in the spring to the place where they had cached their summer equipment the 

previous fall. Still, there would have been that much more pressure put on them by the 

traders to rnake this return to the pst. This wouId have taken away sorne of the flexibility 

enjoyed in the pre-credit years. Of the farnilies who were keeping dog teams by this time, 

those who would not be travelling too far away and who chose to l a v e  the dogs behind 

would have had to find a place to leave the team at this time, as well. 



The waterfowl hunt was still an important pst-break-up activity. The main 

difference was that in addition to hunting for themselves, inland Cree were now often also 

hunting for the posts (HBCA, B.83ldl: 19; B.91/a/2: 13; Rich, 1952:42,43; Tyrrell, 

1934: 151). The spring s p a w ~ n g  runs may have become even more vital in later years of 

the competitive period when large game was stretched so thin, although fishing seems to 

have always been emphasized in the late spring. Bear could be hunted at the spawning sites 

as they had before. With the increasing use of muskets, Cree may have had more success 

in killing these animals (Brighûnan, 1993: 193,194). 

Some people continued to take furbearers after break-up. Beaver and muskrat were 

ernerging from their houses by this time and could be trapped (Meyer, l985:2 13 ; Rogers 

and Smith, 1981: 133). While beaver remained around their houses ail year, muskrats 

abandoned theirs in the spring and so becarne more widespread in this season (Meyer, 

1985219). Otter could also be taken during the open-water seasons. The furs of each of 

these animals were best in the mid-winter but remained trade-worthy until at Ieast a few 

weeks after break-up. Trapping of furbearers later into the spnng or summer was probably 

still discouraged by the traders, however, even during the competitive period. Thus, this 

activity Iikely did not increase much. 

9.3.4 Surnmer. 

During the earlier years of the inland trade, gatherings were often held near the 

iniand trade posts after the break-up, when most families arrived to trade o r  pay off debt 

(Helm and Leacock, 1971:362; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:99). It has been suggested that, in 

general, these pst-gatherings were probably fewer in number but larger in size than 

gathenngs had been in earlier times (Helm and Leacock, 1971:365; Martijn and Rogers, 

1969: 99). 

Entries frorn the tmde p s t  joumals of the later inland competition period, however, 

do not seem to reflect the presence of very large groups gathered at the posts for extended 



periods of tirne- Most parties were said to have corne to the posts, traded, and left again 

within a few days (e-g. HBCA, B.92/a/2 17). When people other than the Homeguard were 

recorded to be camping around the psts ,  it was usually because they were waiting for the 

new trade goods to arrive wi th traders in the summer or faIl (e-g. HBCA, B .83/a/2:4d; 

B.9l/a/3: 16-17). It rnay be that the post employees were unwilling to admit to their 

superiors that the Natives were spending so rnuch time so close to the posts king 

'unproductive' (Hamilton, l991:4,16); or the posts may not have been located in the most 

desirable places for gatherings; or gatherings may truly have been l e s  common by this 

time. 

It is notable that David Thompson recorded that, during his time in the interior from 

the late 1700s to the early 1800s, Cree farnilies were dispersed in the summers just as  they 

were in the winters (Brightman, 1993: 10). However, ThistIe (1986:W) has noted that even 

by the 1820s, the traders were still trying to discourage the seasonai gatherings and 

ceremonies of the Cree as these interfered with the fur trade. He asserts that it was only 

with the p s t -  182 1 trade monopoly that the traders had enough influence to be more or less 

successtiil in this. It is likely that some tfarnilies would have started to spend less time at 

gatherings but that the majority would have gathered for at least part of the summer al1 

through the years of inland competition. 

Whether they camped in large groups or small, most families no doubt continued to 

go on after the spring or early summer trading to spend the rest of their surnmers at fishing 

camps (Brightman, 1993: 10; Meyer and Thistle, 1995438; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138; 

Rogers and Taylor, 198 12.32). Summer trapping was discouraged and fishing and plant 

collection were, as before, the most important of the summer subsistence activities for 

feeding both people and, by the end of the cornpetitive period, an increasing number of 

dogs. As moose were becoming more scarce as the inland fur trade wore on, fishing, plant 

collection and small game/fowl hunting pro babl y became ever more dominant. 



Towards the end of the summer, people began to prepare for the joumey to their faIl 

camps. Cames had to be repaired, food had to be preserved, and any trade goods desired 

for the fa11 or  winter season had to be acquired (Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138). 

Sometirnes, particularly during the pre-credit years and among people who lived more 

distant from the posts, people would have traded For their winter outfit eariier in the summer 

before leaving for their late summer or  their fall camps. In contrast, those people who had 

their gathenngs at or near the p t  would have left the trade post area later in the summer 

than those who came together at other sites for summer fishing. They could then have 

waited for the new trade goods to corne inland in the later sumrner. Especially with the 

deveiopment of the credit system during the competitive fur trade period, lsl it would have 

become increasingly common for families to return to the trade posts from their summer 

fisheries, if they had ever left the post that summer, iater in the season. This jouniey, made 

in order to pick up their winter supplies, would be made in the late summer or  the fa11 (e-g. 

Brightman, 1993: 10; HBCA, B.83/a/2:4d; B.91/a/229,30; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 138; 

Smith, 1975: 179). 

9.3.5 Fall. 

At the end of the summers, the people broke up into multi-family groups and began 

to make their way to the fa11 camps. Whether they were travelling from a sumrner fishery or 

from the pos ts, most people conti.~!led to try to make the journey to their fa11 and earI y 

winter terri tories ahead of the freeze-up, by canoe (Brightman, 1993: IO; Meyer, 1985313; 

Ray and Stevens, 1971:74; Smith, 1975: 179). lS2 During the journey, which could take days 

to weeks depending on the distance and travel conditions, the people would fish for food 

(Anderson, 1 x 1 :  105). Some may have picked up provisions from the posts for the 

journey, as well. 

Through the pends of early inland trade and idand competition, building up stores 

of food through hunting, fishing, and plant collection retained dominance among the early 



fa11 activities (Anderson, 1961 : 107; Morane, 1987:~ 19). la Wi th the increased emphasis on 

trapping dunng the later lail and winter months, building up surplus provisions for the 

winter would have gradually become al1 the more important as this allowed trappers to 

concentrate on furbearers in those later seasons (Anderson, 1961: 107; VanStone, 

1974: 103). 

Although most Cree did traditionally store up some surplus, it was rare that this was 

enough to get them through any longer than very short periods of time without hunting or 

fishing (Brightman, 1993:358). Traders had begun to encourage Swampy Cree to preserve 

and store larger food surpluses by the later 17ûûs (Bnghtrnan, 1993360). This was a 

period during whîch game was already becoming scarce in their tem tories in the Hudson 

Bay Lowlands. This forced the Cree in this region to either give up trapping and hunting 

for trade in favour of looking after their own immediate needs or to go to the posts to ask 

for food. Neither of these options were desirable to the traders. Inland traders were no 

doubt exerting the same pressure on the Rock Cree, particularly when game resources 

began to decline during the cornpetitive trade period. 

In a good year, it was conceivable that enough tish could be taken during the Ml 

fish runs that, together with waterfowl, plant foods, and whatever other game could be taken 

in the fall, the surplus could supply a group with food through much of the winter 

(Orecklin, 1976:66). Caches of the food harvested and preserved in the fall could then be 

made and distributed throughout the region in which the families planned to spend the 

winter (Brightman, 1993360; Orecklin, 1976: 122). '" 
Until recently, however, most Cree could readily stop tmpping in favour of hunting 

or  fishing anytime food stores ran low (Bnghtman, 1993270; Rogers, 1963 bA8). Thus the 

intensification of food getting, preserving and storing that is expected to have occurred at 

this time rnay have been only slight. Stomge of large surpluses of food, for example, does 

not appear to have been comrnon among the Cree until after 1900 (Brightman, 1993357). 



An exception to this may have been increasing attention by some families to fa11 fishing, 

already important at that time of year, for the sake of feeding dog teams. 

In regions where migratory waterfowl were abundant, those farnilies who spent the 

fa11 in the vicinity of the posts often brought in waterfowl from the fa11 goose hunt. Surplus 

moose meat was also commonly traded by Cree in the fa11 (e.g. HBCA, B.83/a/ 1). The 

trade in large game meat and hides remained reasonabl y strong throughout rnost of the 

p e n d s  of early and competitive inland trade. However, by 1810, records show that this 

trade was declining rapidly at inland posts (Brightman, 1993270,272). Moose and caribou 

hunting for basic subsistence followed the same trend. 

As in earlier years, berries, nuts, seeds and roots were collected in the fall. Their 

importance would have grown in those increasingly common years that game was scarce, as 

would any provisions which could be acquired from the posts. Spawning whitefish and 

other available fish continued to be taken. These similarly became that much more vital 

towards the end of the competitive period in places where moose and caribou were 

becoming scarce (Rogers and Taylor, 198 l:235). 

As the freeze-up approached, camps were again rnoved, if necessary, to the place 

where the families chose to spend the freeze-up and often the earl y winter as well. Freeze- 

up had always been a g d  time to hunt and trap beaver and muskrat, and camp places near 

marsh areas inhabiteci by these animais were more desirable than ever (Brightman, 1993: 10; 

Meyer, l985:2 13 ; Winterhalder, l978:Z 1,417,430). As beaver becarne scarcer by the end 

of the competitive iniand trade period rnuskrat became the focus of furbearer-taking activity 

at  this time of year (Brightman, 1993267). Camping near muskrat marshes in particuiar 

thus became increasingly important to Cree involved in the fur uade (Pettipas, 1980:201). 

With freeze-up undenvay, farnilies spending this time around the posts would seek 

out birch or  other suitable wood for making snowshoes and toboggans (HBCA, B.91/a/2:5; 

B.9 l/a/3:6). The others would have been doing the same at their camp sites, during or soon 



after the freeze-up, so that this equipment would be ready when the snows deepened. 

Anyone who had kept dog teams on an island for the summer wouid probably have had to 

think about retrieving them around this time as well. 

9.3.6 Winter. 

With the loss of their middleman status during the period of early inland trade, the 

Cree becarne increasingly interested in taking beaver and other furbarers for trade during 

the early winter months. Small game, including furbearers, had already typicall y k e n  the 

most reliable source of food during the eady winters, and some families had begun tu 

intensify their taIcing of furbearers slightl y as earl y as the period of Bay-side trade. Still, the 

inland trade encouraged an even more significant growth of furbearer hunting and trapping 

activity (Bishop, 198432; Brightman, 195n:260; Helm et al., 1981: 151; Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 135; Tanner, 197920). Associated changes in the winter land use of the Cree 

resulted. 

Migrating cixïbou - woodland ancilor barren-ground - did continue to dominate the 

attention of Cree at the beginning of the winter whenever they were available. Furbearers, 

however, could be hunted or taken in traps set by people not irnmediately involved in the 

caribou hunts. More effort was put into these activities following the end of the migrations 

in November or December (Smith, 198 la:Xû) and in years that caribou were uncommon. 

Gradually, more and more time was dedicated to trapping furbearers (Rogers and Rogers, 

1959: 135). Women, especidly those living at or around the posts, would have k e n  

spending correspondingl y more time preparing the furs. As the fur trade progressed, i t 

becaine common for more people to visit the posts periodically throughout the early winter 

to trade furs and meat (Brightrnan, 1993: 11; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989 117; HBCA, 

B.83/a/l). 

Throughout rnost of the periods of early and competitive inland trade, the beaver 

rernained the most important furbearer to the Cree, both For trade and for food (Brightman, 

1993267). As the period of inland cornpetition wore on, however, beaver declined and 



muskrat becarne more commonly trapped (Bnghtman, 1993267; Orecklin, 1976:29; 

Pettipas, 1980: 197). Other furbearers, including otter, rnarten, mi& and weasel, for 

example, were also trapped in greater numbers. With the shift in emphasis to the new 

species, people sometimes had to camp in slightly different areas than they previously had 

chosen. The early winter camps were located more often near those marshy places 

preferred by muskrat, for example (Pettipas, l98O:2O 1). 

Although Cree continued to hunt large game at least oppomuiistically (Tanner, 

1979:51), fishing grew more important as a source of food for the Cree as they dedicated 

more time to trapping in the early winters. Nets could be set and left to catch fish, leaving 

the people freer to concentrate on setting and checking traps, dressing furs and going about 

theirother regular winter activities. Not only that, but as the fur trade intensified and large 

game declined, fis h and small game, especially hare and game birds, were some times al1 that 

could be caught for meat (HBCA, B,91/a/2:M; B.91/a/3:6d,ll; Helm et al., 1981: 151; 

Thistle, l986:X). '" For anyone keeping dog tearns, fishing was also important to feed the 

team (Gillespie, 1981a: 16; Meyer, 1985219). Thus the presence of a reliable fishery 

became increasingl y important in the choice of winter camp places. 

Mid-winter had previously been a time for concentrating on activities around camp 

and for relying on large game for fresh food as fish and srnaller game became less mobile. 

Trapping was not tembly productive, and breaking into beaver and rnuslcrat houses required 

considerable effort at this time of year, even with ice chisels. Thus some trapping probably 

did take place around the camps but there was relatively little intensification of this activity 

until near the end of the competitive period. Most of the traps were taken up and camp was 

often moved to a more suitable place for waiting out the cold season and for hunting the 

available game. Several moves migh t be made during this season in search of game 

(Rogers, l%3 b: 50; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136; Smith, 1975: 179,180). 

Modest gatherings of Cree could take place durhg the winters when large game was 

concentrated enough to sustain them (Bnghtman, 1993: 11). As large game became more 



scarce in the later years, though, farnilies would have had to move even more regularly over 

the winters, dispersing into smaller groups than they had in easier times (Smith, 1981x264). 

Winter gatherings becarne less frequent as families spent more of the winter in greater 

isolation (e.g. Martijn and Rogers, 1x9: 100). 

Those who had managed to preserve surplus food in an earlier season and who had 

not yet used up these stores could visit their caches which were strategically placed 

throughout the winter tem tories. This was still rather rare a t  this time, however (Brightman, 

1993357-361 ; Orecklin, 1976:66). Some farnilies started to resort to the posts more 

commonly for food during the winters. There was an overail trend of the families remaining 

closer to the posts so that they could access it, not only for trade but also for these rations, 

throughout the winter (Brightman, 1993270; Helm et al., 1982: 151; Pettipas, 1980:201; 

This tle, 1986:75). 

On the other hand, the areas surrounding the posts were among the most depleted in 

garne, firewood and fish due to the continuous, concentrated exploitation of these resources 

by the traders and their families. The regular flow of people Icmking for food from the p s t  

stores put an increasing strain on p s t  resources. By the early 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  Homeguard women 

were olten king sent off on their own to snare hare and grouse for themselves and the 

posts several miles away during the mid-winter season (e-g. HBCA, B.911aB: 10). Many 

families did l a v e  the posts of their own accord during the Leaner sûasons, searching for 

better hunting, trapping and fishing when too littie was available from the traders (e.g. 

HBCA, B -9 l/a/2:5d). 

As weather warmed towards the end of the winter, trapping could resume after the 

mid-winter hiatus. Camp moves brought farnilies closer to their spring camp places. The 

habitat preferences of the targeted furbarers again influenceci the peoples' choice of camp 

locations in this season. Preparations were made for the break-up, and the year began anew. 



10. FUR TIRADE AGE CHANGES TO DENÉ SEASONAL ROUNDS. 

10.1 Introduction. 

In cornparison to the Cree, the Dené were only minimally involved in the fur trade 

during the earliest fur trade West of Hudson Bay and during the p e n d  of Bay-side trade. 

The p t s  were too distant for the northwestem groups to visit except very rare1 y and the 

Edthen-eldeli Dené of the east had little interest in most European trade goods; the caribou 

provided most of their needs and wants already (Smith, 198 1 b:273 ; VanStone, l974:93). lS6 

Any adaptations to Dené lifestyles to accommodate the fur trade were most li kel y minimal at 

this time. Edthen-eldeli Dené, in particular, remained marginal to the fur trade and, except 

for a few families, changed very little of their land use until the later fur trade, Le., after 1821 

(Smith, 1981 b:D3,YSY276-377; Vans tone, 1974:93). The changes to the annual rounds to 

be discussed in the following sections apply primarily to those DenC who chose to becorne 

involved in the fur trade from this earlier date. These individuals, it seems, represent only a 

minority of the Dené population. For example, even during the period of intense 

cornpetition it was reported that there were no more than sixty-three Dené individuals who 

moved south into the region around the Churchill River in response to the lure of the fÜr 

trade (Brightman, 1993277). '" 

10.2 Den6 Seasonal Rounds in the Period of Earliest Trade West of Hudson Bay: 

and the Period of Bay-side Trade: A.D. 161 l-l667,1668-1733. 

Like the Cree, eastem DenC were probably exposed to European trade goods, or at 

least to stories of the strangers, even before the arriva1 of the trade cornpanies on James Bay 

in A.D. 1668. They do not appear to have shown much interest in the trade, however, until 

the pose were first set up at the mouth of the Nelson River in 1682. Even then, it was years 

before Dené began to visit the posts with any regularity. This was in part because of lack of 

sufficient interest, in part because of the growing hostility of the Cree towards any Den6 

encroachrnent soulhwards. Until about 1700 Dené obtained most of their limited European 



trade goods through trade with or raiding of Cree middlemen (VanStone, I9749lyW; 

Yerbury, 1 9 E  17). 

By 1700, a few Dent? were beginning to travel once every few years to Hudson Bay 

for trade directly with the Europeans (VanStone, 1974:91). Wary of Cree attack, when 

these individuals did decide to make the joumey to the Bay, they tended to do so in large 

parties. It was not until peace was made between the Den6 and the Cree after 1715 that 

Dené men felt secure enough to come to the Bay in smaller groups or  to bring their families 

with them (Gillespie, 1975359; Yerbury, 1986:36,38). By this time, Prince of Wales Fort 

had been established and interested Den6 could visit this more northerly p s t  even more 

easily. Each year after its opening, Prince of Wales Fort was attended by at least some 

Den6 traders (Blondin, 199729; Gillespie, 1975:365).158 Most of the Den6 still came to the 

Bay oniy rarely, however (Smith, 1981 b:274). 

Once they began to come more often to the Bay-side posts, Dené individuals could 

take over from the Cree the role of middleman between the trade cornpanies and those 

neighbours who did not make the trip to the posts themselves (Birket-Smith, 1930:35; 

Pettipas, 1993: 24; Sharp, 197237; Smith, 1981b:273; VanStone, 1974:W). Thus, the only 

change that they had to make to their annual round was to add trips for trade with their 

neighbours (and such meetings were probably not uncommon traditionally) and with the 

traders on the Bay. Use of the Hudson Bay Lowlands by the Dené grew slightly during 

this period. 

This use of the Lowlands would have further increased towards the end of the 

p e n d  of Bay-side trade when a few Den6 began to take on a Homeguard role for Prince of 

Wales FOR These families would normally come to the post in the spnng for the goose 

hunt, and a few stayed on as post hunters year-round. Others would come in the fall or 

periodicall y throughout the year with caribou and mus k-ox meat and hides to trade when 

they desired new goods (Gillespie, 1975365,366; Pettipas, 199320; Yerbury, 1986:38). In 

time, Den6 coming to Prince of Wales Fort in the spring for the g m e  hunt or for trade 



began to hold their gatherings around the post much like the Cree. Spring o r  summer 

gatherings were nothing new to the Dené, although the p s t  was a new location for these 

events. These Bay-side gatherings, when they occurred, were short in duration. Most of the 

people wished to l a v e  the Bay and get onto the barrens for the summer. Still, these 

gatherings were accompanied by the usual social and spin tual activi ties (Gillespie, 

19'75365; Jarvenpa, 1980:41; Jarvenpa and Brum bach, 1984: 178; l988:6O 1). 

The eastern Dené had little to no need to trap or hunt furbearers themselves at this 

time. What few trade goods they desired, they could acquire through trade in meat and 

hides (Gillespie, 19'75366; Pettipas, 1993:20;), or  in furs or occasionaily copper obtained 

from their northwestern neighbours (Birket-Smith, 1930:35; Sharp, 1977:37). A few of the 

younger men may have been drawn into the full b o r d  forest to trap on a seasonal basis, 

giving up their emphasis on the caribou in those seasons (Sharp, 197237; Yerbury, 

1986:34). This would have represented a change from traditional patterns. But for rnost, 

furbearers, and the fur trade i tself, remained relative1 y unimportant. They continued to be 

'caribou-eaters' and to live the life associated with that subsistence system (Jarvenpa and 

Brumbach, 1984: 148; Smith, 1978:69; 1981b:273; VanStone, 1974:93). 

New technologies introduced to the Dené during the period of Bay-side trade did 

not have much effect on their land use patterns, either. Items like ice chisels, copper pots, 

metal knives, axes and awls were adopted and used to decrease the labour involved in 

traditional activities including winter fishing, cooking, timber cutting, and sewing. For lack 

of need, these items were not used to increase production, nor did they change any aspect of 

Dené land use significantly at this time (Sharp, 197737). The early muskets, as noted 

earlier, though unreliable, did have a greater firing range than the bow and arrow and s o  

could have been useful for hunting animals easily startled, such as wateifowl or lone 

caribou, or dangerous at closer ranges, such as bear (S harp, 1977:39). Again, however, the 

accuracy of the early muskets was good only at short distances (Given, 1987: IO), so even 



fïrearms probabIy had little effect on Dené hunting patterns until the introduction of more 

effective rifles in the later 1800s (Sharp, 197739). 

Overall, changes to the Dené annual rounds were slight during the p e n d  of Bay- 

side trade. They affected only a few Dené; the others continued to live much as they had 

before the Europeans came. 

10.2.1 Spring. 

During the period of Bay-side trade, most Edthen-eldeli Dené were following the 

same seasonal rounds that they had for generations. A few individuals did become 

interested in the fur trade and al tered their movements and activi ties accordingly. But even 

for those involved in the fur trade, the spring hunts of the northwards migrating barren- 

ground caribou remained dominant in this season. 

Normal1 y, Dené families spent the earl y part of spring hunting the barren-ground 

caribou. Because of the traditional importance of the spring caribou hunts, Den6 were 

unwilling to give up this activity in favour of trapping or trade, especiaily in the earliest years 

of the Bay-side trade. At that time, the potentiai of Cree hostility made travel into the full 

boreal forest for trapping or tor access to the posts even less appealing. 

It was not until the later fur trade, when more Dené were spending more time 

trapping and large game had grown scarce, that fishing became an important early spring 

activity on a regular basis. Still, even prior to the fur trade, spring fishing could be vital in 

years when the caribou were not behaving predictably. The ice chisel would have made this 

activity somewhat easier. However, this, like most of the early trade goods, probably did not 

resui t in any signifiant change to Dené land use patterns at this point in time (Sharp, 

1977:37). 

Until around A.D. 1700, any trade engaged in by the Dené for European items was 

done away from the Bay, through Cree middlemen willing to trade wi th them (VanStone, 

l974:g l,92; Y e r b q ,  1986: 17). This trade might have occurred at any time that the Dené 



were in the more southerly parts of their territories and hence closer to the Cree, including 

the early spring. Trade with middlemen, however, normally required that the Den6 have furs 

to pass on. Since hunting and trapping of furbearers was disregarded by most of the 

eastern Dené, and was in no season anything more than secondary to the caribou hunt 

(Smith, l98lb:277), it is unlikely that those Den& occupying the region of northern 

Manitoba were trading much with the Cree in this season or others. Raiding the Cree for 

trade goods may have been another option. 

Once Dené did start coming to the Bay to trade directly, they a t  first typically made 

this joumey in June or  even July (Gillespie, 1975359,365) after most of the barren-ground 

caribou had already moved out ont0 the barrens. But around the 1740s, after peace had 

been established and the Den6 had grown comfortable enough to visit the Bay more 

reguiarly, a few men, with or without their farnilies, would wdk  over land to Pnnce of Wdes 

Fort each spnng in Apnl or  May, ahead of the break-up. This allowed them to arrive in time 

to hunt waterfowl for the p s t  in addition to trading the proceeds of their winter hunt and 

any furs procured from their neighboui.; (Gillespie, 1975365,366; Petti pas, 1993 : 20; 

Williams, 1969: 194,195; Y erbury, 198638)- It also meant that they would have to give up 

participating in the spting caribou hunt for these weeks. 

Although a few of these people would remain at Prince of Wdes Fort through the 

summer months as p s t  provisioners, others would leave after the goose hunt was over. 

They codd  either rejoin their farnilies idand where they had parted, or  catch up with them 

and the rest of the band on the barrens where they would spend the surnmer as usual 

(Gillespie, 19'75365; Pettipas, 199320). Before leaving the forest behind, the smdl Dené- 

style canoes would have been made or perhaps collected from their caches, as necessary. 

Travel was still k i n g  made primarily over land, on foot (Hearne, 197197; Williams, 

1969: 194,195), but canoes continued to be necessary for crossing larger water bodies and 

for summer and fail hunting. 



10.2.2 Summer. 

Except for those few people who chose to remain around Prince of Wales Fort €rom 

spring to fd l  as provisioners of the p s t ,  Den6 kept on spending surnmers on the barrens 

with the caribou during this period (Gillespie, 1975382,383; Smith, 198 1 b:277). Summer 

furs were not as highly valued as winter furs and there was Little or  no incentive for the 

eastem Dené to tmp furbearers themselves at this time, anyhow. There was no need to 

change anything about their summer land use patterns on the barrens. 

Some people were visiting the Bay-side posts after the break-up before making their 

way to the barrens. Even if they did not choose to remain at the p s t  through the summer 

months, the joumey north and arriva1 on the bmens could be delayed for these individuals. 

This was one signifiant, if limited, change in Den6 land use during the pend of Bay-side 

tsade; some small percentage of the population was rernaining south of the treeline until 

after break-up, and a few remained to work for the posts through much of the summer. 

Thus, though their numbers were small, Dené presence in the forests during summer 

months would have becorne more cornmon than it had been in earlier times. 

When summering in the northem forests, Den6 had to shift to a more generalized 

diet than they ate while following the caribou. Fishing supplied them with much of their 

food here, and srnall garne and fowl were d s o  important. The odd moose may have been 

hunted when the opportunity presented itself, and the more diverse food plants would have 

been taken advantage of as they were leamed (Irimoto, 1981a: 126,127; Sharp, 198 l:B3). 

Because the early part of summer had always been the least important season for hunting 

caribou, the economic sacrifice made by the Dené who did not go up on the barrens at this 

time was not too great. The summer emphasis on fish and garne besides caribou had 

already been a regular pattern (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1984: 178). These alternative food 

resources did take on increased importance for those who gave up caribou in the summers, 

however, and they were k i n g  sought out in settings not much used in this season 

previousl y. 



At this early time, the number of Den6 actually represented south of the treeline in 

the summer, participating in these land use changes, was srnall. Shifts to summer use of the 

forests wouId become more noticeable, though continued to be minor, in later periods of the 

fur trade (Alcock, 19 l6:447; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 19,SS; Gillespie, 

19'753821,383). 

Towards the end of the summer, Den6 were traditionally on the southern barrens, 

preparing for the important hunt of barren-ground caribou for their hides and for their rneat. 

This did not change with the FurTrade. Even those who had spent the frrst part of the 

summer south of the treeline would have travelled iniand and north on f m t  to join the others 

in this activity, just as many of the Edthen-eldeli Dené have done in the twentieth century 

(Birket-Smith, 1930:30; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997:37). Dené were still favouring 

spears and arrows for hunting caribou; the introduction of firearms at this time would have 

had little effect on the hunt (Birket-Smith, 1930: 19,23,26; Sharp, 197239; Smith, 198259). 

10.2.3 Fall. 

As in previous years, caribou hunting, butchenng and meat and hide preservation 

dominated fall activities. For this reason, most families remained on the southern barrens 

until the caribou began to migrate south across the treeline around November (Smith, 

1981b276). Because the Edthen-eldeli Dené were not willing to give up the late summer 

and fall caribou hunts, fishing continued to be primary onl y in those less fortunate years 

that not enough caribou had been taken to feed the families and for the winter stores 

(Y erbury, 1986: 144). 

Hunting migrating waterfowl for the Bay-side posts was another option for Dené in 

the earl y fall. The timing of this event would have conflicted wi th the chance to hunt the 

caribou concentrating on the southern barrens at this time of year, however. Because the 

summer and fa11 caribou hunts could provide Den6 families with such a quantity of 

necessary hides and rneat, even those Homeguard who had hunted waterfowl for the posts 



in the sprïng were unlikely to repeat this in the fall. Trapping also remained marginal to 

traditionai fa11 activities dunng the period of Bay-side trade (Smith, 1981b:277). 

Al1 the same, the post employees were not necessarily left entirely without Dené 

business. At first, Dené traders and hunters did visit the posts almost solely in the late 

spring. However, by the 1730s or  40s some families were retuming in the fall, after the 

early fall caribou hunt, if not Iater, with meat and hides to trade (Gillespie, 1975365; 

Pettipas, 199320). Such visits were oniy made by a few of the people in any given year at 

this time. 

From the treeline, or from the Bay if they had made this addi tional trip, the families 

would make their way on foot to their late fall/winter hunting camps in the transitional forest 

(Pettipas, 199320). Most years, this joumey would be made after the first heavy snowfall. 

The barren-ground caribou were retreating into the forest by this point and the hunters 

could hope to encounter them south of the treeline again (Smith, 1981 b:276). 

10.2.4 Winter. 

For most of the people, winters were spent within the transitional forest as before. 

In the earlier days of the Bay-side trade, Cree hostility towards Dené incursions was great. 

Those Dené wishing to trap or  hunt in the full boreal forest during the winter, or to travel to 

the posts d o n g  the Bay at other times of year, were not able do so with much success or 

securit.. Even those remaining north of the full b o r d  forest had k e n  more on their guard 

in this period of time (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 19Sv7: 18)- If any Dené were indeed 

choosing to trap farther south during the winters at this time, they were keeping to areas not 

k i n g  used much by Cree (Yerbury, 1986:34) and staying hidden from view of Cree travel 

routes whenever possible. This was the case in later times (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

I989:33; Smith, 1981c: 140) and would have k e n  that much more vital during the tense 

years of the early Bay-side trade. The one exception to this may have k e n  those times that 

Dené sought out Cree middlemen intentionally in order to trade for European goods. They 



may also have gone to Cree camps to raid for these same items, but in this case would again 

have put value on k i n g  concealed from view. 

Even after peace was established, however, there was little reason for the families to 

travel any farther sou th in the winter than they had to in order to find barren-ground 

caribou. Furbearers may have k e n  more abundant within the full b o r d  forest, but few of 

the eastem Dené had any interest in trapping at this time. Instead, their winter economy 

continued to emphasize the caribou, and groups gathered and dispersed as the herds did 

(Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1984 148; Smith, 198257; Smith, 1978:69; 1981 b:Z'6; Yerbury, 

1986: 130). Srnall garne was sought for variety and when caribou were scarce, but furs for 

trade remained largely unimportant. 

Possibly, there were at least a few eastern Den6 who wished to trap furbearers for 

trade even at this early time - those not well-positioned to be middlemen but stiIl wanting to 

trade at the posts in the spring, for exarnple. This would have been the most notable change 

to Dené winter land use in this region dunng the period of Bay-side trade; some srnall 

number of people would have been drawn into trapping m d  hunting furbearers between the 

fall/early winter and spring hunts of the barren-ground caribou. Because of the better fur 

resources in the full boreal forest, such individuals might have taken their chances farther 

south (S harp, 1977:37; Y erbury, 1986:34), closer to the Cree, farther from the barren- 

ground caribou. 

For most individuals wishing to trade at the posts in the spnng, furs could be 

obtained from western neighbours prevented from making the joumey to the Bay 

themselves. Winter would have provided the best opportunity for meetings between 

neighbouring Dené groups for this purpose. This was because the different Dené peoples 

tended to affiliate themselves wi th different ' herds' or breeding populations of barren- 

ground caribou. These populations (Kaminuri& Beverly, Bathurst and Bluenose) 

summered in widel y separated calving ground areas on the barrens, leaving eastem groups 

such as the Edthen-eldeli Den6 little chance to meet with peoples farther northwest including 



the Dognb and Yellowknife. In the winter, caribou populations were least discreet and their 

temtones, and thus those of the people hunting them, sometimes overlapped (Gordon, 

198 1 :3). lS9 

With the possible exception of a few additional meetings with neighbounng peoples 

- first with Cree middlernen, and later as middlemen meeting with Dené neighbours - and 

the increased effort put into trapping by a rather small number of people, the winter activities 

of the eastern Den6 appear to have changed very little during the period of Bay-side trade. 

Even the meetings for trade with, or as, middlemen were likely not common or annual events 

for most of the people. Few European trade g d s  were desired by the Dené at this time; 

labour-saving devices like metal ice chisels, axes and knives were welcome, but did not need 

regular replacement (Smith, 1982: 60). T hese could be acquired t hroug h minimal trade, and 

this trade was often made in meat and caribou hides, rather than in furs (Gillespie, 

1975366; Pettipas, 199330). 

The introduction of European trade go& had potential to result in some changes to 

the traditional winter land use patterns, but they seem to have had little effect on Dené 

practices at this time. For instance, the Dené's limited winter fishing had previously 

consisted mostly or solely of angling. It was too much work to set nets under the ice and 

angling could usually supply them with the limited arnount of fish that they needed in this 

season. The adoption of metal ice chisels made it easier to cut the many holes needed to set 

winter nets, so this activity could have increased with the fur trade (Rogers and Smith, 

198 1: 134; Smith, 1981 b:28l; Y erbury, 1986: 144). However, so long as their economy 

continued to be focussed on barren-ground caribou in the fa11 and winter and the caribou 

remained abundant enough to support them, the Dené had li ttle need to increase their winter 

fishing efforts (Smith, 1982:62,63; Yerbury, 1986: 144). 

Likewise, although the Dené were aware of firearrns from early on in the fur Irade, 

the weapons did not have significant effect on their land use for many years. Muskets were 

expensive items and required a regular supply of powder and shot. To buy and use a 



musket would have required more reguIar participation in the fur trade than most Dené were 

willing to put in. Also, while fireamis, powder and shot were in chronicafly short supply, 

the tradi tional weapons and methods of hunting caribou were more than satisfactory. There 

was thus no incentive at this point to replace the snares, spears and arrows wi th the less 

reliable firearms of that time, or to change their hunting methods (Sharp, 1977:39; Smith, 

1983:59,6û). 

1 t has been suggested that even the early muskets could have provided an advantage 

in the winter for hunting more dispersed caribou on the frozen lakes within their wintering 

grounds (Sharp. 1977:40). The loud noise of the rnuskets couid have been cornpensated for 

by their theoreticall y greater firing range; game could be killed from a greater distance, so 

long as the animal was in fact hit with the first shot. Since this was not easy to do, however, 

it was Iikely uncommon for the Den6 to hunt caribou with these early firearms. There 

would have been little or no increase in the number of caribou that could be killed in the 

winter directly attributable to the introduction of these weapons. Likewise, firearms may 

have been used to more easily kill bear in the winters, if bear was desired. In spite of this, 

b a r ,  like most of the previously supplementary game, were probably not hunted much more 

by the Dené than before - not until later times when some people rnoved farther into the 

boreal forest for trapping and winter caribou hunting started to decline. 

10.3 Dené Seasonal Rounds in the Periods of Early Inland Trade and Inland 

Cornpetition: A.D. 1734-1772, 1773-1820. 

10.3.1 Early Inland Trade (A.D. 1734- 1772). 

Al though trade pos ts were k i n g  buil t west of Hudson Bay as earl y as A. D- 2 734, 

these were too distant and too far into the full b o r d  forest to attract Dené to trade there. 

The greatest effect of the establishment of these inland posts on the Den6 was that by the 

1750s- considerably fewer Cree were visiting the Bay-side posts (Gillespie, 1975:366). 

This left the role of p s t  provisioners for Prince of Wales Fort open to greater numbers of 



Dené. With fewer Cree at Prince of Wales Fort, Dené could also grow more cornfortable 

visiting the p s t .  

Even then, there was no great jump in involvement of the Dené in the fur trade. A 

slight increase in furs k i n g  brought in by Dené traders to the Bay-side has k e n  recorded 

for the 1760s and 1770s (Gillespie, 1975:366), but this was still oniy minor. Because of 

their northerly position, to which inland posts did not corne until later, the eastem Dené were 

able to hold ont0 their middleman role for longer than the Cree had. Any intensification of 

trapping aï that üme was probably on the part of their neighbours radier than themselves. 

The eastem Dené likely continued to spend their year much as they had in the period of 

Bay-side trade. 

10.3 -2 Intense Inland Competition (A.D. 1773- 1820). 

In effect, there were no inland trade posts readiIy accessible to the Dené until the 

Iater 1770s, by which time inland competition between the trade companies was aiready well 

under way (VanStone, 197492; Yerbury, 1986:49). The competition was never as great in 

the northwest as it was dong and south of the Churchill River (VanStone, 1974:93) but i t 

was enough to make trade a little more attractive to some people (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 

1984: 148; Smith, 1981b273; Yerbury, 1986:74). The very presence of the posts closer to 

their winter temtones was probably just as responsible for drawing increasing business 

from the Dent?. The more northerly inland posts, such as those on Lake Athabasca, were 

considerably easier to reach than Prince of Wales Fort (Gillespie, 1975382). As a result, 

Dené trade at  the Bay-side post fell off until relative1 y recent times. Prince of Wales Fort 

was too far and the area too poor in f d  resources to attract more than a few of the 

e a s t e m o s t  Den6 to remain attached to that post as provisioners and trappers (Birket-Smith, 

1930: 13). 

1 t was thus during this period that any more than a few Dent? were first drawn into 

the fur trade economy, resulting in significant changes to the annual land-patterns of some 

of these individuais. Even then, however, most of the Edthen-eideli Dené continued to 



follow the same way of life as had their grandparents. These people were rareiy more than 

marginally involved in the fur trade at this time (Gillespie, 1975366; Minni, lW6:6 1 ; Smith, 

1982:57; Smith, 198 1 b:273,275,276-277; Vans tone, l97WB). 

As the traders pushed north and west into the interior in the later 1770s, the Edthen- 

eldeli Den6 lost the opportuni ty to act as middlemen between their nei ghbours to the 

northwest and the Europeans (Pettipas, 1993: 20; Vans tone, 1 W4:92). Northwestern Dené 

continued to trade through middIemen, but this rote had been taken over by the Yellowknife 

(Gillespie, 1981 b:286) and by other eastern Dene peoples living in o r  moving into the Lake 

Athabasca region (Blondin, 19973 1). If they were to continue tnding with the Europeans, 

Dené east of the Athabasca region now had to do so with furs that they had trapped 

themselves, or through increased provisioning of the pos ts. 

Most of the Edthen-eldeli Dené chose to not spend any more time in taking 

furbearers than they had in previous periods. Other Dené peoples, however, were k i n g  

gradually drawn more into the fur trade at this time, fitting in trapping and trade where these 

activities would cause the least disruption to their other pursuits (Smith, 198259). At this 

time, this meant that trapping was restricted main1 y to the winter season following the fa11 

caribou hunts, when the people were farther south anyhow (Gillespie, 1975:382,383 ; Sharp, 

1977:37). 

Dedicating more time to trapping at the expense of the caribou hunt did not result in 

too much of a loss of subsistence during the early winter months. This was already a time 

of year during which barren-ground caribou were l e s  predictable and more difficult to hunt 

(Irimoto, 1981a: 103). Nso, so long as tmpping was restricted to the winter months and to a 

part of the forest k i n g  used by the barren-ground caribou, caribou could still be hunted 

whenever meat was needed (Jarvenpa, 1980:42). When trapping drew the hunters farther 

south into the forest, away from the caribou, it would not have stopped them from making 

joumeys north to search for caribou whenever they wished to do so. As late as the 1900s, 



trapping rernained only secondary to tradi tional activi ties arnong mos t of the eastem Dené 

(Smith, 1978:77). 

The loyalty of the more marginal Dené trappers, especially, was dependent on the 

convenience of the location of the posts. Among the p s t s  most successful in attracting 

Dené trade were those established at the east end of Lake Athabasca in the earl y 18ûûs. ''* 
This location was one which certain groups of Dené had already been visiting in the winters, 

it having a good fishery and k i n g  a regular wintenng place of the caribou. As a result, 

these posts enjoyed more regular business with the eastem Den6 than any other posts had 

before or after (Mimi, 1976: 60). 

There was, however, a small but growing number of Dené, drawn more fully into the 

fur trade dunng the period of inland competition, who were willing to give up certain aspects 

of their traditional lifeways. Because the furbearers most sought by the traders were not 

common in either the transitional forest or the barrens, any Dené who wished to participate 

more fully in the fur trade began to expand their territories at l e s t  seasonally to include the 

full boreal forest (Gillespie, 1976:6,8; Glover, 1962: 107; Minni, 1976:61; Jarvenpa and 

Brumbach, 1984 148; Sharp, 1977:37; Smith, 1981 b:272,273). 

By this time, there was less active Cree resistance to Den6 coming south to trap or 

trade. Some tensions still remained, however, and most Den6 travelling through regions 

occupied by Cree continuai to be on their guard (Hanks and Winter, 1991:49; PAM, MG1 

B 14, la: 158; Srni th, 1981~: 141 ; T yrrell, 1934:458). Thus, although this expansion had 

begun as early as the 1760s (Gillespie, 1975:383), most of the people who pushed 

southwards did so d e r  the smallpox epidemic of 1781 (Smith, 1981b:273; 1981~: 148). 

This epidemic devastated the Cree populations. It left the northem parts of the full b o r d  

forest more open to the Dené, as many of the surviving Cree had evidently regroupeci in the 

southem parts of their territories where game and fur resources were even more favourable 

(Smith, 1975: 175,176; 1981~: 148). By the end of the cornpetitive period, the Dené were 

retreating slightly northwards again, as Cree reclaimed the Churchill River region 



(Brightman, 1993277; Smith, 1975 176). The number of Den6 people trapping and 

hunting in the full boreal forest and the amount of time that they spent there continued to 

increase over time, however (Gillespie, 1975:382383 ; Smith, 198 1 b:273 ; Y erbury, l986:74). 

This new pattern took trapping Den6 outside of the normal barren-ground caribou 

wintering range. These people had to adjust to this new environment, adopting subsistence 

and settlement patterns more like those of the Cree for those seasons dunng which they 

were in the full b o r d  forest. Although barren-ground caribou were still preferred over any 

other large game when they could be found in this region (Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~ 4 1 ) ~  Dené paid 

more attention to moose, w d a n d  caribou, srnaIl game and fish for subsistence than they 

did when they were farther north (Gi Ilespie, 1976:8; Jarvenpa, 1976:44,47; 1980:41; Sharp, 

1981:223; Smith, 1982:59,63; Smith, 1981b:272). Spending their winters trapping in the 

forest, and hunting and fishing species less concentrated than the barren-ground caribou in 

that season, these people began to winter in much smaller groups than they had in the 

transitional forest (Sharp, 1977:37; Smith, 1982:62). Like the Cree, they would have had to 

disperse even more as the local game was gradually depleted towards the end of the 

competi tive pend. 16' 

It has been suggested that winter fishing was unimportant to Dené until they began 

tnpping in the full boreal forest (Smith, 1982:62; Smith, 1981b:281). Fishing would have 

become that much more important to those people spending time in the full boreal forest as 

the competi tive period progressed, w hen large game was growing scarce in this region 

(Yerbury, 1986: 144). It was at this point, then, that ice chisels beoune especiaily useful, 

making it easier for the Dené to set nets under ice when angling was not productive enough 

(Smith, 198 1 b:28 1). Winter camps may have become more close1 y oriented around good 

fishing sites, and, when even the fish failed, Dené could go to the posts to get rations there. 

I t  should be kept in mind that even a s  the number of eastern Dené trapping in the 

full b o r d  forest region was growing, there were still many more who continued to live as 

they had in earlier times, following the caribou and only occasionally visiting the trade posts 



with meat or hides to trade. At the end of the Bay-side trade years, Hearne, for example, 

wrote that most of the Dené were uninterested in moving south into the full boreal forest for 

winter trapping. 1 t was too difficult to get enough caribou to [ive on there, so oniy the most 

ambitious traders among the Dené made this saaifice at this time (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:8 1). 

Throughout the entire competi tive period, even those Dené who chose to spend their winters 

trapping tended to retum to the barrens each summer after visiting the posts (Gillespie, 

1975:382,3#).163 1 t was not until the later fur trade that more than a veiy few Dené stayed 

in the boreal forest year-round. 

The routes and methods of travel used by Dené started to change during the period 

of idand competition. While travel to the Bay declined with the establishment of inland 

posts (Birket-Smith, 1930: 13; Gillespie, 1975:382), there was increasing traffic to and from 

the new posts which were often in locations not much used by Dené previously. In north- 

central Manitoba, this could have meant increasing Dené traffic on o r  dong Southern Indian 

Lake and the Churchill River, for example (e.g. HBCA, E.3/3:32d; Tyrrell, 1934:338). 

Most of the Dené still preferred to walk over land at this tirne- They were not 

cornfortable with canoe travel, and for those who came south only briefly to trade, there was 

little need to change (Gillespie, 1976:8; Glover, 1x3: 109); there were no water routes from 

their own country down to the Churchill River (Williams, 1969: 194,195). Still, those who 

spent more time in the full boreal forest soon adopted the Iarger, more stable Cree canoes 

for tiavel up and down the river systems. Use of canoes for travel ailowed the Dené to 

move through the forest more quickly, carrying larger l a d s  than if they went on foot This 

was a benefit to those involved regularly in the fur trade (Sharp, 1977:38; Smith, 

1982: 1 2 ) ~ ' ~ ~  

Came travel also set new constraints on Dené travel pattern. Most obviously, Dené 

using canoes for travel were now more often following water routes; before, they had 

walked over land. Within the full b o r d  forest, river systems made far more handy travel 

route, in both summer and winter, than they did farther north where the nvers typically ran 



perpendicular to the desired direction of travel. Thus, travelling dong watenvays by came 

or over ice would not have been such an inconvenience for Den6 in terms of reaching their 

destinations, but it did represent a signifiant change in the way that they used the land 

around them. They became more closely onented around water systems while in the 

forests, although they still used more of the land away from the major water routes than the 

Cree did (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 120,12 1). As Den6 becarne more comrnitted to 

travelling over river systems, break-up and freeze-up could have a greater e ffect on thei r 

travel, as they did on Cree travel, than when journeys were made mainl y over land. This was 

more Iikely to have k e n  a constraint to travel while in the full boreal forest, where the bush 

is thick. Even for Dené who were now using canoes for travel, break-up and freeze-up did 

little to stop them from travelling when they were in more open country where overland 

travel was easier ( e g  Tyrrell, 1934:s 15). 

Because cames used for travel had to be Iarger and sturdier than traditional Dené 

canoes, those people using them now had little choice but to find good birch trees for 

making covers; rawhide wouid likely not be suitable for extended trips. When using them 

for travel, in contrast to their traditional, more limited use of canoes, in which case even a 

large group could share one or a few canoes (Heame, 1971 [1795J: 119), enough canoes had 

to be made so that everyone in the party could travel together. Larger birch thus had to not 

only be found, but found in suitable abundance. It became common for Dené wintering in 

the full bored forest to walk to the posts in the spnng with their furs and other goods to 

trade, build their canoes at or near the pos ts, then came away after break-up. This way, 

birch stands could be found and harvested before the peopIe ever left the b o r d  forest and 

its supply of birch trees behind (Smith, 1981b:277). 

Making a number of the large Cree-style canoes was a considerable arnount of 

work. Dené would no doubt have preferred to be able to re-use the canoes each spring for 

as long as these remained in g d  repair. This required them to retum in the spring to the 

place where they had left the canoes the previous year (Sharp, 1977:38). This preference 



reduced the flexibility of their annual round, somewhat. If a group was determined to be in 

a differen t area in the spring than where the canoes had been cached, there was li ttie to stop 

them, of course. But having to make a new set of cames each year likely made it preferable 

that they did return to the caches when possible. 

During the period of inland cornpetition, canoe travel seems to oniy have been 

adopted by those Dené moût invoIved in the fur trade. Among the Edthen-eldeli Dené, for 

example, Few of whom were spending any more time in the full boreal forest than they had 

prior to the fur trade, most people continued to walk over land in both summer (Alcock, 

19 l6:446,Ui) and winter (Downes, 1943: 1 14) , well after the competi tive p e n d  Of those 

Dené who did take up came travel, few were cornfortable with it in any but the calmest 

conditions. They avoided rougher waters (Gillespie, 1976:8; Glover, 1962: 109,113) and 

were less iikely than the Cree to attempt to shoot rapids? They did not like to cross Iarger 

bodies of water in the windier semons, and stuck close to the shoreline w henever possible 

(Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~ 9 0 ) . ~ ~ ~  This was al1 cornmon sense; Cree wodd have taken similar care in 

choosing where and when to cross dangerous water, but Dené apparently were just that 

much more cautious due to their lesser experience. Between their dislike of canoeing more 

difficult waters, this including several parts of the Churchill River, and their desire to 

summer on the barrens, many eastern Den6 preferred to wait until the winter to travel over 

land or over ice to the trade posts and then back to their own camps rather than rnaking part 

or  d l  of this joumey by canoe (Alcock, 1916:439). 

Winter travel also undenvent some changes among Dené who had expanded into the 

full boreal forest. The river and lake systems are the most convenient travel routes in the 

winter as well as in the summer. It was more f a i b l e  for Dené travelling through this 

region to now do so over ice. People could still walk over land whenever this was more 

convenient o r  safer, however, and Dené frequently did (Downes, 1943: 114; Jarvenpa, 

1976:6û). Greater changes resulted when dog teams were eventually introduced for winter 

travel. 



Dogs had been kept by Dené traditionally, and dog teams used for pdling 

toboggans were not unheard of. AI1 the same, teams were not common as there was litde 

need for them in the traditional life of the Dené. Women could pull the toboggans over the 

hard-packed snow of the transitional forest as fast as they needed to travel in a normal year. 

I t  was not until Dené became more involved in the fur trade and wintered farther south, in 

the full boreal forest, that dog teams became more useful; use of dog teams increased the 

speed with which a toboggan loaded with furs, f ish meat and other goods could be carrieci 

from place to place (Sharp, 197738; Smith, 1982: 1 l,l& Thus, it was not until the later fur 

trade, particularly after 1900, that use of dog tearns by the Dené for winter travel becarne 

common (Alcock, 1916:439; Sharp, 1977:38; Smith, 1982: 11). They may have been used 

by at least some farnilies as early as the p e n d  of inland cornpetition. If so, however, they 

were probably still quite rare among the eastem Dené (e.g. Franklin, 1910:219). 

With the adoption of dog tearns for winter travel, Dent? would have experienced 

some new constraints on their travel routes. Because dog teams have more difficulty 

crossing over deep, soft snow or  over rugged terrain than people on snowshoes, travel by 

dog team was moût effective if Iimited to routes over ice and to regularly-used trails which 

quickly becorne packed down. This may have resulted in an increased orientation around 

the river and lake systems in the winter. The river and lake systems were the mos t 

convenient travel routes in the full boreal forest anyhow. Trap-lines and other paths used 

day to day could still be followed over land by dog team, but long distance travel over land 

may have declined for the Dené in the full boreal fores t (Irimoto, 198 lx 94; S harp, 

1977:38). Other modifications to their previous land use patterns would have been 

necessary as well. Dené using dog teams would face the same problems sternming from 

having to feed the dogs year-round as the Cree did. 

Other changes to the culture O€ the Dent during the competitive trade period were 

matenal. European trade goods were becorning more common as more people entered the 

fur trade. Still, traditional weapons and methods for hunting and trapping were still used by 



Den6 al1 through this p e n d  (Sharp, 1977:39,40). Firearms, for example, were becoming 

slightly more wrnrnon, especially by the end of the competi tive pend, among those people 

attached to the trade posts in some way (e-g. Franklin, 1910:217), but traditional methods 

proved more effective for hunting caribou at this time (Birket-Smith, 1930: 19-23; Sharp, 

1977:39,40). The muskets were more commonly used for hunting moose, woodland 

caribou and bear while in the forests, and perhaps waterfowl and more isolated barren- 

ground caribou, if they were used much at al1 (Birket-Smith, 1930:23,24; Sharp, 1971:39; 

Smith, 198259). Steel traps bai ted with fish or castoreun eventually came to replace the 

traditional deadfalls and snares (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 131, but steel traps were uncommon in the 

north until after the end of the competitive period (Brightman, 1993266; Helm and Leacock, 

1971:359). Even after 1900, deadfalls and snares were still preferred by the Dené for 

trapping certain species (Birket-Smi th, l%O:M). 

Other trade goods sought by Dené were typically the same as those which had 

initially attracted them to the trade: useful items like metal axes, ice chisels, knives, files, fish 

hooks, needles and awls, rope, and kettles. Metal tools quickly reduced the need to find 

sources of workable stone and bone for making knives, axes, awls and so on. However, 

with the possible exception of the ice chisels, they had litîle significant effect on how people 

used the land. Black tea, sugar, tobacw and alcohol, each of which were k i n g  traded in 

increasing amounts during the competitive period, were also desired. These, too, had little 

effect on land use practices other than to encourage more trade arnong those who sought 

them (S harp, 1977:37-38). 

10.3.3 Spring. 

With the establishment of inland posts, increasing numbers of Dené became more 

involved in the fur trade. The degree of this involvement varied from group to group, 

however. Many of the people continued to trade only minimally, even towards the end of 

the competi tive period. The early spring season during the years of inland trade thus could 

find Dené people occupied in numerous different ways. 



Most Den6 continued to spend the early part of spring hunting scattered groups of 

barren-ground caribou (Hearne, 197 1 [1795]: 14,78; Irimoto, 198 la: 15; 198 1 b:46,48; 

Jarvenpa, 1980: lg), preparing to move north when the caribou did. Wi th the growing 

influence of the fur trade throughout the competihve trade years, however, a smalI but 

growing number of Dené were spending parts of their winters trapping furbearers in the 

southem portions of the northwestem transitional forest and in the full b o r d  forest. Some 

of these people took advantage of the good trapping conditions of the early spnng season as 

well. Marten and otter, for example, were taken as early as F e b w  or  March (Hearne, 

1971 [l79Sj:X; HEKA, B.91/a/l; ~.91/a/2:8d), ''' before the caribou even began to 

migrate. 

If they were lucky enough to find a productive trapping area in the vicinity of a lake 

where caribou were wintenng, people could combine trapping with caribou hunting until the 

ca~310u began to migrate or were hunted out. Most Den6 were more likely to give up the 

chance to trap a few rnarten than they were to miss hunting caribou, however. 1 t is unlikely 

that many would have bothered with trapping in the late winter to eariy spring months 

unless the caribou were farther south that year, where furbearers tend to be more productive. 

When caribou failed them in the early spring, Dené sometimes had to resort to 

fishing (e.g. Heame, 1971 [1793: 16). Availability of ice chisels probably made this a more 

feasible option. Good ice fishing sites may have begun to have more influence on Dené 

camp choice now that it was becoming easier to exploit the fisheiy. Small game like grouse 

and hare could also be snared for variety or out of necessi ty (Heame, 197 1 [179q:Z).  If 

they were far enough south to find moose, Dent5 sometimes tried to hunt these as well 

(Irimoto, 1981x41). With some Dené spending more time in the full b o r d  forest, the 

amount of mmse taken by them in the early spring probably grew. On the other hand, with 

spring subsistence based less on barren-ground caribou and more on the more dispersed 

game, the number of people who could camp together in this season decreased (Smith, 

1982: 62). 



By March or  April, people were usually preparing for travel. In past times and, for 

rnost of the eastern Dené, during the cornpetitive trade p e n d  as well, the journey planned 

would be to follow the barren-ground caribou northwards. Many of these people would 

make their own way northwards with the caribou around April o r  May while the lakes 

remaineci frozen (Heame, 197 1 [l795l:2S729 1; Smith, 198 1 b:275,276). 

During the fur trade, however, some people would first make their way to a trade 

post ins tead. As in the pend of Bay-side trade, a few Den6 hunters would start out for 

Prince of Wales Fort at this time in order to hunt geese for that p s t .  It was mainly the 

Dené living closest to the Bay who continued to visit Prince of Wales Fort, but the odd 

group from farther West may also have travelled there from time to time. In order to reach 

the Bay by the time the waterfowl arrived in May, the more distant individuais were 

normally crossing through north-centrai Manitoba sometime in March or April (Gillespie, 

1975365; Heame, 1971 [1795]:25,272; Yerbury, 1986:36). If they had any furs or  rneat to 

trade, the goose-hunting parties may have stopped in at an inland trade p s t  on their way 

east, picking up desired supplies; or they rnay have gone directly to Pnnce of Wales Fort, 

stopping only to hunt or fish as necessary along the way. 

People travelling to Hudson Bay to hunt or trade mrely took their whole family with 

them. Usually they left the winter camps together with their families, but parted company 

somewhere along the way, leaving the O thers to travel up to the barrens wi thout them. The 

journey to the Bay could be made more quickly in this way. They would plan to rneet up 

again on the barrens after business at the post was complete (Hearne, 1971 [l795] :25,29 1). 

The timing of the families' leaving the forests would be similar to that of people who left 

with the caribou. 

Others ignored Pnnce of Wales Fort and made the pre-break-up trek to an inland 

trade post instead, especially after posts had been set up closer to Den6 temtones. Due to 

the intense competi tion between trade companies for furs, some trappers could convince the 

traders to corne to their camps to trade, rather than bnnging the furs down to the posts 



themselves (HBCA, B.83/a/2:8d). Still, the inland posts at which Dené traded often received 

a regular supply of furs and meat brought in by their trappers through the months of March 

and April ( eg  HBCA, B.91/a/2:8-9). Particularly for those people who wished to vade but 

who still hoped to hunt caribou while travelling to the barrens, this was a good time to corne 

to the posts, pay off any debt taken the previous year, and pick up their supplies for the 

coming season(s). Tmde in this season rarely occupied the Dené for more than a few days 

(Gillespie, 1975365). They could still l a v e  the post for their next destination, usually the 

barrens, well ahead of break-up. 

Depending on how long they delayed their departure north, this might have had little 

effect on their caribou hunting. Migrations of barren-ground caribou can take several 

weeks to pass through any given area and the males tend to Iag behind the more 

concentrated females and yearlings, often still crossing north through the forests in June 

(Gordon, 197572; Harper, 1955: 12; Kelsall, 1%8: lû6,139,14û). Given this time span, the 

point in the season at which people made their way to the barrens could have varied even 

before they ever became involved in the fur trade. They should have been able to fit in a 

visi t to a trade post at some point before break-up, before they moved beyond the traders, 

and stiIl be able to hunt scattered bands of caribou as they travelled north themselves as late 

as June (e.g. Heanie, 197 1 [lï95]:299). 16* 

Even if they left tm late to hunt caribou while travelIing north, most people did 

manage to make their way ont0 the southem barrens by some point in the surnmer where 

they would hunt caribou more intensively again (Gillespie, 19'75382,383 ; Heaxne, 1971 

[1795J:25,320; Pettipas, 1993:20). But a few, mainly those who were employed by the 

p t s ,  sometimes remained south of the treeline ail through the summer and had no 

opportmi ty to hunt barren-ground caribou again until the return of the herds in the fail. If a 

regular supply of caribou meat was desired by such people as these who could not follow 

the herds up to the barrens, they would have to take enough caribou to satisfy their wants 

when the caribou passed by - al1 in one short period of time. 



It was Iikely at this time that at least some of the Den6 began to alter their caribou- 

hunting strategies. The eastern Dené peoples appear to have traditionally followed the 

barren-ground caribou through their entire amual round. They would hunt the caribou 

w henever their paths crossed and could set up an ambush for a larger kill when the 

opportunity was there to do  so. As people began to spend more time in the forests, 

however, their seasonal movements no Ionger matched those of the caribou so well. It 

became more effective for these people, especiaily those who no longer went to the barrens 

at d l ,  to swi tch more excl usivel y to the ambush approach typicd of Dené caribou hunts 

describeci in more recent histoncal accoilnts (Gordon, 1990b:400; e.g. Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  16; 

Sharp, 1977; Smith, 1978). 

By focussing their caribou-hunting efforts on taking as many animals as possible 

during the spring and fa11 migrations, it was sometimes possible to get enough m a t  and 

materials to cany the people through until the next migration (Smith, 1978:71). To 

accomplish this, hunters had to get ahead of the migration, leaving fairly early in the spnng, 

and set up their drive lanes and corrals somewhere near the treeline at a strategic location 

through which large numbers of caribou were expected to pass. Networks of 

communication between neighbouring groups of Den6 would have bewme al1 the more 

important when there was so much more pressure to be at the right place at the right time in 

order to intercept the caribou (Irimoto, 1981a: 16,129; Sharp, 1977:36; Smith, 1978:75). 

Unlike the herd-followers, these people might rernain in the forest after the passage 

of the caribou, preserving much of the meat to last them through the rest of the season. 

They could then retreat southwards in order to retum to their trapping or to hunt waterfowl 

for the posts if desired, andor to trade. 1 f enough caribou had been killed at this time, there 

was Iittle incentive to move on to any of these other activities, however (Hearne, 19ï1 

[179SJ:8 1). 

As the years went by , i t becarne increasingl y common for Den6 who had corne to the 

inland pos ts ahead of break-up to remain there at leas t until the rivers were clear of ice 



(Smith, 1981 b:277). They would gather together at or near the posts when the ice first 

began to break, if they had not been there already. At al1 but the most northerly posts Dené 

were not infrequently camping adjacent to Cree (e-g. HBCA, B.83/a/2:9; B.91/a/2: Md). B y 

this time, Cree and Dené could usually share space without incident. There were exceptions, 

though; consumption of alcohol available at the posts often led to fights between the two 

peoples, for example (Tyrrell, 1934:458). 

Dené who were invoIved enough in the fur trade to spend the break-up in the full 

b o r d  forest or southem portions of the northwestern transitionai forest were generally 

using canoes for summer travel. While assembled around the p s t  in the early spnng, 

Dené, like the Cree, would go about constmcting canoes (Smith, 1981b:377). Sometimes 

canoes had been cached near the previous fa11 and had only to be rehieved and repaired 

(HBCA, B.9 1/a/ l:9). Often, however, new canoes had to be cunstructed by at least some of 

the people. So, suitable stands of birch trees were sought out at this time (HBCA, 

B.83/a/ 1: 18d; B.83/a/2:9) if birch had not already been found and i ts bark harvested and 

carried with the people until it was time to construct the canoes. 

Though canoes were sometimes built righ t beside the trade posts, Dené would also 

leave, sometimes with Cree, for more suitable came-building sites in the area (HBCA, 

B.û3/a/2:9). As it was for the Cree, canoe-building was probably an activity involving co- 

operation of many different members of a farnily, so whole families may have gone together 

to the canoe building sites. In between time spent working on the canoes, people could go 

about other activities typical of this season, including socializing, manufacture and repair of 

items needed for the summer such as fish nets, preserving of meat taken during hunts earlier 

in the season, snaring small garne, trapping furbearers, preparing pelts, and fishing - either 

through the ice or at sites of the earliest open water. 

Came- building si tes may have been selected based large1 y on their proximi ty to 

places where the water would open early. Not o d y  did this make fishing easier, but 

waterfowl could also be hunted when they first began to arrive. Around the posts, if 



Homeguard couid not com bine the waterfowl hunt with their canoe-building activi ties, they 

would go on immediately [rom building or  fetching their m o e s  to the waterfowl staging 

sites. In areas over which migratory waterfowl passed in the spring, Dené still in the forest 

probably did like most Cree and took the opportunity to hunt geese, ducks and swans for 

the posts, and for thernselves ( D C A ,  B.9 1/a/ l:9; HBCA, B.9 1/a/2: 13). L69 

Some Dené involved in the fur tnde  chose not to visit the trade posts until after the 

break-up. Rather than moving northwards with the caribou, or  to the Bay, o r  to an iniand 

post in the earl y spring, these people may have spent the season in camps located near 

rnuskrat and beaver habitat, as more recent Dent? trappers have done (Blondin, 

1990: 122,147,I39,156,158; 1 rimoto, 1% 1 a: 126; Jarvenpa, 1976:46,47,63; 1980: l7,71,89). 

Pnor to break-up, muskrat and beaver could have k e n  taken from their frozen iodges in the 

same way that they were taken by Cree (Jarvenpa, 25)80:71; Smith, 19829). Once the water 

began to first open on the streams frequented by beaver, these animals could be trappeci, 

netted or shot after emerging from their lodges (Jarvenpa, l980:89). 

Muskrat and beaver could have provided Dené trappers with some meat (Blondin, 

1990: 157; Jarvenpa, 197655; 1980: 17,71). This was a change from theirdiet while 

following the caribou year-round, as neither rnuskrat nor beaver were emphasized by eastem 

Dené previously. Fishing was also important to these people when they started to remain 

behind when the caribou moved north (Jarvenpa, 197655; Smith, 1982:62), as were 

waterfowl if they were staging in the area. Other smail garne could be snared o r  hunted 

during break-up as well (Jarvenpa, lW6:S).  Moose, woodland caribou and straggling 

barren-ground caribou may have k e n  hunted when they were available, and sought out 

when they were not (Jarvenpa, 1976:44,55; Smith, l982:Sg). Meat preserved from earlier 

in the season and f d s  bought earlier from the posts could be quite important to Dené 

trappers when they became more and more focussed on the furbearers (VanStone, 

1974: 102). The earliest of the spring plants could also have been harvested as they came 

out. 



Like the people waiting out the break-up around the trade posts, these Dené had 

summer equipment to retrieve and repair, or  to make, including canoes. The best spring 

sites for Dené trappers would have been near not only si tes of rich furbearer and food 

resources, but also decent stands of suitable trees and space for canoe-building. A few 

members of a group could sometimes be sent ahead of the break-up on foot with furs for 

trade. The others, in these cases, would not join them with the rest of the furs and goods for 

trade until they codd canoe there (HBCA, 8.9 lM2: 1 Id). 

Once Dené began travelling more by onoe up and down the river systems, they 

began to cache their seasonal equipment and preserved food dong  these travel routes. This 

equipment could be picked up while returning down the same route in the next season 

(BIondin, 1990: 148). So, as Dent5 left the wintenng places o r  their spring break-up camps 

for their summer destinations, winter equipment no longer needed could be left behind, 

while equipment needed for the summer could in tum be retrîeved from their caches. Re- 

use of seasonal equipment could have become more common when Dené began regularly 

passing through the same places in the spring as they had in the fa11 - a result of came traveI 

and of increasing attachment to specifïc trade posts. 

B y the end of the cornpetitive period, a few Dené may have k e n  using dog tearns 

for winter transport. If they did not plan on taking the tearn with them everywhere they went 

from spring to fall, Den6 dog tearn users would also have to find some place to leme the 

dogs where they could retneve them later. Since this requires that people remain near the 

dogs through the summer in order to feed hem,  dog teams were probably not common 

among Dené until they began to settle into more permanent settlements in the transitional 

forest, during the iater fur tx-ade. 

10.3.4 Surnmer. 

Surnrner land use patterns remained much as they had been during the period of 

Bay-side trade. Most people went north to hunt barren-ground caribou and were already 



well on  their way to the barrens, on foot, by the time the break-up was complete in the b o r d  

forest Still, sorne people were leaving the forests later in the season than people did before 

the fur trade. Additionally, the srnaII number of Dené who remained in the forests through 

the surnmer had to shift to a more generalized diet and the settlement patterns associated 

with this. Thus, with inland trade posr and with Dené's increasing interest in the fur trade, 

there were a few new changes. 

Of the people who had spent the spring at Prince of Wales Fort for the goose hunt 

or for trade, a few remained on through much of the summer as Homeguard for the p s t ,  

just as they had in the eariier trade period and have done in more recent times (Alcock, 

1916:447; Birket-Smith, 1930:30; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 19,22). With the 

over-exploitation of game and furbearers in the subarctic as the fur trade progressed, the 

Hudson Bay Lowlands becarne particularly devoid of large garne and beaver (Bishop, 

197263; Smith, 198 lxZû). This would not have had too much effect on Dené, however. 

Fishing and waterfowl hunting were the dominant subsistence activities in the Lowlands in 

the early summer (Alcock, 1916:447; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 19,22). The 

Homeguard had little need to trap beaver as they couid get what they wanted [rom the 

Europeans by trading meat and other provisions. And by the later surnmer, when the 

fishing was falling off, it was time to move inland and north to the southem barrens where 

they could hunt caribou (Alcock, 1916:447; Birket-Smith, 1930:30; Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 1997: 19,Z). If it was simply too difficult to obtain food while in the Pnnce of 

Wales Fort are* there was liale stopping Dené people from abandoning the post and the fur 

trade in order to go north to hunt caribou still earlier (Smith, 198260). The barren-ground 

caribou and other game were not nearly so reduced by the Dené hunters in this period as the 

moose, woodand caribou and beaver had k e n  farther south, where hunting and trapping for 

the fur trade was more intensive (Vans tone, 197493). 

Most of those people who surnmered south of the treeline dunng the Bay-side trade 

period had been those trading at or hunting for Pnnce of Wales Fort. With the inland trade, 



Dené summer presence in the forests west of the Lowlands would have grown slightly as 

well. Some trapping groups remained at  the trade p t s  through the break-up, or did not 

even arrive at  the posts for trade until after break-up was complete. After finishing their 

trading, these people left for wherever they planned to spend the summer, either by came 

(Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989:27; PAM, MG 1 B 14, la: 147; Smith, 1981 b:276; Tyrrell, 

1934495) o r  over land (Alcock, 19 l6:446,44"; B mm bach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 120.12 1 ; 

Glover, 1962: log), de pending on the availability of came routes to their desired destination 

and on their personal comfort with cane travel. 

For most, the destination was north to the barrens in order to spend the remainder of 

the summer as they had for generations (B irket-Smi th, 193029; Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 1997: 12; Smith, 198 lb:277). To  the disappointment of the Company traders, Dené 

trappers still preferred the barrens - where there were friends, family and caribou - to 

passing the summer in the forest where it was more difficult for them to get the kind of 

living they were accustomeci to (Gillespie, l975:382,383 ; Hearne, 197 1 [l794 :32O). 

Mention is occasionally made of Den6 trading at inland or  Bay-side posts in late June (e.g. 

HBCA, B -9 1/a/2: 1) and even July (e. g. HBCA, E.3/3:32d). However, even these people 

likely travelled north at  some time before the end of the summer in order to participate in the 

important late summer and early fa11 caribou hunts north of the treeline. 

If they were lucky, the travellers might have run across a stmggling group of caribou 

during their northwards journey, even at fhis time of year. More commonl y, while travelling, 

they fed themselves on fish, small and large game, bird eggs, plants and food preserved 

earlier o r  bought at the posts. If travelling by came, hooks could be thrown into the water 

or fish nets set each night (PAM, MG1 B 14, la: 153). 

Fishing in the early summer was quite reliable. Travel camps would be best set up 

near those places where fish typicaliy were concentrated in this season: the bases of rapids 

or falls on  the rivers and strearns (PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 156); strearn mouths and 

confluences (PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 157); Iâke and river narrows (Winterhaider, 1978:352); 



the eddies formed around smdl  islands (Winterhalder, l978:35Z) ; and the shallow, weedy 

bays where the jackfish were always ready to take a hook (HBCA, E3/ l:62d). If not 

travelling along water routes, Dené codd still find such sites with some regularity. Jackfish, 

for example, were available in just about any body of quiet clear water (Ros tlund, l952:34), 

including many of the bays of the smaller strearns and inland lakes encountered whiie Dené 

travelled over land. Also, crossings of Iakes and rivers were generally made at narrow 

sections, and camps were often made on ei ther side of the crossing. Fishing would have 

k e n  productive at such sites. 

Dené who were not Ieaving the forest immediately after late spring trading were even 

more certain to camp near good summer fishing sites such as these (Irirnoto, 

1 9 8 1 ~  16,40,89). Having given up caribou for this tirne, they had to tum more to other food 

resources for subsistence while in the forests, focussing on many of the same boreal species 

that the Cree did (Gillespie, 1976:8; Sharp, 1981:223), and fish was the most important oî  

these in the early summer (Irimoto, 198 la: 15,126,127; 198 1 b:45,48; Jmenpa, 1976:50; 

Sharp, 198 1223; Smith, 198262; Smith, 1981 b:28l). As on the barrens, summer fishing 

could be done with nets when large arnounts of fish had to be caught, but spearing and 

angling continued to be popular methods of fishing as well (Birket-Smith, EBO:26-i?8). 

Den6 summering in the forest also began to hunt moose, the most important large 

garne of the full boreal forest. Moose hunting was particularly successfuI as mid-sumrner 

approached, when the heat and bugs drove them into shallow water or wallowing holes 

(Irimoto, 1981a:40,102; 1981b:48; Jarvenpa, 1980:92; Sharp, 1981:223; Smith, 1982:59). 

People new to moose hunting did not tend to have much success at it, however, or at hunting 

the similarly behaving woodland caribou (Gillespie, 1976: 10). So whiie these new sources 

of large game were k ing  taken somewhat more regularly by Dené hunters as time passed, 

many people restricted most of their large-garne hunting to whatever barren-ground caribou 

they could find still hanging about in the transitional forest (e.g. Inmoto, 1981a: 15). 



Hunûng or snaring nesting and moulting waterfowl, including geese, ducks, loons 

and gulls, were common alternatives to large game hunting by the Dené (Gillespie, 1976: 10; 

Irimoto, 1981a: 103). Eggs of these birds were collected during the eariy summer, as they 

had been farther north (Irimoto, 1981a: 127). The nesting grounds of waterfowl would have 

attmcted Den6 to camp nearby in the summers. Small game like hare, grouse, porcupine 

and furbearers were also sought out for food while the people were in the forest (Birket- 

Smith, 1930: 18; Irimoto, 1981a: 126) and the many plant foods of the forest no doubt were 

harvested as well. Al1 of these alternative foods, small game, fowl and plants, would have 

become even more important to the Den6 in the forests, as would fish. when large garne 

began to decline towards the end of the cornpetitive period. 

The main reason for any Den6 to be in the forests at al1 during the summers at this 

point was because they were involved in the fur trade, fishing, hunting and trapping for the 

posts and for themselves. Several of these families may have had connections to the posts 

through country mamage, and this would have given them more reason to remain nearby. 

The weeks after break-up encompassed the time that beaver were taken rnost 

intensively by trappers. This could of-ten a h  occupy people in the early summer, typically 

until some time in June (Jarvenpa, l980:86,89). Dunng the competi hve period, traders rnay 

have been accepting some furs taken during the summer months, in spite of their poorer 

condition (e-g. HEKA, B.WaI2). Whether the furs were acceptable for trade or not, people 

were hunting beaver in the early summer, at least until they became scarce, as the beaver 

could stay fat into the early surnmer season and were considered by many to be good food 

(Blondin, 1990: 157). lt  was usual to net the beaver on their way out of their houses (Birket- 

Smith, l930:2S). Beaver generdly continue to use the sarne houses until they are destroyed 

beyond repair. So, people who had corne to an area productive of beaver in the spring, 

before break-up, could have remained in the same general area into the early summer and 

still take beaver if these had not already been exhausted. 



When they had finished with the baver,  these people could have made their way to 

the posts to ti-ade any acceptable furs taken in the seasons since their last visit with a trader. 

Furs were k i n g  traded at Indian Lake House well into the sumrner, including June and July 

(e-g. HBCA, B -9 l/a/Z), and Dené were among the summer visitors to this p s t  (e.g. HBCA, 

B.9 1/a/2 1). While some of these people may have travelled to the barrens irnrnediately 

after this trade, a t  Ieast a few seem to have chosen to remain in the forest. Like the Cree, 

Dené summering in the fcres ts began to hold their gatherings at good fishing si tes near the 

trade posts (Irimoto, 198 la: 16; Jarvenpa, l98M 1 ; Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1984: 178). 

These gathenngs tended to be fairly brief, although they sometirnes lasted until the early fa11 

(Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1988501). It is conceivable that, by this time, the Dené rernaining 

in the forests may have sometimes shared fïshing sites wi th Cree as they sometimes did 

around the posts and w hile building cames. 

In addition to fishing, hunting and plant gathering, Dené summering in the forests 

would have spent much of their time drying fish and meat, preparing pelts and hides, 

making and repairing equipment, socializing and trading - much as they had on the barrens 

(Irimoto, 198 la: 127; Jarvenpa, 198092; Jarvenpa and Brumbach, l988:6O 1). Summer 

gatherings were a traditional time for the d m  dances and other ceremonies (Blondin, 

1990:58,59; Jarvenpa and Brumbach, l988:6û 1). and these activi ties 1 ikel y would have 

continued at gatherings held in the forest. The size of summer gatherings in the forest were 

generall y smaller than those on the barrens. For one thing, there were far fewer Dené 

individuals present in the forest to gather together. But even if there had been a large 

number of Dené surnmering in the forest a t  this time, they could not stay in such large 

groups o r  for as long as was often possible while hunting concentrated caribou herds 

farther north (Smith, 198263). 

Summer gave rise to some new considerations for the Dené when choosing their 

camps. In former times, they had rarely b e n  in the forested regions during the bug season. 

Boreal and transitional forest sites used by the Dené for sumrner camps would now have to 



be chosen with consideration given to the need for exposure to breeze. With their greater 

orientation around waterways than had k e n  the case in the past, they were more likely to be 

camping next to larger bodies of water anyhow. Some people may still have continued to 

set their camps back in the trees some distance, feeling safer when hidden from easy view of 

the water (eg. Hanks and Winter, 1991:49). However, they were enough at peace with Cree 

neighbours by this time that it was probably not so necessary to hide anyrnore. Comfort 

may have taken precedence in many cases. 

Den6 had another thing to wony about while summenng in the forests: NakFmni, 

the bushmen. This invisibIe enemy was one reason why Dené were reluctant to spend the 

summer south of the treeline (Birket-Smith, 193029; HBCA, B,91/a/2: 13). For fear of this 

summer hazard, some people still prefer to make their camps on islands. There the water 

separates them not only from the bushmen, but also other enemies, as well as from bears 

and forest fires (Irimoto, 1981a:W). 17' 

Dené summenng in the forests generally gave up intensive fishing by the middle of 

summer (Jarvenpa, 197650; 1980:9 1,92). By this point in the sumrner, the barren-ground 

caribou were aggregaling and beginning the first stage of their southward migration from 

the calving grounds to the southern barrens (Burch, 1972:345; Kelsall, 1968:41,106,107; 

Smith, 1978:71). Knowing this, and because the late summer/early fail caribou hunts were 

so important for hides and m a t ,  rnost of the people who had stayed behind at the Bay or in 

the rorest would begin at this time to travel north to the treeline. Once on the barrens, they 

could rejoin their bands and participate in the rest of the summer's activities, not least of 

which were the caribou hunts (Birket-Smith, 1930:30; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 

1997:37; Vans tone, 197424). 

Very few eastern Dené would remain in the forests at this time, Le., by late July or 

August. Those who did were mainly those who had chosen to stay south of the treeline al1 

year. These people would do like the Cree, concentrating their hun ting efforts on moose 

(Irimoto, 1981 bA8; Jarvenpa, 1980:93) and taking what srnall game, fish, fowi and plant 



foods that they could find to supplement their diet. Berries were collected in this season by 

people on the barrens, and Dené in the forests began to look for them around this time as 

well. Furs were of Iittle value when trapped in this season, but people may have visited the 

posts to trade moose meat when the hunts had gone well. Traffic to and from the posts thus 

continued for as long as the posts rernained open (e.g. HBCA, B.9 l/a/2:293O). Many 

iniand posts would close for several weeks in the late summer when the traders Ieft to bring 

the furs in to their suppliers and to pick up new trade goods. 

10.3.5 FaIl. 

The vast majority of Den6 people were spending the early fa11 season in the same 

way that they had before the fur trade. Firearms had been adopted by some Dené as early 

as the p e n d  of Bay-side trade for hunting caribou in seasons when these were more 

dispersed. While the caribou were migrating in the fall, however, the traditionai method of 

spe&ng the animais as they crossed water bodies proved more effective and continued to be 

used (Williams, 1969: 15). 

Most Dené tried to be on the barrens by the late summer, when the caribou hides 

were at their best. The early fa11 caribou hunts had attracted the largest Dené gatherings of 

the year prior to the fur trade and this did not change (Gordon, 1975:71,72,73; Smith, 

1982: 13 ; Smith, l978:69,7 1). Even so, by the time of the competi tive trade period there was 

at Ieast a small percentage of the population each year who did not reach the barrens for this 

hunt. A growi ng trade in manufactured cloth and canvas rnay have lessened the importance 

of hide preservation for the personal use by those Dené rnost involved in the fur trade, 

somewhat, although g d  hides could, themselves, be traded. 

Caribou herds often push southwards into the forest in the early fail (Harper, 

1955: 18; Irimoto, 1981a: 15; Kelsall, 1%8:64,107,128), at which time the quality of their 

hides could still be in reasonable condition. Because of this, Den6 who chose to stay in the 

forests year-round could sometimes still participate in an earl y fail caribou hunt and acquire 

not oniy meat but some good hides frorn it. They could travel north towards the treeline 



near the end of summer, as many Den6 have done in recent times, to a piace where they 

anticipated thecaribou mightcross (Alcock 1916:447; Irimoto, 1981a: 15,16). 172 If the 

herds behaved as expected, people could ambush the caribou at some likely water crossing 

along that migration path in the transitional forest in much the same way that the others 

would hunt migrating caribou farther north (Gordon, 199ûb:400; Irimoto, 198 la: 15). For 

the Dené, fall caribou-hunting sites south of the treeline were probably uncommon before 

the fur trade drew more people into the forest year-round. 

While waiting for the caribou in the transitionai forest, people could fish, collect 

berries, and hunt or snare srnall garne for food as well as eating meat preserved earlier in the 

season, much as they did on the southem barrens (Irimoto, 198 la: 16). When the earl y fall 

camps were made along a migratory waterfowl flyway. the waterfowl retuming southwards 

around this time could also be an important source of food for people waiting for the 

caribou, or for when the caribou did not come at  al1 (Jarvenpa, 1976:47). Because this early 

fall caribou hunt was iess predictable than its equivalent on the barrens, such alternative 

f d s  could have increased in importance for Dené in the forest. 

These resources were even more vital to those Dené who did not go north to hunt 

barren-ground caribou in the early fa11 at d l .  This abandonment of fall caribou hunting was 

probably very rare among eastern Dené at this tirne. If people summering in the forests 

were unable or chose not to participate in early fall caribou hunting, they would likely have 

adopted a way of living in the fall very much like that of the Cree. 

For cxample, moose hunting could have been important. Dené spending year-round 

in the forests in recent times have hunted moose in the fall season, especially during the rut. 

Like the Cree, they have learned to lure the rnoose out of the bush by using calls (Birket- 

Smith, 193023; Irimoto, 1981a: 17,18,122; Jarvenpa, 1976:67). Hunting of moose in this 

season probabl y began sometime during the years of inland trade. The Dené were still not 

very good moose hunters at this time, however (Gillespie, 1976: l), and by the end of the 

cornpetitive period, moose were becoming hard to find anywhere near the trade posts. 



Until they too became scarce later in the cornpetitive p e n d ,  woodland caribou may 

have been hunted by Dené in the forests (Smith, 198241; Smith, 1981b:273), although the 

woodland caribou were still considered by the Dené to have infenor meat to that of the 

barren-ground caribou (Heame, 1971 [1795]:225). Woodland caribou also undergo 

migrations in the early fall, albeit in smaller groups and over shorter distances than the 

barren-ground herds. Dené in the forests rnay have done like some of the Cree and watched 

for these limited migrations, hunting the woodland caribou at water crossings in much the 

same way that barren-ground caribou were taken at this time of year, farther north. 

Fish - whitefish, in particular - were probably the most significant aitemate resource 

for Den6 in the forests, however, especially after the local large game populations deciined. 

Dené had always fished when caribou were scarce or late in arriving. Still, it was not until 

the fur trade drew some people away from following the caribou year-round that fish came 

to be ernphasized to the extent that they have been in more recent years (Smith, 1982: 62,63). 

If barren-ground caribou were not to be sought out until winter brought them farther south, 

then fishing could easily become the chief way for people to feed themselves, and any dogs 

that they kept, at  this time of year. Camps would be made near a fall spawning location or 

other dependable fishery. Nets or weirsln could then be set across a spawning Stream to 

catch migrating fish in bulk, or people could set nets or angle for fish approaching 

shallower parts of the lakes (Blondin, 1990:55; Irimoto, 198 la:42,43,9l, 122; Jarvenpa, 

l98O:75). 

Those Dené involved in the fur trade may have made a point of hunting or trapping 

rnuskrat, or beaver, in the productive weeks before freeze-up. Their pelts were not yet in 

prime condition (Jarvenpa, 1980:71), but at least some people were bringing in pelts to the 

posts for trade in the early fa11 (e-g. HBCA, B.91/a/2:3d). Even if the furs could not be 

traded, beaver and rnuskrat meat could be eaten. They were just two of the small game 

species which came to be used more and more for food by Dené in the forests when they 

could not hunt caribou. Other alternative foods could have included hare, lynx, porcupine, 



grouse, ptarmigan and any available waterfowl (Birket-Smith, 1930: 18; Heffley. 198 1: 13 1 ; 

Irimoto, 198 la: 103). 

Small game, with the exception of migrating waterfowl, do not tend to supply 

enough meat at any one time to result in a surplus. Any m a t ,  fish or berries that did remain 

after immediate needs were met would be preserved and saved for later weeks or months 

(Blondin, 1990: 156; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997:33,37; Irimoto, 1981a: 122). This 

had always k e n  the case to some extent; preserved foocis were useful to have while waiting 

for caribou migrations (Irimoto, 1981x91). Stili, preservation of extra food taken in the fd l  

also becarne more necessary for Dené who planned to spend the next few months trapping 

rather than actively pursuing the caribou. Spending Iess time hunting during the winters. 

they would have less oppominity to build up a surplus of meat for the mid-winter p e n d  

when it became more difficult to get any food. At those times, it was good to have some 

food in the stores (Blondin, 1990: 156). 

Some Dené began retuming to the trade posts in the fa11 before the freeze-up. 

People who had spent the summer andor  early fd l  on the barrens often had caribou and 

sometimes musk-ox meat and hides to trade a t  Prince of Wales Fort and the inland posts 

(Gillespie, 1975365). Those who had remained in the south also came, bringing proceeds 

of their trapping and hunting efforts since their last visit (HBCA, B.91/a/2:3d). Most times, 

people would corne to the posts, trade or pick up their winter outfït, and soon l a v e  for their 

winter camps. They sometimes had to wait around the post site for some time, however, if 

they arrived at a time when the traders were away. While waiting for trade, Dené supported 

themselves by harvesting fish, game and plants near the post (e.g. HBCA, B.91/a/2:3d). 

Those people most adapted to the new fur trade economy and using canoes for 

travel would have wanted to leave the posa ahead of freeze-up so that they could reach their 

camps while i t was still possible to came there (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, l988:6O 1,602). 

Once the rivers and lakes becarne too iced up to canoe, the canoes wouid have to be cached , 

or abandoned or  destroyed if return to that place was not ant i~i~ated. ' '~  Any further travel 



would have to be made on fmt. For people who travel almost exclusively dong river and 

lake systems, both by boat in the summer and over ice in the winter, the freeze-up can cause 

them to stop in their travels temporarily. Walking over land at this time of year is notas 

difficult as in the slushy spring, however. Dené, already accustomed to walking long 

distances over land, could have continued to travel until a water body had to be crossed. 

Even they would have had difficulty passing through denser woods, though (Tyrrell, 

1934:515). 

During this period, however, most Dené still travelled rnostly by foot in al1 seasons 

and were not restricted to following water routes (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 120,12 1). 

The timing of their anival and departure from the trade posts would have k e n  less closely 

tied to break-up and freeze-up events than it was for those more dependent on water routes. 

For some people, then, it became normal to travel to the posts only after the early fail 

caribou h m  t was over and al 1 the meat and hides preserved and cached. Most years, this 

would not be complete until the freeze-up had already begun. From the posts, these people 

would then l a v e  for their winter camps on foot, as they had corne (Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 1997:37). Similarly, whether they were using canoes for travel or  not, if anyone 

had k e n  keeping dog teams, they may have chosen to remain by the posts untiI a fkr  freeze- 

up. This way they could take the dogs over land to the next camp rather than trying to Ioad 

them ai1 into canoes for the journey. 

Often, people would try to foilow the same route taken in the spring in order to 

reach the caches built earlier in the year (Blondin, 1990: 148). From these, winter equipment 

which had been Ieft behind, including toboggans, hamesses, snowshoes and heavier winter 

clothing, rnight be recovered. The freeze-up was a good time to repair these items. 1 t was 

also a good time for manufacture of new clothing and other goods. More work on hide and 

pel t preservaîion could Li kewise be done (Inmoto, 198 la: 122,123 ; Tyrrell, 1934513). 

For food, people could eat preserved mats  and plant materials. Some may have 

traded for food at the trade posts as well. If needed, Le., if caribou had not been hunted 



intensively, for example, and the stores were low, fresh meat could be procured. Fishing 

could be difficuit during the freeze-up, but small game like hare, fowl and porcupine could 

be readily hunted or snared around the camps (Irimoto, 1981a: 122; 198 1 bA8). Some 

limited amount of trapping or  hunting of furbearers might have been done around the camps 

at this time as well (Irimoto, 1981a: 122; Tyrrell, 1934513). The muskrat marshes would 

have continued to be good places to be at this time of year for anyone particularly interested 

in taking furs. 

As in other seasons, a number of different options existed for Dené in the weeks 

following freeze-up, depending largely on the degree of their involvement in the fur trade. 

Those who had remained on the barrens with the caribou through the fail generally spent 

freeze-up preserving hides and meat just inside of the treeline as before. Most of these 

people would put off going farther south into the forests until the caribou did, usuaily after 

the first heavy snow. When they did travel southwards (generally over land, on foot), they 

might have visited a pos t to trade some of the meat and hides (e-g. Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 199737). Those people with no need for or  interest in trading at that time could, on 

the other hand, go on direct1 y to where they would spend the tirst part OC the winter. For 

most of the eastern Dené, this would again be where the caribou were (Hearne, 1971 

[1795j:81-83; Irimoto, 1981a: 103,122; Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1984: 178; Smith, 

1981 b:272,276). 

A smaller number of people had been keeping to the forests during the sumrner and 

fall. If there had k e n  no early migration of barren-ground caribou into the forest where 

these people had been before freeze-up, the late falllearl y winter migmtion of the herds in to 

the forests would have been their o d y  chance to take advantage of large concentrations of 

caribou until the spnng. So, sometime before, during or  soon after Freeze-up, some Dené 

would have k e n  travelling towards the barrens in order to intercept the migrating caribou 

and get themselves a supply of meat for the winter (Alcock, 1916:447; Irimoto, 1981a: 15; 

1981 b34.8; McImes, 1913:7). This was a change from the more traditional pattern in which 



people travelled south with the caribou. StiIl, the same tirne-proven methods and tools were 

likely used to hunt the migrating caribou in much the sarne sorts of strategic locations 

(Sharp, 1977:39,40). 

In more recent times, some Den6 have spent the late fd l  and early winter seasons in 

intensive hunting and trapping of several fwbearer species, including beaver and lynx, as 

well as mink, otter, woIvenne and marten, for example (Birket-Smith, 1930:24,25; Bussidor 

and BiIgen-Reinart, l997:X ; Jarvenpa, 197650; 1980: 17,110- 1 13 ; Tymell, 193451 l), 

whose pel ts are then in good condition (Irimoto, 198 la9 1 ; Jarvenpa, 197653; 1980:70). 

Once the snow was deep enough, toboggans could be used to transport the loads, making 

transport of furs and other necessary g d  easier (Birket-Smith, 1930:30). Additionally, 

the weather was still mild enough that the furbearers were quite active and it was easy for the 

people pursuing them to be active as well (Blondin, 1990: 154; Jarvenpa, 1980:70). 

During the early inland and cornpetitive trade periods, it is possible that a few Dené 

may similarly have been going directly from the trade posts to their trapping grounds before 

freeze-up and staying there through the early winter, as they have done more recently. 

While trapping, people could have fed themselves on preserved foods, by ftshing at open 

water sites or through the ice, snarïng hare, and eating the meat of the animds trapped, as 

well as hunting caribou or moose opportunistically (Jarvenpa, 197655). The majon ty of 

the people who would turn to trapping at some point during the winter, however, would not 

do so until after the barren-ground caribou had more or less cornpleted their migration into 

the forests and had begun to disperse again for the winter (Irimoto, 1981a: la, 122; Sharp, 

1977:37). 

10.3.6 Winter. 

Dené had dways preferred to winter in the forests. Involvement in the fur trade did 

not change this (e.g. Hearne, 1971 [1795]:6). What it did do was encourage some people to 

work their way farther south for the trapping season. Furbearers could be found within the 

transitional forests traditionaily occupied by Dené in the winter, and many people did 



choose to remain there even when trapping (Irimoto, 1981a: 15; Sharp, 1977:37). Still, the 

most valuable furbearers, like beaver, were more abundant in the full b o r d  forest. Because 

of this relative nchness of the Full b o r d  forest, some Dene did take the opportuni ty to 

expand their territories southwards after smallpox epidemics so reduced the Cree population 

of the Churchill River region in the early 1780s (Gillespie, 19'75375; Glover, 1962: 107; 

Smith, 1981 b:273; 198 1c: 148). Many Den6 were regularly wintering as far south as the 

Churchill River by the 17% (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 19&t 152; Gillespie, 1975383). At 

least a few probably trapped and traded even farther south, in spite of the fact that barren- 

ground caribou rarely migrated south of the Churchill River in those years (Hearne, 197 1 

(l795I :225). B y this time, Cree hostili ty was apparently no longer enough to keep Dené 

from the full breal forest. 

In the early fur trade, up to and including the p e n d  of inland cornpetition, the 

majority of eastem Dent? peoples continued to follow the same seasonal rounds as their 

predecessors. Even in the winter when they would be in the forests and closest to the trade 

pos ts and furbearers anyhow, few people bothered to trap or trade more than occasionail y. 

The barren-ground caribou continued to be central to their lives (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 

1984 178; Smith, 198lb276; Yerbury, 1986: 130). With the greater convenience of the 

inland trade posts and the increased efforts of the trade companies to win business of the 

subarctic peoples, greater numbers of Dené gradually became involved in the fur trade. 

These were the people who could be found wintering more regularly in the southem 

portions of the northwestern transitionai forest and in the full b o r d  forest. 

Most of the people continued to spend the early winter in the transitional forest 

where most of the bmen-ground caribou could be found once they had completed the 

southward leg of their migration. These people lived primarily off hunting the dispersing 

herds of caribou, some fishing when necessary, and a variety of srnall game (Heame, 1971 

[1795]:78,81,85; Irimoto, 1 9 8 1 ~  103,122; 1981b:48; Smith, 1981b:276; Yerbury, 

1986: 130). 



Den6 had linle need of the increasingl y available firearrns in the earliest part of the 

winter. At this time of year, as in the spring and the late fall, snares could be placed in 

hedges o r  pounds constnicted dong  the caribou migration path and the still migrating 

caribou herded into them to  be killed with lances or arrows. Even as winter progressed and 

the caribou became more dispersed and less mobile, this method of hunting could be qui te 

effective when a large enough group of caribou couid be found to make construction of the 

traps worthwhile (Franklin, 19 10:2 16,220; Hearne, 197 1 [1795]:78,79,85). 

The fur trade was not entirely without effect on these people. A few individuals 

might Ieave their hunting group for a time during the winter to travel to h ince  of Wales Fort 

o r  to an inland trade p s t ,  depending on which was more convenient For some, the winter 

became a favoured time for visiting the trade posts as it did not require travelling by canoe 

or  leaving the caribou for any extended period of time (Alcock, 1916:439). If they wished, 

people could combine caribou hunting with minor arnounts of trapping. Snares and traps 

for furbearers could be set around the winter hunting camps (irimoto, 198 la: 103,122; 

198 1 bA8). 

For the most part, however, trapping furbearers for anything other than household 

use was unnecessary. Most Dené did not have to trap in order to trade, because caribou 

meat, hides and other country-products were generally welcome at  the posts as well 

(Gillespie, 1975366; Pettipas, 1993:20). In fact, they may not even have had to travel to a 

post to acquire trade goods: people who chose to remain in the transitional forest hunting 

caribou and other game could trade meat and hides to those others who gave up caribou in 

favour of more intensive trapping in the full boreal forest. Because caribou were more 

difficult to find in the southern portions of the northwestem transitional forest and in the 

full boreal forest, especially when people were concentrating on their trap-lines, these 

trappers often had a difficult time in getting enough m a t  dunng the winters. Meetings with 

Dené farther north for trade in m a t  were sometimes desired (Herne,  1971 [1795]:81- 

83). L75 



Like trapping, ice fishing was still of only limited importance to those Dené who 

stayed in the transitional forest to hunt caribou. While some fishing was necessary to feed 

the dogs if not the people (Irimoto, 198 la: 122; 198 1 b:48O), i t did not take on the addi tionai 

importance that it did for people farther south during this time p e n d  (Smith, 1982:62; 

Yerbury, 1986: 144). The large garne of the transitional forest, barren-ground caribou, were 

not so devastated by overhunting towards the end of the cornpetitive ûade period as moose 

and woodland caribou were farther south (VanStone, 197493). For these same reasons, 

winter gatherings of larger groups of Dené were still possible in the transitional forest 

People continued to gather whenever the caribou were both abundant and concentrated 

within a wintering place (Smith, 198 1 b Z 6 ) .  

Pnor to the fur trade, Dené normally travelled into the full b o r d  forest or even into 

the southem portions of the northwestem transi tional forest only in those winters that the 

caribou rnigrated so far south that few remained in the northern portions of the transitional 

forest. This remained tme for most of the eastern Dené even into the compe titive trade 

period (Heame, 1971 [1795]:82; Smith, 1978:69; 1981c:136). Of those who did begin 

spending more time hunting and trapping furbearers for trade and less hunting caribou, 

many still chose to stay in some part of the transi tionai forest and just trap what was local1 y 

availabIe (Irimoto, 1981a: 15; Sharp, 197737). 

Al1 the same, there were also at least a few who did go farther south beyond the 

normal wintering range of the barren-ground ~ar ibou,"~ to spend their winters taking 

furbearers for trade. In many cases, these were men who had not been successful caribou 

hunters to begin with; others may have k e n  motivated more purely out of ambition for 

acquiring more trade goods or for some other perceived advantage (Hearne, 1971 

Cl7953 :8 1,82). Whatever their reasons, during the period of competi tive trade a relative1 y 

small but still signi ficant number of Den6 were trapping in the southem portions of the 

northwestem transitional forest and in the full b o r d  forest after the late fallkarly winter 

caribou hunt (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:81; Sharp, 1977:37).'" 



At least until their numbers became depleted towards the end of the cornpetitive trade 

period, beaver couid be taken through the late faIl and early winter by Dené hunters 

breaking into their iced up lodges in the same way that the Cree did (Birket-Smith, 

1930:25). In some instances, rather than trying to block off ail routes of escape for the 

beaver, Dené would allow them to escape into their bank dens and remove them from these 

with little difficulty (Heame, 1971 [1795J:236,237). Traps were d s o  sornetimes set under 

the ice at the lodge entrance to catch beaver without having to break through the lodge itself. 

sEven with ice chisels and rnetal axes, however, such activity became too difficdt as winter 

progressed and the ice thickened (Jarvenpâ 1980: 1 12). 

Otter, like beaver, were taken mainly between freeze-up and mid-winter (Jarvenpa, 

l980:79). Otter favoured open water at rapids and falls in the winter where they could fish 

(Hearne, 1971 [1793:374). Dené trapped and shot otter at the places where they came up 

ont0 shore from the water. When otter were fuund on land, at a crossing place, for example, 

the people could also catch them by chasing them into deeper snow and clubbing them 

(Heame, 1971 [1795)375). Udike beaver, otter were fair1 y common even in tradi tional 

Den6 wintering territones (Hearne, 1971 [17953:2@3,209,374) and so couId be also taken by 

the people farther north from time to time. 

Lynx were fat in the early winter and were considered good food (Hearne, 1971 

[1795]:355; Jarvenpa, 1980: 17). Their furs were also vaiued by the  trader^,"^ and Dené did 

begin to take lynx in the winters for trade (Smith, 19816:272). Traps and snares were set 

dong game trails followed by lynx, and in the stream valleys which they often frequented 

for travel (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 11). 

Muskrat have also been taken for both food and fur by Dené in the forests (Heffley, 

198 1 : 13 1 ; Jarvenpa, 1980: 17,110; Smith, 1981 b:272). Al though mention of Dené trading 

muskrat furs during the early trade period is infrequent, those who still wished to trap and 

trade when beaver becarne =ce may have begun to take more of these animals. M u s h t  



would have k e n  taken in the same way as beaver, by breaking into their houses in the early 

winter. 

Because the weather was still relatively mild in the early winter, people could travel 

farther than they would later in the winter. If desired, traps could be set d l  over in order to 

capture a variety of species (Jarvenpa, 1976:B). In addition to those already mentioned, 

other furbearers may have been taken at this time as well. Marten were traded in 

considerable numbers by Den6 trappers dunng the winter months, for example (Bussidor 

and Bilgen-Reinart, l W : Z  1 ; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:378). Weasels, ermine, fisher, fox, 

wolverine, wolf and bear were also trapped over time once the Den6 had become more 

involved in the fur trade (Smith, 1981 b:Yz). Some of these furbearers couid have been 

taken in the early winter. 

Other than bear and sometimes marten, however, few of these carnivores were 

considered good to eat (Jarvenpa, l98O:'E). Fox, weasels, wol f and wolverine, in particular, 

were rarely eaten (Hearne, 1971 [1793:250; Jarvenpa, 1980: 18; Smith, 1983:s). Because 

the pelts of rnost of these furbearers were generally less vdued than those of the beaver, and 

the animals more difficult to capture in any quanti ty, people were l e s  likel y to spend as 

much time trying to trap them if beaver were available (Jarvenpa, 1980: 113). 

The Dené had to make some changes to their settlement and subsistence patterns 

when engaged in early winter trapping, whether they were in either the fuIl boreal or the 

transitional forest. If not following barren-ground caribou, for example, they would not 

have as much opportunity to make the large kills periodically through the winter that 

allowed them to live well off of caribou meat for extended periods of time at  one site. As a 

general rule, people who chose to emphasize trapping in this season had to switch to eating 

a more generalized diet (Gillespie, 1976:8; Jarvenpa, 1980:41; Sharp, 198 1 : 223; Smith, 

l%Q:S9,63 ; Sharp, 198 1 b:272), camp in smaller groups, and move more often (Jarvenpa, 

1980: 1 14; Smith, 198263,). 



Winter trapping did not nomaily require giving up caribou altogether. People 

trapping in the transitional forest regularly had the opportunity to encounter and hunt 

barren-ground caribou. In some years, the herds worked their way even deeper into the 

forests, so even those Dené who had gone to the full b o r d  forest to trap could hunt the 

caribou from time to time (Jarvenpa, 1980: 19,42). Depending on their concentration in the 

area, caribou may have been hunted opportunisticdly from the trapping base camps or tirne 

may have k e n  taken out from trapping and special trips made to hunt larger numbers of 

caribou. Use of snares and pounds would have continued to have been most effective when 

a concentration of caribou were present Muskets could have proven useful to those 

possessing them for hunting more solitary caribou - not uncomrnon during the winter. The 

use of firearms for hunting caribou in the winters probably grew during the competitive 

p e n d  as more Dené became more closely affiliateci with trade posts and had greater access 

to ammunition (Sharp, 197'740; Williams, 1%9 16). 

When barren-ground caribou could not be killed in sufficient numbers to feed the 

people, Dené trappers turned to other sources of food. In addition to eating the meat of 

many of the furbearers hunted or trapped, they began to hunt moose and woodland caribou 

when these were available (Birket-Smith, 193023; Jarvenpa, 1976:SS: 1980375; Smith, 

198259). These animals can be difficult to hunt in the early part of winter, however, and by 

the end of the competitive period had become quite scarce as well. More cornrnonly taken 

by Dené trappers in this season were small garne like hare, grouse and ptarmigan - often 

caught in snares set around the camps - and porcupine (Heffley, 198 1: 13 1 ; Jarvenpa, 

1980:55; 1980:75; Smith, 198263). 

Even more important at this time of year were fish. Winter fishing had not been 

especially important to the Dené involved in the traditional caribou-following lifestyle except 

as a source of emergency food and for dog food. With less time dedicated to hunting large 

game, however, and especiaily as large game and beaver declined in the 1800s, Den6 

tmppers began to take more fish in the winter, both for themselves and the dogs and to trade 



to the posts. It was probably at this time, when a few Dent? were first becoming more 

intensively involved in the fur trade south of their traditional range, that winter fishing 

became so important (Smith, 1982:62,63; Smith, 198 1 b:28 1 : Yerbury, 1986: 144). The use 

of ice chisels made it possible for them to set nets more easily under the ice in order to take 

greater amounts of fish at once, which Den6 began to do (Heame, 19'71 [1793: 16,17; 

Smith, 198 1 b:Bl).  Angling also continued to be practiced as well (Birket-Smith, l930:3O). 

With the increasing reliance on fishing for food, Den6 made even more of a point to 

choose early winter camps which were close to reliable fisheries (Irirnoto, 1981x91). Often, 

Den6 would use whatever fishing places fell within the area in which they were trapping. 

With the ground frozen and overland transport thus easier, this could include many of the 

inland lakes deep enough to not freeze to the bottom (Blondin, 1990209; Jarvenpa, 

1980:6û782). From these places they wuld take numerous whitefish, jacesh,  trout and 

burbot (Herne, 1971 [1795J: 16,211,212). The same sorts of sites which were preferred by 

Cree in this season for fishing would likely also have k e n  selected by Den6. 

Dené committed to the fur trade and wintering south of the normal barren-ground 

caribou range liked to camp near not only good trapping and fishing places but also near 

trade posts (Brumbach and Jarvenpa. 1989: 1 17). Access to trade posts meant access to 

trade at whatever point in the winter that the people preferred. It also gave them access to 

ammunition for the muskets, desired by Dené trappers for hunting lone caribou and 

rnoo~e."~ Just as imporiant, when al1 their food resources failed them. they could usually 

hope to get some food from the trade posts, either by trading for it or just by aslcing for 

food when times were hard. Trade posts becarne a place to leave family members when the 

trappers went out on extended trips which the others were too sick or weak to make with 

them, or when hunting was expected to be poor (Franklin, 1910:225; HBCA, B -9 l/a/2:5d; 

B.91/a/3: 1 1). If they could not winter near a p s t ,  Dené trappers may have continued to 

trade European trade goods to their cadmu-hunting neighbours in exchange for meat and 

hides (Heame, 1971 [1793:82). 



Around this time, Den6 and Cree rnay have started to share winter terrÎ tories. This 

may have occurred on occasion in the past as well, when the caribou were especially far 

south, for example (Smith, 19ûlc: 135,136). The regularîty with which at least some Dené 

now wintered farther south and even shared space, around the trade posts, with Cree was 

new ( e g  HBCA, B.83/a/l). The numbers of eastem Dené so dedicated to trapping that 

they were willing to give up caribou hunting themselves at this time was small, however. 

Most tried to situate their winter camps within the region occupied by the barren-ground 

caribou, closer to the treeline, even if they were also participating to some extent in the fur 

trade (Smith, 1981b:281). 

By mid-winter, setting traps under the ice and fishing through the ice dropped off as 

the ice thickened. Even if people took the time to try to cut through the ice, fish and 

furkarem were so inactive at this time of year that neither fishing nor trapping was likely to 

be worth the effort Although beaver and rnuskrat could still theoretically be taken from 

their houses, breaking through the thick ice and frozen structure of the lodges was also 

considered to be too much work to be worth it by most Dené (Blondin, 1990: 1%; Inmoto, 

198 la: 225; Jarvenpa, l98O:îO,79). 

Thus, mid to late winter was a time for most of the Dené trappers to rejoin those 

w ho had remained marginal to the fur trade and hunt dispersed barren-ground caribou 

around the lakes of the transitional forest (Irimoto, 1981a: 15, ES'), at which time of year 

muskets may have k e n  useful for hunting (Sharp, 1977:40). Aside from the adoption of 

this new technology, most of the people continued to use the same methods of hunting 

caribou as they had done for generations: snaring caribou and herding them into pounds 

when encountered in larger groups; stalking more solitary caribou and driving them into 

deeper snows where they could be stabbed or shot with arrows or, now, with firearms (e.g. 

Franklin, 1910:216; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:78,79,85; Williams, 1%9: 16). During the mid- 

winter, caribou were especially wary; even with firearms, people still may not have been able 



to get enough fresh meat at  this time of year to feed their fmilies. As before, dried caribou 

and fish could sometirnes be a staple (Blondin, 1990: 156). 

Some trapping may have continued sporadically through the mid to late winter, 

main1 y around the hunting camps. Recent Dené trappers have concentrated on taking lynx 

in this season since these animals remain fairly active al1 through the winter (Jarvenpa, 

1980:80). Like most of the carnivores, marten could be sirnilarly active and so could have 

been taken in this season as well. Whether or not trapping took place even at this level, 

however, would have depended on how far north the people went in order to find caribou. 

Towards the end of the winter, when the daytime temperatures began to w a m  

slightly sometime around March, the forests came back to life with activity. Small garne like 

hare became more active, as did the fish in the lakes and streams (Blondin, 1990222; 

HBCA, B.91la13: 14). The barren-ground caribou began to re-group for their migration 

northwards in the early spring. For many people, this was a tirne to continue hunting the 

caribou (Inmoto, 1981a: 125; 1981 b:48). Trapping and trade also began again for those so 

inched, 



11. SITE LOCATIONS IN THE BOREAL FOREST: SOME SITE-SPECIFIC 

FACTORS. 

1 1.1 Introduction. 

Ethnohistoric reconstructions of Cree and Dené lifestyles and of their seasonal 

rounds of land use during the late precontact and early fur trade perîods have been 

presented in preceding chapters. Knowing what activities a group of people had been 

carrying out in a given season, where and how they travelled across their tem tories, and how 

they interacted with the land and people around hem hel ps to identi fy what areas or types of 

areas they may have been using in each season. The resources and conditions which 

influenced peoples' movements within and between areas at difierent times of the year have 

k e n  discussed in chapters 7 through 10. 

Within those general areas selected largely for their resource ptential, other more 

'logistical' factors affected the specific locations which would be chosen for camps and 

other land use activities. These factors, some of which have been noted in the earlier 

chapters, will now be discussed in greater detail. Because the camps were the hub of 

people's activities, are often the most visible in the archaeologicai record of the boreai forest, 

and are among the most predictable of archawlogical sites, they will be given the most 

attention in this chapter. It should not be forgotten, however, that people's activities often 

took them beyond the boundaries of their camps; every way in which they used the land 

around them, whether archaeologically visible or not, was an important part of their Iives. 

1 1.2 Camps. 

1 1.2.1 Base Camps. 

In general, the sites rnost carefully chosen by people are those selected for living 

spaces. Base camps, in particular, tend to be chosen with an eye for the comfort of the site. 

These are the general-purpose habitation sites, typically occupied for a more extended 



p e n d  than any more special-purpose camps established in the sunounding area (Rogers 

and Black, 19'7623). 

Some factors had greater influence on the desirability of a site than others, and the 

importance of these factors could Vary with the seasons. While each group of people may 

have had somewhat diflerent cri tena for their camp si tes, depending on their s p i  fic needs, 

goals and tastes, certain factors seem to have been almost universally desired by people in 

the boreal forest. These are sometimes descnbed in such sources as ethnographic and 

e thnoarchaeologic. accounts, oral histories and his tonc documents, and may be inferred 

from observations of site distributions in the archaedogical record. The factors thus 

determined to have likely k e n  most important to people in the bored forest for their camps 

will be presented below. IgO 

For a site to be considered for a camp, it first had to be in a location which was 

accessible to the people. Camps would not be located in any place which the people could 

not or would not travel to in that season. If, for example, a people tended to travel by came 

in the open-water seasons as the Cree did, it is uniikely that they would often locate their 

base camps far inland, disîant from any navigable canoe route, at any time between break-up 

and freeze-up. The first criteria of a camp site, then, would be that the site must be 

accessible from a seasonal iruvel route (Bmmbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 17; lWT4B ; 

Orecklin, 1976: 125; Rogers and Black, 1976:25; Tanner, 1979:37,45). It is also reasonable 

to Say that more readily accessible sires would also have been prejemed to rhose which, 

though not impassible, were more diffcult to reach. 

Based on the descriptions of Cree travel presented throughout the reconstructions of 

their seasonal rounds, it could be reasonably expected that if a site in the boreal forest 

required extensive overland travel to reach, it is likely that Cree people were camping there 

only during the frozen seasons, if at d l .  Archaeologists studying the boreal forest have 

sometimes additionally stated that for a site to be accessible from water during the warmer 

seasons, there would have to have been a place at which cames could be easily landed and 



brought up on the bank If the approach was too shallow or rocky to land a canoe without 

darnaging if or if the shoreline appeared to be too steep or difficult to climb, it has been 

suggested that no spnng through fa11 camps should be expected there (e.g. Hanna, 19749). 

While this prediction is generalIy valid, it does overlook the fact that Cree were highly 

experienced canoeists. PeopIe who have spent so rnuch time in canoes could have Ianded 

their crafts just about anywhere, if it was necessary, with the exception of vertical or very 

steep, high shorelines (Orecklin, 1976: 167). 18' If the water became too shallow or rocky 

near shore, they could sometimes get out of the canoes at that point and guide them up by 

hand (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992:95). Sites with fess favourable came Iandings would 

certainly have k e n  used less often during the open water seasons than those with more 

ideal landings; but it is not impossible that even sites with the less favourable landings may 

have been used at times. For exarnple, there may have been a specific reason to access a site 

which was not near an easy canoe landing; or there may have been no better landings nearby 

at dl. 

Aboriginal canoes were addi tionall y qui te srnall and light Even when moving camp, 

they could be used on many water routes too shallow for the larger and heavier canoes used 

by the Europeans during the fur trade, or  for their own canoes when loaded to the maximum 

with f u s  to be taken for trade (Ballantyne, 1871 [1879]:71; HBCA, E.3/3:30; Merk, 

1968: 14n; Tyrrell, 1934: 13). Aboriginal travel routes thus could possibly have included 

strearns which are probably not so heavily used anymore, particularly by people using Iarger 

bats wi th outboard motors. Early routes can be discovered through an investigation of 

early travellers' accounts and of maps drawn for fur traders by Aboriginal people which 

often detai1 these routes (e.g. Warkentin and Ruggles, 1970: 142,143). 

In wntrast to the Cree, Dené were more accustomed to walking over Iand in both 

winter and summer, even after the introduction of the fur trade (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

198927; Downes, 1943: 114; Hanks and Winter, 199151; HeIm, 19885; Herne ,  1971 

[l795] ; Warkentin and Ruggles, 1970: 9O,9 1). Once in the full b o r d  forest, such trave 1 



would become more difficult, and Dené who becarne more involved in the fur trade 

subsequently began to adopt more Cree-like modes and routes of travel whiIe in the full 

boreal forest. But wi thin their usud winter tem tories, Le., the transi tional forest, Dené 

camps could certainiy have sometimes been located farther inland from navigable water 

routes than those of the Cree? 

S till, even when travelling over land, Dené preferred specific routes of travel which 

were favourable for walking and would not often have camped where there was poor access 

from these. Overland routes are discussed in section 11.3.3, "Paths and Trails." 

Having reached an area within which most of the various resources which were to be 

harvested throughout that season could be found, people would then seek out a site for their 

camp dong or near the routes of travel taken. Typically, sites were chosen around which the 

resources m s t  necessary for &y to day survival corcld a22 be found, and collected with 

linle difficulty, relatively nearby.lg3 A requirement for almost al1 camps wi thin the b o r d  

forest, for instance, was that there be a source of potable water nearby (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 14; 

Rogers and Black, 1976:23,24; Tanner, 1979:38). In the b o r d  forest, water is not difficult 

to locate (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 14). It can be tound in the form of the many lakes, rivers, 

streams, spnngs and wetlands, and, in a pinch, snow and ice during the cold semons. The 

Cree, in particular, were known to almost ai ways place their camps - especiall y base camps - 

near a lake, river or stream (Drage. 1982 [1748]: 12; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 146; Mason, 

1967: 11; Meyer, 198577; Rogers and Black, 1976:35). This preference, however, was 

related not only b the presence of drinkable water, but to the fact that lakes and rivers 

offered a number of other advantages to the people. These advantages ranged from the 

service of lakes and rivers as travel routes, to the abundance of fish, garne and useful plants 

which could often be found in or near the water, to the improved view of the surroundings 

available dong shorelines (e-g. Hanks, 1983352; Meyer, 1985: 1 1 ; Shay, 1980:252). 

The other critical resource to have near a camp was a source of dry wood for 

Jrewood. Both Cree and Den6 people, w hen in the boreal forest, made certain that they had 



access to firewood frorn their camps. Important at al1 times of year for cooking, smoking 

hides and m a t ,  and for light, a fire was essential for warmth in the coder  seasons, and 

smoky tires could also be invaluable in the summer season for repelling biting insects. A 

huge amount of firewood could be required at a base camp just for day-to-day needs.''' 

For this reason, people tried to camp in places w here there was a good suppl y of dry wood 

(Hanks, 1983351; Heffley, 1981: 137; Irimoto, 1981x91; 1981b:49; Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 14; 

Lister, 1988:78,79; 19%:295; Rogers and Black, 1976:23,2+ Tanner, 1979:38) - preferably 

well within a kilometer's distance (Irimoto, 1981 b349). Concentrations of dead, standing 

trees, ideal for firewood, could often be found within and around the edges of areas recentIy 

bumed, for example (Hanks and Winter, 199 1 :54; Irimoto, 198 1a9 1 ; Tanner, 1979:38). 

The arnount of dry wood around the camp was one of the main factors determining 

how long a single base camp could be occupied. By the time al1 the potential firewood had 

been used wiuiin about a quarter mile (400 m) of the camp, it was time to consider moving 

to a new location (Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 15). This local depletion could occur particularly 

quickly during the coldes t months of the year. This was one reason w hy camp moves 

tended to be mos t frequent during the mid-winter season. However, i t was generally a 

gradua1 process, often taking severai years of seasonal use of a site before a location was 

completely devoid of dry wood resources nearby (Jarvenpa, 1980: 115). 

Other resources were perhaps not vital, but highly desirable to have in or at Ieast 

quite near a camp site in the boreal forest. Live rimber was important for the construction of 

lodge frames, drying racks, platform caches, fishing weirs, and a multitude of other 

stnic tures use fui around camp (Lister, 1 %8:78; 1996295; Tanner, l979:38). Spruce and 

fir boughr were used in al1 seasons for bedding inside the tents and had to be replaced 

regularly as they dried out (Drage, 1982: 12; Rich, 1949: 102; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136; 

Tanner, l979:38). A suppl y of moss was important for a variety of domestic uses 

(Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 223; Lister, 1996295; Smith, 198 1x260; Van Kirk, 

1980:20). Both Cree and Dent5 tried to camp in locations which had sources of these 



resources nearby, within a few kilometers and preferably welr within one kilometer 

(Ballantyne, 1971 [1879]:70; Inmoto, 1981b:49; Lister, 1996295; Tanner, 1979:38). 

A dependable source of food was also advantageous to have wi thin a few kilometers 

of a camp site. It has been said of the Cree, for example, that they always tried to camp near 

a reliable fishing site. Fishing was the most certain way to get protein food, and this activity 

often provided people with food when hunting and trapping had been less successful 

(Hanks, 1983352; Lister, 1988:78; 19%: 16). Thus, the presence of a seasonal fishery 

nearby was considered an important factor when selecting camp sites, even when fish were 

not the primary food k i n g  sought in that season (Hanks, 1983352; Lister, I988:78; 

19%: 16; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; Tanner, l979:38). lg6 Dené, too, appear to have 

favoured camp sites near fishing sites, at least during the open water seasons (Blondin, 

199054; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1997:423; Irimoto, 1981a:91). 

Similarly, close proxirnity to harvesting areas for other dependable resources 

including plant foods and small game for which snares could be set around camp was also 

important '" Wi th this, not on1 y were a variety of relative1 y reliable food resources available 

nearby in case of unsuccessful hunts, but individuals (including women, children and 

elders) other than those who hunted big game could in this way contribute to the diet of the 

group and could support themselves when the hunters were away (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

1997:419,423,425,426; Lister, 199678). 

The m a t  favourable base camp sites were those from which there was access to 

multiple reliable food resources nearby, as weli as access, through a network of travel routes, 

to a variety of more distant harvesting areas for less irnmediately necessary resources 

(Blondin, 1990: 167; Bnimbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 17; Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 

1997:3 1 ; Tanner, 197945). Such locations included those at intersections of water travel 

routes: the entrances and exits of rivers from lakes; stream confiuences; narrows separating 

two larger bodies of water; and portages joining eiîher two different water routes or sections 

of the same route (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 17). This couid also include the 



intersection of eskers and other preferred overland routes with water bodies. Such strategic 

locations were, in fact, often chosen for camps (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 19973 132). 

This tendency for camping at intersections of travel routes shows up regularly in the 

archaeological record (e-g. Orecklin, 1976: 168; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 146; Rogers and 

Black, 1976:8,25), although these were certainly not the only camp sites used. 

One last ' resource' which is often desirable to have near a base camp is a vantage, 

or  view ofthe surrounditzgs, from which game couid be spotted, as well as approaching 

fnends and enemies (Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 147; Orecklin, 1976: 1 16,167). In the full 

b o r d  forest, a good view of surroundings is often available only at prominent points dong  

shorelines due to the dense bush iniand which would othenvise obstruct this view (Martijn 

and Rogers, 1969: 147). However, in more open aras, such as recent bums, wetlands, open 

jackpine forest in more elevated locations, or  the open lichen woodlands of the transitiond 

forest, i t is possible to see farther through the vegetation from a height, such as the top of a 

hill, ridge or esker, or some other prominent position. In such cases, even an iniand vantage 

point rnight be useful to the people (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 11 1; Martijn and 

Rogers, 1969: 147). 

The importance of a vantage point would vary with the needs of the group at that 

time. If, for example, a group was wary of enemy attacks, or  if they were on the look-out 

for large game animals, a vantage point could be quite useful (e-g. Blondin, 1990:53; 

Boulanger, 197 l : S ;  Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989:33). Camps established for hunting 

migrations of caribou, for example, were almost always positioned in a location which 

offered a view of the surroundings so that the hunters could watch for the herds' approach 

(Downes, 1943: 120; Hearne, 1971 [1795]:42; Nash, 19753). Signals made to attract the 

attention of friends o r  farnily were also more visible when made from a height or a 

prominent position dong theshoreline (e.g. Blondin, 199Ck42; Heame, 1971 [1795J:42). If, 

on the other hand the people had Iittle or no womes of attaçk by enemies, were not watching 



for friends, and were emphasizing fish, small game and plants for food, a view would be of 

less importance. Still, it might be considered a pleasant feature to have. 

The Dené, in particular, were generally wary of attack, especially when they were in 

regions which brought them closer to the Inuit or  the Cree. They often had surveillance 

sites set up from which they could watch for enemies (Blondin, 1990:52,53; Brumbach and 

Jarvenpa, l989:33 ; Bussidor and BiIgen-Reinart, 1997: 18; Hanks and Winter, 199 1 :49; 

Jarvenpa, 1982285; Smith, 1981~: 140). However, to be out on a vantage point generally 

also made it easier for people to be spotted by their enemies. Thus, it was rare that people 

who were wortied about attack would camp in places which left them very visible, such as 

prominent points or up on bill tops (Blondin, 199053; Heame, 1972 [1795J: 149). Likely, 

they would prefer access to these sites, to be used for their look-outs, but would set up their 

camps in more concealed locations (e.g. Hanks and Winter, 1991:49). 

Related to this Iast concem, if there was any worry of k i n g  raided, people would 

have preferred to camp in locations which were saferfiom atrack. Such sites included those 

w hich were more ciifficul t to detect, as  noted above, ancilor sites which were more easil y 

defended, or  more difficult to reach, giving the occupants more time to escape or prepare to 

defend themselves if the attackers were noticed in time. Dené on the MacKenzie River, for 

example, were recorded as having camped ai ways up on higher s horelines. This made the 

camps more difficult to reach from the water, in addition to providing them with a view of 

their surroundings. Alternatively, their camps would be hidden back in the bush some 

distance from the water, regardless of the season (Hanks and Winter, 2991:49). In contrast, 

Cree in the full boreal forest, and even when farther north, Le., in Den6 temtories, apparently 

had fewer concerns and so took fewer precautions (Jarvenpa, 1982285). 

Ths overall safeîy of the site Rom natural and supernaruml irazards was also 

important in its selection. For example, locations in which there was a danger of rock fall 

from cliffs overhead, which were very unstable, which were very dose  to a location 

frequented by bears, or which were riddled with sump holes in which people could become 



stuck were probably not chosen for camps or other activities if there were safer choices. 

Similarly, people tned to avoid locations which malaevolent beings were known or 

rumoured to inhabit (Downes, 1943:38,39; Irimoto, 198 la%); Norman, 1982: D), just as 

they often avoided human enemies (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989:33; Jarvenpa, 1982:285; 

Smith, 1981~: 140). 

At the location of the camp itself, there were further requirements for cornfort. For 

one, a minimal amount of suitable space was needed for the people, their tents or lodges, 

structures such as drymg racks and caches, and for incamp activities (OrecWin, 1976: 104). 

It had been observai during surveys of archaeological sites in the Churchill Diversion study 

area, for example, that camp sites tended to be found in locations with at least 30 meters or  

more of useable space in at least one dimension (Hanna, 19747). The amount of space 

required for a camp would, of course, vary wi th the size of the group occupying i t and the 

amount of time to be spent there. People tend to build more structures and desire more 

space on sites that they plan on using for longer periods of time, for exarnple, than on those 

which are to be used only bnefl y (e.g. B rumbach and Jarvenpa, 1997: 425; Jarvenpa and 

Brum bach, 1988:607; Orecklin, 1976: 104). Cultural di Werences in perceptions of space 

and in peoples' relations to their neighbours can also result in variation in how much space 

would be required for a camp. lS8 

Another characteristic of sites most suitable for camps was that they offered 

protectionfrom tlze elenrerils. During the cold seasons, people always tried to camp in 

places shelteredfrom lhe ~vindr, particularly from the strongest, coldest winds (Hanna, 

1974:7; Lister, 19â8:79; 1996:295; Mason, 1967: 1 1 ; OreckIin, 1976: 125,169; Rogers and 

Black, 1976:8). West of Hudson Bay, the strongest, coldes t winds typically corne from the 

nort hwestern quarter (Fis heries and Environmen t Canada, 1978: Map 16; Williams, 

1 %9: 17 l), while the prevailing winds corne from the westerl y quarter (Dickson, 1972: 138). 



In general, camps made b i d e  water bodies in the winters would be made in 

sheltered locations facing out of the prevailing ~ i n d s . " ~  The northerly to westerly winds 

are generally of the most concern al1 through the subarctic regions around Hudson Bay, and 

so shel ter to the north and West of the camps was generall y most important (e.g. Ballantyne, 

1871 [1879]:81; Hanks, 1983:351,352; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 151; Orecklin, 

1976: 125). Shelter [rom winds could be achieved by camping on the leeward side of 

topographical barriers such as ridges, hillsides and valley dopes. In Cree territories through 

central Québec, for example, the cold winter winds also corne predominantly from the 

northwesterly quarter. There, winter camps tend to be located dong the northem or western 

shores of rivers and lakes in locations where they were sheltered from these winds by the 

land and trees behind them (Hanks, 1983351,352: Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 151).''O 

When facing oiher directions, these winter camp si tes tended to be placed considerably 

farther back in the bush (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 15 1). 

1 t seems that no rnatter what direction a site faced, however, winter camps were 

almost always located at least sornewhat farther back in the bush than most of those used in 

wanner seasons (Gordon, 1988: 14; Hanks, l983:35 1,352; Heame, 197 1 [l793:2 1 1 ; Lister, 

1988:79; 1996:295; Martijn and Rogers, 1 %9: 150). In the cold seasons, desire for a view 

of the surroundings from the camp genedly took back seat to a need for wamth (e.g. 

Lister, 199686; Orecklin, 1976: 123,124,140)- Likely, thedenser the barrier of trees 

between the camp and any open areas, the cioser to the edge of the bush winter camps could 

be comfortabl y located (Orecklin, 1 W6:96,lB, 134). The camps themselves were best 

placed not only behind, but within relatively dense stands of trees. Still, enough open space 

had to exist to allow them to set up camps and move Freely within them; stands of ta11 trees 

at roughly 25% the average forest density have ken cited as k ing  suitable for winter camp 

si tes (Hanks, l983:3 5 1). 

A desire for shelter from the winds was probably one reason why Dené people 

chose to rnove into the forests in the winters and did not like to camp in open muskeg areas 



even when south of the treeline, after the growid had frozen (e-g. Glover, 1%2 1 13). The 

sarne site characteristics sought by Cree for shelter from winter winds were similarly 

important to Dené when selecting their camp sites (Zrimoto, 1981x92). 

In contrast, during the warmer seasons a breeze could be a blessing. Not o d y  did it 

help to keep the camp cooler during the summer, but exposure to windr helped reduce the 

hoards of biting insects typical of the b o r d  forest from roughly late spring to early fall. 

Black Ries and mosquitoes can be bad enough iniand that even the hardiest individuals may 

be tonnented by them (e.g. Ray and Stevens, 1971:72,73). For this reason, unless there was 

a gooci reason to be camping back in the bush (for exarnple, in order to remain hidden for 

reasons of defense, or for access to some important inland site for resource gathering or 

spirinial reasons), people in the subarctic both south and north of the treeline most often set 

up their warm season base camps in locations with exposure to the breeze. In the forests, 

these camps were pIaced closer to the shoreline, as a rule, or  at least in more open areas on 

elevated landforxns such as the tops of hills, ridges o r  eskers (Ballantyne, 197 1 [l879]: 223 ; 

Hanks, 1983353; Hearne, 1971 [1793: 141; Lister, 1988:79; 1996295; Martijn and 

Rogers, 1969: 146; Nash, l975:Z 1 ; Orecklin, 1976: 140,169). Points dong shorelines of 

Iarger water bodies facing at least partial1 y into the prevailing winds are arnong the best 

locations for exposure to winds (e.g. Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 246). They might be less 

desirable during stormy seasons or when the weather was a Little coder, however. These 

would thus not be expected to be chosen to the exclusion of slightly more sheltered 

locations. 

Seasonal water IeveIs could dso affect the location of sites used (Martijn and 

Rogers, 1969: 146). Water levels in north-central Manitoba can Vary greatly from season to 

season. For exarnple, in the Nelson House region, on Footprint Lake (before the diversion), 

the water levels had been observed to Vary as much as 4 m in a year (Orecklin, 1976: 176) ; 

on Southern Indian Lake, they had regularly fluctuated 2.5 m per year (Geotechnical 

Section, lW4:242). On the Churchill River and i ts lakes (before the diversion), the waters 



tended to be lowest in the early spring and rose until late spring. Water levels tended to 

remain at this peak through the summer, until around August (Fisheries and Environment 

Canada, 1978: Plate 23; Geotechnical Section, 1974242). In the late spring and summer, it 

was important that base camps be placed high enozcgh up l/ze shore that the spring f l d s  

would not wash them out (Lister, 1996:295,296).19L The same would apply to any camps 

meant to be occupied year-round, as many of the fur trade posts were (e.g. Tyrrell, 

1934: l07).lg2 

A number of other factors more or less universaily affected the cornfort and 

suitability of a site for a camp. Like a need for shelter versus exposure, many of these 

factors varied in importance with the seasons. Among these further requirements for a more 

ideal camp si te was the presence of level ground (Ballantyne, 197 1 [1879]:70; Brum bach 

and Janienpa, 1989: 1 1 1 ; Hanna, 19747; Mason, 1967: 1 1 ; Meyer, 198577; Orecklin, 

1976: 169) over at least enough space for the tents or lodges to be set up within (Orecklin, 

1976:95). The flatness or levelness of the ground surface would generally have k e n  more 

significant in the summer than dunng the winter: dunng the winters, snow could be used to 

help level out the ground beneath the dwellings and other structures (Orecklin, 1976:%). 

Overall, however, more level areas were preferred For camps and many other activi ties. 

Existing surveys have indicated diffenng degrees of levelness of ground on which 

sites may be found. Ground with less than 2" dope has been suggested as k ing  most ideal 

for setting up dwellings (Orecklin, 1976:95). However, winter camp sites, at least, have been 

found on ground sloping as much as 5" (Orecklin, 1976: 169). The space surrounding the 

structures could be slightly more sloping. For example, artifacts were found on ground 

sloping up to 10° on sites in the Churchill River Diversion Archaeological Project area 

(Hanna, 1974:4), although any locations of less sloping ground within the site ara  were 

probably selected for the specific locations of dwellings. 

Slope could also affect the ease of access to a si te. While it was possible to climb 

up a steeper slope to reach a sui table camp site, i t was pre ferable if an easy ascent could be 



made. This is one reason why sand kaches were often favoured by travellers using water 

routes in contrast to the higher shorelines. The latter were used if necessary (e-g. 

Ballantyne, 197 1 [1879]: lm), but probably less commody (Glover, 1962: 1 16). The dope  

of the shoreline also affected the ease with which canoes could be landed, again affecting the 

ease of access to the site during open water seasons for those people travelling by canoe. 

Most people also preferred surfaces wi th linle local relief and few rocks as t his 

made setting up and rnoving about the camp much easier. Rough ground or ground wtiich 

wouId have to be cleared of many cobbles or  boulders before use was not chosen for 

campsites if any better locations could be found (Downes, 1943:35; Hanks, 1983:351,352; 

Kvamrne, 19853 17; 1990:271). This criteria, like level ground, would have been more 

influentid during the snow-free months. Once snow depth becomes great enough, rninor 

roughness of the ground surface tends to be covered up and leveled out and people c m  

build their structures and go about their day to day activities on top of tramped-down snow 

(Orecklin, 1976:96). 

Sutficial geology direct1 y affected not on1 y the roughness of the ground, but also 

such charactenstics as its firmness, stability and drainage. Under the force of gravity, water 

both drains downward through the sediments and rock and runs off the surface down any 

slope. How quickly and how much water can drain away in either of these ways is a factor 

of slope and elevation of the ground surface as well as of the porosi ty and permeability of 

the soil or sediment and the underlying rock.'93 

In general, the wettest locations tend to be those in topographie depressions in 

deposits of tilt or clay, or in organic materials underlain by till or clay (Department of 

Natural Resources, n.d. : 12; Geotechnical Section, W?k48,%,58). Because most tills are 

not as permeable as sandy soil, and clays are even l e s  so (Dyke and Dredge, 1989:201; 

Klassen, 1986:4; McInnes, 19 l3:85,86,116), the rate of absorption and drainage into the 

ground-water system is slow. The ground becomes waterlogged and muskeg vegetation 

dominates (Klassen, 1986:4). Any increase in elevation, however, or the presence of even a 



moderate slope can significantly improve the drainage of even clay ground (e.g. Flanders et 

al., 1973 :24; Geotec hnical Section, 1 W4:57,64). 

Well-drained ground was preferable for dl activi ties, but especially for camps 

(Ballantyne, 1971 [1879]:210; Brurnbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 11 1; Glover, 1962: 116; 

Hanna, 1974:7; Meyer, 1985: 15,77; Orecklin, 1976: 168,169). For example, the Dent5 were 

especially fond of camping on  level sand terraces, such as those characterizing outwash 

plain features, in contrat to the rnuskeg and other low, wetter surrounding areas (Brumbach 

and Jarvenpa, 1989: 11 1). Most people in the subarctic prefer to camp on sandy kaches 

during the summers rather than on mucky or roclcy ground, because the sand is usually dry, 

finn and cornfortable (Glover, 1962: 116). 

Good drainage was particularly important during the warmer seasons when the 

ground had thawed. During these seasons, poorly drained ground was difficult to move 

over, often k i n g  spongy or  mucky; it was dso wet and uncornfortable for walking over, 

sitting on, o r  Iaying on. Mosquitoes tend to be more abundant in such locations, favouring 

standing water (Steegman, 1983256). As well , any slope that is particularl y waterlogged 

tends to be unstable (Plummer and McGeary, 1988: 183), and sump holes are not 

uncommon in muskeg (Norman, 1982: 225; Steegman, 19833%). So  these areas can be 

Iess safe for moving over. 

Of course, the ground did freeze in the winter. Thus a boggy low area would be no 

wetter than a high grave1 ridge for walking over, malcing use of the muskeg and other hydric 

sites easier (Boulanger, 1971: 15; Brown, 1986:213; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; 

Hanks, 198335; Honigmann, 195552; 1981:221; Ives, 1982: 110; Martijn and Rogers, 

1%9: 126; Orecklin, 1976:34; Stock, 1999; Tanner, 1979:29). Al1 the same, poorly drained 

sites tend to be more p r l  y treed, as well (Beke et al., l973:73,88; Department of Natural 

Resources, n.d. : 12; Flanders e t  al., 1973:93,95; Geotechnical Section, l97458,6 l,73,74; 

Glover, 1%2: 113). Given the importance of timbers, both live and dead, to the people at 

their camps, their desire for denser tree stands in the winters for shel ter from the wind, and 



the attraction of more richly-vegetated places for a variety of animals useful to people, well- 

drained sites would often have been more favourable to people for their winter camps as 

well (Lister, 1996295). 

So, people - both Cree and Den6 - generally avoided camping on poorly-drained 

ground (Bnimbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; Glover, 1962: 113; Ives, 1982: 110; Steegman, 

1983:256). In a muskeg-dominated region such as the northern forests of Manitoba, this 

significantiy cuts down on the nurnber of locations suitable for camps.1w The greater 

prevalence of coarser (fluvial) deposits along river and lake shorelines, the slope which is 

characteristic of the backshore for some variable distance inland, and the proximity of the 

open water body into which both surface and ground water may drain contribute to the 

tendency for the shorelines of lakes and streams to be better drained, overall, than much of 

the surrounding land in the subarctic (see Appendix 1 for details on characteristics of 

different types of shorelines). The greater prevaience of better drained ground in a band of 

variable width along the shorelines was yet another reason why people in the boreal forest 

tended to camp near water bodies more often than far inland (e-g. Glover, 196258; Lister, 

1988: 79; 1996: 3%). 

Aside from the sloping and elevated shorelines, other well-drained locations often 

selected for camping and preferred for most other activities included areas of extensive 

bedrock outcrop (Department of Natural Resources, n.d.: 12; Meyer, 1985: 15; Orecklin, 

1976: 168) and any location elevated above i ts surroundings, particularl y if the sediment was 

coarse (sandy si1 t, sand or gravel) . This included the in termediate and higher terraces of 

Stream valleys, old beach ridges, and the tops and slopes (including the bases of the slopes, 

or the ' toes ') of hills, eskers and other ridges (Bnimbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 1 1 ; 

Department of Naturd Resources, n.d.: 12; Downes, l943:67.68; Ives, 1982: 97; Petch, 

i997b: 14; Stock, 1999). Even flat areas of clay or till such as outwash plain and ground 

moraine features could be reasonably well-drained if elevated above surrounding land 

(Department of Natural Resources, n.d.: 12) (see Appendix 6). The choice of these 



situations that would have been most preferable for a camp would have varied according to 

the many other factors affecting site choice by the people at different times of the year. 

Finally, base camps were often chosen by people according to some aesthetic 

criteria Sites which not only met the above criteria for a living space, but from which there 

was also a beautiful or impressive view or whose settings were othenvise pleasing to the 

senses, were especially favoured campsites (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 1 1 ; Meyer, 

198577). Altematively, a si te which possessed unappealing characteristics but which was 

otherwise a suitable camp site might still be passed over if there was any other option 

near b y. 

What is aesthetically appealing to people c m  be hard to define. Not only are the 

qualities difficult to isolate, but these tastes can Vary for people of different cultures, as wetl 

as for different individuals. It can thus be difficult to work aesthetic criteria into a predictive 

mode1 of archaeological site distributions. Like variation in individuals' ability or  need to 

tolerate less than optimal camping conditions, this range in personal taste and other 

preferences further increases the diversity of site types which have been selected for camps 

within the boreal forest. 

In summary, the assorted conditions which are vital or desirable in a b o r d  forest 

camp site, particuiarly in a base camp, are the following: 

1) access to a seasonal travel route (vital) 
* more easil y accessible si tes are additiondl y preferred over those not 
impossible but more difficuit to reach 

2) access to resources necessary for day to day living: 
drinking water (vi tai) 
firewood (vital) 
timbers, spruce boughs, moss 
a reliable source of food (typically fish, edible plants or small game) 

3) access to a view of the surroundings 
4) safe from enemy attack 
5) d e  from naturai and supernaturai hazards 
6) minimal suitable space for the people and their activities (vital) 
7) seasonal protection from the elements (seasonally variable; can be vital): 

shelter from winter winds 
exposure to breeze in the summers, to combat heat and bugs 



sui table height above spring flood levels 
8) reasonably level ground ( l e s  than 10") at least for the tent and activity places 
9) little local relief and few large Stones (particulariy in spring through fall) 
10) good drainage (particuiarly in spring through fall) 
1 1) aesthetics 

The many conditions which together made for an ideal camp lccation would not 

necessarily be found d l  together in all the areas used by people in the boreal forest. Once 

the most important criteria had been met (accessibility, adequate space, access to critical 

resources, adequate shelter from the elements), how well the others were met could Vary 

somewhat. lg5 

Still, ideal o r  even good sites for camping would be somewhat limited in the bored 

forest. Once a very good site had been found within an area that was suitable for a seasonal 

base camp, it was likely to be revisited. Thus, so long as the local resource base could 

continue to support repated occupations, base camp sites were likely to be re-used (Martijn 

and Rogers, 1%9: 150; Orecklin, 1976: 104; Rogers and Black, 1976:27). From time to 

time, the site and its immediate surroundings would have to be abandoned for several years 

in order for the needed plants and animais to re-populate the vicinity and for more dry wood 

to accumulate (Jarvenpa, 1980: US). Often, these camps would be used again iollowing this 

failow p e n d  (Tanner, 1979:73). 

In general, the length of time a single site could be occupied, how often it could be 

re-used before it had to be left to recover, and how many years had to pass before it could 

be used again depended on the amount of needed resources present in the local area around 

the camp, and how long it took these resources to be renewed if they were renewable 

(HarniI ton and Larcom bey 1994:37; Tanner, l979:38). Base camps used during the winters 

had to be abandoned far sooner than those used in other seasons, as a rule. People were 

less willing to travel far from the camp in order to gather day-to-day resources like 

firewood, spruce boughs and small game during winter than they were during the warmer 

seasons, and more firewood was required in general. So, base camps had to be moved more 

often in the winter, and no specific site within the area was likely to be used for a winter 



base camp again for many y m .  The generai area in which these camps were located, 

however, could be re-used from year to year until there were no more suitable si tes 

remaining (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 134; Rogers and 

Taylor, 1% 1232; Tanner, 1979:73,74). 

1 1.2.3 Satellite Camps. 

Base camps were Icxated in places around which people could find most or al1 of the 

resources required for day-to-day use nearby . Certain foods and materiais were desired, 

however, which required trips farther to find. This sometimes included large game. 

Large mammals tend to be more mobile over a region than small game, fish, or plants; as a 

result, while highly desirable to the people, they were aiso more elusive. Hunting trips for 

large game often required that the hunting parties travel fairly far from the base camp 

(Bnimbach and Jarvenpa, 1997:419,4ZO). Certain other resources were similarl y important 

to the people but did not require daily harvesting, such as birch bark for constructing or 

repairing canoes and containers, good-quality lithics for stone tools, and certain medicinal 

plants. It was not vital to locate the base camps near such resources, but when they were 

needed, special trips would have to be made into the areas where they could be found. 

When the more regularly required day-t-day resources were depteted within a few 

kilometers (or even a few hundred meters, in the case of firewood), it made more sense to 

move the base camp than to make repeated extended trips (Jarvenpa, 1980: 115). Still, there 

were sorne conditions under which it was not favourable for people to move. For example, 

fur traders often sent their employees or their farnilies out from the posts to more distant 

fisheries or hare snaring areas when the local food supply was becoming depleted (HBCA, 

B.911af3: 10; Van Kirk, 1980:59) to support themselves away from the p s t  andor  to bring 

back provisions to the post. This made more sense to them than moving the tmde post. 

Satellite camps are the special-purpose camps established for harvesting desirable 

resources which are too far away from the base camp to allow individuals to reach the 

resource area, get what they had corne for, and retum within a day ( B m b a c h  and Jarvenpa, 



1997:419,420; Jochim, 1976:63; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 151; Rogers and Black, 

1976:23,24). They were fherefor normally several kilometers (often at least 10 miles, or 16 

km) away from the base camp (Rogers, 1%3b:47) in or very near an area where the desired 

resources could be found (Wood, 1978:261). These camps were often smaller than base 

camps used by the same group, usually occupied only by a portion of the group, and were 

used from one night to as much as several weeks, but rarely for more than a few nights 

(Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 15 1 ; Rogers and Black, 1976:B7Z4). The types of resources 

which might have been sought out in different seasons, sometimes requinng the use of 

sateIlite camps, may be determined from investigation of the reconstructions of Cree and 

Den6 seasonal rounds presented earlier. 

As noted eartier, most special-purpose si tes (including satellite camps), k i n g  

temporary, could be chosen with less concern for al1 the cornforts and conveniences desired 

in a long-terni base camp. For satellite camps, proximity to the targeted resource was the 

most important factor. A cornfortable and convenient site was still preferred, but was 

chosen only if one could be found within a reasonabIe distance, probably within a few 

ki lorne ter~ ,~~~ of the location at which the hunt or harvest was expected to take place 

(Kvamme, 1985228; Rogers and Black, 197623-25; Wood, l978:26 1). 

At satellite camps and other special-purpose sites, it was thus less important that 

critena for cornfort such as pleasant surroundings, good ground drainage, Little local relief, a 

rock-free surface, and Ievel ground be met as well as at base camps. Access to day-teday 

resources like drinking water, firewood, spnice boughs, moss and fish was s till qui te 

necessary (Heffley, 198 1: 137; Jarvenpa, 1980: 1 14; Lis ter, 1988:78,79; 1996295; Rogers 

and Black, 197624; Tanner, l979:38). Y et, while necessary, these resources could be 

farther from the camp location than would be considered convenient enough for anything 

longer-term (Blondin, 159'7203). 

For example, while Cree base camps were always next to a water body, and satellite 

camps usually were, the latter occasionally had to be established well inland (Rogers, 



1%3b:49; Rogers and Black, 1976:8). Satellite camps for inland resources were sometimes 

located as much as a kilometer or more from any significant water body (Rogers, 

1963 b:49). In such situations, access to the water, and thus to fishing si tes, to the major 

routes of travel, and so on, was considerably less convenient (Rogers and Black, 

1976:25).lg7 

In the same way, people could take their chances at short-term camps which were 

not near any reiiable food source, unless, of course, harvesting these resources was the 

primary reason for establishing a satellite camp in the area to begin with. People couId 

b h g  dong preserved foods, if there was any stored up, or they could go farther out frorn 

the satellite camp than they would othenvise 1 ike to in order to find the fish, hare and plants 

w hich were the mos t de pendable food sources in the forest. Ig8 

People may have k e n  willing to travel somewhat farther out from a satellite camp 

for needed foods and materials than they would have preferred to do over a longer stretch of 

time. On the other hand, smaller amounts of important resources like firewood, spruce 

boughs, and fish were needed around a camp which was to be occupied for only a short 

period of time by a smaller group, as satellite camps often were. As a resul t, si tes too poor 

in these resources to be suitable for long-term base camps could still be quite adequate for a 

satellite camp o r  other short-term camp. 

There were certain conditions which were more than simply issues of cornfort or 

convenience. Those characteristics which determined whether or not a site would be 

inhabitable at ail had to be met for al1 campsi tes, not just base camps (Rogers and Black, 

1976:24). For exarnple, al1 si tes used by people in the b o r d  forest had to be accessible 

from their routes of travel. If a site could not be reached, it could not be used (Kvamme, 

1985: 230,23 1). If it was not impossible, but still quite difficult to reach, somebody could 

have used the site, but this was likely rare unless the need to access the arûa was very great 

Also, people could only stay where there was enough available space for them to set 

up camp. Satellite camps, as a nile, tended to be smaller than base camps, however, with 



fewer structures (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1997:425; Jarvenpa and Brum bach, l988:6O7; 

Orecklin, 1976: 104). Less space wouid have been needed. 

Protection from the elements could be just as important for a satellite camp as for a 

long-term camp when those elernents posed a threat not only to people's comfort but also 

their safety. Bitterly coId winter winds could be just as dangerous for people to be out in at 

a short-term camp as they were at a long-term camp, for instance, and at  least adequate 

protection could be considered vi ta1 at any winter camp (Rogers and Black 197624). A 

lack of exposure to the breeze during the summers may have k e n  l e s  critical, but it could 

certainly be miserable. 

Reasonably level ground (at most 10" of slope) also continued to be an important 

factor when people chose a satellite camp. While the slope could Iikel y have been slightl y 

greater than what was preferred for the base camps, the ground still had to be relatively level, 

at least where the tents or lodges were to be set up, or the sleepers and their belongings 

might roll downhill. 

Although base camps would have k e n  made almost exclusively on well-drained 

ground, people could 'make do' with wetter locations for shorter periods. For example, 

while travelling through the Hudson Bay Lowlands in the spnng during and after the thaw, 

people were hard pressed to find any dry land at d l .  Dené eIders recall having simply piled 

up the spruce and willow boughs extra thick on the ground s u ~ a c e  until al1 the water was 

covered. Over this they could set up their tents and be elevated above the wet ground 

(Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 199û: 23). The same measures could be taken to make short- 

term satellite camps more livable. 

Some sort of vantage was often an advantage. For one type of satellite camp, Le., 

special-purpose hunting camps, access to a vantage point could be expected to be among the 

most important criteria A view could be helpful for hunting any game large enough to be 

spotted from adistance (e.g. Boulanger, 197151). It could, however, be vital for the 

success of a cooperative caribou hunt. This success depended on people k i n g  able to spot 



the herds approaching so that they could determine where the animais were likely to pass 

and when to start the ambush. For this reason, people regularly camped up on heights when 

hunting caribou (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:79). 

Satellite camps, generally occupied for only short penods, could be located in a 

wider range of sites than base camps would be. Re-use of these sites was probably less 

important as well (Martij n and Rogers, 1969: 151). However, if a particular resource area 

was frequently used by people and if there were any favoured campsites in the vicinity, these 

were likely to have been re-used, much as base camps were. Modern tmppers, for example, 

often establish campsites at various points dong  their traplines. These camps are generally 

used for on1 y a few days at a time, but are used repeatedly through the trapping season and 

from year-to-year as different portions of the traplines are re-visited (Jarvenpa, 1980: 114). 

Likewise, planned kill sites are often in locations which could be used for repeated hunts, in 

any year that the targeted garne was in that area. Thus, any well-placed hunting camps 

associated with these sites are also likely to have been re-used (e-g. Gordon, 1981: 17). 

Special-purpose hunting campsites could be chosen with some care. The primary 

criterion Lor selection of a hunting site was that it be in or near an area containing habitat 

which the targeted game species frequented. But wi thin any such area, the hunters could 

choose where to set up camp according to their various needs and wants. 

Ki11 camps are those hunting camps es tablished after the fact - for use while 

butchenng game too large to carry back to camp, whether that had been a seasonai base 

camp or another satellite camp, such as a special purpose hunting camp. They were used 

anytime it was perceived to be easier to temporatily move the camp to the kill rather than to 

haul back the unbutchered carcass(es) to the existing camp (Martijn and Rogers, 

1%9: 117,151; Rogers, 1963b:40; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 136; Williams, 1969: 171). Ki11 

camps are, then, satellite camps as well, although they are established after the game has 

k e n  hunted and killed, rather than before. 



If the purpose of setting up a separate kill camp was to avoid carrying the carcasses 

al1 the way back to the existing hunting camp, then it is unlikely that many people would 

have chosen to set up anywhere too far away from the site of the kill. lg9 Between the 

random nature of the location of many kills and the relatively short distance from those 

locations that the kill camps might be expected to be, the choice of where to camp would be 

more limited than for the hunting camp. If this reasoning is correct, then i t would be li kel y 

that kill camps were more often made in less cornfortable locations than other, more 

thoroughl y planned-out camps would be. For these reasons, it is uniikel y that kill camps 

were re-used (e.g Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 15 1). The exception to this would be those 

camps associated with planned kill sites such as the hunts of caribou at water crossings o r  

pounds. However, because the locations of such kills were planned, the camps to be used 

were generally set up prior to the hunt, and were thus special purpose hunting camps, or  

even base camps if the location was suitable, not kill camps as  defined here. 

1 1.2.3 Gathering Sites. 

Sites at which a number of groups belonging to one or more regional bands came 

together for a time are called gathering places, or çornetimes ' rendezvous sites' or 

'aggregation sites'. Typically, these were seasonal base camps, shared by people from the 

surrounding region or regions, at or near a seasonally productive source of food (Conkey, 

198O:6 1 1,6 12; Meyer and Thistle, 1995:409; Tanner, 1979: l,@). Minor gathenngs could 

also take place for shorter periods of tirne, however, for special purposes - economic, social, 

o r  ceremonial (Conkey, 1980:612,620). Examples of special purpose gatherings include 

ihose associateci with Cree Goose Dance ceremonies, o r  with cooperative hunts and other 

feasts. During the fur trade periods. some groups might also gather together for a short 

time near the trade posts although their seasonal base camps were located elsewhere. 

The conditions required for a good gathering place varieci according to the size and 

composition of the gatherings, the planned duration of the gathering, the season, and any 

special purpose for the gathenngs. In most instances, the gatherings were large and 



extended, and a great diversiiy of ewnomic, social and ceremonial activities were associated 

with them. Essentially, longer-tem gathering places were large, multi-group base camps. 

As such, the same criteria which defined a good base campsite were also important for a 

long-term gathering place (Meyer and Hutton, lWû:%). A few other conditions were 

specifically required for these gatherings. 

As for any camp, suffkient space was a necessity. The sheer arnount of suitable 

space required for a large gathering, however, was significantly greater than for base camps 

used when the popuIation was more dispersed (Meyer and Thistie, 1995:409). As many as 

a few hundred people could sometimes corne together at a gathering place (e-g. Hearne, 

1971 [1795]:279,280; Leacock, 86: 151; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 153; Meyer and Hutton, 

1998:94; Smith, 1981 b:276). Similarly, the amount of &y-to-day resources required would 

be that much greater for a larger group. Not only did a gathering place have to be in an area 

of seasonally abundant foods; it would have to be in an area from which there was access to 

an abundance of firewood, spruce boughs, moss, plant f d s ,  timbers and other local 

resources. 

As noted, a lot of food was required to support such large groups. Among the types 

of locations which could meet this need were those within a few kilometers of seasonally 

productive fishenes, 1 ike the spring spawning areas (Martijn and Rogers, 1976: 153,153 ; 

Petch, 19976:74). In regions through which waterfowl passed during their migrations, or  

where they would nest in the summer, the concentrations of waterfowl could sometimes 

support larger groups, especiaily if other loods were available as well (Meyer, 1975446; 

Meyer and Thistle, 1995428). Migrating caribou could also support large groups ol 

people. Gathering sites were sometimes located on lakes or  rivers by known caribou 

crossing places. For example, Dené gatherings north and sometimes south of the treeline 

often coincided with the barren-ground caribou migrations. Their camps at these times were 

normally in a location which overlooked a strategic place for ambushing the caribou, with 



access as well to a seasonal fishery (Gordon, 198 1:2; Heffley, 198 1: 138; Legat, 19959; 

Petch, 1997b:74; Smith, 1981b:276). 

Finally, because groups of people from a number of different regions or areas 

within a region were to corne together at gathering places, it was best to select sites which 

were not only accessible from a route of travel, but which were accessible to ail the people 

who would gather there. Gathering places were generally found in locations which were 

central to the temtories used by the various groups who would attend (Meyer and Thistle, 

1995:409). Locations which were at or near the intersection of travel routes from these 

different temtories were often favoured (Meyer and Hutton, 1998:%). 

Special-purpose gatherings, such as those associated with communal hunts, 

particular ceremonies, or sometimes with canoe construction, for example, would have 

required much the sarne sorts of conditions as the longer-tenn annual gatherings. Space 

and accessibility for ail the peoples involved were still required. As noted, the amount of 

local resources needed may have k e n  less, considering that many special-purpose 

gatherings would have been shorter-tenn; but the area around the gathering place would still 

have to be capable of supporting the assembled people for whatever amount of time that 

they were there. Regarding the need for f o d  enough to feed the gathering, people could 

have brought dong food stores to sustain thernselves, in these cases (e-g. Meyer and Thistle, 

1995422). This was nota long-terni option, however. The food stores would run out if 

people spent too long at a gathering place with little fresh foods available. Depending on 

the activities which were emphasized by the people at  a gathering, certain other conditions 

might have to be met for a special-purpose gathering site. These would be much the same 

as the critena for camps established for smaller groups for the same types of activities. 

Because of the special set of conditions which had to be met for an effective long- 

term and even the shorter-term gathenng places, re-use of gathering si tes was probabl y 

common (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 152; Meyer and Russell, 1995409). This would, 

however, be subject to the same need for recovery after the locd resource base had become 



depleted. How often they were re-used could Vary (Conkey, 1980:612), depending at least 

in part on the rates of depletion and replacement of the local resource base. 

1 1.2.4 Travel Camps. 

The final major category of camps are the tmvel camps: those used while travelling 

from one base or  satellite camp to another. These sites were generally occupied oniy for 

short periods of time, often only overnight, unless the travellers were unavoidably detained 

by bad weather, break-up or freeze-up, o r  some mishap (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150). At 

times, people wouId have to stop for a number of days in order to replenish food supplies 

(e-g. Hearne, 1971 [1795]: 13, or because a large rnammal had been killed and required 

butchenng. Tmvel would resurne as soon as i t was practical, however. 

One defining criteria of a travel camp, logically, would be that it be Iocated dong the 

route k i n g  travelled. The seasonal modes and routes of travel used by Cree and Dené 

peoples during the precontact and early fur trade periods have already been detailed in the 

descriptions of their seasonal rounds. Cree, for example, while they sornetimes made short 

idand trips, tended to limit most of their extended travel to water routes in both the warm 

and cold seasons. Their travel camps, which are required only when the journey would take 

more than one day, were thus most often set up alongside a water body which was part of a 

travel route (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150; Orecklin, 1976: 1 15). For convenience, these 

camps were probably set up either along the shoreline or only a short distance inland, 

depending on the season and the local conditions. Inland travel camps used by the Cree 

would be expected to occur primarily along the long, overland portages sometimes used to 

travel from one water system to another. 

For the safest came travel, particularly on the rougher lakes, wam season travel 

routes often followed close1 y dong more shel tered shorelines (Riddle, l994ci:B; 1996:4). 

Ekpecially favoured were those which offered decent camping along much of their length, in 

case the travellers were forced to put up due to poor weather (Downes, 194394; Tyrrell, 

1934 13). Sheltered routes would likely have k e n  prefened during the winters as well for 



warmth. The water routes used during the warmer seasons were not necessarily the same as 

those used in the winters, however, as the destinations were generally different at different 

times of year (e.g. Orecklin, 1W6: 1 17,118). Cree travel camps set up along water routes 

were probably not restricted solely to k i n g  beside those routes with sheltered shorelines, 

since certain travel routes or portions of routes might have had to be used which offered no 

such shelter. However, they may be reasonably expected to be more common there. 

As noted earlier, during seasons of open water, canoe travellers often came to 

difficul t stretches of water which the canoes had to be portaged around or  tracked up or 

down. Cree travel camps (and later in the fur trade, those of some Dené) were often made at 

either end of these portages (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 146,150; Tanner, 1979:38,40; 

Wood, 198351) 200; the people and packs had to be unloaded from the canoes at these 

locations anyhow (Tanner, 1979138). Because portages are basically unchanging in 

location, these camps were frequentl y re-used (Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 150; Tanner, 

1979:74)."' Travel camps could also be expected in suitable locations along overland trails 

which could not be waiked in a day, including the long portages sometimes used to travel 

from one water route to another by Cree during the winters (Orecklin, 1976: 117). 

The Dené more commonly travelled over land from water body to water body rather 

than along hem, even for joumeys of more than a day. Den6 h-avel camps would be 

expected along the overland routes followed, these often k i n g  dong an esker or some other 

weli-drained feature. Each day's camp, however, was generally determined by where water 

could be found (Franklin, 1971 [1823]:3), so even Dené travel camps wouid more 

commonly than not be found dong the shoreline of some sort of water body. These water 

bodies may not have been connected to any more extensive water route, however. Later in 

the fur trade, when some of the Dené began to spend more time in the boreal forest, their 

orientation around water routes increased somewhat (Bmmbach and Jarvenpa, 

1989: 120,121). Den6 camps, including their travel camps, would in tum have been more 

closely associated with these routes. 



Other criteria for travel camps included the same minimal critena for any camp. The 

site had to be accessible. The space required varied according to the size of the group 

travelling together. W l e  the available space had to be great enough for the people to set up 

at least a minimal camp within, they could get by with little more space than this; space for 

few structures other than tents and hearths would normdly be required. Additionally, there 

had to be enough level ground to sleep on, preferably at least some shelter from the 

elements, plus the availability of drinkable water and firewûxl within reasonable walking 

distance. A nearby source of food was also always appreciated. For example, travel camps 

were frequently made beside a location where the fishing was likely to be productive 

(Hearne, 1971 [1795J: 17,312; Tyrreil, 1934: 13). 

Because travel camps were meant to be short-tenn, the si tes could be selected wi th 

les regard for al1 the cornforts desired for a base camp or longer-term satellite camp 

(Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 150). Travellers often were forced to camp in far from ideal 

situations when no good carnpsites were to be found dong the travel route within that day's 

joumeying, or when poor weather or other unavoidable circumstances such as an accident or 

illness forced them to stop where they were (Ballantyne, 197 1 [1879]: 102; Downes, 

1943:35,71; Steegman, 1983:256).202 These were, perhaps, the only times that tmly bad 

camping places would be used at al1 (Downes, 1943:35). Ail the same, comfortable sites 

would still be preferred, as usual. 

Along known routes, the travellers could plan out their destinations, i-e., suitable 

locations for camping which could be reached before the end of the travel day. Old camps, 

whether they had k e n  base camps or some type of satellite camp, or only previously used 

overnight travel camps, were regularl y selected (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, l989:'B ; Martijn 

and Rogers, 1969: 150). Along less frequently travelled routes, re-use of travel camps 

would, of course, be less common. 



1 1.3 Speeial-Purpose Sites. 

1 1.3.1 Rest Stops. 

Rest stops are the brief stops made throughout a day of travel. They were used as 

an opportunity to rest, to eat or dnnk a little, to warm up in the winter or cool down in the 

summer, and to make repairs to equiprnent damaged during the journey. Camp was not 

struck, but time might be taken to rnake a smail fire. A hearth, possibl y a few faunai 

remains, and a limited number of items accidentally dropped or  broken and left behind may 

be d i  that remains to indicate that people once stopped there. Like travel camps, rest stops 

would of course have to be located d o n g  the route taken. 

Because a rest stop would normally be used only for a brief period, not even 

overnight, many of the factors important for a camp, such as proximity to vital resources, 

abundant level ground, a rock-free surface, and so forth, were far less pressing criteria for 

selection of the si te (e-g. Orecklin, 1976: 169). Because people could afford to be less 

' fussy' regarding where they would stop for a break than where they would stop for the 

night, a wider selection of sites were available for their use. Basically, when travelling by 

came in the surnmer, people could stop at any place convenient for landing the cames. 

Alluvial (sand, grave1 or sandy silt) beaches were likely preferred when these could be found 

when it was time to stop. At other times, whatever the best site was that was available would 

be used. Orecklin has noted, for example, that low bedrock spi ts and points were the 

preferred rest stops for Cree m o e i n g  dong  the boggier portions of the shorelines of Lake 

Wapisu (Orecklin, 1976: 115,116). During overland travel, a stop could be made just about 

anywhere when it was time to rest o r  eat (Blondin, 1990: 189).'03 

The more cornfortable and safe locations would nonnally have been preferred when 

they were available. For exarnple, aesthetically pleasing locations were likely favourite 

places to stop, and seasonal shelter from the elements could also be quite influentid. 

Exposed points dong the water route were often favoured for summer travel stops when 

canoeing (Orecklin, 1976:91,92) wwhi spots well sheltered from the winds would have been 



preferred during surnmer storms or winter travel. A comfortable and pleasant rest stop 

would often become well-known and its use would be planned into the day7s travel any time 

that route was taken (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989:73). 

1 1.3 -2 Portages. 

As discussed, portages are the land-based detours taken frorn one point dong  a 

water route to another. They were used in many cases to bypass a difficult stretch of water 

when canoeing. Examples of difficult waters include un-navigable mpidsZo4 or other very 

strong sections of current, ail falls, and places too shallow or rocky to pass through without 

scraping bottom (McInnes, 1913:3 1; Morse, 1979:7; Oreckiin, 1976:32; Rogers and Black, 

19768; Steegman, 1983:256; Tanner, 19'7938). Portages were also used to avoid open ice 

when travelling over frozen rivers o r  streams during the winters (Tanner, 1979:4û; Wood, 

198342) or to cross between two adjacent lakes or water routes separated by land at any 

time of year (Ray and Stevens, 1971: 127). The trails preferred for the portage would likely 

be the shortest passable detour or link which was reasonably convenient at each end for 

getting up and down the banks and, when canoeing, for loading and unloading the cames. 

Because the conditions which made portages necessary were generally present from 

year to year (ai though they could Vary seasonall y), well-placed portages tended to be re- 

used regularly for as long as that particular route of travel was taken and as long as the 

environmental conditions forcing the detour persis ted. Important portages still in use today, 

for example, are often the same as  those referred to in historic documents, inchding the 

maps made by early explorers; evidence of precontact use is also often present (e-g. 

Downes, 1943:32; Duckworth, 1990:'xiv; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 146; Tyrrell, 

19 lî:375,376; T yrrell, 1934:338; Wood, l983:&,45,63). The portages, used for many 

generations, tend to be well-wom (Riddle, 1972: 16), although they may not appear to be 

anything more than a simple path, for al1 their use (Downes, l943:32). 



1 1.33 Paths and Trails. 

Paths o r  trails, which include portages, are any routes taken over land from one 

location to another. The distance covered cm vary from hundreds of kilometres to a few 

metres; Le., they could be used for extensive overland travel from one camp to another, or 

for shorter excursions from the camp into the bush to access a nearby resource harvesting 

area or  other special-purpose location (e.g. Ballantyne, 1971 [1879]:81). Some trails were 

well-established and often re-used (e.g. Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 162: Martijn and Rogers, 

1969: 135; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 133) while others were used onl y once, out of 

necessity, when pursuing game into the bush and then returning to a more open area, for 

exampie (e.g. Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 135; Rogers, 1973:20). 

Certain characteristics made the routes chosen for portages and other overland travel 

more desirable, causing them to be used rather than less favourable surrounding land. 

Among these, it could be expected, would be the charactenstic that the land be a favourable 

surface for walking on, Le., a firm, well drained, fairly level or at Ieast not terribly steep or 

rough surface. For example, systems of long, north-south trending eskers and similar well 

drained, linear ndges were commonly used by Den6 in their travel between the barrens and 

the transi tiond forest (Downes, l943:83 ; Nash, 197525; Irimoto, 1981 ~ 9 0 ;  Petch, 1997a; 

1997b:66,67). Hi@, welI-drained features such as eskers and other ndges were preferred to 

the lower land for travel dunng the warmer seasons in particular. This was not only because 

they were generaliy easier to move over, but also because they offered better exposure to the 

breeze. Inside the boreal forest, these features also tended to be more open than the lower 

land, again making passage easier. 

In general, when travelling over land within the northem forests, both Cree and Dené 

probably chose routes through open forest areas with less dense undergrowth, over better- 

drained ground. This made travel less difficult and camping more comfortable (e.g. 

Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 1 1 ; Orecklin, 1976: 168; Stock, 1999). Dense bush was not 

favourable for moving through as trails would have to be cut (e-g. Rogers, 1973:20). One 



reason why Dené were more used to walking distances over land than were the Cree was 

that farther north, in the transitional forest and the barrens, the tree wver, where it existed, 

tended to be quite open and therefor passable (e.g. Tanner, 1979:38).~~' Of course, when 

Dené began to rnoved farther into the b o r d  forest, they too became more constrained by 

the bush to more open paths and to use of the water ways. This was especially true when 

people began to make more extensive use of dog tearns for travel; a single person or small 

group of people can make their way over rougher terrain and through denser bush, if 

necessary, than a team of dogs pulling toboggans (Sharp, 1977:38). 

On the other hand, most people prefemed not to have to travel over extensive tracts 

of muskeg, even in the winter when it was frozen. There was little dry firewood in such 

settings and Little sheiter from the winds; this made the muskeg a poor place for cornfortable 

travel or for camping. Thus it was undesirable to have to make extensive joumeys through 

it (Glover, 1%2: 1 13). 

Overland routes are also, of course, dictateci at least in part by the location of the 

beginning place and of the destination, as well as any intermediate locations which the user 

might wish to encounter along the way. Aside from resource locations which people might 

want to visit whiIe travelIing from one place to another, these intermediate places to be 

encoun tered could include certain landmarks or logistically-important locations for the 

travellers. For example, when Den6 travelled over land in the spnng through fall seasons, 

they preferred to cross any water encountered at relatively short, easy crossings. This 

included shallow sections of strearns which could be forded (e.g. Bussidor and Bilgen- 

Reinart, 199'723; Heame, lWl  [1795]:37,201), narrow sections which could be bridged 

(e-g. Bussidor and Bifgen-Reinart, 1997: 191, or calm waters which could be safely crossed 

by came. 

1 1.3.4 Resource-Harvesting Sites. 

Many sites were visited specifically for harvesting particular resources. This could 

include fishing spots, trapping si tes, hunting stations, berry patches, stands of birch, and 



other locations visited for the collection of plants for food, medicine and other uses, as well 

as quanies for lithic materials or good sources of clay for pottery. Like any specid- 

purpose site, i t was the presence of the desired resources and the accessibility of the sites 

from the travel route or camp king used by the people, preferably within a few kilometres 

from the camp, which determined the selection and use of those sites. 

While any base or satellite camps established nearby for the purpose of visi ting 

those sites were best chosen with an eye for convenience and cornfort, the specific sites 

visited for collection of the resources were less influenced by these additional factors. For 

example, wet ground was never cornfortable or very easy to move over, but muskeg areas, 

marsh and other wetlands were nonetheless useful for the resources they offered to the 

people. Camps may not have k e n  set up on muskeg very often, and even travel over it was 

limited (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 110; Ives, 1982: 1 IO), but this did not stop people 

from visiting such areas for harvesting plants and other resources (Ives, 1982: 1 10). Even 

then, however, people appear to have favoured the drier ground for the locations of their 

operations. Waterfowl hunting stations, for example, were typically set up on whatever dry 

ground could be found in the marsh areas (Orecklin, 1976: 168,169). 

S o  long as the potential harvesting sites were accessible and relatively safe, they 

could be used. So long as the travel pattern of the people continued to bring them into 

proximi ty of these places, and the resource based remained stable and productive, these si tes 

could be re-used. Details on resource-harvesting activities and sites have been provided 

throughout preceding chapters. 

1 1.3.5 Spiritual Sites. 

A number of special purpose sites used for purposes other than travel or resource 

gathering and processing were aiso used by Aboriginal peoples in the b o r d  forest. Among 

these were sites important to the spiritual life of the people. Such sites could be obvious, 

archaeologically, such as the rock painting at which offerings were often left Or they 

might be archaeologically invisible, identified only through knowledge of oral traditions 



refemng to the significance of the site (e-g. Linklater, 1994: 12). Several of these types of 

sites have already k e n  discussed in some detail in Chapter 5 and elsewhere throughout the 

thesis, including rock paintings, kipochihkam and other places for leaving offerings, dream 

quest sites, places for divining the future, locations of special dances and feasts, and burial 

sites. Only a few generalizations are thus required here. 

Li ke any other si tes used by people in the b o r d  foresf spiri tual sites had to 

minimally be seasonally accessible from the tmvel routes and camps used by the people. 

However, it was often the case that sites used specificaily for activities requiring the aid of 

the spin ts were in locations more "off the beaten path" than most of the camps. For 

exarnple, while rock paintings were typically made dong the banks of water bodies which 

couid be visited easily enough by people who sought them out (Jones, 1981:7), the lakes or 

streams on which they occurred tended to be those Iess commonly travelled, and the sites 

themselves were nomaily quite isolated from any regularly used camps (Steinbring, 

1998:93,12l, 132). Sites from which sacred and medicinal plants were to be collected by 

Cree were, by necessity, sirnilarly accessible, but were still best chosen from places away 

from the camp. This ensured that the place from which they were collected would be 

'clean', not stepped al1 over or othenvise contaminated by day-to-day activities associated 

with the camp. If not collected from a spiritudl y clean place, the medicines were said by the 

Cree not to work (Zieba, 1990:61). 

Whether the relative isolation of such sites as these from camps and other regulariy 

used places was a criteria for their sacredness or a response to it, it was in part the 

sacredness and 'clean' nature of a place that often attracted people there for spiritual 

purposes. While neither the Cree nor the Dené separated the spiritual from the other 

aspects of their lives, certain places were specificdly known to be inhabited by powerful 

spirits, and these places were often selected for dream quests, the leaving of offerings, and 

other ceremonid activities during which the people hoped to be able to comrnunicate with 

the spirit world (e.g. Brightman, 1989: 161; 199382; Dewdney, 1965: 14; Merasty, 



1974 17). Other locations were sacred because they were a part of the tradi tional landscape, 

i .es, landforms and other features w hich bore evidence of an event that happened long ago 

according to the oral histories of the people (e. g. Hanks, 1997: 180; Linklater, l994:7'ï). 

Certain observable features of the landscape were regularly associated with spirits: 

heights of land were often favoured for spiritual activities because they brought people 

closer to the spin ts of the sky (Linklater, 1994 92; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 147) ; and high 

cliffs alongside water, particularly those near fails and rapids, were often known by Cree to 

be inhabited by MNnikwishwuhk (Brown and Brightman, 1988: 197; Dewdney, 1965: 12-14; 

Downes, 1943:39; Ray and Stevens, 1979: 15,96), which is why offenngs were often ieft at 

such places. 

Other spiritually important locations are not always predictable, however, without 

knowledge of the traditions of the people who occupied the land during the time k ing  

modelled. As noted earlier, the best that we can sometirnes do is to acknowledge that such 

activi ties probabl y did occur and would have k e n  important in the lives of the people living 

there, even when these do not show up in the archaeological record in an observably 

pattemed way, or at all. 

Graves, as discussed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5), were typically made at or close to 

the place where the person had died. They thus had to be made in places accessible to those 

already k i n g  used by the people at the time of the death. If the person was to be buried, the 

graves were best made in relatively well-drained ground, and a place relatively safe from 

disturbance may have k e n  preferred. While specific grave sites were not necessarily re- 

used unless another death occurred nearby, and were sometimes avoided for a time, they 

could be re-visited for other purposes. 

1 1.3.6 Caches. 

Cache si tes are another type of special-purpose si te. Caches were often made by 

b o r d  forest peoples for the temporary storage of surplus stores of food, hides, moss and 

other materials, seasonai equipment, and any other items which would have to be left behind 



when travelling to a new area If items were to be storeci in a cache only while people were 

occupying that site or others nearby, these caches could be made right by the camp or  

processing site (e-g. Lister, 19%:70). At other times, however, the caches were used to store 

items which were k i n g  left behind as the people moved on to new areas. These would only 

be useful to the people if located in places which would be returned to when those items 

were needed. 

In this latter case, it was more the area or  region than the specific location which was 

important regarding the site chosen for a cache. For example, for stores of food to be of  

any use to the people during the winter, they had to be made near or  wi thin the winter camp 

area (Brightman, 1993360; Honigmann, 1956:44; Orecklin, 1976: 122), probably within a 

couple days waik at most. These could have k e n  scattered throughout the wintering area, 

isolated from any particular camp. Recent caches found on the land around Lake Wapisu, 

for example, are usually isolated from any other camp feature (Orecklin, 1976: 122). 

Altematively, caches made to store tools and equipment used during the summers could be 

left alongside routes followed from the summer o r  fd l  territories to the winter grounds, with 

the expectation that the sarne route would & followed in reverse - if not in the following 

year, than in some other. The same would apply to caches of winter equipment, when 

travelling in the opposite directions (e.g. Blondin, 1990: 148; Brightman, 1989: 157; HBCA, 

B.9liai kg). 

The specific types of locations selected for a cache could Vary considerably. They 

might be dong a shoreline (e-g. Blondin, 1990: l a ) ,  or  well inland (e-g. Blondin, 

1990: 143). They were often made beside or wi thin the base or  satellite camp (e.g. Rogers, 

1963b:49) but could also be made beside a more distant resource harvesting site (e.g. 

B mm bach and Jarvenpa, 1997:425,426; Lis ter, 19%: 70). They might be placed in rock 

crevasses (e.g. Orecklin, 1976: 122; Petch, 1993x3 ; 1993b:90), on a platfonn (Meyer, 

1985219) or hidden in the bush (Orecklin, 1976: 122). Meat cached away for the winter 

could be buried under snow (Birket-Smith, 1930:20) or  in the frozen muskeg (Fiddler, 



1985: lm. Other than the seasonai accessibility of the site, about the only other consistent 

criteria in choosing a site for a cache, apparently, was that the people leaving it could find it 

again, weeks, mon& or years down the road, and that i t be relatively d e  from destruction 

by flooding, animais and other naturd factors. 

1 1.3.7 Fur Trade Posts. 

One last type of specid-purpose site used by Abonginai people specifically during 

the Fur Trade period were the trade posts themselves. Being long tenn habitation sites as 

well as places of trade for people throughout the region and even more distant places, trade 

posts were best located on the same sorts of sites selected by Abonginal peoples in the 

b o r d  forest for their base camps and gathering places. Because they were normally meant 

to be occupied year-round and often at least iniûally planned for more than one year of use, 

certain other conditions had to be met as well. 

The locations for a fur trade p s t  were those situated dong a major travel route, 

preferably one which accessed temtories used by people willing to trade with the Company 

(Anderson, 1961:79; Tyrrell, 1934 1 14,115). Frequently, in fact, they were placed in 

locations central to the territories of a number of bands, although many traditional gathering 

places were also favoured for the trade posts (Meyer and Thistle, 1995:418). 

Not only did the posts have to be in locations where the traders in question could 

attract trade, they also had to be placed where they could compte with other cornpanies for 

that trade. A good view of the water routes in various directions from the p s t  was thus 

beneficial, as it allowed the traders to see not only potential customers approaching or 

passing, but to watch the activities of any competitors (Tyrrell, 1934 1 14,115) who were 

often located nearby, sometimes right "next-door" (e.g. Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 

1989 113; HBCA, B.83/a/l:5,8). 

For the trade to be lucrative, posts were best placed in regions with abundant 

furbearers for the Aboriginal customers to trap or hunt (Anderson, 1% l:79; B rumbach and 

Jarvenpa, 1989: 113). In order to support themselves al1 year, not to mention their 



Aboriginal families and any others camping at the post or nearby, the company traders had 

to additionaily be sure to locate the post in an area with abundant f d  resources. The most 

reliable food resource k i n g  fish, inland posts were most often located on lakes with 

productive, year-round fisheries (Anderson, 1% 1 :79; Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 13; 

Glover, 1%2:93,94; Tyrrell, 1934: 114,115). If a post was established in a place lacking a 

good fïsheiy nearby, it did not tend to sunive long (e.g. HBCA, B.83/a.i2:7,7d; Tyrrell, 

1927:376). 

Traders probably relied on  Abonginai suggestions regarding fisheries, but they also 

knew from experience to look for iakes "of at least twenty miles in length by two or  three 

miles in width ... as it is only large and deep lakes that have fish suffïcient to maintain the 

Trader and his Men ..." (Glover, 1962%). They aIso realized that those lakes with sandy 

or  pebbly bottoms provided spawning habitat for the fall-spawning whitefish - a highly 

desirable food resource (Glover, 196294). Sites on Lake shores at or near the mouth of a 

river were often chosen for the trade posts (e.g. HBCA, B.83/1:4d; Linklater, 199423; 

McInnes, 19139; PAM, MG1 B 14, Ia: 157). While such locations would have k e n  useful 

simpl y because so many people were bound to pass by them, they addi tionall y tended to be 

places of good fishing. 

In addition to requiring at least sufficient necessary food resources nearby, trade 

posts could not be easily built in any location where there were not enough suitably large 

trees to be used for timbers for its construction (T yrrell, 1934: 107). Abundant firewood 

would also have been desired (Anderson, 1% l:79; Bnim bach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 l3), and 

stands of birch nearby were often considered favourable as well (Tyrrell, 1934: 114,115), 

these trees k i n g  useful for many purposes. 

The specific site chosen for the post had to be high enough above the shoreline to 

avoid k i n g  flooded with the spring thaw (Tyrrell, 1934: 107,113,114). Being occupied 

through the winters, it is likely that most p s t s  would additionally have been placed back in 

the bush a way , behind a wind break of trees. Level, well-drained ground with not too many 



boulders would also have b e n  preferred, as it was for most large base camps; and the 

suitable space available had to be extensive enough to support the p s t  as well as al1 the 

associated activities, including the camps of visiting customers and of family members. 

Table 11.1 surnrnarizes the various different types of sites which might be found 

reflected in the archaeological record, together with a statement of their purposes, and an 

assessment of what types of factors most influenced their use. As has k e n  demonstrated, 

the availability of specific resourca was often influentid on site choice. The types of 

locations in which plant, animal and minerd resources could have been found have been 

detailed throughout earlier chapters, and in the appendices to follow. 



Table 11.1 Examples of land use sites and site choice factors. 

Site Type Typical Character of the Site Expected Priorities for Selection 

Base Catnps. 

Loiiger-term residential camps in which a variety of activities 
associated with day-to-day living take place. Often re-iised 
(Lister, 19%: 165; Rogers and Black, 1976:8,27). 

-- - -- - - - pp - - - 

Site should be safe, accessible and comfortable. 
Multiple resoiirces should be available nearby 
(Kvamme, 1985:228; Rogers and Black, 
1 976: 23 -25). 

Satellite Cainps: 

e.g. hiititing camps, 
kill camps, plant- 
liarvesling camps. 

Shorter-term camps established away frotn the base camp for 
taking of resources (game, fish, plant or mineral) more than a 
day's joiirney away. Generally small and special-purpose. 
Activities are dominated by harvesting the desired resources. 
Re-lise less cominon (Irimoto, 198 1 a: 129: Martijn and Rogers, 
1%9: 151 ; Rogers and Black. 1976:23,24). 

Sites must be accessible and should be 
reasonabl y safe and comfortable, but the last two 
criteria are not as important as proximity to the 
resources desired (Kvamtne, 1985:228; Rogers 
and Black, 1976:23-25; Wood, 1978:261). 

Gathering Places. 

Base camps at which groups belongitig to one or more 
regional bands corne together. A variety of ecological, 
social and ritual activities take place. Duration of use 
may Vary. Often re-used (Conkey , l98O:6 12: Martijn 
and Rogers, 1969:98,152,153; Meyer and Thistle, 
1 995). 

- - - - -  

Site shoiild be safe, accessible and cornfortable. 
The site and its surroundings must be able to 
support a large group for the duration of the 
gathering. It should be conveniently placed for 
the various groups gathering there (Meyer and 
Thistle, 1995:W). 

Travel Catnps. 

Short-term camps made en route from one base or satellite 
camp to aiiother. Length of occupation depends on travel 
condi tioiis aiid proximi ty to desired resotirces. Often re-iised 
(Martijii and Rogers, 1969: 150). 

Site must be accessible and convenient to the 
tmvel route. Safety and comfort are still desired, 
but are less important tlian in a base camp. 
Proximity to food resources is desirable. 



Bief stops niade en route during travel. Camps are not set up, 
but a fire may be biiilt, food niay be prepared, repairs rnay be 
niade to equipment, aiid so forth. Often re-used (Orecklin, 
l976:9O, 1 16). 

A detour taken around a difficult section of water when 
travelling over water-routes: e.g. during open-water seasons, 
canoeslboats are carried aroiind falls and bad rapids; in the ice- 
covered season, when walking over the ice, a similar detour may 
have to be made around open stretches of water. Rest stops 
may be made in association with the portage. Re-used. 

- . -- - - - - - - . -. - - - - - 

The route tnken over land from one location to another, both 
within aiid between greater areas. In some cases the trails may 
be well-established (e.g. Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 162; Martijn 
and Rogers, 1969: 135; Rogers and Rogers. 1959: 133), while in 
others they may be uninarked andlor newly made (e.g. Rogers, 
1973:20). Re-use variable. 

- - 

The sites from which specific resources are taken. Site may be 
re-used as long as the resources remain available and the people 
continue to use the general area. 

Ethnographically defined, this is the specific location at which 
wme is caught or killed. Repeated Lise of the location is likely 
Gmited to planned kill sites, such as caribou surrounds. 

- - -  - -- -- - 

The location at which fishing (wi th aiiy method) occiirs. Ofteii, 
the cleaning and preserving and someiimes storing of fish is 
done on shore adjacent to the fishing station (e.g. Lister, 
19%:61,70). Often re-used. 

Site is generally directly along the travel route. 
Convenience, comfort and aesthetics may be 
primary considerations (e.g. Orecklin, 19ï6:W). 

Portages are made where needed. The route 
tnken is usually the shortest detour which is still 
accessible, passable and safe. 

Trails should be made between locations over 
ground which is accessible, passable and 
convenient to the beginning and end-points, and 
any intervening destinations. 

-- - -- - - -  -- - 

The sites must be accessible and shoiild be safe, 
but are defined by the presence of the desired 
resource. 

Sometimes this is a planned location, as when 
caribou are herded into a potind, Other tirnes it 
is more randorn, as wheii an animal is stal ked 
and killed at whatever point the opportunity 
ari ses. 

The sites must be accessible, but are chosen 
based on their known or expected prodiictivity 
of fish. 



The locations at which traps or snares are set for catching game. 
Traps are set and the sites re-visited periodically in order to 
clear them out. May be re-used. 

- - 

The locations at which different plant types are harvested for 
food, rnedicine or materials (e.g. berries or herb picking, moss 
gathering, birchbark harvesting). Re-use variable. 

Locations nt which lithic materials for making stone tools are 
excavated from the landscape - typically at bedrock outcrops. 
Re-use likely at good quairy sites. 

The locations from which clay for pottery-niaking is diig. 
Favoiired locations may be re-iised. 

- - --- - -p - 

Special-purpose sites (e.g. rock paintings, landscape features 
associated with some mythic or histot-ic event, Kipochihkl~hn 
sites, dream quest sites, dancing circles). Use tends to be short- 
terni but the sites are often revisited regiilarly. 

The place at which a deceased person ancilor their belongings 
have been interred. The location may or may not be marked 
w ith a cairn or some other grave marker. May be re-visi ted. 

The si tes miist be accessible, 1 t miist be 
possible to set trapslsnares there. Locations are 
chosen based on knowii or expected 
productivity of the site for targeted species. 

- 

Sites rnust be accessible, but it is the presence of 
the desired plants which are of primary concem. 
Proximity to camp is often - but not always - 
desirable. 

The site miist be accessible and should be safe. 
The presence of the resource is vital. 

The site tnust be accessible, biit it is the resource 
which is of primary interest. Proximity io the 
pottery-mnking location would likely be a 
concern. 
- - - - . - -- 

Spiritual associations with the place are often 
important. Some physical characteristics of the 
site may be influentid. The site must be 
accessi bIe; however, isolation from more 
intensively-used areas is often a factor as well 
(e .3  Steinbring, 1998: 121,132). 

- - - 

Bitrial sites are typically made near the place 
where the person died. Within that area, a 
"good" site for burial would be selected based 
on the physical setting (Riddle, 1994a:23). 





12. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION. 

13.1 Introduction. 

Hundreds of archaeological sites have k e n  discovered throughout the b o r d  forest 

of north-central Manitoba over the past thirty years. From the increasingly large data base 

of sites and artifacts produced during the activities of the Churchill River Diversion 

Archaeological Project and a handful of other, smaller projects within the region, much has 

been leamed about the people who once lived there. Our awareness of the extensive and 

complex history of occupation of the region has grown wnsiderably. Occupation of the 

region has been pushed back thousands of years, and based on analyses of the stylistic 

variations in artifact classes and assemblages, as many as 39 groups of people have been 

identified as having used the region (Historie Resources Branch, n.d. [1998]:4). 

However, investigation of the region has k e n  limi ted almost exclusively to the 

shorelines of the water bodies affected by Manitoba Hydro developments. While the lakes 

and rivers were undoubtedly focal points in the lives of boreai Forest peoples such as the 

Rock Cree, there is still more to the history of use of the boreal forest than the history of its 

shorelines. This much should be clear t'rom a consideration of the land use patterns 

reconstructed in the previous chapters of ths thesis. Additionally, while extensive analyses 

have been made of some of the artifacts recovered from these shoreline sites, with few 

exceptions comparatively little interpretation has been made of the sites themselves. The 

vast majority have been identified simply as "camp site" or  "Large camp" or '%mal1 

camp" in the site inventory forms, and generally o d y  the most productive of these have 

been considered in any more detail in subsequent reports. 

Without recognition of the variability inherent in the distribution and location of 

sites, not only beîween different culture systems or different time periods, but even within a 

single cultural system, it is not possible to fully understand the nature of these people's land 

use systems. This is because the activities of Aboriginal peoples throughout the boreal 

forest and others, elsewhere, are bound to have varied across the landscape: 



... human systems of adaptation are assumed to be intemall y differentiated 
and organized arrangements of formally differentiated elements. Such 
intemal âifferentiation is expected to characterize the actions performed and 
the locations of different behaviors. This means that sites are not q u a i  and 
can be expected to vary in relation to their organizational roles within a 
systern (Binford, 1980:4). 

In order to better interpret and explain the nature of Abonginal land use within the 

boreal forest, it is vital that we recognize this pattemed intersite variability. The inter-related 

and complementary roles of activities carried out at often spatially distinct locations is what 

ties them together into land use systems, "that is, sites are articulated into networks because 

each served a specialized function and together they formed a whole" (Chang, 1972: 12). 

These systems can be visualized as seasonal rounds of land use activity, Le., seasonally 

variable patterns of economic, social, poli ticai, n tua1 and ' random' behaviors and the 

locations in which they took place. Additionally, utilized locations might be linked up into a 

network of seasonal base camps, special-purpose satellite camps and various lirnited activi ty 

or special purpose sites (figure 12.1). Thus, not only must the cultural and temporal 

affiliation of each site be identified, but also their season of occupation and their function(s) 

(Willey, 1968:209). To date, this interpretation has not been made to any great extent in the 

b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba. As a result, a more complete system of past 

Aboriginal land use has not yet been considered in much detail. As noted earlier, this is due 

largely to the absence of recognized indicators of site function and seasonality in b o r d  

forest archaeological si tes. 

The CDAP and other projects have tmly produced an immense body of site data 

which could be used in the potentiaily informative study of archaeological site distributions 

and the land use systems which they reflect. However, two criteria must still be met. First, a 

more fully representative site sample needs to be surveyed; or altematively, assurance that 

the existing site sarnple is in fact representative of the variability of sites existing in the 

b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba. Second, there is a need for more meaningful 

interpretation of the sites discovered. People used the land extensively for many purposes, 



Eigare 12.1. Schematic representation of a portion of a boreal forest settlement system. 
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and not al1 archaeologicd remains are necessarily going to represent camp sites or  camp 

sites aione. Also, not d l  camps were occupied for the same purposes, by the same people, 

for the same Iength of tirne, or in the same season. Without a good representation of the 

various activities which took place and without the ability to interpret what these activities 

were, any system of land use which might be reconstructed would be incomplete and 

potentially misunderstood. 

T o  these ends, archaeological predictive modelling has been suggested as an 

effective means to not oniy make tesiable predictions of site distributions, but also, when 

based on theory or ethnographie analogy, to interpret them. The theory on which these 

models are based can be used to explain the role of individual predicted or observed si tes in 

the wider network of site locations reflecting the land use system of a people. 1 t may also 

be used to present hypotheses regarding those components of the land use systern which 

are l a s  likely to show up in the archaeological record to begin with. This is helpful when 

the goal of an archaeologist is to try to visualize a more complete way of life than is 

reconstnictable from the more evident archaeologicd remains alane. 

12.2 Sumrnary: a Recognition of Variability. 

I t has been the aim of this thesis to present a set of relatively comprehensive 

ethnohistoric reconstructions of A bonginal land use within the boreal forest which could 

then be used in the future development of theory-based predictive models of archaeological 

sites in north-central Manitoba. Recognizing the need to identify the differences in land use 

according to the people k i n g  considered, separate ethnohistoric reconstructions were 

presented for the Rock CreelSelkrk occupants of the region and the Ed then-eldeli 

(Caribou-Eater) Dené/Taltheilei who appear to have k e n  seasonally resident, sporadically, 

until the fur trade, after which a certain percentage of the Dené population became even 

more regular users of the region. Recognizing that land use changes over time in response 

to various ecological, social and even spiritual factors, the land use patterns of these peoples 

were further considered separately for the Late Woodland and Earl y Fur Trade culture 



pends .  And in order to consider the seasonal variations in the land use by each of these 

peoples in each time pend, their systems of land use were presented in the form of 

seasonal rounds of activities and changing criteria [or these. For lhis purpose, a wide 

variety of ethnographie, ethnohistoric, archival, archaeological and 'emic' sources of 

information on the land use of Cree and Dené peoples within the b o r d  forest were studied 

and the d a h  were synthesized to produce the ethnohis toric reconstructions presented in this 

thesis. 

l Z . 1  Variability by Culture. 

The results of this investigation have clearly illustrated the importance of the b o r d  

forest to b t h  Cree and Den6 people in this region. Any predictive or interpretive mode1 of 

Aboriginal land use in the b o r d  forest would have to take not oniy the Cree, but also Dené, 

presence into account. Wbile Rock Cree were the year-round occupants of the b o r d  

forest, Dené people were at least seasonaily resident, occasionally ranging as far south as 

north-central Manitoba when the caribou drew them there. But still, their traditional use of 

the forest was certainiy different from that of the Cree, as was the extent of that use. A 

mode1 of land use would have to consider each of these peoples separately. or  risk glossing 

over these differences and their significance. 

T o  begin with, the role of the forest in the land use systems of the Cree and Dené 

peoples was not the same. The Cree were b o r d  forest generalistç. They lived year-round 

within the forest, making their living by utilizing a wide variety of resources within it. They 

switched their economic emphases on particdar animal and plant species not only 

seasonally, but also across space and time as resource availability fluctuated with 

successional changes in the b o r d  forest habitat patches (Feit, 1%9:94). Short of a 

catastrophic event such as an extensive, severe forest fire which left a whole region 

uninhabitable or an event such as a devastating epidemic of disease which left a region 

virtually uninhabited, Cree people were able to remain within a region; they wouid move 



only from area to area within that region, dispersing and gathering as necessary, for as  long 

as they could find sufficient resources to support t h e r n s e l ~ e s . ~ ~ ~  

For the Dené, occupation of the b o r d  forest was only a seasonal component of a 

larger system of land use which also included use of the tree line and the southem barrens. 

Until their entrance into the fur trade, Dené were generally present south of the treeline onIy 

during those seasons that the barren-ground caribou were in the forest - from the late fall or 

earl y winter until earl y spring (roughly November to April or May, under curent cl imatic 

conditions). In contrast to the Cree, Eastern Dené peoples traditionally focussed more 

specifically on the barren-ground caribou for their subsistence. They did look to other 

animals and plants for alternate sources of food and materials, sometimes due to a 

temporary lack of caribou and sornetimes simply for vaiety. But still, when the caribou left 

the barrens to spend the winter in the northem forests each year, the Dené tended to move 

south as well, travelling after the caribou. Because the specific path taken by the caribou in 

any given year can Vary, as does the distance into the forest which they travel, Dené use of 

the b o r d  forest as far south as north-central Manitoba was rather less stable or predictable 

than that of the Cree. Al1 the same, use of this region was still an important part of their 

lives when the caribou drew them there. 

Once in the boreal forest, Cree and Dené people moved through the region in 

different ways and this affected their use of speci fic parts of the forest The Cree tended to 

travel dong the major water routes both in surnmer, by came, and in winter, on foot Inland 

locations which were not readily accessible from these routes of travel were not extensively 

used by Cree people. They did make more use of inland lakes dunng the winters than they 

did at other times of the year; these were easier to get to in that season, when the sornetimes 

unnavigable tributaries were frozen and the biting insects were dormant (Ives, 1982:97,99; 

Tanner, 197940). But this use was still restricted pnmarily to the winter months and to 

those water bodies which could be accessed by following a tribuüuy much of the 



distance.207 With the exception of longer portages between waterbodies, they did not tend 

to make many extensive journeys over land. 

Travelling roughiy north-south, Dené entered and left the boreai forest over land, 

crossing lakes and nvers rather than travelling along them as the Cree did. The types of 

locations readily accessible to them from their routes of travel would thus likely have 

included numerous places which - although not impossible for the water route-oriented Cree 

to reach - would have been more out of their way and, so, less likely to be used. 

Dené could be expected to use not only the area immediately surrounding lakes, 

rivers and streams, but also the Iand between them, minimal1 y for travel, res t stops and travel 

camps, if not necessarily for their base camps. Particularly during the winters, the season 

when Dené were most often in the bore& forest, it was not essential that people camp near a 

water body. Snow could be rnelted for water, if necessary. Hence, sorne of the travel camps 

used by Dené within the northem portions of the boreal forest could be expected to occur 

farther inland from any water body than those regularly used by the Cree. The Dené's 

daily activities of hunting and resource collection and likely some of the satellite camps 

associated with these could likewise be expected to occur farther inland from the major 

lakes and rivers than was typicai for the Cree, although not necessarily any farther off their 

overland trails than Cree would travel away from their water routes. 

Cree people might use suitable land al1 around lakes and rivers for their camps and 

activiûes. The Dené, in contrast, were likely to particularly concentrate their use of the 

shorelines to those places where the caribou tended to emerge from the bush, most typically 

dong  the eskers where these meet the water bodies. They likel y would have spread out 

along the shorelines themselves once in an area where the caribou halted or  slowed down 

their travel for a time, however, as the caribou dispersed across the area, or when there were 

no caribou to hunt. 

Further differences in Cree and Dené land use resul ted [rom the different range of 

garne which they emphasized. Den6 people were likely to pursue caribou d l  through the 



winter, living on surpliis meat when the caribou were too dispersed or w q  to be hunted in 

great numbers. Cree hunters were unlikely to ignore herds of barren-ground caribou when 

these ventured into their temtories, and more than likely would have at Ieast established 

satellite camps near s trategic hunting locations in order to take advantage of this 

comparatively concentrated game while the animais were migrating. Cree were l e s  likely to 

move to entirely different lake systems, the way the Dené were, in order to stay where there 

were caribou, however. If other garne could be found in suitable abundance within their 

own familiar territory, Cree people were more likely to remain there and shift their hunting 

emphases to these other anirnals instead. These temtories could have indudeci a number of 

different lakes, but shifts between these was l e s  tied directly or solely to the presence of 

barren-ground caribou than similar movements made by Den6 hunters in a single season. 

And so, even without taking into account the various resources which they wouId 

stress in the other seasons, Cree were more likely than Dené to locate themselves and their 

activities in a wide variety of areas bearing a wide variety of habitats. The Dené would 

concentrate primarily on those areas with access to the more open lichen woodland 

preferred by bmen-ground caribou. Their use of other habitat patches was probably 

limited to those times that the caribou were difficult to get, when they desired some other 

game for variety, or when certain plant or  mineral resources not available in the lichen 

woodlands were needed or desired. 

One important point to consider here is that due to frequent forest fires and resulting 

forest succession, an area preferred by caribou at one point in time, for example, might 

becorne unlavourable to them after a bum; thus, Den6 interest in that patch of forest might 

also decline somewhat at that time. Meanwhile, the early deciduous browse that colonizes 

many forest sites in the years after a bum might attract more rnoose, which although not 

tembly tempting to most Den6 are quite attractive to Cree hunters. In other words, the same 

general area might be expioited by the Dené and Cree for quite different reasons at different 



points in the history and development of the forest. This fine level of palaeoecological 

reconstruction is beyond the abilities of most researchers at this tirne. 

However, this phenornenon must still be considered when investigating or predicting 

Cree and Dené land use within the boreal forest; what exists in an area today is not 

necessaïily what was there at the time that it was k i n g  used by the occupants of a given site. 

Al1 too often the environment has been presented as unchanging and homogeneous when 

describeci in reports. This of course presents problems for andysis, as behaviors can easily 

be matched to the wrong environmental variables (WinterhaIder, 1978: 1 18-148; 1981b:78; 

1982: l5,l7). Ideally, the entire range of forest stages characteristic of that type of landform 

at  that latitude, and the plant and animal resources which might be available at those di fferent 

stages over time would have to be c~nsidered.~~'  At the very least, fire succession and other 

such prcxesses in the boreal forest may be offered as possible explanations for what appear 

to be anomalous or disadvantageous site location choices in the context of the modem 

environment (Hamil ton et  al., 19947). 

At a more site-specific level, it is likely that sirnilar types of sites would be chosen 

by the Cree and the Den6 for similar types of activi ties. For exarnple, many of the same 

criteria for a good winter camp place chosen by the Cree would apply to those chosen by 

the Den& these would be sites which were accessible from their routes of winter travel, with 

relatively level, even ground, açcess to a source of water, abundant firewood, rnoss and 

spruce boughs, (probably) a reliable winter fishery nearby, and protected from the cold 

winds. 

As has dready been noted, hoivever, because they differed in thei r routes of travel, 

Cree and Den6 would likely define accessibility of sites differently. Other site-specific 

variables would similarly vary according to the different needs of these peoples. For 

exarnple, in contrast to the Cree, Den6 tended to winter in larger groups whenever the 

caribou were concentrated enough to support these numbers; thus they would have required 

somewhat greater amounts of space for their winter base camps. Den6 were also more wary 



of Cree attack when in the b o r d  forest than Cree were of the Dené. Dené would therefor 

likely put more emphasis on being either in a location well-hidden from the travel routes 

used by the Cree andor in a defensible location with a good view available of the 

surroundings. 

Because the Den6 spent mainly the colder seasons in the b o r d  forest, any 

precontact Dené camp sites in this region are likely to represent winter camps. It is not 

difficult to understand why Taltheilei materials are rather rarely encountered in this region. 

Between their wariness of the Cree, their greater use of the overland trails, and their 

tendency to be in the forest only during those seasons that shelter from the wind is 

desirable, it is unlikely that many Dené camps of that age would be Iocated imrnediately 

dong the shoreline, where most survey efforts have been concentmted. Because Cree 

occupied the boreal forest year-round and were less concemed with attack, their choices of 

camp sites would have more often included locations dong the shorelines, exposed to the 

breeze, than those of the Dené. Cree would only regularly camp well back from the 

shoreline dunng the winter months or when they were after a specific inland resource 

requinng use of a satellite camp. 

As should be evident from the above examples, the va,riability in land use by 

different culture groups could be detected at a number of levels. At the regional level, the 

overall temtones used by different groups of people over a year are bound to be different. 

Even during the winters, when both the Cree and Dené were in the b o r d  forest, for 

example, the Dent? tended to remain farther north in the forest than the Cree. At the 

intermediate level , areas for camping wi thin were chosen based on what types of resources 

the people were after, how close they wished to be to their neighbours, and whether or not 

there were any spiritual reasons to want to corne to or avoid a specific lake, island or other 

area. Thus, this too codd vary. For exarnple, because Cree and Den6 traditionally had at 

least slightly different resource goals even when in the same general region in the same 

season, the areas within which they chose to camp could vary. Den6 were additionally likely 



to try to avoid areas inhabited by Cree, further helping to keep them somewhat separate. 

And at the site-specific level, while the same cri teria for site comfort rnay have influenced 

both peoples when using sites for the saine purposes in the same season, issues of 

accessibility and convenience would have varied according to their different modes and 

routes of travel, and issues of safety from attack would have varied with different needs for 

defensi bili ty or secrecy. 

122.2 Variability by Season and Site Function. 

As has been touched on just above and should be clear from the investigation of 

Cree and Dené land use in the framework of a seasonal round of activities, land use of any 

people within the boreal forest would be expected to Vary rather significantly behveen 

seasons. Presented in this way, it can be seen that the land use patterns followed by both 

Cree and Dené did differ from season to season. For the Dené, the region which they 

occupied changed seasonally as the caribou moved from the barrens to the forest in the fall, 

and then back again in the spring. The size of the groups travelling or living together varied 

as well, as did the types of 'secondary' food resources sought. The Cree did remain within 

the boreal torest, as a mie, but may have travelled to difkrent portions of this huge region in 

different seasons, exploiting different resources, and gathenng and dispersing as resource 

availability changed. 

The particular types of activi ties which they carried out - econornic, social, political 

and spiritual - varied by season. For exarnple, among the Cree, spiritual activities (including 

the drearn quests, and the goose dance and associated feasting) tended to be greatest in the 

spring season. Mining for clay and the construction of pottery was lirnited largely to the 

warmer seasons, as was the quarrying of lithic materials to be used in Stone tool making. 

Fishing could be important year-round, but the locations of the best fisheries altered 

seasonally, as did the species which could be caught and the fishing methods preferred. 

Cree tended to be most concentrateci and stationary while gathering in the late spnng or 

summer; they were generally most dispersed and mobile at various points during the winter 



when food was hardest to corne by and f i r e w d  was needed in the greatest amounts. The 

same type of variability by season existed for the Dené both while in the b o r d  forest and 

outside of it. 

Because of these sûasonal changes in 1) diet, 2) hunting and fishing methods, 3) the 

types of resources required for the manufacnire and repair of seasonal items such as cames, 

4) the locations of procurement of mobile animal and fïsh resources, 5) senlement size and 

composition, and 6) concerns with the spiritual environment, as well as in the multitude of 

other factors which could affect land use patterns, boreal forest peopIes would be 

emphasizing different types of areas in different seasons. This was based in part on the 

variable seasonal resource potential of these areas. Unfortunately, with the exception of 

mineral resources and usually fisheries, the resource potential of particular parts of the 

boreai forest change over the years in response to forest succession. For this reason, these 

particular aspects of land use - the nature of the areas or habitats favoured by the people 

k i n g  studied - might not be quite so clear from an observation of archaeological site 

distributions as they would be while observing a Iiving population. 

On the other hand, seasonal variations in the specific types of locations chosen for 

speci fic land use ac tivi ties, apeciall y regarding camp sites, are generall y more evident. For 

example, camp sites occupied during the winters are almost universally farther back from 

the shorelines than those used during the summers when the bugs are biting and the 

shorelines may be the only places in the forest to find relief (e.g. Hanks, 1982352). The 

use of less well-drained ground and Iess level ground for camping could increase after the 

freeze, when even muskeg becornes solid and snow-covered. Recent burns and their 

abundance of fire-killed, dry wood would be increasingly attractive for camping near as the 

weather nimed colder. Portages around very shallow stretches of water, important features 

while travelling by canoe during seasons of open water, would be unnecessary during the 

winters. 



Similarly, the site-specific requirernents for different activities var id  as well, and 

because these activities could be season-specific, any related variations in site location could 

again be seen as k i n g  patterned by season. For example, a rather specific set of criteria 

should be met for a good ambush site for barren-ground caribou during their migrations: 

hunters were most successful when they chose to wait dong an anticipated or observeci 

migratory path of the caribou, in a place where they had a good view of the surroundings, 

where they could keep themselves somewhat hidden, and where they codd either use naturai 

features of the iandscape to direct the caribou to a specific point, or  where they c o d d  set up 

drive lanes to Fumel the caribou in this same way (e.g. Hearne, 1971 [1795]:78,79). Such 

sites as these were most effective, however, only when the caribou were actually migrating 

during early spring and late fallfearly winter. And because the paths taken by the caribou 

are not necessarily the same in the spring and fail, ambush sites useful in one season were 

less likely to beuseful in the next. 

So, li ke the variabili ty in land use by different culture groups, variabili ty in land use 

by season and by activity could be evident at several levels. It could be reflected in the 

region occupied, especially in the case of the Den6 who ieft the forest when the caribou did 

in the spnng and retumed in the fall. It would be reflected in the di fferent types of areas 

emphasized by season, according to the different resource, social and spiritual needs. And 

perhaps more obviousl y, w hen observing the archawlogical record, in the speci fic types of 

locations selected for the sites. 

12-23 Variability by Time Period. 

Peoples' land use patterns can and do change over time with changes in their 

cultural goals or technology, o r  with changes in their environment, whether ecological, 

economic, social, politicai o r  spiritual. The land use systems of both the Cree and Dené 

changed to some extent with their involvement in the fur trade and with the effects of this 

trade economy on the resource base of the b o r d  forest. Relativel y few Aboriginal people 

in north-central Manitoba were as immersed in the fur trade lifestyle during the earl y fur 



trade periods as they came to be during the later fur trade. However, the Rock Cree and, to a 

iesser extent, the Edthen-eldeli Dené were becoming increasingly involved in the fur trade 

economy throughout even the earl y fur trade. Consequentiy, there were certain changes to 

their Iand use patterns which ought to show up at some level in the archaeologicai record. 

These changes have k e n  discussed in the description of the history of the fur trade as it 

affected Cree and Dené, and in the descriptions of the changes to the seasonal rounds. 

Examples of some of the more apparent land use changes will be s u m m ~ z e d  below. 

The earliest changes to Abonginal Iand use following the introduction of the fur 

trade were likely changes in economic focus. This included the greater cornmitment to 

trapping for trade; baver, muskrat, marten, otter, mink, weasels, lynx, wolverine, wolf and 

fox al1 took on a new importance with the fur trade, so more time was dedicated to the taking 

of these animals than had IikeIy been the case in earlier days. Among the Cree, many of the 

animals trapped for trade had d s o  previously k e n  taken for both furs and meat, although in 

considerably smaller numbers, so that the new emphasis on furbearers was more an 

intensification of an existing practice than it was a new introduction (Bnghtrnan, 1993:M; 

Helm et al-, 1981: 151). 

The most notable effects of the addition of tmpping for trade would have k e n  to 

increase the influence of furbearer presence on peoples' choices of where to live and work 

in trapping seasons. They would also have been attracted to visit the locations where the 

tmde posts were to be found. These were sornetimes places that were not visited frequently 

previously by that group of people (Pettipas, 1980:201), particularly before the influx of 

inland posts, when alrnost al1 direct trade was at the Bay. This resulted in increasing use of 

certain areas and the travel routes Ieading to and from t i~ern.~ '~ 

With the increasing local scarci ty of large game towards the end of the 1 7 0 0 ~ ~  and 

especially by the second decade of the 1 8 0 0 ~ ~  Cree families in the boreal forest had to catch 

more small game and fish for their food, breaking up into smaller groups which could more 

readily be supported by this fare, whether they themselves had k e n  signifïcanti y involved in 



the fur trade or  not (Bishop, 197265; Brightman, 1993:267-269). Cree hunters did 

continue to hunt moose whenever they could (Hanks, 1982: 1 12)- but the large mammals 

were no longer abundant enough to be taken reliably. With the food shortages, there was 

also greater reliance on foods bought from the trade posts (Helm et al., 1981: 151 ; Pettipas, 

1980:201), further increasing the people's need to trap, and discouraging families from 

travelling too far from the posts. 

The Dené, parîicularly the Edthen-eldeli Dené, came later to the fur trade than the 

Cree, and few ever became as heavily involved, trading meat and caribou hides more often 

than f ~ r s . " ~  For those Dent? who did becorne committed to capturing furbearers for trade, 

rnainly those groups whose tem tories came to be centered around the Lake Athabasca 

region, the economic shifts were considerable. In addition to the new emphasis on 

furbearers, Dené people who came into the full b o r d  forest to trap through the winters had 

to give up their winter hunting of barren-ground caribou in those years that the herds did 

not range so far south. T hey had to hunt caribou more opportunistically than before and so 

spent the winters in smaller groups. A few Den6 d s o  chose to spend their summers in the 

boreal forest. This likely represented the f int  time that Dené people were more regularly 

south of the treeline in semons other than late fa11 through early spring. Those few Dené 

who did spend their summers in the forest, near the posts, had to give up hunting barren- 

ground caribou en tirel y in that season. 

These latter people traded in a speciaiized, caribou-focussed economy for a more 

generalis t one. T hey expanded their subsistence hunting to include b o r d  forest species 

Iike moose and woodland caribou, beaver and the other furbearers, while at the sarne time 

they increased their emphasis on winter fishing significantly. It was probably not until the 

fur trade pends that the Den6 regularly used gill nets for winter fishing (Rogers and Smith, 

1981: 134). Hardly any Dené ever gave up hunting caribou in the fall, however, prefemng to 

travel north to the treeline in order to wait for the migration (Alcock, 1916:447). 



Additionall y, when they moved into the full boreal forest where water routes were 

more convenient than farther north and walking through the often dense bush less so, these 

Dené had to adopt more Cree-like travel patterns. They began to travel more by came 

during the warm seasons and over ice in the winters. Their land use within the forest 

became more constrained by the accessibility of sites by water route. The time investment 

in making quality cames required for extensive travel was such that Dené were also less 

willing to abandon their cames each year. This reduced some of the flexibility with which 

they had traveiled through their temtories in previous years: they were more pressured to 

retum to the same place in the spnng where they had left the cames cached in the faIl 

(Sharp, 1977:38). 

Not al1 changes in territory were limited to those people actively engaged in the fur 

trade. Following the devastation of Aboriginal populations in Manitoba resulting from the 

178 1-83, smd 1 pox epidemics introduced by the Europeans, the survi ving Cree people re- 

concentrated in the more productive parts of their old temtory. This allowed them to retreat 

back from the somewhat less attractive Hudson Bay Lowlands and the southern parts of the 

northwestern transitional forest (Smith, 1981~: 148), so their temtones shrank for a time 

until their population grew again. At the same time, the Dené were able to expand their own 

temtories southwards into the lands abandoned by the Cree. At this time, Den6 people 

began to more regularly occupy the full boreal forest of north-central Manitoba in the 

winters and sometimes during other seasons as well (Gillespie, 1975375; Smith, 

1981 b:îB;  198 1c: 148). Most did so in order to take advantage of the better fur resources 

available there and to increase their profits from the fur trade. Others may simply have 

moved southwards because caribou often travelled as far south as the full boreal forest and 

could now be pursued there by Den6 hunters as well. 

Certain implications for archaeological si te distri butions are evident from this brief 

sumrnary of fur trade aged changes to Aboriginal land use in the boreal forest. For one, it 

seems likely that among the most obvious changes in terms of site distribution patterns 



resulting from the fur tmde was the expansion of Dené territones farther south into north- 

central Manitoba and their increasing presence there in seasons other than the late fa11 

through early spring. The southward shifting of the Cree after the smallpox epidemics 

might be a l e s  ciramatic change, given that they were still living a life based within the 

boreal forest Still, this would also have been a change which would still have to be 

considered when developing predictive or explanatory models of Cree land use during this 

time p e n d  Similar changes in territory have no doubt occwed  throughout the past as 

well, especially with north and southwards fluctuations of the treeline, and thus of the 

geographic zones used by the Cree and Dené peoples. 

The addition of tnde posts to the archaeological record was another obvious change, 

and the increasing concentration of people around these might also show up in terms of the 

concentration of sites around them. The placement of trade posts at traditional gathering 

sites encouraged continuity of use of those sites for gatherings, but it led to a change in the 

role and nature of the gatherings themselves. Gathenngs at the post sites tended to be larger 

and more often multi-band or even multi-ethnic than during the precontact p e n d s  (Helm, 

1981:664). While trade had quite possibly always been a part of the seasonal gatherings in 

the boreal forest, it became more central to the reason for visiting the sites. As well, with 

year-round posts established on the gathering sites. visits to these Locales may have been 

made by more people, more regularly through the year than had been the case previously, 

when they were used for gatherings primarily in the spring o r  summer. 

Many other significant changes in land use occurred with the fur trade. These 

included the increasing emphasis on furbearers, the reduced need to mine clay for pottery 

after the adoption of copper kettles, the increasing ability to fish through the ice after the 

introduction of ice chisels, the increased dependence on fish and srnaller garne, and the 

decreasing size of groups when large garne becarne scarce. As notable as these changes 

may have k e n ,  however, the changes in site distributions resulting from these altered 

patterns of land use might still be rather subtle. 



This is because the site criteria most affected by the above changes would be almost 

al1 related to the resource areas emphasized. As already discussed, because of the changing 

nature of boreal forest resource patches, it is often difficult to identify what specific 

resources were present in an area to draw the people there. 1 t is possible to predict what 

types of areas people would have selected for use by considenng what resources were 

important to them at that time. However, without a detaiIed understanding of the 

palaeoenvironment of each portion of landscape k i n g  modelled, i t would be difficul t to 

determine which specific areas on the Iandscape would have fit these descriptions. 

Causing yet more difficulties for detection of fur trade changes in the archaeological 

record is the fact that, for the Cree especially, most of the changes in land use brought on by 

their involvement in the fur trade were more often "shifts in emphasis", i.e., a growth or 

decline in activities already a part of their adaptation to the boreal forest, rather than 

"dramatic transformations" of their land use and culture (Hamilton and Larcornbe, 

1994:33). 

More evident in ternis of patterns relating to more stable environmental features are 

the site-specific factors. With the exceptions of site accessibility, which might change witb 

changing modes and routes of travei, as in the case of the Dené adopting canoes for travel or 

either Cree or Den6 people making increasing use of dog tearns in the winter, and of the 

space required for camps as group sizes changed, the site-specific factors affecting camp 

sites are related primarily to the comfort, safety and convenience of the site. These cnteria 

were generaily unchangeci by the fur tmde (Hamilton and Larcombe, 1994: 12; Kelly, 

19828; Orecklin, 1976:76,77; Wood, 1983: 110). 

Because site-specific factors do differ with the functions of sites, the introduction of 

a new activity such as trapping, or an increase in that activity, might be expected to show up 

in terms of the number of sites found in those locations best suited for that activity. But 

trapping is a low-visibility type of activity in the archaeological record. It is typicdly carried 

out by small groups - usually pairs - of individuals, widely dispersed, and therefore leaving 



behind mther little in the way of concentrated debris to mark their passage. The materials 

used in Aboriginal traps, including deadfalls, fibre nets and snares, would not preserve often 

in the archawlogical record. Also, the steel traps, which were used in greater numbers as 

the fur trade progressed, were generally rernoved and re-used repeatedly so that very few 

trap sets would remain in evidence (Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1989: 188). 

Without the benefit of temporally specific artifacts, it could often be difficult to tell 

whether a site had k e n  occupied before, during o r  after the fur trade. The changes 

introduced to Cree and Den6 land use during the fur trade were significant, even if at first 

they were only slight. But without an awareness of the history of the fur trade in this 

region, of the resource area-related variables influential on land use during that p e n d ,  and 

of changes in the biophysical environment, it would be difficult to detect many of the 

changes in Cree and Den6 land use of that time. This is  just one reason why the study of 

ethnohistory can be so useful and an understanding of palaeoecology can be sirnilarly 

important. 

12.3 Discussion: Site Representation in the Boreal Forest and the use of 

Ethnohistory in Theory-Based Predictive Models. 

The variability of land use by culture, season, purpose and temporal p e n d  has been 

made clear through the investigation of the ethnohistory of Cree and Dené land use within 

the boreal forest. Equally clear, however, is the fact that there is far more to the past land 

use systems of the people who lived in this region than has s o  far been discovered or 

perhaps ever could be discovered archaeologically. 

The bias of most b o r d  forest archaeological surveys to the shorelines of lakes and 

rivers effectively makes it  unlikely that any sites will be found representing activities carried 

out at any great distance inland [rom shoreline, or on the srnaller lakes, ponds and streams 

which are sirnilarly rarely assessed. Just a few examples of the materials which couid be 

missed include those related to any camps which do not extend below the backshore terrace 



to the shoreline. This includes many of the winter camps of any subarctic people, thus 

including the majonty ofany Late Woodland aged DenUïaltheilei sites which might be 

present Similarly, evidence related to winter hunting, inland trapping, and overland travel, 

including most traditional Dené travel routes, could be missed, as would sites related to the 

collection of berries and plant medicines which d o  not grow dong the shoreline. 

Additionally, there is so much in terms of peoples' land use which sirnply l a v e s  

behind little or no recognizable evidence under normal conditions of presenation. That 

certain activi ties included in reconstructions of a people's land-use will not likely be overily 

represented in the archaeological record needs to be recognized. Plant collecting, of quite 

considerable importance to boreal forest peoples for their foods, medicines, dyes and fibres, 

is one example of a 'low visibility' activity since the plant materials collected do  not tend to 

preserve in the archaeological record and there is li ttle in the way of arti facts likely to tx left 

behind at the collection site. 

Another example is the Cree vision quest Vision quests and other spiritual activities 

were an important part of both Rock Cree and Edthen-eldeli Dené culture, yet the sites 

inhabited by Cree drearners for days on end (and sometimes for much longer) will not show 

up as readily identified 'sites' in the archaeological record of the boreal forest Dreamers 

set themselves up in isolated locations in the bush. They were expected to fast and were 

allowed no fire while fasting (Brightman, 199378-80)- Other than a few scattered lithics 

that might perhaps have k e n  dropped during construction of a dreamers' platfonn, there 

would likely be little or nothing to mark the presence of the vision quest site that would 

survive to the present - not even a hearth. The former presence of scaffolds constructed for 

the vision quest rnight be identifiable if a surveyor knew what to look for, but preservation 

of any obvious trace of these is unlikely. 

Y et another example are the travel corridors which were often well-hown and 

repeatedly used in boreai forest environments (Tanner, l979:37,38). Yet no concentrated 

archaeological resources are likely to be found dong the whole extent of the path itself, 



whether a land or a water route. Rather, any such deposits would be expected to occur 

primarily at any rest stops or travel camps set up periodically dong the way. 

The possibilities are of course many, and it becomes quickly apparent that the 

archaeological sites found across a landscape really reflect only a small percentage of the 

total use of the land, due either to survey bias, or the difficulty of detecting the small arnount 

of recognizable evidence left behind by certain activities, and the vimial absence of evidence 

for others. A use of more probabilistic survey techniques, including more subsurface 

testing and more careful examination of a representative range of locations within the forest, 

both dong the shorelines and away from them, might at least help to produce more of those 

under-represented sites for which there is some archaeulogical evidence. This is, however, a 

costly, time-consuming and often unrewarding method, and hence is rarely applied. Forest 

fires, low water levels and areas cleared for silvicul ture on significantly increase the ease 

with which land within the boreal forest may be surveyed for archaeological sites. These 

opportunities should be taken advantage of when presented, in order to more easily survey a 

wider and more representative range of locations wi thin the forest. 

If there is to be any hope of more regularly discovering traces of those Iess 

archaeologically visible activities, it is additionaily necessary that surveyors be more open- 

minded about where to expect sites and about just what constitutes a 'site'. Rather than 

considering only the more extensive archaeological deposi ts to be significant, surveyors 

would have to record any and al1 evidences of human activity encountered across the 

landscape, whether these be isolated finds which appear to be 'anomalous' or not (Dalla 

B ona and Larcom be, 1993 :3). 21 ' 
It is, on the other hand, virtually impossible to include archaeologicalIy ' invisible' 

activities in a mode1 of Aboriginal land use which has been based solely on the observation 

of archaeological sites, i.e., wi thout recourse to a theory or ethnohistoric reconstruction of 

land use, even if those si tes were discovered through probabilistic survey. Wi thout 

inclusion of so many activities, the land use system modelled would be incomplete and 



interpretation of the system could fa11 quite short in terms of how al1 the sites and associated 

land use tied together. 

The ability to offer testable exphnations of land use behavior and decision-making 

is one of the most appreciable advantages of using theory-based predictive models over 

using the observation-based alternative aione. The other advantage is in the capability of 

theory-based models to be developed in the absence of the representative survey data and 

good site presewation on which accurate observation-based predictive modek are so 

dependent212 Both of these characteristics make it a particularly useful approach for 

modelling and understanding land-use patterns in the b o r d  forest where the existing 

sarnple is Iikely biased and where current understanding of the meaning of the 

archaeological record is still lacking. 

Theory-based predictive models are in fact capable of going beyond the predictive 

capabilities of observation-based models of site location in that they might be used to 

predict not only the preserved, visible sites represented in a regionai sample, but any activity 

location, whether this location bears archaeological evidence or not. T heory- based 

predictive models are not cons trained by the archaeological record and al 1 of i ts biases, but 

only by the nature of the theory from which they are deduced. However, a theory-based 

predictive model developed from a poor or locally inapplicable theory or analogy will be no 

better than an observation-based mode1 developed from a non-representative si te sarnple 

(Hamilton and Larcombe, 199458). The testing of either type of rnodel against 

independent, probabilistic regional sarnples is therefor vital before they may be acceptai as 

anythmg more than hypothetical. 

12.4 A Final Word on Applications. 

The ethnohis toric reconstructions presented in this thesis, al though based on careful 

study of the available sources, remain untesteci and are only hypothetical. And, in fact, 

because any model based on reconstructions such as these m u t  take numerous complex 

variables into account, and because some of the variables affecting land use are still not well 



u n d e r s t d ,  it rnay be more difficult than is  practicd to develop and test a theory-based 

predictive mode1 of archaeological site locations using the materials presented. The 

difficulty of developing, operationalizing and testing theory-bas4 predictive and 

explanatory models of site distributions is likely one of the main reasons why this approach 

is comparative1 y rare1 y taken- 

Even if this difficul ty should prove the case, however, there is still a benefi t to the 

development of these analogy-based ethnohistoric reconstructions and any future attempt to 

base predictions on them. Simply investigating the land use of peoples in the boreal forest 

over time helps to highlight al1 those ways in which people had k e n  using the land around 

them, many of which may not be archaeologically obvious, and may have k e n  doing so 

even farther back into the ps t .  This helps to expand Our awareness of the range of a more 

complete range of activities which might have made up Aboriginal land use systems within 

the boreal forest. It also helps illustrate more fully the variations inherent in land use by 

different culture groups, in different seasons, and how these systems of land use couId 

change over time. Al1 of this may be used as a basis for more informed and detailed 

hypotheses to explain the site distributions and land use systems of peoples in the past. 

Additionally. by reminding archaeologists of the wide variety of activities which have 

charactenzed p s t  peoples' land use in the boreal forest, and the wide variety of locations in 

which these may have occurred, ethnohistoric studies cm be used to highlight those 

locations within the b o r d  forest in which we might expect to fïnd traces of land use not 

previously discovered dunng shoreline surveys. When predictive rnodels are based on an 

understanding of land use patterns which is lirnited to archaeologists' experiences (their 

observations of the types of locations in which sites are commonl y found), there is an 

inherent danger of finding on1 y those si tes already expected. B y increasing the 

archaeologists' awareness of where sites might be expected, it is more likely that such 

locations will be surveyed, and that if any traces of evidence exist, that they rnight be 

dekc ted. 



In this way, the study of ethnohistory for the purpose of developing a predictive and 

explanatory mode1 may guide survey efforts and thus lead to the acquisition of rather more 

representative site samples than could be acquired through intuitive survey alone. A 

probability sampled survey should still be made of al1 the types of locations existing in the 

boreal forest, if a truIy meaningful sarnple of sites is to be acquired. However, ethnohistory 

might be applied in the development of criteria for stratifying the locations within a region 

for random sampling. 

In stratified random sampling - a probability sampling technique - the region is 

stratified for sampling, each 'strata' typically consisting of those areas of like characteristics 

(e.g. those locations within 20 m of a shoreline, versus those between 20 and 50 m, versus 

those more than M m from shore). A specific proportion of space within each strata is then 

random sampled for survey, but these proportions may Vary for the different strata 

identified. Because the proportion of space sampled from each strata is known, the actual 

chance of any specific spatial unit king randomly selected for surveying can be quantified. 

This makes stratified random sampling a probability sarnpling strategy (Thomas, 

1986: 130). 

Typically, those strata expected to produce the highest density of archaeological 

sites would be surveyed most intensively. The expectations of site density can be made 

either subjectively or through consideration of theory or ethnohistory. In this way, 

consultation of ethnohistoricai reconstmction-based models on be used to informatively 

guide probability sample-based surveys for archaeological sites, thus cutting down on the 

cost and time required for a simple random sample or a systematic sample of the sarne 

region to be made which would produce the same quantity and variability of sites. Once a 

statistically sound sarnple of sites has k e n  surveyed in this way, more reliable observation- 

based predictive models mûy be developed. These are in fact capable of k i n g  very useful in 

predicting the locations of archaeological sites, if based on a sound sample. Thus, theory- 

based models and observation-based models on be quite complementary and should be 



used together in this way. 

The reconstructions presented in this thesis might also be used for evaluating the 

validity and applicability of existing predictive models for Cree or Dené land use within the 

b o r d  forest of north-central Manitoba. Predictive models are comrnonly based on 

observations of the distributions of known archaeological sites. If the range of site 

locations represented in the s w e y e d  sarnple is incompletely representative of those 

locations used by people in the past, then the predictive mode1 will likewise be incomplete. 

Consideration of the range of locations predicted by observation-based models and 

comparison of this range to that indicated by the presented reconstnictions could be made in 

order to assess how representative a range of sites wouid be predicted by the observation- 

based model. Attention to the factors influencing peopies' Iand use decisions outlined in 

the reconstructions presented in this thesis, Le. attention to the criteria which would have 

influenced the choice of locations for specific uses and to the reasons underlying the 

selection of those specific types of locaiions for those uses, might aiso be used to assess the 

validity of the predictive variables selected for inclusion in an existing model. 

For example, distance to water has ofien k e n  used as a predictive variable of 

archaeological site potentid (table 3.1). It is important, however, to understand the reasons 

why people tended to choose sites which were relatively close to water. It is not distance to 

a body of water which was itself important to the people, but rather the access this afforded 

to a reliable source of potable water, to a travel route, and to a rich biotic zone to exploit. 

Exposure to breeze and a view, the drainage charactenstics of the ground, and danger of 

flooding can also be affected by proiiirni ty to a s horeli ne and these are other considerations 

iduencing peoples' decisions of where to locate their camps and activities. Certain water 

bodies would meet peoples' needs better than others. Peoples' needs will also Vary by 

culture and season, and across time and space. To predict archaeological sites to be most 

common in locations within a set distance from a water body would be to miss the 

significance and influence of these and other factors. 



One last point which should be made is that no predictive model, no matter how 

representative the site sarnples used to develop or test if can make testable predictions 

regarding the si tes of activi ties which lave  behind no physical evidence. Many such 

'invisible' activities may be suggested in an ethnohistoric reconstruction of land use. 

Without evidence, however, it is difficult to impossible to test the vdidity of any 

reconstruction of those aspects of prewntact Aboriginal life which are not obviously 

reflected in the archaeological record. 

All the same, so long as such reconstructions are acknowledged to be hypothetical, 

there is little h m  in suggesting these as ideas about how people may have lived. It is, it 

would seem, an important step towards appreciating the peoples who occupied this region 

long ago as more than just the makers of artifacts. It  is hoped that such has ken  one 

outcome of the ethnohistoric reconstructions presented in this thesis. 



NOTES. 

' The lack of preservation of organics can be a signif~cant problem for identification and interpretation of 
sites- In mauy instances, the majority of the remains left behind by a group may have k e n  organic. Dené 
peoples, for example, used relatively Little stone for their tools and do not appear to ever have made pottery. 
Most of the remaius left behind wouId have been of organic materiais. What was once the site of a Iarge 
camp could potentiaily be represented by only a srnail scatter of d a c t s  as a result, and the signifïcance of 
the place could be missed (Le Blanc. 1997). Although, in the b o r d  forest, the Cree appear to have used a 
Iarge number of stone tools in addition to pottery, the contents of caches of grave goods - a context in 
which organic materials tend to preserve better - indicate that a great variety of items were made from boue, 
antler, bark and seeds (Brownlee and S yms, 1999:37). Leather and w d e n  items, and most textiles. would 
be even Iess Likely to survive, and their prevalence in precontact material culture can only be guessed 
(Brownlee and Syms, 1999:39). Again, on a typical campsite. it is evident that the majority of the material 
traces left behind by the people would never be found by archaeologists (Brownlee and Syms, 1999: 17). 

' Blackduck was associated with Assiniboine. in contrast to Wright's earlier hypothesis of an Ojbwe 
association (Hlady, 1970: 108), the then newly-defined Clearwater Lake with Woodland Cree (Hlady, 
1970: 112), and Grass River with either the Swampy Cree or perhaps the archaeologically unidentified Dené 
(Hlady. 1970: 1 17). 

Stratified random sampling techniques were employed in the 1972 surface survey of the Outlet Lakes 
locality (Syms e t  al., 1973: 1036). and random sampling was done for the 1972-73 surveys and test pitting 
of the shorelines of Lake Opchuanau (Hanna, 1973, ci ted in: Kroker, 1990:45). 

' Both the binial recovery program and the renewed archaeologîcal activities have k e n  supporteci by fun& 
from Manitoba Hydro (Historie Resources Branch. ad .  [1998]:3). 

The study of isotopic analyses done on residues of Kame Hills pottery by Shemff et al. (1995) dso 
demonstrated that the definition-eluding ceramic 'plates' common in this region were used for heating oils - 
although it codd not be detennined whether the fatty residues on the sherds resulted from their use as oil- 
burning lamps. or as frying pans for the preparation of food, or boih. 

Similar observations have been made with refaence to the Dent? of the western subarctic: Dené orai 
histories often describe how a certain landfonn came to be - a result of some action by a person or spirit in 
the mythic pst- Ia this way, the landscape is a record of the past to the Dené, just as Linklater described 
its ~ i ~ c a n c e  for the Cree (Hanlis. 1997: 184,185). N s o  like the Cree, the Den6 hoid certain places on 
the landscape sacred because of this link to the past The location is very Mportaat to thern, even though 
there may be no obvious archaeological evidence of this simcance (Hanks, 1997: 180). 

' Predictive models should not be used as replacements for mitigative surveys. No mode1 - no matter how 
weII constructed - can predict a i i  of the sites. The value of predictive models for CRM archaeology is that. 
once they have k e n  verified through testing procedures on samples of the region in question, their 
predictions can be extended to the remainder of the region and the modelied landscape used to -ede further 
mitigative work. Rather than surveying whole regions, CRM archaeologists can use (successfuiiy testedj 
predictive models to stratify the region according to the relative potential of each unit for containhg a site. 
The proportion of units to be sampled within these stratified sub-samples of the region cm then be chosen 
in relation to their relative likeliûood of bearing sites: hi& potential strata can be intensively sweyed, 
while lower potential strata are surveyed at a considerably lower level of average (Carr, 1985: 120; Dalla 
Bona, 1993:32; 1994a: 16; Kohler and Parka, 19û6:398; Parker. 1985: 174). 

A probability sarnpling design is one in which each sample element, e.g. each individual parcel of land of 
a specific size, is given a hown, non-zero chance of king selected. For example, in simple randorn 
sampling, each individual location is @en an equal chance of king selected from the 'population' of 
elements. It is this statistical principle of Irnown chance which allows meaningful statements to be made 
about the nature of the population based on a sample (Moore and McCabe, 1989:280). If there is any 
statistical bias built into the sampling design, the bias can be quantifïed because the percent chance of each 
element king selected for the sample is known. 

In archaeologicd surveys, probability sampling designs often involve the use of simple random 
sarnpling, systematic sampling, cluster sampling, or some sort of mdti-stage sampling process. The 



approprîateness of each design and their capabilities of reveahg a representative sample of sites varies with 
the nature of the landscape and the site distribution, however. The choice of which sampling design must 
be made carefdy, for this reason. Discussion of these issues and definitions of the various sampling 
d e s i p  can be found in Judge et al., 1975; Plog, 1976; and Read, 1975. 

Opportunistic surveying of recently bumed-over areas adjacent to the shoreline of Southern Indian Lake led 
Dickson (1972:38.45) to realize that theoretical biases regarding precontact land use in this rcgion influence 
not only where archaeological surveyors look for sites, but also how they interpret the remains encountered. 
Due to the dense vegetation of the boreal forest, when investigation is limited to sudace survey, 
archaeological deposits are rarely found anywhere but dong the exposed shorelines. The scatters of artifacts 
to be seen on beaches and in stream cut banks are n o d y  spatially limited and appear to agree with the 
assumption that b o r d  forest populations were dispersai over the region in small groups. thus Ieaving 
srnall, sparsely scattered 'sites.' However, at the north end of Southern Indian Lake an extraordinanly large 
and continuous scatter of artifacts and features was discovered in a newly burned location (Dichon, 
1972:45). 

Dickson observed that if this backshore zone had not k e n  exposed to view by the fne, ail that the 
surveyors would have found would be a nuniber of srnall, spatiaily segregated artifact scatters located dong 
the beaches. What was realiy one large archaeological site area would have been interpreted, without 
question, as a number of smal1er separate 'sites'. He asks in retrospect: 'How many similar large sites were 
bypassed because the heavy forest had manüed the ground surface and beçause the surveyors were not 
expecting to fmd si tes larger than a few square yards?" lW2:4S). 

'O In any attempt to model a precontact or early postcontact land use system from observed site 
distributions, or to test a theory-based model, it is therefore vi ta1 t h t  the factors affecting site preservation 
and erosion be considered (Clarke, 1%8:507). 

" "Folythetic set" is a term defined by Williams et al. (1985:278,279). It refers to a type of model which 
presents a set of propositions about what properties tend to characterize a population (e.g. the variables 
which tend to characterize ai l  or most archaeological sites in a region). In order for any item to be a 
member of that population defined by the polythetic set (e-g. a specfic location king assessed for its 
probability of containing a site), that item must possess a large number of the properties identified in the 
set, although not necessarily al1 of them. 

'' Kelly (1982: 1 16) mentioned that the distribution of sites found in the Sandhill Bay locali ty of Southem 
Indian lake did seem to support Hanna's (1974) polythetic list of critena for site locations, but this was 
only a subjective assessment. 

l3 Theory has k e n  used in the Western Heritage Services hc.  models, as it is in most observation-based 
models, insofar as many of the variables to be examined are chosen with reference to theory of what 
environmental variables would have been influentid on site location. Speculations are made - Likely based 
on a howledge of ethnographically documented land use patterns, or on 'cornmon sense', dthough this is 
not made expIicit - regarding the values of the vanables expected to be preferred for 'sites' in the boreal 
forest (Finnigan and Gibson, 1996:3,4). However these are oniy very generd statements of expectation. 
The model's predictions, ultimately, have been based on the observations of variable values correlating with 
site presence in surveyed areas (Gibson and McKeand, 19%: 1) - not on the sprse  theoretical predictions 
during discussions of variables selected. 

''These predictions are made with reference to the landscape and its characteristics as they would have 
existed at the tirne that the locations were used. Detailed and accurate reconstruction of the 
palaeoenvironment is thus important for reliable predictions to be made (Kohler and Parker, 1986:432; 
S tmever, 1%8:289). 

Is For example, a location adjacent to rapids, stream confluences, river mouths or marshy shoais are often 
interpreted to have high potential for fishing opportunities. This is then cited as a iikely reason for 
archaeologicai site presence at or near such locations (e.g. Tisdale and Jarnieson, 1982: 104). 

'%s is m e  even when the places are adjacent or enWonmentaiiy similar to the region king modelied. 
For instance, it has been demonsttated that different groups of people may pursue quite different courses of 



land use activities - even people in the same region and of the same cultural background (e.g Weinstein, 
1976)- 

" Outdated, in regard to aathropological interpretations is a relative thing. Todriy's paradigms will be 
considered outdated tomorrow. However, there are certain interpretive frameworks (e-g, urtiIineai evolution) 
which have k e n  clearly demonstrated to be lacking in credibility as more and more evidence is stacked up 
against them. 

l8 For example. it was long believed that the Western Cree were relative newcomers to the temtories West 
of Lake W i p e g  - that it was ody  with the fur trade and with the aid of fnearms that they had reason and 
were able to expand westwards, in search of more land and fwbearer resources. This tradition was rooted in 
a misinterpretation of Alexander Mackenzie's 18th century narrative of bis joumeys in which he descnbed 
the Cree as relative1 y recent arrivals in the wes t, but did not say when this had occurred. N i e  teenth century 
historians working from Mackenzie's narrative interpreted this migration to have occurred during the early 
years of the fur trade, although this cl& had not been made in the original documents or any others of the 
period in question (Smith, 1987:434,444). Ample evidence has k e n  gathered in recent years from a variety 
of sources - archaeological, linguistic and oral historical - that while a westward migration of the Cree did 
occur at some point in their history, this occurred long before the amival of the Europeans (Smith, 
1987:445). It was ody  with this more critical analysis of diverse sources which allowed ethnohistorians to 
discover this origind error. 

In contrast, while the above is an example of an ethnohistoric misinterpretation of a vague original 
reference, other errors in ethnohistoric reconstructions ca. result from the ethnohistorians' uncritical 
acceptance of statements made in original documents. For example, HBC trader James ïsham wrote of the 
Cree that they did not hunt waterfowi - an important source of food during the fin trade - prior to the 
introduction of firearms (Rich, 1949: 1 17). Archaeologid and oral his tonca1 evidence exisis to the 
contrary, however (e.g. OrecWn, 1976: 17; Ray and Stevens, 1971:40,41). Ethnohistorical statements 
often refer to the signif~cant increase in waterfowl hunting accompanying the introduction of fueanns: that 
although people probably did hunt some waterfowl in precontact times, this was comparatively minor in 
contrast to the pst-firearm pend (e-g. Honigrnam. 198 l:223). Just how minor was the waterfowl hunt to 
the precontact Cree, and how much are statements Iike this influenced by historicai statements Wce Istiam's 
that waterfowl were not important prior to the introduction of the fueann? Ignoring such a seasonally 
abundant source of food (which could be shot with arrows. struck with clubs, snared and netted) makes litde 
sense. 

" Local iaformants are potentially the most valuable source of insight into (at least the recent) land use 
patterns and possible meanings of site distributions in Manitoba's boreal forest. Consultation of 
howledgeable individuais has been strongly advocated (Riddle. 1975: 5; Tisdale, personal communication). 

'O Oral histones are like any other historicat source, and so can be subject to many of the same sorts of 
biases (Brown and Vibert, 1996:xviii; Wood, 1990:90). 

'' 'Certainl y, the mining of Native narratives for relevant bits that fir wi th pre-existing, accepted 
archaeological constructs is a questionable procedure that nins the nsk of extracting the narratives from their 
context, stripping away other meaning, and placing hem within an extenial frame of reference-,." (Denton, 
LW: 106). 

" Similarly, the more densely occupied an area, the less choice individual groups would have of camp 
locations. More sites which were o d y  adequate wodd likely be used in a densely occupied region, in 
contrast to one only sparsely occupied. In the case of the latter, there may have been more g d  camp sites 
than there were people to use them, and so the less ideal sites codd be ignored 

a For example, the makers of Kune Hills style of pottery were once thought to be quite localized around 
Southem Indian Lake (Wood and Wasnick, 1976:3). Through additional survey, it has been discovered that 
while these people may have used the Southem Indian Lake area most intensive1 y, they were also 
occupying sites at least as far north as Big Sand Lake (Riddle, 198.5). and were users of the Rat and 
Burntwood sys tem as well (S yms, 1998: persooal communication; Wood, 19û3:65). Similarly , the 
distribution of Taitheilei materials - most common around and north of the treeline - has been expanded to 



include si tes in the Southem India. Lake region (Kroker, 1990: 154; Smith, 1995: 17 1; Wood, 19759) and 
as far south as the Rat-Bumtwood system (Riddle, 1994b:25). 

It is expected that the climatic tluctuations of the past 1200 or more years have been relatively minor and 
wodd have resdted only in spatial shifts of ecological zones rather than in ciramatic alterations The study 
region - north-central Manitoba, centerîng around Southem Indian Lake - is presenüy in the midde of an 
ecologcal zone: the boreal forest. It does not appear that at any time in the last 1200 years the northem 
(or southem) treelines shifted as f a .  south (or north) as Southem Indian Lake; and coniferous forest appears 
to have k e n  dominant through the entire period (Wood, 1983:33). The same plant and animal species 
represented in the region today probably have existed there throughout this period. The populations and 
distri butions of these species may certaidy have fluctuated, but likel y iittie more than wben resulting from 
shorter-term environmental changes due to fires and natural forest succession. 

'S For enample, an area which was nch in moose at one point could be devoid of these animals for severai 
years after an extensive forest fire. With reestablishment of the deciduous-forest type of vegetation 
preferred by moose, however, these ;inimds would again return to the area Any location capable of 
supporting suitable habitat for moose under the chnatic conditions of the time could therefore be expected 
to have had moose present from at least time to hme. 

'6 For example, according to a Den6 story told to Birket-Smith, Bear had stolen summer and taken it West. 
The people foilowed and f d y  managed to bring it back to the east again. But the ice and snow that had 
covered the land was melted by the warmth and flooded it. A great bird drank up d l  the water, and there was 
drought for a time, until Lynx opened up the bird's belly. Then a l l  the water came out to form the rivers 
and lakes as they are today (Birket-Smith, 1930:83-86). 

" Dyke and Dredge estimate that most of the eskers of the northwestern Shield were created between about 
10,000 and 8400 y e m  ago (1989:208) - the period during which the southern margin of the glacier was 
retreating north and eastwards through northern Manitoba 

=The dates for the deglaciation of northern Manitoba presented here are taken from Dyke and fiedge 
(1989). These authors suggest earlier dates for the retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet from northern 
Manitoba than previous researchers. Teiler (198425), for example, had suggested that the ice and lake did 
not disappear from the northeast corner of the province until around 7500 BP. Their adoption of the older 
ages was based on more recent evidence @yke and Dredge, 1989:205). In particular, &tes obtained from 
marine sheiI found in the southwestern Hudson Bay Lowlands indicate that the Tyrreil Sea invaded at some 
point between 8200 and 7800 BP (Dyke and Dredge, 1989:208). This transgression coincided with the fmal 
stages of destruction of the remaining ice sheet in Manitoba (Dyke and Dredge, 1989:206; Map 1703A, 
sheet 3). The marine transgression was a result of the ocean levels rising with the melthg of the glaciers 
and the breaking of the ice dam formed by the glacier. 

" In most cases, when the river outIet is at the north end of the lake, the rise of the north end would be 
expected to resuIt in an expansion of the south basin southwards, while the northern shoreline remained in 
roughly the same position, and îhis seems to be the case for Southern Indian Lake. In contrast, where the 
outlet was at the southem end of the Iake, the whoie lake would shift southwards, flooding the older 
southern shorelines, and leaving the older northern shores high and dry (Pemer and Swedlo, 1974 108; 
Pettipas, 1976:69.-64). 

30 For example, pollen records indicate that a spruce and birch Forest existed in the Thompson, Manitoba 
region from about 6900 to 5800 years ago, and that ùiis was followed by a pine and alder-dominated forest 
The modern boreal forest community of that region was established by about 3200 years ago (Riddle, 
1994a: 16). 

31 Although the period from c. 6000 - 2500 BP was characterized overaü by a warm and moist c b a t e ,  there 
were a few centuries during which the temperatures were slightly cooler: 5000 - 4500 BP. 
32 It should be noted that the ciifference in mean mual  temperature between the warmest post-glacial period 
(6ûûCl- 3500 BP) and the coolest, the 'Little Ice Age' (15%- 1850 A.D.), was probabl y Little more than 
about 1 or 2 degrees Celsius (Diaz et al., 1989:53), but this could still have considerable effects on the 
regional ecology. 



" Reconstructions of climate change in this paper were made by pulling together those proposed or ci ted b y 
a number of researchers for tbis and the surrounding regions (Bryson and Wendland 1%7; Diaz et ai., 1989; 
Lockery, 1984; Nichols, 1972 [cited in Dyke and Dredge. 1989:214]; Ritchie. 1983; Sorenson and Knox, 
1973; Teller, 1984). Each of these reconsmctions differ in details of timing and to a lesser estent, character 
of the changes. No reconstruction of climate change or detennination of the ages of those changes can at 
this time be considered infaiiible. The outline presented here is only a rough approximation, meant sirnply 
to iilustrate that there has been signif~cant climate change since deglaciation, including some shorter-term 
shifts in climate over the past 2000 years, and to show how these may have affected the regional ecology. 

34 WhiIe the edges of the b o r d  forest have shifted north and south with changes in temperature, the 'heart' 
of an ecologkal zone will only c-e signir~candy with major alterations in climate (Bryson and 
Wendland, l%ï:Z8 1 ; Ritchie, 1987: 127,129; Wood, 1983:32), of which there have been none in the past 
2500 or more years. 
3S Bedrock Shorelines are those dominated by outcrop. A Bedrock-Controlled ShoreLine is a shoreline of 
overburden materials (clay, sand, till), the form of which is strongly controlled by the bedrock below. 
Outcrop is rare dong these, and confmed mostly to the backshore (Geotechnicd Section, 197433)- 

36 The level of the Churchill River upstream of Southeni Indian Lake was sirnilady raiseci with the 
diversion, although the amount of this increase has not been so weU studied as for chat in the lake (Kroker, 
1990: 181). 

" 1 have seen no references to any changing of course for this section of the Churchill River since 
deglaciation, and its entrenchment in the bedrock shield should result in slower erosion processes. 
However, at least some alterations to parts of its shorelines have no doubt occurred through normal 
processes of nverbanli erosion and deposition - possibly enough to have sigmfkantly altered the position of 
certain sections. These possibilities should be kept in mind when trying to understand patterns of 
archaeolo,aical site location, particularly with respect to older sites. 

38 Before the flooding of Southern hdian Lake, it has b e n  estimated that 76% of the shoreline was exposed 
bedrock. Since the rise in water levels. however, this has been reduced to 14%. while most of the 
remaining shoreline is of slumping overburden materials - mostly clays (Peristy, 1989: 14, citing Newbury 
et al. 1984)- The majonty of this new shoreline would s till be bedrock controlied. 

'' Damman (1979) has estimated that forest community patches are individually of small enough size that 
they tend to be unmapable at any scale l a s  detaiied than 1:20,ûûû (cited in Ritchie. 19W: 149). 

Birch are stilI common in these northern regions, but form continuous stands only in the most favourable 
Iocations and do not tend to reach the larger size of those to the south (Ritchie, 1956:545,546; Tanner, 
1979:37). 

"' The average fire cycle in the western boreal forest regions is XI to 100 years, and 100-20 years in the 
moister, eastem regions, making it rare to find forest stands oider than 250 years (Ritchie, 1987: 142). The 
frequency of forest fires is far lower in the northern parts of the northwestem transitional forest, however 
(Ritchie, 1987: 143). 

'' In the Northwestem Transition zone, trembling aspen is near its northern limit and white birch is more 
cornmon on the early successionai sites, even on good soi1 (Ritchie, 1956559). 

It has been estimated that 89 food plants grow in various parts of the fuil b o d  forest and 47 species in 
the northwes tern 6 tional forest (Shay , 1980:246). 

uThe species reconied for the Southern lndian Lake and surrounding region seem to be representative of 
almost ai l  those characteristic of the boreal forest in general (Kroker, 1990:29). 

"' Cree from the Nelson House ârea looking for better hunting, trapping and fishing settied the community 
of South Indian Lake dong the narrows between South Bay and the main body of Southern Indian Lake in 
the early years of the twentieih c e n t q .  The site became 'permanent' when the Hudson Bay Company re- 
established a store for them in 1930 (Waldram, 1983:63), but Cree people had been coming re,oularly to this 
part of the Iake probably since they first occupied the region. 

*The desipation of difierent groups of 'Chipewyan' peoples is somewhat confusing as different sources 
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seem to divide them up in different ways. In ttns thesis, the defit ion of Edthen-eldeli Dent? used by Smith 
(1981b:271) wiü be followed: '"caribou eaters', the bands dong the forest edge west of Hudson Bay, They 
have also been called variants of Sa-i-sa-'dtinnè (sayise &ne 'east (rising-sun) people', now the name of the 
Churchill band) and Th'e-yé-Ottinè (8eye-hot 'ine 'dweilers at Stone Fort', the name of Fort Prince of 
Wales and Iater of Churchill)". This is in contrast to: the Thi-lan-ottiné, who occupied the region around 
the upper Churchill River drainage; the Kkpest'aylkkkè ottint?, whose territory centered around Lake 
Athabasca and the Slave River, and the T'atsan ottiné, or the Yellowknife people of the northwest. A 
similar definition is that referred to by Mimi (l976:6 1): during the fur trade, 'Caribou Eaters' was the tenn 
appiied to any Dene - primady Chipewyan - who remaineci mar@ to the trade in favour of the traditional 
caribou-based economy; in time. the term came to be applied to d l  Chipewyan people living primarily east 
of Lake Athabasca. continuhg to use the tundra and t~ansitional forest ecosystems. 
47 At the time of fmt contact, the Chipewyan 'exploited the taiga-tundra ecotone from near Hudson Bay to 
the Coppermine River on the Arctic, and within historic times expanded south and W e s t  into the full b o r d  
forest beyond Great Slave Lake and Lake Athabasca, as far south as the Churchill River drainage*' (Smith, 
1976: 1). 

Cdtures oIder than an estimated 5000 years (3000 B.C.) are poorly represented by artifacts in north- 
central Manitoba. Evidence of these more M e n t  peoples has k e n  found, however, to the west, in central 
Saskatchewan, and to the north, in Keewatin. It is quite possible that more people were aiso using north- 
central Manitoba during this time p e n d  than have been recognized from the archaeological record so far 
(Kroker, 1990: 148; Larcombe, 1997a:g). An in depth study of the projectile points coliected from the 
CDAP study region in north-central Manitoba has recently been made by Larcombe (199% 1997b): one 
type of spear point has ken  identified that is expected to have been made by people during this earl y period, 
prior to 5000 yem ago (Larcombe, 1997b:9). This type of point has been found at k e e  separate sites on 
the Churchill River (HdLw-6) and northern Southeni Indian Lake region (HhLp-3; HiLp- 16) (Larcombe, 
1997b:plate 17). 

" Whether these were peoples from the plains and the caribou-hunters of the north has not been detennined. 
although a Northern Plano affiliation has been sugges ted in at leas t one instance (Larcombe, 1997b:88). 

%The paucity of Plano sites discovered in north-central Manitoba for this p e n d  does not necessarily mean 
that they do not exist. For example. most sites found within the b o r d  forest today are Iocated along lake 
or river shores as these were favourable camp sites and because detection of sites in the bush is difficult due 
to poor visibility. Piano sites might be expected to show up along shorehes as well when found on the 
Shield. Kowever. between the melting of the glacier, the draining of the glacial Iakes and the effects of 
isostatic rebound on the tilt of the land. many shorelines which existed during the Plano penods could be 
expected to have changed Sites once located beside a lake or river codd presently be hidden inland or 
tmderwater (Pettipas, 197653; Wright. 198 l:87). 
5L 'The more variable and diverdîed economies of the Archaic Tradition were reflected in the numerous 
types of projectif e points that were rnanufactured during this period" (Larcombe, 1997a:g). In the norihem 
parts of the Shield, while there is considerable evidence of variation in Stone tool technology. such diversity 
probably reflects the increasing localization of the different groups of people more than altogether different 
ways of Iifc. The overall adaptation of people to the boreal forest on the Shield in this period seerns to 
have been quite simîlar in terms of their subsistence, settlement patterns and cosmology (Wnght, 
1995265). AU the same. certaùily at least some other aspects of their cultures - economic, social and 
cosrnological- codd have differed from place to place, just as they can in present-day communities on the 
Shield. 

52 Although the eartier Plano peoples - those best known as hunters of giant bison in the west, and later of 
caribou in the north - had ceriaid y hunted game other than these iarge mammals (Wright, 19953739). and 
probably used plants for food as well, they appear to have speciaiized in the large game hunting - much like 
Plains peoples and Dené caribou-hunters of more recent times. Even the Eastern Plano peoples, who had 
moved into the forest fringe of the southern boreal forest and began to make use of the forest resources at 
least seasonatly, apparentty conhinued to emphasize bison whenever ihese were available (Manitoba Heri tage 
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Network, 1998). The f i t  evidence of more t d y  generaiist economies in the boreal forest appears to have 
been left by the Shield peoples- 

" In the forest, the stone rings which often identify the previous location of a tipi on the open plains are 
not generally found Conical lodges may sûll be marked, however, by an excavated flom at contact, Cree 
had sometimes dug out the floors of their winter tents to as much as two or three feet below the cleared 
,gound auface (Orecklin, 1976:69,70). Such 'winterized' conical lodges would leave impressions in the 
land that could be recognized as old tent floors. Some of the srnalier semi-subterranean shelters identified 
on Shield hchaic  sites could have k e n  tbis sort of stmcture. 

An example of one type of semi-subterranean conical dwelling - used by the Cree of central Québec - is 
given by Hanks (1983353): 'The sciikumik or moss-covered lodge, is built in the fall to serve as a base 
camp for the early winter hunt Typically, the sciikumik is square or rectangular at the base with a sunken 
floor and a low log foundation waU. The top is a conical pole f m e  covered with moss or sod." 

Y For example, the peoples on the Shield probably leanied of bow and arrow from the Arctic cultures (Pre- 
Dorset and Dorset), who had long possessed this technology (Manitoba Keritage Network, 1998; Wright, 
1995444). Trade between Shield and Plains peoples may have occurred: KnZe River Ftiat from North 
Dakota has been found in Shield sites. while copper - presinned to be from the Lake Superior region - hâs 
been found on the Plains (Wright, lW5:29 1.292). 

55 Brandzin-Low (1997: 133) has surveyed the existing data on Laurel sites from northern Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan and States that 83 sites with identified Laurel pottery have so f a .  been found north of 55030' 
N in these provinces. 

56 Most of the mos t northeri y finds of Blackduck cerarnics in Manitoba were onl y 'isolateci' po tsherds 
(Lenius and Olinyk. 1990:79). Because they tacked association witha definitive Blackduck artifact 
assemblage that would indicate presence of groups of these people there, it has k e n  suggested that the 
cerarnics represent the maniage of women of the BIackduck culture to men farther north, rather than 
expansion of the Blackduck peoples into north-central Manitoba (Pettipas (ed), 1989:62; Wright, 198 1:94). 
Ln this case, these women could still influence the northem cultures with ideas brought with them from 
their own. Sporadic trade and other contact between the Laurel and Blackduck peoples could also have 
resulted in the odd Blackduck pot making its way into Laurel territories, including north-central Manitoba. 
Again, such contact would result in some exchange of ideas and technologies which could lead to changes in 
the Woodland cultures. 

" Lenius and Olinyk (1990) have discussed the development of the new pottery styles and the associated 
cultures out of the merging of Laurel and Blackduck traditions. Sometime amund 1Oûû years ago, two 
different culture composites began to show up in the archaeological record: the 'Rainy River Composite' 
and the 'Selkirk' composite (Lenius and Olinyk, l990:82,83,lO 1). The Rainy River composite (including 
the 'Winnipeg River', 'Bird Lake' and 'Duck Bay' pottery-making traditions) is more common in the 
southern parts of Manitoba - found only as far north as The Pas (Lenius and Olinyk, 1990:84) - ruid has 
been suggested to represent the Late Woodland cultures of the Ojibwe peoples (Lenius and Olinyk, 
1990: 10 1 ; Wright. 197 l:B; 198 1:94). The Selkirk composite includes severai regional variations as well, 
including 'Kisis' in north-central Saskatchewan, 'Pehonan' and 'Keskatchewan' in the Saskatchewan River 
Valley, 'Cleanvater Lake' in central Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and 'Kame Hills' in and adjacent to the 
Southern Indian Lake region (Gibson, 1998: 16.17.213-215; Meyer and Russell, 1987:5). Ln Manitoba, 
Selkirk ceramics are found mostly in the northern half of the province (Meyer and Russell, 1987:8). It is 
believed, based on the distribution of Selkirk sites and the presence of Selkirk pottery types on sites 
associated with Cree people during the Fur Trade, that Selkirk ceramics were made by the Cree of the Late 
Woodandperiod (Hiady, 1970:121; 1971:W; MacNeish, 1958:47-49; Meyer, 1987:187,192,194,1%; 
Meyer and Russell, 1987:25,26; Wright, l971:2 l,23; 1981:92). 

58 At the time that Europeans first came to the Manitoba region, Woods Cree appear to have occupied a 
range encompassing the boreal forest from James Bay westwards to Lake Athabasca, and from M e  
Manitoba and Lake of the Woods north to the limit of the full boreal forest, north of the Churchill River 
(Jarvenpa and Brumbach, 1984: 152; Meyer, 19a7: 192). The Hudson Bay Lowlands appear to have seen 
comparatively little use by the Cree, or by other Nations, due to the relatively poor fishing and hunting 



available there, and the diffïculty of the nvers for canoe Crave1 (Feit. 1%9:49,54; Russell, 1975424,425; 
Wood, 198365). 

Lister (1988). however, has argued that the Hudson Bay Lowlands of northern Ontano had k e n  used by 
some people in both summer and winter. and that the people sustained themselves primarily through 
fishing in this region. At least some Cree were obviously visiting the West Coast of the Bay as well (at 
least occasionally), as it was at the mouth of the Churchill River that Henry Hudson accidentdy 
encountered Cree in 16 1 1 A.D. (Alcock, 19 16:433). 

59 Long-distance trade through North America is evidenced in Manitoba sites from as earl y as the Middle 
Woodiand culture period (Manitoba Heribge Network, 1998; Riddle, 1994b:ZS; Wright, 198 1:gO). Trade 
between regions also occurred on a slightly smaller s a l e  during the Archaic culture period: Copper, for 
example, was traded out onto the Plains from Lake Supenor at this early t h e  (Wright, 1995:291,292328). 

Inuit Iamps are typically made of stone. but have aiso been made from clay (Hart, 1994; Wood and 
Wasnick, 1976:5). It has been concluded through isotopic analyses of residues on the Kame Hiils 
plates/lamps that signifîcant amounts of fat or oil were bumed on these vessels, although whether the 
residues were the result of use of the vessels as either fryïng pans or oif lams, or both. could not be 
detennuied (Shemffet d., 1995: 109). 

Even the number of Taltheilei projectile points left behind dong the shoreluies in north-central Manitoba 
rnay be greater than previously thought. Since the beginnings of the Churchi'tl River Diversion 
Archaeological Project, the number of TaltheiIei artifacts identified in north-centrai Manitoba has grown 
si,&cantly. As late as 1990, only four sites in the CDAP study region had k e n  determined to have 
evidence of Taltheilei occupation (Kroker, 1990: 154). in contrast, Larcombe's andysis of al1 of the 
identifiable projectile points recovered during CDAP activities (Lm identifies twenty-two sites in which 
projectiie points appear to be of the Tdtheilei tradition. In part, this is due to the vast increase in artifacts 
recovered during the CDAP activi ties of recent years. But also, there has been considerable difficul ty in 
identifying Taltheilei points in Manitoba: until recently they were regdarly mistaken for certain Plano 
projectile point styles which they closely resemble except in the grinding of their bases (Kroker, 1999: 
personal cornmuniça tion; Lacombe, 1997b: 87). 
6CThe subarctic regions have been conservatively estimated to have been home to more than 30,000 people 
at any one time (Kroeber. cited in Rogers and Smith, 1981: 141). but these numbers were not evenly 
distributed. Among the Western Woods Cree done, there may have been 2 0 . 0  or more individuals at the 
time of contact (Smith, 1981a:267), while there may never have been much more than 4000 or so members 
in the Dené bands of northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan (Smith, 198 lb:274,275). Population density in 
the boreal forest also varied from region to region, p a t e r  in the western fuii boreal forest than in the 
Hudson Bay LowIands or the northwestern transitionai forest, and perhaps lowest in Labrador. The eastern 
Den6 rarely had a population demity greater than one person per 160 km2 (Smith. 1981 b:27S). On the 
other hand, there may have k e n  as little as ten or less square kiiometers of space per person in the Berens 
River region (Rogers, 1%6:32), and in particularly productive areas tbis density could easily have been even 
p t e r .  

" The Hudson Bay Company trader James Isham claimed that the Natives did not hunt waterfowl in the 
days before fuearms (Rich, 1949: 117). but it is evident that they did: waterfowl hunting is the theme of 
several stories recounting events of long ago in the Cree past ( e g  'Wee-sa-kay-jac with the Canadian 
Geese" in: Ray and Stevens, 197 l:m,4l ), goose and duck feasts were an important rituai of the Cree that 
were commented on by the eartiest European explorers and traders (Meyer, 1975435). the Cree were already 
skilied in hunting waterfowl when the early trade posts f i t  hired them to hunt geese in the spring (Heame. 
1971 [1795]:25; Russell, 197542). and the bones of geese, ducks and swan are al1 found in archaeological 
assemblages of north-central Manitoba (Orecklin, 1976: 17). It is possible that waterfowl hunting rnay have 
increased in importance with the fur trade (this coinciding with the introduction of fïrearms), especidly 
among the hunters for the Bayside posts (Honigmann, 1981:223), but there is littie reason to believe 
Isham's claim that waterfowl were not hunted previously. 

Fur Trade journais have been used as sources of information on Aboriginal land use possibilities. It 
shouId be noted that the j o d s  of Indian Lake House (cited as HBCA, B.91) do not aiways distinguish 



between Cree and Den6 visitors to the pst. Since both were using this p s t  in the early years after its 
establishment, references to what the 'Indians' were dohg at auy given time do not necessarily always refer 
to Cree behavior. However, the Dené trading at Indian Lake House had by this time adopted a more Cree- 
We adaptation to the boreal forest. It is reasonable to suggest that, with few exceptions, both Cree and 
Dené visitors would be carrying out the same sorts of activities at roughly the same time. References have 
been selected for this thesis with some care to not atûibute a behavior to Cree people that was not theirs, 
but errors are certainly possible. Staternents which are supported d y  by hdian Lake House references, if 
not supported by other observations, shodd be treated as hypothetical. 

Sturgeon in particular was a highiy vaiued fish - important not ody  for its rich meat but also for the 
large amounts of oïl which could be rendered from its flesh, and for its useful skin which was often made 
into containers (Hannibal-Paci, 1997:80; Holzkamm et al., 199 1: 125). 

66 The extent of food preservation by Cree people pnor to adoption of the fur trade economy is not c i ex  It 
is certain that some food surplus would be preserved with each hawest, as fresh meat wiü spi1 within days 
if not dried or frozen, and ùerries could be an important nutritional supplement to the winter diet, 
Brightman (1993:357-365) has argued that the intensive preserving and s t o ~ g  of food in &es of plenty to 
be saved for future, Ieaner seasons may have been less cornmon traditionly than during the fur trade. With 
the later fur trade, game was becoming increasingly scarce and families were travelling over smailer ranges 
through the winter, making caches of food both more accessible and more vital. "Prehistorically and during 
the early food [sic.] trade. resources were probably obtained with sufficient predictability to make intensive 
food storage unnecessary to group survivat" (Brightman, 1993:365). Rather, "(t)he preferred strategy was to 
live on fresh mat ,  preserving only what was necessary to ensure against death by starvation and eating the 
rest at once" (Brightman. 1993:363). This is reflected also in Mason's assessrnent of the Swampy Cree: 
"hcking foresight in tirnes of plenty, the Cree rarely put in a store of food for the dreary winter that 
followed. An exception to this was the occasional preservation of meat and fish by dryîng and smoking 
near a fire" (1%7: 12). Brightman points out in his arguments that it is less likely a lack of foresight, as a 
lack of m e  need that kept the Cree from setting up stores of food of a quantity to 1 s t  ail winter long. 

Large amounts of meat. fish, berries and tea greens may or may not have k e n  preserved and M e d  or 
cached traditionly, but at leas t some probably were. 

67 Although squirrel were not considered suitable food for addts when other game was available, they couid 
be taken quite regularly by children who often practiced their hunting and trapping skills on the abundant 
little noisemakers, and were sometimes eaten by them (e-g. Rogers, 1973:54). Squirrel bones found in 
archaeological sites shouId not too quickly be dismissed as 'intrusive' or 'nonculturai'. 

Regardless of how specialized the Edthen-eldeli Dent5 caribou-hunting economy may have ken,  Heame 
(1971 [179SJ:2 13) noted in 1795 that the Chipewyan were "as fond of variety as any people whom 1 ever 
saw", and that they enjoyed the odd dish of tish, fowl, and other game and plant foods for a change of pace. 
even when there was plenty of caribou around. 

69 Among the Dené that Hearne was travelling with, few liked to kiü either wolf or wolverine for food or 
fun, "under a notion that they are sometliing more than common animals" (Hearne, 1971 [1795):209). 

'O Like the Cree, Den6 probably hunted waterfowl traditionally; ihey were already skilled in hunting geese 
during the earl y fur trade. while on the other hand they were rather poor moose hunters owing to their lack 
of familiarity with the latter (Gillespie, 1976: 10). 

" Several birds less often mentioned in discussions of subarctic peoples' diets have also k e n  included by 
Hearne as passable to esteemed foods among the Dene: eagles, hawks, owls, ravens and crows, cranes, 
loons. guils, pelicans and swans (1971 [ 1793:399435). Cree qui te likel y dso  made use of these from 
tirne to time as well. 
72 When stands of birch trees were found, Den6 made certain to note the location and. whenever possible, 
collected the bark in smh a way that the tree could continue to live (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 168,170). 

Birket-Smith (1930:76) s tated that the Chipewyan (Edthen-eldeli Dene) did not possess or use many 
herbal medicina, relying instead primarily on s b a n s  for healing. Yet among the Dogrib, who live in a 
similar environment as the Edtheneideli, numerous plant remedies were known and used day-to-&y for 



common ailments and shiimans were resorted to ody whm these hehds and other well-known treatments 
f d e d  (Ryan, 199442). Fewer medicind plants may have been available, but those that were used for a 
wide variety of ailments (see Ryan, 1994:48.60) and should not be underestirnated. Likely, the same couid 
have k n  said for the Edthen-eldeli. 

'' SimiIuly, drive lanes may have been constructed in such a way that they would lead into a Iandsape or 
topographical feature which nahuaily helped to impound the ckbou. Petch (1997b:81), for example, noted 
that a major drive Iane on the Robertson Esker (northern Manitoba) appeared to lead into a maze of smd 
dunes, and h t  the dune Iandscape may have been used as part of an impoundment; the TaItheiIei hunters 
were probably taking advantage of naturd fanues. 

'' Wàen made by Dené, the poles, b m h  piles, etc. used to make these drive Ianes might be placed fifteen to 
twenty meters apart in line (Hearne, l m 1  [1795J:79). However, once herded into the wide end of the drive 
lane (which was wide enough at the end of the long, funnel-shaped lane to not be conspicuous), the caribou 
generaily stayed between the liaes. Fiags that would fiap Ln the wind were attached to sticks dong these 
lines, and this flapping would scare the caribou away from the edges of the lane, preventing their escape 
(Heanxe, 197 1 [1795]:321; Legat, 19955.6)- 

76 lit has been said, however, that the use of drive lanes for herding caribou was only truly effective during 
their s p ~ g  migrations. In this season, the high winds and the glare off the snow and ice could sufficiently 
confuse the caibou into mistaking the drive lanes for natural boundanes, and made them more easily 
frightened so that they would be readily herded (Legat, 19956). To hunt caribou communal1 y in seasons of 
open water, people more often took advantage of the tendency for caribou to cross Iarger water bodies at 
predictable, narrow crossing places. At such Iocations, the hunters could wait in hiding and ambush the 
caribou, spearing them from canoes when they swam across (Birket-Smith, 1930:32,33; Brightman, 
1993:8; H e h .  1988: 14; Legat, 19957; Mason. 1967: 12; Smith, 1982: 14.15)- 

Unfortunately, many references are quite vague as to the season of use of drive lanes and corrals for 
hunting caribou (e-g. Brightman, 1993:8; Harper, 1955:51,52; Heffley, 1981:137; Sharp, 1977:39), and 
this point may be subject to debate. Regardless, ihere are at least some references to the use of drive lanes 
and corrals by the Cree and Dené for hunting caribou at h e s  other than the spring migration (e-g. Birket- 
Smith, 1930:21; Gordon, 199ûx289; Hearne, 1971 [17953:320-322; Heffley, 1981:137; KelsalL, 1968:214; 
Smith, 1982: 14.15). especidy in the late falllearly winter (e-g. Kelsall, 1%8:214; ,Minni, 1976:75; 
VanStone, 1974:24), aithough its use for the spring migration still seems to be the most common. 

77 Although tbere is debate regarding whether gill nets were used traditionally by the Cree, they were 
apparently used for as much as the Iast 1200 years by numerous groups in the subarctic regions, including 
the Dené (Birket-Smith, 1930:28; Cleland. 1989505; Martijn and Rogers, 1%9:%; Rogers and Smith. 
1981: 134; Rostlund, 1952:84,85). There is some archaeo10,oical evidence for grll net technology by the 
Cree at Southern fndian M e  (Mdory, 1975:4.5), and it will be presumed here that those Cree did use giil 
nets tradition1 y. 

According to Dené elder George Blondin (1997:22,23), 'The only problem was we had such p r  
materials to make nets; you had to twist willow bark into thread and weave it into a net that was ruined if 
you let it dry out or freeze. You had to keep it in water a i i  the time. Only hardworking people had long 
fish nets and they were always busy repairing them or making new ones." For these reasons, it seems 
likely that if, under local conditions, other rnethods of taking fish could provide the people with enough 
food, the use of gin nets for fishing would be reduced or absent, although not necessdy unlaiown. 

7g For example, Burch (19'71: 149) found in his expenences with Alaskan Inuit that people would avoid what 
would othenvise be excellent hunting or fishing sites because of their knowledge that these -c sites 
were inhabited by monsters, hostile ghosts, and similar beings. It might be that rumour of dangerous 
beings at such sites wouid only havé signïfïcant influence on people's movements and land use when they 
were fiiding sufficient food and materials elsewhere (W. Koolage, 1998: personal communication; e .g  
Blondin, 1990:92), but there is still some influence exerted on people, al1 the same (e.g. Flannery, 
199540,41). 



'' S t e h b ~ g  proposes îhat rock paintings in the forests of Manitoba may date back as early as the Archaic 
archaeological p e n d  - possibly dating to as early as 2500 B.C. in the southern forests, and spreading 
slowly through the north over the generations following (Steinbring, 1998:50,130). 

EUen SmaiIboy, a Swampy Cree woma. born in the 1 8 5 0 ~ ~  remembers having buried her father in clay 
soi1 (Flannery, 1995: 13). 

13' D m  dances do not appear to have been reserved for any particular time of year in the way that one of the 
most important community ceremonies of the Cree - the Goose Dance - were, but rather could have been 
held whenever a gathenng of people took place. 

Blondin's descriptions of the drum dances refer to those practiced by the Dogrib. The eastern Dene 
peoples aiso had sacred dances, however, and these were apparently quite simiIar to those of the Dogrib 
leading Samuel Heame to suggest that the Chipewyan's dances must have been borrowed from their western 
neighbours (Heame, 1971 [1795]:334). 

S= For example, at a sacred site in the Dogrib temtory between Great Bear Lake and Great Slave Lake, 
Dogrib people (another of the Dené nations. they were the western neighbours of the Chipewyan) wouid 
climb a large bedrock hill, at the top of wbich they would make an offering and then drop a stone into a 
crack or crevasse. If the stone could be heard hitting the water at the bttom, it meant that that person 
would live a long iif'e (Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 167). 

There are aiso iafrequent references to Dend pïacing their dead up on scaffolding and sometimes cremating 
them, but it is thought that these were probably not common practices among most northem Athapskan 
,oroups (Ward. 1995: 102). 
84 By 1682, there was enough interest in trade with the Cree West of Hudson Bay that three separate trading 
companies constnicted posts near the Bay: the HBC on the Nelson River, nearits mouth; the French nearby 
on the Hayes River; and New England traders on Gillam Island in the Nelson River. Both the New England 
and the English posts were destroyed by the French the next spring, the HBC quickly building a new post 
on the banks of the Nelson (McCarthy, 19872; Smythe, 1968:78). This set the pattern for the next 30 
years, control of the pduai ly  increasing trade at the Bay shifting regularly between the HBC aud iheir 
French rivals. As a resuit, Cree cornhg to trade at the Bay could never be certain of who would be there to 
receive them and the trade was erratic at best (Russeil, 1982:97,98). in spite of this, people continued to 
corne as trade goods grew in appeai. 

h 1713. under the Treaty of Utrecht, European control of the trade at Hudson Bay was ceded to the 
English, giving the HE3C a monopoly dong the coast, while their rivals controiled the fur trade in the Great 
Lakes region. The western interior, however, was left open for competi tion and expIoration by both the 
French and English increased (Mason, 1%7:7; Tyrreli, 1934:3). 
=The hunters among homeguard groups were important as p s t  provisioners. The women, in addition to 
snaring game and tending fish nets for the posts, provided a vi ta1 domestic labour force. and in the earl y 
days of the trade were commonly employed by their fbr trade husbands as guides and interpreters (Brown, 
1980:64-66; Van Kirk. 198053-63)- 

86 It is uniikely that the Cree and Den6 were in cornpetition over f u r b e r s  or  trade goods per se, as at rhis 
&y point the fùrbearers and large game of the northem boreal forest remained reasonably abundant 
(Brightman, 1993:266), and relatively few Cree and fewer Dené were trapping or hunting for trade. 
However, the inland Cree held a lucrative position in their role of middlemen for the trade, and they no 
doubt wanted as few outsiders as possible coming in to trade directiy at the posts, thus by-passing the Cree 
profiteers. 
87 The competitive nature of the eariy fur trade kept the prices for trade goods comparatively 'low' until the 
1820s. Thus, it took relatively littie intensification of furbearer hunting and trapping to provide the furs 
needed for people to acquire the Iimited trade goods which they desired in these times. Regardless of the 
scaie of change, there was some increase in furbearer taking foliowing the opening of idand posts, at least 
among those who had previously been middlemen in the trade (Brightman, 1993:245,260,299; Ray, 
1974: 69). 



88 The XY Company, 'Sir Alexander MacKenzie and Company?, set up in opposition to the HBC and NWC 
in the years between 1794 and 1804, at which time it was absorbed by the NWC (Brown, 1980:39; 
KlimZro, 1982: 135). 

The mdtitude of tra& posts built during the period of inland competition can be seen, for example, in 
maps drawn by the explorer Peter Fider between A.D. 1790 and 1809. In his maps of the middle Churchill 
River region (c. 1807). both abandoned and occupied posts are indicated a11 dong the river, adjacent Iakes. 
and on txïbutary nvers and strearns @ K A ,  E-313). 

Smith (1981b:273) sbtes that the Chipewyan monopoly on the northwestern trade ended as early as the 
late 1700s when free traders f i t  entered the northwestern interior. Blondin (1997:3 l), however, maintains 
that aithough Fort Chipewyan was established in 1788 at the east end of Lake Athabasca, the Dogrib and 
other northwestern Dené groups were not able to deal directly with the trade companies unal some time into 
the 1800s because the Chipewyan were unwilling to relinquish their rniddleman position. 

91 ID. the New Churchill district of Manitoba (the region between the Churchill and Nelson rivers), ont y five 
HBC posts were left at the end of 182 1: Indian M e  Home (on Southem Indian lake), Reindeer Lake, 
Nelson House (on Threepoint Lake). Setting Lake and Split Lake (Alcock, 1916439; Tyrreli, 1917381). 

9' With the establishment of a Registered Trap Line system throughout northem Manitoba by 1942 
(Hrenchuk, 1991:5) and with increasing pressure to enroll children in school after Wcirld War II. these new, 
more sedentary settlement pattern became almost mandatory (Helm and Leacock, 1971:361; Helm et al., 
198 1: 149). 

93 For example, successful trade posts were established for the Dené at the east end of Lake Aihabasça in the 
eariy 1800s. Dené did come tc trade at these posts but the location was a place with abundant caribou and 
fish resourm, and was one which they regularly visited in the winters dready. When the posts were 
abandoned and the trade moved to Fort Chipewyan, most of the Den6 traders ceased to come so regulariy to 
the posts (Minni. 1976:60). 
" Although Irimoto (1981a: 15.16) was describing this pattern of boih siimmering and wintering within the 
forest nearby posts as king  practiced by some Chipewyan families in the period of c. 1920-1945, there 
were probably at Ieast some families making this transition to summering south of the treeline somewhat 
earlier, although not in any great numbers. 

95 Smith notes that the Edthen-eldeli Dené, in contrat to the more westedy Chipewyan and other western 
Dené groups, were not more than marginally involved in the fur trade until the beginning of the twentieth 
century (1981b:275). The other Chipewyan peoples, although similariy marginal during the earlier fur trade 
years, tended to become more involved near the end of the eighteenth century, with the intensive inland 
competition period that increased the profits of trade around the same tirne that it took away their 
middleman position (Smith, 198 1 b:î'B). 

%The date marking the end of the Late Woodland period, the end of the Precontact, is irnprecise- The 
eariiest reguiar contact between Aboriginal people and the European newcomers West of Hudson Bay - the 
beginning of the postcontact period - did not occur until A.D. 1682. with the establishment of fur trade 
posts on the Nelson River. However, effects of the European fur trade on the St. Lawrence River could 
have been felt in this region decades earlier (for example, through peoples* involvement in indirect trade). 
This transitional period, during whirh reguiar contact had not yet been established but effects of the 
Europeans' presence to the east codd be detected, is called the Protocontact Period. This period will be 
considered under the Eariy Fur Trade reconstructions (A.D. 16623- 1ûî0). but its precise age and duration in 
the study region is not yet well understood. 

97 Barren ground caribou migrations are defmed in spring by a shift from nomadic off and on wandenng of 
the dispersed caribou to a more directionai movement of aggregating caribou towards their calving grounds 
with Little or no interruption to the migration once it has commenced. Typicidiy, this unintempted travel 
begins between mid-March and late ApriI, depending largely on the weaîher (Kelsail, 1%8: 138). 'The 
tendency is for caribou in the areas most remote from the calving grounds to start migration fust, and for 
the beginning of movement to become progressively later towards me-line." (Kelsaii, 1 s  139). At least 
a portion of the herds have usually reached the t reehe  by early May, and the calving grounds are nonnaiiy 



reached by the pregnant cows by late May or early June (KeIsall, L%8: 139). 

* It is often said that the only time baren ground caribou hides are suitable for clothing, tent covers and 
other items requiring unblemished bides is in the late s u m e r  through early fall (before the wable fly 
larvae infesting them hatch and bore holes tbrough the skin, but after holes from the previous year's 
infa tation had healed) (Blondin, 1997:206; Burch, 1972:362; Driver, 1990: 19; Harper, 195557; Kelsall. 
1%8:274). However, if there was need for rawhide or other s m d ,  l e s  fuie hide items. the spring caribou 
hides would probably have k e n  useful at least for these and mi& have been used if not enough rnoose had 
been kiiied to fulfiII these needs. 

*The famiiies most likely to be able to retrieve cached canoes and other summer equipment were those 
who spent the winter in pursuit of animals that were fiirly predictable in their movements and did not range 
too far over the winter months, allowing the families to be abIe to predict where the break-up would fmd 
them - this being not too far from where they had spent the freeze-up. This rnight include people who 
spent winter living off of rnoose, woodand caribou. fish and smaiier game. in contrast, those farther north 
who had the opportunity to Live off the ever-moving barra  ground caribou could not predict where they 
would be come sprhg, and more often had to construct new canoes flaylor, 1980: 17). RegardIess of where 
a family was at break-up, however, new caooes would have to be made from time to t h e ,  as the seasons of 
use and storage took their toll on their construction. Samuel Hearne once remarked that "...the best Birch 
Rinde Cannoe that can be built d l  not last longer then one Year." (Tyrreff, 1934: 189). and dthough this 
rnay reflect the geater loads that canoes carried during the fur trade, it is shll unlikely that the same came 
couid be re-used for more ihan a couple of years. 

lm If a family used dog teams to pull the toboggans in the winter. the dogs wouid be left in the spring at a 
place where they could be retrieved come the fall, and checked on and mahtained through the summer 
(usuall y on an island) (Sharp, 1977:38). This would, however, constrain the s m e r  movements of the 
family considerably and it is likely that most did not keep more than one or two dogs which they could take 
with them in the summers, if they kept dogs at dl .  

'O' The cleaning and smoking of fish may have k e n  done by the women either at the fishing site - if this 
was not too far from camp - or back at the camp itself. ,Meyer (L985:2 13). describing the fishing practices 
of the Red Earih Cree in the Iater fur trade years, notes that people tried to stay away from the weirs in 
between clearing them out, in order to not scare the fish away. Presumably this wouid mean that any 
processing of the fish would have to be done some distance from the fishing site - likely on the downwind 
side of camp. 

'" Brandson (198 1: 16). Smith (198 1 b:279), and B. Anderson (in Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 16) 
refer to most hidework being done in the colder monttis, while Nickels (1997) expected tbat the wamer 
months were the time for the majority of hide work. It may be significant that the former are referring to 
Den6 practices and the latter to Cree, but it is more likely that bide work could be done at any time of the 
year, certain steps of the process sometimes king left for later seasons when the work would be made easier 
-the unfished bides bundled up and taken dong or cached when camp was moved - and that the periods of 
greatest hidework activity occurred at the times h t  the largest aumber of mammals with useful sklns were 
k i n g  taken. This seems to be the case for the recent Mistassini Cree as depicted by Rogers (197927-3 1): 
the initial processing of hides (freezing and scraping, or soaking, scraping and drymg) was done at whatever 
time of year they were procured, although freezing temperatures made this initial scraping easier, the best 
time to complete the process (re-scraping, drying, stretching and tanninglsmokng) was during the late 
spring or eariy summer months (May-June), dthough again the hides codd be tamed either in s m e r  or 
winter mon& as necessary. 

'" The time of year at which such joumeys were made and when the meetings occurred may have varîed, 
depending on the convenience of where they wouid each n o d y  be at that time, when they would have 
items to trade, and when it was a good rime for travel and at least small gatherings. Although such travel 
and trade is Iikely to have occurred primarily in the wamer seasons, from Iate spring to the fall, it  rnay not 
have been restricted to these seasons. For example, if Rock Cree and eastern Dené people wished to trade 
with each otlier, i t seems Me1 y that they would have met during the winter months, when the Dené were 
further south and thus closer to Cree temtory. 



Most histotical and some modem references do not distinguish between Barren ground and Woodland 
Caribou. There are records of Cree waiting for migratory caribou in mid-August on the Churchill River 
(e-g- HBCA. B.û3/d2:4), and though some bmen  ground caribou do at times range up to 100 or miles 
south of the treeline in the late summer before nirning back for the nit (Kelsd, 1968:64). these couid also 
possibly have k e n  a Woodland herd. Orecklia (1976:75), citing Mason (l%? 12). refers to a northward 
migration of caribou through the Wapisu Lake area around early A u p t ,  which is like the limited 
migration pattern of Woodland caribou (Parker, 1972: 18). but again çould possibly be the return north of 
an advance guard of barren p u n d  caRbou Regardless of which types of caribou were king referred to 
~ ~ c a l l y ,  in each of ihe references cited the marner of hunting the caribou was the same: migrating 
caribou were ambushed by waiting Cree at water crossings. This means that at least some caribou were 
migrating in the region in the earlier f d ,  and so could be m a s  harvested at this the .  

los Based on fur trade records, authors like Mason (1967: 12) and Brightman (1993:357-365) have argued that 
aithough the Cree have in recent times conscientiously preserved and stored surplus foods for leaner seasons, 
this practice was far less common or intensive in the earlier days of the fur trade and probably not before: 
''The preferred strategy was to live on fresh mat ,  preserving o d y  what was necessary to ensure against 
death by starvation and eaMg the rest at once" (Biightman. 1993363)- Whether or not food preservation 
was previously as important as it became with the changing economy, it was stiU practiced to some estent, 
and the fall wodd E e l y  have been one of the most important times for building up stores of food. 
1 O 6  In most years, the EC;tminuriak herd had crossed the treeline by the end of October - although sometimes 
this did not occur untii as late as December (Harper, 1955: 18; Kelsall, 1 %8: 142). B y Iate November or 
early December they would normally have migrated as far south as they wodd go in that winter, and would 
tum more westwards to travel on towards their winter ranges at a "more leisurel y pace" (Kelsall, 1%8: 132; 
Parker, 1972:47), the populations beginning to break up for the winter months at this point. The actual 
path taken by the migrating caribou codd be diffrcult to predict as these could vary considerably from year 
to year. Caribou codd keep to the same path leading to the same winterhg grounds for a number of y-, 
and then suddenly switch (Burch, 1972:351,352). 

In the past century, although here have k e n  numerous variations, the migration path of at least part of 
the Kaminuri& caribou popdation has been recorded to have regularly brought herds past the northem end 
of Southern Indian Lake sometime during the freeze-up - around the beginning of November (Mches ,  
1913: 116; Wood, 1983:2 1)- From there caribu would continue on southwestwards, often down the 
western shore of Southem hdian Lake through the climax black spruce forest areas which the caribou need 
for feeding in, until at Ieast haif-way down the length of the lake, where many would turn westwards 
towards Reindeer Lake. When the population was quite Iarge, others might continue southwards yet farther. 
There were re,darly at least some caribou which stopped to winter around Southern Xndian Lake, especially 
in years that eariy heavy snows forced the caribou to retreat northwards where snowfdl was generally less 
(Harper, 19557; Mclnnes, 19 13: 1 16; Parker, 1972:22; Simmons et al.. 1979:7; Wood, l983:Sl). 

'O7 In the references cited, the winter hunting groups range in size from single nucfear famiIies to up to five 
related families (Haiiowell. 199244; Meyer, 1985213; Tanner. 1979:22). These refer to winter groups 
involved in furbearer trapping for trade or sale, however. Brightman (1993: 1 1) no tes that group size tends 
to increase through the winter after the ea,rly winter trapping is replaced by hunting as the dominant 
economic activity, so it may be reasonable to expect that except in those times that food resources were 
very scarce and dispersed, winter groups wodd not have been so small in pre-fur trade days as those more 
recently. 

There is some debate among informants as to where water was procured in the winter months. Some Say 
that melting snow was the most common practice and that water was very rareiy taken from holes made in 
the ice (Glover, i%2:36; Honigmann, 1956:40). while others insist that melting snow for water was 
avoided as much as possible. and that people preferred to take water direciiy from streams or springs 
(Rogers, 1973:75). No doubt people would have used whichever of these sources of water was most 
convenient and potable at the time. 

'O9 Barren ground caribou have in the past often migrated past Southern Indian Lake, sometimes reaching 
even its south end before turning westwards, sometimes wintering in the area (Hanna, 1975: 10; Riddle, 



1994a: 18; Parker* 1972:22; Wood, 198321). A site nearby the South Bay Narrows is called 
Oponapiwiwinihk ("wintering camp"), because the plentiful caribou and fish reguiarly found in that area 
during the winters made it an attractive wintering place (Linklater, 199490)- 

' ''Among the Dené, each regional band tended to be spatidy associated with a particular breeding 
popdation of the barren &round caribou, For example, the eastern Edthen-eldeli Dené were most concernai 
with the Kaminuriak caribou population (Gordon, 197575; 1981:3). Local bands often concentrated on the 
rnovements of specific 'herds', or fluid sub-groups of the larger populations. Each of these wintered in 
different locations within the northern forests and followed different migration paths (see Parker, 
1972:22,23), and different groups of people's movements were normaily witbin these different herd areas 
(Gordon. 197576). 

' " References to more recent Caribou-eater Dené caribou hunting and setdement strategies (e-g. Birke t- 
Smith, 1930; Irimoto, 198 la; Sharp, 1977; Smith, 1978) as direct analogy for patterns in the past may be 
misleading in certain details. As pointed out by Gordon (1990b:400), the people who have been the 
subjects of these ethnopphic studies have already been impacted to some extent by the fur tra& and later 
developments and live most of the year in communities situated south of the treeline. For people not 
actively following the movements of the caribou, it was a more effective strategy to anticipate the travel 
routes of migrating caribou and to ambush them at strategic locations which the hunters had reached ahead 
of tirne. They would focus on other sources of food, including dried or frozen caribou meat, at other times 
of the year. Gordon argues, however, that because in previous times people were more mobile and travelled 
seasonally from taiga to tundra, they were more able to 'follow' the caribou throughout the year rather than 
waiting mainly for the herds to cross the treeline in the spring and again in the fall(1990b:400). 

Gordon does not deny that the opportuni ty to hunt the great concentrations of caribou presented to the 
Dené during the migrations would have been important before the settlement of year-round communities 
(1989:69), although he does expect that only the southward migrations would have been intercepted and 
mass harvested reguIarly (197572; 1981:3; 1990a:289; 1990b:4ûû). Rather he asserts that in addition to 
these mass hamests, Dené families wodd aiso continue on to follow the caribou well out onto the barrens 
in the summer and into the forest in the winter, hunting these animais whenever they were encountered 
(1989:69; 1990b:4ûû), and îhis is reflected in the assertions of the Dent? elders who Say that they were once 
just like the wolves, aiways following the caribou (Petch. 199%74), as weU as in the writings of early 
observers like Samuel Hearne (e-g. 1971 11795) 143539,42,69,78-80.83,85,~-87,117.119,142.I95,201. 
2O4,222,283,286320). 

Even Burch, who once claimed tbat because people cannot easily keep up with caribou on the move, 
the Aboriginal peuples of northern North Amenca would not have followed caribou year-round but instead 
hunted them ody seasonaily (1972:344-345). soon modified this assertion when applied to the Caribou- 
eater Dené. Although his 1972 cIaim "SU carries the aura of reveaied tnith in some circles--at least with 
regard to following the herds" (Burch. 1991:439), he himself has long accepted that alihough people might 
not always be able to accompany migrating caribou step for step, the Dené couid at least follow close 
enough behind to reach boih the summer and winter ranges in time to fmd and hunt caribou in these places 
as well as sporadically while travelling between them (Burch, 1991). 
I I 2  Dené seem to have rarely travelled dong river systems prior to the later fur trade. This was most Likely 
because so few of the northem rivers flow in the directions travelled by Den6 between the transitional 
forests and the barrens (roughiy north-south in the eastem Dené temtories) in the fmt place. This is 
probably another reason why the Dene did not use canoes for tmvel traditionally, and why they frequently 
hunted on the ice but travelled over it l a s  often than did the Cree. 

In the winter, in those instances that the rivers or Iakes did ailow them to travel in the desired direction, 
Dené traveilers might walk over the ice for days at a tirne (e.g. Hearne, 1971 [1795l:211,212,282). 

'13 Among the Dogrib, at least, lake narrows appear to have been particulady common sites for constructing 
drive lanes for the spring caribou hunts (see Legat, 199S:Appendix 1). 

'14 Bwch (1972:364) has argued that the path of caribou migration can be highly variable, so hunting sites 
are unlikely to have been regularly re-used in consecutive years. If sites have been re-used by hunters, he 
expects that the occupations wouId be separated by severai years or even generations more often than aot. 



In contrast, Gordon (1981:3) suggests: "Migration through the same river valleys and across identical water 
crossing are highly reliable. Terrestriai factors such as topography, vegetation, old caribou t d s ,  and snow 
(spring mieontion); purposefui movement dong a basic pattern and an accurate spring heading for the 
calving grounds by pregnant cows (KeIsall 1%8: lO6,llO,ll4) appears to govern this reiiability." Kelsall, 
in his monograph, recognized this paradox: although the same migration t r d s  do tend to be re-usd 
regularly, the actual path taken by the caribou in any one year can stiii be quite unpredictable (1%8: 107). 
It seems likely that the same strategic sites could have been used for hunting the caribou any year that they 
travelled that same path, and that this would have happened fairly frequentiy, but not necessarily reliably. 

'15 Mass harvests of caribou appear to have been more common during the late summer and fall seasons 
than in the spring (Burch, 199 1 :M2; Gordon, 197572; 1990a:282; 1990b:400; Hearne, 1971 [1795J: 195; 
Sharp, 1981:233), although it is possible that when conditions were opportune, large groups could 
simiiarly corne together in the spring to ambush caribou, as reconstnicted by Smith (1978). The co- 
operation of several families for the communal spring hunts of caribou was important in the memory of 
Dené elders (e.g. Andrews and Zoe, 1997: 167-168; Legat, 1993, and in some places, these hunts could 
conceivably be quite extensive: ".-. a mi,orating herd may be over 200 miles in length and movement 
through a given point may take several weeks" (Kelsall, 1%8: 139). 

Social motivation for band gatherings may not have k e n  quite so pressing for Dené as tbey could be for 
the Cree since families of Edthen-eldeli Dené tended to be in relatively constant contact through their re,aular 
visiting even when dispersed in the bush or out on the barrens, this k ing  how they kept informed of the 
movements of the caribou throughout the year (Smith, 1978:81,82). However, the gathering of a local 
band probably remaineci important for helping to maintain a sense of community identity, for more efficient 
planning sessions, for the dnim dances, and so on. 

Il7 The banens, being so open, were too cold to travel over through much of the spring, and break-up was 
often undenvay on the rivers, at Ieast, by the time the Dené crossed the treeline (Hearne, 1971 
11793: 17,28,119). However, the lakes could rernain frozen and safe for some tirne - sometimes well into 
July (Heame, 1971 117951: 1 18,135). 

Among at Ieast some groups, however, fat was considered to be bad to eat much of in the summer, and 
lean meat was regulariy eaten (e.6. Blondin. 199773). 

It has been estimated, for example, that an average of eight to ten caribou hides were needed to make just 
one adult's winter outîlt, anywhere between about 20 and 70 hides to make a tent cover, and many more for 
various other important items (Hearne, 1971 [1795]:50,196; Kelsall, l%8:2 1 1; Smith, 1982:s). 

l m  In some years and some places, some of the caribou aggregated dong the treeline would m i p t e  into the 
forest for some distance. returning northwards for the nit around the end of September (Harper, 1955: 18; 
h o t o ,  1981a: 15; Kelsall, 1%8:64,107,128). This advance penetration was quite cornnion in some 
regions, such as the Duck Lake region in recent years, but elsewhere was not very predictabfe (Kelsall, 
l%8:64), and most caribou did not cross the treeline until the fm t heav y snowfalis in late fall to earl y 
winter (Kelsaii, 1968: 109,171). Consequently, the Dené's early fall hunts of caribou were likely north of 
the treeline for the most part- Even on the barrens, however, they d n l y  would have taken advantage of 
the concentrations of caribou presented by these early, pre-rut migrations when they occurred (e.g. himoto, 
1981a: 15). 

"' For example, whitefish, which were particularly enjoyed by Den& wuld be caught in gea t  numbers at 
this time of year in weirs and îraps set between sets of rapids (Blondin, 199055). 

'- Gordon (199ûb:W) claims that there is no archaeological evidence for the Dené having built caches 
while on the barrens. 
LB The hides would be scraped and washed aimost immediately after the hunt, but were often put away after 
this was done until later in the fall when the weather turned cold. The cold air would freeze the soaked 
bides, drying them quickly (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 15,16). 

l x  At such places as shaliow bays and s m d  creeks and streams, the w e  between open water that could be 
crossed by boat and the time that the ice became safe for adults to walk across could be only a matter of 



d q s ,  as opposed to the weeb that people often had to wait before they codd once again cross the main 
bodies of large lakes or nvers (Penner, 19743). 

Although not sui table for clothing, the eari y winter hides of the caribou could stili be used for making 
thong which had many purposes (Hearne, 197 1 [1795]: 197). 

'26 Peter Fider's guides had destroyed their canoes at freeze-up to ensure that no-one else codd use them if 
they were unable to r e t m  in the spnng flyrrell, 19345 14). This was during the p e n d  of intensive iniand 
fur trade, however, and this behavior rnay have been a result of the bighly cornpetitive nature of some 
peoples during tbis t h e .  

l3 Travel farther south into the full b o r d  forest was probably not very common for the Ded,  however. It 
has k e n  observed that while caribou bulls often mi-grated farther south into the forests, the cows typically 
remained quite near the treeline (Smith, 1978:71,82). Because the buils lost most of their fat during the fa11 
nit, they were very lean during the winter months and thus l a s  desirable than the cows which could 
sometimes remain fat until the spring migration (Kelsail. 1968:41). For these reasom, it is expected that 
in a typical year Dent5 families would prefer to r e m a .  near the treeluie, focussing on the more cmcenûated 
and fatter cows. This would also aliow them to be closer to the barrens to which they would have to travcl 
again in the spring, and aiso to avoid the Cree who were more likely hunting the more scattered carilmu 
buiis when they hunted barren ground caribou at ail. 

lZ That large p u p s  could stiil winter together under certain conditions is evident in Herne's reflection on 
his travels during the winter of 1771-72; he noted that there had rarely been l a s  than 200 individuah with 
him h o u &  the whole winter's jounzey (1971 [1795J:279,280). How common such large winter groups 
would have been under 'normal' conditions in the days pnor to the firr trade is unknown. Hearne's 
destination of the Coppermine River had iniûally attracted a large number of Dené men to accompany him 
as it would allow them to attack Inuit camps dong the way, which they desired to do (Hearne, 1971 
[1795j: 1 19). and the numbers only increased by the time the r e m  to Prince of Wales Fort was underway 
that winter. There were many times that Hearne complained of a shortage of food among the group, but 
this was intersperseci with other pericxis of sufficient to very good hunting or fishing, and dried caribou meat 
kept them going through much of the earlier winter, the season during which they saw the fewest caribou 
(Hearne, 1971 [1795f:211.212,222,223). The large group size may have been supportable in this case 
because they were almost continually on the move, travelling east towards Prince of Wales Fort, and so 
would have had less conceni over exhausting local food resources in any one place. 

'" However. Hearne, while travelling westwards in March, came across a group of Den6 on the shores of a 
lake who had been there since the beginning of winter successfully hunting caribou using a pound (1971 
[1795]:78). 
''O Until the establishment of posts near the mouth of the Cùurchill River - Prince of Wales Fort, at other 
times called Fort Churchill - any of the Cree in north-central Manitoba wishing to trade at the Bay had to 
travel to the posts at the mouths of the Nelson and Hayes rivers, or even at Albany. However, when the 
first Prince of WaIes Fort was constructed in 1717 for the 'Northern indian* trade, the Hudson's Bay 
Company found that Cree from Southem Lndian Lake and elsewhere along the Churchill River and in the 
Athabasca region preferred to corne to the more northerly pos t. This jouney required far fewer detours and 
portages than that to York Factory. The latter was stiU frequented by Cree living along the Saskatchewan, 
Nelson and Hayes nvers and their tributaries (Lddater. 19942L.22; Pettipas, 1993: 17; Ray. 1978:29; 
Smith, 198 1c: 139,141; 1987:436). 

"' From the eariiest years of the Bay-sidc trade, the French traders began sending the coureurs de bois 
farther into the westem interior to intcrcept some of the trade (Van Kirk, 1980:9), but these men could only 
carry small quantities of ttade goods and so did not much threaten the positions of either the Hudson Bay 
traders or the middlemen, even when they began to set up westem inland trade posts in 1734 (Ray, 
1978:28,29). This rapidly changed as the inland traders became more prolific, however. 

13* The fish were, however, ody  just becoming more active again at this time of year. Also, they were 
most reliably found in lake narrows, below rapids in rivers and at river entrantes and confluences, i.e., 
places where fish tended to get concentrated whde mipting (HBCA, B.911a13: 14; Winterhalder, 19ï8:352). 



These were ail pIaçes where the içe tends to be thinner to begin with. For the Cree to have increased 
fishing by expacding into areas of thicker ice would probably not have increased their catch al1 that 
sianif~cantl y. More likely, in this season, the metal chisels just made what fishing they aiready did that 
much easier. 

'" The Misinipiyithiniwak - 'Big Water' Cree - were thought to à a separate group of people, speaking a 
different dialect of Cree now extinct in the Churchiil River country (Brightman. 1989:3). 
'% It should be noted that the joumals of Indian Lake House (ci ted as HBCA, B.9 1) do not always 
distingiiish between Cree and Den6 visitors to the p s t .  Since both were using this p s t  during the 
cornpetitive trade period, references to what the 'Indians' were doing at any given time do not necessdy 
always refer to Cree behavior. However, the Dené trading at Indian Lake House had by rhis t h e  adopted a 
more Cree-like adaptation to the b o r d  forest Lt is reasonable to suggest that, with few exceptions, both 
Cree and Dené visitors would be carrying out the same sorts of activities at roughiy the same time. 
References have been selected for this thesis with sorne care to not attribute a behavior to Cree people that 
was not theirs, but errors are certaidy possible. Statements which are supported only by indian Lake 
House references. if not supported by other observations, should be treated as hypotheticai. More in depth 
research into other fur trade records would no doubt help to support or reject these statements. 

13' Leaving families inland was a common practice of the Cree traders in the early Bay-side h d e  years when 
the men went in the later spring and siimmer seasons to trade ( M a t e r .  199498:   mas on, 1967: 17). 

The Cree Goose Dance ceremony was f i t  mentioned in fur trade records for Saskatchewan in 1743. It 
continued to be mentioned in various times and places throughout the fur trade (Meyer, 1975435). 

'37 P l a h  Cree families may have stayed on at their spring gathering places on the Saskatchewan River 
Delta, like the Assiniboine middlemen, rather than travelling into the forest itseif (Pettipas, 1980: 186.187). 

'" There is little information available on what the families left behind would do in this period; fur trade 
accouats paid more attention to the people who did corne to the Bay than to those left behind. in fact, it is 
even difficult to say what mixture of people made up the trading parties themselves. There is, for example, 
rarely any mention of women coming to or living about the posts, in spite of the fact that they made up a 
substantial, if informal, work force there (Hamilton, 199 1: 16). 
13' The travel routes taken back from Hudson Bay in the summer and fall were not necessarily the same as 
those taken in the spring. Certain routes were not easily travelled in the siimmer and faII when water Ievels 
were Iower, resulting in many shoais and rapids in streams which were quite passable in the s p ~ g  (e.g. 
Burpee, 1973:44). In contrast, the lower Churchill River. wkch was always full of rapids and falls, has 
been noted as having been even more difficult to canoe in the spring, when it often remained icechoked and 
dangerous, than in the later part of the summer and fall (Alcock, 19 l6:&3). It has been noted that that 
Cree, when they did have to travel to Prince of Wales Fort, preferred to canoe down the Nelson River and up 
to Prince of Wales Fort by the Little Churchill River, thus avoiding the worst stretches of the lower 
Churchill River (Alcock, 1916:439). This was probably only the case for those Cree already on the Nelson 
River or its tributanes, however. There are no viable alternative water routes from the upper Churchill 
River region to Prince of Wales Fort. So, Cree travelling to that post from places like Southem Indian 
M e  would have had to use this river at least part of the way, even in the spring, unies they wanted to go 
far out of their way. Additional portages around the ice, at least, would likely have been necesW. 

Rogers (1973:62) has recorded that even with a metal ice chisel, it can take an entire day to set a fish net 
under areas of thick ice. To set a net under thinner ice, iike that of early winter or uver moving waters, it is 
considerably faster, taking about two hours. It has k e n  suggested (e.g, Mailory, 1975:S) that setting nets 
in the winter might not have been done at al1 in places of thicker ice prior to ice chisels and that this 
introduction increased the amount of fishing possible through the winter months greatly. 

Ice chisels increased the efficiency of winter fishing, but fishing had already been important in this 
season Rather than increasing the amount of nets or fines that they wodd set by any great amount, Cree 
may rather have taken the same or only slightly larger-sized catch, just dedicating less the and effort to the 
activity. This was often, though not always, the case with the labour-saving technologies introduced during 
the fur trade (Brighman, 1993:250). 



'4 In fact, Given (1987: 10) established through experimentation that the range at which early fhtlock 
muskets were accurate was signif"1cantly less than that of bows. 

French, and later Canadian, posts brought the local tmde into the intenor and somewhat nearer the Cree 
of North-Central Manitoba as early as the 1750s (Ray, 197828). It was not until 1789, however, that trade 
posts were established in the interior north of the Saskatchewan River (Linklater, 199422). B y this t h e ,  
the HBC had aiready expanded into the interior and the period of d a n d  competition was well undenvay. 

During the period of eariy inland trade, Cree continued to trade mainly for tools and other useful items 
like kettles, axes, files, ice chisels, knives, and muskets. as welI as a few 'luxury' items (Helm et al., 
1981: 151). Alcohol, which had been traded or given away in only small amounts by the English on the 
Bay, was traded much more freely in this period by the French, and later the Canadians, when they set up 
posts in the interior. Soon the HBC had to increase irade in alcohol as well. in order to keep customers 
(Newman, 1985: 16 1). 

With the passing of the Middleman Phase, the trade goods a-ed by the uiland Cree were no longer 
king passed out of the region &ter only a season or two of use. With local trade expanding throughout the 
interior, more trade goods would be discarded locaüy, providing archaeologists with increasing evidence of 
the fur trade. Eariier fur trade periods may not be quite so easy to detect (Ray, 1978:32). 

'45 Dining the period of inland competition, it appears îhat most northem trappers did own at least a couple 
of steel traps (Brightman, 1993264); but until after 1û20, traders were rehctant to distribute too many steel 
traps for fear that the beaver would be trapped out too quickly (Brightman, 1993266). The use of deadfails 
and snares continued to dominate trapping until the twentieth centtuy (Helm and Leacock. 1971:359). 

'& When the traders retunied to the inland posts in the fall (usually sometime between late August and early 
October), particularly as trade progressed, they often found families already waiting, hoping to pick up their 
winter supplies (e-g. Brightman, 1993: 10; HBCA, B.831a/2:4d). Other families who did not intend to be at 
the p s t  in the faIl codd pick up their winter supplies in the spring or siimmer before the traders teft (cg. 
HEKA, B.91/a/2:2930). 

For example, Wood has suggested that the middle section of the Churchill River, upnver of the Leaf 
Rapids, was not much t~vei led by residents of the Southern Indian Lake region prior to the years of inland 
trade. This section of the river was difficult to canoe and there was little reason to make this jouniey to 
begin with. When idand trade posa were set up to the west of Southem M a n  Lake (earlier than any posts 
had been built around Southem Indian Lake itself), the people would have had reason to travel upriver more 
often (1983:63,64). 
148 Cumberiand House is an example of a trading p s t  site which became an important gathenng place for 
the Cree only after the p s t  had been established there (Meyer and Thistle, 199543 1). 

As Iate as 1810, recorders of the post journais in the Churchill River district were reporting fhat there 
was adequate to abundant game and furbearers for the needs of the Cree @rightman, 1993:264). Large game 
and beaver had been steadily declining in abundame through the cornpetitive pend,  bowever, due to local 
overhunting and overtrapping of these animais. Sy the end of this pend it had become difficult to find 
moose, caribou and beaver in many parts of the b o r d  forest (Brightman, 1993:264,266; HBCA, 
B.9 11a/3:3d, 11; Helm et al. 1981: 151; Orecklin, 1976:40; Thistle, 1986:75). 
'" Use of dogs for winter transport could aiso have affected the routes of travel taken by families during the 
winters, as again pointed out by Sharp with regard to the Den6 (1977:38): In order to be most effective, 
dog teams generally require relatively level, open trails for travel. This would likeIy have been less a 
change for tbe Cree, who already preferred to walk over frozen waterways during the winters, than for the 
Dené, who had previously been inched to travel over land. What alrcady Iimited ovedand travel routes that 
had k e n  used by Cree during the winters could have seen declining use, however. Traplines and other 
regularly-traveiled paths of &y to day travel over land would be an exception to this, as regular use would 
keep the snow packed d o m  (Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 135). 

"' Accordhg to Pettipas, the credit system of the fur trade was welI-established by the beginning of the 
nineteenth century (1980: 191). It would have been developing in years prior, as welI - probably by the 
begi.nning of the period of inland competition. 



'" During the period of inland competition, some trappers did wait until the end of the freeze-up to take 
their winter outfit and travel to their trapping areas (e.g. Pettipas. 1980: 197). The reference cited here, 
however, refers to Western Cree trading at The Pas. People travelling through this region had typically had 
to give up their canoes at some point within the Parkland anyhow. due to the shaiiowness of the streams 
and rivers followed (e.g. Burpee, 1973:20; Russell, 1991:93). So, perhaps it made little ciifference to them 
that the journey from the post to the winter temtones wodd have to be made ail on foot 

IS Morantz ( 1 W 2 1 9 )  has pointed out that one major reason that epidemic diseases had such devastating 
effect on Abonginal popdations in the later 1700s and 1800s was that these diseases most often struck 
people in the late summer or early faii . i.e., after gathering at the posts for trade where the disease codd 
easily be passed on. Individuals did not always die from the diseases conûacted, but in their weakened States 
it was very diff~cult to procure food and hunger weaIcened them yet more. Furthemore, the fail was an 
important time for families to build up at Ieast some stores of food to help them get through the freeze-up 
and the harsher parts of the winter. Unable to do this, many people wodd starve the fall or  winter 
foUowing an epidemic. 

'% It has k e n  observed in the Lake Wapisu area that recent caches tend to be isoIated from any other camp 
featute. It  seems that these caches are king made scattered through a region rather than at the fai! base 
camps where the food would commonly have k e n  preserved (Orecklin, 1976: 122). 

lS5 Subsistence strategies of the Cree cIid have to change as large game became less abundant during the 
nineteenth century. However, no matter how scarce the large .?nimals became, Cree did not stop hoping a d  
l o o h g  for them. If there was a chance to hunt moose or caribou, the hunters took it, even if it took more 
effort and was less reliable than the s m d  game hmting and fishing that provided them with most of their 
food in those times (e-g. Ha&, 1982: 1 12). 

'% During the early days of the fur mde, the only European items in great demand by the Dené were ice 
chisels, metd axes and ~ v e s ,  Because these tended to have long use-lives, a minimum of trade was 
necessary (Smith, 1982:60). 

ln It is not clear from the reference (Brightman, 1993:277) as to whether these sixty- three persons who were 
accounted for included the families of the Dené trading at the posts, or if ihere were sixty-three Dené traders 
plus their families. In either case, Dené involved in the fur trade would still have been outnumbered by 
Cree involved in the trade and by Dené not regularly involved in the trade. The same can be said for the 
earlier trade periods as well. 

Blondin (1997:29) has written that as many as 62 Dené individuals per year visited Prince of  Waies Fort 
between the years 17 19 and 1735. In this case, however. it is not noted whether these people were as fully 
immersed in the fur trade as the same number appeared to have becorne in later years, or if they were ody  
fitting in a visit to the posts into their regular round of activities. Either way, 62 is again o d y  a srnall 
portion of the Den6 population at that time. 
lS9 Although their temtones, centred on the Coppermine and Yellowlaufe rivers north of Great Slave Lake, 
were located rather f a .  from Hudson Bay, the Yellowknife people were known to have themselves mvelled 
to the Bay within a few years after the establishment of L'rince of Wales Fort. Such visits were rare 
throughout the penod of Bay-side trade, however, as the more easterly groups pressurai the Yellowknife to 
frade through them (Gillespie, 198 lb:28S). 

Sharp (1977:40) has suggested that early fur trade records have overemphasized the use of muskets by the 
Dené. Cbservations of hmting methods were most commonly made of hunters close to the posts. When 
sbying near the posts, however, these men had greater access to arms, powder and shot than most others 
and so had more opportuuity to use them to hunt caribou. Even so, the muskets would only be 
advantageous during the winter - the season during which most observations of Den6 were made during the 
fur trade. The technology has probably k e n  over-represented in many accounts, as a result. 

The same may appiy to the use of firearms for hunting waterfowl .in the spring or fall. Muskets may 
be useful for hunting waterfowl, but the only peopIe who could get a regular supply of powder and shot 
were those around the posts. Homeguard Den6 likely had much greater opportunity to use fïrearms for the 
waterfowl hunt at the posts than did those hunting for themselves farther away. 



16' Fond du Lac was established by the NWC at the east end of Lake Athabasca in order to draw Dent5 trade. 
It was open from 180-1804. Competing posts built by the NWC and the HE3C were again set up at the 
east end of the lake in 1819 and sere  abandoned with the amalgamation of the two companies in 1821. 
Dené trade was apparently never so regular at the Fort Chipewyan sites, closer to the West end of the Iake, 
as it had been at these posts (Miani, 1976:6û). 

IQ Furfher north, Dené wintering in the transitional forest did not experience the same severity of f d  
shortage as the people in the full b o r d  forest. There were fewer trade posts to bring surplus meat in to, 
and the Dené who remained no& of the full boreal forest were, for the most part. not much involved in the 
fur trade. They were also continuing to use their traditional methods and tools for hunting. As a result, 
there was comparatively little increased drain on the barren ground caribou populations (VanStone, 
197493). 

Even in the early 1900s. when few Dent5 were still travelling up to the barrens for the m e r s .  the 
people sa11 made a point of travelling north to the treeline in the fall for the faü caribou hunt - probably the 
most important of the year (Alcock, 19 l6:447), 

By the 1790s, there is some mention of Dené travelling through to and from the b o r d  forest posts by 
came (e-g. PAM, *MG l B 14, Ia: 147, 149). in 179 1, when Peter Fider travelied to the Northwest, his Dené 
,guides used cames for much of the journey- In contrast, when Samuel Heame had made the same journey 
just twenty years before, they traveffed on fw t  the entùe way (Tyrrell, 1934495). 

'" W e  most Dené canoeists were more cautious of rapids, fails and other fast water than were the Cree. 
there were at least some who did try to shoot the rapids - and not aIways with success. In his journal, for 
example, David Thompson recorded the death of a Dené man who tned to shoot rapids and failed in the later 
1700s (PAM, MG 1 B 14, Ia: 147). 

Even inexperienced canoeists would not have followed the irreguiar shorelines of the subarctic rivers and 
lakes absolutely. Except perhaps in windier conditions, when Den6 avoided came traveI anyhow. paddhg 
from point to point and thus avoiding following the shorelines of the many deep bays would probably have 
k e n  preferred by most people (e-g. Franklin. 1971: 11). This cut down on the distance to be travelled, 
while still allowing the canoeists to reach shore quickly if necessary- 

Ifl As was pointed out in an earlier note, many references in the Indian Lake House journals (HI3C-4, B.91) 
to peoples' behaviours are not very clear as to whether they are refemng to Cree or Dené individuals. By 
the end of the cornpetitive period. however, most of the trade at Indian Lake House was with Dené 
(Brighunan, 1993:269). It is evident from the frequent mention of 'Northem Inclians' in those joumals that 
Dené were a re-oular presence at Indian Lake House as early as  its establishment as well. The Dené people 
who visited this post had entered the fur trade economy and rnany had adopted a lifestyle similar to that of 
the Cree in the region. So it seems reasonable to expect that many if not al1 of the activities attributed to 
the Aboriginal people around that p s t  did include Dent5 participation. Care has been taken in the selection 
of references from the Indian Lake House j o u d s ,  but errors may stili have k e n  made. Statements 
regarding Dené behaviour supported only by references from Indian Lake House in which the ethnicity of 
the people discussed was not given may be considered only hypothetical. More in depth research into other 
fur trade records would no doubt help to support or reject these statemcnts. 

'" While people couid delay their journey to the barrens for several weeks after the caribou fmt  began to 
migrate north, they had to be careful to not put off leaving for too long if they hoped to hunt caribou dong 
the way. One Sahtu Dené story, for example, tells of a group of people who had camped around Great Bear 
Lake for the earl y spring, hunting migrating caribou as the herds passed the site. After some time, the 
hunters had to travel farther away from their camp each day in order to fiid the caribou, which had, by this 
t h e ,  aU passed, After some more time, the people f d y  made up their min& to pack up and travel after 
the caribou to the barrens. They had left this departure so Iate, however, that they were unable to catch up 
with the caribou. 

This concentration on waterfowl in the spring would have been somewhat new for m a t  Dené. While 
travelling north in the spring after &bu ,  they were usuadiy travelling ahead of break-up. A few local 
sites of water could be opening by this time - shallow bays, Stream confluences, the base of f d s  - and Den6 
travellers probably welcomed the chance to get any early waterfowl that was found staging at such places 



(e-g Heame, 1971 [L793: l7), just as they have more recentl y (Blondin, 1990: 189). Waterfowl had not 
been a primary source of food in this season, however. Until the fur trade, Dené who were practising a 
caribou herd-following lifestyle had iikely not focussed their spring activities nearl y so much around this 
hunt as more southerly peopIes tended to. 

''O Dené found moose and w d a n d  caribou difficult to hunt using traditional methods better suited to 
hunting barren ground caribou. They are said to have kiiled these Iess familiar deer almost exclusively with 
firearms after their introduction (E3irket-Smith, 193023; Smith, 198259)- 

'" Whether gatherings could ever be held on an island likely depended on the size and resources of the 
island. While islands may have been pref'ed for summer camp locations by at least some people, it is 
unlikely tbat rnany people would camp solely on islands. 

Ir, Penetration into the boreal forest ahead of the main migration regularly occurred at Duck Lake in 
northern Manitoba. This is one of the very few places where this advance migration oçcurs predictably. 
Duck Lake was an important f a  hunting place for the eastern Dené in recent times, for this reason (Kelsall, 
1968:64). Its importance likely began with the time that Dené fmt began spending more time south of the 
barrens, becoming more reiiant on hunting these advance penetrations of caribou into the forest. 

Although the use of weirs or fish traps is not frequendy mentioned for the eastern Dené, the technique 
was apparently used by at least some people, some thes. Blondin (199055) wrote that the Dogrib used to 
set fish traps between two sets of rapids on strearns and some rivers in  the late summer and fall to catch 
spawning whitefish, much like the Cree did 

in 1791. during the competitive trade perîod. Peter Fider's Dené guides destmyed their canoes when 
freeze-up came. They did this, they said, because they did not expect to be able to retum for them and did 
not want any cornpetitors to be able to use them instead (I'yrrell, 1934514). Likeiy, this extrerne action 
would no t have occurred regularl y outside of the compe ti tive mde penod. 

'" This reference to Dené who trapped in the full boreal forest having to trade European gads for meat 
from caribou-hunters dates to the years prior to any idand posts k i n g  in Dené territory. ft is likely, 
however, that this exchange between trapping and non-trapping Dené neighbours couId have continued into 
the competitive trade period when the trade companies did expand farther noah. as weU. It would have 
become less common, however, as access to posts and thus to emergency food rations increased for the 
trapping Dené, while access to new, unused trade goods from the posts increased, in tum, for the caribou- 
hunters. 

17' Although barren ground caribou sometimes wintered as far south as the lakes of the Churchiil River. 
they rarely crossed the Churchill River in this time period except during the coldest winters or those with 
the heaviest snow falls (Heame, 1971 [179a:225, Jarvenpa, 1980: 19,42). The males did generally travel 
farther south than the fernales and young before dispersing for the winter around the laices, but, even then, 
they tended to be mos t concentrated in the more northerly parts of the fores t (Smith, 1978:71). For some 
time after the rut, the meat of male caribou was not considered very good (Heame, 1971 [t795]:69) and was 
leaner than that of the femaies (Kelsdl, 1%8:41). Most canibou-hunters probabl y tried to stay where the 
females were concentrated, to the north, if they had no other reason to corne farther into the forests, 

ln in the northem transitionai zone. valuable furbearers were uncornmon. With the exception of a s m d  
number of marten, fox, wolf, wolverine and otter were the only fwbearers which were regularly encountered 
and so could be trapped in that region (Heame, 1971 [1793:208209). By moving slightly deeper into the 
forests, Dené could also take beaver, muskrat, marten and other weasels. and lynx more often (Heame, 1971 
[1795]:366,378). 

17' For example, in 1820, by the end of the competitive trade period, the NWC listed the value of one lynx 
pelt as equivalent to one Made Baver  pelt (Van Kirk. 19%: The Indian Trade). 

When ammirnition ran out away from the pst ,  people who had become 'hooked on' using firearms 
could be quite resourceful in fmding alternatives. Hearne (1971:s) reported that when the Den6 whom he 
was travelling with in the early 1770s began to cut up old ice chisels to use for ammunition. These had the 
unfortunate tendency to damage the barrels of the light fuearms which they used, however. 



It should be kept in mind that the descriptions presented in this chapter are genedizations. There is 
always some variability in the types of locations preferred by different individuals at different times for their 
activities as weli as in the types of sites which were acnially used. 
lai "ïhough people with little experience on the Iake look for easy access (a gentle land-water interface), the 
Nelson House Cree, docked their canoes on b o s t  any type of shoreline, with the exception of very steep 
1-3 or 1 - 1 ". where " 1-3" is a low bedrock shoreline and " 1- 1" is a steep bedrock shoreline (Oreclclin, 
1976: 167). 

It is important to keep in mind that what is presently densely wooded, full b o r d  forest was not 
necessarily always so. Climate change and forest succession both cause changes in the nature of forest 
environments, including the density of trees and underbrush- Tt may have been easier to p a s  through 
certain overland locations in the past than it would be today. 

In order to be usefd to the people, desired resources not only had to be within a reasonable distance from 
camp, usually within a couple kilometres or less; they also had to be accessible. A source of water or some 
other required resource provided people with fittle if tbis codd not, for some reason, be reached. A steep. 
hi& ciiff, for esample, might separate people at the bottom or top from resources at the opposite end, as 
would a difficult stretch of river if it had to be travelled to reach the resources. In either of these examples, 
such difficulties codd be overcome with effort However, there was Little point to picking a site from 
which the nearby resources were difficdt to reach if another camp site was available from which they could 
be more easily harvested. 

Although Den6 made do without firewood when out on the barrem, instead burning mosses or grasses 
when smoke or fue was needed (Bussidor and Bilgen-Reinart, 1997: 18). they still coasidered firewood 
important whde south of the treeline (e.g. Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 1 10; Glover, 1962: 1 13). 

IsTanner, for example, bas estimated that 30 cubic feet of firewood were bumed in Mistassini Cree 
households per day in the 1970s. requiring 4 to 5 man-hours to coliect and prepare using an axe and hand 
saw (1979:60). This reference is for Cree in a permanent settlement, having to heat cabins. They probably 
required more fuel than people wodd have gone through while living on the land. It does, however, give an 
indication of the sheer volumes of wood that could be required over a season, particularly in the winter, and 
how influential a nearby source of dry wood could have been. 

Is6 '"It is a culture tradition ... [among] ... the Indian people [that] the f i t  pnority for the planning is to 
go to the hunting area - hunting ground - and then to select ... a certain Iake ... [for] ... the fish that will be 
there. Even though other things are depended on as food ... the main planning is to make sure ttiat there is 
fish ... where you are going so you will catch as much fish as you can. You can depend on fish more that 
[sic.] any other. You can be certain that you will get a fish. ...' " - John Crowe (cited in Lister, 19%:78). 

l m  ''Favoured occupation zones are not necessarily located in areas of good trapping potential but they are in 
close proximity to such regions" (Hanks, 1983:351). 

IB8 For example, the manner in which Cree people in northem Ontario spaced themselves out through their 
summer settlements has been contrasted to that characteristic of Ojibwe settlements. It was illustrated that 
Cree famiLies tended to cluster their dwellings relatively close together, whether available space was limiteci 
enough to require this or not. Ojibwe families, on the other hand, preferred to have mnsiderably more space 
around each household for comfort; their dwellings were more spread out dong the shorelines, as a result 
(Rogers, 1%6:34). It was suggested that this ciifference in spacing is related to an Ojibwe fearof witchcraft 
which was not shared by the Cree. To the Ojibwe, there was more concem over hostility in the form of 
wi tchcraft between households (Rogers, 1 %6:36). So, more space was favoured. 

Ig9 Decreased exposure to winds is one reason which has been suggested for explainhg why Cree from 
Nelson House Say that they used to spend summers on the larger lakes, but winters on the rivers and 
smder,  inland lakes. With less open area for the wind to blow over, the shorelines of rivers and small 
l&es shouid tend to be somewhat less blustery than shorelines facing the same directions on larger laIres 
(K. Browdee, 1997: personal communication). 

lsu By facing a southerly direction, camps near the shorelines would tend to be better sheltered from the 
coldest winds. An additional benefit of this orientation, however, would be that the camp could receive a 



greater number of hours of light per day. This would încrease not o d y  illumination of the camp, but also 
its warmth. 

19' Of course, no location wodd have been used for a camp while it was undemater. This particular fact, 
however, was simply a matter of immediate site accessibility. In contrast, sites which were above the water 
level when the people first aniveci could still later become flooded To avoid this, people had to plan any 
longer-tenn base camps in relation to the levels which the water was anticipated to reach diiring the period 
of the camp* s use. 

'% Predictive rnodeIs often attempt to define the distance from a water body within which campsites should 
be expected. This is more usefd in more arid regions, however, where even a general estirnate - for 
example, within 1ûûû m of a seasonai water source (e.g. Williams et al., 1985:285) - would be meaningful. 
In the b o r d  forest, it is often stated that sites wiil always be relatively close to some source of water, but 
this is not surprishg because water is abundant (e-g. Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 146; Mason, 1967: 1 1; 
Rogers and Black. 1976:25). When a distance from the shoreline of a water body is predicted. it is 
reasonable to suggest a relatively large range of distances within which the sites may be expected to occur, 
such as within 250 m (e-g. Daiia Bona, 1994b:4,5)- Anything more specific. however, wouId be 
misleading. It is rational enough to generalize that most winter campsites would tend to found farther 
dand than most summer base camps, as discussed above. But, it is iinlikely that any more specific 
distance from shoreline could be used to describe the location of winter campsites made around water bodies 
even within the same region, This is due to a number of variables: 1) the different densities of forest; 2) 
varying shelter from prevailîng winds provided by the topography alone; and 3) the variable distance from 
water that factors for suitable campsites, unrelated to wind exposure, could be found from location to 
location* 

* The distances at which camp sites are found from shore are typicaiiy presented as either maximum 
distance inland or as average distances or ranges of distances from shore. Yet even these statistid 
descriptions are not comparable enough, either between b o r d  forest regions or even within them, to be 
usefui for predictive modelling of site locations in the boreal forest at a very fine scde on their own. Some 
examples from ethnographie and archaeological reports should illustrate this. in the upper Churchill River 
drainage, for example, archaeologists found that most sites were to be found at variable distances within 50 
feet (15 m) of shoreline (Meyer and Smailes, 197569). However, because b o r d  forest archaeologists have 
traditionaily presumed that most sites would be close to water, areas much farther inland were surveyed only 
sporadically (Meyer and Smailes, 1WS:n). Within the Mistassini Territory of central Québec, on the other 
hand, Cree base camps were recorded to have been typically located between30 and 100 feet (9-30 m) from a 
shoreline during the warmer seasons, and between 100 to 200 yards (91-182 m) inland in the winters 
(Martijn and Rogers. 1969: 150). In a different survey of Cree campsites in central Québec, it was found 
that recent camps were located a mean distance of 19 m from shoreline in the summer, but 22 m from shore 
during the winters (Hanks, 1983:352). Precontact sites within the same region (for which season was not 
detennined). however. were found located an average of 30 m inland from shore (Hanks. 19833%). Just 
how far inland these camps may have been placed is not well known as ihis survey, like that in the upper 
Churchill River region, did not cover much ground far inland (Hanks, 1983:354). in northern Ontario, 
preconbct sites were mos t often discovered at distances from water ranging from 14-35 m, while more 
recent base camps tended to be found at 50 to 150 m inland from shore (Gordon. 1988: 14). On Lake 
Wapisu in north-centrai Manitoba, recent winter camps were foundeverywhere from just behind the trees 
lining the shoreline to as far as 80 m inland from the edge of the forest (Orecklin, 1976:96). 

In generai, during more intensive surveys involving shovel testing or when ground has k e n  exposed 
by forest fie or forestry operatiom. archaeological sites have ken  discovered to continue or even begin 
much farther inland than is typically revealed by surface survey. For example, campsites in the Hudson Bay 
Lowtands which bore no evidence at al1 near the shoreline were found at 25 m inland from shoreline (Lister, 
1996:87). In burned areas, sites around Southern Indiau Lake have been found to extend 100 m or more 
back from the shoreline (Dickson, 1972:38; Kelly, 1982:42). Clearl y, even the range of distances back 
from a shoreline that boreal forest campdes might be found is not too well understood at this time. 

lg3 More water tends to nin off the surface of land which is higher than its surroundings; the steeper the 
slope, the more quickly this surface drainage wiLl tend to occur. However, except for precipitation which 



falls directly onto a Stream or lake, the only water which will run off the surface, downhill, is that which is 
not fmt  lost to evaporation or through absorption into the ground (Plummer and McGeary, 1988:200). 

On both flat and sloping land, water also percolates down through the earth mtil an impermeable Iayer, 
i-e., one which will d o w  EO more passage of water through it, is reached, This might be either an 
impermeable rock or cornpressed sediment Iayer, or the point below the surface at which the ground has 
beçome saturated and can hold no more water: the water table. The height of the water table is affected, in 
part, by the porosity of the ground; how much water the sediments and rock can hold, which is a function 
of how much intercomected, or permeable space is Ieft open between the particles. This also affects the 
speed with which this percolation can occur: the more porous and permeable the ground, the faster the water 
can be absorbed and drained downivards. Deposits of sand, for example, are more porous and permeable than 
deposits of compacted clay, which are more porous and permeable than granitic bedrock. which accepts 
water only in its cracks and fissures (Plimimer and Mffieary, 1988:237). Bedrock outcrop is the most 
excessively drained ground type not because it is highly penneable, but because it is virtually impermeable 
and al1 water will nrn directly off of any sloping bedrock exposure, Leaving i t high and dry. 

In very low-lying locations within moist regions like the b o r d  forest, the water table may intersect 
the ground surface. This occurs at lakes and streams and is responsible for the presence of springs 
(Plummer and McGeary, 1988238). It rnay also be partially responsible for the occurrence of inland 
wetlands- Around the shorelines of water bodies, the water table is continuous in level with the open water 
surface and so lays just below the surface of low shorelines. This contributes to the wet, poorly-drained 
nature of many low shorelines. Although the water table does tend to rise and fall somewhat with the 
landscape (Piiimmer and McGeary, l988:238), as a rule, the lower the land beneath its surroundings. the 
closer the water table wil l  be to the surface. 

Where the watertable intersects the surface inland from shore, wetlands will resul t The type of wetland 
(marsh, hg, muskeg or fen) depends on its context, the degree of saturation of the ground, and the type of 
vegetation present. In many cases, it would not be the height of the water table alone causing the wetness 
of the ground. The clay soi1 which underlies most wetlands is not greatly porous or penneable, so that 
drainage is slow to begin with. Add to ihis the factor of being in a topographie depression, so that surface 
runoff drains into the area rather than off of it. and the ground will tend CO get waterlogged rather qiarkly in 
moist ciimatic zones. 

Ig4 The types of sites most commody used for travel and camping within the boreai forest - generally those 
which were better drained - are indicated in a story told by a Cree man: Sickness came to a man in a dream 
once, and warned him of his coming. in order to avoid being struck by Sickness, the man was told to 
"' . ..get out of the way of al1 Large waters (Le., Lakes and rivers) and pi tch off immediately into the woods: 
Be cautious also and select the proper ground for encamping; never pitch your tents in Large high woods, 
particularly of the Pine End, chuse low woods to encamp in ...'" (Brown and Brightman, 1988:Sû; italics 
in original). The dangerous places in this case, Le., the shorelines, and the hi&, pine (dry) woods when 
inland, were those dong which Sickness would travel, k ing  the places that the people most oftm were 
camping. Disease could not spread where there was no-one to pass it on, as in the low (wet) woods which 
were rarely used. 

Archaeologists developing predictive models of site location have, in many examples, taken this into 
account in their models. For example, polythetic sets of critena have sometirnes been presented as king 
predictive of high potential locations for archaeological sites. Ln this case, ail the identified critena for a 
good camp or activity location are listed, but the mode1 requires only that a certain percentage of those 
cnteria be met (e-g. Hama, 1974; Williams et al., 1985). Other approaches recognize that some criteria had 
more influence on site selection than others. Some models weight the criteria according to their reIative 
importance (e.g. Dalla Bona, 1993; 1994b; Jochim, 1976; Kvamme, 1988). In other models, the criteria 
are coasidered in order of their importance: if a site does not meet the most important critena satisfactorily, 
the site would not be predicted to have been Likely to have been used, no matter how well the other criteria 
are met (e.g. Limp and Cam, 1985). 
'% Ki11 camps. estabfished after a Ml had already been made, but too far away from the base or hunting 
camp, muid themselves be a few kilometers from the place the kill was made (Martijn and Rogers, 



1%9: 151). So, it is reasonable to suggest that sateilite camps could similady be made a few kilometers 
from the harvesting locations, although a closer distance would no doubt be preferred 

lm Such use of iniand sites for camping was probably restricted mainly to the winter season. At tfiis t h e  
of year, as already discussed, the inland portions of the boreal forest were more accessible to people on foot. 
As well, the resources which people concentrated on for food during the warmer months were found largely 
in the aquatic zones (fish, aquatic plants, waterfowl, moose and other game which were attracted to open 
water in the summers). In contrast. during the winters many of their food resources were land-based (hare, 
game birds, large game which were sheltering inland more during the winters) (Rogers and Black, i976:7). 
Thus, there was more reason and more opportunity to camp inland during the winters than in the sirmmers. 
Given this, the ability of people to camp well inland from water could perhaps also have k e n  aided by the 
availability of snow which could be melted down for water if necessary. 
198 Stiil, as noted earlier, people are said to have dways tried to camp nearby a reliable fishery, no matter 
what other resources they were after (Blondin, 1997.209; HanErs, 1983:352; Lister. 1988:78; 19%: 16; 
Martijn and Rogers, 1%9: 150; Tanner, 1979:38). 

lg9 Aithough Martijn and Rogers (1%9: 117) imply that kill camps can be made up to a few Wometers 
from the kill site, most would Likely have k e n  far closer. 

'"00 People would not necessarily have established camps at ;ail portages, however. \Vhile archaeological 
sites are often found at either end or even along portage trails, there are some at which no site has k e n  
found (e.g. Wood, 1975: 11). It has been suggested that the noise from the f d s  or rapids which some of 
these portages detour around were simply too noisy, disguising the sound of approaching game - which 
would make the site undesirable for hunters (Wood, 1975: 1 1). On the other hand, portages some times have 
to cross land which is simply unsuitable for camps, k ing  too swampy, or too sloping, for example- 

'O' Portages were also used for getting around areas of weak ice or looping sections of water routes during 
the winters. However, because people were already waiking and so there were no canoes to unload, there 
was probably l e s  advantage to setting up travel camps at the ends of these winter portages unless the site 
was desirable for other reasons. 

' ~ 2  It was, in part, for this reason that people, when canoeing, tried to travel along routes which wouid offer 
them the least trouble from winds and rough waters (Downes, 1943:74; Riddle, 1994d:24; 19%:4). 

During the fur trade, when heavy loads were k i n g  transported by canoe, stops - although not necessarily 
for more than a bnef moment's rest, if any at al1 - often had to be made by the traders while portaging over 
long distances: "If the portage was more thaa haif a mile (a ten-minute cany), the voyageur, in order to 
better distribute his loaded and unloaded penods, dropped his packs at what was hown as a pose and went 
back for the next load. Poses were about half a d e  apart" (Morse, 19799). It is possible that Aboriginal 
travellers may have made similar "poses" when tabg heavier loads over long portages, if there were not 
enough people to carr-y it dl easily. 

'W Some of the easier rapids could be shot. at least when travelling downstream (Morse, 1979:7), but many 
others had to be portaged. Among those rapids less navigable by canoe were very fast rapids, curving rapids 
(Rogers and Black, 1976:8), and those which were very rocky or shdlow (Morse, 1979:7). 

Of course, when Dené began to moved fartfier into the bored forest, they too became more constrained 
by the forest to more open paths and use of the waterways. This was especially tnie when people began to 
make more extensive use of dog teams for travel: a single person or small group of people c m  make their 
way over rougher terrain and through denser bush, if necessary, than a team of dogs pullhg toboggans 
(Sharp, 1977:38). 

" Visits for trade and other econornic, social or political reasons had long k e n  made by local Cree to other 
regions. like the Hudson Bay Lnwlands, the nortbern transitional zone and barrens, the southern parklands 
and the plains, But there was littie reason why they would have to Ieave their temtories within the boreal 
forest on a regular basis. Following the flexible lifestyles which they did, they were capable of being 
economically and socially self-sufficient within this region alone. Visiting and trade for desired matenais 
not available locally was a choice more thanit was a requirement for survival (Brownlee and Syms, 
1999:S). 



'O7 Contemporary Cree residents of Nelson House, Manitoba have stated that they &d tend to camp more 
often on the rivers, streams and inland lakes during the winters in contrast to their dominant use of the 
larger lakes dong the major rivers in the siJmmers. K. Brownlee has suggested that this might be related to 
the decreased exposure to the winds on smaller lakes and rivers, and possibly to the behavior of moose, 
which are cornmon on the large lakes during the warm seasons, but retreat inland during the winters. and 
may be then easier to find around the rivers and inland Iakes (IL Brownlee. 1997: personal communication). 

'OB Fortunately, the different types of Iandfomis, e.g., peaty Iowlands versus sandy ridges versus clay 
shorelines and so forth, tend to support different climax forest types. They often support different 
successional stages Ieading up to that climax community, as weU. This cuts down on the variety of 
habitats which couid be expected at any me location over time. See, for details, Beke et al 
(1973:35,125,128); Feit (L%9: 113); Ritchie (1956:559), and Shay (1984.%). 

'O9 Other destinations may also have increôsed in importance. For example, until the expansion of the fur 
trade inland, Cree and Den6 in the local regions around the Bayside posts acquired most of their furs for tra& 
from more distant groups. This may have increased contact between these dispersed peoples, requiring 
travel to places where they could meet and trade. For example, Hendry accompanied a group of Cree inland 
from Hudson Bay to the Rocky Mountains and back in the year of 17S55.  These Cree had agreed in the 
fdl  to meet on the Plains with a group of Blackfeet in the spring to trade (Burpee, 197338). Such inter- 
regional travel and meetings no doubt had occurred as part of the Aboriginal trade network as well, but may 
have increased with the fur trade. 

''O While relatively few Edtheneldeli Dené ever became invoived in the fur trade, the fur îrade journals make 
frequent reference to 'Northern Indians' (Chipewyan) trading mat ,  hides and also fun. and at some posts 
they dominated the clientele. Brightman bas noted that by 1821, for example, M a n  Lake House on 
Southern Indian Lake was king frequentedmostly by Dené traders. while the Cree were trading at Nelson 
House and Split Lake (1993:269). Because most p s t  employees rare1 y distinguished between the different 
groups of 'Northern Indians' in the j o d s ,  it is difficult to teil from what region the Den6 trapping in the 
forests and trading at the posts in northern Manitoba originated. Regardless of whether the Edthen-eldeli 
Dené themsdves were entering the fur trade, there was increased Den6 presence in this region wiih the Iater 
1700s which has persisted to the present day. 
"' Tm often, locations which bear only rninor amounts of archaeologicai materiais - c g .  l e s  than five 
artifacts within a specified radius - are not classified as official 'sites', but as 'random finds'. Once 
desi,onated a random fincl, these sites of past activity are rarely given any more consideration. Interpretation 
of w b t  activities may have been responsible for these is thus rare. 

"' Pidequate testing of the mode1 still requkes a representative sample. but a considerably smailer sample, 
requiring less time and energy, can nomally be considered adequate for testing purposes, whereas larger site 
samples are desirable for good observation-based mode1 construction. 
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APPEND~X 2. PLANT FOOD HABITATS IN THE NORTHERN BOREAL FOREST. 
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Large Game. 

Bar ren-ground Caribou (R. tarandus groenlatzdicus found throughout the western arctic 

and subarctic. The range occupied by a herd varies year to year, depending on local 

conditions and on the size of the herd, but in most winters they can be found occupying the 

northern fringes of the b o r d  forest. In Manitoba, barren-ground caribou rarely migrate 

much south of the Churchill River region, but in some years they have travelled as far as the 

north end of Lake Winnipeg (Simmons et  al., l979:7) .' 
Habitat: The winter diet of caribou is mostly lichens, and so they feed in the mature open 

spruce or pine forest when they corne south, and abandon burned temtones for many years. 

Unable to move welI over deep, soft snows, they prefer to traveI and rest on the ice of lakes 

and rivers, and so they norrnally feed near shorelines. 

Seasonal Patterns: Barren-ground caribou summer). 

Barren-ground caribou are on the tundra and winter in the transitional forest. 

Generaily gregarious, the caribou were most concentrated while in their calving grounds on 

the tundra in the month of July, and more disperseci wintenng in the forests. The Ml, and to 

a lesser extent, spring migrations are also periods of concentration. 

The Kaminuriak herd' begin to move southwards in the late summer, gathenng near 

the tree Iine prior to freeze-up. With the colder weather, they push across into the 

transitional forest around the end of October, quickiy reaching the northeastern end of 

Southern Indian Lake. This herd has k e n  known to travel southwards past the central or 

even southern portion of the lake M o r e  turning westwards towards the Reindeer Lake 

region by late November if the snow is not already too deep. In years with early, deep 

snow, they may spend al1 winter around the north end of Southern Indian Lake, and 

occasionally portions of the herd have wintered in the South Bay area. In most years only a 

few individuals can be found around the lake from mid through late winter. Sometime 



around May, the caribou cross again through northem Manitoba on their return north to 

their caiving grounds in the Baker Lake area. 

While the exact route taken by migrating caribou each year can Vary, they are 

predictable to some extent: they tend to follow north-south running water routes and 

eskersfridges, dong which travel is easiest. In the fall, caribou travel mostly dong river 

valleys - so long as these are oriented in the sarne direction that the caribou are migrating. 

In the spring they are found more often on ridges and plateaus (Gordon, 1981:3). They can 

cross both ice and open water with ease, but avoid weak ice. When the herd cornes to open 

water, they keep to the shoreline until they either get around it or reach a convenient 

crossing place like a point or narrows. It is here that they are most concentrated, most 

predictable, and most efficiently hunted. 

(Banfield, 1974:385,386; Burch, 19'72345; 1991:443; Harper, 1955; Kelsall, 1968; 

Mclnnes, 1913: 116; Parker, 1972; Webb, 197430). 

Woodland Caribou (R. tarandus caribou. 

Woodland caribou are less gregarïous and more shy than the barren-ground 

caribou, living in small herds and behaving more like moose. Woodland caribou remain in 

the boreal forest year-round, undergoing only limited seasonal movements. They are found 

throughout the Southem Indian Lake region, but rarely much north of the Churchill River, 

and are nowhere too concentrated. The caribou found dong the Hudson Bay coast in 

Manitoba appear to be woodland caribou. 

Habitat. Like barren-ground caribou, they feed mostly on lichens and s o  prefer a mature 

open forest. In the surnmer tirne, they can be found m a t  often dong  wooded lake shores 

and in treed muskeg areas, but move to higher rîdges with the winter. 

Seasonal Patterns. Some woodland caribou herds have been known to migrate towards the 

Hudson Bay coast in the spnng, and back inland in the fall. These migrations are 

considerably shorter than those of barren-ground caribou. 

(Banfield, 1974:385,387; Parker, 1972; Winterhalder, 1978206). 



Moose (Alces akes). 

Moose can be found throughout most forested regions. In the Southern Indian 

Lake region, moose are most often found at the north end, in the South Bay area. and 

around the Leaf Rapids locality of the Churchill River - those localities with most extensive 

marsh habitat (Webb, 197426). 

Habitat. The summer diet of moose includes new greens and aquatic plants, as well as 

deciduous leaves and twigs. In winter, they browse on both deciduous and coniferous trees 

and shrubs. For this, they avoid climax spruce forest and stick instead to deciduous and 

mixed forest stands with plenty of young shnibs and trees, keeping near more sheltered, 

mature patches in the wintertime. Old bums where herbs and deciduous shnibs have 

established themselves are qui te attractive to mmse from fa11 through earl y spnng , O ffenng 

plenty of browse and salt, and moose will visit even a very recentiy burned patch, for the 

young greens. They tend to remain near the edges of these patches, however, as they prefer 

some cover nearby. Moose can move quite easily over even deep snow, but are slowed by 

the crust that f o m s  over snow with warmer daily temperatures in the spring. 

Seasonal Patterns. Moose are fairly shy and solitary for most of the year. In the sumrner 

moose are commonly found wading and feeding in shallow bays and dong other marshy 

shorelines, and their movements are fairly erratic and unpredictable. During the fall nit, 

moose tend to remain ai or near the shorelines. At this time they are less shy and more 

vocal, and so are easier to locate and to lure out with moose caIls. With winter, moose move 

inland a bi t  They concentrate in shmbby, open forest patches and ridge tops comected by 

well-wom paths where they can keep the snow tramped down and where they may remain 

for several days. 

(Banfield, 1974:395-397; Feit, 1%9: 107; Peterson, 1955; Webb and Foster, 197474,75; 

Winterhalder, 1978:320,32 1). 



Black Bear ( Ursus mricanus).  

Bear are found al1 through the forested regions and are fairly common in the 

Southern Indian Lake region. 

Habitat. Black bear are omnivorous, eating mostly grubs, fis h and srnaIl mamrnals as weli 

as greens, roots, young tree bu&, and bemes. They are most often found in deciduous and 

mixeci forest stands, using climax spnice forest mainly for hibernation. 

Seasonal Pattems. Bear abandon their dens around the tirne of the melt, and soon gather 

near rapids, to fish the sucker mns. Through the summer they are quite solitary and spend 

most of their time feeding in deciduous forest patches. B y  late summer they are predictably 

found around recent burns, drawn by abundant berries. In fdl, the fattened bear begin to 

search for a den - a rock shelter, hollow log or even a windfall tree - where they will sleep 

through the winter. Often the only indication of a den is a mal1 breathing hole in the snow. 

(Banfield, 1974:305-307; Feit, 1%9: 1 1 1 ; Webb, 197433). 

Small Game and Furbearers. 

Snowshoe Hare (Lepus americanus). 

Hare can be found throughout the forested regions. Their population seems to 

grow and shrink over a cycle of roughty seven to ten years. 

Habitat. In the summer, hare eat grasses and herbs and the new leaves of deciduous brush. 

In the winter they browse more on the w d y  parts of both deciduous and coniferous trees. 

Some preferred hare habitat include aspen and poplar groves, old burns, mixed forest and 

open jack pine forest Hare follow well-worn ninways that criss-cross their territory. 

Summer trails run over grasses andor sphagnum mosses and may be re-used from year to 

year. Winter runways over snow are less permanent. 

Seasonal Pattems. Hare remain active through most of the winter, although they move 

around very little dunng the coldest months. 



(Banfield, l9748 1-83; Glover, l%2:3 1 ; Rogers and Black, 1976: 10; Winterhaider, 

I978:B 1). 

Porcu p ine (Erethizon dorsatwn). 

Porcupine inhabit most regions south of the tundra. 

Habitat. Porcupine like to rest in conifer trees, and fked on aquatic, deciduous and 

coniferous vegetation - young greens and leaves in the summer, while in winter they eat the 

imer bark of conifers and of hardwood trees (when available). In the b o r d  forest, they can 

most often be found in deciduous stands during the spring and surnmer, favounng jackpine 

and rnixed forest in the fa11 and winter. 

Seasonal Patterns. Porcupine remain active through the winter. 

(Banfield, 1974233-236; Irimoto, 1981a: 103). 

Beaver (Castor canadensis). 

Beaver can inhabit pretty well any creek or Stream with abundant aspen, poplar, birch 

ancilor willow dong shore, and rarely travel more than about 150 m from these shorelines. 

In the Southem Indian Lake region, they are most common on the ponds and smaller 

streams leading into the southern parts of Southem Indian Lake, a Iittle idand from the lake 

itself. They are rare on large Iakes and rivers. 

Habitat. Besides eating aquatic vegetation, beaver browse on deciduous trees and shmbs, 

especially aspen and poplar, so they most often build their lodges at a narrows dong 

shorelines bordered by early deciduous forest patches. From their regular grazing of the 

shoreline vegetation, beaver manage to maintain the forest near their lodges in deciduous 

stages and so do not have to move often, once established in a place. The best locations for 

their lodges are the slower, meandering streams with low to medium banks that are not 

subject to flooding, and also some shallow, muddy bays on smaller lakes and ponds. 



Seasonal Pattems. Beaver remain near their lodges ail year. They are active through the 

winter, but tend to stay within the frozen lodge and under the ice, where they have stored 

food for the season. 

(Banfield, 1974: 158- 161; Feit, 1969: 105,106; Webb, 1974:32). 

Muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus). 

Muskrat are found in most regions where rnarsh and deciduous forest exist. They 

are cornmon along marshy sections of the Churchill River and Southem Indian Lake - 

particularly in the Leaf Rapids, South Bay and Northem SIL localities. 

Habitat. Muskrat live chiefly on aquatic and marsh vegetation - above water parts in the 

summer, and submerged parts in the winter. They spend most of their time near lodges that 

they build in lakes, streams or marshes that are between 1.5 to 4 m deep and have plenty of 

reedy vegetation. 

Seasonai Patterns. Unlike beaver, muskrat often abandon their houses at freeze-up, taking 

to bank dens for the winter where they remain active. Even when they can remain in the 

house through the winter, floods commonly force them out by spring. New lodges are buil t 

in August or September. 

(Banfield, 1974: 19û-200; Jarvenpa, 1980: 17; Webb, 1974:33). 

River Otter (Lontra canadensis). 

River Otter can be found in al1 ecologid zones represented in Manitoba. They are 

fairly common on the Churchill River. 

Habitat. Otter hunt undenvater for fish and other smalI water life and bed in dens, old 

beaver lodges or thickets along shorelines of nvers, lakes and large marshes. They prefer 

locations with deep, clear water. Otter are attracted to rapids for hunting, especially in winter 

when these sornetimes remain open (Rogers and Black, 1976:8). They aIso seem to be 

irresistibly drawn by productive fishing nets. 

Seasonal Pattems. Otter remain active in the winter. 



(Banfield, 1 974341-343). 

Mink and Weasel (Murtela spp.). 

Mink, weasel and ermine are f o n d  throughout al1 parts of Manitoba, including al1 

around Southern Indian Lake. 

Habitat. Mink eat fish and srnall marnmals, and den dong stream banks. T hey favour 

shorelines of streams, lakes and marsh fringed with deciduous vegetation. They decline in 

areas of mature spruce h r e s t  Weasel and ermine prefer mixed forest habitat but can be 

found in alrnost any environment. 

Seasonal Patterns. These animals remain active through most of winter, mink travelling 

under the ice. 

(Banfield, 1974320-323,325328,330-33 1; Feit, 1%9: 103; Webb, 1974 12). 

Mafien (Martes arnericana) and Fisher (Martes pennanti]. 

Marten and fisher are found throughout most of the bored forest. Fisher are less 

common than marten. 

Habitat. These carnivores eat mostly smail mammais, birds and tish. They [ive year-round 

in closed coniferous forest patches. 

Seasonal Pattems. Both rnarten and fisher remain active through most of the winter. 

(Banfield, 1974:3 16-320; Feit, 1%9: 103). 

Wolverine (Gulo gulo). 

Wolverine can be found throughout the boreal forest and parts of tlle tundra. 

Habitat. Although they eat a wide variety of plant and animal foods, wolverine are pnmarily 

scavengers. They are most plentiful where there are many ungulates available - deciduous 

and coni ferous fores t patches. 

Seasonal Pattems. Wolverine remain active through the winter. 

(Banfield, 1974:333-334; Feit, 1969: 11 1). 



Wolf (Canis lupus). 

Wolf can be found in most ecological zones and are quite cornmon in the b o r d  

forest. 

Habitat. While they eat small game too, wolves are most closely linked to the ungulates. So 

when in the b o r d  forest, they are most common in the deciduous and coniferous patches. 

Seasonal Patterns. Wolves remain active through the winter. 

(Banfield, 1974290-292; Feit, 1%9: 11 1). 

Red/Silver/Cross Fox (Vulpes vulpes). 

Fox can be found in al1 parts of Manitoba. 

Habitat Fox like to den in sandy/gravell y nverbanks. Because they eat mostl y gnibs and 

small marnmals they can be found in pretty well any part of the boreal forest. They prefer 

more open habitat, however - shorelines, clearhgs, tundra - and so are rare in closed spruce 

forest, 

Seasonal Patterns. Fox move into their dens in the spring and remain in h i l y  units 

through summer. In fall and winter, fox are more solitary. 

(Banfield, 1974:299-300; Feit, 1969: 1 12). 

Lynx (Lynx lynx). 

Lynx can be found throughout al1 forested areas. In the Southem Indian Lake 

region, they are slightly less cornmon in the northem portion than in the southem. 

Habitat. Lynx are closely tied to hare, their principle game, and so can be found feeding 

anywhere that hare are. They seem to prefer the dense bmsh of closed spruce forest for 

living in, however. 

Seasonal Patterns. Lynx remain active through winter. 

(Banfield, 1974349-350; Feit, 1x9: 110; Webb, 197432). 



Garne Birds. 

Ruffed Gmuse/Partridge (Bunasa umbe1Zu.s). 

Ruffed Grouse are abundant in the b o r d  forest. 

Habitat. Ruffed grouse prefer deciduous and mixed wood forest and avoid mature 

coniferous stands. They are found often in the poplar or willow along shorelines, and in 

fores t ciearings. 

Seasonal Patterns. Ruffed grouse live in the boreal forest year-round, but their populations 

dedine quickly in mid-winter. 

(Drage, l982:Z; Godfrey, 1966: 109,110; Winterhalder, l978:Zg). 

Spmce Grouse (Canachites canadenris). 

Spruce Grouse are found throughout the b o r d  forest. 

Habitat. Spruce grouse feed on bemes in the summer and fall, and spruce buds through the 

winter. T hey c m  be found in mixed forest, mus keg, forest clearings and in berry patches, 

but they live mostl y in mature spruce forest stands. They like to nest on dry ground near 

muskeg or bog. 

Seasonal Patterns. Spruce grouse are year-round residents of the boreal forest. 

(Godfrey, 1966: 107; Williams, 1%9: 105,1û6; Winterhalder, 1978: 239). 

Waterfowl. 

Canada Goose (Brarrta canade-). 

Southem Indian Lake - particularly its northem end - is used by geese as a staging 

area during their spring and fall migrations, for feeding and resting, but very few birds nest 

there through the sumrner. Those geese who do nest on Southem Indian Lake do so mostly 

dong bay shorelines at the north end, and a few nest around South Bay. 

Habitat. While migrating, Canada geese like to rest in wet meadow and muskeg areas, and 

feed rnostly off of low, marshy shorelines of lakes and slower strearns and rivers. While 

most geese nest in the Hudson Bay Lowlands, some do spend the summers farther West. 



These seem to be mostly confined to a few marshy areas along creeks and ponds draining 

into the lower Churchill River (including those around the northeast end of Southem Indian 

Lake). These geese nest in shallow marshy areas with willow and sedge shorelines, 

commonly in the backwater ponds that form below some rapids, in inlets, or in bays. They 

avoid fast waters, and sandy and rocky shoreline for nesting. 

Seasonal Patterns. Geese, ducks and swans al1 migrate through the boreal forest in the 

spring on their way to nesting grounds farther north. They are often first seen at  the 

beginning of break-up, at the first open water (rapids, fast narrows and eddies). The large 

nurnbers of rnigrating geese passing over cenaal Manitoba tends to have dropped off by the 

end of May. A retum migration takes the geese back through the region in the fall, around 

September. 

(Godfrey, 1966:48; Raveling, 1977:38,39; Webb, 1974:38,46; Williams, 1%9:41; 

Winterhdder, 1978:453). 

Dueks. 

Several species of duck use lakes and streams in the b o r d  forest for staging or 

nesting.' On Southem Indian Lake, ducks nest mostly at its northem end, and they are also 

found in South Bay. 

Habitat. Although the specific locations for feeding, resting and nesting vary for different 

species of ducks, they ail tend to rnost favour shallow, quiet waters with aquatic vegetation: 

ponds, marshy lake margins, shallow bays and inlets, grassy streams, and sometimes pocket 

rnarshes along rivers. Low bedrock and low bedrock-controlled shorelines wifh offshore 

rnarsh seem to be preferred for nesting. 

Seasonai Pattems. Ducks appear with the first open water. Sorne continue to migrate 

northwards, but many remain to nest in the b o r d  forest lakes and streams for the sumrner. 

By mid-summer, most ducks will leave the nesting area with their young for the water 

bodies where they moult - during which time they are flightless. The return migration south 

folIows the moult, in the fdl. 



(Godfrey, 196655-83; Poston et al., 1990:35; Webb, 1974 facing 39,43). 

Whistling Swan (Olor colurnbianirs). 

Swans, as a nile, do not nest in the boreai forest much at ai!. They can be seen in 

small numbers during the spring and fa11 migrations to and from the Hudson Bay coast. In 

Southern Indian Lake they are found rnostly at the north end and also sometimes in South 

Bay. 

Habitat. Those swans that use boreal forest waters for spring and Ml staging like to feed 

mainiy in marsh areas and river shalIows. 

(Godfrey, 196647; Webb, 197443,46). 

Herring Gu11 (Lurur argentatus). 

Herring gulls are common in most regions. On Southem Indian Lake they are most 

abundant in its northern portions. 

Habitat. GuIls nest in colonies, most often on small, treeless islands with low bedrock 

shorelines, or sometimes on cliff ledges. 

(Godfrey, 1966: 178; Poston et al., l99O:'B ; Webb, 1974: 12,s). 

Loon (Gavia immer). 

Habitat. Like gulls, loon tend to nest on low, rocky islands. 

(Godfrey, 1966: 9; Webb, 1974:43,46). 

l Unless otherwise noted, disûibutions of wildlife in the Southem Indian Lake region are baseci on 
observations made pnor to the Churchill River diversion. Distributions of certain species have changed 
with the changes in the landscape associateci with the diversion, and can dso be expected to have altered 
from time to time with other factors such as large forest fires, large-scde climate changes, etc. 

The Kaminuriak herd is his toncd y the eas ternmos t herd of barren-ground caribou, using northem 
Manitoba as part of its winter range (Simmons et. al., 1979). 

See Kroker (199û:3 1.32) for a tentative lis t of birds in the Southan Indian Lake region. 



APPENDIX 4. FISH AND FISHERIES. 

Some Common Food Fishes in Boreal Forest Lakes. 

Spring Spawners. 

PickereVWalieye (Stizastedion vitreum vitreum). 

Pickerel are found mostly in clear, caim waters of larger rivers and lakes. They are 

widespread in the Southem Indian Lake region. 

Pickerel spawn in clean, shallow near-shore water over coarse sediment o r  rock (Le. 

siltless bottoms). Usually they ascend streams or rivers and spawn at the first set of rapids 

encountered, concentrating at the downstream end of the obstruction. Pickerel begin to 

move towards their spawning grounds in the late winter, prior to break-up. They remain 

there for several weeks before retuming downstream after the me1 t At this time pickerel 

becorne quite abundant at  the mouths of the spawning streams, but within a few more weeks 

are more dispersed throughout the lakes and rivers again. At any time of year pickerel can 

be expected to be more concentrated at the base of rapids and other natural obstructions 

than elsewhere (A yles and Koshinsky, 197455; Rostlund, 195239; Weagle and Baxter, 

1973:43,46,%; Winterhalder, 1978:255). 

In the Southern Indian Lake region, pickerel are most concentrated in the spring at  

the northernmost end of Southern Indian at the northwest end, and in Lake 

Opchuanau. Prior tc the Churchill River diversion, eight main spawning iocations had 

been identified. These were at the first set of rapids on: the Barrington River, the Barlow 

Lake drainage, the McLeod Lake drainage, the Muskwesi River, the Waddi River, the 

Cousins Lake drainage, and tnbutary streams of the Churchill River upstream of Southem 

Indian Lake. Sandhill Bay was the eighth important spawning area. At other times of the 

year pickerel are widely dispersed, but continue to be rnost abundant at the northern end of 

Southem Indian Lake, favounng small shallow bays and inlets (Ayles and Koshinsky, 

1974: 16; Peristy, 1989:67; Weagle and Baxter, 197352). 



Sauger (Stizostedion canadense). 

Sauger favour the same sorts of habitat as pickerel. They spawn in the spring, 

mostly off of reefs and coarse sediment and rocky Iake shore. In Southern Indian Lake 

they have k e n  recorded most abundant in the South Bay area (Ayles and Koshinsky, 

1973:77,83), 

Yellow Perc h (Percaflrniutilis). 

Like pickerel, perch favour clear, calm waters of lakes, and can be found in the 

quieter parts of clear streams. They spawn in the spring, in shallow, weedy bays of 1.5 to 3 

m depth. Perch were found mostly in South Bay of Southem Indian Lake (Ayles and 

Koshinsky, 1974:90,92; Rostlund, 195239). 

JackfisWNorthern Pike (Esox lucius). 

Jack can be found in most nvers and lakes in northern Manitoba. They prefer clear 

to slightly murky, quiet waters and spend most of the year close to shore in shallow, weedy 

bays and inlets. Jack spawn in the early spring dong these sarne shallow marshy shorelines 

of Iakes and rivers, and are also cornmonly seen at this time in the ponds at the base of 

rapids (Ayles and Koshinsky, 1973:64,65; Rostlund, 1952:34,35; Williams. 1%9:255,256). 

In Southern Indian Lake, jack are most common at  the north end of the Iake, where 

favourable habitat is abundant (Peristy , l989:67). 

White Suc ker ( Catostornus cornrnersorrnii) . 

Suckers are abundant in streams and rivers and in some Iakes. They are found al1 

through the Southem Indian Lake region. White sucker prefer clear, shallow water, and 

feed at the bottom. They spawn in spnng, after the pickerel, ascending rivers and streams to 

spawn over shallows with coarse sediment or rock bottom. They are common at the base of 

rapids and over grave1 shoals in some lakes at this time (Ayles and Koshinsky, 197484; 

Cleland, 1982:767; Winterhalder, 19'78256). 



Red SuckedStur geon Sucker (Catustomus catos~ornus). 

Red sucker prefer to live and feed in deeper waters, 12 rn or  pa te r  in depth, but 

spawn upstream over shailows in the spnng (Ayles and Koshinsky, 1974:88). 

Lake Sturgeon (Acipenser fluvescens). 

Sturgeon, far more plentiful prior to the introduction of commercial fishing than 

they are now, were found in many large rivers and larger shailow lakes on the Shield. There 

are frequent references in fur trade joumals to taking sturgeon at rapids dong the Churchill 

River (e.g. HBCA, E.3/3:26& PAM MG 1 B 14, Ia: 155). Whether or not sturgeon were 

previously present in significant numbers in Southem Indian Lake itself is uncertain, but 

they appear to be rare to absent there now (D. Bodaly, personal communication). 

The types of habitat that sturgeon prefer is not well known, but they are said to be 

fattest and best-tasting when taken out of si1 ty waters (Glover, N62:44,6 1). They are most 

common in the largest Iakes, and spawn upstream large nvers in the spring, after pickerel 

and suckers. They normal1 y spawn in near-shore shallows, and are especially common at 

the base of rapids. Sturgeon are bottom feeders and so are only near the surface when 

spawning (Rostlund, 1952: 10,11; Winterhalder, 1978:257), which is perhaps why they have 

not often k e n  seen in Southem Indian Lake. 

FaIl S paw ners. 

Whitefish (Coregonus clripeafomtis). 

Whitefish Iive pnmarily in lakes, particularly the larger lakes, and they tend to 

remain in deep waters except when spawning. They are abundant in many northern 

Manitoba lakes and the whi tefish fishery of Southem Indian Lake prior to the Churchill 

River diversion had been one of the most productive anywhere on the Shield (Hecky and 

Ayles, 1974a:g). 

Whitefish approach shallower waters just before freeze-up to spawn. Most tend to 

congregate off of reefs and rocky islands and lake shore at this time, al though a few may 



move up tributary strearns a short ways. They prefer to spawn over coarse sediment or 

rocky bottoms in waters between about 1.5 and 3 rn d e e ~ . ~  Dunng the rest of the year, 

whitefish are dispersed over more varied habitat, but remain of best quality in water with 

coarse sediment or  rock bottom ("clean water"). They are found farther offshore and in 

deeper water, particularly in the late summer and winter (Cleland, 1982767; Peristy, 

1989: 26,88; Rostiund, 1952:29; Weagle and Baxter, 1973:6,17,19,24). 

In Southem Indian Lake, whi tefish were most concentrated in the fa11 at the 

northeast end of the Me .  They migrated from all over the lake to their primary spawning 

grounds north of Long Point, and were relatively abundant there throughout the r a t  of the 

year. Whitefish were common at the very north end of Southem Indian Lake as well, but 

were of lesser quality than in the northeast (which includes the ara just north of Long Point 

and around the Churchill River outlet at Missi FalIs). They could be found in lesser 

numbers in other parts of the lake, but were at no time abundant in South Bay where the 

water has al ways been silty (Pensty, 1989:5,24; Weagle and Baxter, 1973:20,24,130). 

Cisco (Goregorrus artedii). 

Cisco spawn in the fa11 in roughly the same types of locations as whitefish (Ayles 

and Koshinsky, 1974:76). 

Lake Trout (Salvelinus narnaycush). 

Lake trout are restricted to deep lakes (Rogers and Black, 1976:o). As Southem 

Indian Lake is relatively shallow over much of its area, trout are rare (Ayles and Koshinsky, 

1974: 15). Lake trout spawn just before the freeze-up, moving to clear, shallow water over 

coarse sediment or rock reefs. They disperse and take to the deeper parts of the lakes in 

winter, and again in the summer (Cleland, 1982767; Irimoto, 1981a:42). 

Except where noted. distributions of fish in the Southern Indian Lake region refer to those recorded prior to 
the Churchill River diversion. 
The maximum depth recorded for spawning whitefish in Southern indian Lake was 6.75 rn (Weagie and 

Baxter, 19736). 



APPENDIX 5. DIVISION OF LABOUR IN CREE AND DENÉ SOCIETIES. 

In both Cree and Dené societies, labour and other activi ties were divided up loosel y 

by gender and to some extent by age so that each member of society had some specific role 

to play - some particular set of contributions to make - and their use of the land and its 

resources varied accordingly. Often, this division of labour was not only functional but 

spatial as well. 

Among the Cree, the adult men were primady concemed with the hunting of the 

larger game animals and furbearers. Men also did most of the wood-working: making and 

repairing wooden items like tml handles, paddles, sleds and toboggans, and snowshoe 

f m e s .  Men, especially older men, constructed the canoe frames. They made Stone and 

bone tools of various sorts for their use in hunting and wood-working, and some for use by 

the women. Older boys worked with their fathers and grandfathers, leaniing these and other 

skjlls from more experienced han& (Brightman, 1993262; Burpee, 1973:42; Martijn and 

Rogers, 1%9: 102, 103; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135; Smith, 1981a:261; Williams, 

1969: 177). 

Cree women gathered and prepared most of the plant foods eaten as  well as other 

useful plant materials. Berry picking and maple and birch tapping for sugar making were 

arnong the few activities that could take women away from the base camp for days or weeks, 

and they were usually accompanied by their children as well as by elders of both sexes on 

these and other plant collecting excursions. Women, children and elders set and tended 

snares and traps for smaller furbearers and game, including hare, grouse and waterfowl, 

normally wi thin a few kilometers of camp (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: 149,15 1 ; 

Bnghtman, 1993:8,126; Hannery, 1995: 13 ; Honigrnann, l%9:33 ; Martijn and Rogers, 

1%9: 103; Meyer, l985:22 1 ; Rogers and Black, 1976:32; Tanner, 1979:6U; Winterhalder, 

l978:469). 

While the activities of men tended to take them far away from camp, women were 



responsible for most of the in-camp work, including setting up and rnoving camp. Women 

and older children usually collected and cut most of the firewmd, a time consuming activity, 

and collected the water. When game tvas killed a reasonable distance from camp, women 

were often responsible for retrieving it, or else for moving the camp closer to the kill if it 

was farther away. While the hunters might do some initial butchering of their kills in the 

bush, women did most of the later processing: the final butchering and meat distribution, the 

cooking, the drying of ma t ,  and preparation of pelts and hides. Women did most of the 

leatherwork from the cleaning and stretching of the hides, to sewing and repair of clothing, 

footwear and tent coverings, as well as their laundering. They laced the snowshoe frames 

made by the men. The women made and repaired many of the tools and utensils that they 

used in their dail y activi ties, such as clay pots, bark baskets and other bark i terns, cordage, 

snares and nets, including fish nets. It stands to reason that they at least sornetimes if not 

often made their own Stone and bone bols: scrapers, knives, needles, awls. Women - the 

mothers and grandmothers - were the primary caretalcers of the younger chitdren, and were 

usually helped by the older girls who learned from them this and other skills. Where 

women went, the young children normdly went with them (Ahenakew and Wolfart, 

1993: 149,l5I,l55,DS; Brightman, 1993:8,lZ6; Drage, 1982 [1748]:34; Martijn and 

Rogers, L%9:95,103; Rogers and Rogers, 1959: 135,136; Smith, 1981a:261; Syms, 

1977:59; Tanner, 1979:60; Williams, 1969: 177,178). This load rarely let up. Knight 

(1968:60) wrote of the Rupert House Cree that: "Despite the fluctuations in the activity and 

location of the men, most adolescent and active married women follow a full schedule of 

cooking, cleaning, net repairing, preparing fur, making and mending clothes, and caring for 

children - every week, every month, ever year." 

One of the activities in which almost everyone in Cree society participated was 

fishing. Men apparently did most of the spear and harpoon fishing (Brightrnan, l993:263). 

The men also regdarly set the gill nets, including those set under the ice in the winter 

(Ahenakew and Wolfart, 1992: IO), and May have buil t the fish weirs. Men sometimes 



tended the gill nets, weirs and set lines as well, but these activities more often fell to the 

women, youths and eiders of either sexy especially when the younger men were away 

hunting (Brïghtman, 19%: 8,262; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 103 ; Rogers, 1963a:72; 

Williams, 1969: 178). Just about anybody might throw in a baited line and angle for fish, 

winter or  summer (Norman, 1982: 15). During large fish spawning runs when the women 

were more occupied with the splitting and drying of the fish (Meyer, 1985200; Smith, 

1Sn5: 179), the men were probably left to do  more of the fishing itself than they would in 

other times. 

The division of labour outlined above was not a set rule, however. Few, if any, of the 

day to day activities of adult Cree were c-ed out solely by men or solely by women. 

Husbands and wives often helped each other in tasks typically assigned to one or the other. 

For example, men might help the women stretch the larger hides, set up camp, and collect 

firewood (Brumbach and Jarvenpa, 1989: 134; Martijn and Rogers, 1969: 102,lCB). Berry 

picking could occupy the whole farnily (Linklater, 199485). Women commonly assisted 

men in the manufacture of the cames; they sewed on the coverings, caulked the seams, and 

gathered many of the necessary materiais (Rogers and Black, 1976:32; Van Kirk, 1980:61). 

Because various activities often took men away from the base camp for extended periods 

and because women sornetimes also went off on special tasks without their husbands, each 

had to be capable of living in isolation of the other. So men, although they very rarely 

cooked, mended, or performed other such domestic tasks when they were with their families, 

must have done these things for thernselves when they were away. Likewise, women could 

hunt and trap for themselves, including taking some large game, when left on their own 

(Brightman, 1993: 126; Flannery, 1995:35,36; Linklater, 1994:88; Van Kirk, 1980:58,59). 

The division of labour in Dené society was roughly the same as for the Cree, 

although Dené men may have done more of the fishing than their Cree counterparts (see, for 

details, Sharp, 1981:227,232,235; Smith, 1982: 17; Smith, 1981b:279; Van Stone, 



197478,79). Enmoto (l98la: 145; 1981 b:54,55) pointed out that among Dené families in 

recent times, the division of labour by sex and age has also been a spatial division. Adult 

men were responsible for rnost activities that took place more than a kilometer from camp. 

The wornen were largely occupied by camp-related activities, and, with elders and older 

children of both sexes, also canied out more of the trapping, fishing and gathenng activities 

that occurred within a few kilometers from camp than the men, although both sexes worked 

in this near-camp area at some time. 

This spatial division of labour seems to be a general pattern for subarctic societies, 

although in earlier tirnes when families were more mobile, women without young children 

were known to have regularly assisted men on hunting and fishing trips that t w k  them 

farther from camp, and sometimes went out on their own on similar punuits (B rurn bach and 

Jarvenpa, 1997:418,426; Knight, 196856). As with the Cree, both Dent? men and wornen 

were capable of living in isolation of each other as necessary (Sharp, 1981:235,237). 



APPENDIX 6. SOL MOISTURE CLASSES AND ASSOCIATED FOREST 
@OMMUNITIES. 

Arid Si tes: rock outcrop and higher eskers and grave1 beach ridges. 

These are characterized by limi ted if any tree growth, of jack pine and occasiondi y 
white spruce or aspen. Reindeer moss (Cladonia Spp.) is common, and bearberry rnay be 
present. 

Dry Sites: higher beaches, outwash plains and moraine ridges. 

Jack pine dominate the forest cover in these sites, and aspen is also common. White 
and black spruce rnay grow poorl y. Reindeer moss and bearberry are common in the 
understory. Some juniper rnay be found. 

Fresh Sites: lower beaches, outwash plains and moraine ndges, on slopes, and intemediate 
terraces. 

Black spruce, white spruce, jack pine and aspen al1 grow weli on these sites. Where 
black spruce is the climax fores t, i t rnay corne to dominate. Buffalo berry, juniper, 
bunchberry and some bearbeny grow in the understory. 

Moist Sites: low areas, at the lower margins of ndges and outwash plains, on till plains, clay 
flats, higher flood plains. 

Black Spnice dominates, with white spruce, jack pine, aspen and tamarack 
sometimes growing as secondary stands. Dogwood and bunchbeny are common in the 
understory, and buff-do berry, juniper and alder occur sporadically. 

Very Moist Sites: depressions in beach, in outwash and in clay deposits. 

Each of biack spruce, white spruce, jack pine, aspen and tamarack rnay grow in these 
sites, but black spmce is the climax species. Dogwood, bunchberry and alder are common 
in the understory, and there rnay be some bog cranbeny. 

Wet Sites: depressions in till and in clay deposits. 

Black spruce and tamarack will dominate, and aspen will grow in early successional 
stages. Alder, marsh marigold and bog cranbeny are abundant. 

Saturated Sites: on deep, organic terrain (peat bogs). 

These are poor sites for tree growth and what trees there are tend to be stunted. 
Black spruce and tamarack are the on1 y tree species to grow here. Sphagnum moss, marsh 
rnarigold and Labrador tea are abundant- 

(Department of Natural Resources, n.d.: 12) 




